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TRANSLATOR'S NOTE

The reputation of Byzantine history as complex and arcane has left
this field a darkened void when compared with the history of medieval
Europe as a whole. Hiding somewhere in this vacuum are centuries of
half-forgotten tradition, linking ancient Rome with the early modern
world in general and Eastern Europe in particular. Today, with the
gradual `opening up' of Central and Eastern Europe, this very neglect
over centuries has made Byzantium one of the most dynamic and
exciting fields of research, especially for military historians.

When taking on this translation project, thumbing through the
Polish typescript (expanded from a doctoral dissertation written at
Poland's premier academic institution, the Jagiellonian University in
Krakow), it was at once obvious that the work shone a bright light
into the dark hole that is Byzantium, providing tantalising glimpses of
the warriors of the medieval Greek world, clad in their extraordinary
gilded laminar and scale corselets, and elucidating one of the great art
historical mysteries-how realistic are Byzantine depictions of military
saints? The work deserved to be translated. Polish scholarship has long
been on a high level, but in view of language problems, has seldom
achieved the international recognition it deserves.

It has been a fascinating, though by no means easy, journey to bring
this extraordinary work to a wider audience. My translation closely
follows the Polish original, except that sentences have generally been
shortened and, where practical, rephrased to suit an English reader-
ship. Every pair of eyes that reads a passage will see it in a different
light, and I hope my views and comments made during the transla-
tion process have added, however minutely, to the rich content of this
book. All factual changes were discussed with the author and inte-
grated as part of his text.

My thanks go to Lidia Polubiec for her art historical expertise, and
assistance with some of the more obstinate passages,in the Polish text;
Dr Philip Rance for advice on use of Latin versus Greek forms; and
Dr Nick Sekunda for guidance on some of the complexities of Greek
terminology. The largest thank you must be reserved for my partner,
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Zofia Stgpkowska, who besides her help with some of the more idiom-
atic nuances of modern Polish, has put up with my eccentricities and
inattention throughout the extended gestation of this project with a
degree of patience that can only be described as saintly.



CONVENTIONS USED IN THIS BOOK

As a guiding principle we have followed the fashion of recent schol-
arship and where possible used the Greek forms of Byzantine names
and technical terms, in particular those given in the Oxford Dictionary
of Byzantium (ODB). However, personal names of well-known fig-
ures from before the Arab invasions have been left in the more com-
monly recognized Latin forms, for example Heraclius rather than
Herakleios.

First names are given in the English equivalent where one is in com-
mon usage, thus John rather than Ioannes. For consistency, names of
the warrior saints are generally rendered in the Greek forms: Bakchos
and Merkourios in preference to (the more historically correct) Bacchus
and Mercurius; this is, after all, how these names appear in Middle
Byzantine art works, which constitute the main subject of this work.

The rendering of place names is complicated by the many forms in
use even in Greece today. Our rule has been to use the form likely to
be most familiar to the reader: thus Byzantium, rather than Byzantion
and Thessaloniki rather than Thessalonike or Salonica.

For transliteration of Greek words we have used the Library of
Congress Romanization with a few exceptions, most of which are
explained below. For readability (following the ODB) we have not used
macrons to distinguish eta from epsilon, and omega from omicron.

With some simplification and generalization it can be said that
Medieval Greek contains a mix of words from Classical Greek' (some
of which appear in Homer's epic poems) and loans from Latin and
other languages. Although the literary form of the language had ossi-
fied and often harked back to Classical models, Medieval Greek was, as
a living language, subject to constant changes which took place inde-
pendently of external influences.

1 Usually the Attic dialect and koine.
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CONVENTIONS USED IN THIS BOOK xxv

TRANSCRIPTION OF THE LETTER /3

One such change in Medieval Greek was the replacing of the phonetic
value of the letter A originally equivalent to b, by the vowel v. To
make the etymology clearer for the reader, Latin borrowings which
took place before this change have been left in the original form, e.g.
tabula-rafAiov, and similarly from Persian, kaba-xalaVcov, and
from Arabic, jubbah-tafa.

For other examples where the loanword is known the letter v has
been used, e.g. Lat. servus-aEgfovAa, Lat. verutum-/3r7pvaia.

While Medieval Greek uses the compound pit to express the b,
it is often preferable to keep the earlier phonetic value; for example
the Greek Kawcayos, which was adopted quite early from the Latin
campagus, seems more useful to the reader as kampagos rather than
kabagos.





INTRODUCTION

Ever since the human form has been represented in art, costume has
been an important element that defines the depicted individual. The
representation often carries additional information, not only concern-
ing the person depicted, but also about the artist and the society for
which he was working. This was already true in ancient Egypt, where
pharaohs were depicted in a composite double crown, a covering for
the head but also an inseparable attribute of power, symbolizing sov-
ereignty over both the Upper and Lower Kingdoms.' The medieval
colobium worn by Christ in early scenes of the Crucifixion, a peasant's
tunic reducing his nakedness, informs us of the attitude of medieval
society to His Passion. Even modern items of dress, such as the bowtie,
neckerchief and necktie (which after all have little functional purpose
except a semiotic one) reveal the wearer's social status and the occa-
sion he is attending. The inhabitants of the Eastern Roman Empire
also attached special importance to costume and the messages it car-
ried, as is perhaps best attested by the numerous sumptuary laws on
the use of certain shades of purple in the manufacture of clothing as
well as footwear?

The importance of costume as an iconographical element increases
when the individuals represented are part of a group that uses costume
to differentiate themselves from the rest of society. Costume can then

1 See e.g. Gamber 1978, 115-16; B. Scholz, "Atefkrone", "Federkrone" and "Kopf-
tuch" in BKR, 18, 75, 144.

2 On the semiotic aspect of costume see Zygulski 1974, 108-10. The reservation of
purple (murex bandaris) for imperial costume is mentioned in Gratian's edict of 383,
though AMMIAN. (1:90, [14.9.7]) mentions a purple royal robe woven by conspirators
in Tyre in 354; see also pp. 132-3 [15.8.11, 15] on Julian the Apostate's ceremonial
cladding in purple garments for his coronation as caesar by Constantius on 6 Novem-
ber 355; and on the slur cast on Danus, an inhabitant of Salona, alleged to have stolen
a purple pall from the tomb of Diocletian; and also on the illicit use of purple by a cer-
tain Aquitanian (1:160-1 [16.8.4, 8]). This regulation was toned down by Leo VI in his
Novella 80, but he retained strict rules on the trading of purple cloth and other specific
types of clothing designated uniquely for the imperial court (see Avery 1940; Fauro
1995, 486-7 and n. 18; EPARCH, pp. 272-7, 16-18, 35 21-3622, 379-11 [IV 1, 3; VIII 1-2, 4];
LIUDPRAND, 20-1 [53-6]). MacMullen (1964, 448-9) draws attention to the highlight-
ing of symbolic elements of dress in Late Roman art; presumably this tendency also
survived in Byzantium. See also Alfoldi (1952, 69-72) on the purple clavi on the togas
of Roman senators and the cloaks of equites.
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be treated as a sort of attribute-it does not always allow a specific
individual to be identified, but it generally indicates a person's mem-
bership of a defined social class or professional group. In Byzantine
art it is possible to distinguish at least three such groups: the emperor
with court dignitaries and state officials; the clergy; and members of
the armed forces.' While the first two have seen extensive monographs
dedicated to the methods of representation and meaning of their
costumes,4 attempts so far to analyze military `uniform' in Byzantine
art specifically in the context of the iconography of warrior saints have
not yet produced satisfactory results.'

The `warrior saints' or `military saints' can be distinguished from
the huge host of martyrs by the pictorial convention of cladding them
in military attire.' The goal of this work is to answer the question of
how far images of the warrior saints merely repeated antique models
and were an artistic creation that differed from reality, and to what
extent the iconographic canon was brought up to date under the influ-
ence of weaponry in use at the time the images were created.' Solving
this problem seems to be of value not only from the point of view of
describing the rules determining the evolution of images of the war-
rior saints, and it may also bring answers on the nature of their cults.
We can assume that when the costume of a military saint depicted
on an icon or a church fresco was made up of traditional elements
that sought their origins in antiquity, such costume might be inter-
preted by the medieval observer as harking back to the `old times' in

3 According to 2ygulski (1974, 109) `Military and police signals of authority' and
`signals of religious cults and rituals' are among the clearest messages communicated
by clothing.

' On imperial iconography in Byzantium see Grabar 1936; Piltz 1986 and 1997
(largely on the basis of DE CER.); Parani 2003, 11-50 (on ceremonial robes and impe-
rial insignia), and 51-100 (on official court dress and aristocratic clothing). Clerical
vestments and their meaning are discussed by Walter 1982. A reconstruction of mili-
tary dress on the basis of iconography was called for recently by Ball 2002.

5 Cf. the general conclusions on the military equipment of the military saints as
marginal notes to consideration of their iconography by Myslivec 1934, 317-20;
Markovic 1995, 597-9; and Gorecki's more thorough study (1980, 196-218), which
unfortunately refers only to a narrow group of Nubian representations.

6 See below, n. 0.
' Armstrong/Sekunda (2006, 15) point out the archaizing style common in repre-

sentations of warrior saints in `high' art and suggest searching for `realia' in folk art
(especially ceramics), but without further investigating the fact that the 12th/13th-C.
representation they are studying on a dish from Vrea on the Chalkidiki peninsula (as
they themselves notice) exhibits fantastical features.
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which the saint lived, but in extreme cases might also create a barrier
of incomprehension. On the other hand the use of common elements
of clothing that the viewer saw on a daily basis reduced the distance
between himself and the holy patron who mediated in his contact with
God. It should also be remembered that military clothing has always
carried a rich semiotic and symbolic message. Deciphering this code
may allow us to verify current interpretations of the representations of
military saints, who are seen both as heroes defeating evil and as the
heavenly bodyguard of the Almighty.'

In a wider aspect, the issue of iconographical innovation in the
military costume of the saints is linked with the general discussion on
the nature of Byzantine culture and civilization, its traditionalism and
constant reference to antique models on the one hand, and the search
for its original features created as an independent value on the other.

Therefore, the basic research problems concerning the images of the
military saints seem to be to distinguish costume elements that: (1)
were not used in the Byzantine army but were borrowed from antique
art as a result of iconographical inertia; (2) that were known already
in antiquity and continued in use during the Eastern Roman Empire's
period of greatness; (3) new types of arms and armour which as a
result of iconographical updating were introduced to reflect changes
in medieval military technology; and finally (4) the fantastic and sym-
bolic. A detailed examination of the military equipment on warrior
saint images may therefore solve a question that has long been asked
by Byzantine arms historians-how far is it possible to trust such
images when attempting to reconstruct the arms and armour of the
medieval Greeks?9

8 See below, pp. 78 and 105. The related problem of the iconography of the arch-
angels in military attire, especially Michael and Gabriel, is outside the limits of the
present work and requires separate treatment, although general findings made here
may be applicable in respect of their military gear. On the images of the archangel
Michael in military equipment see for example: Rohland 1977, 136-48; Parani 2003,
154-5; and Ovcharov 2003, 21-8. The last author points out the genetic and ideologi-
cal links with antique representations of Nike/Victory.

' The use of images of military saints (above all those on wall paintings) as a source
in military equipment studies is proposed by Manova (1969, 187-8; who applies this
method in her study). Her method in reference to arms of the Palaiologan era was
questioned recently-no doubt justly-by Bartusis 1992, 326. Meanwhile, Kolias
(1988, 33) advises students of Byzantine arms to maintain a certain scepticism towards
works of art, warning of the effects of public bias on the popularity of military sub-
jects. In particular he criticizes Manova's conclusions relating to the depiction of
shields (on pp. 117, 121 n. 173). The archetypal character of depictions of weaponry
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SCOPE OF RESEARCH

Time frame

For a full understanding of the phenomenon of armed saints in the art
of the Eastern Roman Empire, especially its connection with Classical
traditions, it is necessary to look back to representations from the era
before Iconoclasm and even to the Hellenistic period. The changes that
took place in how armour was depicted in art under Latin rule in the
thirteenth century are the last examples of the updating of the cloth-
ing of military saints. For this reason the time-frame of the Middle
Byzantine period adopted in the present work (customarily defined
as the interval between the final suppression of the Iconoclast schism
in 843 and either the capture of Constantinople by the Crusaders in
1204 or its recovery by Michael VIII Palaiologos in 1261) should be
understood as the general time-span covered by this work, into which
the majority of events described fit, although occasionally it is neces-
sary to reach outside this period.

There were several reasons for the choice of Middle Byzantine art as
the field for research. During this period of revival after Iconoclasm,
figurative and anthropocentric art once again redefined certain picto-
rial formulas. The emergence of a new canon was also favoured by
the Second Council of Nicaea (787), which imposed the use of speci-
fied formulas to represent the various saints.10 On the other hand, the
transformation of the Imperial army initiated by Constantine the Great
led to the creation of a new military organization differing in organi-
zation and combat methods. The Roman legionary system gradually
changed into one of limitanei frontier troops together with a mobile
field army of comitatenses under the command of a Magister militum
plus allied foederati. The army's reorganization continued after the
defeat at Adrianople in 378,11 and in succeeding centuries, directed

in art is also mentioned by Haldon (2002, 66). Recently Ball (2002, 76) has returned
to Manova's approach.

10 MANSI, 13:252 (= English translation by MANGO 1986, 172-3); for more on Byz-
antine iconoclasm, its origins and effects, see Grabar 1984, passim.

11 Changes in the army's structure in the 3rd and 4th C. are discussed in the broader
socio-economic context by Jones 1964, 2:607-48; see also Treadgold 1995, 9-11.
Treadgold also analyses the structure of the army under the Iconoclast emperors on
pp. 21-42.
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by such reformist emperors as Maurice (582-602) and Heraclius
(610-641),12 and in the period under discussion by Nikephoros II
Phokas (963-969).13 These factors all influenced the image of the
warrior saint, determining its originality and distinctiveness. Also of
significance is that numerous military treatises and documents have
survived from this period, and these allow us to reconstruct the arms
and armour employed in the imperial army of this period,14 which in
turn permits us to examine the saints' images in the light of actual
Byzantine equipment.

Our end date is the thirteenth century, specifically the appear-
ance of a new style of depiction in the era of the Palaiologan dynasty
which referred strongly to Classical traditions and' made extensive
use of fantastical motifs.15 This process appears to have gone hand in
hand with the decline and disappearance of native Byzantine military
organization-replaced by mercenary bands and private formations of
pronoiars,16 which deserves separate treatment."

12 The vast literature on this subject, concentrating largely on the origins of the
thematic system (with two dominant opinions-linking the system's origins with
Heraclius or suggesting a gradual transformation from the late Classical formations
of limitanei frontier troops) is discussed by: Haldon 1993; and 1993a, 1-9 (especially
the state of research on pp. 1-7 with bibliog. in the notes); Kaegi 1981, 120-36; and
Treadgold 1995, 21-32, 98-108. The term tiotq Nga61v is used for the first time by
THEOPHANES, 1:3006, in reference to the reforms of Heraclius (and is discussed in
detail by Oikonomides 1975, esp. pp. 2-5).

13 See Kolias (1993) who sees the main evidence for Phokas's reformatory activities in
the attribution to him of the military manual texts and ordinances regulating the ques-
tion of distribution of land to soldiers; Magdalino 1997,16-26; cf. Shilov (2001) who
regards as unsatisfactory the theories of Kolias and other students of this problem.

14 see below, p. 34.
is Markovic (1995a, 211-13) identifies the obvious classicizing of the uniforms of

warrior saints from Manasija as well as discrepancies between their arms and armour
and surviving weapons from the time. He is inclined to believe that images of mili-
tary saints produced in the 10th and 11th C. are largely modelled on actual military
equipment. In turn, Parani (2003, 111-12, 143) associates the lack of references to
lamellar armour in Late Byzantine sources with fantastic depictions and regards this
as evidence of the disappearance from use of this type of armour.

16 On the disappearance of an independent military organization in Byzantium
after 1204 see Kolias 1988, 27; for the sources of the pronoia system see Magdalino
1997, 32-6; and Karayannopoulos 1996. Parani (2003, 136, 143) even suggests, on the
basis of iconographical evidence for edged weapons and lamellar armour, that weap-
ons production ceased altogether in the Late Byzantine era.

" Andrea Baubin is currently writing a doctoral thesis on the iconography of war-
rior saints in the Palaiologan era, under the direction of Prof. T. Kolias at the Univer-
sity of Ioannina, Greece.
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Selection of material

The term `Byzantine art' once referred exclusively to the creative out-
put of Constantinople, but in a broader sense covers works that came
into being throughout the Eastern Roman Empire (in contrast to the
wider term `art of the Eastern Church'). It encompasses works that are
diverse in terms of artistic quality and style, as well as in the condi-
tions in which they came into being. Alongside works created at the
imperial court in the capital that were strongly based in the Classical
tradition, it includes others that arose in monastic circles, murals
in the rock-cut churches of Cappadocia, and provincial frescoes in
churches on the Mani peninsula, which are often coarse in terms of
style yet innovative in terms of iconographic solutions. Besides art cre-
ated within the Empire's frontiers, Byzantine art should undoubtedly
include works executed by Greek artists under commission from for-
eign patrons; this includes mosaics adorning the Sicilian cathedrals
of Cefalu (1148) and Monreale (1180-89) as well as the churches of
Martorana (c.1143) and the Cappella Palatina (1143-54) in Palermo;
similarly it should also take into account the mosaic decorations of
the cathedral of St Sophia (1037, 1061-67) and the monastery of the
Archangel Michael (c.1108-13), both in Kiev. To this group can be
added smaller portable works such as manuscripts, icons, sculptures
(which are normally of fairly modest dimensions), as well as minor
items of applied art. These all make up part of the artistic heritage
of Byzantium and are currently preserved in collections throughout
the world. An example of one such collection assembled during the
Byzantine period is the group of icons in St Catherine's monastery on
Mt Sinai; for a modern collection it is enough to mention the museum
at Dumbarton Oaks in Washington, D.C.'8

When examining the iconography of the military saints one should
not overlook artistic circles that, although not integral parts of the

18 See Lazarev (1960) 152-7; Lazarev 1966. In truth NESTOR, pp. 120-1 describing
the foundation of St Michael's Church under the year 1108 does not mention the part
played by Greek artists in its construction, which he does in reference to the founda-
tion of the Tithe Church by Vladimir in 989 (p. 52). He also fails to mention the role
of Greeks in the building (p. 89) of the church of the Virgin in the Monastery of the
Caves in Kiev (1088) which is attested by PATERYK, 152-8 [II, III]. On Byzantium's
contacts with the West, esp. on icons brought to Western Europe in the 12th C., and
mosaics in Sicily and Venice, see most recently W.D. Wixom in: Glory of Byzantium,
435-41 (includes key bibliog.). On the Mt Sinai circle see most recently the articles by
K. Weitzmann, A. Paliouras & G. Galavaris in Sinai, 61-102.
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Empire, were directly connected with those in it. Such is the case with
Coptic art in Egypt, the roots of which hark back to before the Arab
conquest (AD 640-642), and also with works originating in Nubia,
Syria, Armenia and Georgia. The first two of these circles are espe-
cially important in the early development stage of the iconography of
the military saints. These regions were untouched by the activities of
the Iconoclasts, and as a result a number of early warrior saint depic-
tions have survived,19 allowing the evolution of their iconography to
be followed. Images of Syrian origin, especially those dating from after
the formation of the Crusader states, provide an example of the inter-
mixing of Latin influences with those of Byzantium, Cyprus, Armenia,
and with local traditions.20 Meanwhile in Armenia and Georgia, which
maintained strong military ties with Byzantium,21 the penetration of
artistic influences is very clear.22

19 Despite the edicts of 689 and 722 ordering the removal of external decorations
from churches, Muslim leaders did not interfere with their interior decor (Wessel
1965; Bourguet 1991, esp. 27-39); since 1949 the Roman periodical Orientalia has
published an extensive Bibliographie copte, ed. J. Simon. On the Christian kingdom of
Nubia see D.W. Johnson & A. Kazhdan, "Nubia" in ODB, 3:1500. On warrior saints
in Nubian painted works see Gorecki 1980.

20 On the artistic links between Byzantium, Cyprus, Syria and Armenia, most
recently see Christoforaki 2001; Syro-Palestinian depictions of warrior saints are
examined by: Dodd 1992, 84-7, fig. 29; Hunt 1991; Folda 1995, 403; Folda/French
1982, 194-5.

21 Both regions served as centres of troop recruitment for the Empire, see for exam-
ple: on the part played by Armenians in the defence of Constantinople during the
Avar invasion of 626-CHPASCH, 1:72411-15; on recruitment see PRAECEPTA, p. 122 [I
1]; DE CER, p. 6673 [11451; and Novella 3 of Nikephoros Phokas-BASILIKA, 1:258-9
[VI 19,9] (= LEO THE DEACON, pp. 318-20); on Georgians e.g. Dar, 1:192100-01 [43];
DE CER, p. 43513-15 [196] (on the Tornikios family); ATTALEIATES, p. 452-5; SKYLITZES,
p. 32683-5 [9]; see also Dagron 1986; Jones 1964, 1:659-60. The role of Armenians in
the Byzantine army is covered by Garsoian 1998, 62-3, and Nicolle 1992, 24, 33-4. See
the references by SEBEOS (p. 107 [XLIV]) to the appointment in 643 Smbat Bagratuni,
son of Aspet as `first' over the spatharioi and a kandidatoi by Constans II, and (p. 109
[XLIV]) on his promotion to droungarios. Five military men of Armenian origin who
appear in Byzantine sources from the time of Constans II until Basil I are listed in PBE
I (Bardanes 3, Leo 15 [= emperor Leo V], Manuel 1, Stephanos 83, Tiridates 1). On the
political contacts of Georgia with Byzantium see most recently Lomouri 2000.

22 See Mouriki 1981; Matchabeli 2000. An example of Georgian influence on Byz-
antine artistic life is Bachkovo Monastery (1081-83), founded by the sebastos and
Grand Domestic Gregory Pakourianos (see A. Chanidze 1971; Bakalova 2003, 11-19);
Pakourianos also provided support for the Georgian monastery of Iveron on Mt
Athos, which in turn had been founded in 980 by the Georgian leader and monk
John Tornikios (Athos, vol. B', 12-13). An example of Armenian artistic influence is
the Adrianople Tetraevangelion, dated 1007 and executed by the scribe Kiriakos the
Armenian under the patronage of Basil II's protospatharios John (Nersessian 2001,
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Of lesser value in studies on the weaponry of the warrior saints
is the art of Rus'23 and the Balkan countries,24 where such depictions
appeared comparatively late, and should be treated largely as a deriva-
tive borrowing from Byzantine art. For this reason works originating
from the artistic circles of Serbia, Bulgaria, Wallachia, Moldavia and
Kievan Rus' have not been taken into account in the present work,
except for comparative purposes.

The author's aim has not been to create a complete catalogue or cor-
pus of preserved works depicting warrior saints from the entire terri-
tory of the Empire. In view of the considerable gaps in the material, the
creation of such an oeuvre might seem pointless, and may even give a
false impression of the phenomenon. On the other hand a multitude of

no. 110; who also covers relations between the Greek and Armenian churches on
pp. 43-51).

23 Among the earliest products of Rus' workshops are the relief-work stone slabs
with equestrian images of Sts George, Theodore, Eustathios, Demetrios and the Kievan
Grand Prince Izyaslav (c. 1062) probably originating from the altar screen of the cathe-
dral of St Demetrios in Kiev (Sidorenko 2000, figs. 1-3=Lazarev 1970, fig. on p. 83).
Slightly later works include: 12th-C. icons with St George from St George's Monastery
in Novgorod and housed in the cathedral of the Dormition (Uspensky Sobor) in the
Moscow Kremlin, and a fresco in St George's Church (c. 1170-90) in Staraya Ladoga
(Lazarev 1970, figs. on pp. 55, 84-6). The Byzantine custom of adopting warrior saints
as patrons over the ruling dynasty began in c.1130, initially in Kievan Rus', and in
time also in the Suzdal Principality, and is examined by Ivanov 2004, 99, 103-04; and
White 2004, passim.

24 Bulgaria was brought under the control of Byzantium by Basil II and remained
within its frontiers until 1185 (recently see Treadgold 1997, 522-33, 657; and Paul
Stephenson, "Balkan Borderlands 1018-1204" in The Cambridge History of the Byz-
antine Empire c. 500-1492, ed. Jonathan Shepard, Cambridge 2009, 664-91). Works
of art originating from Bulgaria should therefore be treated as part of the Empire's
heritage, especially in the case of churches founded by imperial family members, e.g.
St Panteleimon's in Nerezi (1164) which was financed by the son of Theodora Por-
phyrogenita, Alexios Komnenos. On Serbian territory, with the exception of an early
representation of St George in the church dating to 1077-81 founded by King Michael
in Ston (now Croatia) which shows strong Romanesque stylistic influences (Markovic
1995, 602, fig. 45), the earliest Serbian images date from the 13th C. and can be treated
only as comparative material. Examples include images in the church of the Virgin
in Studenica from 1208; in the church of the Trinity in Sopocani, c.1266-68 (Curie
1991, figs. 58, 59); in St George in Diurdievi Stupovi, c.1276-82 (MiloseviC/Neskovie
1986, figs. 4, 30); and in St Kliment-Peribleptos in Ohrid, 1295 (Grozdanov 1991,
figs. 13-15). On the cult and iconography of warrior saints in Serbia see Markovi6
1995, 600-7. On Georgian influences on warrior-saint iconography in the Late Byz-
antine art of Bulgaria see Manova 1976.

In Wallachia and Moldavia the oldest representations of warrior saints date from
the Late Byzantine period and are therefore not considered here; see Dumitrescu
1989; and Batariuc 1992. The latter (figs. 1/1-4, 2/1-2, 3/1) reproduces images dating
from the late 15th C. to 17th C. of St George on tiles from the Hospodar's court in
Suceava.
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images of military saints exist in various media: in monumental paint-
ing (where as a rule they appear in the western part of the church) ;15 in
miniatures, particularly in the decoration of menologia and psalters;26

15 In mosaic technique, e.g. images in the narthex of the katholikons of Nea Mone
on Chios (in blind cupolas) c.1049 (Mouriki 1985, vol. 2, figs. 58-61, 196-203); the
monastery of Hosios Loukas in Phokis, c.1022-40 (Chatzidakis 1997, figs. 47, 48); as
well as Daphni, c.1100 (Lazarides, figs. 40, 41); in the Sicilian cathedrals in Cefalu
(1148 heavily restored) and Monreale and the Cappella Palatina (Borsook 1990, figs.
9, 35-36, 95). On the frescoes of the church of St Merkourios of 1074-75 on Kerkyra
(Skawran 1982, fig. 119); in the chapel of St Panteleimon (991/992) and the 12th-C.
church of the Hagioi Strategoi in Ano (Upper) Boularioi (Drandakes 1995, fig. 18 and
figs. 8, 33, 34, 112); in the churches of St Stephanos (9th C.), St Nicholas ton Kasnitze
(c.1175) and of the Holy Anargyroi (1160) in Kastoria (Pelekanidis 1953, figs. 21[1,
2], 23[1, 2], 27[2], 32[1], 55[1]); in the mid-12th C. katholikon of the Virgin-Kosmo-
soteira in Bera/modern Pherrai (Sinos 1985, figs. 121-124); in the church of the Holy
Saviour in Megara, c.1200 (Skawran 1982, figs. 334, 335); and in the 12th-C. churches
in Agitria and Episkopi on Mani (Drandakes 1995, figs. 21 and 59 on pp. 168 and
210). For depictions on murals in Cappadocian rock-cut churches: in the old church
Tokali Kilise (910-20), and in chapel 2A (Sakli Kilise, church of St John?, c.1070) in
Korama/Gbreme (Epstein 1986, fig. 42; Restle 1967, vol. 2, figs. 21, 28-30, 32, 43, 44);
St Barbara (1006 or 1021) in the Soandos valley (Soganli Dere), (Restle 1967, vol. 3,
fig. 436)-in the early-10th-C. Sumbiilii Kilise chapel in the Ihlara valley (Restle 1967,
vol. 3, fig. 493; Jolivet-Levy 1991, pl. 168, figs. 1, 2); in Direkli Kilise chapel in neigh-
bouring Peristremma, currently Berisirama (end of 9th-end of 10th C.), (Thierry
1963, 186, fig. 89c); in the late 11th-C. church of St Theodore in Tagar (Jolivet-Levy,
pl. 130, fig. 3); as well as in many other Cappadocian churches (see e.g. Jolivet-Levy
1992, figs. 108a, b, 109b, 112a, b).

26 E.g. images of St Theodore in the Menologion of Basil II (after 979) Vat. Gr. 1613,
fol. 383v and in the 11th-C. Menologion Mosquensis gr. 376 (183), fol. 25v (Sevicenko
1962, figs. 11-12); representations of military saints in the Menologion of 1056 (Par.
gr. 580, fol. 2v; Bodl. Barocci 230, fol. 3v; Vind. Hist. gr. 6, fol. 3v); in the Menologion
from the Historical Museum, Moscow, Mosqu. Gr. 382 (1063), fol. 72v (see Spatha-
rakis 1981, figs. 113, 116, 118, 142; and also pp. 22-3 where he combines fragments
of menologia from Paris, London and Vienna with another fragment in Paris [Par.
Gr. 1499] and dates the whole on the basis of a colophon); in the 11th-12th-C. codex
British Add. 11,870, fol. 151 (Walter 1981, fig. 8); the bust of St Merkourios in the
12th-C. Athos Menologion Docheiariou 5, fol. 216r; and an illustration of the con-
version of St Eustathios in the Menologion Esphigmenou 14, fol. 52 (Athos, vol. B',
fig. 329; vol. T', fig. 265).

Additionally, St Eustathios's vision as an illustration of Psalm 96(97) is depicted in
the following psalters: the late 9th-C. Khludov Psalter no. 129d, fol. 97 (Shchepkina
1977); the late 9th C. Par. gr. 20, fol. 5v (Dufrenne 1966, fig. 35; Velmans 1985, fig. 24);
the 9th-C. Pantokrator 61, fol. 138 (Dufrenne 1966, fig. 21); British Add. 19,352 dating
from AD 1066, fol. 130v (Der Nersessian 1970, fig. 211); the 9th-C. Barberini Vat. gr.
972, fol. 136r; while in the Homilies of Gregory of Nazianzos the motif of St Merk-
curios killing the emperor illustrates the text of a second homily against Julian the
Apostate (for text see MPG, 35:663-720, esp. 680), e.g. in the following codices: Par.
Gr. 510 (of c.879-82 AD), fol. 409v (Bruebaker 1999, fig. 40); Panteleimon 6, fol. 242v;
and Iveron 271 (11th C.), fol. 252v (Galavaris 1969, fig. XXXIV/ 177). Illustrations of
this legend in the 10th/11th-C. Coptic manuscript Brit. Mus. Or. 6801 are published
by Der Nersessian 1987, fig. 3, who also describes later examples from Western art.
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on icons, painted in tempera on wood,27 executed in ename1,28 or
sculpted in ivory,29 on cameos and intaglios,30 on steatite (soapstone),"
wood,32 and metal (including numismatic examples and seals) ;31 and

27 For example: an 11th/12th-C. icon with Sts Theodore, Demetrios and Philip the
Apostle in the Hermitage, Saint Petersburg (Bank 1966, figs. 227-229); on the fol-
lowing Sinaian icons: of St Theodore (6th/7th C.); St Theodore and George on horse-
back on the wings of a 9th/10th C. triptych with the Pantokrator; St Merkourios on
horseback (?10th C.); on the frame panels (kleimo) surrounding a 10th-C. icon of St
Nicholas (Weitzmann 1976, nos. B.13, B.43-B.44, B.49, B.61, pl. X); Constantinopoli-
tan icons with St Theodore, Demetrios and George (late 11th/12th C), and St George
(2nd half of 12th C.), and also the double-sided Cypriot icon of St James the Persian
(end of 12th C.), and an icon of St Theodore Teron of c.1200 from Patmos (Glory of
Byzantium, figs. 69, 70, 75 and 76).

28 E.g. the enamel panels set into the Pala d'Oro in San Marco, Venice (Hahnloser/
Polacco 1994, plates LIII 116, LIV 124-127, LV 128-130, LVI 139, 142); a 13th-C.
panel from Bathys Ryax (Bank 1966, fig. 190); an 11th-early 12th-C. Constantinopo-
litan enkolpion with George and Theodore in the Cleveland Museum of Art, (Glory
of Byzantium, fig. 111); and the enkolpion with relics of St Demetrios (Grabar 1954,
fig. 24).

29 Examples are published by Cutler 1994 with warrior saints on the wings of the
following triptychs: Forty Martyrs of Sebaste in the Hermitage, Saint Petersburg (fig.
28); in the Vatican Museo Sacro (fig. 169); the Harbaville Triptych in the Louvre
(fig. 170); in the Museum in the Palazzo Venezia in Rome (fig. 176); on a panel in
the Museo Archeologico in Venice (figs. 44, 106, 122 and 123); in the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York (figs. 126 & 130); colour reproductions can be found in
Glory of Byzantium, figs. 79-81); see also Goldschmidt/Weitzmann 1979, vol. 2, nos.
9, 20, 32-33, 38, 195.

30 Cameos, for example: with Sts George and Demetrios (11th-12th C.) in the Cabi-
net des Medailles of the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris; and on a 12th-C. pendant with
image of St Theodore slaying a dragon in the Dumbarton Oaks collection, Washing-
ton, D.C. (Glory of Byzantium, figs. 132, 136). Intaglios, e.g. signet with St Theodore
on horseback slaying a dragon (Byzanz, no. 111 9). For further examples see Spier 2007,
nos. 698, 702, figs. 17-18.

31 See Longuet 1961, fig. xxiv; Kalvrezou-Maxeiner 1985, vol. 2, figs. 11/7, 6-11, 15,
21-23, 25-29, 100, 102 & 102c, as well as later dated examples.

32 E.g the 11th-12th C. polychrome relief icons of St George from Omorphoklisias
near Kastoria (Tsigaridas 2000, fig. 39); an 11th-12th C. example from Balaklava near
Chersonesos on the Crimea, currently in the National Museum of Art, Kiev (Milyaeva,
figs. 1-11); and an icon of approx. mid-13th-C. date from the vicinity of Kastoria, now
at the Byzantine Museum, Athens (Potamianou 1998, fig. 5).

33 E.g. the reliquary of St Demetrios from 1059-67 (Glory of Byzantium, fig. 36);
image of St Theodore on the base of an 11th-C. silver bowl (Bank 1966, nos. 206-207).
Seals with images of warrior saints are published in the following works: Laurent 1981,
vol. 2/1, nos. 60, 92, 102, 104, 139, 141, 153, 157, 160, 192, 199, 342, 597, 702, 705, 706,
832, 833, 848, 855, 863, 869, 908, 923, 933-937, 941, 942, 968, 970, 971, 974, 991, 1018,
1019,1126,1133,1137,1139,1143,1147,1183,1186,1192; Laurent 1963, vol. 5/1, nos.
92, 105, 136, 191, 196, 205, 209, 211, 216, 229, 269, 318, 361, 421, 452, 454-456, 459,
460, 463-466, 472, 473, 482, 494, 497, 501, 544, 561, 562, 564, 565, 696, 715, 721, 756,
767-770, 777-779, 784, 785, 802, 991; pt. 2, nos. 1038 , 1050, 1079, 1087, 1113, 1127,
1131, 1197, 1282, 1295, 1307, 1317, 1376, 1391, 1406, 1412, 1434, 1443, 1445, 1447,
1504, 1510, 1518, 1547, 1594, 1609, 1610; and also Zacos 1972, vol. 1/2, nos. 1283 a,
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even in architectural stone sculpture.34 This reservoir of data should
permit us to establish a representative group of depictions, with typi-
cal, oft-repeating elements of arms and armour, as well as to identify
examples that differ from them. The chosen selection should allow us
to discuss the methods of depiction of the military equipment in the
representative group without having to refer to all the known repre-
sentations of the military saints.

STATE OF RESEARCH

Research on the development of the cult and iconography of
warrior saints3s

Interest in the group of warrior saints in the Eastern Church and
in Byzantine culture dates back to the start of the twentieth century
although its roots should be sought in the works of the Bollandists, an

b, c, 1284, 1285-1289 a, 1290 a, b, 1291; (vol. 1/3) nos. 1454-5, 1463-5, 1467, 1486-7,
1487-2, 2680, 2703-2711; Zacos 1984, vol. 2, nos. 352-357, 362,
393, 394, 421-423, 428, 437, 438, 447, 452, 454, 456, 464-472,
481, 484, 488, 491, 494, 497, 501, 516, 519, 520, 523, 525, 526,
636, 642, 649, 650, 661, 672, 685, 691, 703, 705, 713, 717, 722,
733, 737, 738, 740, 761, 776, 778, 786, 817, 842, 843, 844, 847,
saints are first represented on coins in the reign of Alexios I Komnenos (Grierson
1982, nos. 1025, 1026, 1067, 1068, 1078, 1083, 1084, 1142 & 1210).

34 E.g. on column capitals from Ayla-Aqaba in Jordan (Zayadine 1994, figs. 2 &
4); and as busts on capitals preserved in the Musee Cluny, Paris, and in the Istanbul
Archaeological Museum (Grabar 1976, figs. 109a, c = Byzance, no. 322); as decoration
on templa (Sidorenko 2000, figs. 1-3, and fig. 7 showing a late example from Mistra);
see also Mango 1994, fig. 16; Byzance, no. 323. Warrior saints also often appear as a
motif in the relief-work decoration of Armenian churches, e.g. on the facade of the
cathedral of AD 921 at Aght'amar (Der Nersessian 1965, figs. 49-50, Davies 1991, figs.
35-38; see also Thierry 1962, figs. 2, 3.) as well as in the Russian churches of Vladimir-
Suzdal, e.g. at Yuryev-Polsky, 1230-34 (Lazarev 1970, fig. on p. 87). Also worthy of
consideration are an early group of representations on baked clay; these include oil
lamps with images of St Menas (Kiss 1966, figs. la & 2; Kiss 1970, figs. 1-3; Byzanz,
no. 1.75.2-1.75.3), and also a group of late 6th-7th-C. ceramic icons from Vinica, Mac-
edonia (Balabanov/Krstevski 1993, nos. 44, 46, 54; Walter 2003, 98-99, figs. 12.4-6).
Other examples are given by Kolias 1989, 18-19, n. 3.

35 More detailed coverage of the unusually rich bibliography on the warrior saints
is beyond the scope of the present work. The largest bibliog. of the subject is pub-
lished by Markovic 1995, 568-9, nn. 8-11, 13-15, and further while describing the
saints in turn. For published depictions see also A. Chatzinikolaou, "Heilige" in RbK, 2
(1971): 1053-7. Information on the Western cult and iconography along with essential
bibliog. is given by Riches 2000, 225-7. For information on published hagiographic
texts see the appropriate volumes of BHG; and below, pp. 57-62.

474,
538,
723,

371, 373, 382, 384,
476, 477, 478, 480,
540, 550, 566, 633,
727, 728, 731, 732,

872, 873, 874. Military
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association of scholars of hagiography, who alongside their interest
in the `lives', `passions' and `miracles' of the saints and martyrs also
verified and published much material on the military saints.36 It was a
distinguished representative of this group, Hippolyte Delehaye, who in
1909 published the first monograph devoted to the most popular mili-
tary saints, which also mentioned the existence of their likenesses in
art.37 His primary research was continued by Karl Krumbacher, Paul
Peeters, Frangois Halkin and many others.38

Alongside the trend for analysing and publishing hagiographic
texts'39 by the late nineteenth century interest had arisen in the links
between the iconography of the warrior saints and Classical represen-
tational formulas .4' Laying stress on the compositional similarities in
art, all these authors ignored the material links between the Christian
images and their pagan predecessors. It was only Ernst Kantorowicz
who examined this problem from the angle of the ancient gods, and
gave what seem to be satisfactory answers on the relationship between
the two types of representation.41

Among the works devoted to the warrior saints, studies soon began
to appear that were concerned with various aspects of their cults and
their uniqueness, and even the social and political role of the saints in
the life of the Eastern Roman Empire.42 These works were exploited
in the monographic descriptions of various saints which discuss their
iconography, as well as the hagiographic sources and characteristics
of their cults.43 A subgroup among these works covers studies on the

36 See the individual volumes of AS (from vol. januariusll to Novembrisl4), and
also AnBoll.

37 Delehaye 1909, esp. 3-6.
38 Among them: Rystenko 1909; Krumbacher 1911; Aufhauser 1911; Loparev 1913;

Peeters 1921; and Xyngopoulos 1950.
39 AUFHAUSER; WALLIS BUDGE; HALKIN 1962a; HALKIN 1981.
90 Clermont-Ganneau (1876) linked the image of St George slaying the dragon with

a Coptic bas-relief of Horus killing a crocodile; Kazarov (1938) meanwhile saw in it
the so-called Thracian rider. (On the origins of equestrian images see also Walter
1989; and 1990; and in the context of Kazarov's thesis, Walter 1994).

41 Kantorowicz 1961. Problems connected with the origins of the warrior saints con-
tinue to attract the attention of researchers, e.g.: Howell 1969; Lemerle 1981; Chara-
lampides 1991; and Walter 1990; 1994; and 1995.

4' See for example: Gregoire 1938; Vasiliev 1950; Howell 1969; Mango/Sev&nko
1972; Jaaskinen 1981; Kazhdan 1983; Meimaris 1986; Magdalino 1990; Papamas-
torakes 1998.

43 Myslivec 1934; Velmans 1985; Mavrodinova 1969; Walter 1973; Walter 1999;
Key Fowden 1999; Gabelic 2006.
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cycles of lives, which are generally preoccupied with the martyrdom
of the various saints.' A series of successful attempts have also been
made to identify more unusual iconographic themes relating to the
warrior saints.45 The custom of combining several military saint depic-
tions into a single work of art (usually a mural, icon or ivory trip-
tych) has led to the writing of monographs on these groups, which
are treated as a unified whole of joint significance 46 Research has also
been undertaken on the iconography of the military saints and how it
varies artistically in individual regions.47

Despite the varied and extensive literature, because of the diversity
of issues associated with military saints' images, there remain many
unsolved puzzles. In recent years this has encouraged a number of schol-
ars to tackle the subject of the warrior saints in the art of the Eastern
Church.48 Along with the new works have come suggestions on useful
methodologies. Christopher Walter's proposal of the need to return to
the hagiographic texts in order to study the images of the military saints49
would seem insufficient for an adequate analysis of their appearance
and attire in art. In hagiographic works descriptions of their arms and
armour are usually limited to isolated terms of the type Sopv, awn ;,

(describing respectively, lances, shields and cuirasses), or the

44 Binon 1937; Xyngopoulos 1970-who discusses only Late Byzantine cycles in the
life of St Demetrios from codex Gr. th. 1 in the Bodleian Library, Oxford from the
time of Demetrios Palaiologos, a 16th-C. icon from Mykonos in the Cyclades, and
Serbian frescoes adorning the church of the Patriarchate in Pee and the katholikon of
the monastery in Decani; Mark-Weiner 1977; Walter 2003a, 132-8.

45 Theotoka 1955; Meinardus 1973; Privalova 1963; Privalova 1977; Kretzenbacher
1983; Hunt 1991; Chatzidakis 1994; Walter 2003a, 138-44. For an unsuccessful inter-
pretation see Howell 1968.

46 Privalova 1963; Mirzoyan 1987; Dumitrescu 1989; Markovic 1995 and 1995a;
on the adaptation of the cult of the warrior saints as a group in the Principality of
Vladimir-Suzdal see White 2004.

4' Lazarev 1970; Manova 1976; Gorecki 1980; Coumoussi 1985; Saltykov 1985;
Jolivet-Levy 1992; White 2004.

48 Recent works include the important monograph by Walter (2003a), summing
up his many years of research on the hagiography and iconography of the warrior
saints, and two smaller monographs by the Bulgarian academics Ovcharov 2003 and
Ivanov 2004.

4v Walter 1999; Walter (2001a).
so See e.g. THEOPHANO, p. 1012; MALALAS 2571, [XIII 25] who mentions the iron

thorax of St Merkourios. The shield (6xov-cciptov) of St George is mentioned in a
description of his combat with the dragon, see AUFHAUSER, p. 1265 (in marginal text).
Secular texts and poetry would seem to be more important for an analysis of the
public perception of warrior saints images; see e.g. the epigram by John Geometres in
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even more general oiXa.51 When removed from their context these do
not provide full answers on the character of their military attire as it
appears in artistic depictions. For this reason it is necessary to look to
other primary sources and to the critical literature that concentrates
on the arms and armour of the Byzantine army.

Research on the military equipment of the Middle Byzantine army

Scholarly interest in Byzantine arms and armour is a relatively new
phenomenon, especially when compared to the arms and armour of
ancient Rome and medieval Western Europe, subjects that have both
generated a vast array of literature.52 Undoubtedly, a major reason for
this state of affairs is the very small number of preserved artefacts that
can be reliably linked with the Byzantine army.53

As with every field of knowledge, the study of Byzantine weaponry
has required the creation of its own terminology, and early research
was dominated by works intended to reconstruct this terminology
from the written sources.54 In parallel with this linguistic research, and

the collection Paradeisos in GEOMETRES, 488, 490 [CCXC 135-38] (= MPG, 106:974
[153]): 'EE,oµokoyiiatic

A6pa5 eµov Oeo8copov, koyxiv, &aini&a,
Kai xoptBa (3ptapt v, xai ticpoc 6ppixonov,
Kai koyov avtioxviov vup&Sos nk> ov e°pxpkoya psIBpa,
Kai 6tioµa, xai xeipa, xai Op&aos ev mokeµoti5

Descriptions of images of warrior saints which appear in the poetry of Manuel Philes,
Nicholas Kallikles, Theodore Prodromos and Theodore Palaiologos are published by
Maguire 1996, 76-8. On the military attire of St Theodore Teron worn during his sec-
ond miracle in which he repels a Persian attack on Euchaita [BHG 1764], see Delehaye
1909, 195; Walter 2003a, 60.

57 The epithet onktititxovs is used for example by Gregory of Nyssa in his homily
in honour of St Theodore, see CAVARNOS, 10/1:65' (= MPG, 46:740). The inadequate
informational value of the hagiographic texts on the arms and armour of the warrior
saints is pointed out by Parani 2003, 150-1.

52 On arms and armour in ancient Rome see: Robinson 1975; Bishop/Coulston
1993, esp. 122-82 on Late Roman weaponry; and more generally: Gamber 1978, 241-4,
263-300, 347-83; and Zygulski 1998, 11-72 (Greek weaponry), and 75-144 (Roman).
Sander (1963) covers Roman ceremonial uniform mainly on the basis of literary
sources, for which see also Rankov 1994. Of the extensive literature on medieval Euro-
pean arms and armour see, e.g. Blair 1958; France 1999 (includes further bibliog.);
Nicolle 1988; and for Russia, the highly detailed works on archaeological finds by
Kirpichnikov 1966, vols. 1-2; 1971; and 1973.

53 See below, pp. 19-33.
54 On Justinian's army as described in the chronicles of Procopius and Agathias see

Miller 1912, 122-5; on Early Byzantine armies on the basis of Maurice's treatise see
Aussaresses 1909, 48-53. On the skaramangion and kabadion see Phourikes 1923; and
Mihaescu (1968 and 1969), whose main interest was the remnants of Latin in Greek
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sometimes closely connected with it, attempts were made to define the
relationship between the arms of Byzantines and those of the barbar-
ian peoples, and on transfers from one to the other.55 Especially fruit-
ful in this respect was the work of Peter Schreiner, who discussed the
northern literary and iconographic sources for Byzantine arms and
armour research.56

As the next stage of research one can regard works that sought to
provide a synthetic presentation of the whole range of Byzantine mili-
tary equipment. The first of these was by Ada Bruhn Hoffineyer in
1966; as her main source she used the miniatures in the manuscript
of the chronicle of John Skylitzes in the Biblioteca Nacional, Madrid
(Vitr. 26-2).57 By examining the equipment depicted in the battle
scenes in this codex, in conjunction with archaeological and literary
sources, she was able to create the first full study of the arms and
armour of Byzantium in the light of the weaponry of medieval Europe
and the Near East. Her findings were verified and expanded in an arti-
cle by John F. Haldon, who analysed the written sources, particularly
the Byzantine military manuals.58

The fundamental work for Byzantine military equipment studies
was the monograph of Taxiarchis Kolias, the first work to discuss in
detail all the individual items of arms and armour of the Byzantine
warrior.59 Although some of his proposed interpretations have since

military terminology. This research continues: Kolias 1993a (on the use of Latin and
Greek in the Byzantine army); Kazhdan 1995; and 1997 (the military terminology of
Niketas Choniates). On the adaptation of the Latin term caballarius during the Pal-
aiologan era, see Bartusis 1988. See also Wiita 1979, 72-3.

55 Kondakov 1924; Cumont 1925; Darko 1935; and 1937; Battisti 1968.
56 Schreiner 1981.
57 Hoffmeyer 1966. Painted representations (including many of a religious

character) were examined slightly earlier in a monograph on Serbian, Dalmatian and
Bosnian arms and armour by Skrivanic (1957). His work, which concerns arms used
in states neighbouring the Empire, also has some bearing on Byzantine military equip-
ment studies. A slightly earlier work by Alexander Kazhdan was unavailable to me:
A. KaxcjaH, "BH3auTI KcKax apMA B IX-X Bexax", YveHbie 3almrcxu BeJIHIxoJryKCxoro
roc. ne4arorirnecxoro HacTKTyTa, BenHKHe JIyiH 1954, although its ideas are sum-
marized by Darkevich 1975, passim.

58 Haldon 1975.
59 Kolias 1988. This work is an expanded version of his doctoral dissertation on

Byzantine defensive arms entitled Die Schutzwaffen der byzantinischen Armee. Ein
realienkundliche Untersuchung der schriftlichen Quellen, Wien 1980 (typescript Uni-
versitatsbibliothek, Wien), which was prepared under the supervision of H. Hunger
at Vienna University.
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been challenged in brief articles discussing narrow topics,60 his study,
on the whole, remains to date the most essential and complete work
on arms and armour in the Middle Byzantine era.

Among the works devoted to reconstructing the full martial equip-
ment of the Byzantine soldier from the various available sources,
an important role is played by studies on the equipment of specific
branches of the army. For understandable reasons, researchers' interests
have concentrated on troop-types that are specifically Byzantine, such
as the heavily armoured cavalry-the kataphraktoi and klibanarioi61-

and the artillery, in particular `Greek fire'.62 Although the artillery has
no great relevance to the iconography of warrior saints, the cavalry is
of great significance, especially in the interpretation of equestrian rep-
resentations. The weaponry and uniforms of palace guards and army
units based in the capital is discussed by John Haldon in his mono-
graph on the organization of the tagmata'63 while a prosopographic list
of officers of the tagmata from the tenth and eleventh centuries was
compiled from the sources by H.J. Kuhn.64 Of the works concerned
with specific military formations also worthy of note is an article by
Eric McGeer on the menaulatoi, an infantry formation that employed
heavy spears as a defence against enemy cavalry charges.65

The increased interest in military aspects of Byzantine civilization
over the last few years has brought a series of general works that also
tackle the problem of arms and armour.66 In defiance of earlier judge-

60 See e.g. Dawson (1998) on the elements of body armour known as kremasmata,
kabadion and klibanion; and Dawson (2001/2) on the typology of the klibanion. On
the menaulion (a type of infantry pike used to defend against cavalry) see McGeer
1986; McGeer 1988; and Anastasiadis 1994.

61 On Late Roman and Early Byzantine kataphraktoi and klibanarioi see: Gam-
her 1968; Michalak 1987; Bivar 1972, and Diethart/Dintsis 1984. On the influence
of the eastern nomadic tribes on Byzantine cavalry see Tobias 1979; and on heavily
armoured cavalry in the Late Roman period see Mielczarek 1993. There is nothing
comprehensive as yet on the evolution of Byzantine equestrian equipment; the only
useful work concerns Nubia (Steinborn 1982), while marginal observations appear in
Hyland's study of the medieval warhorse (1994, 18-53).

62 An extensive bibliog. on Greek fire with source extracts can be found in the full-
est current monograph: Korres 1995, 27-32, 133-69; and in a study of the Byzantine
navy: Pryor/Jeffreys 2006, 607-31.

63 Haldon 1984, passim.
64 Kiihn 1991.
65 McGeer 1988.
66 For the Middle Byzantine period see McGeer 1995, 203-17; Haldon 1999, 128-

38 (with coverage of recent findings); Haldon 2002; Dawson 2002; and for the Late
Byzantine period Bartusis 1992, 322-41; and Babuin 2002. Despite its title Treadgold
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ments on the traditionalism and calcification of Byzantine art, Maria
G. Parani returned to an examination of iconographic works as a reli-
able source for reconstructing the `realia' (secular contemporary arti-
facts) of everyday life in the Empire. She devoted a major part of her
monograph to military equipment, recognizing that it is often possible
to observe a mimetic tendency in the work of Byzantine artists when
depicting arms and armour.67

The recent monograph on the imperial navy by Pryor and Jeffreys
cannot be overlooked in view of its monumental character, although
the work is less useful in a study of warriors who are mainly depicted
on foot or on horseback.68 A number of publications, of popular char-
acter have also appeared,69 and these are not without value in attempts
to reconstruct the appearance of Byzantine arms and armour.

Many items of Byzantine military gear were at first reconstructed
erroneously.70 The sheer diversity of Byzantine military terminology,
borrowed on more than one occasion from foreign languages, the
changes in meaning of various terms over the course of the centuries,71
and ultimately, the unique character of Byzantine war gear has meant
that discussions on the appearance of various items continue, although

(1995) does not cover the army's equipment. See also the relevant entries in ODB,
esp.: E. McGeer & A. Cutler, "Armor", 1:182-3; E. McGeer, A. Kazhdan & A. Cutler,
"Weaponry", 3:2192-3. Also worth mentioning is the recent compendium of earlier
essays devoted to the problem of war in Byzantium: Byzantine Warfare, (The Interna-
tional Library of Essays on Military History) ed. J. Haldon, Aldershot 2007.

67 Parani 2003, 101-58. The text of the present work came into being in outline
before the publication of Parani's book. All the more noteworthy is the convergence in
our assessment and interpretation of many research problems, not due to any earlier
collusion, but as the result of our similar lines of investigation. Places in my text that
are in agreement have been noted in the present, supplemented version.

68 Pryor/Jeffreys 2006, esp. 380-2.
69 Nicolle 1988; Gamber 1993-1995; and also in the Osprey series: Heath 1979;

Nicolle 1992; Heath 1995; and more recently D'Amato 2005; Dawson 2007; and
2009.

70 One such incorrect interpretation was the solenarion, which is mentioned for
the first time in Maurice's Strategikon as the ao Xilv&pta l Utva, which was accom-
panied by small missiles and a small quiver, µeti& gucpwv 6ayntiwv xai xovxovpwv
ptxpwv (STRAT., p. 4224-5 [XIIB 5]). These were initially identified as a crossbow and
bolts (Haldon 1970; Dennis 1981; Kolias 1988, 242). A satisfactory identification-as a
type of wooden arrow-guide that assisted in shooting short arrows from a bow-was
proposed by Nishimura (1988) after analysis of ancient, Near-Eastern and Korean
archery customs. On Anna KoMNENE's description (2:2177-2188 [X 8]) of the Norman
crossbow see Staquet 1938; Michailidis 1967. On the crossbow in Byzantium, albeit
mainly based on Late Roman and 12th-C. sources, cf. Kolias 1988, 239-53; and Pryor/
Jeffreys 2006, 381.

71 E.g. on the changing meaning of the term zaba see Kolias 1980.
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the emphasis now is on adding more detail to knowledge of individual
items of equipment and studying their use at specific moments in the
history of the Empire.72

In ending this survey of the present state of knowledge on Byzantine
military equipment it is not possible to overlook the emerging sci-
ence of vexillology, which attempts to reconstruct the appearance and
typology of Byzantine flags and standards on the basis of literary and
iconographic sources.73

72 See for example on the menaulion: McGeer 1986; McGeer 1988; Anastasiades
1994. Military equipment on the Byzantine-Arab frontier immediately prior to the
arrival of the Turkic peoples along with the changes this brought about are tackled by
Nicolle 1995. Sketches of a more general nature are published by Kolias 1989; 1989a;
and 1997.

73 On depictions of flags in psalter illustrations see Velmans 1974; and also the
more general works: Grosse 1924; Dennis 1982; Babuin 2001; Dawson 2007, fig. on
p. 42; and 2009, fig. on p. 12.
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SOURCES

MATERIAL SOURCES (ARCHAEOLOGICAL)

The basic raw materials for costume and uniform research are indi-
vidual items of arms, armour and costume that have survived down
to our time. Unfortunately, preserved items of Byzantine arms and
armour are very rare compared to the quantity of finds in Western
Europe and, paradoxically, those from the more distant ancient peri-
od.' Many factors have contributed to this situation, and these can be
followed thanks to historical references.

Of decisive significance in elucidating the shortage of surviving arti-
facts appears to have been the system for manufacture and distribu-
tion of arms and amour in state factories called fabricae, which was
introduced by Diocletian, and fully controlled by the imperial admin-
istration.' The imperial monopoly is mentioned in Novella 85 in the
Codex Justinianus, which not only prohibited the private production
of bows, missiles and all types of sword, armour, spears and shields,'
but clearly designated the imperial workshops as the proper place for
manufacture of these types of arms.' Even so, weapons were not only
produced in the imperial factories, but also by the soldiers themselves

' Parani (2003, 101) reached the same conclusions in her analysis of the surviving
material.

2 The Late Roman system of arms production is covered in detail by James 1988,
passim (with source references and earlier bibliog.). The standardization of weaponry
as a result of Diocletian's introduction of a centralized system of manufacture is also
commented upon by Dawson 2001/2, 89.

3 CIC, 3 Novellae, pp. 41424.2' [LXXXV 1], 41722-34, [LXXXV 4]: "0ncos 8e SijXa
Katiaa'caiev is nap' 7j1Fuv KEKwXvµeva napa tS otiwv 11 xai etiepwv titivwv, 'cwv
ev 'talc, i£palS tjµwv 960pt4iv avacpspoµ£vwv, yiveaeat 11 i&tch'cats ntnpaaxeeat onAa,
xai 'Vov'co Sta tot 7Capovtio5 voµov 0-igµ1jVat avv£t8oµ£v. Koo7,,voµev yap tiouS tStwtias
epyac£6eat Kai tVElaeat Kal peat, anaea; 'CE Kal l icpi (an£p KaXeiV Eicueaat
nap(Xµtjpia), xai 'caS Xeyoµ£vaS ca[3aS iycot Xwpixia, xai xovtiovs xai xae' oiovStjno're
tiponov 11 axfµa ytvoµevaq XoyxaS, xai 'ca napa 'Iaavpotq µovoxov cta,
xai T016; tie xaXovµevotS l;tpvvvotS r'jtiot µtaat(3IXta, npoS 'cov'cots Se xai aanISaS
ij'cot axov'capta xai nepixecpakais ij'cot KaaaiSaC (Similarly, in relation to workshops
outside of Constantinople see Cic, 3 Novellae, p. 416'-1).

4 Cic, 3 Novellae, p. 4181-2, [LXXXV 4].
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when in winter quarters.5 Evidence for independent workshops, which

seem perhaps to have been associated with garrisons, is provided by
seventh- and eighth-century stone stelae mentioning bowyers.6 The
historical sources also contain information on workshops as well as
armouries, where arms were not only stored but also manufactured.'

According to the Edict and Novella of Justinian I (527-65) and
Theophanes' Chronicle there appear to have been three armouries
in sixth-century Constantinople-a large one and two smaller ones.'
At least one of these (perhaps the main one) was erected in around
588/89, as part of the palace complex in the Magnaura.9 In the first
period of Iconoclasm, the church of St Euphemia was also converted
into an armoury.10 During excavations on the site of the Great Palace

5 STRAT., p. 765 [I 2]: Kai T& Emtil&ta Se iv Tw Katpw Tov mapaxEgWlSiov
napa61CEUat EGeat. STRAT., p. 4246-7 [XII B 7] (= LT, 1:73973-75 [IV 53 (50)]) also lists

armourers, bowyers and fletchers (&pµaTovpouc or Gagtaropas, and
(TaryiTTonotov5) as part of the baggage train. Dawson (1998, 47-8) states that the time-
consuming process of `knitting' mail was carried out in medieval Europe by women;
it is impossible to say if this was also the case in Byzantium.

6 See Haldon 1984, 321. Bowyers are also mentioned in the Miracles of St Artemios.
Archery equipment evidently enjoyed exceptional demand as a result of Maurice's
order obliging all young Romaioi (i.e. Byzantines) to own a bow (STRAT. 7828-30

[12]: Xpil navtas TovS v£cutiepou5 `Pwµaious Sixa Twv &OvtKiwv ToiS µexpt TEGGapaxovTa
ET(AV &vayKacEGeal, EhTE Kat& ko^(oV o'SaGn To pxicn E{TE is'CpiwS, 26 nhvtwC
Tol ocpaprcpa (pop£ly ). On private arms manufactories functioning up to the 6th C.
see Bishop/Coulston 1993, 183-8. Haldon (2002, 72) argues that small workshops in
border fortresses also produced weapons for local needs.

7 According to Haldon (1984, 322), the Constantinople armoury produced axe-
heads and spearheads of high quality, partly from iron received from the Eidikon
(imperial treasury and storehouse). The Armamenton was primarily to produce arms
for its own needs, at high intensity during preparations for a campaign, and at a lower
level in peacetime.

8 Cie, 3:4151-1 [LXXXV 1]; Edict VIII 3 (proem).
9 THEOPHANES (1:27422-24) writes: TFp S' al)TCU £TEi EKTlGEV 6 13a61a£E)c, TO T1a.taKOV

'Cl;1Mceyvavpa5 TO GTpatoyy6Xov Kai EGnaev CV TCO µ£Giavk,w TTiv iSiav atuiXiv,
icon &7c' erv eic& TO &pµaµev'cov. ("In the same year [588/9] the emperor [Maurice]
constructed a round terrace in the Magnaura. He set up his own bust in the main
courtyard and placed an arsenal there.") KEDRENOS (1:69820-24 7091-11) gives a differ-

ent version, according to which the statue was set up by Maurice, but the armoury
was founded by Phokas who reigned after him. Savvaitov, in his commentary to the
description of Constantinople by ANTONY (cf. 104-5 n. 117), erroneously believes that
the palace already served as an arsenal in the time of Constantine the Great, and had
been built specifically for that purpose.

10 THEOPHANES (1:4404-5) states that when Irene and Constantine VI took power
(according to the chronicler already after the death of Constantine V) in 780 they had
the church reconsecrated. See also Haldon's interpretation of this source (1984, 322)
where he supposes that the arsenal of the tagmata and of the capital's garrison was
located there.
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over the years 1935-38, items of weaponry dating to the twelfth cen-
tury were found in workshops located in a peristyle neighbouring the
Chrysotriklinos (in the south-east sector of the former palace area)."
This suggests that weapons were being produced in metallurgical
workshops on the site.

Supervision over the armoury was exercised by an official subor-
dinate to the eparch of Constantinople.12 Theophanes states that in
609/10 `the supervisor of the armoury' (6 Enavw toil appaµEvtiov) took
part in a plot on the life of the usurper Phokas (602-610).13 The title
of this office evolved, so that in a ninth-century Taktikon it appears
in the form 6 &pxwv ap scq tVtiou, and by the eleventh and twelfth
centuries it is xapti'uXapt'oS xal &'pxwv toil (3cccnXtxov a(3apetov and
a(3ape1wi1jS."

Outside Constantinople there was also a network of imperial arms-
manufacturers, inherited from the Roman Empire. Towards the end
of the fourth century there were workshops in the East, at Damascus,
Antioch, Edessa, Nikomedia, Sardis, Adrianople, Marcianopolis,
Thessaloniki, Naissus (Nis), Ratiaria and Horreum Margi (Cuprija), all
of which were engaged in the general production of arms and shields,
while further workshops in Cappadocian Caesarea and Antioch (the
second in that city) supplied the needs of the heavily armoured kli-
banarioi, and another at Irenopolis in Cilicia manufactured spears.I"

n See Brett 1947, 21-7, fig. 58.7; Dawson 2007, fig. on p. 62 and also the recon-
struction by Beatson 1998. About 200 lamellar scales were found together with a coin
from the time of Manuel I which had melted in with them in a fire (no. 292, 580);
also uncovered were about 50 arrowheads, a spearhead, bridle cheekpieces, a fragment
of a yoke and spurs.

12 See PORPH., p. 8660-71; and also Haldon 1984, 318.
13 THEOPHANES 1:29717; Haldon 1984, 319. The etymology of the word armamenton

is discussed by Mihaescu 1968, 490-1.
14 In the Taktikon Uspensky, archontes and chartoularioi of the armamenton are

listed with the rank of spatharios (OIKONOMIDES, pp. 5726, 6114). See also DE CER
67320-6744 [II 45], where during preparations for John I Tzimiskes' expedition to
Crete in 949 a certain Joachim is described as &pxwv tiov &pµaµevtiov. The title of
zabareiotis is also listed among the court ranks in Ibn Hawqal's description of the
world (VASILIEV, 2/2:412). On the archon of the armamenton see also Kolias (1980, 32;
with detailed source references), who also reproduces seals (31-4, figs. 1 & 2) bearing
the titles of chartoularios of the zabareion and zabareiotis belonging to a certain Con-
stantine (with bust of St Theodore on the obverse) and to George (Dumbarton Oaks
no. 58, 106. 2687), and points out that the change was influenced by the renaming of
the armamenton as the zabareion.

11 NOT. DIGN., pp. 32-3 [Or. XI]; see also Jones 1964,2:834-5; Zygulski 1998, 117-18
(who also mentions workshops discovered along the limes in modern-day Germany
and Britain); and also the list of fabricae for the western part of the Empire (NOT.
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The bulk of these workshops probably resumed operations after the
invasion of the Avars, Slavs and Persians (after 628), although the
territorial losses suffered soon afterwards, in the seventh and eighth
centuries as a result of the wars with the Bulgars and Arabs, curtailed
production.16 The slump was so deep that until the reign of Constantine
V (741-775) we have no references to workshops producing weapons,
except on a single seal from Seleucia in Cilicia.l' In the period after
Iconoclasm, besides the capital's workshops, factories also seem to
have been functioning in Sardis (where 'Lydian shields' were being
produced)," in Cappadocian Caesarea,19 and also on Rhodes (to sat-
isfy the needs of the maritime theme of Kibyrrhaiotai).20 A zabareion
operating in Thessaloniki during the siege of the city by the Normans
in 1185 is referred to by the city's bishop, Eustathios.21

The arms produced in these workshops were distributed by the
emperor to his troops as a supplement to cash payments of their annual
salary as annona militaris, both to his own units and to allied forces.22

DIGN., pp. 145-6 [Occ. IX]). Southern/Dixon (1996, 89) state that the network of fac-
tories was probably set up under the Tetrarchy, but was based on existing production
centres.

16 Haldon (1984, 319) believes that the factories at Caesarea, Nikomedia, Sardis,
Adrianople and Thessaloniki continued to operate, albeit on a smaller scale; he later
corrects this (1999, 141 and n. 5), admitting that production can be attested for certain
only at Caesarea. Meanwhile, Kaegi (1975, 66) cites Theodore of SYKEON's reference
(pp. 134-5) to the weapons-makers Theodore, Anthimos and Protasios taking part in
a procession in the Optatianae quarter of Nikomedia, and concludes that the fabrica
there was still operational in the 7th C.

" Haldon 1984, 319.
le DE CER., p. 66919 [II 451: 6xoDtiaptia ADSI&titixa appear in a list of equipment

on the dromons of Tzimiskes (see also the commentaries to this passage by Kolias
(1988, 95) who believes that weapons production resumed in Lydia in the 10th C.;
and Koutava-Delevoria 1991, 223 and n. 307). The functioning of an armoury in Con-
stantinople during the 11th C. is attested by a reference in PSELLOS, 2:239-11,18-20 [VI

112] (on the equipping of the army by Constantine IX Monomachos, 1042-55) and
ATTALEIATES, 11623-1172, 126'-', 13413-1' 1407-8 (and its re-equipping by Romanos IV
Diogenes, 1068-71).

19 Haldon 1993a, 17, n. 44; Haldon 1999, 141 and n. 5.
20 In an account of the history of Alexandria, the Arab chronicler Al-Mas`udi

writes: "Currently, in the year 332 [AD 954] on the island of Rhodes there is an arse-
nal of Rum and warships are built there" (VASILIEv, 2/2:39 [11 423]). The fleet of the
Kibyrrhaiotai theme appears in the sources for the last time in 1043 (C.F.W. Foss,
"Kibyrrhaiotai" in ODB, 2:1127), which may indicate that the Rhodes armoury was
transferred to Constantinople after this date.

21 EUST. THES., p. 8619-20

22 Regulations on salary and the equipping of soldiers are gathered in Cic, 2 Codex
lustiniani, pp. 469-75 [XII 33-40], esp. p. 475 [XII 40]; and also, e.g. in KEDRENOS

1:75318-22. Soldiers' salaries and changes in the army's wage structure are examined
by Southern/Dixon 1996, 76-82 (for the Late Roman period, with special considera-
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Justinian I replaced these handouts of clothing and arms by their mon-
etary equivalent, but already Maurice reverted to the free distribution
of arms from the imperial armamenton, though not without provoking
the army's objections 23 Constantine Porphyrogennetos in his part of
the continuation of Theophanes' chronicle, describing Basil I's reorga-
nization of the units of tagmata in the capital, states that the emperor
mustered and armed the soldiers24 The outfitting of the army by the
emperor is also mentioned by many other Middle Byzantine sources,

tion of annona-for which, see also E. McGeer, "Annona Militaris" in ODB, 1:106.);
Haldon 1993a, 12-17 and nn. 24 & 25 (with exhaustive bibliog. on the subject as well
as a critique of the idea that arms were distributed via private merchants. See also LT,
1:1131387-1141400 [VI 23]; 2853112-14 [XI 7] on the control exercised by the strategos over
trade with the army; and also Treadgold 1995, 181-5); Treadgold 1995, 118-57. From
Treadgold's calculations it is evident that salaries diminished during the 9th and 10th
C., although compared with other trades they had not been especially large earlier. In
905 Leo VI introduced payments once every four years, which must have been accom-
panied by increased support for the army passed on in kind (sample prices of arms and
horses are given by Treadgold 1995, 151). On the equipping of armies exclusively from
imperial resources see also Justinian's edict in BASJLTKA 7:2625 [LVII 91. Weaponry as
a component of soldiers' income is also considered by Haldon 1984, 319 (citing Nike-
phoros Apologetes) and Schreiner 1997, 82. It is true that theme units which were tem-
porarily incorporated into the tagmata had to supply themselves with weapons from
their own roga-prochreon, yet even then the poorest soldiers had to be equipped from
metata, like the regular tagma (DE CER., pp. 65720-6588 [II, 44]), the more so since the
roga had already been significantly reduced since the time of Heraclius (CHPASCH,

1:7069-11) and was cut further under Nikephoros I (THEOPHANES, 1:48623-26); see also

Mihaescu 1969, 166 and nn. 45 and 269). Payment of roga to tagmata units by the
Empress Zoe before the expedition against Bulgaria in 917 is mentioned by SYMEON
LOGOTHETES 304134-11 [CXXXV 181, (see also THEOPH. CONT., 38819-20 [101). The poor
equipment of thematic troops is mentioned in the Ecloga (BASILIKA, 2:815-17 [XVI
2] ). On the order for soldiers to present themselves for service with their own weapons
see also E. McGeer, A. Kazhdan & A. Cutler, "Weaponry" in ODB, 3:2193; Haldon
1993a, 21-3. See also Oikonomides 1988, who writes on how the method of payment
(in cash or in kind) affected the equipping of the army and gives examples of percent-
ages of salaries spent on horses, armour, etc. It is nevertheless evident that the state
was responsible in principle for supplying and equipping the army.

23 The introduction in 595/6 by Strategos Peter, on Maurice's order, of payments
1/3 in coin, 1/3 in clothing and 1/3 in arms and armour initially met with protests
from the troops, and the emperor was forced to promise additional benefits in the
form of a state pension and the hereditary succession of ranks by individual soldiers,
see THEOPHANES 1:2745-9: To'&cp 'r4 6"'[£t EKEX£'06£v 6 [3a6ta£1)S II6'Ta 'cw crpa'ci yyw,
Cu6'L£ vt1v tipttiiv µotpav cf q payac St& xpDGO1) tiob5 `Pwµal6Ds XuI3£iv xai ti11v &&
onkov 'city Se £'C£'pav ipiniv Si' eti8ftioS 3cavtioiaS. Justinian introduced payments in
coin in place of issued weapons, as is evident from references in PROCOPius (V 28/14,
VII 12/1-10, 26/13-14), collected by Southern/Dixon 1996, 76-7. Meanwhile, Maurice
made the archontes responsible for supplying the army with weapons (STRAT., p. 763-4

[I 2]): S£i 63cXtc8fvat tiovs atipatitwias St& cwv thtxwv avtiiuv &px6v'cwv.
24 THEOPH. CONT., p. 2666-7: yvµvaaas xai xatiap'cicaS'c&'c&yµatia i& a'cpaitw'ctxa.

On the development of the tagmata as guard units stationed in the capital from the
time of Maurice see Haldon 1984, 88-100.
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particularly when expeditions were being prepared or in situations of
particular danger.25 Leo VI (886-912) in his Taktika entrusts control
over the state of equipment of the various soldiers to the archontes.26
In the event of lack of horses or weapons in the imperial armamenton
he also recommends acquiring these from magnates who were not par-
ticipating in the expeditions.27 Nikephoros II Phokas introduced high
taxes for the maintenance of the army during his campaigns against
the Arabs.28 The army's equipment was to be strictly inspected during
regular reviews. The neglect of these by Manuel I Komnenos (1143-80)

25 See for example PORPH., p. 8438-39 (B), who during a campaign orders the strategoi:
"thirdly, to equip the army with everything that concerns horse and weaponry" (TpiTov,
ag(plaaat uo'v 6TpaTOV TOG S&OVTa xai SDVa'c& nep{ Te 0"7CX(x xai a plot;'); BRYENNIOs
(p. 24716-'8 [111 20]) writes that Alexios I Komnenos advised arming the axemen of the
emperor's bodyguard and employing them to suppress the rebellion in the city: Xpt
love ncXexrjcpopooS 1UOOIXiaav'ca5 (3aanXewv cpvXaxas xaT' exeiv(ov entnegnety abv
6Tpau Ycp. Also on the forming of a regiment of `Immortals' by the emperor Michael VII
Doukas (1067-1078), p. 26520-21 [111 4]: xai eni gt66w BoDXsvov'cwv atXXeywv &upaxa;
Te &VESve xai ODpaou; eSiSoD xai xpavi1 cpepety xai Sopa'ca. On Manuel Komnenos's
reaction to news of the approach of the Second Crusade, CHONIATES, p. 6295-1: TTi Se

GTpaTta xvTmvas (poXt (otoD; xopilyet xov'cOi; Te xaX7jpert xai innotS. (On
bronze weapons mentioned by Choniates see below, n. 106 on p. 151).

26 LT, 1:981250-52 [VI 1]: Asi To{VDV 6mX.t66ivat Tob; 6Tpanthta; Sta Tmv 15imv a nthv
apxovTwv xai Ta <ev> 'c p xatpcp £'{Tc 7apaxetga6iot; {LT, vol. B', p. 268 [XX 128]}:
"IoOt yap on Totov'cots o(peilets 7EpO(3aX? c8at &pxovTaS, oVTivc; Tmv Dnoxetpiwv avTmv
xpeITTOycS EaoVTat (ptXovrt yap &ei Ta cppovi1ga'c0( Tmv &pxogevwv (svv&taTiOeaOat
wit; &pxotrty. Ot'cm; yap o apxato; nXgP0)%(Yc'1at X0,705, pil cXapots apxety XeoVTwV,
aXXa 7,,eov'ca5 &Xapwv.

27 {LT, vol. B', p. 302} [XX 205]: "OTav anopljs el onXioem; Tmv GTpanw'cwv, Tois
ebnopot; Rev, gf) GTpatevogevot; Se, iccAcue, eav gil 0o1Xwv'cat GTpaTe4e69at, napexety
Exa6TOV LnuOV &vT{ eanTO'U xai &VSpa' xai O'UTmS of Te nevTITe; avSpetot onXt(T%oov'at,
Oi Te itXou tot xai &vavSpot SotXavcotct xa'c 16OT71Ta Tmv 6TpaTED0gevwv. Money
for equipping the army was also obtained from the Church. Heraclius, for example,
was granted an extraordinary loan by the patriarch of Constantinople to reorganize
the army and deploy it against the Persians, see THEOPHANES 1:30234-3033; Treadgold
1997, 239-40. In DAI, p. 2561-15 [52] Constantine Porphyrogennetos lists the numbers
of horses that were to be supplied to the army by the metropolitans of Patras, Corinth
as well as the lesser bishops, monasteries and magnates of the Peloponnese (see also
PORPH., pp. 100104-101135, and further until p. 112285 (C)-on the contingents of pack
animals supplied by the episcopal sees and monasteries for the needs of the army,
and also other types of goods, such as textiles, and clothing designated for gifts; see
also Haldon 1999, 139-48, and Hyland 1994, 21 on state stud farms in the 6th C.,
and Haldon 1999, 141-2, on the system for supplying horses in the Late Byzantine
period). The emperor's requests did not always meet with sympathetic responses from
the Church authorities, and for example Alexios I was accused of seizing monastery
property, see KOMNENE, 2:46-7 [VI 3/3]. On the obtaining of supplies for the army
see also ZONARAS, 3:50412-16 [XVI 25/15] and KEDRENOS, 2:3687-10

28 See Magdalino 1997, 20-1 (with quotations from Zonaras, Ibn Hawqal and the
Novellae of Phokas).
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is mentioned by Niketas Choniates, who also criticizes his frittering
away of taxes designated to pay the troops 29

Between the eighth and tenth centuries the state partly transferred
the obligation of equipping a soldier onto his family.30 In view of the
hereditary nature of military service,31 when a soldier retired, his arms
did not return to the armoury but were passed on to his replacement,
usually his descendent.32 There is evidence that from the mid-seventh
century arms and armour produced for the needs of the state in work-
shops in the capital or in the provinces were sold to soldiers (also in
barter transactions) through kommerkiarioi. Seals of these fiscal offi-
cials appear in considerable numbers until about 840, when as a result
of the increased money supply, soldiers were able to return to outfit-
ting themselves from the imperial armouries, thereby cutting out the
middle-men. The return, in this period, to the state distribution of
weapons is attested by the numerous surviving seals of state armouries
which were scattered across the Empire.33

29 CHONIATES, 20816-18: 0£6µ6 Se napa `Pwµaiots x£tµevov, oiµat Se xai napa
3ap(3apoiS 0vnoi5 xpatiovvtioS, oyrthvua To?; otpati£voµevot; napex£66at xai tio4iwv
nokk,axt; EVVXU IV yiv£69a1, £i £6O7IXODG1V, £i ti&w tinnwv &1µ£.thX1jvtiat. Haldon
(1984, 322) believes that the weapons reviews mentioned frequently in the military
manuals took place in months when salaries were paid.

30 This change was introduced either by Leo III or by Constantine V, see Haldon
1999, 141; and 1993a, 20-5 (together with a discussion of sources, hagiographic evi-
dence and earlier literature). Haldon nevertheless stresses that in the event a soldier
was unable to acquire the necessary gear by himself-particularly in the case of new
recruits-he would continue to be supported by the state. Kolias (1988, 53) cites an
entry in the Ecloga stating that after ten years' service a soldier still did not own his
lorikion. Meanwhile, DE RE MILITARI (31814-16 [28]) advises anyone leaving military
service to sell his military equipment and horse in order to purchase cows and other
items needed for running a farm.

31 On the hereditary nature of army posts see Jones 1964, 2:670-4.
32 It is hard to accept Haldon's view (1984, 318) that a reference in THEOPHANE5

(p. 462 12-13) is evidence of the empress Irene providing additional arms in 786/7 to
Asian units summoned from Thrace that were faithful to her, with weapons taken
from veterans of the tagmata. The capital's units would appear to have been disbanded
rather because of their disloyalty; in taking away their weapons and passing them on
to trusted units the empress removed the threat of an Iconoclast army coup. The event
nonetheless remains unusual since the confiscation of weapons in the army was rare,
and when the person doing so was an officer there was even a fine stipulated for this
act, see LT 1:2062'15-2072424[VIII 26]. On the influence of the schism on the army see
Schreiner 1997, 90-1.

33 See Treadgold 1995, 181-6 (includes a discussion of Hendy's earlier findings);
Zacos 1972, vol. 1/1, no. 213-33, 249. On kommerkiarioi and their warehouses
(anof7jxai) that were used especially for military purposes see Brandes/Haldon
2000,163-9; Brandes 2002, 239-426, 511-610 (appendices with collected seals).
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This cursory survey of the production and distribution of Byzantine
arms and armour already provides some explanation of the different
character of the Eastern Empire's armouries compared to the arsenals
of the royalty, dukes and knights in Western Europe. The system of
weapons distribution in Byzantium, which remained constantly under
state control, differed from that in feudal Europe, where private armou-
ries were the basis of their owners' military power (and in later days
often became the seed for modern collections of arms and armour).34
With the capture of Constantinople it would appear that the Empire's
enemies were able to seize the bulk of the weaponry assembled in the
capital's armouries.35

Although no archaeological surveys have yet been made of Byzantine
battlefields, one should not expect such work to bring satisfactory
results: the customs of equipment usage in the imperial army would
seem to rule this out. The military regulations unambiguously treated
the discarding of weapons in battle (pIyrarntq) as treachery.36 Maurice
in the Strategikon states: "If a soldier casts down his weapons in battle,
we order that he should be punished for disarming himself and at the
same time for arming the enemy".37 The great weight attached to the
discarding of weapons is evidenced by an incident described by Anna
Komnene. When a servant of Alexios I, Goules the Cappadocian,
broke his sword in battle by striking the helm of the rebel Basilakios
so hard that only the hilt remained in his hand, he was reprimanded
by the Great Domestic for losing his weapon. It was only when Alexios

34 Examples of modern arms and armour collections that were formed on the basis
of royal collections include the Waffensammlung in Vienna and the Real Armeria
in Madrid. The armoury of the Moscow Kremlin holds a richly decorated Byzantine
chapel-defer helmet of late-13th or possibly 14th-C. date, its form reminiscent of the
tops of Georgian pre-altar crosses (Gamber 1995, fig. 10); this object may have reached
Rus' together with Ivan III's wife, Sophia Palaiologina. However, its late date, as well
as the custom in Middle Byzantine art of depicting warrior saints with their heads
bared, means that it has no great significance for our research on their iconography.

35 Although neither Robert DE CLARi nor Geoffrey de VILLEHARDOUIN mention
the looting of Constantinople's armouries, it is very likely that these were liquidated
during the Latin occupation. This is suggested by the form of the arms and armour
captured by the Turks in 1453 and later stored in the armoury in the Hagia Eirene
church (currently held in the Topkapi palace armoury and the military museum in
Istanbul), which indicates origins in late medieval western Europe. Equally this weap-
onry may have been imported or could have belonged to mercenary formations which
were very popular in the Palaiologan era.

36 On the ancient origins of this law, see Kolias 1988, 89 and n. 5.
37 STRAT., p. 10031-33 [1 8 (20)] (= LT, 1:206i:206241315 [VIII 25]): 'E&V Gtpati thtTis 'Ca

oit a avCOV piyrp Ev nokeµcp, xe;evoµev avtiov tiiµwpei66ai, co'; rvµvcuaav'ca eav'COV
xai tiobq exOpovs oiXiaavtia. See also Haldon 1984, 114.
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was shown the blade-less hilt that his anger was assuaged.38 Obviously
weapons left on the battlefield were gathered along with other booty,
as was universal in the ancient world and in the Middle Ages, and
Maurice and Leo VI even prescribe appropriate formations to look
after the wounded and collect booty (and therefore weapons) from
the battlefield.39

On the march the discarding of equipment was severely punished.
During Nikephoros II Phokas's march to Tarsos in 965 one of the
lightly armed infantrymen threw away his shield during a difficult hill
crossing. The emperor spotted the abandoned buckler and ordered a
passing soldier to pick it up. At a halt Nikephoros found the shield's
owner and condemned him to have his nose cut off, and then to parade
in front of the army. An officer who delayed carrying out the sentence
was reprimanded by the emperor with the following words:

I gave the order that the person who threw away his own equipment
should suffer punishment as a lesson to others, so that none of them
would do anything similar, and through copying his negligence and
laziness be captured without their equipment in battle, but above all, so
that he would not be killed by the enemy.40

38 KoMNENE, 1:339-19 [I 8/4].
39 The distribution after the battle at Dara in 586 of Persian horses, gold helmets,

scabbards (or quivers), shields, armour and spears (no doubt captured from the
enemy) is mentioned by SIMOCATTA, p. 819-14 [11 6/11]; while THEOPHANES (1:3121-3,

3195-7, 14-17) describes the looting (in 623/4 and 624/5) of weapons from the camp
of the defeated Persian commander Shahrbaraz, and the stripping by the Greeks of
Persian corpses of all armour, helmets and other weaponry after victory over another
Persian &eneral, Razates, during the Persian campaigns of Heraclius. STRAT., 12812-16

[II 9]: Ei'ca Se [teti& 'co 'div Sevicepav
tia axvXa 'cwv evptaxoµevwv ev 2w 'concp Ti; npunrjS Gvµ(3o%nc avtiotS auvayety xai
tiol; Sexapxat; rj'cot npwtioaT&tats tiov iSiov tiayµa'co; StSovat, ei; napavvx1jv µoipav
titva xai (X1)cob; vnep 'cov'cov papa tiov Sexapxcuv Xap436Cvov-ca;. See also LT, 2/1,

pp.403827-423840 [XII 51 (52)] Eica Se of tioto5tot pzca do 'cpanfjvat tiob; exOpoi;
xai napcX9eiv 'div Sev'cepav 'to'te tia a6koc 'ca evptaxoµeva ev 'CFO T67CT
till; npth q; Gvµ(3okfj; av coI avvayovat xai 'col; Sexapxat; ijyovv Tot; npwtioGtiati(Xt;
T6 18t,01) tiayµa'co; pzth do XoOfjvat 'C11v µaxily napexovaty avtia. %aµ[3avovat Se xai
av'cwv µoipav titva tiotto yap Tot; npwioa'ca'cat; ev 'cat; µaxat; npovoµtov Sixatov
xai appbStov ev 'cat; enttivxiat; exety xcXevoµev, xaOotit nXeov 'cov Xotniv tif1S

C L01) ayacov Sc xai etiepov yivetiat,avam; ictcxovaty ev 'j npoYrp Gvµ(3oXfj T6 710X

i:va µ7l 510'C 'To' GlctXcoaat 'cob; ninvcov'ca; ex9povS titvc; ex tiov tinnwv xa'cepxwvtiat xai
'city StaXvwaty. Oakeshott (1991, 4-5) records similar events in relation
to north European battlefields, and as an exception mentions the battle at Visby on
Gotland in August 1361, after which bodies lay unburied for three days and eventually
had to be interred along with their armour.

40 LEO THE DEACON, pp. 574-18 583-8 [IV 2]
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The military tracts provide evidence of the considerable attention
afforded to military equipment when the army was on the march, even
down to designating persons responsible for collecting lost items.41
This all goes some way to explaining the scarcity of weaponry of the
Byzantine era in archaeological finds 42

Yet, the scavenging of weapons from the battlefield-as valuable
tools and a source of raw materials-and also the state-controlled
system for manufacturing and distributing them (known from the
Hellenistic period, and in the Roman Republic at least from the time of
Marius)43 does not fully explain the dearth of finds from the Byzantine
period. Large quantities of ancient weaponry have survived down to
our times, especially in Greece, thanks to being deposited as votive
offerings. In this way many weapons were laid up at the stadium in

" LT 1:73976-78 [IV 54 (51)]. See also the advice in STRAT., p. 288113-16 [VIII 2, 53]:

HAeiova '1&)V onXwv 'Aiv tiwv emt6eiwv nepi i& omXa npovotiav o a'cpatirjyo5 nctiOeiOws,
eihws iuc i& enttiIlScia µev xau &7co, 'rf time 3coXeµiwv xwpa5 nopicea8ai Suvatiov,
Sm0Lwv Se xwpis tiFuv Svaµevwv ov xpa'ctjaoµev.

42 Modest collections of Byzantine arms obtained by excavation are exhibited in the
Byzantine Museum in Thessaloniki (axeheads, spearheads and arrows from the early
period, and axes and spears from the time of the Palaiologoi); the Cathedral Museum
in Mistra (a spearhead, probably from a menaulion); and in the National Historical
Museum, Athens (spearheads, small four-pointed iron caltrops, a possible fragment of
a sword, and grenade pots for Greek fire). A group of mace heads has also been uncov-
ered in Greece and Bulgaria (Parushev 1998; Momchilov 1994, figs. 38, 39), along with
spearheads and arrowheads (Momchilov 1994, figs. 1-37); and mace-heads of similar
form were found on Rus' territory (Kirpichnikov 1966, vol. 2, figs. 25-29). In most
cases it is uncertain whether these weapons are of Byzantine origin. A similar problem
occurs with the attribution of groups of helmets from the 6th/7th centuries (Gamber
1993, figs. 4-11), and 11th to 13th-centuries (Gamber 1995, figs. 9, 10; Nicolle 1988,
vol. 2, fig. 73B). Early examples of excavated arms and armour that may have passed
as Byzantine are also published by Buyukliev 1991, figs. 10-14; and also Nicolle 1992,
figs. A-S on p. 11. Furthermore, Haldon (2002, 74) links with Byzantium a number
of weapons (mostly swords) discovered in Italy: in the Balbi Crypt in Rome; in the
Romano-Lombardic cemetery at Castel Trosino in northeastern Italy; in S. Antonino
di Perti in Liguria; and in Nocero, Umbria, southwest of Spoleto.

Numerous items of military gear from Bulgaria, both offensive (swords, spear-
heads, axeheads and heads of war flails), and defensive (including fragments of lamel-
lar armour), as well as horse furniture of 7th to 11th-C. date are published by Iotov
2004, 17-185 (together with an unpaginated catalogue of finds at the end of the work).
The location of the find sites, most of them in north-eastern Bulgaria in the region
of Pliska and Preslav, indicate that the bulk of these objects probably date from the
first Bulgar state.

43 On the equipping of mercenaries from state arsenals in antiquity see A. von
Domaszewski, "Bewaffung" in PR, 3:376-7.
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Olympia,44 and at the sanctuary at Delphi.45 Also of a votive charac-
ter was the richly decorated weaponry adorning the tomb of Philip
II of Macedon in Vergina.46 The custom of interring weapons in sol-
dier's burials was also known in ancient Rome.47 With the spread of
Christianity, however, the deposition of arms in graves ceased 48 The
fragments of weaponry that found their way into a few isolated graves
seem to have done so accidentally. The spearheads found in an early
thirteenth-century interment in a cemetery near the theatre in Nicaea
may have been lodged in the corpse of the deceased. The presence

44 On the numerous finds of military equipment (including trophies, especially Per-
sian) given as votive offerings at the stadium since the Bronze Age, see Hermann 1972,
107-112, figs. 59, 75, 79, 80, 82, tab. 32a-c, 33, 34ab, 36b. Further bibliog. is given by
Volling 1991, nn. 1-2.

45 See for example Maass 1995, 137-9, fig. 80. Older opinions on the custom of
offering captured weapons in temples in the context of the tropaion are discussed
by Gansiniec 1955, 11-15, 59-61, 110-114. See also Droysen, Weltreichs, pp. 112-13,
who states that after entering Asia Minor in 334 BC Alexander the Great laid up his
arms in the Temple of Athena in Troy, and took from there a sacred shield said to
have belonged to Achilles. Traces of this custom can also be found in the Old Testa-
ment, see 1 Sam. 17:54; 31:9-10 (on the arms of Goliath and Samuel); 1 Kings 10:25;
1 Chron. 10:10; 1 Macc. 6:2 (on the panoplies left in the temple by Alexander the
Great).

46 The main chamber of `Philip's Tomb' at Vergina contained a helmet, three
cuirasses, four pairs of greaves, three shields, four swords, 13 spears and javelins, a
bow with 74 arrows, a bowcase and a horse harness; while the nearby `Prince's Tomb'
produced a cuirass, a pair of greaves and four spearheads (Drougou et al. 1994, 104-12
and figs. on pp. 108, 109 & 111). The gold weaponry employed in Alexander the Great's
burial ceremony is mentioned by Diodorus Siculus in his Bibliotheca historica XVIII,
26, section 4'-53: encavw Se tif1; 9%xcr15 Eitc'IOcvro xa7vv2r'rtlp xpvaoo;, &p s6cwv axpt(36)q
xai 7GeptXcJRavwv ti71v &vwtiatico 7tEpUpepetav. tiavi7)S 8' E7ravw 7meptEKEt'Co rpotvtxi5
81a7tpettI S xptGo7roixt7LTO5, Trap' ijv e9e6av t& tiov pzniAXaxotioc orz%a, (3ov7voµevot
avvotxstovv tidy o7<,7iv cpavtia6iav Tai; 7cpoicatietpy06µevaiS 7Gpa4eat. µei& Sc iavtia
7rap& 'n av tii>v tiouTo 7coµtovaav &pµ&µal;av, r1S xatie6xeva6tio xa'r& gev i v xopvcptIv
xaµapa xpvofi, exowm (poki&x Xt9ox6l7Itiov. The custom of hanging weaponry on
tomb walls was common in Macedonia (e.g. the tombs in Lefkadia, Sindos, Pella, Lan-
gada, Verginia, Dreveni and Agia Paraskevi). The method of hanging such weapons
is depicted in painted decoration (figs. la & lb) in the 3rd-C. BC tombs of Lyson and
Kallildes in Lefkadia (Miller 1993, 51-8).

4' See e.g. Rostovtzeff (1935, 222-33), who mentions Roman and Sasanian soldiers
interred along with their weapons at Dura-Europos in a cemetery near the main
gate.

48 Kolias (1988, 134) draws attention to the lack of swords in Byzantine burials,
in stark contrast to funerary rites in parts of Europe that were still pagan. Woloszyn
(2006, 267-8) cites the numerous objects (jewellery, olive lamps, crosses) found in
Byzantine and Rus' graves-the result, in his opinion, of the less restrictive character
of eastern Christianity towards funerary ritual (the number of similar finds in Latin
Europe is considerably smaller). Nevertheless, he rules out the presence of intentional
offerings in Christian burials.
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of spearheads in burials near the southern gates of Philadelphia (cur-
rently Alasehir) might have a similar explanation .41

Christianity did not, however, alter the custom of laying up weap-
ons in the interiors of churches. First and foremost these appeared in
the guise of holy relics connected with the warrior saints. Weapons as
holy relics associated with a saint's martyrion (shrine) are mentioned
for the first time by Amphilochios, bishop of Iconium in his Life of
Basil of Caesarea. In his description of the miraculous disappearance
from a church of the body of St Merkourios, who had been called by
God to kill Julian the Apostate, Amphilochios adds a new element to
the earlier version of the story. Woken by a vision in his dream, St
Basil entered the church at night and noticed that the saint's remains
had disappeared, along with his weapons that had been laid up there."
Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos in his work On themes writes that
St Theodore Teron's shield was hung as a relic under the dome of the
church dedicated in his honour at Dalisandos in Seleucia, in the Isauria
region.51 In turn, according to the account of Archbishop Antony of
Novgorod (a former monk known as Dobrynia Jadreikovich) who
was on a pilgrimage from Rus' to Constantinople in around 1200,
St Theodore Stratelates had been laid to rest in the Blachernai Church
and his sword and shield were to be found there .12

49 Both cases are discussed by Ivison (1993, 1:35-6, 197-8 and n. 28, fig. 320). Cit-
ing the account of Theodore Spantounes (Spandugino) from the period of the fall of
Constantinople, Ivison indicates that robberies of high status graves by the Turks in
search of golden spurs and other precious objects may possibly explain the lack of
ceremonial weaponry in graves. Meanwhile, a 6th/7th-C. grave discovered in Corinth
in 1938 containing a knife and a long iron spatha sword with a short guard, still in
its scabbard, which can be identified as Avar, or perhaps Slav-in view of the accom-
panying pottery (Weinberg 1974, 517-20, diagrams 1-4, figs. 112a-f). The arche-
typal character of the custom of depositing weapons in rulers' graves is confirmed by
archaeological finds from such distant cultures as the pre-Incan Mochica Indians in
Peru, e.g. the tomb of the so-called Lord of Sipan of c.500 BC. Christianity inhibited
this type of practice (Haldon 2002, 65 and n. 2). Zygulski (1984, 85, 87) comments on
the custom's existence also in the Latin cultures of medieval Europe.

so MPG, 29, p. CCCV [II]: venitque ad sancti martyris Mercurii martyrium, in
quo et ipse et arma eius posita erant. See also Binon 1937, 10. Der Nersessian (1987,
esp. 157-8) and Curta (1995, 111-15) compare Amphilochios' account of the miracle
with other versions and with the iconography of Merkourious killing the Apostate.

51 DE THEMATIBUS, p. 77"": aakuyav6o5, iv f do 6xouvipiov 'roe pzyaXoµ&ptiupo5
Oeo3cupov Ev Tip'cpovfa,cp tiov vaov avtiov anoxpeµatcn. Or as version R has it:'Tl &an'S
ijyouv to 6xovtiapiov. See also Delehaye 1909, 14; Walter 2003a, 49.

52 ANTONY, col. 34 [101] A y 11axepxbi so z4epxoenbexv nonamaxv csxmbcu ceobopv
Cmpamunama ne,,cumv, u u4uma u Megb ezo my we. This passage is commented on
by Markovic 1995, 585, n. 137 (listing the remaining relics of warrior saints described
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In his description of the Great Palace, Antony also mentions the
shield of the emperor Constantine I set up on the templon of the Nea
Church (erected by Basil I in the region of Pharos),53 and also a lance,
stored in the Chrysotriklinos together with the Arma Christi and relics
of martyrs including St Theodore Teron.54 This lance can doubtless be
identified with the one that supposedly pierced Christ's side seen by
Robert de Clari in the same place a few years later.55 The so-called lance
of St Maurice, rescued from Jerusalem when the army of Chosroes II
of Persia commanded by Shahrbaraz looted the city on 28 October
614, was brought to Constantinople and placed in the Hagia Sophia
by the patrikios Niketas.56 However, already in the first part of De cere-
moniis the adoration of the holy lance in the Chrysotriklinos and in the
church at Pharos is described as taking place during the Good Friday
processions? The lance of St Maurice cannot, however, be identified

by Antony in the churches of Constantinople) and 597, nn. 240, 241. On Antony
of Novgorod/Dobrynia Jadreikovich see S. Franklin & A. Cutler, "Antony" in ODB,
1:124.

63 ANTONY, col. 32 [93], see also below, p. 93.
54 ANTONY col. 30 [85-87]; see also Kalavrezou (1997, 56-7, figs. la-b), who locates

the relics listed by Antony in the neighbouring church of the Virgin (in the quarter
popularly known as Pharos after the nearby lighthouse) and links with them a two-
sided 12th-C. icon depicting the Mandylion and the Arma Passionis, currently in the
Tretyakov Gallery, Moscow. The lance preserved in the church of the Virgin in Pharos
along with remaining instruments of Passion are also mentioned in an early 12th-C.
English pilgrim's account and in an inventory drawn up by Nicholas Mesarites in
c.1220 (Belting 1994, 526-7;-and Magdalino 2004, 18-22, 26-7, who also reconstructs
the history of the holy lance and other relics of the Passion in the Pharos church).

55 DE CLARI, p. 103 [LXXXII].
56 The information on the transporting of the Arma Passionis comes from

CHPASCH (1:7053-6): xai 'd1 SL' yop7caiou xai& Pmµaiovs aenceµ(3piou jTjv65, ti31S
CpIn LU81K21wvoC, fv 'Cfj tipitill 'Uvthaci &io&OeiC 'U j c(007GoLW aTavpip 6 'Cipxo; andyyo5
xai avti65 avvviyovial avtiw 8V tilj a'yimti&tih µey&XP exxX,rtaia, 7ceµ(pOets 7cap& NLxlra
7(atipuxio10; On the robbery of the True Cross and the imprisonment of the Jerusalem
clerics, see CHPASCH, 1:70413-20; on the recovery of the relic see THEOPHANES, 1:326,
328. After recovery it was kept in Constantinople, in the palace chapel of St Stephanos,
while from the 10th C. a replica of the cross was exhibited in the church of the Virgin
in Pharos (Cotsonis 1994, 32). On the Persian general see W.E. Kaegi, "Shahrbaraz"
in ODB, 3:1887.

67 DE CER. [VOGT], 1:16724-1688 [I 34]: xaOvnovpyfaat Tfi SLaxaivTjaaiµw ev ti(u
XpvaotiptiAivm, xai £46' ov cmS 'ceXovoi 'city tipLtioextinV, <xai> 7tpoaxvvei T'ily TLµiav
X6yxriv. `Oµoims £icEpxoV'1at xai of nacpixnOL &716 KEk6Gsm5 RET&'coo xov(3OVxXaio1),
npmycOanae&ptoi 'cc xai OL Ent tiiV olx£laxwv, 7tpoaxoV7iaav6ES xai av cOI T IV 'clgiav
MyxTiv, xai tidy (3aan?Lea, Ei Se µp-T& tifiS tipntioex'c11S
vwcoatipeyrci &nh BXaxepvas, ms ticXeaa; exaias np&cov vtv 'cpnoextirly, 7tpoaxvvsi
'City tiLµiav X6yxr1v µsc& 'c6v &von&pm eipilgE'Vmv ev cw (F&pT. It is thought that this
section of the treatise derives from the time of Michael III, but was re-edited dur-
ing the reign of Constantine Porphyrogennetos. On the lance of St Maurice and its
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for certain with the imperial lance described in the same work that,
along with the imperial shield, was preserved in St Theodore's chapel
next to the Chrysotriklinos.sa We learn of the laying up in this holy
place of insignia and richly decorated weapons of imperial guard offi-
cers from an inventory appended to the second part of De ceremoniis.
The same source mentions that standards and military insignia were
kept in the church of the Lord.s9

It was not only weapons closely linked with the Empire and the
`Byzantine' saints that were preserved in Byzantine churches. The
Nordic Heimskringla saga relates how after the death of the Norwegian
king St Olaf in the battle of Stiklestad (1031), his sword Hneitir was
taken to Constantinople by one of the Varangians, after his own sword
had been broken. On hearing that one of the Varangian guardsmen
possessed the weapon of a saint, the emperor confiscated it and depos-
ited it as a relic in the church of St Olaf in the city.6o

The above examples all provide evidence of the presence in Byzantine
churches of items of weaponry that were treated as relics or insig-
nia. Unfortunately, none of these items have survived down to our
time. This is perhaps understandable in view of the many centuries of
Turkish rule over the imperial lands. The one territory that enjoyed
relative autonomy in this period was the monastic complex on the
Athos Peninsula in Greece. It is no surprise that it is precisely here
that fragments of weaponry are preserved: the most precious items

significance during the First Crusade, see Runciman (1950, esp. 197 n. 1; citing an
earlier but fundamental work on the problem by Me'ly). Runciman also refers to
information in the Book of Ceremonies but cites it incorrectly (cf. 200, n. 3).

68 DE CER. [VOGT], 1:419-20 [I 1]: tia pamkwa' alpovaty apµatia tie xai 6xov2&pta
xai tia Sopaia, xai Tf ply 'T& &kkai;iµwv tia tS cpepet tiT,lv pa6iketov atiokljv, xai
anotitBiaiv Ev tiw oxtiaythvw xovpou0c F1 p[...]; this weapon was carried as insignia by

11the Imperial spatharioi, see p. 423-4: of Se 'ca apµatia cpepovtiss 6na9aptioti...
11 DE CER (1:6401°-116411-2 [11 40]) states that among other things stored in St Theo-

dore's Chapel were: maniakia of the protospatharioi, gilded swords of the spatharioi,
gold-incrusted shields, and two gilded silver lances: µavlaxtia npwtiocnaOapatia xpv6a.
c7CaOapoxavS18a-T1Kia ok,axpvGa, xai apyvpa Siaxpvca. onaOia 67UaOapaia okbxava
Siaxpvoa. a'Cpatiwpixta StaxpvGa. axovtiov xpvGovv xeiµavtiov i' jw pte6µevov &no'
µapyapwv. £T£pov 6xovtiov xpv6ovv xsiµsvtiov 0µcp1E 1&Vov anb AIOcov xai µapyapwv.
xovta apyvpa SLaxpvya P. Meanwhile, among the insignia laid up in the church of the
Lord were twelve (probably military) standards, twelve draco standards, and eight ban-
don standards (belonging to smaller formations): Giyva ip'. Spaxovtiia Lp'. pavSa 11',
see also below, n. 469 on p. 247 and p. 340 (on military insignia and draco standards).

60 See Hoffmeyer 1966, 99-100. The doubtful historical value of the sagas is com-
mented upon by S. Franklin, "Sagas" in ODB, 3:1827. On the custom of removing
swords from tombs which also occurs in other sagas, see Oakeshott 1991, 4.
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include a mail-shirt, probably of the eleventh to twelfth century from
the Dionysiou Monastery, and fragments of two later mail-shirts, pos-
sibly of Turkish origin, from the Great Lavra Monastery.61

In completing this survey on archaeological survivals of Byzantine
weaponry it is worth noting that the increased interest in medieval
archaeology witnessed in recent years,62 along with the new techniques
being employed, is likely to bring fresh discoveries in the future. A
recent example is the wreck of an eleventh-century Byzantine ship
discovered in 1973 off the south coast of Asia Minor at Serce Limani.
Found on its deck besides a cargo of amphorae were the remnants of
two swords; a decorative bronze sword hilt without a cross-guard, pos-
sibly of Indian origin; heads of Bulgar axes; as well as 12 spearheads
and 50 javelin heads (figs. 91b-c).63 One can only hope that further
weapons will come to light in the excavations currently underway at
the port of Theodosius which began in 2005 as a result of work on the
Istanbul metro, and where to date no less than 20 eleventh-century
shipwrecks have been found including two military dromons.64

61 The Athos mail-shirts are as yet unpublished, neg. Dionysiou 757 in the collec-
tions of the Byzantine Ephoreia in Thessaloniki. One of them may be identical with
the armour `of St George' which legend says was rescued from a 16th-C. fire in the
Dionysiou monastery.

62 The lack of coherent archaeological programmes directed at Byzantine sites,
above all in modern Greece and Turkey, where most discoveries have been made
incidentally to work on ancient sites and to a lesser extent on medieval urban cen-
tres, is noted by T.E. Gregory and A. Kazhdan, "Archaeology. An Overview" in ODB,
1:152-3; Woloszyn 2006, 261-2. An improvement has been observed in recent years
in respect of archaeology of the 6th-8th C. period according to Mango [M.] (2006,
85-9), although she comments that excavations in the eastern part of the Mediterra-
nean basin continue to be concentrated on urban centres and are not producing arms
and armour finds. Of the archaeological monographs that have appeared in recent
years, of special interest is Iotov (2004) who assembles an impressive collection of
weapons found on Bulgarian territory.

63 On the weapons found on the Ser4e Limani wreck, see Schwarzer 1991, 328-32,
figs. 2-10; Doorninck 2002, 145-6. Dating was aided by coins of Basil II `the Bulgar-
Slayer' (ruled from 963, and independently 976-1025), and glass weights from the rule
of the Egyptian caliphs, Al-Hakim (996-1021) and Al-Zahir (1021-36). The finds are
all exhibited in the Bodrum Museum of Underwater Archaeology. For discoveries on
other Byzantine shipwrecks, see T.E. Gregory & A. Cutler, "Archaeology. Underwater
Archaeology" in ODB, 1:154.

64 See Ba§aran/Kocaba§ 2008, 5-9; Old Ships, passim. The author was a guest at the
excavations in the port of Theodosius on 9-10 October 2006; see also Mango [M.]
2006, 88.
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WRITTEN SOURCES"

In view of the scarcity of archaeological material, a particular impor-
tant role in research on the costume and armament of the warrior
saints falls to the written sources. These contain considerably more
information than the actual preserved objects, not only on symbolism
and customs connected with weaponry in Byzantium, but also of value
when reconstructing its appearance.

Military treatises (Taktika and Strategika)66

The basic resource for research on the arms and armour of the Middle
Byzantine army is a group of manuals written for generals and emper-
ors who were commanding armies in the field. The so-called Taktika
and Strategika continued the tradition of Classical military treatises
by such writers as Aeneas, Aelian, Asclepiodotus and Onasander,
Athenaios, Biton, Philon and Polyaenus.67

The changes in the Late Roman legionary army after its defeat at
Adrianople in AD 378 are described most fully in the treatise Epitoma
Rei Militaris by Vegetius;68 this was composed in Latin in c.AD 400 and

66 References to source texts discussed in this chapter can be found in the bibliog-
raphy on p. 407ff.

66 Details of the ancient and Byzantine Taktika, and the interdependence of the
various treatises, as well as adaptations and paraphrased texts are discussed by Dain
(1967). The general problem of the Taktika in Byzantine literature is tackled by Hun-
ger 1978, 2:323-38 (with earlier literature on 339-40). A basic outline is given by
A. Kazhdan and E. McGeer, "Strategika", ODB, 3:1962.

67 The Taktika of Aeneas (c.400-346 BC), Onasander's `General's manual' (of
AD 49), and the treatise of Asclepiodotus which was written in the 2nd or 1st C.
AD under the influence of Aelian are published for example in the collected work:
Aeneas Tacticus, Asclepiodotus, Onasander, with an English translation by members
of the Illinois Greek Club, ed. E. Capps, L.A. Post, W.H.D. Rouse & E.H. Warning-
ton (Loeb Classical Library) London & Cambridge, Mass., 1948. Meanwhile, Aelian's
`Tactical Theory' (of c. 106 AD) was published in H. Kochly & W. Rustow, Griechische
Kriegsschriftsteller 2/1 (Leipzig 1855), 241-471. The technical treatises of Biton and
Philon of Byzantium from the 3rd C. are available in Bau von Belagerungsmaschinen
and Geschiitzen, ed. & transl. E. Schramm (Miinchen 1929), and Philons Belopoiika,
ed. H. Diels & E. Schramm (Berlin 1918). The text of Polyaenus (c.AD 200) which is
arranged by successive military leaders is summarized by Leo VI, see: "Leonis Impera-
toris strategemata e codico florentino nunc primum edita" in Polyaeni strategematon
libri VIII, ed. E. Wolfflin (Bibliotheca Scriptorum Graecorum et Romanorum Taubne-
riana) Stutgardiae 1970. For more detailed bibliog., including other ancient treatises
that contain military information, see Dain 1967, 319-40. The classicizing language of
the Taktika by Byzantine authors is commented upon by Haldon 2002, 76.

68 On the treatise and its supposed author, see A.R. Neumann, "Vegetius" in PR,
Supplement 10:992-1018.
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dedicated to the emperor, identifiable as either Theodosius I (379-95)
or Valentinian 11 (382-92) who ruled in the West.

The anonymous work IIEpi EtipatiriyiaS was already fully Greek in
character, and was written in about the mid sixth century, probably
in the time of Justinian, as is evident from the major role ascribed to
archer formations.69 The author's familiarity with military problems
suggests he served as an army officer. Of greatest importance for the
reconstruction of Byzantine arms and armour are chapters 16 (IIEpi
o7CX1'6ECWS) and 17 which deal with the equipment of infantry and
cavalry.

Half a century later, when Latin was still the main language of com-
mand in the Eastern Empire, one of the most important and original
works of Byzantine military literature came into being, the Strategikon
attributed to the emperor Maurice (582-602).7° In book I (chapter 2)
the author considers the equipment of cavalry formations, while in the
second part of book XII, which constitutes a separate whole devoted
to infantry, he covers the equipment of foot soldiers. Maurice's trea-
tise became a model for later writers active in the tenth century at the
court of the Macedonian dynasty. It had an especially strong influence

69 See Hunger 1978, 2:327-8. Rance (2008) has recently proposed a much later
eighth or even ninth century date for the treatise, which he believes was authored
by Syrianus Magister as part of a larger `military compendium'. He points out that
chapter 17 is borrowed from Aelian's Tactica Theoria.

The importance of archers in 6th-C. Byzantine warfare is evident, for example, in
the raiding tactics of Belisarius during the siege of Rome by the Goths (536/7) for
which he employed mounted archers (PROcorius 2:13023-316 [V 27/5-6], 1345-11 [V
27/28]); and also in the heavily-armoured archer's equipment described by PR000-
Pius (1:524-711 [11/8-16]). See also Bivar 1972, 286-7; Haldon 1975, 12. Cf. also Bald-
win (1988), who would also prefer to redate the text to a later period.

70 Initially the Strategikon was attributed to the poet Ourbikios who lived in the
time of Anastasius. The error was due to a mistake in the title of the MS preserved in
the Biblioteca Laurenziana in Florence: Ovp(3uciov tiaxtiLxa - a'cpatilyma'. This error,
resulting from the omission by a copyist of the letter M from the start of the title,
was corrected by Aussaresses (1906), who nevertheless was unable to state categori-
cally whether the author Maurice should be identified with the emperor of that name.
Later editors, taking their lead from the title of Ambrosiana MS: The tactics of Mau-
rice, who later became the emperor Maurice, are unanimously in favour of his author-
ship, although John Wiita (1979, 15-49) believes the author may have been Maurice's
brother-in-law the military commander, Philippikos, who was imprisoned in a mon-
astery by Phokas in the later part of his life (603-10) and died in 615; see the introduc-
tion to STRAT., pp. 16-17. Certainly the author was an experienced soldier. It cannot
be ruled out that Maurice commissioned someone else to write the treatise, just as
Porphyrogennetos was later to do, and personally supervised the work; this does not
diminish Maurice's role in the creation of the text. See also Dain 1967, 344-6; on the
Codex ambrosianus see Dain 1967, 363; Haldon 2002, 68. The Classical models that
Maurice made use of are discussed in detail by Kuchma 1982; 1984; and 1986.
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on the oeuvre of the first Byzantine tactician after the so-called `Dark
Centuries', the emperor Leo VI the Wise (886-912). Leo's Problemata
was a reworking of Maurice's treatise in the form of questions and
answers, which were word-for-word citations from the Strategikon;71
this work by Leo is therefore of no great value for studies on the
changes taking place in Byzantine equipment between the sixth and
tenth centuries. Also of little importance for Byzantine military stud-
ies are Leo's imitations of passages from Polyaenus's Strategemata.
Leo's next treatise, the Taktika was far more independent, though not
without influence from Classical authors and Maurice's text.72 It is an
unusually important source for Byzantine weapons' research, above
all because of its rich military terminology and the synonyms used
to describe the same items of equipment in books V and VI of the
work.

From the same period is the Sylloge tacticorum an anonymous tract,
which was also once attributed to Leo or to his brother.73 The informa-
tion in chapters 37 and 38 which are devoted to Byzantine arms and
armour (always an important indicator of originality in the Taktika)74

is quite different from that in other Byzantine treatises, which sug-
gests that care must be taken when using it to reconstruct Byzantine
military equipment.

The tradition of military manual writing was continued by Leo
VI's son, Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos (913-959, indepen-
dently from 945). Unfortunately, only fragments remain of the trea-
tise he commissioned, which was intended as a handbook for his son,
Romanos, and was written down probably around 952. One of these
passages is regarded as an excerpt from a now lost manual by the

71 See Dain 1967, 354. Dawson (2002, 81) believes that Maurice's treatise was still
being copied and read in the time of Leo VI.

72 Sections copied or paraphrased from Maurice's manual, as well as from other
Classical authors such as Onasander, are printed in the upper register of the edition
published by R. Vari, LT, passim.

73 The thesis on authorship by Leo VI's brother, Alexander, is suggested by R. Vain
1927, 265-7; see also Hunger 1978, 2:333; meanwhile Dain 1967, 357 (and also E.
McGeer, "Sylloge tacticorum" in ODB, 3:1980, who also does not rule out authorship
by Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos), dates the tract to the early 10th C. and is
inclined to attribute it to Leo himself.

74 G. Dagron and H. Mihaescu identify three basic criteria of innovation and inde-
pendence in military treatises: descriptions of changes in the equipment of Byzantine
armies; characterization of enemies and their tactics; descriptions of the social rela-
tions between the army and the rest of society (see the introduction to their edition
of DE VELITATIONE, Paris 1986, 141-4; and also McGeer 1994, 194).
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monk Leo Katakylas from the monastery of Sigriane (c.903-12), which
was to serve as a model for Porphyrogennetos's scribes.71 Constantine
also appended to his text descriptions of the imperial triumphs of
Theophilos and Basil I, which also contain valuable information on
weaponry and ceremonial attire.

The next important military author is the emperor Nikephoros II
Phokas. From his pen emerged a treatise known as Praecepta militaria,
a title chosen by the text's first modern editor.76 Although the work's
author relies to a certain extent on ancient treatises and, in the part
covering arms and armour, borrows from the Sylloge, he nevertheless
makes an important attempt at unifying the Classical terminology with
that of his own day.77 Of special value for the study of Byzantine arms
and armour is Phokas's extensive description of the equipment of the
heavily armoured cavalry known as kataphraktoi. Also attributed to
Phokas is another treatise, De velitatione bellica; written between 967
and 969, it concentrates on the principles of raiding warfare on the
eastern frontiers of the Empire against the Arabs, but contains little
information on arms and armour.78

The next important manual, De re militari, came into being shortly
before the year 1000, and relied on the author's experience in the wars
in the Balkans against the Bulgars, Rus' and Pechenegs. The text's
authorship, once putatively ascribed to the commander of Basil II's
armies, Nikephoros Ouranos (c.950-1007)79 who defeated the Bulgars
at the river Sperchios in 997, is yet to be firmly established." A treatise

75 This attribution is proposed by John Haldon in his latest edition, see PORPH.,
p. 84-redaction (B) by Leo Katakylas, and p. 96 (C) by Constantine. One cannot rule
out that the treatise remained uncompleted and what has survived is merely a working
copy of the fragments. Dain (1967, 361) discusses the treatise under the title Praecepta
Imperatori. See also Cameron 1976, 112, n. 3.

76 See Kulakovskij's edition. The date of Phokas's death in 969 as an ante quem for
the treatise is accepted by Hunger 1978, 2:336.

77 McGeer 1995, 181-7; A. Kazhdan & E. McGeer, "Praecepta Militaria" in ODB,
3:1789.

78 The treatise was recently attributed to Phokas by Kuchma (2000), who reviews
arguments on the subject to date. For dating of the treatise see the introduction to DE
VELITATIONE, pp. 139-40.

79 Nikephoros Ouranos was a diplomat, bureaucrat and soldier, and is known also
as the author of poems, letters and hagiographic texts (see e.g. HALKIN 1962); he
appears for the first time in sources of c.980; two of his seals have also been preserved
(McGeer 1991, 129-31 and 139-40). See also, E. McGeer, "Ouranos, Nikephoros" in
ODB, 3:1544-5.

80 The question of authorship, with detailed discussion of Vari's and Kulakovsk-
ij's opinions, is considered by G.T. Dennis in the introduction to DE RE MILITARI,
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that is unquestionably connected with Ouranos, his Taktika, was prob-
ably written in the period when he was serving as governor of Antioch
(December 999 until his death in 1007). Ouranos's manual, which has
never been published in full, is a compilation of the texts of Leo and
Nikephoros Phokas and various Classical authors, expanded with a
few personal observations.81 Even so, in view of the author's detailed
comments and the additional section, it is of some value in the recon-
struction of Byzantine arms and armour.82 Ouranos's Taktika is the
last Byzantine military treatise that has survived in its original Greek
form.83

Two final groups of treatises are devoted to specialist branches
of military science that are of a lesser importance in the analysis of
images of the military saints. The first group concerns naval warfare,
both at sea and on rivers, and includes five short treatises, namely: the
sixth-century Naumachika reused by Syrianos Magistros in the 9th C.;
the Naumachika of Patrikios Basil (c.961); an extract from Maurice's
Strategikon on fording rivers, De fluminibus traiciendis; excerpts titled
De navali proelio and Excerpto nauticum from Leo VI's Taktika; and
extracts from Nikephoros Ouranos's tactical manual. These are pub-
lished together by Alphonse Dain under the joint title Naumachica.84

p. 242 (with bibliog. of Kulakovskij's views in n. 1). Dennis himself regards the text
as anonymous.

81 Chapters 1-55 rely heavily on Leo VI's Taktika; chapters 56-66 are a revised and
expanded version of Nikephoros Phokas's treatise, while chapters 66-175 and 176-78,
make use of the Hermeneia and ancient texts of "Commentaries" to the treatise of
Aeneas (Dain 1937; and 1967, 373); cf. also the slightly different breakdown proposed
by McGeer 1991, 132-3; and 1995, 80.

82 McGeer 1991, 134-8.
83 See e.g. Hunger 1978, 2:337. The Strategikon of KEKAUMENOS which appeared in

the third quarter of the 11th C. is a collection of instructions and advice for his son
and for high-born children in general; the work contains no information on meth-
ods of warfare and no detailed notes on military equipment, and does not therefore
strictly qualify as a tactical manual (Hunger 1978, 2:337-8). The tract's author should
not be confused with Kekaumenos Katakalon, strategos of the theme of Armeniakon,
doux of Iberia, Antioch, Chaldia and Ani, and domestikos of the eastern scholai (Kahn
1991, 98, 129, 150, 176-77, 186, 190, 202-03, 255, 264 and 266).

A short military treatise by Theodore Palaiologos (1291-1338) was written down in
Greek in 1326 and is preserved only in an early 14th-C. French translation (Bartusis
1992, 323-9; Parani 2003, 101, n. 2). For a modern edition see Les enseignements de
Theodore Paleologue, ed. Ch. Knowles, London 1983.

84 Dain 1967, 342, 363, 365-66. On the naval manuals also see E. McGeer, "Nau-
machika" in ODB, 2:1441-2. Treatises on naval warfare add a little information on
arms and armour of individual soldiers, for example Leo VI's work recommends man-
ning the wooden tower (xylokastron) around the ship's mast with kataphraktoi armed
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The second group concerns siege warfare: the preparations that a for-
tress commander should make when expecting a siege are described
in the anonymous mid-tenth-century De obsidione toleranda; in turn
the subject of laying siege to towns and castles is covered by the
Parangelmata poliorketika by Pseudo-Heron of Byzantium, which was
written at about the same time.85 Heron's treatise is in large part depen-
dent on the Classical authors Aeneas, Biton, Hero of Alexandria and
Apollodoros; in contrast, the tracts on naval warfare can be regarded as
independent works since, in the words of Leo VI, this type of Taktika
was unknown to the ancients .16

In summary, it is possible to state that Byzantium left an unusu-
ally rich literary legacy on warfare. At its core are the Taktika writ-
ten at the imperial court in the tenth century with the assistance of
older texts. The appearance of this substantial group of military tracts
during the time of the Macedonian dynasty can be put down to the
intellectual revival clearly visible in the whole literary output of the
tenth century.87 Yet the complete absence of this category of works in
the following centuries remains a puzzle. In other fields of knowledge,
culture and literature, the traditions of the Macedonian intellectual
renaissance continued into the eleventh and twelfth centuries, produc-
ing such personalities as Michael Psellos, Anna Komnene, Eustathios
of Thessaloniki and Niketas Choniates, but the custom of writing
Strategika completely died out, although texts of this type continued
to be read.88 A possible explanation is proposed by Eric McGeer, who
believes that one of the objectives behind Phokas's work was to create
a new Greek military terminology, an invented language to replace
Latin, which after all had still been in use in the army of Maurice's

with shields (skoutaria), menaulia, bows with additional arrows (toxa, sagittas ek peris-
sou), swords (spathia), javelins (rhiptaria), lorika and klibania (with scales at the front
if not at the back), helmets (kassidas) and arm-guards (cheiropsella)-NAUMACaicA,
p. 21 [I 14] (= version of Ouranos published by Pryor/Jeffreys 2006, 578 [I 12]).

85 See HERON, intro., pp. 2-4; cf. also Dain 1967, 358-69.
86 Leo VI states this in his Taktika: {LT, vol. B', p. 178} [XIX 1]: "HSti xai

nepi vavµaxia5 Staticz oREOa ovOev µev £v trot; naAatoIS taxTtxois nepI a&tfic
xsxavovtoµevov evpovties, see also Hunger 1978, 2:323.

87 On the effects of the `Macedonian renaissance' on the cultural and scientific life
of Byzantium, see e.g, Treadgold 1997, 558-65. Treadgold suggests the development of
literature was boosted by the Iconoclast controversy as a result of the need to conduct
polemic disputes, and also by the introduction of miniscule script.

88 For example Aelian's Taktika is mentioned by KoMNENE, 3:1985-6 [XV 3/6], while
the treatises of Arrian and Biton are cited, e.g. by EUST. IL., 1:15915-16, 52513.
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day.89 If McGeer's theory could be extended to cover the entire output
of military writers who laid stress on terminology from the time of Leo
VI's Taktika, this may explain the popularity of military treatises in the
tenth century, and at the same time solve the problem of their demise
once a homogenous Byzantine terminology had been established.

Taktikons and Books of Ceremony90

The next important group of texts, especially for research on officers'
attire and ceremonial uniform, are the lists of officials, or so called
Taktikons, and also the collections of ceremonial regulations on mat-
ters relating to court etiquette.

Belonging to the first group is the register of military and civil offi-
cials for both parts of the empire known as the Notitia dignitatum.
This work came into being in the first quarter of the fifth century
(although it includes fragments of earlier lists), and was written in
Latin.91 The importance of the Notitia is all the greater thanks to
the miniatures preserved in early modern copies of the manuscript.
These illustrate the insignia of the various offices, including items of
arms and armour, and in particular the shields patterns of numerous
Roman military units. Although the credibility of the miniatures as
sources has been questioned,92 one can assume that the artist based
them, at least to some degree, on illustrations in an earlier codex that
is no longer extant.

Roman ceremonial etiquette during its phase of adaptation by
Byzantium is described in a treatise by John Lydos IIep't Apxwv'rf1S

89 McGeer (1995, 192) believes that in attempting to replace the Latinized military
terminology the military aristocracy created an artificial language of commands and
terms, which was in effect a type of katharevousa. As an example of the new terminol-
ogy he also cites the chronicle of Bryennios.

90 On the written sources relating to court ceremony see also K. Wessel, "Insignien"
in RbK, 3:369-70.

91 Jones (1964, 2:1417, 1423) indicates that the list of officials for the Eastern part of
Empire came into being before 395, whereas the text on the Western offices reached
its final form only around 420.

92 The accuracy of the legionary shield patterns has been criticized by Grigg (1983,
132-41; with older bibliog. in nn. 1 and 2) who points out that they do not correspond
with devices known from other sources. Many shield patterns repeat themselves (espe-
cially in the final chapters on the Empire's western provinces), while the emblems
of the few units that are shown twice-after transferring from the `Eastern' to the
`Western' half of the Empire-do not match. This may be evidence of careless and
inaccurate copying by the artists, who also drew on imagination to fill out sections of
text in the original that lacked illustrations.
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`Pco mticwv IIoXviceias, or simply, IIEpt better known by its
Latin title, De magistratibus. Born in around 490 in Asian Philadelphia,
Lydos worked for many years as an official and teacher at the court
of Justinian I. In the work he presents a picture of the court, with
detailed descriptions of the dress of officials, along with the origins
and significance of the various items of attire. Writing at the water-
shed between the Late Roman culture and the Greek Middle Ages,
Lydos attempted to translate the new Greek terminology that he
himself helped introduce by reference to the Latin equivalents.93 He
sometimes gives fantastical or false etymologies, but his work is never-
theless of great assistance in clarifying the complexities of weapons
terminology.

Linked in form and purpose to the tradition of the Notitia digni-
tatum are a group of lists of court officials written down in the ninth
and tenth centuries. First and foremost, these were lists of dignitar-
ies in order of precedence, and were intended to assist the imperial
steward (atriklines) prepare seating for the various notables at table
during palace banquets. Four such lists have survived, namely: the
Taktikon Uspensky (842/3), so called after its first modern editor,
Fyodor Uspensky; the Kletorologion of Philotheos (of September 899),
which is the most extensive of the group and contains the most infor-
mation; the Benesevic Taktikon (934-44); and the Escorial Taktikon
(971-75).94

In turn, the Kletorologion of Philotheos was appended to the
most extensive work devoted to Byzantine court ceremonial, namely
"ExOcatg 61; (3autkFiou ti64Ewq, better known by its Latin title, De
ceremoniis aulae byzantinae.95 This encyclopedic compendium on
the customs of the imperial court was commissioned by Constantine
VII Porphyrogennetos and added to in the reign of Nikephoros II.
We must assume that only a single copy existed, stored in the palace
library. When reading De ceremoniis it should be borne in mind that
the work derives from a variety of periods: starting with an extract from

93 John Lydos's attempts to Hellenize the military terminology are discussed by
Kolias 1993a, 42.

94 All four texts are published by OIKONOMJDES; further information on the Tak-
tikons can be found on pp. 27-38, along with datings for the various lists, passim. See
also Bury (1889, 214, 216); and the introduction to LYDOS, p. xxxviii.

95 The Kletorologion was inserted as chapters 52-53 in book II of DE CER., 1:702-91;
similarly, the military treatise attributed to PORPH. was appended as a supplement to
DE CER., 1:444-508.
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a treatise on the office of the magister officiorum by Peter Patrikios
compiled in c.548-65 in chapters 84-95 of book I; followed by various
fifth and sixth-century texts, and by numerous letters from the time
of the Isaurian dynasty (especially the reign of Michael III, 842-886);
and finishing with chapters 96 and 97 of book I, which were added
by Nikephoros II Phokas already after the death of Constantine VII.96
Besides the descriptions of ceremonial attire, an especially interesting
section for research on Byzantine military equipment is an account of
the preparations for the unsuccessful expeditions to Crete (911 and
949) and Lombardy (935) in chapters 44 and 45 of book 11.97

The next work on court etiquette is a treatise by an anonymous
author known customarily as Pseudo-Kodinos. The text was written
between 1347 and 1368,98 and although outside our period, contains a
number of references to earlier customs and terminology; the work may
therefore prove useful in our research on the Middle Byzantine era.

Lexicography"

The next category of written sources that provides information on
Byzantine arms and armour is the lexicon. Among the earliest of these
is the late sixth-century work by Hesychios, probably `of Miletus', which
in view of its early origins makes widespread use of earlier models,
namely the works of Pamphilios and Diogenianos of Herakleia. The
lexicon is unfortunately incomplete and survives only in an abridged
fifteenth-century version, which limits its value for the research on
arms in the post-Iconoclasm era."'

96 On the structure and sources of the treatise see M. McCormick, "De ceremoniis"
in ODB, 1:595-7, esp. the table on 596-7 (includes bibliog.). The military content of
the work, and also of De Administrando Imperio, are analysed by Treadgold 1992,
84-124.

97 Treadgold (1992) challenges the veracity of information on troop numbers tak-
ing part in these campaigns on the basis of other Byzantine and Arab data. See also his
proposed corrections (p. 146) to the transcription of numbers in the relevant chapters,
on the basis of the Leipzig manuscript. The texts relating to both expeditions was
edited with extensive commentaries by Haldon 2000. See also Featherstone 2003 for
the manuscript structure.

98 This dating is proposed by the treatise's modern editor (Ps. KoDiNOS, pp. 27-30);
see also Grabar 1971, passim. Meanwhile, Parani (2003, 103 and n. 5) points out that
the poetic descriptions of court ceremonies in the Komnenian era, such as those by
Theodore Prodromos, are not entirely reliable.

99 On Byzantine lexicography see Lexikographie; and Hunger 1978, 2:33-50.
100 On the author (who is occasionally identified with Hesychios of Alexandria) and

his Lexicon see Hunger 1978, 2:35-6; Janiszewski 1999, 46-47, 169-171.
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A far more important work is an anonymous lexicon from the
970s entitled EovScc, usually referred to by its Latinized form Suda
(or Souda).101 This extensive dictionary, which makes use of Classical
texts and the Lexicon of Hesychios as well as later Byzantine works,
came into being during the Macedonian Renaissance.102 It provides us
with copious information on the terminology of various items of arms
and armour and their function.

The next lexicon of interest is attributed to Zonaras, and came into
being in the thirteenth century. It was one of the most popular texts
of the Late Byzantine period and survives in more than 100 copies.
Inevitably, the text has been heavily mangled by copyists, and should
be used with great care.'°3

Historiography

Historical works contain a great deal of information on weapons and
the customs connected with them, as well as on the outfitting of armies.
Byzantine historiography has left an unusually rich legacy, of which it
is worth listing the works that describe wars and military customs in
the greatest detail.

In the period before iconoclasm of special note are the works of
Procopius of Caesarea (c.490/507-after 562) who served as secretary
to Belisarius from 527.104 His works cover Justinian I's wars on the
Persian frontier, in North Africa and on Sicily, and above all against
the Goths in Italy. The most extensive of Procopius's works is History
of the Wars which describes the army before the introduction of the

101 Although we can assume that `Souda' was the title adopted by the original anon-
ymous author, its meaning remains unclear. As early as the 12th C., Eustathios of
Thessaloniki interpreted it, probably incorrectly, as the author's name. See: EUST. IL,
1, p. 7033; EUST. OD, 1, p. 385; A. Steiner, "Byzantinisches im Wortschatz der Suda"
in Lexikographie, 149-81.

102 On the lexicon's sources and dating see Hunger 1978, 2:40-41; Janiszewski 1999,
219-20.

103 On the lexicon of Pseudo-Zonaras see Hunger 1978, 2:42, who considers that it
may have originated between the 10th and 13th C., and certainly makes use of sources
from that period. Hunger also stresses the strong dependance of Pseudo-Zonaras on
earlier literature. '

104 His selection by Belisarius for the position of personal advisor is mentioned
at the start of the work by PROCOPIUS 1:59-10 [I 1/3] as well as, e.g. on pp. 5910-11 [I

12/24], 3737 [III 14/3]. On the works of Procopius see Hunger 1978, 1:291-9 with
bibliog. on 299-300.
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thematic system,105 and therefore allows the Late Roman arms and
armour as used by Justinian's army to be compared with Medieval
armour from the post-Iconoclasm period.

A continuation of Procopius's History is the work of Agathias of
Myrina in Asia Minor (c.532-580), which covers the years 552-558.106
A valuable source for the late sixth century is the History of Theophylact
Simocatta, who wrote under Heraclius.107 Information on methods of
warfare in the Heraclian period is provided in the final sections of the
Chronicon Paschale, written down in the 630s,108 recounting the Avar
invasion of Thrace in 617, the siege of Constantinople by the Persians
and Avars in 626, and continuing up to 628.

Information on warfare in seventh and eighth centuries is provided
by the extensive chronicle by the son of the strategos of the Aegean
Sea, Theophanes Homologetes ('the Confessor'), written in the years
810-14 during his exile on the island of Samothrace, as a continua-
tion of the annals of George Synkellos. His Chronography starts from
AD 285 (which Synkellos had reached in his annals) and continues
up to 813, borrowing from many sources that are little known today,
including a number of Iconoclastic works.109 Although Theophanes

105 The first two books are devoted to the Persian wars of 527-31 (with a discus-
sion of the history of the conflict since the time of Anastasius); the next two describe
Belisarius's victorious campaign against the African Vandals; while the remaining
four books cover the wars in Italy against the Goths conducted with mixed fortune
between 535 and 553, and also the new Persian campaign. On the History of the wars
see Hunger 1978, 1:294; and also Hannestad (1960) for a discussion of the data (esp.
numerical) in the books covering the Gothic wars.

106 See Hunger 1978, 1:303-8. AGATHIAS, pp. 118-1410 (Praefatio) himself cites Pro-
copius as his model and declares himself as his continuator.

10' On Simocatta's work see Hunger 1978, 1:313-19. For the early period the
chronicles of John Malalas and John of Nikiou (preserved only in a corrupt Coptic
translation from the Arabic) are of lesser importance for Byzantine arms and armour
research. Similarly, the church histories written down in early Byzantium provide
little relevant information, see Krupczyn'ski 1993; and cf. EusEBIUS and EvAGRIUS,
passim.

108 The customary title, lit. `Easter Chronicle', originates from the text's first editor,
Du Cange, who adopted it because of the tables it contained for calculating the date
of Easter. The work is also known as the Alexandrian Chronicle. The form of annals
adopted by the anonymous author differs from the continuous narrative of Proco-
pius and Agathias, and is closer to that used in the Chronicles of John Malalas. On
the Easter Chronicle see E. Schwartz, "Chronicon paschale" in PR, 3:2460-77; Hunger
1978, 1:328-9; Janiszewski 1999, 178-80.

109 On Theophanes' work, its sources and influence on later historiographers see
Hunger 1978, 1:334-9; A. Kazhdan, "Theophanes the Confessor" in ODB, 3:2063; and
also Mango (1978), who demonstrates that Theophanes was merely the editor of mate-
rial collected by George Synkellos. The works of the Patriarch of Constantinople Nike-
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describes the Persian wars of Heraclius in a fair amount of detail, the
Arab conquests are treated quite sparsely, and it is only accounts of the
period closer to that of the author that provide more detailed infor-
mation on armament. Naturally, it is in these final sections that our
research should concentrate.

Information on warfare from the final period of Iconoclasm and the
early years of the Macedonian dynasty can be found in the historical
writings of Constantine Porphyrogennetos. Of particular note among
these is Vita Basilii, which was included in an anonymous collec-
tion of historical works covering the years 813-961 entitled Scriptores
post Theophanem, more widely known as Theophanes Continuatus.10
Another important work by Porphyrogennetos is a treatise known in
modern times by the title De Administrando Imperio; this was dedi-
cated to his son, Romanos II, and has the character of a contempo-
rary description of the Empire and its neighbours." The capture of
Thessaloniki by the Arabs under the command of the pirate Leo of
Tripoli on 31 July 904 was described by an eyewitness of the event,
John Kaminiates while imprisoned in Tarsos. The authenticity of his
work has, however, been questioned in view of chronological inaccu-
racies.12 Of lesser value meanwhile are the historical works of Joseph
Genesios and Symeon Magistros (Logothete).13

phoros (Historia syntomon) and George the Monk (called Hamartolos, `the sinner'),
which were written down after 867, do not provide many new details, partly because
they rely on the same sources as Theophanes (Hunger 1978, 1:347-51). The text of
George's Concise Chronicle is published as Georgii Syncelli, Ecloga chronographica,
ed. Alden A. Mosshammer, Leipzig 1984 (see also MPG, 110:41-1260 and the Eng-
lish translation by W. Adler and P. Tuffin, The Chronography of George Synkellos,
Oxford-New York 2002) while the anonymous `Continuation' of George's chronicle
covering the years 810-948 (redaction A), which came into being in the time of Nike-
phoros II Phokas, is to be found in THEOPH. CONT., pp. 763-924.

110 The collection of chroniclers' accounts known as the `Continuation of The-
ophanes' is preserved in a single 11th-C. MS (Vat. gr. 167). Its structure is discussed
by Hunger 1978, 1:339-43; with a broad bibliog. and discussion of the military infor-
mation in the work on p. 342.

11 See Hunger 1978, 1:360-7 (with bibliog.).
112 It has been proposed, among other things, that the description was written after

the city fell to the Turks in 1430, when similar incidents from the city's past would
have enjoyed special popularity (Hunger 1978, 1:357-9; Kazhdan 1978). In the present
work The Capture of Thessaloniki is cited after the older edition in THEOPH. CONT. Pp.
487-600; a newer edition is CFHB 6: De Expugnatione Thessalonicae, ed. G. Bihlig,
Berlin 1973.

13 See Hunger 1978, 1:351-7 (and also Pseudo-Symeon's Chronicle in THEOPH.
CONT. 603-760).
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It is only the extensive histories from the second half of the tenth
century until the twelfth century that provide plentiful and detailed
information on the army's weapons and armour. The significance of
these works is all the greater since they were generally written down
by individuals who were retelling their own experiences and the events
of their own day. The first of these is the History of Leo the Deacon.
This work, which is divided into ten books covering the years 959-
76, together with an account of the unsuccessful campaign of Basil
II against the Bulgars in 986, describes in detail the wars conducted
by John I Tzimiskes (969-76) against the Arabs in Asia Minor, the
sea battles and campaign to Crete in 961, as well as the invasion by
Sviatoslav, prince of Kievan Rus' in 969/70.114

The next valuable resource for the student of arms and armour is the
History of Michael Attaleiates (c. 1020-85), senator and Constantinople
judge, who recorded the events between Michael IV's accession to the
throne in 1034, and 1079. 115 The greatest amount of information on
arms is contained in his description of the expedition to Asia Minor
against the Seljuk Turks. The same campaign is also described by a
contemporary of Attaleiates (who undoubtedly made use of his, work),
John Skylitzes in his Synopsis historiarum, which was conceived as a
continuation of Theophanes' chronicle to cover the years 813-1057.116
The surviving miniatures in a twelfth-century manuscript of Skylitzes
work in the Biblioteca Nacional in Madrid, give it huge importance as
an iconographic source. 117

114 On Leo the Deacon's History see Hunger 1978, 1:367-71 (with bibliog.), esp.
369 on military aspects. Military matters in the work are also analysed by A.M. Talbot
and D. Sullivan in the introduction to the English translation: The history of Leo the
Deacon. Byzantine Military Expansion in the Tenth Century, intro., transl., and anno-
tations A.-M. Talbot and D. Sullivan (DOS 41), Washington 2005, 36-47.

115 On Attaleiates as a historiographer, lawyer and founder of the monastery of
Christ Panoiktirmon (the All Merciful) in Constantinople and an almshouse at the
monastery in Rhaidestos, and above all on the controversies relating to his origins
in Constantinople or Attaleia (modern Antalya) and his life dates see Tsolakis 1965;
on his History see Hunger 1978, 1:382-9. For the foundation see also Lemerle 1977,
65-112; "Attaleiates: Rule of Michael Attaleiates for his Almshouse in Rhaidestos and
for the Monastery of Christ Panoiktirmon in Constantinople", transl. A.M. Talbot,
[in:] BMFS, 1:326-76.

116 On the sources for and structure of the Synopsis see Hunger 1978, 1:390-3 (with
bibliog.), esp. 391 (on the value of Skylitzes' work for military historians). See also
Hunger 1978, 1:393-4 on the use of Skylitzes' work by Kedrenos. See also the English
translation: John Scylitzes: a Synopsis of Byzantine History 811-1057, transl. J. Wortley,
Cambridge 2010.

117 On the miniatures in the Madrid MS see below, p. 38.
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The third of the great historians of the second half of the eleventh
century is Michael Psellos (1018-c.1081), a great erudite and min-
ister of Constantine IX Monomachos (1042-1055). His extensive
Chronographia, which covers a single century (976-1078),118 contains
very little on military affairs, and what there is mainly concerns forces
stationed in Constantinople. This may be a result of his affiliations
with the `peace' faction in the imperial palace, as well as his lack of
familiarity with the soldier's trade.119

The next generation of Byzantine historians include the aristocrat
Nikephoros Bryennios (c.1064 or 1081-1136/7)120 and his wife, the
eldest daughter of the emperor Alexios I, Anna Komnene (2 December
1083-c.1153/4). Bryennios's work Historical Material was written
down after 1118 and covers the years 1070-79. Bryennios, a general
who was eventually elevated by Alexios to the dignity of caesar, does
not appear to have completed his work, but the surviving four books
still contain a wealth of details and are of great significance for the
study of Byzantine warfare.121 Meanwhile, Anna Komnene's Alexiad,
which was conceived as a panegyrical biography of her father, contains
many detailed descriptions of weaponry in the course of her accounts
of the various rebellions, campaigns in Asia Minor against the Turks,
in the Balkans against the Normans, Bulgars and Pechenegs, as well as
the First Crusade's march across imperial territory.122 Anna had been
living in enforced seclusion as a result of her unsuccessful attempt
with her mother Eirene Doukinia to seize the throne from her brother
John 11 (1118-1143) after their father's death. Her book is nevertheless
a trustworthy source, despite being written down from 1148, a long
time after the events described. Besides her own memory she made
use of accounts of a number of important persons who visited her, as
well as available texts and documents.121

118 On Psellos's work see Hunger 1978, 1:372-81 and bibliog. on 382.
119 Even Psellos's description of the battle of Mantzikert on 19 Aug. 1071 is un-

usually sparse, probably because he did not personally take part in the campaign, see
PSELLOS, 2:1621-10 [VII 22].

120 For a broader bibliography on Bryennios and his relationship to the rebel of
1077/8 of the same name, see A. Kazhdan, "Bryennios, Nikephoros the Younger",
ODB, 1:331.

121 On Bryennios' work see Hunger 1978, 1:394-400 (with earlier bibliog.).
122 On the treatment of military matters in Anna Komnene's work see Buckler

(1929) passim, esp. 97-108, 353-81, 387-417
123 On the Alexiad in general see Hunger 1978, 1:400-9 (with bibliog.). Komnene's

sources are covered in detail by Buckler (1929) 225-39.
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Of considerably lesser value for students of Byzantine warfare is
the chronicle of John Zonaras, which was written after 1118. It is a
largely derivative work that follows earlier historians for the period
up to 1081.124

The changes that took place in the Byzantine army in the time of
John II and Manuel I Komnenoi (chiefly as a result of contacts with
Western knightly armies) can be observed thanks to the Epitome of
John Kinnamos (c.1143-after 1185), which covers the years 1118-76,
and the Chronike diegesis of Niketas Choniates (1155/57-1217) which
relied on Kinnamos's text. Both works have shortcomings. Kinnamos's
History which ends with a description of Manuel's army marching out
to Myriokephalon is preserved only in an abbreviated form and bor-
rows linguistically from Procopius.125 Choniates' work, meanwhile,
came into being after the capture of Constantinople by the Crusaders
in 1204 and is infused with sentimentality for the days of the early
Komnenoi. Choniates has a negative view of Andronikos I and suc-
ceeding rulers, whom he saw-in part justly-as responsible for the fall
of the Empire. The work shows considerable dependence on Classical
models, which may have influenced the descriptions it contains of
arms and armour.'26

A similar problem arises in the output of Choniates' teacher, the
great twelfth-century humanist Eustathios (after 1115-c.1195/8).
Eustathios, who was Archbishop of Thessaloniki from 1178, person-
ally witnessed another conquest of that city, this time by the Sicilian
Normans in 1185, and his work was written shortly after the events it

124 Books 1-12, covering the period from Adam to Constantine the Great, borrow
from ancient authors and the Bible and are of no value in our research; books 13-18
are based mainly on the texts of Malalas, Procopius, Theophanes, the Patriarch Nike-
phoros, George the Monk, Kedronos, Symeon Logothete, Attaleiates, Skylitzes and
Psellos. See Hunger 1978, 1:416 and the introduction by E. Trapp (listed in the bibli-
ography to the present work under ZONARAS) to the extracts that he translated into
German. See also Grigoriadis 1998.

125 On the work of Kinnamos and his part in the battle of Myriokephalon (1176)
see Hunger 1978, 1:415-16. Kinnamos' use of Procopius's History of the Wars as a
model for his work may have resulted from unconscious imitation of descriptions of
the same theatre of military operations (e.g. the description of Brindisium by KiNNA-
Mos, p. 159 [IV] follows that of PRocopluS, 2:37412-19 [VII 18/6]). More likely is that
Kinnamos stylized his history to make the reign of Manuel resemble that of Justinian
(see e.g., p. 174 [IV]). Kinnamos himself (p. 21819 [V]) admits his familiarity with
Procopius's work.

121 See Hunger 1978, 1:429-41. On the military terminology employed by Choni-
ates see Kazhdan 1995; and 1997.
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describes (probably before the Easter of 1187). His account contains
much valuable information, although it is necessary to carefully sepa-
rate the realia described from the classicizing literary style. 117

Of considerably lesser importance for research on Greek arms in
the twelfth century are the chronicle penned by Michael Glykas and
the chronicle of Constantine Manasses which, respectively, cover a
period from the creation of the world until the death of Alexios I, and
108 1.128

Many of the Byzantine chronicles and histories are all the more trust-
worthy in that the authors were often professionally connected with
the army or at least participated in the events they describe. Procopius
writes that he accompanied Belisarius on his campaigns, carried out
military missions on Sicily, and was even sent by Belisarius to Naples
at the head of a unit in order to fetch supplies and food. 121 Leo the
Deacon accompanied Basil II on his abortive campaign against the
Bulgars in 986 and was even captured during it. Attaleiates took part
in an expedition against the Seljuk Turks and also served as systra-
tegos (i.e. `lieutenant') in the time of Nikephoros Botaneiates,l3o while
Kinnamos accompanied Manuel I on campaign as his secretary and
witnessed Manuel's siege of Zemun in 1165.131 Nikephoros Bryennios
(according to Anna Komnene) commanded the defence of the walls
of Constantinople during a Crusader assault in the Easter of 1097.132
Anna Komnene herself made use of accounts from a veteran of the
army of Alexios.133 In turn, John Skylitzes and John Zonaras held high
civil rank in the imperial palace guard (droungarios of the vigla),134 and

127 See Hunger 1978, 1:426-9. On realism in the writings of Eustathios see also
Hunger 1968, 66-7.

128 On both works see Hunger 1978, 1:419-26.
129 PROCOPIUS, 1:36516-17 [III 12/2-3]; 3736.13 3747-37511 [III 14/3-4 and 7-13];

48820-21 [IV 14/41]; and 2:16417-16519, 16819 [VI 4/1-5 and 19-20]; see also Hannes-
tad 1960, 138, 182.

130 On the participation of Leo the Deacon and Attaleiates in military expeditions
see McGeer 1995, 360 and Hunger 1978, 1:384-5.

131 KINNAMOS, p. 241 [V]. Neumann (1888, 93-5, 98-9) believes that Kinnamos
may also have fought as a soldier in the campaign of 1155/56.

132 KOMNENE, 2:2239-14 [X 9/6].

133 KOMNENE, 3:175-6 [XIV 7/7]: yepovtimv &vOpwnwv ccpatieuaaµevcov xarc' £xeivO
xalpov, xaO' ov ovµoS na'cTIp tiwv aicljn'cpwv 'Pwµaiwv EneiXIpntio,

134 See Hunger 1978, 1:389, 416; A. Cutler & A. Kazhdan, "Skylitzes John" in ODB,
3:1914; A. Kazhdan, "Zonaras, John" in ODB, 3:2229 with further bibliography. In
truth, the post of droungarios of the vigla had lost much of its military character by
the mid-11th C., see A. Kazhdan, "Droungarios tes viglas" in ODB, 1:663.
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although their historical accounts are not free from fantastical hyper-
bole in description of weapons,13s with due care it is possible to make
successful use of them. The military connections of many such authors
greatly raise the value of the descriptions they left behind.

Literature

Much information on Byzantine arms and armour can be found in
poetry and epic literature. The Persian wars of Heraclius, his expedi-
tion against the Avars and the defence of Constantinople in 626 by the
patriarch Sergios are described in the epic poems of George of Pisidia.
His panegyrics which were written in iambic trimeter: Expeditio
Persica, Bellum Avaricum, Heraclias (praising the victory at Nineveh
in 627), and other, shorter works served Theophanes as sources for the
reign of Heraclius.136 George of Pisidia, who served as chartophylax
(archivist) at the church of Hagia Sophia, participated in certain of the
events that he describes, namely the first Persian campaign (622-23)
and the defence of Constantinople against the Avars in 626.13'

A particularly valuable source of information on Byzantine weaponry
is the heroic poem Digenes Akritas, which came into being between
the tenth and thirteenth centuries. Of the surviving versions the most
precise in terms of military terminology is the manuscript written in
folk Demotic at the Escorial Library (Ms Gr. 496), dating from the
end of the fifteenth century,138 but containing much earlier text, from
the thirteenth century or even earlier tenth-century prototype for the

135 See e.g. KoMNENE's account (3:1157_9 [XIII 8/3]) of Normans so solidly armoured
that they could break through the walls of Babylon (KsXtio; yap avilp enoxo; µev
axa'caoxatio; xai xav tiaixo; &atiatipfjvate Ba(itXwvlov, &noiicliiixiu; Se toil tinnou
a9Dpµa tidi; eOeXot61 yivatial.) See also the description of Bardas Skleros's duel with
a brawny Rus' during the war of 970 left by LEO THE DEACON, p. 11015-22 [VI 13]: µ3jnw

6 F_ Evil
xai 6iAwv XaµnpoT n mcgmiciu; tiov &flwv &plnpanij;, xatia To µatiaixµlov napl.?
en' &aacily tiov; etiaipot; enlppwwv;. uovtiov Bap&a; 6 ExXBpo; e lnnaGaµavo; Haul
xatia 'DTI; xacpaXrj;, KM µexpt tiov cCOGT jpo; 'Co' 4ilpo; S1112Laaa, µntia tiov xpavot; avtiiu
enapxeaavtio;, .djtc tiov &upaxo; tii>v 'rTJ; xalp6; enlaxovtio; IGxvv, ij tiily tiov i(poD;
2oµ1jv.

136 For the use of George of Pisidia's works in later Byzantine literature see GEORGE
PISID., intro., pp. 59-62, 65-7. On the new metaphorical image of the ruler created by
George of Pisidia in his works see Whitby 1994.

137 See GEORGE PISID., pp. 12-15.
138 Watermarks on fols. 22-213 are dateable to 1485 and 1493, see the introduction

to DIG. AKR., P. XX.
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remaining versions.139 Despite the controversy surrounding its origins
and dating, the epic gives a unique opportunity to view the image of
a warrior saint through the lens of the heroic culture of the Empire's
eastern frontiers.

A number of other literary works have similar value in reconstruct-
ing the weaponry of the Byzantines and the symbolic meaning they
attributed to it. Most important are the scholia to the Iliad and the
Odyssey compiled by Eustathios of Thessaloniki; the Capture of Crete
written in c.962/3 in honour of Nikephoros II by Theodosius the
Deacon;14" and also the poetry of John Geometres (Kyriotes) dating
from the late tenth century,141 and of Theodore Prodromos (c. 1100-70)
who was active under John II and Manuel I Komnenos.142

Non-Greek sources

Sources from foreign states that were in direct contact (and often
conflict) with the Empire provide a useful supplement to informa-
tion on weapons in Byzantine literature. Of these, Arab sources are of
the greatest importance. From the time of the battle of Yarmuk (636)
until the ninth century the Arabs were Byzantium's chief opponent,
and left behind numerous descriptions of Greek soldiery. Of special
interest is the work of Al-Mutanabbi (915-965), regarded in the Arab
world as one of the greatest poets of all time. While at the court of
the Hamdanid emir Sayf al-Dawla (lit. `Sword of the State') during
the years 948-57, he composed numerous panegyrics extolling the
almost annual wars fought by this ruler in the years 950-56 against

139 The primal character of the popular Escorial version in relation to the con-
taminated Grottaferrata redaction was proposed by S. Alexiou in the introduction
to his edition of the work, see Baaik,sloq A1.yevllS Axpitiac (xatie do xeapoypacpo tiov
`Eaxopia' k) Kai do Aaga tiov Apgovpii (OikoXoytxii (3L(3kaoeij" 5) A%va 1985. As is
evident from the findings in the conference report: Digenes Akrites. New Approaches
to Byzantine Heroic Poetry, ed. R. Beaton and D. Ricks, London 1993, all the versions
may have developed independently, and the Escorial version should not be regarded
as the model for the others.

11 See De Creta capta, ed. U. Criscuolo, Leipzig 1979 (= LEO THE DEACON, 261-
306).

141 In his epigrams John Geometres describes the wars with the Rus' and the Bul-
gars; of even greater interest to us are his descriptions of the images of warrior saints.
On his works see Scheidweiler (1952); for biographical information see Hunger 1978,
1:83.

142 On Theodore's poem devoted to the sword of one of Manuel I Komnenos's offic-
ers, Alexios Kontostephanos, see Kolias 1988, 147.
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the Byzantines and their commander, whom he calls `the Domestikos'
(probably Domestic of the scholai, Bardas Phokas).143

A description of the Great Palace, the capital's churches, and the
imperial guards participating in court ceremonies was left by Harun
ibn Yahya, who was held prisoner in Constantinople in around 913.144
His account is a valuable supplement to the descriptions of court cer-
emony left by Porphyrogennetos.

A late (written towards the end of the twelfth century) but impor-
tant source for us is the military treatise dedicated to Saladin: Tabsira
Arbab al-Lubab, the author of which was an Armenian from Alexandria,
Murda ibn Ali ibn Al-Tarsusi.145 Unlike Byzantine authors his work
has much on the methods of weapons' manufacture, and also contains
information relating to the equipment of the Greek army.

Among the Armenian sources of note is the History of Heraclius
written by Bishop Sebeos towards the end of the seventh century.146
This work covers the period from Maurice to the reign of Constans
II (641-668) and describes Byzantium's wars against the Persians and
the Arabs. Sebeos presents the Byzantine army from an Armenian per-
spective and mentions items of Imperial military attire that appeared
unusual to his eyes.

The early Russian literature and works by western authors, which
are in Latin and Old French, provide only a little information, and
this is of limited value for research on the equipment of the Byzantine
army. The Russian Primary Chronicle was edited in around 1113 by
Nestor, a monk from the Monastery of the Caves in Kiev, and provides
much of interest on the customs of the Rus' (for example the oath
sworn on their weapons by Oleg, Igor and Sviatoslav along with
their pagan troops when concluding peace treaties with the Greeks

141 A French translation of Al-Mutanabbi's verse is published by VASILIEV,
2/2:304-48.

144 See VASILIEV, 2/2:379 and a French translation of his account on 380-94. For
an English translation see A. Vasiliev, "Harnn ibn Yahya and his description of Con-
stantinople", SemKond, 5 (1932): 149-63.

145 On the author and his work see AL-TARSUSI, pp. 103-5. As a source for studies
on Byzantine weaponry, Al-Tarsusi's text has so far been used only by Kolias 1988,
196; and recently by Nicolle 2002, 179, 203-5 (with translation of a few extracts).

1`1fi On Sebeos's work, its importance, and related bibliog., see R.W. Thomson,
"Sebeos" in ODB, 3:1863 and also the introduction by Thomson and Howard-John-
ston, SEBEOS, pp. xxxiii-lxxvii.
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in 907, 945 and 971),147 but it contains no useful descriptions of the
Byzantine army. A little information on customs relating to the laying
up of weapons in the churches of Constantinople is contained in the
account of Antony of Novgorod's visit to the city.14S Of similar char-
acter is the description by Liutprand, Bishop of Cremona (c.920-972),
in an account, rather critical of the Greeks, of his second embassy to
Byzantium (4 June-2 October 968); the mission ended in a fiasco for
Liutprand, who was negotiating on behalf of Otto I (962-73) for the
hand of Nikephoros Phokas's daughter for his son, the future emperor
Otto II (973-83). Also useful in this respect are the accounts of two
participants of the Fourth Crusade, Robert de Clari and Geoffrey de
Villehardouin.

From our cursory survey of the written texts it is evident that they
constitute our basic resource for reconstructing the appearance of sol-
diers in Byzantium, essential for any analysis of the images of warrior
saints. To supplement this we may be able to use images of weap-
onry in art, but only where the depicted items do not rely on an older
iconographic tradition but instead represent the actual equipment of
soldiers used in the imperial army. In view of this, we will need to
establish which categories of representations in Byzantine art can be
regarded as faithful illustrations of real military equipment.

ICONOGRAPHICAL SOURCES

In our search for historically reliable iconographical representations
in Middle Byzantine art, which is known to be strongly infused with
Classical elements,149 the most useful approach would seem to be to

147 NESTOR, p. 13 [The Greeks] l4lnoea6ute caMu xpecmb, a Onbza 6oduuta u Myxciu
ezo Ha pomy; no PyCCKOMy 3aicOHy xnautacx opyxbeMb C6oUM7,, u llepyHOMb 6020Mb
C6oUMb, u BOnOCOMb cxomnuMb 6o2OMb, u ymeepautua Mup.; (p. 22) A HeKpeuyeHax
Pycb nonazatomb uyumbt c60x u Meub ceob Haeu, o6pyu ceob u npouax opyncbx, as Me-
nymcx o eceMb, xxce Cymb Hanucana Ha xapambu cell, xpauumu omb Llzopa...; (p. 31)
Au4e nU omb mbxb caMbxb npeU44epeKexbtxb He CbxpaHUMb, an mice u co MHOto u noao
MHoio: as uMbeMb tvtxmey om Bow, ez ezo we 6bpyeMb, 6b Ilepynau 67, Bonoca cxomx
6o2a, u as 6yaeMb IOHOmU RICO 30n0mo, u C6OUMb opyitcbeMb as nCbilenU 6yaeM.

18 See above, n. 52.
149 Many Byzantine artists who reached back to the styles and iconographic for-

mulas established in antiquity are enumerated, e.g. by Weitzmann 1981, and Maguire
1994, the latter esp. on classicizing depictions in bas-reliefs, with a bibliog. of the
problem in n. 1. On mythological subjects in the art of the Macedonian renaissance
in book illustration (and on ivory caskets) see also Weitzmann 1984. Parani (2003,
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look for miniatures that illustrate the events described in historical
works. The character of this type of depiction is, by nature, closest to
the realities of life. 151 Unfortunately, in the art of the Eastern Empire
and its cultural milieu only three sets of miniature illuminations to
historical texts have survived. Of these, only the illustrations in the
Synopsis historiarum of John Skylitzes can be of any great assistance
in establishing how soldiers of the Komnenian period were armed and
attired. The other two works: the illuminated manuscripts of Slavic
translations of George the Monk's Historia syntomos which dates
from the turn of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries,'s' and of the
Chronicle of Constantine Manasses from the fourteenth century's' in
view of their late date and the environments in which the illustrations
were executed can serve only as comparative material when analysing
the Skylitzes manuscript.

The manuscript codex of the Synopsis historiarum of John Skylitzes
is currently in the Biblioteca Nacional, Madrid (Matritiensis Vitr.
26-2). The work, which for the sake of brevity is commonly termed
the Madrid Skylitzes, contains 574 miniatures that directly illustrate
the text, which is written on the same pages. More than half of the
miniatures depict armies in battle, pursuits after the enemy, retreats,
sieges, and individual warriors in military attire appearing at the impe-
rial court. The Codex's origins have been linked with Constantinople
(miniatures on fols. 1-87 and 230-32) and southern Italy (fols. 96-186
and 195-229). It is currently believed that the miniatures were painted
in the 1130s by three or four illuminators at least, and were modelled
on a sumptuous example in the imperial library. The manuscript then
appears to have reached the Sicilian court of the Normans as a gift

143-4) points out the limited information value of military figures depicted in Old
and New Testament scenes (typically Massacre of the Innocents and Passion cycles).
On the reception and use of models from antique sculpture see Mango (1963), who
however (pp. 64-6) points out the mimetic function of art as especially valued in intel-
lectual circles.

iso Parani (2003, 102 and n. 4) is sceptical of the value of the Madrid Skylitzes mini-
atures, regarding them as conventional.

isi The Russian MS was commissioned by Grand Prince Michael of Tver, and is
held in the collections of the Theological Academy in Moscow, shelf mark no 100, see
Popova 1984, no. 17.

152 The codex, which is stored in the Vatican Library (Cod. Slav. II), is dated by
Duichev (1962, 27) to the mid-14th C. (probably c.1344) and is connected with the
patronage of Ivan Alexander of Bulgaria.
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from John II Komnenos to Roger 11 (1130-54), where the decoration
of the codex was completed.ls3

The arms and armour depicted in the Madrid manuscript do not,
of course, illustrate objects from the time of the events described by
Skylitzes, nor from the period in which the chronicle was written down;
they may refer only to the period when the miniaturists were working
on the codex (or its prototype). A similar mechanism can be observed,
for example, with the Bulgarian manuscript of the Manasses manu-
script, where the fourteenth-century miniaturist depicted warriors at
ancient Troy fighting in plate armour, bascinets with mail aventails
and kite shields that were contemporary to him. (He also portrays,
in similar equipment, the armies of Heraclius and the Persians, the
troops of Nikephoros I and Leo the Armenian during their struggles
with the Bulgars under Krum, the Rus' and Greeks during the wars
of 967-72, and finally Basil II's expedition against the Bulgarian tsar
Samuel.) 114

Ihor Sevicenko has also shown on the basis of five images of Sviatoslav
in the Madrid Skylitzes, that the illuminators did not reproduce the
actual physiognomical features and costume of the Russian prince,
which are described by Leo the Deacon and even by Skylitzes himself;

153 The hands of three artists working in Constantinople or Sicily have been dis-
cerned by Pomar (1964), a division accepted by Hoffmeyer (1966, 36-40); Cirac
Estopanan (1965, 1:29-31, 37-40) prefers a (perhaps excessive) total of six artists,
while Tsamakda (2002, 373-8) sees seven, two of whom she links with Byzantium
and five with the western school. Grabar (1971) and after him Walter (1975, 138)
and Grabar/Manoussacs (1979, 12-14, 174, nn. 3 and 9 on p. 8) believe the codex was
created towards the end of the 13th C. and is an original work that probably came
into being in Palermo, as is suggested by Western and Arabic elements in the mini-
atures. This dating is corrected, on the basis of the palaeographic findings of Wilson
(1978) and the unpublished comparative studies of G. Cavallo, by Sevicenko (1984),
who believes the miniatures were painted in the mid-12th C. and should be treated
as faithful copies of a Byzantine original. The dating was further narrowed by Cavallo
(2000, 150-1) who besides illuminators workshops in Palermo admits that the codex
may have originated in the scriptoria of the Monastery of San Salvatore in Messina,
or even in Calabria. Recently, Havice (2002, 35) has proposed that the miniatures of
Master I were painted in Constantinople, and the additional illustrations were added
to the codex by two other, less independent illuminators. Boeck (2009, 41) points out
the un-orthodox treatment of themes connected with the end of the Iconoclast con-
troversy and so argues in favour of a Sicilian origin for the whole manuscript.

154 The Trojan War is illustrated on fol. 41r; the wars of Heraclius on fols. 122r-v;
the wars with Khan Krum on fols. 145r, 147r, 148v, 150r, 172v, 174r; the wars with
the Rus' on fol. 178r and v; Basil II at Pliska on fol. 183r and in battle against Samuel's
army on 183v. See Duichev 1962, figs. 20, 42-43, 50, 53-54, 60-61, 63-66, and also
the pseudo-facsimile of the codex: Manasses, passim.
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instead he is portrayed as a Varangian mercenary, borrowing from a
model known to the artists from their everyday life.155 It can therefore
be assumed that the Madrid Skylitzes miniatures, particularly the por-
tion of them originating in Byzantium, constitute a reliable source on
the appearance of the imperial army in the days of the Komnenoi, and
that they can be used for comparative research on the images of the
warrior saints.156

An important study resource on the role of weapons as insignia is
provided by the illustrations in the Notitia dignitatum. These show
items of weaponry attributed to the various Roman offices and shield
emblems of the numerous Roman military formations stationed
throughout the Roman Empire. Although the oldest surviving minia-
tures are in manuscripts in the Bodleian Library in Oxford (Ms. Canon.
Misc. 378) and the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris (Ms. lat. 9661)157 that
were painted in the Renaissance or early-modern period and which
are themselves copies of a now lost Carolingian manuscript, the close
relationship of the images to the text allows one to assume that they
follow rather faithfully the illustrations that must have accompanied
one of the late Classical redactions of the treatise.

155 See Sevicenko (1965, esp. 711-12), who believes that in certain cases the min-
iaturists may have made use of older models or even of pure invention. The stylis-
tic similarities of the Madrid Skylitzes miniatures to those in Greek codices (Par. gr.
510; Vat. gr. 746; and Topkapi 8) as well as in 12th-C. Coptic works is noticed by
Hoffmeyer 1966, 36-7.

156 The weaponry depicted in the MS is analyzed by Hoffineyer 1966, 41-152. In
the present work I refer mainly to Tsamakda's 2002 edition, although there is a useful
earlier study by Cirac Estopahan with a full set of monochrome reproductions in vol.
1 "Reproductiones y miniatures". For doubts on the reliability of the miniatures cf.
Bjernholt/James 2007, 52-3.

157 For reproductions of the Paris miniatures see: Notitia Dignitatum Imperii Rom-
ani, ed. H. Omont, Paris 1911; C.N. Faleiro, La Notitia Dignitatum: nueva edicio'n
critica y comentario hist6rico, (Nueva Roma 25), Madrid 2005.
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ORIGINS OF THE IMAGE OF THE WARRIOR SAINT

The turn of the third and fourth centuries saw the intense persecution
of Christians, particularly during the reigns of Diocletian (284-305),
Maximian (285-310) and Maximinus Daia (306-13), the last of whom
is regularly equated in the hagiographic accounts with Maximian.l
Among the Christians martyred at this time there were, according to
the hagiographic texts, a number of soldiers who had refused to wor-
ship the gods or the emperor (though they had not refused military
service). Members of this group include Theodore Teron,2 George,'

' Walter (2003a, 266, 292) also lists these emperors along with Julian the Apostate
as prototypes for the character of Maximian; he further points out that a long period
usually passed between a saint's martyrdom and the writing down of his Passion or
Miracles, thereby reducing the reliability of such texts.

2 According to Gregory of Nyssa's homily [BHG 1760], Theodore was a military
recruit, who came from the East along with his tagma to where Gregory was living,
CAVARNOS, 10/1:654-6 (= MPG, 46:741): Se &60FV npoS 0'71,kw xovS xacaXoyoDS, ovtiw
µetia tioo tSiot 2&ywrro; npo5 ti11v i1gru6pav 8te(3ii xhpav, 'cf15 xat9eptvii5 &va7[a1)6ems
tioi5 atpatiubtiats ev6&Sa napes tiwv xpaiovvtiwv StatiaxOeianc. There, after setting fire
to the Temple of Cybele in Pontic Amaseia he was himself burnt to death on the
order of the emperor Maximian. According to the later texts of Chrysippos, presby-
ter of Jerusalem (died 479) [BHG 1765c, d], John Mauropous (mid-11th C.) [BHG
1770-1772], Ouranos [BHG 1762m] and other authors, Theodore is already widely
called `Teron' (recruit-on the military class of tieipcova; and the opinions of ancient
authors on it see LYDOS, pp. 7425-7620 [I 12/48]), see AS Novembris, 4:23, 40, 59;
HALKIN 1962a, 314; while certain versions of his passion state that he was martyred
during the rule of Maximian and Maximinus (Delehaye 1909, 127', 136'). The latest
findings on the dating of the various hagiographic accounts are presented by Walter
1999, 165-70; and 2003, 45-8, esp. n. 7 (where he is in favour of the authenticity of
Gregory of Nyssa's Encomium).

8 According to the earliest preserved, 10th-C. version of the legend of George, he
was the grandson of John, the governor of Cappadocia, and son of Kira Theognosta,
daughter of the doux of Diosopolis (Lydda) (or according to another version, the son
of Anastasius from Cappadocia and Theobasta from Lydda). Despite his young age he
commanded a formation of five thousand troops, equivalent in numbers to a legion
(see the English translation of the Coptic text by WALLis BUDGE, p. 57, and also 33-4);
meanwhile in the Syrian text he appears as tribune of the army serving in Cappado-
cia, see the summary in WALLis BUDGE, p. 50, on the basis of the English translation
by J.E. Matzke, "Contributions to the History of the Legend of Saint George", vols.
1-2 in Publications of the Modern Language Association, vol. 17 (1903). In the Greek
version of his Passio [BHG 670g] George is called a komes (by Dadianos o xoµn5)
see Canart 1982, 988 (= Krumbacher 1911, 160), while Symeon Metaphrastes in his
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the five martyrs of Sebaste,4 Sergios and Bakchos,s Hieron,6 Merkourios,7

Menologion even describes him as xoµrjS 2ov vovµepw (MPG, 115:144 and Synaxarium
CPL, 623-6). On the earliest passage of George's Life (including the dependence of
the Ethiopian redaction on an earlier, lost Greek version) see Myslivec 1934, 304;
Mazal 1990, 102-4; Frend 1982; while on early references in the Life of St Theodore
of Sykeon see Walter 1995, 296-9, 317; and 2003, 115-17. The saint's executioner, the
pagan king Dadianos (who appears in various references) is not a historical figure
and is sometimes identified with Maximinus Daia or alternatively with Diocletian
who appears in later versions of the Passio. On the martyrdom of George see also
the reference by KEDRENOS (1:46414-23); and for more on the early references, e.g. by
Ammianus Marcellinus, by Pope Gelasius (from 494), and in Syrian church inscrip-
tions, see WALLis BUDGE, pp. 8-17; and Markovic 1995, 583. Both Rystenko (1909,
459) and Walter (2003, 111-12, 122, n. 85) draw attention to the popularity of George
in Georgia, noticing his connection with the local moon-war god, although Walter
rules out an identification with St Nino. More generally on St George's hagiography
and cult see also Ivanov 2003, 59-67.

4 According to legend Eustratios Kyriskes served as skinarios in the army of the
comes of Lysia in the time of Diocletian, and after confessing his faith was tortured and
killed along with four companions, the priest Auxentios and his converts Eugenius,
Mardarios and Orestes (see the short description by Metaphrastes, MPG, 116:468-505
[BHG, 646-646c], and also on the five martyrs: Mouriki 1985, 1:144-7; Weitzmann
1979 and Halkin 1970). Orestes is depicted in art as a military saint and is venerated
on 13 December like the others of the group, but he should not be identified with
the Cappadocian martyr from Tyana of that name (a physician by trade, venerated
in Constantinople on 10 November); cf. AS Novembris, 4:391-9, and also the legend
included in it on the martyrs of Sebaste on p. 392.

5 According to the Passio [BHG 1624] written shortly after the erection of their
first martyrion by Alexander of Hierapolis (before 431), Sergios and Bakchos held
the posts of primicerius and secundarius in the schola gentilium, and after refusing to
offer sacrifices to Zeus were beheaded on the order of `Maximian', who is identified
with Maximinus Daia rather than with Galerius or Julian the Apostate, see Gheyen
1895 (although Woods [1997, 344] favours Julian); Key Fowden 1999, 8-17; Walter
2003a, 147-55 (together with a description of the spread of the cult and early ico-
nography), esp. 147-8, where he draws attention to the vision described in the Passio
antiquior where Bakchos (who had been beheaded earlier) appears clad in military
attire to Sergios. See also the version of the Passio according to Metaphrastes (MPG,
115:1005-32). A third version of the Passio is preserved in the 10/11th-C. Cod. Sinait.
497 and also in Cod. Athon Laurae A 50, which dates from AD 1039 [BHG 1624b].

6 The earliest (possibly 6th-C.) text of the Passio of Hieron (BHG 749)-according
to which he was a vineyard labourer who was forced to serve in Diocletian's army,
was converted in jail and suffered death along with his companions in Melitena in
Cappadocia-is published in Passio S. Hieronis et sociis martyribus Melitinae in Arme-
nia, AS Novembris, 3:329-39; see also Synaxarium CPL, 199-201, 203-4, which states
they were venerated in Constantinople on 7 November, and also a later version in
Metaphrastes (MPG, 116:109-20). Walter (2003a, 177-8) summarizes the legend,
which he considers as a completely false compilation of various hagiographic threads.
Hieron's cult always had a local character connected with Cappadocia (Jolivet-Levy
1992, 205-08, 218). Parani (2003, 154) notes the existence of a hagiographic tradition
that Hieron was a 'vine-dresser' rather than a soldier.

' According to the Greek versions of his Passio ([BHG 12741 Delehaye 1909, 234-
42; and [BHG 1275] BINON, pp. 27-39, and also Metaphrastes [BHG 1276] Dele-
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Menas,8 Eustathios,9 Artemios,10 and many others.'1 Although in the

haye 243-58), Merkourios was a soldier serving in the guard of the Noumera (BINON
p. 293-4) or in the arithmos Martisis (Delehaye, 2351-20) during the time of the emperor
Decius (249-51) and Valerian (probably the consul of that name). After refusing to
make a sacrifice to Artemis, Merkourios was tortured and killed in Palestinian Cae-
sarea. Traces of his military function can be found already in the Legend of the slaying
of Julian the Apostate, see the Latin translation of the Syrian legend dated to 502-32
published by Peeters (1921, 79-81) and also the earliest Greek version in MALALAS,
25750_25869 [XIII 25-26]. The blood-stained spear with which Merkourios appeared
to Basil after killing Julian is also mentioned by John of Damascus (c.650-753) in
his First homily on images (KOTTER, 2:1611-10 [I 60]). Walter recently (2003a, 107-8)
proposed linking the legend not with Merkourios but with Kyripn, one of the Forty
Martyrs of Sebaste (Syrian `Mar' meaning `Lord' [a sign of respect given to bishops
and saints] + Gk. Kyrios, from which Merkourios). See also the Coptic version of
his Passio preserved in a 9th-C. MS (although its prototype may date back to the
6th C.) and the enkomion of Acacius of Caesarea, which also contains an account of
the death of Julian the Apostate (ORLANni, 20-40 and 50-7011). The early sources are
discussed by Curta (1995, 111-13) and Walter (2003a, 101-2). On the development
of the cult of Merkourios in Benevento (from the 7th C.) and Egypt, and also on the
doubts as to his historicity see Delehaye (1909, 91-102, esp. n. 1), who discusses the
various legends.

8 Romanos the Melodist (who died after 555) in his hymn (probably based on an
earlier source) and successive versions of the Passio, including the earliest attributed
to Athanasios of Alexandria ([BHG 1250-1271d]; MELOnos, vol. 2, song 75; Krum-
bacher 1909, 2, 5; ACTA MEN; and Synaxarium CPL, 211, 470) state that Menas was
an Egyptian who served in Phrygia during the reign of Diocletian (in the cohort of
Rutiliaci), and after adopting the Christian faith, was beheaded in 295 in Kotyaion in
Phrygia, or alternatively in Alexandria during the rule of Maximinus. Walter (2003a,
181-2, 188-9) distinguishes as many as four saints of this name, but recognizes the
`Egyptian' Menas as the most popular of those depicted in art. In a later, perhaps 11th-
C., redaction [BHG 1251] Menas is said to be of noble birth (Kazhdan 1985). On the
two chief saints of this name and the connection of the Egyptian Menas to ancient
mythology, as well as his (Egyptian) cult, and also the transfer of relics to Constan-
tinople by Basil I see Delehaye 1910 (with extensive bibliog.); and Markovic 1995,
611-14. See also Ward Perkins 1949; Kiss 1967; and Kiss 1970. The post-Iconoclast
non-military iconography of the Egyptian Menas and Menas Kallikelados (the 'well-
speaking') has recently been analysed by Woodfin (2006, 132-42) who claims there
were only two Menases.

9 According to the legend of Eustathios preserved in late redactions [BHG 641] (AS
Septembris, 6:123-35), of Metaphrastes [BHG 642] (ACTA EUST) and in the 9th/10th
C. laudatio of Niketas the Paphlagonian [BHG 643] (MPG, 105:376-417) he was origi-
nally an army commander (o &pxc°v tiwv ctpctnwtiixwv) under Trajan (98-117) with
the name Placidas, who after seeing a vision of Christ while out hunting, converted
along with his whole family, changing his name to Eustathios (in reality merely a
Greek translation of his Latin name) and thereby fell into the emperor's disfavour.
Rehabilitated, he took part in an expedition, during which he was called on to make
a sacrifice to the gods, but refused, and after numerous tortures, was burned on the
emperor's order in a bronze bull (See also Synaxarium CPL, 61). On the populariza-
tion of the cult of St Eustathios in Georgia in connection with Persian persecutions
and the appearance in the 6th C. of a Persian martyr from Mtskheta of the same name,
see Velmans 1985, 41-2. On links with Sasanian iconography and connections of the
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case of certain of this group of saints one can observe a very rapid
growth in their popularity and cult,12 initially their military status
was hardly drawn attention to in the hagiography, and even less so
in art.I3

image of the saint with Zoroastrianism see Saltykov 1985, 9-12; while on the use of
Indian tales from the 3rd C. BC (authored by Yataki) and from the 5th C. AD on the
incarnation of Bhudda as a stag and the king who hunted him see Delehaye 1966,
234-7. The iconography of Eustathios' vision in Cappadocian art and in Byzantine
MSS is discussed by Coumoussi 1985. Walter (2003a, 163-5, also n. 6 with further
bibliog.) regards the legend as untrue, and sees the popularity of Eustathios's vision
depicted in early (7th-C.) Cappadocian and Georgian art as evidence that the roots of
his cult should be sought beyond the Empire's eastern frontiers.

10 According to his Passio composed in the period 660-68, Artemios was the
administrator of Egypt and suffered a martyr's death on the order of Julian the Apos-
tate ([BHG 169y-174e]; AS Novembris, 8:856-84; KOTTER, 5:183-245; and Walter
2003a, 191-4).

" Several groups of military saints have been identified: Callistratus, Probus, Tara-
chus and Andronicus, Victor, Juventinian and Maximian, and Maurice along with the
Theban legion (Delehaye 1909, 2-3); also Varus, Christopher, Theagones, Ignatios of
Antioch and Marcellus (Woods 1996, 177-85; with core bibliog.); additionally, Alex-
ander of Rome, Niketas, Lupus and Trophimos (Markovic 1995, 607-11, 617-19);
these and many other military saints who enjoyed lesser popularity are covered in
Walter's monograph (2003a, 213-60).

12 E.g. in the case of the cult of St George, the spread of which from the 4th to
6th centuries is described by Howell 1969, 124-8; Walter 1995, 302-10, 314-19; and
2003a, 112-14. Many early Palestinian inscriptions with the names Theodore, George
and also Bakchos and Sergios are published by Meimaris (1986, 117-19, 124-28 and
131-32). Sergios was martyred in the town of Resafa, which the Passio of 514 and
EvAGRIUS, p. 228 [IV 28] call `Sergiopolis', after it had been renamed in his honour
by Anastasius I (Walter. 1999, 179, n. 74). Resafa, and Lydda where George died, were
termed Sergiopolis and Georgioupolis by George of Cyprus in his 7th-C. Descriptio
orbis Romani (Key Fowden 1999, 92-3, n. 150; Delehaye 1909, 47). These names
did not ultimately catch on, but they are evidence of the status of the martyria of
these saints in the 6th and 7th centuries. St Menas's cult centre was at Abu Mina
('St Menas') in Egypt, where the Emperor Zeno (474-91) erected a new basilica over
his martyrion in ordered to revive the pilgrim traffic (Kaufmann 1910; Hahn 1997,
1088, fig. 4); while St Menas's church in the third region of Constantinople is listed
in the NOT. DIGN. (p. 233) among the earliest twelve churches in the capital, see also
Janin (1934, 340-2; and 1969, 333-5, 443-4) on the churches dedicated to Menas in
Constantinople in the 5th or 6th C. (on the legend of the translation of the relics to
the capital see Delehaye 1910). The Coptic collection of Miracles of St Merkourios
(ORLANDI, 5625-574 [13]) states that the emperor Constantine ordered the erection of
martyria of the saint in all regions and eparchies and to place in them icons with his
likeness, to pray to him, and also to place images of Merkourios in many places in
Rome as the patron saint of the town. See also Walter 2003a, 266-9.

13 No images of the warrior saints in military attire are known from the period
directly after the end of the persecutions and Constantine I's Edict of Toleration in
313. A saint, probably Theodore, is depicted spearing a dragon with a cross with a long
haft on a Coptic textile fragment from Akhmim (currently in the Philadelphia Museum
of Art, USA), which was initially dated to the 4th C. by Aufhauser (1911, 171, fig. 2c;
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The earliest hagiographic texts that speak of martyrs as soldiers
date from the sixth and seventh centuries, as do the first images of
them in military attire.14 Some of these texts are today regarded as
unreliable; others are viewed as fictional creations of folk literature
describing persons who never existed historically." To the group of
military saints were then added martyrs who initially had no martial
links, such as Prokopios of Caesarea,16 Demetrios of Thessaloniki, and

who also incorrectly identified the saint as George), but is currently thought to be
from the 5th/6th C. (Gorecki, 233, fig. 27), or even the 6th C. (Maguire 1996, 124-6,
figs. 109, 110). In the earliest depictions, the military martyrs always appear in `civil-
ian' garb, see e.g.: St Theodore in the apse of the church of Sts Kosmas and Damianos
in Rome (526-30), on a 6th-C. icon in the Bode Museum, Berlin, on a 7th-C. mosaic
in the church of St Demetrios in Thessaloniki, and together with George(?) on a 6th-C.
icon in St Catherine's Monastery on Mt Sinai (Charalampides 1991, 120-4, figs. 1-3,
6-8 = Mavrodinova 1969, figs. 1-2). Even Sergios and Bakchos are both customar-
ily depicted in a chlamys with a tablion but unarmed (e.g. N.P. Sevicenko, "Icon of
SS Sergios and Bacchos" and "Bowl with bust of St Sergios or St Bacchos" in Age of
Spirituality, pp. 548-9; Key Fowden 1999, figs. 1-4). In the hagiographic literature it
is also rare to find these saints described as `military'. St George appears as a military
saint with a sword in hand only in the early-7th-C. Life of St Theodore of SYKEON,
p. 8; see also Walter 1995, 299; and 2003, 116. Meanwhile, St Theodore is already
called a `soldier of Christ' (tioo Xptaiov atipctndn S) and a `recruit' (veoXexios) by
Gregory of Nyssa in the homily in his honour (CAVARNOS, 10/1:679, 6418 (= MPG,
46:741, 744). Gregory also mentions a cycle adorning the saint's sanctuary illustrat-
ing his heroic deeds and martyrdom, see CAVARNOS, 10/1:635-8 (= MPG, 46:737, see
also the English translation in MANGO, 36-7). On the other hand, the legend which
originated only in 754, or as late as 934 ([BHG 1764] Delehaye 1909, 1949-27 [V 9]; and
its expanded version by Ouranos (HALKIN 1962a, 21-2 [13]), in which the dead Theo-
dore appears to the painter so that he can paint his icon which had been ordered by
St Eusebia (probably identical with the founder of the saint's martyrium in Euchaita
who had been rescued from a dragon), and although he is described as a atipatit(0T
returning from campaign, this does not indicate for certain that he was depicted in
military attire; similarly, the identification of Eusebia's icon with the one described
by John Mauropous (see below, n. 206) must remain hypothetical; cf. Markovic 1995,
574-5; Walter 1999, 167 (with arguments for an earlier dating of the text); Walter
2003a, 47 (considering the costume as military); and see also Maguire 1996, 22. A
Coptic collection of miracles of Merkourios dating probably from the 6th C., also
mentions a commission placed with an artist for an icon of this saint, this time how-
ever holding a lance in his right hand, see ORLANDI, p. 9411-21 [39].

14 See below, p. 74ff. Adomnan of Hy, who relates an account of the visit to the
Holy Land by Arculf, a bishop from Gaul, in c.683/4 mentions that the latter com-
mended himself and his mount into the protection of St George at his sanctuary in
Lydda (ARCULF, 290-1 [111 3-4]).

11 See the compilation made by Walter 2003a, 261-5.
16 EusESIUS (1:329 [I 1-2]), in his earliest version of On Palestinian martyrs, is

the earliest author to refer to Prokopios, as the first Christian to suffer death during
the persecutions of Diocletian and Flavian in 303. He makes no mention, however,
of the saint's profession as a soldier. More detailed Latin and Syrian redactions and
martyrdom accounts modelled on them, among which the earliest to have survived is
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Nestor." This came about both as a result of changes in the attitude of

in an 11th-C. MS, state that he was a lector and exorcist at the church in Scythopolis
([BHG 1576, 1582d]; Delehaye 1909, 77-9, 214-27, esp. 2176-13 [VII]). Only in the
second, 8th-C. version of the legend [BHG 1577-781 Prokopios (originally a pagan
named Neanias), thanks to the intercession of his mother Theodosia, was appointed
by Diocletian as governor (doux) of Antioch, and with a cross which was made in
accordance with a vision (modelled on the visions of St Paul and Constantine) he
defeated six thousand warriors of Agarenas (a name derived from the biblical Hagar,
which suggests they were Arabs) and when subsequently imprisoned he converts
numerous soldiers. Turned in by his mother he is killed on Diocletian's order, and
on being welcomed into heaven by Christ is given his new name, Prokopios (see
e.g. Delehaye 1909, 228-33 [VIII]; AS Iulii, 2:556-76 [BHG 1579], HALKIN 1962,
esp. 179-81 [BHG 1580], with discussion of the legend and bibliog. on pp. 82-5;
Walter 2003a, 94-6; Gabelic 2005, 528-31). According to Delehaye (1909, 85-7), the
legend of Neanias the soldier had been linked with Prokopios even before the Second
Council of Ephesus. In turn, Ovcharov (2003, 16) proposes separating the exorcist
condemned to death in Cappadocian Caesarea in Diocletian's persecutions from the
warrior introduced to the Synaxaria in the 8th C., who was popularized only by
Symeon Metaphrastes.

17 The cult of Demetrios-according to the Syrian martyrologium of 411-a deacon
and martyr from Sirmium (now Sremska Mitrovica) was transferred along with the
seat of the prefect of Illyricum to Thessaloniki in 442-43, though no translation of his
relics took place (Vickers 1974, 337-48). It was only there at the turn of the 6th and
7th centuries, under the influence of the Slavo-Avar invasions, that the saint became
a soldier defending the town from invaders as is stated in the collection of the saint's
miracles penned by bishop John (1st quarter of 7th C.) and in a anonymous collec-
tion written a few dozen years later, see Lemerle 1981, passim (cf. Walter's outdated
hypothesis [1973, 174-6] that Demetrios's transformation into a warrior took place in
Constantinople and not before the time of Basil I); see also the texts of the Miracles:
MIR DEM, pp. 13511-11,157 15-2017730-1782, 1953-7, 2166-25 21925-2204 [I: 13/120, 14/161,
II: 1/188, 3/220, 4/260-61, 275-76; and the English resume with short analysis by Cor-
mack (1985a, 60-74). Walter 2003a, 70-2, this time correctly draws attention to the
military character of the saint's intervention in the 13th and 14th miracles in Bishop
John's collection. Of special interest is the 16th miracle in the second collection (pp.
237-41 [BHG 522]) which describes how Cyprian, the Bishop of Thenai in Africa,
who was freed from imprisonment among the Slavs by a soldier called Demetrios,
recognized his saviour on an icon in a church. The same topos of recognizing a saintly
helper as Demetrios thanks to his image also appears in the Homily on the Annuncia-
tion attributed to Leo the Mathematician, which describes Demetrios and the Virgin
curing a deaf-mute Jewish girl who recognizes him from an icon (A. Kazhdan, "Leo
the Mathematican" in ODB, 2:1217). In the Passio Altera dating from the 9th C.,
Demetrios appears as exceptor (secretary) and anthypathos (proconsul) of Hellas and
a commander (see [BHG 497]; Delehaye 1909, 259-63 [= AS, Oct., vol. IV, p. 90;
MPG, 116:1173]; and Walter 2003a, 69). Early mosaics in the church of the martyr in
Thessaloniki depict him in a Roman consul's attire, namely chlamys with tablion (see
Cormack 1985, figs. 15, 29, 30, 32, 34, 36, 40, 42, and the extensive `Demetriological'
bibliography to the year 1985 on pp. 121-2). Also `militarized' along with Demetrios
was his colleague Nestor, who appears in the Passion of Demetrios as the vanquisher
of one of the emperor Maximian's gladiators, Lyaios (Walter 1973, 158; including
discussion of hagiographic sources relating to Demetrios as a deacon).
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Christians to war and military service, and because of the evolution of
features of the cult of the individual saints.

GOD'S PEACE AND HOLY WAR IN CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE

The order to preserve peace-as the gift of God (who is himself often
called Peace)" and an element of His Plan of Salvation-which appears
in the Old Testament,19 and even more clearly in the New Testament20
together with the sixth commandment (Ov cpovEV(ynti ; Exodus 20:17)
was a strong basis for the pacifist tendency prevalent in the Church
in the early centuries of Christianity.2' This was expressed not only
in a passive refusal to take part in military service'22 but also in the
active condemnation of a trade based on killing. According to the
Apostolic Tradition (of c.215) and the antipope Hippolytus of Rome

18 In the Old Testament, the epithet `The Lord is Peace' appears in Judg. 6:24 (ic6 pi.o5
Eiprlvrl-cod. Alexandrinus, Eiprlvrl xvpioD-cod. Vaticanus); Isa. 9:5 (cipflvrly e91
tiob; &pxovtia;); Bar. 5:4 (iA,rl%aetiai yap aot to ovoµa Xapa' tiob Ocov ci; tiov aimva
Eiprlvri SLxatio64vr)S xai Sol (x OcoGe(3eia;), while in the Letters of the Apostles, God
is often called the `God of Peace' (6 0th; 'cii; ciplivrls): Rom. 15:33; Rom. 16:20; 2 Cor.
13:11; Eph. 2:14; Phil. 4:9; 1 Thess. 5:23; 2 Thess. 3:16; Heb. 7:2; Heb. 13:20.

19 See Lev. 26:6; Num. 6:26; 25:12; Dent. 12:10; 20:10; Josh. 1:13; 1:15; 21:44; 22:4;
23:1; Judg. 6:23; 2 Sam. 7:11; 1 Kings 2:33; 5:18; 8:56; 2 Chron. 14:5-6; 20:30; 32:22;
Tob. 7:12; 12:17; 7:13; 13:15; 2 Macc. 1:4; Pss. 29:11; 37:11; 55:19; 85:9; 119:165; 122:6;
147:14; Prov. 1:33; Sir 1:18; 38:8; 45:24; 47:13; 47:16; Isa. 9:6; 14:3; 26:12; 27:5; 32:17;
52:7; 54:10; 57:19; 60:17; 66:12; Jer. 29:11; 33:6; Bar. 3:13; Ezek. 34:25; 37:26; Mic. 2:8;
Hag. 2:9; Zech 8:19; Mal. 2:5. While promising peace for Israel and for those who are
just, God states that evil-doers shall have no peace: Isa. 48:18; 48:22; 57:21. Walter
(2003a, 9-12) notes however that the Old Testament prohibition against killing did
not extend to enemies, and God showed his favour to the chosen people by assisting
in their victory over the Philistines.

20 Matt. 10:13; Mark 9:50; Luke 1:79; 2:14; 10:6; 19:38; 19:42; John 14:27 "Peace I
leave with you, my peace I give unto you"; John 16:33; Acts 10:36; Rom. 2:10; 5:1; 8:6;
14:17; 14:19; 15:13; 1 Cor. 7:15; 14:33; Gal. 5:22; Eph. 2:15; 2:17; 4:3; 1 Thess. 5:13; 2
Tim. 2:22; James 3:18; 1 Pet. 3:11. Far more rarely Christ promises to bring havoc:
Matt. 10:34 and Luke 12:5. Especially common in accordance with Christ's instruc-
tions (Luke 10:5) are blessings in the name of the Lord's Peace: Mark 5:34; Luke 7:50;
8:48; 24:36; John 20:19; 20:21; 20:26; Acts 15:33; 16:37; as well as in the letters of the
Apostles-Rom. 1:7; 1 Cor. 1:3; 2 Cor. 1:2; Gal. 1:3; 6:16; Eph. 1:2; 6:23; Phil. 1:2; 4:7;
Col. 1:2; 1 Thess. 1:1; 2 Thess. 1:2; 1 Tim. 1:2; 2 Tim. 1:2; Titus 1:4; Philem. 3; Heb.
12:14; James 1:16; 2:16; 1 Pet. 1:2; 5:14; 2 Pet. 1:2; 2 John 3; 3 John 15; Jude 2; Apoc.
1:4. The significance of biblical peace for the Byzantine liturgy is discussed by Taft
1995, 10-26.

21 The pacifist leanings of early Christians are discussed in detail by Cadoux 1919
and Hornus 1980; an extensive bibliog. of the problem is given by Brock 1988.

22 Haldon believes (1999, 14) that the aversion of the early Christians to military
service was partly the result of Rome being regarded as the home of the Anti-Christ.
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(died 235) gladiators and their teachers could not be admitted to the
Catechumenate, nor could executioners who carried out the death pen-
alty; similarly, Christian soldiers were forbidden from killing even if
ordered to do so by a superior. Those who broke this prohibition were
to be thrown out of the community, since they had scorned God.23

In view of such attitudes among the Christians, the appearance of
a category of warrior saints in the first centuries of the Church's exis-
tence would not have been possible. Even so, not all representatives of
early Christian thought condemned war so categorically, and evidence
that Christians were serving in the ranks of the Roman army is pro-
vided by the prayer house of c.232/3 uncovered in the garrison town of
Dura-Europos.24 Already Origen (c.185-254) in the conclusion to his
apology Contra Celsus, replies to his adversary's summons to support
the ruling authority with arms if the need arises with the argument
that a prayer for the ruler and his success in war would help him more
than the participation of Christians in the fight. According to Origen
the existence of troops as the defenders of Christians was a necessary
evil until the time that all pagans were converted, when all wars would
cease and soldiers become unnecessary.25

A radical change in the Christian attitude to war was only brought
about by the stipulations of the third canon of the Synod of Arles
(314). The Church was in a new position after Constantine proclaimed
the Edict of Toleration, and recognized military service by Christians
as permissible, even ordering those who refused to perform it for reli-
gious reasons to be treated as deserters.26 Among the fourth-century
church hierarchs Athanasios, archbishop of Alexandria (from 328 to

23 Taft 1995, 27.
24 See K. Wessel, "Die christl. Hauskirche" in "Dura Europos", RbK, 1:1220-30.

On the military structures and functioning of Dura as a military camp before 256 see
Roztovtzeff 1935, 198-9, n. 47.

25 ORIGEN, 4:344-50 [VIII 73-74]; see also McCormick 1986, 237-40; Haldon
1999, 14-15. Walter (2003a, 29-30, 291-2) believes that the Christians had to accept
the need for military service which assured protection against the barbarians for the
public good, while the pacifist concepts of Origen and Tertulian (De corona) under
influence of adaptation of Old Testament doctrines of a chosen people and just war
in Byzantium quickly yielded to attitudes accepting armed conflict as an element of
the divine plan for salvation.

26 On the significance of the Synod's resolutions see e.g. Vieillefond 1935, 322, n. 3;
Markovic 1995, 583; Haldon 1999, 15; Schreiner 1997, 87; and Walter (2003a, 204-05,
265), who comments that the reason for the Christians' reluctance to take up military
service was not only the need to kill enemies in battle, but having to submit to the
orders of a pagan emperor.
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373), and Ambrose, bishop of Milan (from 373/4 to 397), also regarded
taking up arms against enemies of the state as praiseworthy, and their
view was supported by St Augustine, although he warned that peace
should be preserved for as long as possible.27 In the reign of Theodosius
I, Christianity was recognized as the official state religion, and a ban
was introduced on pagans holding official posts that also led to a rapid
Christianization of the army.28

The change in the Church's attitude to military service did not yet
signify the full acceptance by its hierarchs of waging war and killing,
and moderate pacifism continues to be observable in the Cappadocian
Fathers' teachings. In his thirteenth canon St Basil the Great (c.329-379)
advises soldiers who had killed in battle not to take Holy Communion
for three years, "until their hands had been cleansed".29 Although his
opinion did not become a binding Church principle, there were other
Church writers towards the end of the fourth century who expressed
similar views.30 The importance of peace as God's greatest gift remained
immutable. In his Liturgies John Chrysostom (340/50-407) turned to
God for the gift of peace for the army and the emperor, while in his
Homily on Peace he starts from the words to the lovers of peace: "sweet-
ness and light of God, who is peace for the faithful"." The greeting of

Kolia-Dermitzaki 1991, 140-2; Haldon 1999, 15.
28 On the Christianization of the state administration (including the military) by

Theodosius, see Boojamra 1977. On the term militia Christi to describe the imperial
armies-as distinct from civilians who were termed `pagani'-see Mihaescu 1969, 163.

29 See Oikonomides 1995, 65; Haldon 1999, 16. On the other hand Basil, who
was brought up in the spirit of Hellenism, in his first homily, In sanctos quadraginta
martyres, calls for the commemoration of heroic military deeds both by writers and
painters (MPG, 31:508-9 [2]): 'Enei xai noXeµwv &vSpayaOtjsatia xai Xoyoypacpoi
noXAaxtq, xai cwypacpoi 81a0-11µa1'LvoD6iv, of µev trip X yw 5tax0Oµ6vtES 01 Se iois
nivaEw eyxap&22ov'ccS, xai noXXov5 enfjyElpav npo; &vSpiav exacapoi. `A yap 6
AoyoS rfjS ictiopia; && tijs &xofj napia'crjrt, tiavtia ypacpuxrl atwnw6a Stia µtiµrjcewc
Seixvtcnv. Kolia-Dermitzaki (1991, 18, 20) believes that the 13th canon, often cited by
supporters of the pacifist vision of the empire, is overrated.

30 Although Basil's canon did not became a binding norm, it was made use of by
the patriarch Polyeuktos and the Synod of Constantinople in the 10th C. as an argu-
ment for rejecting Nikephoros Phokas's demand for soldiers killed in battle against
non-believers to be treated as martyrs and to be celebrated in special hymns and
feastdays, see Viscuso 1995, 37-8; Oikonomides 1995, 65; Kolia-Dermitzaki 1991,
129, 137-140 (referring to the opinions of Theodore Balsamon and John Zonaras).
Of similar opinion to Basil were Paulinus of Nola and Pope Siricius (384-99) who
condemned military service and forbade soldiers from later taking part in the liturgy
(Haldon 1999, 15-16, 28).

31 See Taft 1995, 30-1; includes a discussion of the terminology. The Homily on
Peace is published in De Pace [Oratio XXII] MPG, 35:1132: Eiprjvrj cpiXrl, to yX,Dxv
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peace that begins the second part of the liturgy of John Chrysostom
(Antiphony) became established in the Eastern Church and continues
to be recited during the enarxis even today.

One can therefore assume that although war-especially a defensive
war and one conducted against barbarians-became accepted by the
Church as a necessary evil for maintaining a Christian state, then-as
Dennis notices-the concept of `Holy War' was used by the Byzantines
only in reference to the wars conducted in 590, 449 and 347-335 BC
for control over the Delphic oracle, and functioned exclusively as a
historical term.32

The acceptance by the Church of the need to conduct military oper-
ations in the defence of Christians still does not seem to adequately
explain the transformation of the holy martyrs who had served in the
Roman army into warrior saints. The impulse for this process there-
fore needs to be sought in imperial propaganda and in customs preva-
lent in the army.

Divine intercession in the fortunes of war already occurs at the
dawn of Christianity as a state religion. In a well-known passage of
the Life of Constantine Eusebios of Caesarea mentions the emperor's
choice of God his father as his patron; he then describes the vision
that he and his army experienced prior to the battle with Maxentius.33

xai np&yµa xai ovoµa, o Vvv FSwxa Tip Xai KU' &vTtAa[3ov ovx oiSa ei nap, nCV'cwv
yvM6iav iced & iav T6 IIvevµa¢oc, µi1 811µoGia5 6vv93jxaS &9etiovµEva;
uno Oeip µaptivpi, (il6'Ce xai µeicov elval 1'1µiv to xatiaxpiµa. Eipflvij (ptX31, To' Eµov
µeXetir)µa xai xc L 7CIGµa, ijv Oeov tie eivai &xovoµev, iced 11S OEOV, tiov OEOV xai
autioOeov, thS £v u j `H eipf)vi tiov OE6 - xai, `O OEk tif; eipflv11S xai, A&roS eati v it
eipijv31 3jµwv xai ovS' ovtiwS ai8ov9c9a.

32 Dennis 2001, 33-4. Walter supposes (2003a, 11, 41) that the Byzantines' attitude
towards the Persians, Arabs and Slavs took its lead from the Old Testament relations
of the Israelites towards the Philistines and Canaanites. The term n6Xeµo5 iepos is, in
truth, used by EUST. THES., p. 2612, but he does so because the events described took
place during Easter Week of 1181.

33 VITA CONST., pp. 2820-2921 [I 27/1-3], 305-10 [I 28/2]: ij831 rf q i p&pa;
&noiXivo1)m1S, autiois ocpOa?,µo1S iSeiv ecpv ev auticp oupav&p unepxeiµevov tiov 71Xiov
6tiavp6 tiponaiov ex (poLOC, avvi6tiaµevov, ypa(p3jv tie avtiip 6vvf(pOat Xeyovaav ioutiui
vixa. 6aµ(3oc S' end trip Oe&µatii xpa am avtiov tie iced do 6tipati1wtitxov anav. On the
vision, which took place at about noon, see also [IV 64, 1]. Kolia-Dermitzaki (1991,
103-8) points out that attempts may have been made to sacralize civil wars during the
time of Constantine. The topos of God intervening in conflicts already appears in the
Old Testament, e.g. in Exod. 17:9-13, during Joshua's battle against the Amalekites,
in which Moses standing on a hill with the staff of God in his hand (lj p&0SoS tiov
Oeov) decides the fate of the battle. Independently, Kolia-Dermitzaki (1991, 381-2)
and Walter (2003a, 291-3) consider that the Byzantines took the idea of a chosen
people from the scriptures, thereby justifying their waging of war.
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But it was only the growing conflicts from the fourth century between
the Empire and Zoroastrian Persia that led to the development of a
doctrine of war with a religious foundation. The religious persecution
of Christians by Shapur 11 (309-379) was already in the background of
the first conflict after Constantine's recognition of Christianity as the
Empire's official religion.34 In the commentaries on the causes of war
in 421 the need for protecting Christians against the pagan Persians
is stressed, and was doubtless strengthened by accounts of refugees
arriving on Byzantine territory. Nevertheless, the peace treaty signed
in 562 assured freedom of worship for Christians in the Sasanian state
and protected them from the proselytism of the Manichaeans.35 In
describing the victory over the Persians in the war of'578 won by the
imperial commander (and future emperor) Maurice, Evagrios ascribes
it not to the gallantry of the troops, but to the piety and faith of the
commanding general.36 An inscription from the door lintel of a bar-
racks building constructed in Ghour in Syria in the time of Justinian
in 531/2 lists Sts Longinus, Theodore and George as protectors of the
troops.37 In this period icons of an apotropaic character began to be
used in the army.38

But it was only in the succeeding wars fought against the Persians
and Avars in the first quarter of the seventh century that the emperor
Heraclius I invoked the assistance of supernatural powers, recogniz-
ing himself as the executor of the plan of Providence. The start of the
conflict was not in the least related to religious issues, but rather to
the murder in 602 of the emperor Maurice and the assumption of rule
in Constantinople by a usurper, the centurion Phokas. King Chosroes
II, who owed the recovery of his crown during a rebellion in Persia

34 Treadgold 1997, 48, 55. Although the official reason for the outbreak of war in
337 was the seizure by Shapur of gifts destined for Constantine carried by the Persian
philosopher Metrodoros from India, the true cause was an attempt by the Persians to
take control of Nisibis and Singara, and their placing of a client ruler on the throne
of Armenia.

3s On the religious aspect of Theodosius II's war in the context of imperial propa-
ganda and the statements of Sokrates Scholastikos and Theophanes the Confessor see
Kolia-Dermitzaki 1991, 146-53. Additionally, see Treadgold (1997, 90) and Haldon
(1999, 18 and nn. 16-17 on p. 297).

36 EVAGRIUS, pp. 282-3 [V 20].
3' Walter 2003a, 269
38 The use of an acheiropoietic image of Christ by Philippikos during the Persian

campaign of 586 is mentioned by SIMOCATTA, pp. 7324-741 [11 3/4-5]. The custom of
taking holy images into battle as apotropaic objects established itself in the Byzantine
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(590/91) to the assistance of Maurice, took up arms against Phokas
while announcing his goal of returning power to the rightful heir,
the murdered emperor's surviving son. In reality, the Persian army
engaged mainly in the looting of border regions, and then captured
Dara and Caesarea.39

It was only the revolt of Heraclius, son of the exarch of Carthage,
and the capture by the Persians of Jerusalem that altered the war's
character. According to Theophanes, on arriving before the walls of
Constantinople (3 October 610) Heraclius's fleet hoisted icons of the
Virgin on its masts. So, if we are to believe the chronicler, from the
very start of his martial career the future emperor was putting religious
symbols to military use4° Heraclius was handed a pretext for institut-
ing a true `holy war' only when the Persians captured Jerusalem and
carried off fragments of the True Cross. In speeches to his armies in

army and was used by successive emperors, including Heraclius (GEORGE PISID.,

Expeditio Persica, pp. 90139-91'49 [I]:
Xa[3mv Se ' iv 9£iav i£ xai a£(3aaµtov
µopcpriv Ex£ivrIV TfS ypacpfjh 'rfic aypacpot,
ijv x£2p£s ovx Eypenyav-kfl' EV £lxovi
o navtia µopcp6w xai StanXatitimv Aoyoq
av£D ypacpfjs µop(pmatV, ws &v£D anopas Sixa,
xvqaty avtio5, ws EniGtiatiat, cpep£t
epxfjv yap avtiov, ws tioti£ anopaS Sixa,
ovtiw tiDnobdat xai naAty ypacpf q av£D,
onmS St' aµcpoiv tiov Aoyot µopcpovµEvoD
µEVOt do ntatiov tiflS EVavOpwn iG£ms,
'ctv (Davtiaata(Ftimv 'div nAavtiv).

Basil II (976-1025) also used such images (PSELLO5, 1:103-5 [I 16]: iced uptjyo'po;
ci 'ci x£t, 9atiEpa Se ttFuv x£tpwv "'v dxova "q tiov Aoyot µrjtipoS StrjyxaXtGtio,
xati£pwtiatiov npo[3Aiiµa 'cf\S &xa9Extiot Ex£ivot opµfjc tiainTIv notovµevo5); as did
Romanos III (1028-34) during the battle at Azas near Aleppo, see PsELLOS, 1:3921-

27[III 10]: Eitia 3t tif1S n£pi aviov cpiij t r'j&n Staanapctenic, &xXot tie npoan£aav, iced
Sf Ta iced f) £ixwuv avtiov 'cic 0£o911tiopoS Eµcpavicctat, llv of tithe `Pwµaimv [krtA.£is
wan£p titva Gtipa'criyov iced cob navtioS GtipatonESot cpiXaxa ev tiois noXEpm a1)vf18ms
enayovtiat µovri yap avti11 ovx aXmtio5 iatS (3ap(3aptxatS Ey£yov£t x£paiv. On the use
of the cross as a military insignia see below, pp. 337-339. See also Haldon 1999, 18;
Walter 2003a, 280, 291. On the military aspect of the cult of Mary which was expanded
by Basil II see McCormick 1986, 177-8; Pantcheva 2006, 75-82.

39 A detailed description of the campaign is given by Treadgold 1997, 236-41, with
the later event covered on 287-98; in the context of George of Pisidia's poetry see
Ludwig 1991, 76-80. The events in Constantinople are described by THEOPHANES,
1:295-7.

41 THEOPHANES,1:29817. Certain doubts arise from Theophanes' reference to George
of Pisidia concerning the event, who does not mention it, cf. GEORGE PISID., pp. 77-9
(HpoS `HpaiAetov tiov (3aatAEa Enav£A60'v'ta ano 'Acpplcf1S xai (3aaO,avaavtia iced
icett& (Doxa (3aata.Ems); see also Pantcheva 2006, 37-52. On the religious aspect of the
wars of Heraclius see Kolia-Dermitzaki 1991, 18, 24-5.
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subsequent campaigns (from April 623 to 624) the emperor referred
ever more clearly to Divine Providence watching over the Christian
host, its only ally in the fight against non-believers, and aiding it in
the destruction of enemies.41

Although Heraclius initially achieved success and recovered the
looted relics, in 626 the very existence of the Empire was directly
threatened when the combined forces of the Persians and Avars laid
siege to Constantinople. In the emperor's absence, command over the
capital's defences was assumed by the patriarch Sergios along with the
post of magister officiorum. Soon after a vision of the city's patron,
the Virgin Theotokos, appeared on the walls and was seen by the khan
of the Avars, and miraculously prevented the capital from falling.42 In
his description of the subsequent struggles the emperor's panegyr-
ist George of Pisidia presented Heraclius as a tool in the hands of
God, carrying out the plan of Providence and defending his chosen
people, the Greeks, from the pagan barbarians. Meanwhile Theodore
Synkellos, in his homily delivered in 627 to commemorate the Avar
siege of Constantinople, compared Heraclius to David, crowned by
the hand of God.43

41 THEOPHANES, 1:3073-6; 11-13: OVx an &µtaOo; 6 icw&'uvoS, aixk' aiwvlot) cwijC
atiwµev &vSpeiws, xai xvpto5 6 Ae6S avvep YTI 'Get tjµiv, xai o?,eaet 'cob;

ex6pobs tjµwv. (p. 3171-21): yvunc, &SeA.cpoi, otii, 01)881; ijµiv avµµaXfaat oeXet, 0A it
µovOg 6 6e6S xai I 'l tiexovaa &anopwS µiytiip, iva Seitp 'Cnv eavtiov Svvacteiav,
<e1cet6T1 016K ev 70,COet Aa(DV ij 0 "n2,wv i) awtilpia eatiiv, &XX' ei; 'Cob; &Xiti8ovtia; ev
Tip Ae'cl avtiov> xatianeµnet 1111v potiOeiav avtiov. The emperor even promises his
soldiers rewards from God for death in battle and the acceptance of the martyr's
crown (pp. 310-11): ti6 nkfjeo5 bµas <tiwv exBpwv>, &Sclupoi, µI tiapatitietiw. Aeov
'yap Ae7<,ovtio;, ei5 xt7,,ovs. ovawµev OLw tiw Sew eavtiobs ' nep tif15 tiwv &8OApwv
Iµiuv awtitlPiaS. AapwµeV atiecpo; µaptivpwv, iva xai 6 µeXXwv ilµas xpovos enatvea?l,
iced 6 6e6s 2o"5 µtuOobs &noStha?l.

42 CHPASCH., p. 7259-11; see also Cameron [Av.] 1981, 207-8 (with later sources and
bibliog.); and Pantcheva 2006, 41, 51-2. On the Virgin as patron of Constantinople,
and the evolution of her cult in the capital see Mango 2000; see also the reply of the
citizens of Thessaloniki to Andronikos Komnenos when asked if they felt safer under
his protection, EusT. THE;., p. 4211-12 «h `OStiyljtipta, r noXtovxo; tjµwv, &pxeaet abtiil
avtii n&vtiwv 2& ljµiv avµcpopa».

43 GEORSGE PISID. e.g. Expeditio Persica: [I] pp. 8517-20; [II] 9719-9828, 38-41, 10073-75

106201-107204, 108244_ 109248, 252-55; [III] 122141-49, 134429-30 George of Pisidia sought hope
of victory in the strategos and in God ([III] 130336-131338, 133383-134411), while God's

miraculous strategy revealed itself to the soldiers (127253-15) George refers also to
the Old Testament figures Moses, David, Daniel and Noah: Expeditio Persica: [I]
pp. 90131-38; [II] 102111-15 Heraclias: [I] pp. 24115-17 24484-8s A comparison that left
an especially strong impression on a Greek audience was that of Heraclius to Christ
breaking down the gates of Hades and descending to Tartarus, Heraclias: [I] pp.

24370-71, 248183-87 On George's use of Biblical motifs see Whitby 1994, 213-18, 220;
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Elements of the religious struggle introduced by Heraclius were made
use of in the Empire's subsequent conflicts, especially against enemies
of other religions. They can be found in the following centuries, above
all in descriptions of the wars with the Arabs, who replaced the Persians
as the dominant power in the East44 On the other hand-as Athena
Kolia-Dermitzaki has noticed-the same religious argument was not
raised in relation to the pagan Slavs and Bulgars who were flooding
into the Empire's Balkan provinces. This may have resulted from lesser
economic and religious importance of the lost territories 45

The proto-Crusader movement appears clearly in the period after
Iconoclasm, especially in the tenth century, during the reigns of the
`military' emperors Nikephoros Phokas and John Tzimiskes.46 It should
be said that the Arab authorities remained tolerant, especially toward
pilgrims, and were far less in favour of religious wars against Christians

Ludwig 1991, 101, n. 54; and on his use of metaphors raising the emperor to the
executor of the plans of the divine Logos see Ludwig 1991, 83-92. Bury (1889, 256)
even interprets Heraclius's campaigns as the first crusades. On the new image of
the emperor created by George for the needs of the new political situation see also
Whitby 1994. H.L. Kessler ("David's covenant with Jonathan" in Age of Spirituality,
475-83, esp. 477) even believes that the hoard of silver dishes found in 1902 at Kara-
vas in northern Cyprus (now in the Metropolitan Museum, New York) with repousse
decoration that shows the story of David was intended to commemorate Heraclius's
victory in 627 over the Persian commander Razates; for a detailed description of the
find see: Nagasawa 1988, 129-31 and n. 26 with earlier bibliog.; Whitby 1994, 218;
Dodd 1961, no. 58-64; and Leader 2000, 407, 414-15 (analysis of David's costume),
figs. 1-9 and pp. 408-13, 424 with discussion of the earlier literature on the hoard);
although Leader opposes (p. 424) such an interpretation of the hoard. The tradition
linking the emperor with David was so strong that he is described in a 7th-C. Merov-
ingian chronicle as the `Second David', see Wander 1975 (also discusses a reference
in Synkellos's homily).

44 In truth THEOPHANES' description (1:330-5) of the first clashes of the Byzantines
with the Arabs hardly refers at all to God, but the Arab attack of 673-78 is already
presented (1:35319-24, 354) as an assault by the enemies of God, repelled thanks to Him
and his Holy Mother. Fiedelius (pp. 252-3) sees the main reason for the religious
character of the wars with the Arabs in the Byzantine attempts to recover the relics of
the True Cross, lost again after the occupation of Jerusalem by non-believers in 638.

45 Kolia-Dermitzaki (1991, 383) points out the economic importance of Syria and
Egypt, and of Jerusalem as a Christian centre.

46 On the demands of Nikephoros Phokas concerning the treatment of deceased
soldiers as martyrs, see above, n. 30. The goal of John Tzimiskes' 975 campaign was
to liberate Christ's grave from Muslim rule (Walker 1977, 302-3). The presence of the
idea of Holy War in Leo's Taktika and his religious enmity towards Arabs is pointed
out by Kolias 1984, 12-13; and Kolia-Dermitzaki 1991, 21-3, 220-40. According to
Walter (2003a, 292) it is precisely the reign of Tzimiskes that saw the apogee of the
cult of the military saints in connection with the introduction of religious practices
into army life.
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than the Seljuks who took their place in the eleventh century. None
of the Byzantine-Arab conflicts was treated by Christendom as the
equivalent of a Muslim Jihad, and the Almighty's assistance to the
Greeks was viewed only in the context of defence against an aggressor.47

Related to a certain degree to the use of Divine Providence in impe-
rial military propaganda are the army's religious practices. The roots
of these go back to pagan times, when a pantheon of special military
gods watched over the Roman legions. With the army's Christianiza-
tion these dei militares were replaced by new symbols and customs.

47 The perception of war as a necessary evil and peace as the gift of God (the
maintenance of which was a matter of political priority) is also present in imperial
military thinking after the period of Iconoclasm, and is expressed for example by
Leo VI in the introduction to his Taktika, LT, 1:31.-16 435-3e 548-50 [P 1, 3(2)], and also

1:39517_40545 [II 45(49)-46(50)]: 'Hµwv yap aei'7ly eipilvTV xai npbS bobs v70wx0ovs
xai 70po;'cob; (3ap(3apou; 6ta Xpta'ov tov xaO' 6Xov (3art?Lea Kin Oeov a6nagoµevwv,
eav xai to eOvIi 'cov'co (ptAotrn tOlS {8{ot5 eyxaXtvobµeva opot; xai µ7iSev a6lxeiv
enayye7 oµeva, xai abtos 6b xa'c' abtwv t&; xeipa; c T xai atiµart t4ly yfly
j.u t' eµcpvk,{otq 97j tie [3ap[3apnxoi; xataxpatve. OR yap kyxaXccei5'oi5 exOpois ijyovv-
taG'ca apa Kin av'cot-µTlSev evav'c{ov 8pwv'ce; xa'ca tiov wtfxov 'c i; ilµwv [3artk,e{as,
&X V eipTlvevovtc;-kyxaXc ova{ Cot. Set yap rµa;, a bobs (e{ Svvatov'co e Tjµwv)
µeta navtwv &vOpwnwv e{prjv6ov'ca5, T61; e{pTlvevety (3ouXoµevoic EOvcrn xai µ7l6ev
&8txety'cobs wroxetptov5 7jµwv, ws'c7Iv ctprjvily act tiov npo'ctµovtas an&v'cwv,
6vvetpllvebety exe{vot; xai noAeµwv anexe6Oat.

E{ Se ye µ7l 6wcppovet to av'c{nakov, aXV abtoi 'ci; aStx{as anapl;ovtat 'c7Iv
ilµetepav xa'catpexov'ce5 yFly, tote apa Stxaiw; ait{a; npoxetµevflS, ws xai &S{xov
nok.eµov nap& tiov evav'c{wv anapxoµevov, OapaaXews xai 6bv npoOvµ{a toil xati'
abcov eyxe{pet noXeµov, w5 exe{ywV ta; a{'c{a; napaaxoµevwv xai a81,xo1)5 xetpas
xa'ca u@v bnoteXov 71µiv &paµevwv ical Oappet tote, wS xai to'v tflq StxatoabvTTS
Oeov [3oTiOov, xai'cobs beep a6e2upwv ava8exoµevos aywva5 navatpatta tily Vi"
RP-1s. 6ta'c6to ovv npotpenoµeOa t71v oTjv 6ta n6v'cwv ano6xoneiv Stxat;
notewOattas apxa; toil noXeµov, xai tote'ca; xeipas ono,{cety xa'ca toil aStxobv'cwv.
On the need to defend the true faith see {LT, vol. B', pp. 110, 112 [XVIII 16, 19]}. On
the other hand, for victory won thanks to the will of God and the Virgin Mary see: DE
VELITATIONE, p. 23660-61, 75-76 [24]: Kal e{ rotovtot tf (3oiOs'a cob Oeov yevTjtat to toil
noXeµov nenas 6ta npe6(ietwv rf q navaxpavtov µetpo; ab'cov xai Oeotoxov, [...] xai
xapt'ct Xpt6cov toil Oeov ilµov bneptaxbGet; a&c v, xai 'cob'cots xata[3aXwv tcXctcp
napa840ves &cpavt6µip, while remembering that God is the true ruler of the `heavenly
empire, who on earth is substituted by the emperor-John II Komnenos in his fare-
well address before his death, calls God the commander-in-chief, and titles himself
as His general ('cabt7ly e'cpeaav &p'ct ecp' ilyeµovt Oc4i ical ncoatpa'c7jytp ego{-), see
CHONIATES, p. 4352 [I]. God was seen as the supreme commander already in the 7th
C.-see Schreiner 1997, 87; McCormick 1986, 250 (who cites the Ecloga of Leo III the
Isaurian stating that victory depends only on God). While comparing the Jihad, the
Crusades and Byzantine military doctrine Kolia-Dermitzaki (1991, 291-320) points
out how the last differs, and draws attention (382) to the political rather than religious
dimension of `Holy War' in Byzantium; she believes the idea of uniting all peoples
under the emperor's sceptre was to be realized by means of military operations, and
in the process, their Christianization.
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Just as the apotropaic pagan images were replaced by holy icons which
served the same function, pagan rituals were replaced by Christian
ones. From the sixth century onwards the army was accompanied by
priests and chaplains, including figures of great importance to Greek
Orthodoxy, such as Loukas the Stylite. After the Church finally recog-
nized (in 692) the council canon forbidding bishops, presbyters and
deacons from celebrating Holy Mass while on active military service,
their duties were limited to performing the daily liturgy, and in par-
ticular conducting prayers before battle.48

On the other hand, before troops marched out on an expedition
they would cleanse themselves in a three-day period of fasting and
prayer. Already in the time of Vegetius (c.400), before leaving camp, or
on the battlefield immediately before battle, the army would give out
the cry of Deus nobiscum (God is with us), which was later replaced
by the Greek Kyrie Eleison (Lord have mercy) .49 Aside from Christ,

48 See Schneider 1997, 88-9; and also Anna Komnene's negative view of a Latin
priest's active participation in a naval action against the Greeks during the crossing
of the Adriatic by troops of the First Crusade (KoMNENE, 2:21818-219' [X 8/8]): Ov
yap xaTa to avta ipnv tie xai cot; Aavcivol.s nepi timv iepmµevmv ScSoxtiav afl rjµei5
µev evtictaXµcBa napa 'ce TFuv xavovmv xai voµmv xai tiov cvayyck-wov Soyµacos-
<Mi µi µti &W?1 iapmµevoq yap au>. co SE trot (3&p[3apo; Acnivos &µa
tie tia 9aia µetiaxslpreitiai xai ti71v &GniSa eni tiov Xaiov 9eµevos xai do Sopv tilj Sera
evayxakuya, gevos oµov 'CE µetiUSISWGt tiov 9e1,o1) G(ilµa'co5 'e xai aiµaro; xai (povtov
opa xai aiµ&'cmv avlip ica'ca'cov Aai)trixov WaXµov yivc'ca1.. Ot'cmS cG1;i 1;d 3ap[3apov
'coIYco yevog ovx 11ti1;oV iepaucrxov ij yixonoXc ov. 016'O; 'coivvv o pex'c115 µa%Xov Tl
iep61)5 oµov TE xai T11v ispctnicily GtiOkT V &VES1SvGxe'co xai 'cfiv 1cc07C11v µsticxelpice'co
xai 7Tpo5 vau'rucbv xai µ&xlly aptilpa xatia 1;avtiov xai 9aXavq xai avSpaGi
µaxoµevos. T& yap ijµ&cEpa, xa9&nap ecp811v siprJxvia, 'cfq[...]'Aapcuv xai MwQeWS
xai tiov xa9' ljµas nptrcov apxtcpewS e p it cat. Moreover, SEBEOS (pp. 92-3) men-
tions that Philippikos, the son-in-law of the emperor Maurice, after serving as an
army trumpeter entered a monastery, yet later during the reign of Heraclius he again
engaged in military service as commander-in-chief of the army of the East.

49 VEGETIUS, p. 136 [III 5]. The Latin and Greek versions of the war cry appear
alongside each other in STRAT., p. 13813-19 [II 18], although Maurice suggests that
instead of shouting it is better to say a silent prayer before leaving camp: 'Afl& Ssi
,C

,µEV ci) v y1vF079at iv exsivrj µtaxlaua'nI tiov no?,eµov iiµepa ev tiw cpoacacy, npiv
Tl viva trig noptia; gFxo iv, St& tie time iepemv xai tiov GUpal;riyov, xai 'cmv Xornmv
apxov'cmv 'co ,Kvp1.e cAericov" intµovms aµa n&v'ca; a,eyety, Sitia 8ta to atGrov xai
To ,vo(31.aicovµ Seot;" 1;pi'cov exaa'cov µepos ei epxoµsvov 'cot epoGG&tiov. Nikephoros
Phokas recommends in his PRAECEPTA (44109,114-20 [IV 11]) that when the enemy is
first sighted on the field of battle to recite the following short prayers: «Kvpte 'Irlwov,
Xp1.G'ce, 6 Osos 7>µ6v, W,rgGOV riµa5, aµflv,» [...] uKvptc 'I1iaov, Xpwwtie, o Oeo; 1>µmv,
eAe1IGov aµljv,» xai «xptattavoI; iiµas nap6Xa(3e, & Iov; normv beep 'G11S
n1GTEw; xai'cmv &ScXcpmv nµmv avaOTfiVUi xai aymvta9fivat µexpti 9av&tiov, pmvv4mv
xai evwGxusxvmv 'Vag Wvxa; xai tiag xaptia; xai to oXov ljµmv 06µa, o xpatil.os ev
noAeµors Oeos xai ev IGxvi ave1'xa6'cos, 71pcG[3eia1; tifi; 1;axovaric GE Osotoxov xai
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Mary and the Archistrategoi, the names of the military saints were
also used as battle cries for distinguishing the opponents.50 The uncon-
scious tie with antique pagan tradition must have been strong, since at
times these Christian religious practices were dangerously similar to
the traditional practice in the ancient Roman army of taking omens
before important decisions. An example of such `superstitious' behav-
iour includes Heraclius's selection of winter quarters on the basis
of a quotation from a randomly opened page of the Bible, which
served a similar role to the ancient books of military prophecy, the
libri exercituales.51

The picture created by imperial propaganda of a just war, waged to
achieve the designs of the Almighty, as well as the constant remind-
ers to soldiers in prayers and the liturgy that God was watching over
them, must have affected the public's view of the army. Therefore,
despite the lack of official Church sanction for the doctrine of religious
war, we can assume that (no later than the early seventh century) for
the citizens of Byzantium a warring emperor and his soldiers became
defenders of the chosen people of God against the forces of pagan bar-
barians. The latter represented the powers of evil, which were attempt-
ing to destroy the Empire and thereby thwart the plan of salvation .12

navcov cwv &ytcov, &µ11v.» (= TNU [MG] 12615972 [LXI 11]). On religious customs
in the Roman army see Domaszewski 1895; Christian ritual in the Byzantine trea-
tises is covered exhaustively by Vieillefond 1935; Dennis 1993; McCormick 1986,
246-7; Schreiner 1997, 88; Jones 1964, 632-3, Walter 2003a, 280; Dawson 2007, 43-5;
and 2009, 22-4. See also H. Leclercq, "La repugnance au service militaire" in DACL,
1/1:294-6; E. McGeer, "Military Religious Services" in ODB, 2:1373-4. For a recent
bibliog. of the subject see Haldon 1999, 299-300, nn. 42-43.

so THEOPH. CONT., 32418-20: tiwv Se 1C(Xkk1vixov µap'c4pov 'E6wcepov 'cc xai Zoos
tiov e£dov oucov h8capt6iEvov 6xcSov xatia kilkov T6 1Cpc0ti1jv e8£iµaTO.; PORPH.,
p. 120'25-2' [C] xai ,aµ(3av£t aIyvov &ico tiov µvatitxlS, et n tiov Ew'cipa, eke
tiov Oeotoxov, eke tiov 'Apxtctpa'r1yov, eke cwv &yiov tiwv

6 xeXE'U£t 6 [3artXe6U . See also the commentary in DE CER., 2:567-8.
51 THEOPHANES, 1:308. The use books of divination by Etruscan soothsayers who

advised Julian the Apostate (361-363) to,break off his campaign against the Per-
sians is mentioned by AMMIAN. (4/1:93 [23.5.10]), who also refers to the Tarquitian
Books (pp. 173-4 [25.2.7]). On Roman military soothsayers in general, see Zygulski
1998, 77-9. The custom of taking omens from a randomly opened book later filtered
through to the Islamic world, so that in 1164, when taking a decision on a campaign
against Egypt, the Atabeg Halabu Nur ad-Din (1146-74) reached for a random sura
of the Koran. Nevertheless, Leo VI {LT, vol. B', p. 306 [XX 213]} expressly banned
fortune-telling in the army.

52 The justification of the soldier's role in war as fulfilling Providence is also present
in the post-Iconoclastic writings, see e.g. PORPH., p. 124 411 [C], where the emperor in a
pep-talk before setting out on an expedition calls his soldiers: tiov Xptatiov atipa ct&cat
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The protective character of the army and of defensive war undoubtedly
influenced the development of the image of the warrior saints as an
apotropaic representation-protecting against physical enemies and
demons in equal measure.s3

The above assumption is borne out by the function of the earliest
preserved depictions of the saints in military attire or those shown
with only a few items of military equipment.

THE IMAGE OF THE WARRIOR SAINT IN
ART BEFORE ICONOCLASM

The type of the mounted warrior saint

The oldest preserved group of depictions of saints with military
attributes dates from the sixth and seventh centuries. However, the
first Christian representations of military men in a religious context
appears already in the fourth century. These include the oldest group

xai natS{ 'sµ&. A unique collection of nine songs glorifying soldiers killed in battle
against pagan barbarians in defence of Christ and the True Faith is preserved in the
10th-C. Cod. Sinaiticus gr. 734 and published by DETORAKis/MossAY, pp. 186-208.
Walter (2003a, 280) notes that such soldiers who died in battle were perceived in
these songs as passing into God's heavenly army. The hymns made up part of the
Lenten Triodion and were sung on the second Saturday of Lent, which was devoted
to the memory of war dead. Pantcheva (2006, 102 and n. 172) interprets one prayer
of this kind dated to the 10th C. as an expression of the propagation of "Holy War"
by Nikephoros Phokas. In turn, Walter (2003a, 132-3) mentions the 12th-C. Canons
devoted to Sts Demetrios and George by George Skylitzes, who turns to these saints to
assist the emperor (probably Manuel I) in his war against the `Scythians', Persians and
other barbarian peoples, although Walter confuses George with the earlier chronicler
John Skylitzes; see also the biographical note by A. Kazhdan, "Skylitzes, George" in
ODB, 1:1913-14.

53 The apotropaic character of the earliest depictions of warrior saints has been
referred to many times by scholars interested in the origins of these depictions, see
e.g.: Gorecki 1980, 241-2; Mango [M.] 1987; Vakaloudi 1998, 221; Parani 2003, 152-3
(on Theodore slaying the dragon, Merkourios killing Julian the Apostate, George sav-
ing prisoners, and in Georgian tradition also responsible for the death of Diocletian;
as well as Sergios and Bakchos fighting evil in posthumous miracles); Ovcharov 2003,
9-17 (who notes the links of the warrior saints with the Anargyroi as a result of the
apotropaic function of the former); Walter (1990, 42) stresses that the concept of the
triumph of good over evil which was won thanks to the powers received from God,
was still current in the Middle and Late Byzantine periods. Confirmation of such an
understanding of the function of the warrior saints can be found in the Life of St Theo-
dore of Sykeon, in which George appears in a role of defending Theodore and his friend
Gerontius against Satan and demons, and also saves the emperor Phokas's nephew,
Domnitziolous, from a Persian ambush, see Walter 1995, 298-9; and 2003a, 115-16.
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of Judeo-Christian amulets,54 which depict Solomon on horseback, or
(particularly in the case of works connected with Christian society)
an unknown horseman with a lance tipped with a cross spearing a
figure with the trunk of woman and a tail instead of legs who lies
beneath the horse's hooves (fig. 2). Possible evidence for the Christian
origins of some of these amulets is the use of a cross as a weapon,
and also the image of Christ (or alternatively, a cross) found on the
reverse along with the accompanying inscriptions: OEOC NIKON TA
KAKA and AIIOC, AI'IOC, AIIOC.55 Although the earliest of these
amulets is dated to the fourth century, the majority were made in
the sixth and seventh centuries, and their production in Palestine
was interrupted by the Persian invasion.56 As Christopher Walter has
shown, the figure depicted under the horse's hooves is the female
demon, Ovyzouth (also Avyzouth or Vyzouth) who cast a spell on
infants, killing them soon after birth. The choice of Solomon as the
vanquisher of the demon results from an esoteric-Gnostic tradition
written down in Greek in the second or third century in a collection
entitled Testament of Solomon. The text, which describes Solomon's
building of the Temple of Jerusalem, states that an archangel sent by
God gave Solomon authority over demons, thanks to which they were

S4 Despite the ban on wearing amulets imposed by Basil of Caesarea, John Chrys-
ostom and Gregory of Nyssa (see Walter 1990, 35 with source literature; and 2003,
33-4), their use survived until the 8th C., and according to Maguire (1995) even
became, as an expression of popular piety, one of the causes of Iconclasm. Examples
of pseudo-amulets from the post-Iconoclastic period are given by Spier (1993, 25-9,
31-3), along with a review of the state of research on Byzantine amulets.

ss On the motif of the snake with human head in Christian art, see Bonnell 1917.
On the lance tipped by a cross as a weapon, see below, p. 334ff. The large group
of amulets with the image of Solomon, which appear to have been mass-produced,
include twelve in the British Museum, eight in the Cabinet des Medailles of the Bib-
liothe'que Nationale, Paris, and smaller groups in the Bayerisches National Museum,
Munich and the Palestinian Archaeological Museum, as well as individual examples,
such as items in the Benaki Museum, Athens and the Hermitage, see Walter 1990, figs.
1-6; 1994, figs. 1-12; Spier 1993, no. 21 and 33; Byzanz, no. IV 5.-8; Aufhauser 1911,
tab. IId; Maguire 1996, figs. 105 & 107. On the typical inscriptions on amulets with
Solomon see Byzanz, pp. 288-91; Spier 1993, 29-31, 60. The lack of portrayals of Solo-
mon (of the type appearing on amulets) on the recently discovered Jewish mosaics in
Israel, as Walter (1994, 367-8) has noticed, confirms the subject's Christian origins.

56 The oldest fairly securely dated `Solomon' amulets include one excavated at Bei-
san (from before AD 325) with the inscription ei; Osos currently at the Museum of
the University of Pennsylvania and three others unearthed along with coins of Con-
stantine (323-27) in a grave at El-Jish (Walter 1990, 36-7; with comments on earlier
views on the dating of the various objects).
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forced to help him in erecting the temples? The amulets bearing an
equestrian image of Solomon were therefore intended to protect their
owners (especially females) and their newborn children against the
evil power of demons."

Closely related to the amulets of Solomon are medallions bearing the
image of St Sisinnios of Antioch (fig. 2) which served the same func-
tion but date to no earlier than the sixth century. Possible evidence
for the evolution of the Sisinnios amulets from the `Solomon' type is
provided by an example from Smyrna (fig. 3) bearing an inscription
surrounding the rider that includes both names together with a cor-
rupt form of the saint's name: Sisinnarios.59 According to a Coptic
legend, Sisinnios lived in Antioch in the time of Diocletian, and was
said to have killed his own sister, Melitene or Litosia/Latosia, as she
was trying to murder her own children while possessed by a demon

1' See Walter 1990, 35-41; 2003a, 34-7. The section dealing with the enemy of
women, Ovyzouth, is found in SOLOMON, pp. 4311-12-441 [XIII 1-3]: tjni
Ev vvxtiI ov xaOEDSW, UXXa REpticpxoµati 1C&vta tiov xoagov E711 tial; yvvut i, xai

'cliv wpav µaatisv(0, xai nviycu 'Ca (ipecpr). An English translation together
with later texts referring to Ovyzouth are published by Spier 1993, 35. In the Testa-
ment the demon informs Solomon that she is subject to the authority of the archangel
Raphael, and that writing her name on a papyrus will ward off her spells.

18 According to G. Schaked, "Lilith" in Encyclopaedia Judaica 11, Jerusalem (1978):
245-9, such amulets were hung above the bed of a pregnant woman and on all four
walls of her room. According to folk beliefs the female demon, Lilith, the mythical first
wife of Adam, made from the same clay as him (named Ovyzouth in the Testament
of Solomon), would murder newborn infants as an act of revenge for God's punish-
ment (killing all her offspring) for abandoning Adam and escaping from paradise. In
the Testament of SOLOMON (185-10 4618-19 [IV 2-4, XV 2]) Lilith also appears under
the names of the female demons Onoskelis and Enipsigos (and is also equated with
the goddess Hecate). On the function of amulets with Solomon and their owners see
Mango [M.] (1987, 8-9) who points out that in the later period despite iconographical
transformations in the images on the amulets, they continue to bear the inscription

µatEpa. Mango also considers the possibility that the amulets were intended as
votive offerings after the birth of a healthy child. On depictions on amulets of Lilith,
Medusa and other symbols of evil (e.g. various beasts) pierced by Solomon's lance see
Vakaloudi 1998, 211-16. For more on female demons see Provatakis 1980, 112-23,
including post-Byzantine depictions on figs. 101-7.

11 See Maguire 1996, 122, figs. 102, 106; and Spier 1993, 37, fig. 6e. The latter
believes the earliest amulet with St Sisinnios is probably a haematite gemma in the
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. A number of anonymous amulets published by Walter
(1990, figs. 5, 6) can probably be linked with Sisinnios, although Maguire (1995, 56
and fig. 14; and 1996, 127) believes the person depicted is Alexander of Macedon. His
observation is supported by a reference to the Late Roman Macrinus family, which
as an act of adoration had the image of Alexander embroidered on its garments; see
MacMullen (1964, 449) who regards this as an expression of loyalty towards the old
pagan world. On the false interpretations of military representations in art before
Iconoclasm see below, n. 136.
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called Gyllou (Hebrew: Lilith). For this reason the saint was venerated
in the same way as Solomon, as the defender of the newborn, both in
the Coptic and Greek Churches.6o

The oldest preserved monumental depiction of Sisinnios slaying the
demon is a provincial fresco in chapel 17 of the monastery of St
Apollo in Bawit, Egypt (fig. 5). The saint is depicted on horseback
on a sixth-century mural, using his lance to spear a half-naked
woman lying under his horse's hooves identified in an inscription as
H &k&B2.CAPIa., who is generally identified in the Jewish tradition
with Lilith. Depicted in the upper part of the mural above a centaur
figure is another female demon, this time with wings and a snake's
tail 'instead of legs, described in an inscription as T[9EEPEHa.
Aa.Bb.CAPa. (daughter of Alabasdria).61 The damage to the upper part
of the mural prevents us from seeing whether or not the end of Sisinnios'
lance originally terminated with a cross. Additionally, the saint has
a sword worn on the back in the Byzantine manner, and a smallish
oval shield. The design on the shield is similar to that on the shield of
St Theodore(?) in the eighth-century Nubian cathedral in Faras (cur-
rently in the National Museum in Warsaw, fig. 6),62 which Gorecki
interprets as a stylized form of gorgoneion. This interpretation of the

61 The hagiographic bibliog. of the saint is given by H. Leclercq, "Sisinnios" in
DACL, 18:1497-8. See also: Provatakis 1980, 116 (a version in which Sisinnios lived in
the time of Trajan); Walter 1990, n. 71; Walter 2003a, 241-2 (who excludes him from
the circle of warrior saints). The variant names of the demons defeated by Sisinnios is
discussed by Detlef/Miiller 1974, 100-1, esp. the table on p. 100.

61 On the mural, with a survey of the various elements and inscription, see Pro-
vatakis 1980, 113, fig. 100; Mango [M.] 1987, 8 (with literature on Alabasdria); Walter
2003a, 271 (with image of St Phoebammon from chapel 24); and D'Amato 2005, 38-9
and fig. on p. 39. On the monastery and the dating of its murals to the rule of Justin-
ian I see J. Cledat, "Baouit" in DACL, 2/1:203-51, fig. 1285. On the basis of the form
of the column capitals, the church is also dated to the mid-6th C. by Ward Perkins
1949, 61. For a broader discussion of the literature on the monastery of St Apollo see
M. Krause & K. Wessel, "Bawit" in RbK, 1:568-93. On Alabasdria as one of the names
of Gyllou see Spier 1993, 37, n. 66.

62 The Faras warrior's identity is uncertain since part of the inscription and the
lower part of his face are damaged. The dragon at his feet, pierced by his spear, sug-
gests that he is Theodore Teron (Markovic 1995, 576-7, fig. 21) rather than Strate-
lates (cf. Gorecki 1980, 252-warrior no. I), whose cult is of considerably later date
than the Faras mural (a similar mistake was made by Mouriki 1985, 1:156; and cor-
rected by Walter 1999, 185). Identification with St George is unlikely (cf. Michalowski
1973, 118, fig. 14), since the earliest surviving redaction of his legendary duel with
the dragon appears in an 11th-C. Georgian MS in the Library of the Patriarchate of
Jerusalem (Cod. 2); see the Russian summary by Privalova (1977, 73) and its English
translation in Walter 1995, 321.
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two shield devices would seem correct in view of the antique tradi-
tion of placing the Medusa's head on shields but also, more impor-
tantly, because of the popularity of stylized gorgoneion motifs on Early
Byzantine amulets.63 But one cannot rule out that it is just an orna-
mental motif, as appears for example as a shield blazon on tropaia (tro-
phies of arms) on Trajan's column which was erected in AD 113.64

In the depictions of Solomon and Sisinnios the artists have adopted
the well-known antique formula of a rider trampling an enemy (or
other symbol of evil) with his horse's hooves. Undoubtedly a direct
model for this were the depictions of Hellenistic era which were clos-
est to them and the triumphal iconography of the Roman emperors,
which was still alive in Byzantium (fig. 4).65 More than a century ago
Clermont-Ganneau drew attention to the formal and semantic links
between the late antique equestrian depictions of Horus with lance
spearing Set (in the guise of a crocodile) and representations of
St George.66 But, he failed in his article to mention the images of
St Theodore which are earlier than those of St George.

63 Gorecki 1980, 210, fig. 14. Stylized versions of the gorgoneion are common on
amulets (see Spier 1993, 60-2, figs. la-e, 2a, c-e, 3b-d, 5a-d); occasionally the motif
appears in conjunction with warriors depicted on horseback (e.g. 2b, 3a), and also on
finger-rings (4a-i). On the subject of apotropaic symbols on shields (including the
gorgoneion) see Zygulski 1984, 79, fig. 4.

64 See e.g. Gamber 1993, fig. 1.
65 The tradition of depicting the victorious emperor on horseback trampling a

defeated enemy or a symbol of evil was also nurtured after Christianity became the
state religion; evidence for this is a gold medallion depicting Constantius II mounted
on a steed that is trampling a snake, currently in the Cabinet des Medailles of the Bib-
liothe'que Nationale, Paris (see e.g. Garam 1993, fig. 15/1); cf. also Walter's opinion in
the introduction to Warrior Saints (unpaginated), on the creation of the iconographic
type of the warrior saint on horseback under the influence of equestrian images of
Constantine the Great as a Christian warrior. The author himself notes, however, that
the earliest known representation of Constantine as an equestrian warrior is in the
Khludov Psalter.

66 Clermont-Ganneau (1876) considered Egyptian sculptures with Horus as the
model for images of St George on horseback, and presented them against the broad
cultural background of late Antiquity and the mythology of the Near East (including
Arabic mythology). Gorecki (1980, 185-6) refers to Hellenistic and Roman influences
in the art of Ptolemaic Alexandria as models for the image of the equestrian war-
rior saint (for Horus on horseback see n. 52); see also the introduction to Warrior
Saints (unpaginated). Kazarow (1938) erroneously finds connections between images
of St George and ancient depictions of the so-called Thracian rider (accompanied by
a snake symbolizing a spirit). His explanation is accepted e.g. by Walter 1973; and
Alpatov 1975, but seems to be incorrect since the two types of depiction appear not to
have the same significance. Such an interpretation is also contradicted by geography,
since reliefs with the Thracian rider did not spread beyond Thrace, while the earliest
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It is in the case of St Theodore that we can speak for the first time
of the full adoption of the equestrian iconographic type. Theodore
on horseback, slaying a serpent-dragon with a lance, appears on two
terracotta icons: the first from North Africa (currently in the Sousse
Museum in Tunisia) '67 dated to the fifth century, and the second held
in the Museum of Macedonia in Skopje, part of a larger group of sixth-
or seventh-century icons found in 1985 among the ruins of a church
near Vinica (Vinicko Kale) in present-day eastern Macedonia (fig. 7a);68
the same motif appears on a sixth-century gilded panel in the Regional
Museum in Reggio di Calabria. Identification of the saint presents no
problems thanks to the surviving Latin inscriptions. These icons illus-
trate the miraculous defeat of the dragon by Theodore (according to
legend while on horseback),69 and they should be regarded as an ele-
ment that closes the process of iconographical transformation.

The compositional formula of the mounted warrior was initially
employed in the representation of martyrs who were not necessarily
connected with the army. An example is the mural depicting Sts John,

equestrian images of warriors originate chiefly from Syria and Egypt. The theory on
the links of equestrian depictions of the warrior saints with images of the Thracian
rider, Mithras, the Kabiri, Perseus and other ancient heroes is given a critical appraisal
by Walter (1989, 659-60, 664-7, figs. 2-4); at the same time Walter (2003a, 121-2 and
nn. 80, 140) draws attention to the universal character of equestrian depictions. On
the equestrian portrayals of the emperors in Byzantium see Grabar 1936, 45-54.

67 See Charalampides 1991, 126, fig. 9.
68 Balabanov/Krstevski 1993, no. 44, p. 39 (as well as generally on icons pp. 29-36);

Walter 1999, 173, fig. 3; Walter 2003, 98-9, figs. 12.4-6; Walter 2003a, 52, figs. 23, 25
and n. 44, notes that the use of the Latin alphabet in inscriptions suggests that the
icons were made before the transfer of jurisdiction over Eastern Illyria from Rome to
Byzantium in 733 by Leo III the Isaurian (717-741).

69 Cf. Charalampides (1991, 125-7, figs. 9, 10) who sees the reasons for the depic-
tion of Theodore in soldier's attire mainly in the historical treatment of the legend of
slaying the dragon, and to a lesser degreee as an illustration of the saint's battle with
evil. The same author also rightly indicates the presence of a horse in the legend, see
p. 128, n. 36: o Se aytiog £n£RTj tiov eavtiov i:nnov xai kax'G{acz, Fsn o tinnoS snavw
tiov Spaxov'cos 'Loin timaapoty auTov noaiv. The legend of the dragon is to be found
e.g. in Passio Prima, see AS Novembris, 4:46-8, and 50-1. This miracle was trans-
ferred to St Theodore Stratelates, see AS Februarii, 2:28, 31; HALKIN 1981, 227-8. The
phenomenon of combat with beasts and immoral persons in the iconography of the
warrior saints-also in the case of Theodore-is discussed against the background of
antique beliefs by Walter (1989, 661-2). He later points out (2003a, 51-6, figs. 27-8)
that the earliest depictions of a saint fighting a dragon predate the earliest surviving
text of the legend, while the iconographical motif of Theodore on horseback spear-
ing a serpent-dragon with a lance, often in antithetical composition with St George,
appears frequently on murals in the 11th-century rock-cut churches of Cappadocia.
On Theodore Stratelates see below, p. 117ff.
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Bonakh, Askla, Orion and four unidentified saints carrying crosses
on long shafts, and also many others in the chapels of the monas-
tery in Bawit.70 Nevertheless, it ultimately spread to become one of
the two basic variants in the iconography of the military saints. An
early example of the formula's application is the eighth-century icon
of St Merkourios from St Catherine's Monastery on Mt Sinai which
was painted in a provincial Coptic workshop (fig. 8).71 The saint, who
wears a golden cuirass and a light cloak fastened on his right shoulder
by a fibula, uses his long, red-painted lance-which is fitted at the
butt-end with a cross-to spear the emperor Julian who lies under
the horse (and is identifiable only thanks to the small preserved frag-
ment of his head). Completing the saint's equipment is a sword and
a shield both slung on his back. In the background the Manus Dei
holding a crown emerges from heaven, while an angel brings a lance of
the same pattern as the saint's. This visual resemblance indicates that
Merkourios is fulfilling the plan of Providence. As L.B. MacCoull has
shown, the circumstances of the painting of the icon, doubtless under
Muslim influence, indicate its protective character, since Merkourios
served here as a defender of the Christians against their persecutors
(historically the hated pagan emperor, but in the context of the work's
creation, the Arabs)."

The type of the horseman armed with a cross-topped lance and rid-
ing his mount at a walking pace was also adopted in the period before
Iconoclasm for depictions of Sergios. The saint appears in this guise on
seals dated to between 550 and 650. He is identifiable as Sergios thanks
to the Latin inscription on the reverse: Sergii illustris et commerciariis.
The office of kommerkiarios was attested for the first time during the
rule of Anastasius (491-518), and was connected with the collection

70 In chapels 26, 51 and 56, see Cledat (as in n. 61), cols. 250-1, figs. 1284, 1286.
71 This icon is number 49B in Weitzmann's catalogue (1976, 78), and was initially

dated by him to the 10th century. However, in a study dedicated to it, MacCoull
(1982) analyses the orthography of the inscription and the style and judges that it
must have been made during the period of Iconoclasm on territory under Arab con-
trol, and without doubt in a Coptic workshop.

72 MacCoull (1982, 409) even sees the turban of the caliph on the recumbent figure.
On the attribution to Merkourios of the miraculous slaying of the Apostate see above,
n. 7. The iconography of the subject in the later period is discussed, in the context of
illustrations to the Homilies of Gregory of Nazianzos, by Brubaker 1999, 232-5; Gala-
varis 1969, 146-8; and also more generally by Der Nersessian 1987.
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of taxes on trade transactions.73 Sergios appears again as a patron of
merchants on a bronze Palestinian pendant (fig. 9) and on a brace-
let also made of bronze.74 Evidence for this are inscriptions on the
rims of medallions depicting a mounted saint, worded: KAMEAAPHC
TOY ALIOY CEPF'IOY KAMEAAPHC TOY AI'IOY CEPFI[OY T]OY
BAPBAPIKOY. Evidently Sergios-no doubt in view of the location
of his cult centre at an important hub of Near-Eastern trade routes-
was regarded as protecting merchants' caravans, while the medallions
produced in Resafa served either as amulets or as mementoes of visits
to the saint's martyrion, and were taken home by faithful pilgrims.75
In her discussion of the equestrian images of Sergios, Elizabeth Key
Fowden noticed that there is nothing in the saint's Life to link him
especially with a horse. She considers it insufficient explanation that
since Sergios was an officer in a unit of horse guards, the Schola gentil-
ium, the faithful would have regarded him as a cavalryman, and points
to an inscription from Zorava (Ezra), in which the saint is referred to
as a horseman, and also to a reference in the sixth/seventh century
Syrian Life of St Mar Qardagh. It is stated here that in his first vision
this saint saw an armoured youth mounted on a horse, who striking
him in the side with his lance, foretold his martyrdom. When asked
his name the rider introduced himself as God's servant, Sergios.76

To these arguments can be added a legend on the killing of the
Arian emperor Valens retold in the Armenian Epic history of P'awstos
the Singer (the so-called Faustus of Byzantium), which was written in
c.470. The narrative is similar to the story of the slaying of Julian the
Apostate by Merkourios, but he is replaced by Theodore and Sergios
who are persuaded by St Thekla to eliminate the Arian persecutor of

73 In his description of the figure Zacos (1972, vol. 1/3, no. 2975) states only that
the saint is dressed in chiton and himation, and does not link him with the inscrip-
tion on the reverse. He also states that a now invisible enemy originally stood along-
side the rider and was attacked by him. Such a reading is opposed by Key Fowden
(1999, 38-9), who also links the depicted figure with the saint mentioned on the seal's
reverse.

74 Key Fowden 1999, 35-7, fig. 1 a, b ; Walter 2003a, 270.
76 A stone mould was discovered in Resafa for casting this type of medallion (Key

Fowden 1999, 38-9 and n. 93; and Walter 2003a, 152-3).
76 MAR QARDAGH, pp. 23-4; see also Key Fowden 1999, 39-43 and 110 (transla-

tion of the inscription from the Hauran); she also sees formal and substantive links
between the images of Sergios and equestrian depictions of the Palmyrene gods Arsu
(or Arssu) and Aziz. On this pair of deities, esp. Arsu who the Greeks identified with
Ares, see Teixidor 1979, 42-71; and Colledge 1976, 24.
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true Christians. Although the Armenian text does not say how the
saints achieved their goal, merely that they uttered that they had
slain the emperor, the similarity of many details may have suggested
to the reader that the circumstances were similar to the case of St
Merkourios. Depictions from a later period of Valens slain by a holy
rider are also known." In turn, Nikephoros Kallistos Xanthopoulos
in his Ecclesiastical History of c. 1320 describes the miraculous freeing
of a person who had been tied to a pillar, carried out by Sergios and
Bakchos, who were both on horseback and dressed all in white.78

When considering the origins of the mounted image of the holy
warrior, besides the type that, in view of its origins, might be called
`Hellenistic', we should also take into account the `Sasano-Georgian'
type, although it did not have a significant influence on the later meth-
ods of depicting mounted saints. Several stone relief stelae that came
into being in Georgia during the sixth and seventh centuries bear scenes
illustrating the miracle that took place while Placidus-Eustathios was
out hunting, when Christ appeared among the antlers of a stag he
was chasing, leading to his conversion.79 Eustathios is shown aiming
with a bow at the stag on the first sixth-century stele from the village
of Tsebelda in Abkhazia (in the Museum of Fine Arts in Tbilisi), on
a relief from the facade of the church in Martvili, as well as on a stele
originating from the seventh-century church of St John the Baptist in
the hermitage of St David Gareja (currently in the Historical Museum,
Tbilisi).80 The dating of the reliefs indicates that they were made soon

77 A Latin translation of the legend is published by Peeters (1921, 70-2, esp. 72)
who nevertheless regards the miracle of Theodore and Sergios as a translation of an
earlier, Greek version of a legend that is independent of the tale of Merkourios and
Julian. He nevertheless draws attention to historical inconsistencies, since Valens died
at the battle of Adrianople in 378; see also Walter 2003a, 54. Meanwhile, Walter (1999,
179-80) recognizes the version about Merkourios as older, or at least functioning as
archetypal. A representation of Merkourios killing Julian appears on fol. 409v of the
Homilies of Gregory of Nazianzos, Par. gr. 510 (see Brubaker 1999, fig. 40; and Walter
2003a, 102, 105). The death of Valens is illustrated in a miniature on fol. 272v from
an 11th-C. codex from Athos containing a liturgical redaction of Gregory's Homilies
(Cod. Iveron 271), where the emperor is captioned as: Ov&Xns 6 'Apetiavos (see Gala-
varis 1969, 207).

78 MPG, 147:69 [XV 23]; and Walter 2003a, 162 and n. 87.
79 For hagiographic sources see above, n. 9.
80 See Aladashvili/Volskaya 1987, 105-6. They are reproduced and dated, taking

into account the earlier literature on the problem, by Saltykov 1985, 8-10, 12 (where
he indicates the Council in Trullo of 691/92 as an ante quem for the stele from Tse-
belda), figs. 1, 8, 9; Thierry 1985, 72; see also Velmans 1985, 32; Walter 1987, fig. 5;
and Markovic 1995, 579, fig. 30.
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after the Christianization of Abkhazia and the setting up in it of an
episcopal see subordinate to the patriarch of Antioch.

When examining the stele from Tsebelda, Alexandre A. Saltykov
recognized the motifs of the rosette, eagle with bound legs, and dog
that appear alongside the saint as borrowed from Zoroastrian and
Sasanian tradition, elements that are intermingled with Christian sym-
bols.81 Undoubtedly the horse archer motif-foreign to Greco-Roman
tradition-was also borrowed from Persian iconography, this time
secular, where the image of the ruler hunting on horseback with a bow
often appears (fig. 10, 85).82 The artists, for whom the neighbouring
Persian art was closer than that of the Mediterranean basin, therefore
made use of a composition they knew to depict a Christian legend,83
not giving it an apotropaic significance characteristic of equestrian
images of warrior saints of the Hellenistic type.

In Georgia the type of Eustathios hunting with the bow was adopted
as canonical and was widely used in the decoration of churches erected

81 Saltykov (1985, 13-15) interprets the Persian elements as connected with the
Zoroastrian New Year (Nowruz) celebrated at the time of the Spring solstice, and con-
siders that they were employed to underline the Easter character of the Christological
scenes depicted on the stele. He rejects Delehaye's theory (1966) on the borrowing of
the iconography from the Indian legend of the king and Buddha as a stag, although
the theory is accepted by Velmans (1985, 38).

82 The mounted hunt with the bow, a popular subject in Sasanian royal iconogra-
phy appears e.g. on a 3rd-C. relief in a Berlin Museum, as well as on silver dishes of
Shapur II and Chosroes I (531-578/9) (see Velmans 1985, 39, fig. 21, who discerns
Persian influences in Eustathios's long tunic; and also Hoffmeyer 1966, fig. 17; Bivar
1972, 285 [and p. 284 on the Persian cavalry's use of the composite bow], fig. 23 [=
Walter 1989, fig. 1]). See also the mural with Mithras pursuing game and hunting
scenes from Dura-Europos in Rostovtzeff 1935, figs. 64, 66, 71, 79, 84-85. Because of
the superficial similarity of hunting scenes and Eustathios's vision modern scholars
often make a false interpretation of certain representations, seeing a horse archer as
the saint, e.g. hunting scenes on the facade of a church in Ateni (see Velmans 1985,
32; and cf. Aladashvili/Volskaya 1987, 106). Later this motif becomes unusually rare in
Byzantine art, e.g. a hunting scene on an 11th-C. ivory chest in the treasury of Troyes
Cathedral in Champagne (Goldschmidt/Weitzmann 1979, vol. 1, no. 122; Darkevich
1975, 239, fig. 368; Glory of Byzantium, no. 202), although it is seen on more than one
occasion on Persian-influenced works, e.g. on a group of three 12th-C. repousse dishes
adorned with duelling scenes and animal figures from the village of Vilgort (now in
the Hermitage), from Chernigov and from the A.P. Basilevsky collection (now also
in the Hermitage) (Darkevich 1975, 17, 41, 63, figs. 22, 30, 38, 63, 80, 87; who on p.
140 interprets the horse archers as light-armed trapezitai) and also on a 10th/12th-C.
ivory casket in the Victoria & Albert Museum, London (Heath 1979, fig. on p. 20; who
points out the Pecheneg dress of the horse archers).

83 Cf. Thierry 1987, who sees in the legend of Eustathios echoes of the antique cult
of the deer and the stag in Anatolia and in the Middle East, and would like to see its
birth in these regions.
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between the eleventh and sixteenth centuries.84 Simultaneously, already
from the seventh century in the murals in the Cappadocian rock-cut
churches Eustathios is shown with a lance instead of a bow. This
iconographical solution is employed in the murals in Church no. 3
in Mavrucan and on an engraving on the wall of St John's Church
in cavu§in, which is nominally dated to the seventh century.85 It
also caught on in later Cappadocian art, as well as in miniatures in
Byzantine psalters with marginal decoration, where the legend of
St Eustathios was employed to illustrate Psalm 96(97):11, "Light is shed
upon the righteous, And joy for the upright of heart".86 It can therefore
be assumed that the iconographical type of the equestrian saint which
was derived from depictions of Solomon and Sisinnios was so strongly

14 Eustathios with a bow on horseback is depicted on murals in the following
churches: of the Archangels in Iprari (1096); Khosita Mairam in North Ossetia (12th
C.); of the Saviour in Zenobani (12th/13th C.); of St George in Ckelkari (Tskhelkari)
in Abkhazia (13th C.); in Nuzal (13th C.); St Saba in Safara (14th C.); in Kaishe-
Targlezer; Christ Saviour in Lagami (15th C.); and in the church of the Archangels
in Lashtkhveri (16th C.). An exception to this rule is the relief on the facade of the
10th-C. church in Martvili (Velmans 1985, 29-32, 35, 43, figs. 14-17, 19-20; Aladash-
vili/Volskaya 1987, 107, figs. 3, 6; Velmans/Novello 1996, 110-11, figs. 85-88; and
Walter 2003a, 164-5). Cf. also Scholz (1982, 244-7), who believes that in Georgian
art Sts George and Theodore on horseback holding bows, commonly shown in an
antithetical arrangement, refer compositionally to models from bronze age Trans-
Caucasia and Persian art, although the author, of course, passes over the Mediter-
ranean tradition.

85 See Velmans 1985, 33, fig. 22 and n. 87; Walter 2003a, 165, and also p. 35; and
Coumoussi (1985, 52), who draws attention to the unusual symbolic depiction from
the 8th-C. church of Yaprakhissar (Davullu kilissesi) decorated during the period of
Iconoclasm, in which Eustathios was painted as a lion preparing to jump at the stag.

86 Post-Iconoclastic illustrations of the legend include paintings in the following
Cappadocian churches: Balik Kilise (10th C.), Alcak kaya alti Kilise (10th C.), northern
chapel of the Great Pigeon House in Giillu dere (10th C.), the church of Gueik Kilise
(11th C.), St Stephanos in Cemil (11th C.), St Eustathios in Goreme (before 1148), and
St George in Ortakoy (end of 13th Q. The legend also appears in the Greek islands
in the two 13th-C. monasteries of St George Diasorites on Naxos and St Thekla on
Euboea (Velmans 1985, 33-5, fig. 23; Velmans/Novello 1996, 112-13); later Greek
examples are discussed by Coumoussi 1985. It also appears as an illustration of Ps.
96(97):11 cpm5 avetie14v tic) Sucaup xai iotq ev8eri rjj xapSia svcppocvvll (which as
Velmans [1985, 36] notes was keenly employed in Iconophile propaganda in view of
the resemblance of the image of Christ in a clipeus to an icon) in 9th- and 11th-C.
psalters: Khludov Psalter, fol. 97v; British Add. 19352, fol. 130v; Barberini Psalter, Vat.
gr. 972, fol. 136r (Coumoussi 1985, 53, 56-7; Shchepkina 1977, fig. 97, Walter 1981,
fig. 8; Walter 1988, 216, fig. 13; Der Nersessian 1970, 97, fig. 211; Walter 2003a, 165-7,
fig. 54). See also Walter 1987 on the functions of depictions of saints in 9th-C. psalters
with marginal decoration.
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rooted in the art of the Empire that it pushed out the culturally alien
solutions of Georgia."

Even so, scenes of St Eustathios's conversion still have a historical-
hagiographical character and describe the events of the saint's legend,
which aim to show the conversion of a persecutor of Christians (fig. 96)
rather than his defeat-as is the case with Theodore and Merkourios.
The idea of representing the protection extended over the faithful by
the warrior saints by formulas other than the calcatio and spearing
with a lance, by illustrating appropriate, usually posthumous miracles,
such as the freeing of the African bishop of Thenai, Cyprianus, from
Slavic captivity by St Demetrios, or the rescuing of the youth George
`of Paphlagonia' (in another version, `of Mitylene' on Lesbos) from
Arab (or Bulgar) imprisonment, appeared only in the eleventh cen-
tury. It was then that these legends began to be illustrated usually in
communities that were under the control of infidel rulers-Muslim or
Latin-as an expression of the hope placed in the holy protectors of
the Orthodox populace.88

87 Alongside images of Eustathios with lance, a type developed in the 9th C. with
the saint shown after his vision kneeling in armour beside his horse, e.g. in the Pan-
tokrator Psalter 61, fol. 138, and the Parisinus Psalter gr. 20, fol. 5v (Athos, vol. T', fig.
226; and Velmans 1985, fig. 24; see also Velmans' proposed division of scenes with
St Eustathios into `before' and `after' the conversion). Walter (2003a, 164) notes that
the topos of the vision of Christ appearing in a stag's antlers spread to the legends of
other saints.

88 On the act of trampling in Byzantine iconography see Gorecki 1980, 219-31 and
nn. 167, 168, and figs. 16-20 (= Vermeule 1960, fig. 47) which show a statue from
Crete of c.AD 135 currently in the Archaeological Museum in Istanbul, on which the
emperor Hadrian tramples a prisoner, and also coins of Constantine, Avitus, Hono-
rius and Valentinian; see also Kantorowicz 1961, fig. 32. Evidence that the symbolism
of the calcatio was still alive in Byzantium is the ritual conducted during the triumph
over the Arab emir Abul `Ashir, in Constantinople in 956 (see DE CER., 60918-6102 [II
19]; and for an analysis of the event-McCormick 1986, 160-2).

The legend of Cyprian's rescue by an officer named Demetrios is given by Lemerle
(see above, n. 17); while three versions of the legend of George saving the youth are
given by AuFHAUSER, 13-44, 100-3 (Walter [2003a, 119] points out the legend's
late date). The earliest renditions of this subject appear in 11th- and 12th-C. Geor-
gian churches and illustrate the most recent versions of the legend which referred to
St George (Privalova 1963; and 1977, 93-109); when representing other saints use was
made of the pictorial formula worked out at that time of a mounted saint accompa-
nied by a smaller figure he had rescued, as in the case of Demetrios (Theotoka 1955),
Theodore (Meinardus 1973; Walter 1999, 169), and even Nicholas (Kretzenbacher
1983, 57-78).
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The type of the warrior saint on foot

Alongside the equestrian portrayals, warrior saints in the Early
Byzantine period were also depicted on foot. Besides Sisinnios, in the
northern church of the monastery in Bawit there is a fresco depicting
St George from the same period preserved on a column; the saint is
unambiguously identified by the word "+I'EOPF'IOC" inscribed above
his left shoulder (fig. 11).89 The way he is depicted clearly diverges
from the iconographic formula characteristic for images of Solomon
and Sisinnios, who are shown wearing chlamydes covering their lower
tunics. George is shown frontally, standing in armour, with a light belt
around his waist, and a cloak draped over his back and left upper arm;
he has a spear in his right hand, and a sword hanging at his left side.
This image is one of the many representations of the type showing
military saints standing en face.

The same type is presented on a sixth-century icon of St Theodore
from St Catherine's monastery on Mt Sinai (fig. 12). It shows a stand-
ing warrior in armour, with a lance topped with a cross in his right
hand and a cloak covering his left shoulder.90 Painted in a slightly dif-
ferent manner is a military saint, perhaps Sergios, in the second layer
of frescoes at the Egyptian church of Al-Adra in Al-Surian, which are
dated to c.700.9' The saint, who is dressed in a long tunic, holds before
him a spear and a sword in a scabbard.

Far more popular, however, became a variant in which the military
saint is shown with a lance in his right hand and a shield in his left,
in accordance with the military manuals' recommendations on the
arming of troops.92 The'following saints are depicted in this manner:

89 Cledat (see n. 61) cols. 221-2, fig. 1265; Markovic 1995, 578, fig. 27; Walter
2003a, 123.

90 In Weitzmann's catalogue (1976, 36-37, figs. XV, LIX as no. B13); Markovic
1995, 575, fig. 29; cf. also Charalampides (1991, 128-9, fig. 12) who proposes dating
the icon to the 7th C., not taking into account its formal links with a group of 6th-C.
classicizing Sinaian icons. In turn Parani (2003, 149) considers the icon as one of the
earliest depictions of a military saint in battle gear.

91 The fragmentary inscription reads: `... PIOC', or `... I'IOC', suggesting Sergios or
George rather than Demetrios (Innemee 1998, 146, fig. 3).

92 The holding of the spear in the right hand and the shield in the left, is a result
of natural manual dexterity, but in view of the dense formations employed was cus-
tomary in all armies including Classical ones, as is evident from warriors depicted in
Greek vase painting (Phidias sculpted Athena Parthenos in this manner; see also the
Late Roman examples of figures of Mars published by Markovic 1995, figs. 16-17).
In Aelian's manual (XLII 1, see LT, p. 198) a turn to the right is described as `to the
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the aforementioned St Theodore(?) from the cathedral in Faras;93
St Philotheos spearing a serpent with a human head, on the embossed
leather cover of a writing case from Antinoe, Egypt (before 650)
(figs. 6 & 13);94 an unidentified saint on an Egyptian wood panel in a
Berlin collection;95 on the lower arm of a sixth/seventh-century cross
pendant;96 on a seventh/eighth-century gold ring;97 on a mural in cave
chapel 15 in Kelia (end of seventh century) in Egypt;` on a Syrian
bronze bracelet" St Theodore on a sixth or seventh-century Armenian

spear', and to the left, `to the shield'. Byzantine drill employs similar terms, e.g. PER!
STRATEGIAS, p. 749, 11-14 [22] "there are eight turnings, four to the spear and four to
the shield. They designate the turning to the right as to the spear, since it is held in
the right hand, and to the left as to the shield, since it is held in the left hand." (KuO'
11 -1

a xrvenat fl 6Dµ[3a{vet x?{6ets eivat oxtth, tie66apas µev eni Sopv, tieacapaS
8E en' awn{Sa. XeyoD6ty Se eni Sopv µev AV ex Sei;twv Sta 'Co' Sopv xa'cexety tifI Seta
xetpt, en' &6n15a Se tiily en' aplGtisptcc Sta 1;o tip kat

1
xetpt tiily &6n{Sa xatiexcw)

See also pp. 7611, 7839' 42 [24]: eni Sopv [...] en' &6n1Sa; and also STRAT. P. 44678, 80-81

[XII B 16]: aS xovtio xXtva [...] aS 6xootio iXtva go(3e; Mihaescu 1969, 276; and
LT, 1:1932291-91 [VII 81 (88)], 2:704105-m [XII 80 (81)] (calling the entire left wing `the
shield side'; see also STRAT., p. 1822-`' [111 13]), {LT, p. 364 [XLI]}; SUDA, 4:10826-27 [n

1291]: eav µev eni Sopv y{yvtll;at, ti{v e aptwcrpcov enupavetav eav Sc en' aan{Sa,
ti{1v ex Sei;taty. See also KoMNENE, 3:9129-922 [XIII 2/1]. The reversed arrangement of
spear and shield of a footsoldier depicted on a 12th-13th-C. ceramic bowl found at
Vrea near Nea Silata on the Chalkidiki peninsula (currently stored in the tower of the
port of Prosphorion in Ouranopoulis, 10th Ephoreia of Byzantine Antiquities, inv.
no. 1074) is interpreted by Armstrong/Sekunda (2006, 15) as a parody, making use of
grotesque deformation to indicate a soldier's incompetence.

93 See above, n. 62.
94 The depiction is accompanied by an inscription commending the writing case's

owner into the saint's protection: +AFIOC DIAOTEOC and AFIE WIAOOE BOHOI To
AOYA1 COY HAMIQ. Philotheos was especially reverred in Egypt for casting demons
out of idols. Another saint of this name was martyred in the time of Diocletian at
Samosata on the upper Euphrates. There was no church dedicated to St Philotheos in
Constantinople, nor was he venerated in Byzantium (H. Leclercq, "Calame" in DACL,
2:1581-2, fig. 1861; Gorecki 1980, 235, fig. 30; Markovic 1995, 580, fig. 34; Walter
1990, 42 and n. 72; Walter 2003a, 234, 271, fig. 22).

96 See H. Leclercq, "Berlin (Musees de)" in DACL, 2:792, fig. 1533; and after him
Markovic 1995, fig. 35.

96 See Gorecki 1980, 233, fig. 29.
97 The ring is held in a private German collection; the depiction is accompanied by

the inscription: + KYPIE BOHOI ('Lord help'), see Rom-Byzanz, no. 336.
96 Miguel et al. (1993, 80, fig. 29) putatively identify the warrior saint as either

Menas, Merkourios, Phoebammon or George. Worthy of note are the tall boots with
lace-up fronts, corresponding to the antique endromides. The white oval shield on
which the saint's left hand rests, and the spear, reversed head downwards, are very
faint, but the figure's identification as a warrior saint is certain thanks to the visible
items of armour, especially the pteryges.

99 The motif of a mounted saint fighting a demon appears on neighbouring links,
along with a passage from Psalm 90:1 (Gorecki 1980, 233).
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stele from Ozdun (currently Uzunlar);100 Theodore again attacking a
demon with a pennanted lance on the wall of a Palestinian grave in
Abdon;101 and on a Syrian finger-ring in the Dumbarton Oaks col-
lection in Washington (end of sixth century)."' The column capitals
discovered in 1935 in the ruins of the church of the garrison settle-
ment of Ayla near Aqaba in Jordan are decorated with reliefs depicting
Sts Theodore and Longinus; the two saints wear scale body armour
with pteryges, hold a lance with the right hand, and lean on oval shields
with the left. 113 The selection of these martyrs to adorn a church at a
location where troops were stationed may be evidence that warrior
saints were already starting to be regarded as patrons of the army in
the Early Byzantine period.104

An exceptional depiction of a warrior saint is a relief adorning a
bronze cross from Emesa (currently Homs) from the last quarter of
the sixth century. Sculpted on it is the standing figure of St George
leaning his left arm on his shield, and holding out his right hand in
a gesture of liberation towards a kneeling orant figure, named on an
accompanying inscription as Theognis, who is sometimes identified
with a military commander under the emperor Tiberius II Constantine
(578-82)'° The saint is dressed in a chlamys fastened on the right
shoulder with a fibula, but does not hold a lance.

More such departures from the basic type in the early period of
development of the iconography of the warrior saints can be pointed
out. Among the previously mentioned terracotta icons from Vinica,

loo Markovic 1995, 578 and notes 73-5 (reporting the views on dating), fig. 22.
101 Gorecki 1980, 233, fig. 28.
102 Markovic 1995, 576, fig. 24; Nesbitt 2003, fig. 13.16. On early images of the

military saints (standing frontally, with lance and shield) on the seals of the Constan-
tinopolitan demoi and the bishops of Euchaita in Asia Minor (currently Avkhad near
Amasya) see below, pp. 99ff and 262f.

103 Legio X Fretensis was stationed in the settlement from the turn of the 3rd and 4th
centuries. In the same period a bishop of Ayla participated in the councils of Nicaea
(325; bishop Peter) and Chalcedon (451). The images of warriors on the capitals have
inscriptions that allow their identification: [Ao]yytv[o;] and OeoSop[o;]. Discovered
with the capitals was a stele with an inscription dating to 555, although this need not
be the date the capitals were made, which must, nevertheless, have been before the
Arab invasion (Zayadine 1994, 488-9, figs. 2, 4; Walter 1999, 181, fig. 9).

104 See below, p. 41ff.
105 The cross, once in the Schlumberger collection, measures 30 x 14 cm and is

currently stored in the Cabinet des Medaflles of the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris,
see Markovic 1995, 578 and n. 77, fig. 26; Walter 2003a, 124, 271 fig. 21. The scene is
accompanied by the inscription: K(YPI)E BOHOI FENNAAIAN; I QC ZQH and +AFIE
FEOPFI+ BOHOI MECEBPIOY KATA OEOI'NI.
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two further ones show a pair of figures wearing military gear. The
first of them depict two Old Testament figures, Joshua and Caleb, who
were sent by Moses to spy out the land of Canaan (fig. 7b).106 Both
are depicted in armour, with pteryges that reach below their knees,
while Joshua wears a scale cuirass, and Caleb a tunic-like overgarment.
Completing their attire are belts with rounded links, cloaks fastened
under the chin, and helmets-an unusual item for images of war-
rior saints, but not uncommon in the later iconography of Joshua.117
Between the two figures is a round shield, on which Caleb rests his
right hand, while holding a spear in his left. A similar arrangement,
undoubtedly providing symmetry to the composition, can be observed
on the second icon showing St Christopher the 'dog-headed' and St
George (fig. 7c). Both are dressed in long tunics and thrust their
lances into snakes that writhe at their feet;108 while above a centrally

106 See Balabanov/Krstevski 1993, no. 46, pp. 39-40, 54; Walter 2003, fig. 12.5; Num.
13:6. Among the larger group of spies described in the Old Testament only those
depicted on the icon, tearing their garments (in anguish) and urging for an immediate
conquest of a land that flowed with milk and honey, since such was the will of God
(Num. 14:6-8): `IjcovS Se o tiov Nawl xai Xa?Le(3 o iov IE(povvti tthv xatica icc aµevwv
titiv 'yiv 6tepp114av tia iµ&tita avtimv, xai einav npog nacav 6vvaywyqv viwv 1apar)X
Xeyovtieg `H yfi, rjv xa'csrxeVa'gFoa aO'C71v, ayaoil MMti v 6cpo8pa o poSpa Si aipetiicsl
iwas ictptos, Eia&tet wa; Fig ti11V yfjv -cattily xai Scoiet aOTT1v Tjµiv, yn ryrts emty
peovoa yaka xai µe7vt. This may suggest that the selection of figures on the icon car-
ried with it the idea of propagating expansion as part of God's plans.

107 As an example see the 10th/11th-C. frescoes in the church of the Virgin at the
monastery of Hosios Loukas in Phokis (Chatzidakis 1997, 13, fig. 5); and in narrative
depictions the decorations of the Joshua Roll (Vat. palat. gr. 431, sheets III, V, X,
XIV); and the following illuminated Octateuchs which make use of its compositional
solutions: Vat. gr. 746 (3rd quarter of 11th C., repainted in the 14th C.), fols. 449r-v,
453v, 457r; Vat. gr. 747, fols. 165v, 219r-v, 221v, 222v-224v, 225r, 455v; and the late
13th-C. Athos Vatop. 602, fols. 350r, 353r-v, 357v, 359v, 365r, 366r, 374r (Lowden
1992, figs. 54, 56-58, 87, 89, 118, 146, 151, 160, 163, 167-172, 174-175; Lassus 1973,
fig. 126; Athos, vol. A', pp. 253-4, 268-72, figs. 105-107, 110-111, 113, 117, 119).
Parani (2003, 156) draws attention to the ahistorical introduction of Roman rather
than Jewish items of military equipment into the iconography of Joshua. In view of
the far from archaeological view of history prior to the 19th C. this should come as
no surprise. Parani admits that a similar mechanism can be observed in the case of
Jewish kings depicted in Byzantine imperial robes. She explains both examples quite
superficially regarding them as a type of attribute that specifies the function of the
depicted person.

"I See Balabanov/Krstevski 1993, no. 54, pp. 40-1 (deriving the iconographical
type of the dog-headed Christopher from antique images of Anubis); Walter 2003a,
125, 271 fig. 24; and above, n. 68. On Christopher's origins from a dog-headed tribe
(genus canineorum) in Africa, and his legend which mentions service as a soldier in
the imperial army, which explains his occasional appearance in the ranks of the mili-
tary saints see the note in LCI, 5:496-508 (with further bibliog.); Armstrong/Sekunda
2006, 14-15 (who also record the miraculous sprouting of his cane at the moment of
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positioned round shield is a cross. We might add to this group the
textile from Akhmim mentioned earlier bearing the image of a war-
rior saint, dressed in a long tunic and cloak; here the figure (perhaps
Theodore) spears a dragon with a cross on a long shaft, while holding
a smaller cross in his left hand-an attribute of martyrdom (fig. 14).109

Sometimes a work's poor state of preservation does not allow us
to properly read its iconographic type. Examples include two other
Coptic textiles showing St Theodore (including one from Akhmim).
These woollen embroideries dating to the sixth/seventh century which
are preserved in American collections have survived in a fragmentary
state, and although the characteristic physiognomy of the saint is vis-
ible on them, with light chlamys fastened on the right shoulder and a
fragment of the shaft of lance,"' it is not possible to determine whether
or not he was depicted with a shield.

Among the early images of warrior saints the method of repre-
sentation differs on the pilgrim ampullae from Abu Mina; on these
Menas appears in an orant pose, wearing a muscled cuirass, pteryges
and cloak fastened on the right shoulder, but without weapons (fig.
15). Usually depicted on either side of Menas are two kneeling camels;
these allow the scene to be interpreted as an episode from his Passio,
where his miraculous transportation by camels to his place of burial

conversion-hence his attribute, the staff without a spear-head, which is also shown
on the Vinica icon). A church dedicated to him in Chalcedon in 452 is evidence of
the early development of his cult.

109 See above, n. 13
110 On the physiognomic features characteristic of St Theodore see Mavrodinova

(1969, 40-5), who distinguishes two types-'Alexandrian', with flat straight hair and
broad beard ending in a point, characteristic for images of Teron; and 'Anatolian',
with hair arranged in rows of curly locks and a split beard, used in depictions of
Stratelates. Her theory has been repeated uncritically by other researchers (cf. e.g.
Mirzoyan 1987, 446; Maguire 1990, 75-6; Davies 1991, 100; and also Markovic (1995,
596), who believes that the division into two types only took place in the 12th C. It
should be stressed that this division can only be used to distinguish the Theodores
in certain circumstances, usually when the two are shown next to each other, see
Walter's critical opinion (1999, 186; and also 2003, 59-60, 65) where he indicates one
of the earliest examples of a variant form of beard of both Theodores in miniatures
in the Menologion of Metaphrastes at the library of San Salvatore Monastery in Mes-
sina (Cod. gr. 27, fol. 28 Stratelates; fol. 161v Teron) modelled on a Constantinopo-
litan MS of the 11th C. The two textile depictions of St Theodore Teron are held at
Dumbarton Oaks in Washington, the first unpublished, the second from Akhmim in
Egypt; another piece is at the Fogg Art Museum in Cambridge, Massachusetts. This
last museum has also a border fragment naming the saint as AFI(OC) OEOAO(POC)
(N.P. Sevicenko, "Two fragments of textile with St Theodore(?)" in Age of Spirituality,
549-50; Charalampides 1991, 122; and Walter 2003a, 55).
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is described. Formally, scenes of this type refer to depictions of the
prophet Daniel among the lions;" their function is inextricably linked
with the pilgrim traffic to the martyrion of Menas. They served as eulo-
gia-containers for oil from lamps burning above the martyrion, taken
home by pilgrims, and in this case one should not expect any particu-
lar protective content resulting from the use by their makers of the
specific formula of a military saint. Ampullae were manufactured at a
local workshop from the fifth century, when pilgrimages to Abu Mina
began, and their production ceased after the Arab conquest of Egypt."'
In the art of the Eastern Church the iconographic type of Menas the
soldier did not catch on, although he appears occasionally in military
attire in later periods.113

An orant type in a chlamys similar to the images of Menas is rep-
resented by a trio of saints adorning sixth/seventh century baked-clay
medallions originating from Asia Minor. These bear the inscriptions:
`Gift' (or `Blessing') of St `Abbakon', and probably served a similar
function for pilgrims as the ampullae of Menas. But the abraded details
on the examples known today do not allow the figures to be classed
with certainty as warrior saints. 114

111 Kaufmann (1910a, passim) points out that the iconography of Menas surrounded
by camels is dependent on the iconography of Horus-Harpokrates taming wild beasts;
see also Walter 2003a, 185 and n. 35.

112 The ampullae often bear the explanatory inscription: 0 AFIOC MHNAC, or
EYAOFIA TOY AFIOY MHNA. On the function and production of ampullae, and also
the iconography of Menas and connections with the image of Daniel see Kaufmann
1910a (with numerous examples); Hahn (1997, 1089) suggests the ampullae were filled
with lamp oil; Kiss (1967, 156-9 with examples on figs. la, 2, and nn. 38-41) intro-
duces a division into three types: Menas-orans (appearing c.480-560); accompanied
by two camels (c.560-610); and the so-called `canonical' type, linking elements of the
earlier types (c.610-40); Kiss 1970, figs. 1-3; Byzanz, no. I 75. 1-2, pp. 195-6; Rom-
Byzanz, no. 100; Byzantium, no. 123. See also the division into types mentioned by
Walter (2003a, 185): rule of Arcadius and Zeno-with Menas as an orant in a wreath
of leaves; rule of Justinian-with camels and a cross on the reverse; and a Heraclian
type, with elements of the two earlier forms. Walter also mentions kilns discovered at
Karm Abu Mena that were used for the production of lamps.

113 E.g. on a Late Byzantine fresco in the katholikon of the Serbian monastery in
Decani see Markovic 1995, fig. 7. On the transformation of St Menas's iconography
after Iconoclasm see Woodfin 2006, 132-142.

114 See J. Witta, "Vier Ermedaillons mit Heiligendarstellung" in Byzanz, 200, no. I
78. 1-4. The identification of one of the trio as Abba Konon (probably identical with
a martyr of this name from Bidana in Isauria, famous as a slayer of demons) may
indicate the apotropaic function of the medallions, but does not help in establishing
their iconographic type.
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WARRIOR SAINTS AND ANCIENT GODS

The origins of the iconographic type of the saint on horseback would
seem to have been adequately explained by Christopher Walter, who
points to depictions of Solomon and Sisinnios as the bridge between
the Classical pictorial tradition and the Christian image of the war-
rior on horseback.115 Nevertheless, many misunderstandings have
arisen around the explanation of the origins of the formula of warriors
depicted in a standing pose with weapons.

Gorecki, in seeking answers to determine which models were used
by the artists who created the earliest images of the warrior saints,
concentrates on Late Roman images of emperors, consuls and high
commanders in armour (usually `muscled cuirasses', in which-with
the exception of the ampullae of St Menas-military saints are only
rarely depicted in the early period)."' He does not, however, men-
tion the compositional formulas taken directly from state triumphal
iconography, which were borrowed for the portrayal of this group of
saints. The messages carried by both groups of depictions also do not
always overlap. It should therefore be recognized that the images of
rulers and commanders in armour had only an indirect influence on
the creation of the soldier-saint as an iconographic type. In search-
ing for direct models it is necessary to reach to late antique depic-
tions of pagan gods in armour and with weapons. In their case we
can see more direct links with the early iconography of the military
martyrs.

A good example of the direct transfer of an ancient compositional
formula is a group of seals from the Zacos collection in Basel. The
first seal, according to an inscription on the back, belonged to Peter,
bishop of Euchaita (c.650-730); a second to an otherwise unidenti-
fied metropolitan, John;117 while two further examples, dated to the

15 See e.g. Walter 1990, 42.
116 Gorecki 1980, 215, 219-23. Numerous Roman statues of state dignitaries in

richly decorated parade muscled cuirasses (so-called statua loricata) are published by
Vermeule 1960, 15-29, 32-76 (catalogue of sculptures) and figs. 1-13, 15-63, 64-67,
69-72, 74-79. The custom of funding memorials to dead soldiers in the Late Roman
period is evidenced by AMMJAN., 2:137 [19.6.12] on the setting up by Constantius in
Edessa of statues of the drill-instructors (campiductores) who had died in the defence
of Amida in 359.

17 See Zacos 1972, vol. 1/2, nos. 1285, 1288 (who dates the seal of Peter to the sec-
ond half of the 7th C.-beginning of 8th C.); Laurent 1963, pt. 1, nos. 852 (dated to the
8th C.) and 936; the seals are also published by Markovic 1995, 575-6, fig. 23a; Walter
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550-650 period, to a certain Epiphanios and Nicholas (figs. 16a-d).u8
Depicted on the obverse of all these seals is a bearded saint in armour,
with chlamys thrown over his shoulders, resting his left hand on an
oval shield, and holding in his right hand a cross, which he uses to
impale a serpent writhing at his feet. Although the figure is uncap-
tioned, the origins of one of the seals in Euchaita, centre of the cult of
St Theodore, indicates that it is him who is depicted in all the exam-
ples. An element distinguishing all these seals from those depicting
the saint slaying a dragon is the tree added in the background, not
warranted in any specific manner by the legend or tradition of rep-
resenting Theodore. Contrary to Walter's opinion linking the slay-
ing of a dragon with the legends of Perseus and Herakles, the formal
origin of this motif seems to be the iconography of Athena.119 The
goddess is occasionally depicted with shield and spear in the com-
pany of the snake-god Erichthonios (who is occasionally identified
with Kekrops),120 with an olive tree as her attribute. This composition

1999, 173, fig. 2; and 2003, 97, figs. 12.1-12.2 (noting the presence of the dragon but
omitting the tree motif); and Nesbitt 2003, 110-11, fig. 13.15; the last two authors
give an 8th C. dating. An identification of the owner of the Euchaita seal is made
possible by an inscription on the rim of the reverse: +IIETPi2EIIICKOIIS2EVXAITS2V
(Oeotiixe, [3oi Oeti IIetipT entisxoncp Evx(xI'cav) (see also PBE I, Petros 51); an inscription
on seal no. 1285 which is dated to the 6th C. reads: IQAN/NOVM/HTPOIIo ('I(o&vvov
pyrponoXItov) and perhaps belonged to one of the autocephalous archbishops of
Euchaita (of the 7th C. or later) or to a metropolitan of Amaseia (e.g. the John who
took part in the third Council of Constantinople; PBE I, Toannes 44).

118 See Zacos vol. 1/1, nos. 1283a-c, 1287 = Markovic 1995, fig. 23b; Nesbitt 2003,
p. 110, fig. 13.14. The block monograms on the reverse of both seals with the word-
ing EIII4 ANIY and NIKOAAY, likely refer to the owners' names. Meanwhile, Zacos's
proposed identification of the saint on seal no. 1283 (belonging to Epiphanios) as a
military saint, probably Theodore, would seem to be unfounded. On all the above seals
see recently Walter (2003a, 50-1), who believes that the earliest known depictions
of Theodore slaying the dragon antecede the earliest known redaction of the legend,
which dates to no earlier than 754.

119 Cf. Walter 2003a, 50-1, with references to the text of the legend [BHG 1764].
12o According to myth the Attic hero Erichthonios was born from a drop of Hep-

haistos' seed, shed while he was attempting to rape Athena. She wiped herself with a
tuft of wool, and threw it on the ground thereby fertilizing the earth (Gaia), who gave
birth to a child. In the earliest Greek legends Erichthonios is sometimes identified with
Erechtheus, but a differentiation between the two is already seen in the ILIAD (1:51547-48

[II], 4:31219 [XX]), where Erechtheus was born of Gaia, and grew up in the care of
Athena, while Erichthonios was the son of Dardanos. The mythic founder of Athens,
Kekrops, was also said to have been the son of Gaia. Both Erichthonios and Kekrops
are depicted in Greek art as half human, half snake. On the cult and iconography of
Athena in general, see W.H. Roscher, "Athene" and A. Furtwangler, "Athene in der
Kunst" in LIMGR, 1/1:675-87 and 687-704, esp. figs. on col. 690, and as the goddess
of war, on cols. 678-80. On Kekrops and Erichthonios see O. Immisch, "Kekrops" in
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was very popular in Athens, as is evident from the numerous bronze
coins struck in the city between the first century BC and the third
century AD.12' It is therefore highly likely that the creator of the oldest
of the seals with St Theodore borrowed from the available Athenian
coin type, merely altering the figure's pose from the sideways stance
in which the goddess was depicted, to frontal, closer to the canon of
military saint images. He left the tree motif, perhaps treating it as
ornamental background filler. It is not possible to determine whether
the artist's choice of a Greek goddess as a model for the warrior saint
was a conscious one.

Even closer are the military saints' formal links with late antique
depictions of Syrian and Egyptian deities who stand en face, in full mili-
tary equipment, often grouped together a few at a time, and sometimes
in whole galleries (figs. 17a-b).122 Many scholars have drawn attention
to the formal similarities of both groups,lz3 but the lack of closer links
with the army and warfare of such ancient gods as: Horus (in his late
Hellenic incarnation as Harpokrates-Mercury); Osiris-Aspis; Anubis;
and also in the Palmyrene pantheon, the senior god Baal; Yarhibol the
god of spring and sun; Aglibol, the lunar god of agriculture; and many
others,124 has meant that their search for deeper dependences have not

LIMGR, 2/1:1014-24 and fig. on cols. 1021-2 (painting on a hydria from Kerch, where
Kekrops in serpent-form writhes at the foot of an olive tree).

121 See Agora, pp. 102, 140-41 (esp. no. 250), 151-53, figs. 139a-g, 140a-e; Krikou
1993, 46-7, fig. 23/7. The latest examples of this coin type are dated to AD 264-7.

122 On the Palmyrene gods see Rostovtzeff 1935, esp. 207-10, 228-9, 242-3 and
n. 61 (with earlier literature on the gods in military attire) and figs. 36, 38, 40-2, 50, 57.
Examples of group depictions of deities in military clothing are published by Morehart
1958, figs. 11-13; and Teixidor 1979, figs. 7/2, 21/2, 24, 25/2. On Syrian and Roman
influences on late antique Egyptian mythology at the level of cult and iconography see
Rostovtzeff (1932), who cites numerous examples of Egyptian depictions of gods with
weapons (figs. 4-8 and 9: frescoes with a mounted god wielding a double-edged axe).
Egyptian images of gods in muscled cuirasses are published by Kantorowicz 1961,
369-73, figs. 6-13, 15-16, with Palmyrene gods on figs. 19-31.

123 See recently Walter (2003a, 285-7); who also draws attention to the youthful
appearance of both the Palmyrene gods and the warrior saints.

124 On the functions of the Palmyrene gods see Teixidor, 1979, 1-12 (on Baal-
Jupiter), 18-19, 25-29 (on Baal-Shamin), 29-31 (on Yarhibol, who was venerated
as the god of Spring by Palmyrene archers at Dura in the 2nd C. AD), 34, 42 (on
Aglibol, who along with Baal and Yarhibol, formed a great trinity of Palmyrene dei-
ties); and also Colledge 1976, 24-5. It is surprising that Mithras, a god with strong
military connotations, is very rarely depicted in military attire. Cf. also Rostovtzeffs
older and outdated view (1935, 207) that at Dura-Europos, Baal, Yarhibol and Aglibol
were worshipped as military gods, as was supposedly evident from their portrayal in
military uniforms.
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brought the expected results.125 It was only Ernst Kantorowicz's ana-
lytical article, and the systemization of the various categories of gods
portrayed in uniform and the development of Kantorowicz's ideas by
Markovic that seems to have brought a satisfactory answer.126

Kantorowicz hypothesized that the custom of depicting the gods
in military attire was a reflection of the changes taking place in the
organization of Hellenistic armies. The appearance of organized, pro-
fessional military formations with standardized arms and armour
had-according to Kantorowicz-a similar effect to the creation of
professional, uniformed armies in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
Europe, which resulted in military uniform being adopted as official,
court and even ceremonial attire.121 This hypothesis is supported in
that Alexander of Macedon's creation of the first professional military
formations, especially the argyraspides ('silver shields'),128 coincided
with his first portrayals in soldier's attire, in which he simultaneously
appears as the god Alexander-Helios.129 Military uniform replaced
antique nudity in the depictions of rulers, gods and heroes, although

125 Cf. e.g. Walter (1999, 189-93) who sees the reasons for the use of the pictorial
formulas of the antique gods in the iconography of the warrior saints in the desire to
underline their physical beauty and youth, although in an earlier publication (1989,
659-60) he preferred to refrain from making any categorical response. In the mean-
time, Papamastorakes (1998, 213-14) believes that the taking over of the iconographic
type of the Palmyrene gods by the warrior saints is an expression of the universal
process of different cultures creating an image of a young hero. On the topos of the
handsome youth in the description of St Demetrios in his Miracles see Kazhdan/
Maguire 1991, 3, 7.

126 See Kantorowicz 1961; Markovic 1995, 573-4, 584
127 Kantorowicz (1961, 380-1) also draws attention to the change observed by

Alfoldi in the customs relating to the attire of the Roman emperors, who during
the Principate were only occasionally permitted to enter the precinct of the Roman
proemium in military uniform, whereas towards the end of the 1st C. they already
customarily wore armour not only in Rome, but even in the Senate.

128 See e.g. HESYCHios, vol. 1, [p. 274]: 6cpyvp&G7ct8es 'G&ypa n atipatiuMuxov v7to
'AXe&v8pov; see also Zygulski 1998, 53, 56-57.

129 Kantorowicz (1961, 370-4, 380, figs. 7, 13-14) refers to a bronze statue of Alex-
ander the Great wearing an aegis, in the Fouquet Collection in Cairo, of Roman date
but probably a copy of a Greek original, and also to a sculpture of Alexander-Helios
in the Louvre, which might have provided a model for the figure of Horus-Helios
in the same museum. The appearance of gods in military attire in the Seleucid king-
dom as an expression of the influence of Greek culture and the militarization of the
Parthian state are discussed by Rostovtzeff 1935, 208-9. Kantorowicz (1961, 383)
points out that it is possible to speak of the imitation of the Roman emperors in the
images of the gods (imitatio imperatorum) as well as of the emperors imitating the
gods (imitatio deorum).
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not in all cases."" Greek and Roman gods with established iconogra-
phies continued to be depicted in line with those canons, while the new
formulas were used mainly for portraying gods traditionally associated
with armies and war, such as Ares, Mars and Jupiter Dolichenus,131 as
well as foreign gods (so-called Dii peregrini) who were incorporated
into the Roman pantheon along with newly conquered territories. 132

In the first of these groups Markovic discerns the direct icono-
graphical and ideological model for the type of the warrior saint. In
his opinion the dei militares who watched over the legionary camp
(also important besides Mars and Jupiter Dolichenus were Victory,
Disciplina Militaris, Lares Militares and the Dioscuri),133 and the mili-
tary likenesses of these gods should be regarded as the closest model
for the military saints. On the other hand Markovic draws attention
to the Old Testament tradition, in which Providence watches over the
chosen race and brings it victory in battle.134

In supplementing Markovic's hypothesis it is worth noting that the
widespread presence of images of gods in military attire in the Near
East and in Egypt, where the earliest depictions of saints in military
costumes are preserved, may have had an influence on the faster and
broader spread of the new iconographic type of the soldier-martyr.
The co-existence in the late Classical and Early Byzantine periods of
both types of depiction means that occasionally only the presence of
Christian elements, such as a cross or accompanying inscriptions allow

130 On the subsitution of nudity by military uniform among the Babylonian gods
see Roztovtzeff 1935, 186.

131 On Jupiter Dolichenus as a patron deity of the Roman legions see Markovic
1995, 574 and n. 47 (with further bibliog.); on the popularization of his cult in the
East see Rostovtzeff 1935, 208-9.

132 Kantorowicz 1961, 384. On the process of Hellenization, and later Romaniza-
tion, of local gods, using Dura as an example, see Roztovtzeff 1935, 197-8.

133 See respectively: W.H. Roscher, "Mars" in LIMGR, 2/2:2385-438 (esp. 2420-5
and A. Furtwangler, "Ayes in der Kunst" in LIMGR, 1:487-93); E. Meyer, "Dolichenus"
in LIMGR, 1:1191-4; K. Latte, "Victoria" in LIMGR, 6:294-302; A. Furtwangler,
"Dioskuren" in LIMGR, 1:1154-77 (esp. 1160-61, 1176); A. Procksch, "Bellona" in
LIMGR, 1:774-7; and O. Fiebiger, "Disciplina militaris" in PR, 5:1176-83.

134 Markovic 1995, 573-4, figs. 16-17; although he incorrectly sees depictions of
Mars in armour as inventiveness in Roman art, failing to notice the Hellenistic tradi-
tion. On military gods in Rome and their functions see Domaszewski 1895, 32-44.
Markovic cites Joshua's visions during the siege of Jericho as an example of God's sup-
port for the Jews (Josh. 5:13-15) and the words of Psalm 34(35):1-2. For more on the
cult of the military saints in relation to the Old Testament see Walter 2003a, 9-12.
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a certain identification of the warrior as a saint.13' Meanwhile, careless
interpretation of this kind of early depiction, which also include his-
torical figures, may lead researchers to incorrect attributions and false
conclusions concerning the early iconography of the warrior saints. 131

It should be stressed that the adoption of antique elements from
religious-military depictions by the developing image of the warrior
saint is only one expression of a wider process that occurred in the
Christian art of the Empire in the period before Iconoclasm, which
reflected pagan beliefs and symbols associated with war and triumph
over an opponent. An example of this process is the transformation
of the ancient tropaion into the tropaeum Crucis.137 A second example

13s An example of a clearly Christian depiction is a rider spearing a demon with a
labarum tipped with a cross on a 7th-C. dish in the Musee d'Art et d'Histoire, Geneva
(Mango [M.] 1987, 1-5, fig. 1 = Dodd 1961, no. 78). A rider depicted with a lance
topped with a cross on a silver magical bracelet in the Royal Ontario Museum in
Toronto should be interpreted in a similar way (Key Fowden 1999, 42-3, fig. 6c); the
image is accompanied by a trishagion, the first verse of Psalm 90, and a portrait of the
Theotokos in a neighbouring medallion. In both cases it is not possible to determine
the horseman's identity with certainty. See also Rom-Byzanz, nos. 309-10, 322.

136 See above, n. 59; cf also the examples of the motif of the armed rider on Cop-
tic textiles-fart Copte, nos. 175-176; Koptske tkani, figs. 101, 104, and cf. 96 and
109-on which the rider is identified, without basis, as St George, and also two fibu-
lae (6th-8th C.) with images of a horseman slaying a serpent-dragon, who Belyaev
(1929, 71) equates after Besson with Solomon and a warrior saint. An example of the
problems of identifying figures in armour and cloaks with shields and lances are two
warriors with haloes on 4th-5th-C. bronze weights in the British Museum, which
because of the panther killed by one of the pair are seen as Sergios and Bakchos
by Markovic (1995, 581, fig. 36), by analogy with a bas-relief on the north wall of
the church of the Holy Cross in Aght'amar, where Sergios is depicted killing an ani-
mal identified as a panther by Der Nersessian 1965, 19, fig. 51. This identification is
impossible to uphold for several reasons: the Aght'amar relief is now seen by Davies
(1991, 101) as an illustration of Psalm 90(91):13-s7C' & Tm5cc xai [3a61?,iaxov einl(3i cp
xai xatiaucatiI6s1S X ov'a xai 6p&xovtia-which would mean the depicted animal is
therefore a lion; the appearance of the hunting motif in other objects of this type, the
presence of a weight designation being evidence of the object's utilitarian character, as
well as the lack of hagiographical evidence justifying this method of depiction of Ser-
gios, see C. Entwistle, "Silver-inlaid weight" and "Inlaid metal weight" in Byzantium,
nos. 31-32, M.C. Ross, "Weight. with emperors" in Age of Spirituality, p. 343 (who
interpret scenes of this type as imperial hunts ignoring the presence of a cross above
one of the haloes). The lack of captioning of figures in art before Iconoclasm in the
context of one of the previously mentioned Coptic textiles and another from Akhmim
depicting St Theodore(?) slaying a dragon is pointed out by Maguire (1995, 56-7, figs.
5, 14 [Alexander of Macedon], 15); although he is unsure whether the dragon-slaying
warrior represents the Archangel Michael, St George, or even Christ.

137 The tropaion as an iconographic and symbolic source for depictions of the cross
draped with a cloth that hangs loosely from both horizontal arms and is wound behind
the upright arm, and also Constantine's vision before the battle on the Milvian Bridge
as an ideological source is pointed out by Grabar 1936, 239-43; and Baradez/Leglay
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can be seen on the mosaic funded by Bishop Peter II (494-519/20)
over the doors of the archbishop's chapel in Ravenna (fig. 18) where
Christ is depicted in military attire (Christus miles), with a long cross
resting on his shoulder, trampling a snake and a lion.138 In both cases,
as with depictions of military saints, the reference to military symbol-
ism was intended to underline the victory of God over evil and the
triumph of Christianity over the forces of hell. The problem of the
re-use of ancient religious military motifs in Christian symbolism goes
beyond the limits of the present work and requires separate studies.

HEAVENLY SUPPORTERS OF THE ARMY

The adoption of military-triumphal pictorial formulas accompanied
the process of interweaving into the hagiography of the Christian

1957, 74-9, figs. 1-3. The motif of Nike with cross that appears on 4th-C. coins derives
from depictions of the tropaion introduced on the Roman victoriatus coin-type from
the end of the 3rd C. BC, and particularly after the triumphs of Marius over the
Cimbri and Teutons (Storch 1970, 106-16). At the same time Storch believes (p.113)
that in contrast to the labarum the tropaion never served as a military standard. On
the Athenian origins, appearance and function of the tropaion in Greece and Rome see
Gansiniec 1955, 21-69, 98-103, 114-26, figs. 27-38. The development of the trium-
phal symbolism of the tropaeum crucis was undoubtedly influenced by John Chrysos-
tom's Homily on the cemetery and the cross, in which after victory in war against the
devil Christ hangs up the devil's weapons (death and blasphemy) on a cross, so that
they can be seen by heavenly forces, humans, as well defeated demons. This image is
compared to the tropaion on which a victorious ruler after a difficult battle hangs up
the armour, shields and weapons of a defeated tyrant and his troops, see De coemeterio
et de truce, MPG, 49:398: Hokk&, (pilot, do tiponatov e%Et 'rfl; viicr1S t& Gvµ(3oka ti&
Aacpvpa xpeµatiat avw tcp' 6tIMkob eni'coo Gtiavpov. KaOanep y&p (3aatXcv yevvaio;
C 'gov vtxi a xaXEnwia'cov, tiov 96paxa xai'crly &GnnSa xai tia on?,a tiov'cvpavvov

xai Gtipuncotov 'cwv r`ltiniOevcwv e(p' vVrlXov tiov tiponaiov tiiOrlGty ovtiw xai
o Xp1G'co; 'toy noXEp v vucgca; 'coy rcpos tiov Stal3okov, tia OnXa crwcot naV'ca, 'cov
66(vatov, ti1ly xaiapav txpeµaGEV e(p' i)j nXov toil GTavpov, xaeanEp kit 2ponaiov
titvo;, iva navreS do 'cponatov (3XenoGty, at avw Svvaµet;, at, ev 'tot; ovp0Cvoi5, 01 xatiw
avopwnot, of eni 'cjl yf s, avtioi of novrlpoi SaiµoveS of 1,IvEllOev'tE;.

138 The Ravenna mosaic illustrates the text of verse 13 of Psalm 90(91), see above,
n. 136; and e.g. Grabar 1936, 237-9; Kantorowicz 1961, 385-6, figs. 38-40; Gorecki
1980, 223-30, figs. 21-26; and Christe (1973, figs. 79-80) who also refers to other
examples of the subject, e.g. in a group of 5th-C. clay oil lamps, the Utrecht Psalter,
the Peterborough Psalter, the ivory cover of an evangeliary of the 9th C., an early
Christian relief in the cathedral baptistery in Ravenna, and also murals from Alex-
andria and Old Dongola. Additionally, Christe (47-58, figs. 73-77, 81-82) points to
the dependance of the compositional formulas of Christ with a cross on a long haft
on depictions of Romulus the Tropaiophoros and other antique subjects. On the crux
hastata in miniatures in the Utrecht and Khludov Psalters in the context of military
insignia, see Dufrenne 1973, 52-4.
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saints the mythological topos of the gods assisting one of the sides in
battle. This motif, which appears already in the Iliad,"' was reflected
in ancient Rome in the stories of Castor and Pollux fighting in the
legendary battle on Lake Regillus (dated variously to 509, 496 or 493
BC), and of Mars assisting the Roman consul Luscinius by carrying a
scaling-ladder during the storm of the camp of the Lucanians in 282
BC. 141 In the Christianized version, the miraculous participation of the
saints in battle is first described by Theodoret of Cyrrhus (c.393-c.466)
in his Church History. He mentions that the apostles John and Philip,
dressed in white and mounted on white horses, provided armed sup-
port to the troops of the emperor Theodosius I in a bloody encounter
with the Germanic leader Arbogast and the usurper Eugenius at the
River Frigidus in 394.141 According to the Miracles of St Demetrios,
the saint was seen in a white chlamys during subsequent sixth-century
sieges of Thessaloniki by the Slavs and Avars, defending the gates and
walls against the invaders. 141 Thanks to the miraculous intervention
of St Sergios, Chosroes was forced to abandon the siege of Resafa in
543.143 Constantine Porphyrogennetos describes in De Administrando
Imperio a miracle that took place during the siege of Patras (probably
in the time of Leo VI) by the combined forces of Slavs and Saracens.

139 The motif of providing assistance to one of the sides in battle appears repeat-
edly in the ILIAD (e.g. 1:146840-147871 [V], 2:42¢42 [VII], 3:683-87 [XIII], 6741-42 [XV],

4:2432-2915. [XX]), in particular during Hephaistos's duel with Skamandros (4:58342-
60386 [XXI]), and throughout book XXI when describing the struggles between the
gods who supported both factions.

140 On Mars assisting Gaius Fabricius Luscinus, consul for the years 282 and 278
BC, during the siege of the Lucanian camp (or the city of Sybaris according to earlier
sources), see AMMIAN., 4/1:148 [24.4.24].

141 MPG, 82, col. 1252: eM Sc' 1;6 SantSov xov xciµcvos op&v gSoxet Svo titv(q
Xevxctµovovvtas &vSpas e(p' inncuv oxovµevovs Xevxu)y, of Oappeiv tie exeXcuov xai
¢o Seos e el &6at xai vno tidy ew imoon2 sat xai 1=&l;at 'c' v a cpatitav El;
snixovpot yap ea.eyov &7Cs6'c&A,9at xai npoµaxot. xai o µev 'Ic06,w11v eaviov eX8yav
eivat tiov evayycXtntiljv, o Sc DUXInnov tiov &noatioXov. 2avti11v t& ov '61v ovty o
(3aalkevS o'61c eX114s 'C11S ixetieiaq, &XX& gm'G& na,eiovoq tiavtilly npoougia; npoa&pepc.
On the use of the ancient topos of supporters in battle see Walter 1989, 660; 1999,
176; 2003, 133; see also Treadgold (1997, 74-5) on the political background behind
the Germanic revolt after the death of Valentinian II in 392.

142 See above, n. 17. Memory of the saint's miraculous intervention in the city's
fate was still alive in Middle Byzantine society, as is evident from a remark by John
Kaminiates, see THEOPH. CONT., pp. 51622-5178 [22]. Meanwhile, EUST. THES. (p. 140
[127-128]) ascribes the capture of Thessaloniki by the Normans to the saint abandon-
ing the city, as seen in the vision of a certain pious man. On Demetrios's protection
over the city during the invasion of 904 and the role of his ciborium-martyrium, see
Grabar 1950, 8-13.

143 Kolia-Dermitzaki 1991, 162-3, n. 49 (with further bibliog.); Walter 2003a, 151.
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According to his account the defenders of Patras sent out a messen-
ger to the strategos of the province, with a request to come to the
town's aid or to give consent for its surrender. While the messenger
was returning to Patras with news that the strategos would not provide
a relief force his horse stumbled (thanks to the intervention of God
and the town's patron, the apostle Andrew) and the rider's lance was
lowered. This, according to an earlier arrangement, was the signal to
the besieged town that relief was coming. The defenders opened the
gates and sallied out against the enemy convinced that the strategos
was approaching with reinforcements from Corinth, achieving victory
thanks to the town's patron who accompanied them on horseback.1

Yet saints who served in the army according to early hagiographic
tradition appear comparatively late in the role of supporters of troops
in their struggles.145 The first of this group was St Theodore who,
according to Leo the Deacon, appeared on a white horse at the battle
of Dorostolon in 971 at the request of the Virgin and also assisted
John Tzimiskes in repelling a Rus' invasion led by Sviatoslav. To hon-
our the martyr the grateful emperor changed the name of the town
to Theodoropolis.146 In the subsequent accounts of Skylitzes and

144 DAI, 1:228-32 [49] `O r)tiwv, onws ti71 ticiv Hatipwv exxXr)atia of ExXaa(3ot
Sov%ety xai vnox£iGBat &caxOrvaav, ex tif>s napovat µavOav&cw ypacpfs. Cf. Turlej
(1999, 397-8) who believes the motif of a holy rider's intervention was borrowed
directly from the Old Testament (2 Macc. 11:8), and that Porphyrogennetos made
use of a local hagiographic tradition. For discussions on the date of the siege, Porphy-
rogennetos's sources and later source-descriptions of the event, see the commentary
in DAI, 2:183-84.

145 St Theodore Teron, who was supposed to have halted a Scythian raid with the
help of a cross rather than a sharp sword and helmet, is mentioned already by Gregory
of Nyssa in his Enkomion in honour of Teron, see CAVARNOS, 10/1:6115-622 (= MPG,
46:737): O&to; y&p, w5 nta'caUojiev, xai tiov nap£X6ovco5 evtct,nov 'rt1v (3ap(3aptx,nv
caXriv Exoiµtae, xai tiov cpptxWSri Smv &ypiwv EKDOthv eacrlae noXeµov, Setvov avtioIS
Enta£iaa; xai cpo[3£po'v r'iSrl [3X£nopiVot; xalt nArlataaaaty, ov xpavo5 tipiw.ocpov, ot&&
upo; £v xai npo; To'v 11Xtov &noatiX[3ov, &XX& tiov MA
navtio&vvaµov aTavpov cob Xptatiov, vnep ov xai avtioq naOwv, 'djv tiavtirjv
eicti awco. In finishing his panegyric (p. 7022-24 = col. 748) Gregory pleas for further
protection against the barbarians. But in neither of the two passages does he mention
Theodore's personal participation in any specific battle, while the plea for intercession
to Sts Peter, Paul and John the Evangelist indicates the supernatural character of his
intervention. Cf. also Walter (2003a, 45-6) who regards the reference as evidence of
the direct intervention of Theodore in battle distinguishing him from other martyrs.

146 LEO THE DEACON, pp. 15322-15416, 15721-1582 [IX 9, 12]: XEye'cat Se xai titva
XevxonwXov &v3pa cpavtjvat, npor)yeiaOai tie 'P0)µ(X10)v1 iced tio&cots 1TpotipE7E£a8at,
xwp£iv xa'L& 2(ilv EicuOwv oatit; 6ean£aiwS'c&;'Uwv SDaµev(ov Staxontiwv avvetiapaitie
cpaXayyuS. 'CobTOv (paat µljce npoti£pov tits ev ti) atpaiontScu 90)aaaaoat, o1) "T' a'Ots
µ£T& t lv goaxlly ewpaxevuv xattcot (3aanXew; avTOV &vu n9 wpwuvtios, ws Swp£ais
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Zonaras, which repeat the structure of the miracle's description after
Leo's relation, the city renamed as Theodoropolis refers to Euchaita in
Asia Minor or to the neighbouring town of Euchaneia, and accompa-
nied the emperor's funding of a new church in this place dedicated to
Theodore. 14' Nevertheless, Henri Gregoire points out an earlier version
of the tale contained in the `Life of St Basil the Younger', concerning
40,000 Greeks led by Theodore and other imperial strategoi against
Igor's expedition to Paphlagonia in 941, which he sees as a source
for The Russian Primary Chronicle.141 In his opinion Nestor, by listing

6ma ie)C, cpO ocppovffGarco, Kai &µoi(3cLi; EKatit tiwv novcov aµeiyratio. &U, ovx EbpEth
g'Covµeyo;. EyievOev avaµcpiXcKtioq bmovota 1)7CotipExE1 tiov jtyav Ev µaptivan Oc0, 6wpov
civat, ov napa 'LOVC, aywVaS o [3aata£'US 6vµµaxov mapIGtiaGeaL, PDeGeat
tie Kai (70) cw avvaµa navtii ti(u Gtipa1 evµatit. cpaai Be Kai tiotovtiOV 'Cl avµ(3flvat mapa
ti1Iv mpo tiTi; µ&xii; eanepav. Ev Bvcavtiup napOEvos tiwv ' wre etµevwv Oew Ka0' iimap
op9V EBOKE1'1iv 9EOtoKOV, vmo ti1VWV cpXoyoet&ov 60p1)cp0p01)µEV11V av6pwv, cpavat tie
npo; avtiovs aKaXEaatie 611 µot tiov µaptivpa Oeo&wpov» mapavtiixa Be mapaxeiivat
yevVcuov av8pa Kai veavuxov, EvonXov. EinEtV 2E npo; x&tOv 'C11v OEOtioxov. oo Gos
papa 'To Aopvco? ov 'IwavvTl5, KUp Oe0Bwpe, EKV9a1S µaxoµevos, &ptit neptatutcIl at
SEtvw;. aXX' El; ti11v EKeivov atE1)aoV (3o1iOetaV. ei yap µ1i npocpOaoilS, Ei5 Kiv8vvov
autcp TEXE `PVv11act 'Ca npayµatia».[...] 'Icoavvlis Se o ainoxpatop, EV ttcnupaty o?ots
µ1jsi '171V walKiiv mavomXiav xatiaywvtaaµevo;, (ws cpOaaa; 6 Xoyos Kai
tIV MvaLaV 'Pwµaiolq avaawGaµevoS, To 2E Aopvatiokov Oeo&wpovmo? uv Em' ovoµatit
tiov GtipatilgXatiov Kai µaptiupos Oeo&wpov gvcovoµaaaS.... See also Markovic 1995,
595. On Sviatoslav's campaign see Treadgold 1997, 508-9.

147 SKYLITZES, pp. 308'°-30933 [17]; ZONARAS, 3:5332-53413 [XVII 3/7-19]. Both
chroniclers' accounts may be dependent on a tale of the vision of a matron who spot-
ted Theodore on horseback fighting off a barbarian attack on Euchaita; the tale was
a component of the Miracles dated to the 8th or 10th C. [BHG 1764], see Delehaye
1909, 196-8; Walter 2003a, 47-8. Cf. Walter (1983, 5) who only gives information
on Skylitzes' account, which he erroneously also extends to Leo the Deacon's rela-
tion. Cf. also Walter (1999, 176) who comes to a false conclusion on the basis of Leo
the Deacon's reference on the spread of the cult of Theodore Stratelates, who was
venerated in Euchaneia, which Leo had not yet mentioned. Cf. also Delehaye (1909,
12) who incorrectly believes that Euchaneia is a corrupt form of the name Euchaita.
This problem is clarified by Oikonomides (1986, 329-30) who links Euchaita with the
person of Teron, while Euchaneia (currently corum) which lies slightly to its north,
on the basis of source references is seen as the supposed burial site of Stratelates. See
also in the context of Delehaye's errors-Walter 1999, 184; and Walter 2003a, 56-8
(recording the last appearance of the bishops of both places at a synod in Constanti-
nople on 11 July 1173).

141 On Basil the Younger and his Life, see A. Kazhdan, `Basil the Younger" in
ODB, 1:270-1. Gregoire (1938, 292-3) gives the Greek text of a legend rediscovered
by Veselovskij; see also his polemic (295-300) with F. Dolger, who behind Theodore
sees the historical figure of one of the commanders of Romanos I Lekapenos. Gregoire
believes that one of the authors of the victory over Igor, protovestiarios Theophanes
who was banished and condemned to infamy in 946, was replaced in legend by a
certain Theodore venerated in the Constantinopolitan quarter of Sporakios (distorted
in the text of the legend to Sphongarios). The choice itself was supposedly dictated by
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`Theodore Stratelates of Thrace' among the imperial commanders, 141
more or less consciously made a link to the hagiographic reference. If
we accept Gregoire's hypothesis, the saint's supposed Thracian `origins'
arouse some concern, since his cult in this region is first mentioned
in the context of Sviatoslav's invasion, and only developed in the sec-
ond half of the twelfth century, and was probably connected with the
translation of the relics of St Theodore (undoubtedly Stratelates) to
Serres from Euchaneia or Euchaita, which was then under threat from
Turkish raids."' On the other hand, if we recognize the reference in
the Life of Basil as primary in relation to Leo's account, one might see
in it, as with the example of Demetrios of Thessaloniki and the apostle
Andrew defending Patras, a mechanism for the intervention of the
local saint-defending his home region of Euchaita against the Rus'
who were looting Paphlagonia.151

In the same period George and Demetrios join the circle of patrons
of the Byzantine army who intervene in battle. According to a later
account by Nikephoros Gregoras, these saints together with the sec-
ond Theodore and the archangel Michael, were said to have supported
the troops of Nikephoros Phokas besieging Arab-held Kandia on
Crete in 961.152 In turn, when describing the siege of Thessaloniki by
Bulgarian rebels under Peter Delyan (September 1040) Skylitzes men-

the repelling of the Rus' attack on 8th June, the saint's feast day. On the special care
extended by Theodore Teron over the capital see AS Novembris, 4:828. Bibliographical
information concerning Gregoire's earlier views on this problem and his discussions
with Dolger are published by Walter 1999, 176, n. 56.

149 See NESTOR, p. 19 (= TROITSKA LET., p. 73): Oe?opb )Ke CTpaTwiaTb Cb
OpaKL1. .

11o Against the identification of Theodore, whose relics were moved to Serres, with
Theodore Teron is the reference in MAUROpous, p. 127 [BHG 1770], stating that his
relics that had been laid up in Euchaita were finally distributed among the faithful. On
the cult of St Theodore as patron of the episcopal see of Serres see Papageorgiou 1894;
whereas Orlandos (1940, 5/2:153-66) discussing the dedication of the metropolitan
church does not state with certainty whether Theodore acted as its patron in the early
period. The patronymic function of this saint is also indicated by the numerous seals of
the bishops of Serres bearing St Theodore's image (Laurent 1963, vol. 5/1, nos. 777-79;
Seals DO, vol. 1, no. 42.4). The oldest of these, from 1059-75, belonged to the metro-
politan Theodore, but in view of his name, one cannot be sure that the image refers to
the owner or the bishopric. Another Thracian centre of the cult of Theodore Teron was
Bathys Ryax near Rhegion (currently Kiigiik cekmece; see below n. 102 on p. 150).

111 According to NESTOR, p. 18, after a failed attempt to capture Constantinople,
Igor ordered his forces towards Asia Minor and devastated Pontos as far as Herakleia,
Paphlagonia and the vicinity of Nikomedia; on the historical background see Tread-
gold 1997, 484.

112 Walter 2003a, 133 and n. 157.
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tions that the troops defending the town prayed throughout the night
at the grave of Demetrios, and after smearing themselves with myron,
marched off to battle. Afterwards, Bulgarians captured in the action
reported seeing a youth on horseback leading the Greek army.153

In the eleventh century apparitions of the warrior saints-espe-
cially George, Theodore and Demetrios-manifest themselves to the
Byzantines, as well as to members of other Christian armies of nations
that were in close contact with Byzantine culture. The Byzantine ori-
gins of this phenomenon is suggested by the recurring motif of a
white steed carrying the saint, who leads the army into battle. 114 In
Byzantium the motif of a warrior saint appearing miraculously to sup-
port his devotees in battle continues to occur until' the late Middle
Ages.'55 Another topos that had been popular in the first centuries of
Byzantium is revived at this time, namely the slaying of a godless ruler

'ss SKYLITZES, pp. 413"-41424 (27) (=KEDRENOS, 2:532); see also Walter 2003a, 82,
n. 57.

'14 Borsook (1990, 10) cites a legend of St George appearing to the Sicilian Normans
during the battle at Cerami in 1063, and Pierre Tudebode's well-known account of the
siege of Antioch by Kerbogha in 1098, which was broken after the Crusaders sallied out
to attack led by Sts George, Demetrios and Merkourios (see also e.g. Lazarev 1970, 73,
n. 88; Markovic 1995, 586). George also appeared on a white steed to the participants
of the First Crusade during the siege of Jerusalem, according to the Historia.rerum in
partibus transmarinis gestarum by WILLIAM OF TYRE, p. 407 [VIII 16]. The support
given to the Georgians during their fights against the Persians by St George mounted
on a white steed is mentioned by the katholikos Bessarion (Myslivec 1934, 365); on
Stefan Nemanja's liberation by St George and the assistance of his troops in battle, see
Markovic 1995, 601. George is also said to have aided Alexander Nevski (1236-63) in
battles against the Swedes (1240) and the Teutonic Knights (1242). The miraculous
intervention of the saints could also be directed against the Byzantines. NESTOR (p. 12)
writes that during the expedition against Constantinople in 907 Oleg refused to accept
poisoned food, and as a result the Greeks recognized him as St Demetrios, sent by
God. CHONIATES mentions (p. 19094-1918) a certain Mavropoulaos, who while praying
before an icon of the Virgin heard a disembodied voice predicting Manuel I's defeat
at Myriokephalon (1176), saying that neither George nor Theodore could help him. In
Ethiopian legends St George intervenes on the Christian side dozens of times (Walter
2003a, 121, 133-4). Ovcharov (2003, 33-5) relates a Bulgarian version of a legend in
which George intervenes in the war of Tsar Samuel against the Hungarians.

155 See Walter (1989, 660; 1999, 176-7 and n. 58; 2003, 64); Markovic (1995, 586,
n. 147); and Schreiner (1997, 91); all three authors discuss the references by Theodore
Pediasimos [BHG 1773] to the assistance provided by the two St Theodores to Theo-
dore II Laskaris (1254-58) at the battle of Melnik, and by Nikephoros Gregoras on
the similar intervention of George (during the years 1282-1328). Gerstel (2001, 267)
points out that the special reverence which the Crusaders occupying the Peloponnese
had for St George may have been the result of his miraculous intervention during the
battle of Prinitza (1263), where according to the Chronicle of the Morea he appeared
on a white steed to assist the Franks.
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by a warrior saint. The assassination of the Bulgarian tsar Kaloyan
while he was besieging Thessaloniki in 1207 was attributed to the
miraculous intervention of St Demetrios.156

THE IMPERIAL COHORT

As is evident from the above examples, warrior saints appear in the
guise of supporters of the army only relatively late, from the tenth
century, and their number is normally restricted to barely a handful
of the most popular saints-Theodore, George and Demetrios, the last
of whom, of course, was not initially a soldier. Added to this circle at
this time is the second of the Theodores-Stratelates ('the general').157
This group was gradually expanded to include Prokopios, Eustathios,
Nestor and Merkourios from the tenth century onwards."' Often

156 See e.g. Walter 1973, 166; 2003, 87-8. The subject of Demetrios killing Kaloyan
is examined by Theotoka 1955, 477-83. The spearing by Demetrios of a ruler hated
by his own subjects attained special popularity in Bulgaria, probably as an expression
of the condemnation of Kaloyan's policies. On the care extended over Thessaloniki by
St Demetrios in the 12th-15th centuries see Vasiliev 1950, 36-9; Macrides 1990, 194-7.

157 Sts George, Demetrios and both Theodores are listed as supporting Digenis
Akritas in the fight against the Arabs immediately after Christ, the Virgin and the
archangels in the Grottaferrata version of DIG. An. p. 411-15 [I]:

OEOScupwv tie tiwv iravcv6o4oti 'rwv,
tiov atiputi A&rov xai cob iipwvo; &ga,
tiov noXvc9Xov yevvaiov Fewpyiov,
xai 6avgutovpyov xai gaptivpwv
evSol oti&Tov Aijn tipiov,

Delehaye (1909, 9) and Curta (1995, 110) list the Theodores, George, Prokopios and
Demetrios, and conditionally also Merkourios, among the group of `great' warrior
saints. This selection is also accepted by Walter 2003a.

15a Images of both Theodores, George and Eustathios, sometimes Merkourios and
also the martyrs Demetrios and Prokopios (who are more often depicted unarmed,
in long cloaks) appear in the company of Arethas and Eustathios on the wings of a
group of 10th-C. ivory triptychs: the Borradaile triptych in the British Museum (mid-
10th C.); the Harbaville triptych in the Louvre; a mid-10th C.-early 11th C. triptych
in the Vatican Library; a triptych from the private Ludlow collection in London (only
Theodore and George?) (3rd quarter of 10th C.); Forty Martyrs of Sebaste triptych in
the Hermitage (10th/11th C.; from the Shuvalov collection); an ivory triptych in the
University Museum, Tbilisi (early 11th C.); and another (end of 10th-beginning of
11th C.) in the Museum of the Palazzo Venezia in Rome, where only Theodore Strate-
lates and Eustathios hold swords in their hands, see Goldschmidt/Weitzmann 1979,
vol. 2, nos. 9, 31a-f, 32ab, 38, 78, 195 (= Bank 1966, figs. 126, 130-131; Glory of Byz-
antium, no. 79-80; Byzantium, no. 153); Walter (2003a, 96-7, 167-9, figs. 46-47), who
points out the exceptional nature of the mechanism of adding Eustathios to the circle
of leading military saints on ivory triptychs, which is linked with the disappearance of
scenes depicting his vision and conversion. On the triptych from the Palazzo Venezia,
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arranged together along with George, Demetrius and the Theodores,
normally on the wall adjoining the entrance to the church, they form
a sort of parade detachment. Similarly, the groups of megalomartyrs
seen on the wings of ivory triptychs are often interpreted in relation to
Christ who appears on the central field (normally seated on a throne
in a Deesis scene) as the heavenly equivalent of a palace guard sur-
rounding the enthroned emperor.151

While the members of this group enjoyed unrivalled popularity
in the Middle Byzantine period, others who had joined the circle of
soldier-martyrs in the sixth century, such as Sergios and Bakchos,
Niketas, Orestes and James the Persian, appear in military attire only
sporadically.16o Certain of the saints with military origins are hardly

see Cutler 1994, 157, fig. 176; also more broadly Oikonomides 1995, 69-77; and Kan-
torowicz 1942, 74-5. Several steatite panels with depictions of the Theodores, George
and Demetrios are published by Kalavrezou-Maxeiner (1985, vol. 2, figs. 5-11, 15-16,
21, 24a-29). These saints also appear most frequently on church decoration (e.g. on
mosaics in Sicilian cathedrals, see Borsook 1990, figs. 9, 35-36, 95). Evidence for the
popularity of the custom of depicting George and the Theodores are the numerous
Georgian pre-altar crosses and small items of decorative metalwork adorned with
their images, both on horseback and on foot (Tschubinaschvili 1959, figs. 36-42,
45-47, 131, 151, 156, 162-166, 178-197, 206, 215-217, 226, 248-256, 284-285, 288,
303-306, 343-344, 348, 352-353, 358-359, 402-403, 406-411, 470; although most of
them show the country's patron, George). The conversion of St Eustathios appears
chiefly as an illustration of Psalm 96(97) in psalters with marginal decoration (see
above, n. 86). Markovic (1995, 593) also notices the popularity in art of this group of
warrior saints. In turn Walter (2003, 292) sees a correlation between the growth in
popularity of the holy strategoi in art and their function as defenders of the Empire
expressed many times in DE CER.

159 See e.g. Kantorowicz 1942, 74; A. Chatzinikolaou, "Heflige" in RbK, 2 (1971):
1052-3; Gorecki 1980, 232; Parani 2003, 282-3; Walter 2003a, 275-6, figs. 44-46.
Meanwhile, Parani has drawn attention (2003, 153-4) to the unusual nature of the
depiction of the Forty Martyrs of Sebaste on the wall in the naos of the Great Pigeon
House church in gavu§in. She also notes that in the apse, next to the group, is a
painting of Nikephoros Phokas (exceptionally wearing military equipment) together
with his family, which allows the group to be interpreted as a heavenly guard for this
emperor whose family hailed from Cappadocia. In turn, Walter (2003a, 174-6, 282-3,
figs. 69a-e) identifies the Forty Martyrs together with St Hieron and the archangel
Michael as the symbolic protectors of John I Tzimiskes and the Armenian commander
Melias, who are both painted on horseback on the same (north) wall, as representing
the worldly army of Nikephoros Phokas.

160 E.g. Orestes with Sergios and Bakchos in the narthex cupola of Nea Mone on
Chios; Sergios and Bakchos in the narthex of the katholikon of Daphni monastery
near Athens (see above, n. 25 on p. 9); James the Persian appears for example on a
Cypriot icon from the end of the 12th C. (R.W. Corrie, "Icon with the Virgin and
Child (front) and Saint James the Persian (back)" in Glory of Byzantium, no. 75, pp.
127-8; Corrie also cites the findings of Delehaye who uncovered the name James in
only three places on Cyprus, while George appears in 67). On St James the Persian see
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ever depicted in martial attire, for example the forty soldiers of Sebaste
who were martyred as a group. 16' Although the method of their depic-
tion can be explained as the artists' attempt to reflect the circumstances
of their death, a similar phenomenon also occurs in representations of
martyrdoms of the most popular warriors, such as St George,161 and
we cannot use it to fully explain why certain of the military saints are
represented with military attributes.l63

also G.K. Kaster, "Jakobus Intercisus (der Zerschnittene) von Persien" in LCI, 7:42-4;
on Orestes, a member of the group of five martyrs from Sebaste, see Walter 2003a,
219-21; while on the cult of Niketas see Synaxarium CPL, 45-6; Janin 1969, 267; Wal-
ter 2003a, 231-3; and Markovic (1995, 593 and n. 208), who notes that he first appears
in military attire towards the end of the 11th C. on seals and in Cappadocian painting.
On the adaptation of the cult of Sergios as a military saint in the Crusader states, see
Hunt 1991, 104-6. Sergios and Bakchos are always shown in court garments on Cap-
padocian church murals of the early-10th-C. to 13th-C. (Walter 2003a, 155-7).

161 Usually the Forty Martyrs are depicted in accordance with their Passio, standing
half-naked in the lake in which they froze to death, as for example on a 10th/11th-C.
ivory triptych in the Hermitage (Cutler 1994, figs. 28; Bank 1966, figs. 126-8). The ear-
liest sources on their martyrdom are their Testament [BHG 1201] and Basil the Great's
homily De XL martiribus (MPG, 31:508-40). Gregory of Nyssa and Ephrem the Syrian
expanded the tale by locating the event in Pontic Sebasteia [BHG 1201-1208n]. Basil
and Gregory's texts differ from the Testament, for example, in describing the military
status of the Forty-according to Gregory they were soldiers of legio XII Fulminata
(Walter 2003a, 170-3). Exceptional redactions of the subject appear in two Cappa-
docian churches: the first at cavu§in, in the so-called Great Pigeon House (painted
during the reign of Nikephoros Phokas), where ten of the martyrs are depicted in
military attire, the second on the vaults of the chapel in Sovis (1216-17) where they
are dressed in long cloaks (Restle 1967, vol. 3, figs. 310, 325, 421-422; Walter 2003a,
174-5). For more on the subject see Gavrilovic 1981, Demus 1960, 96-109; Janin
1935, 65-6; Janin 1969, 482-3 (on the earliest Constantinopolitan church dedicated
to them-according to CHPASCH, 1:59016-18-founded in 451). Numerous examples of
the subject and a basic bibliographic list are published by A. Chatzinikolaou, "Heilige"
in RbK, 2 (1971): 1059-61.

162 The most extensive treatment on the martyrdom cycles of St George, where he
generally appears in a white chlamys but without any clear signs of a military func-
tion, is given by Mark-Weiner 1977, passim (with illustrations); see also Krumbacher
1911, 285-95; Privalova 1977, 121-41; Maguire 1996, 186-93; and Walter 2003a,
134-8. Walter points out that warrior saints in martyrdom scenes should indeed be
depicted in `civilian' garments, as a logical consequence of their degradation (when
they were stripped of their arms), as described in their Passio. In contrast, when
George is depicted in scenes illustrating miracles performed during his lifetime or
posthumously, he is usually in military garb (such scenes are discussed on the basis of
Georgian depictions by Privalova 1977, 70-120).

163 The custom of depicting warrior saints in the clothes of `civilian' martyrs never
disappeared from Byzantine art, and many such depictions can be found throughout
the Middle Byzantine period (see Delehaye 1909, 5, who describes them as dressed
as `dignitaries of the imperial court'), similarly in Rus' see e.g. Lazarev 1970, 71-2;
who, however, notes erroneously that the process of the martyrs' militarization in
Byzantium began only after Iconoclasm. This error is repeated by Ovcarov 1991, 128;
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The concept of a `soldier of Christ', used for the first time in the
Second Letter of St Paul to Timothy, and employed in reference to
martyrs in the writings of the Church Fathers, also starts to be used
from the tenth century in reference to a limited group of warriors. 114
Evidently the process of development of the cultural picture of this
category of saints did not finish in the early period and continued in
the years after Iconoclasm. The question should therefore be asked,
which mechanisms influenced the final form of the cult of the warrior
saint in the Eastern Empire and in the entire Orthodox Church?

From local cult to nationwide image of the patron warrior saint

Eis tiov "Aytov A gA uptov.

OE66axovixt15 npoµos tatiaiat iv 060,01g.
05 5 aomXos vtxa, mw5 o'tav oitXct Xc43ot;
Ovx oitA,otS xpatiewv ao(iq' itpoµoS btXeio µaptiuS,
apxpotiepto; &µ16v(j)v, Oc; (p8ovov Fit; aveµoUS.tes

The most straightforward explanation for the popularity in post-
Iconoclastic art of the warrior saints who make up the group of `great
martyrs' would seem to be whether their cults had a national or
local character. This may also explain why other warrior saints were
relegated to a more distant stage. In the early period this was related
to the place where the saint's relics were kept, as in the case of the

see also e.g. Grabar 1954, figs. 25, 36 (pendant with Sts Sergios and Bakchos); Walter
2003a, 176.

" 2 Tim. 2:3: cn yxaxon&NGOV 605 xaAos GipatiuutiiS Xptatiov 'I wov; and later,
e.g. Gregory of Nyssa in his Enkomion to the XL Martyrs, see CAVARNOS, p. 1493-4
(= MPG, 46:761): Gtipatitwtiat Xptacov, rov &yioi nvevµatioq onxitiat; cf. also Walter
1983, 4; 1989, 662; 2003a, 31 and n. 89 (with bibliog.); who regards LACTANTIUS'
employment of the phrase miles Christi (p. 3522) in reference to his friend Donatus as
the earliest use of the term. The term stratelatai appears to be first used in reference
to the martyr saints by Constantine Porphyrogennetos in DE CER., p. 48113 [I App.]:
tiov &yiwv gaptivpwv tiov Gtipa'nlXatiwv, when listing them alongside the Saviour, Mary
and the angels as emblems of the droungarios tes Viglis.

165 GEOMETRES, 218, 222 [LXII-LXIII] (= Anecdota Graeca e codd. manuscriptis
Bibliothecae Regiae Parisiensis, ed. J.A. Cramer STP., vol. 4 Excerpta philologica pt. 2,
Oxonii 1841; MPG, 106:927); for a translation see Maguire 1996, 118.

To St Demetrios
The chief of Thessaloniki stands here armed.
But he conquers without arms; how can that be when he takes up arms?
It is not by conquering with arms that the martyr was chief of wisdom.
But defending with both, scatter envy to the winds.
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sanctuaries of St Menas in Abu Mina,I66 and of Sts Sergios and Bakchos
in Resafa.161 From the turn of the fifth and sixth centuries, however,
its scope quickly begins to expand, as is clearly evident in the case of
newly founded churches.

Besides popular religiosity, an important role in initiating and
spreading the veneration of the military martyrs was (as with other
saints) played by imperial patronage. Examples can already be found
in the pre-Iconoclastic era. The earliest military saint to receive special
imperial favour was George, in the mid-fifth century. The first imperial
foundation linked with St George is thought to be a chapel dedicated
to him in the hospice at Sheik Badr to the west of Jerusalem, which was
erected at the request of the empress Eudoxia. Justinian I continued
this activity by rebuilding George's martyrion in Lydda (which prob-
ably dates from the turn of the fourth and fifth centuries), and this
appears to have led to an increase in pilgrim traffic to the site; the same
ruler also propagated George's cult along the Empire's eastern frontiers
by funding new churches dedicated to the saint.168 When Lydda came
under threat, Heraclius transferred George's remains to Constantinople.
We can assume that some of these relics reposed in the monastery of

166 See above, n. 12.
167 When describing the military operations of Chosroes II against Maurice, SIMO-

CATTA (p. 18823-1895, 21326-2162 [V 1/7-8, 14/1-11]) mentions that on 7 January
591 he worshipped Sergios in Resafa and offered rich gifts in the sanctuary, a gesture
probably intended to unite the nomadic tribes, among whom the saint enjoyed great
popularity. The local character of the cult of Sergios in Syria is also mentioned by
Theodoret of Cyrrhus (Walter 1995, 307). For more on the development of the cult of
Sergios and Bakchos on the Hauran plain, in Syria and Iran, as well as the reverence
afforded to Sergios by Chosroes see Key Fowden 1999, 101-29, 133-41.

168 These churches included one built at Bizanna in Armenia (currently Beseam
near Erzurum) and others at different sites. On early imperial foundations see Howell
1969, 126; Delehaye 1909, 48-50, who discusses the oldest churches dedicated to
George and the process of the spread of churches dedicated him. On the other hand
the ban on veneration of St George issued in 494 by Pope Gelasius and a synod of 72
bishops did not have a significant influence on his popularity (WALLIS BUDGE, p. 14:
Quis ita esse catholicorum dubitet, et majora eos (martyres) in agonibus fuisse perpes-
sos, nec suis viribus, sed Gratia Dei, et adjutorio, universa tolerasset? Sed ideo secundum
antiquam consuetudinem, singulari cautela, in Sancta Romana Ecclesia non leguntur,
quia et eorum, qui conscripsere, nomina penitus ignorantur, et ab infidelibus aut idiotis
superflua, aut minus apta, quam rei ordo fuerit, scripta esse putantur, sicut cujusdam
Cyrici et Julitae, sicut Georgii, aliorumque, hujus modi passiones, quae ab haereticis
perhibentur compositae, propter quod (ut dictum est) ne vel levis subsannandi oriretur
occasio, in Sancta Romana Ecclesia non leguntur. Nos tamen cum praedicta Ecclesia
omnes martyres, et eorum gloriosos agones, qui Deo magis quam hominibus noti sunt,
omni devotione veneramur.) See also Walter 2003a, 111-14 (on Gelasius's ban and the
spread of the cult of the saint).
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St George at the palace in Mangana, while the remainder were depos-
ited in his sanctuary, which had been founded earlier by the emperor
Maurice, near the Adrianople gate.169

Various emperors took similar steps to consolidate the cults of the
other military saints. In 484, on the emperor Zeno's initiative, the
basilica over St Prokopios's grave in Caesarea was restored, and by
the sixth century a sanctuary of this saint existed in Scythopolis.l7o
In turn the town of Euchaita which contained the martyrium of St
Theodore was favoured by Anastasius I (491-518). `Happily inspired by
the Martyr', who is called `athlete of Christ, resident of the heavens-
protecting the town of Theodore', Anastasius surrounded Euchaita
with a wall and promoted it to an episcopal see, placing Bishop Mamas
upon it.171 In the capital, meanwhile, a church dedicated to Prokopios
had been founded by patrikios Sphorakios, who held the title of con-
sul in 452, as a votum for his rescue from a fire, as related in the
synaxarion of Constantinople. The church was later renovated by the
emperor Justin I (518-527).172 The popularity of churches dedicated

169 The presence of relics of George in Lydda is confirmed in sources dating from
514/515, although Nikomedia also boasted holding some, and also claimed the title
of being his home town (Delehaye 1909, 70-1; Walter 1995, 314). ANTONY states
(col. 35, 41 [105-06, 127-28]) that he saw in St George's Church in Mangana the top
of George's skull and the hand of Prokopios, and also his relics in another church
dedicated to him, resting together with the body of St Theodore of Sykeon; see also
Walter 1995, 315; Walter 2003a, 117; C. Mango & A.-M. Talbot, "Mangana" in ODB,
2:1283-84 (the later rebuilding of the monastery in Mangana by Constantine Mono-
machos (1042-55) is mentioned by PSELLOS, 2:55-8 [VI 185-87]). On the sanctuary
in Mangana and its importance both in the pre-1204 period and in the Late Byzantine
era, see also Janin 1934, 169-78; 1969, 70-6. One can assume that the choice of a
holy warrior as the dedicatory saint of the monastery was related to the armamenton
located by the palace (see above, n. 9 on p. 20).

171 Delehaye (1909, 78), who also cites an account by the Anonymous Pilgrim of
Piacenza: Deinde veni Caesarea Philippi, quae turris Stratonis quae et Caesarea Palaes-
tinis vocatur, in qua requiescit sanctus Pamphilus, sanctus Procopius. Gabelic (2005,
531) also mentions the sanctuaries dedicated to Prokopios in Gerasa and Antioch.
On the earliest Constantinopolitan church of St Prokopios, which was restored by
Belisarius's wife Antonina in 565, see Janin 1969, 443.

171 Information on both foundations comes from two stone inscriptions discussed
by Mango/Sevicenko (1972, 379-84 figs. 2, 3), who date the fortifications to between
515 (invasion of Anatolia by a Hunnic people, the Sabiri) and 518 (death of the
emperor). In particular see the tables on p. 380: KAI TO KAAAION ENHNEYEOEIE
IIAPA TOY MAPTYPOE EYIPEI TO IIOAIEMATEI TEIXOE and on p. 383: 0
TOY X(PIETO)Y AOAHTHE KAI TON EIIOYPANIIZN IIOAITHE.

172 See Synaxarium CPL, 197; Walter 1995, 310; Janin 1935, 56-9. On the founding
of a church of Theodore in the Constantinopolitan quarter of Karbounaria by Leo I
(457-74), and in the Rhesion quarter by Justin 1 (517-26) see below, n. 212.
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to Theodore is confirmed in source references to such eastern towns
as Gerasa, Amaseia (the foundation of a certain Anastasius, per-
haps the emperor of that name), Edessa, and Jerusalem.173 The next
Constantinopolitan church of Theodore was restored by Justinian I,
who supported the sanctuary of Sergios and Bakchos in Resafa with
cash donations, and also founded a church dedicated to Sergios and
Bakchos in Constantinople before 536. Also erected on Justinian's ini-
tiative was a chapel dedicated to a pair of Syrian martyrs in Phoenician
Ptolemais, and a cistern (or well) in the monastery of St Sergios on the
Kisseron Hill in Palestine.174 Finally, Theodore of Stoudios and Antony
of Novgorod mention the relics of St Niketas which were laid up in the
church of St Romanos, located by the gate also dedicated to Romanos
(currently Top-Kapusi), and also a gate dedicated to Niketas.175

Elizabeth Key Fowden sees the successive emperors' promotion of
the cult of the military saints along the eastern frontier in the fifth and
sixth centuries as an attempt to secure their supernatural protection
over these lands, which were threatened by attack from Zoroastrian
Persia.176 Despite such activities, not all martyrs whose cult had been
popularized in the fifth and sixth centuries entered the group of the
most popular of the military saints in the era after Iconoclasm; mean-
while it is also possible to find in the group those who did not enjoy
special popularity in the early period. An example of such a promo-
tion is St Merkourios, whose cult in the earlier period had a local
character and was confined to Coptic Egypt, where there were at least
thirty churches dedicated to him.177 It can therefore be assumed that

13 Early churches dedicated to Theodore and sources relating to them are discussed
by Delehaye (1909, 12-14), who also cites (p. 13 and n. 1) Procopius's information on
Theodoropolis on the Danube. See also Janin 1975, passim.

174 On the basis of references in Procopius's On Buildings-see Key Fowden (1999,
130-3, esp. n. 4, where she also collects later source information on the dedication of
Constantinople's churches); Janin 1969, 451-5.

175 ANTONY, cols. 40-1 (124-6; see also n. 164 on the location and identification of
the gate, and n. 165 with other references on the relics of Niketas preserved there).

176 Key Fowden (1999, 133) who like Howell (1969, 126, in the case of St George)
sees in Justinian's expansion of the cult of the military saints attempts to establish
Orthodox Christianity in an area dominated by Nestorians.

17 Aside from references to the veneration of Merkourios in Caesarea and Egypt
there are no signs of his cult prior to the 10th C., see Delehaye (1909, 91), who also
rules out the identification of Mercurius venerated since the Middle Ages in Benevento
with the saint of this name revered in Byzantium. On the cult of the latter, which
spread gradually in Cappadocia see Walter 2003a, 102-3.
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the marking out of a group of warrior saints whose cult acquired a
national dimension took place later.

Alexander Webster believes that the development of a new category
of chosen saints who enjoyed a widespread cult was the effect of the
rise to power of the landowner families of Asia Minor, who saw the
holy `knights' as patrons similar to them in both profession and life-
style. The growth in the popularity of George, both Theodores and
Demetrios among the military aristocracy (especially of Anatolia),
which flourished as a result of legislative changes introduced by the
Macedonian dynasty in the first half of the tenth century,17' is attested
by the numerous images from this period on the seals of this social
group.179 Webster's assumption would clarify how the restriction of the
group of military saints took place as a result of the Byzantine landed

178 On the creation and structure of the military aristocracy in the context of army
service and state fiscal policy, see Haldon (1993a, 17-19, 27-40), who discusses both
source and hagiographic evidence, as well as the synthetic views of other scholars; see
also e.g. DE CER., pp. 69415-6969; and Morris 1976. It is worth pointing out that the
development of this social class and the growth in popularity of this group of military
saints were cotemporaneous.

179 See Webster 1980. The thesis on the influence of the military aristocracy on
the popularization of the image of the soldier-saint is not new and was already being
propagated in a narrower form by Kondakov (who saw the influence of the Byzantine
army's cavalry formations on the iconography of the military saints) and by Lazarev
(1970, 74-9 and n. 100), although his argument contains much false data. Various
military saints appear on the military aristocracy's seals in the 6th/7th C., e.g. Epipha-
nius (Zacos, vol. 1/1, no. 1283 a, b, c); but from the 9th C. the most popular are
George, the Theodores and Demetrios, while Eustathios and Niketas also occasionally
make an appearance, see e.g. Seals DO, vol. 1, nos. 1.13-16, 1.18, 1.21, 12.5-6, 13.1,
26.1, 29.1, 29.2, 29.4, 36a.1, 44.1-2, 67.1; vol. 2, nos. 59.3, 42.4, 41.6, 40.24, 40.21, 25.4,
12.3, 8.19, 7.1, and also the seals of state officials: Laurent 1981, vol. 2/1, nos. 199, 848,
869, 908, 933-7, 941, 942, 970, 1133, 1139, 1192 (= Demetrios), 60, 92, 102, 139, 141,
153, 160, 192, 538, 597, 702, 705, 710, 778, 818, 832, 833, 863, 864, 923, 938-940, 943,
944, 968, 971, 991, 1018, 1019, 1029, 1144, 1126, 1147, 1189 (= George), 69, 1024, 1075
(= Niketas), 5, 87, 129, 246, 342, 451, 472, 609, 674, 683, 706, 855, 866, 879, 974, 1137,
1143, 1183, 1186 (= Theodore); vol. 1/3, nos. 1454-5, 1463-5, 1467, 1486-92, 2703,
2680, 2710-11 2755b; vol. 2 404, 428, 438, 447, 468, 497, 523, 633, 636, 672, 525, 526,
566, 356, 422, 423, 478, 717, 731, 733 (= Demetrios), 247 (= Eustathios), 355, 357, 362,
373, 384, 393, 394, 421, 464-467, 469-471, 472, 474, 476, 477, 481, 494, 501, 516, 540,
550, 650, 661, 691, 761, 703, 488 (= George), 642, 649, 685, 713, 737, 817 (= Niketas),
352-54, 371, 452, 480, 484, 491, 519, 520, 538, 705, 722, 723, 727, 728, 732, 738, 740,
776, 778, 786, 844, 864 (= Theodore). The problem has recently been analysed by
Cheynet 1999 (esp. 60-1) and Cotsonis 2003, 15-17, 20-5. Cf. also Alpatov's thesis
(1975, 119-20) that beside the imperial court and the landowners an important role
in popularizing the cult of St George was played by folk religiousness and culture-as
was the case also in Rus'. Among the Slav peoples, however, traces of the cult of the
warrior saints in popular piety can only be seen clearly during the Late Byzantine
period (see Jaaskinen 1981, 335-44, on the basis of the cult of St George in northern
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gentry's requirement of a limited number of patrons representing on
the basis of pars pro toto the whole category of martyrs with military
origins. Meanwhile, the mechanisms and criteria that influenced the
final selection of these rather than other saints as patrons of the army
and the gentry, would seem to be different in every case and deserves
a separate study-which, however, goes outside the framework of the
present study.

The career of St Demetrios is as a good example of a local saint who
in addition did not initially serve in a military role.180 Despite attempts
by Justinian I and Maurice to spread his cult throughout the army
by means of his relics,181 Demetrios preserved his character as a local
saint until the ninth century. He was connected to a certain degree
with Sirmium but even more so with Thessaloniki. At the beginning of
the fifth century the Roman provincial governor, Leontius, founded a
basilica dedicated to Demetrios in the centre of Thessaloniki; this was
replaced after a fire in the seventh century by the present, consider-
ably more extensive church. With time Thessaloniki became the main
centre of the cult of Demetrios.182 The spread of the cult can be linked

Russia and Finland; and Due-Fajfer 1994, 296-7, 302-7, who considers the cult and
naming of churches of St Demetrios in South-Eastern Poland).

180 The existence of numerous unsolved hagiographic questions relating to this saint
is pointed out by Walter 2003a, 67-68.

181 In the first book of Miracles (MIR DEM, pp. 897-903 [I: 5/51-53]) Bishop John
describes the emperor Maurice's request, directed to his predecessor Eusebios, for
the loan of the relics of Demetrios, which he wished to take to war with him. The
bishop refused, quoting a similar request from Justinian, which had not been ful-
filled after a party searching in the church crypt had its lights extinguished and
heard a voice warning them to cease digging since the remains of the saint must
remain in his martyrium. Nevertheless, in the hole that had been dug a miracu-
lous oil was found, which was taken to Justinian. On the myron of Demetrios as a
relic protecting soldiers who smeared themselves with it in battle and inscriptions
on enkolpia for myron, which commend combatants into the saint's protection see
Grabar 1950, 3; Walter 1973, 164-5; and 2003a, 82-3. Eustathios of Thessaloniki, in
his Laudatio in honour of Demetrios comments on the enkolpia of the martyr pro-
tecting those who wore them in battle, see MPG, 136:188: IIofloi yovv z7clxo'knla
(pepov'ccS 'cotavtia cx 'cmv µap'ctpoq, 'city exei8cv epyol5 avtcoIS £v Tjgepa
nok6got e1clyxt4oDaav eµaOov 84vaµly (see also col. 184 on the myron which gave
off a miraculous scent).

182 As late as the 12th C. in Sirmium (now Sremska Mitrovica, Serbia), despite
the destruction of the town by the Avars in 582, there existed a church dedicated to
St Demetrios which is mentioned by KINNAMOS (p. 2271-14 [V]) in reference to the
Hungarian campaign of the emperor Manuel I in 1167. The emperor took the relic of
the arm of St Prokopios which had been left there and transported it to Nis, where the
martyr was buried. On the translation of the cult of Demetrios and the foundation of
a new basilica, see Vickers (1974, 348) and Walter (2003a, 69-70, 73-76) who identify
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with two events. First, the missionary activity of Cyril and Methodius,
who both hailed from Thessaloniki, which led to the popularization of
the city's patron among the Balkan Slavs towards the end of the ninth
century. 113 Second, the transfer of his cult to Constantinople thanks to
the intercession of Leo VI. According to legend, Demetrios appeared
to Leo in a dream to assure him of his protection for himself and his
wife Theophano at a time when Leo was suspected of participating
in a plot against Basil I (867-886). After acceding to the throne, Leo
erected the first church dedicated to Demetrios in the capital within
the palace grounds, in gratitude for the favour shown to him, and also
composed three homilies in the saint's honour.184

Leontius with a praetorian prefect (c.435-41) of this name mentioned in the Codex of
Theodosius. On the church and a silver ciborium with an image of Demetrios present
in the church after it was rebuilt after a fire in 629-34, see Pallas 1979, passim.

183 Demetrios is mentioned in the Pannonian Legend only once, when Methodius,
after translating the liturgical books, gave thanks to God and the Thessalonikan saint;
nevertheless one of the canons devoted to Demetrios is attributed to Methodius, while
his disciple and continuator in the work of Christianizing the Slavs, Kliment of Ohrid
also composed an enkomion in Demetrios's honour (Due-Fajfer 1994, 296 and nn.
12-13). The creation of these works in Old Church Slavonic may have contributed to
the spread of Demetrios's cult among the Slavs. See also Obolensky (1974), who draws
attention to Demetrios's paradoxical popularity among the Slavs, since according to
his Miracles, he had defended Thessaloniki from them. He is also mentioned alongside
other eastern saints in the earliest (11th-C.) Hungarian liturgical calendar (Mticska
2001, 122 and n. 23). Cf. also Phountoukides (1999, 298-9), who assumes that Dem-
etrios's cult spread to the Balkans only in the 11th and 12th C. The same author notes
(p. 293) that Demetrios's feastday is recorded for the first time in the typikon of the
Hagia Sophia church in Constantinople in an MS of 1063.

184 The manifestation in a dream of an armed youth from Thessaloniki to Leo and
Theophano is mentioned in the Life of THEOPHANO (p. 1010-21 [15]) which was written
after her death in 895 (see also Walter 2003a, 72, n. 17); meanwhile on Leo's propaga-
tion in Constantinople of Demetrios's cult in the context of the plot on Basil I's life
see Magdalino (1990), who believes that the key role in defending the prince from
the emperor's wrath was played by the grand heteriarch Stylianos Zautsas, who hailed
from Thessaloniki. In Magdalino's opinion the motif driving Leo to plot against his
father was his conviction that he was the son of Michael III and his lover Eudoxia
Ingerina, who had fallen pregnant before her marriage to Basil I. Leo's supposed
scandalous origins are mentioned by several chroniclers, e.g. The Continuation to the
Chronicle of George the Monk in THEOPH. CONT., p. 8354-6 [33] and ZONARAS, 3:4153-1

[XVI 7/17], whereas others recognize Leo as the son (perhaps only in a legal sense) of
Basil the Macedonian (see e.g. the Life of Basil in THEOPH. CONT. p. 35311 [VI 1]), a
tradition that is probably untrustworthy, since its author, Constantine Porphyrogen-
netos, is unlikely to have wished to underline the problematical origins of his own
father. Both views still find supporters among Leo's biographers, see e.g. PBE I (Leon
25 with bibliog. on the problem) recognizing Leo as Basil's son; and see also Mango
(1973, 25-6; with a detailed analysis of the chronology of events), and Treadgold
(1997, 455). The last two authors both indicate that the emperor was convinced of the
paternity of Michael III, and reinterred him with full honours immediately after Basil's
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During the tenth and eleventh centuries it is possible to observe
a growth in Demetrios's popularity in imperial circles, as is evident
from the custom of placing him on ivory triptychs in the company of
other military saints; these include the Forty Martyrs triptych in the
Hermitage (fig. 19b),185 where he is already shown in military attire
and with weapons. Demetrios is illustrated in a similar manner on a
dedicatory miniature by the painter of the Psalter of Basil II of c. 1019
(Ven. Marcianus gr. 17; fol. 3r; fig. 24), where he again appears along-
side the most popular military saints.186 Christopher Walter notes the
presence of Demetrios in military attire on murals in the eleventh-
century rock-cut churches of Cappadocia.187 The form of Demetrios's
representation as a warrior quickly caught on, also on the seals of the
bishops of Thessaloniki, where he had previously been shown in ordi-
nary martyr's costume.188 An analysis of a larger group of images on

death (THEOPH. CONT., p. 8492-8). The homily composed by Leo at Basil's funeral
would seem to contradict this argument, but the reinterrment of Michael III ordered
shortly after his coming to power weighs in favour of Treadgold's opinion, while the
honouring of Zautsas with the title of basileopator (imperial father-in-law) argues for
Magdalino's position (Treadgold 1997, 461-3). On the palace church of St Demetrios
see Janin (1934, 331-3; 1969, 89, 91-92), although he does not rule out the foundation
of another palace church of St Demetrios `tou Devterou' already by Basil I.

'85 See above, n. 158
186 The bust of Demetrios is shown in a medallion (as on ivory triptychs) in the

company of George, the Theodores, Prokopios and Merkourios (see e.g. Sevicenko
1962, fig. 17; Walter 1978, 193 and n. 65, fig. Ila). A poem on the facing page of the
psalter lists the martyrs as the emperor's brothers in arms (see below, pp. 332-3). In
Grabar's opinion (1954, 311) the military iconographic type of Demetrios owes its
existence to the soldier-emperors, who undoubtedly should include Basil II.

187 Walter 2003a, 77: in Karaba§ kilise in the Soandos valley (1060-61); in the
church of St Theodore at Tagar (Yesiloz); in Elmah kilise and the basilica of Constan-
tine at Yenikoy (the last two examples without inscriptions that would allow certain
identification).

188 The earliest seals, dating from the 8th and early 10th C., of the metropolitans of
Thessaloniki, Peter, Plotinos, James, John and Gregory, show the bust of Demetrios-
as a martyr (see Zacos 1984, vol. 2, nos. 816, 818, 876; Laurent 1963, vol. 5/1, no. 449,
452, 453). As the earliest depiction of Demetrios in armour on the seal of a bishop
of Thessaloniki, Walter recognizes (1973, 174-5 and 2003a, 78) one belonging to the
metropolitan Romanos (after 1038); but older still are those of metropolitans Gregory
(10th C.) and James (10th/llth C.), (Laurent 1963, vol. 5/1, nos. 455, 454, 1069), and
later examples of seals of Michael Mitylenios, Leo, Theophylaktos, Constantine, John
(Chrysanthos?), Constantine Mesopotamites and James (nos. 456, 459, 460, 463-466,
473). Walter notes, however, that Demetrios appears as a warrior already on the 10th-
C. seals of the monks Euthymios and Mitrophanes. The type of the warrior in armour
with a lance and oval shield, either head-and-shoulders or full figure, and standing
frontally also became popular on seals with the image of Demetrios belonging to
church dignitaries and monks in other dioceses (see nos. 494, 501, 544, 756, 777, 802,
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state officials' seals indicates, however, that Demetrios's cult in this
period remained concentrated in the empire's western provinces.ls9

Despite the reverence in which Demetrios was held by Michael IV
the Paphlagonian (1034-41), Constantine X Doukas (1059-67) and
Nikephoros Botaneiates (1071-81), all of whom regarded him as their
patron saint,190 it was only under their successor, Alexios I Komnenos
(1081-1118), that Demetrios appears to have been promoted to the
rank of dynastic patron. Although traces of Alexios's special venera-
tion for the Thessalonikan saint can be observed even before his acces-
sion-to the imperial throne (as is also the case with Botaneiates),191 the
decisive factor in Demetrios's special role as patron of the ruler and the
Empire appears to be events connected with the Norman invasion of
Thessaly in 1082. According to Anna Komnene's account, on the night
preceding the battle with Bohemund at Larissa, Demetrios appeared to
Alexios in a dream, painted on an icon in the Thessalonikan church
dedicated to him, foretelling of victory.l92 Undoubtedly influenced
by these events, Alexios placed Demetrios's image on the electrum
histamena struck at the Thessaloniki mint during the war with the
Normans, thereby initiating the custom of depicting warrior saints
on coins.193

1406, 1079, 1434, 1443), and also reached Rus' (nos. 1391, 1412). See also Zacos 1984,
vol. 2, nos. 731, 733.

189 Besides offices connected with Constantinople and Thessaloniki (see e.g. Zacos
1984, vol. 2, nos. 428, 447, 468, 478, 523, 633, 636, 525, 526, 717, 733; Laurent 1981,
vol. 2/1, nos. 848, 869, 908, 1133, 1192) the image of St Demetrios the warrior appears
mainly on the seals of persons serving in military and administrative posts in the
Empire's western provinces, particularly in Bulgaria (see e.g. DO Seals, vol. 1, nos.
1.15-16, 1.21, 26.1, 29.1, 29.2, 29.4; and Zacos 1984, vol. 2, nos. 422, 423, 438). See also
Penna's opinion (1998, 266-9), who sees the popularity of the various saints on seals
(esp. ecclesiastical ones) as related to places where their cult was especially strong.

19o See Markovic 1995, 586; Treadgold indicates (1997, 587) that Michael IV
attempted through the intercession of Demetrios to alleviate his incapacitating attacks
of epilepsy which began to strengthen from 1039. Evidence for Botaneiates' venera-
tion of Demetrios includes images of the saint on the future ruler's seals during the
1061-77 period when he held the offices of kouropalates, proedros of Thessaloniki and
doux of Antioch (Zacos 1972, vol. 1/3, no. 2687-90b; Karagiorgou [2008, 95-100, figs.
3-10.11, 18.1-2] analyses 31 examples from various collections).

191 St Demetrios already appears in full armour on five different seals of Alexios of
1078-81, when he held the office of Megas Domestikos (Laurent 1981, vol. 2/1, nrs.
933-936; Zacos 1972, vol. 1/3, nrs. 2703-2707bis; DO Seals, vol. 1, nos. 1.15-16).

192 See KoMNENE, pp. 2522-266 [V 5/6]; and also Phountoukides 1999, 300.
193 See Phountoukides 1999, 300. These coins of Alexios which are dated to 1081/2

and 1082-85 are discussed by Grierson (1982, 224, nos. 1025, 1026), who also points
out that the concentrating of production in the Constantinople mint did not favour
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In this way, Demetrios took his place alongside Theodore and
George as dynastic patron of the Komnenoi.194 The lack of relics of
the saint proved no barrier to the spread of his cult. Unable to trans-
late Demetrios's remains, the emperor Manuel I took an icon of the
saint from Thessaloniki to Constantinople in 1149. Not long after the
icon was exhibited in the Pantokrator Monastery it began to exude a
miraculous oil-myron.195

The further popularization of Demetrios is connected with the occu-
pation of Thessaloniki by the Normans in 1185, which occurred at the
same time as the Bulgar uprising under Peter and Asen. The start of
the rebellion coincided with the construction and consecration of a
new church of St Demetrios in Turnovo (1185-86), and for propa-

the placing of local saints on coins. The first emperor to break this custom was Alex-
ander (912-913) who placed his patron, St Alexander, on his coins. The warrior saints
were also adopted for this purpose, among them St George, who was first introduced
onto coinage by Alexios's son, John II Komnenos (1118-43), and St Theodore, who
appeared on the coins of Alexios's grandson, Manuel I (1143-80). The use of images of
the most popular military saints survived the period of disintegration of the Byzantine
state, e.g. on the coins of John Doukas (1222-54), and they can be found, for exam-
ple, on Palaiologan trachea and tetartera, e.g. of Andronikos II (1282-1328), John V
(1341-76 and 1379-90) and Manuel II (1391-1425), (Grierson, 37, 220, 221, 250-51
and 265, nos. 1067-1078, 1083-1084, 1142, 1174, 1177, 1210, 1460, 1516, 1524). Inter-
estingly, Demetrios appears mainly on coins minted in Thessaloniki (Grierson, 242,
nos 1230-1231, 1235).

194 Eustathios of Thessaloniki in his Laudatio in honour of St Demetrios (MPG,
136:169, 181) calls him patron of the state (but also of the city). In the Komnenos fam-
ily St George already enjoyed the special veneration of the father and uncle of Alexios:
kouropalates John and later emperor Isaac I Komnenos (1057-59), as is evident from
their seals (Zacos 1972, vol. 1/3, no. 2680: Isaac as stratopedarches dateable to before
1055, 2681a-b, 2681bis a-b: seals of kouropalates John; DO Seals, vol. 1, no. 1.18).
St George had already appeared on the seals of the protosebastos and Great Domestic
Adrianos Konmenos in the 2nd quarter of the 11th C. (Laurent 1981, vol. 2/1, nos.
939-40), and on later ones from after 1087 (DO Seals, vol. 1, no. 1.13; Zacos 1972,
vol. 1/3, nos. 2708-2709bis). Meanwhile, St Theodore appears on the seals of Alexios's
brother Isaac Komnenos, the protoproedros and doux of Antioch and later sebastos,
which date from 1074- after 1081 (Zacos 1972, vol. 1/3, nos. 2701a-b, 2701bis, 2702a-
c). One can, however, only speak of the special popularity of Theodore among the
ruling dynasty in the 12th century. See also Schreiner (1997, 91), according to whom
George served as a national saint already in the 7th C. Penna (1998, 261-5, 270-2)
presents a divergent opinion, believing it impossible to see any regularity in the selec-
tion of saints' images on the seals of the aristocratic and imperial families.

191 The icon was seen by DE CLARI who also described the miracle (LXXXIII,
p. 105, see also n. 104). In turn a local liturgical calendar mentions Manuel's receipt of
a stone from the saint's grave in Thessaloniki (White 2004, 508). On the transference
of the cult of Demetrios first to Constantinople and then to Venice, see Belting 1994,
196. Walter (2003a, 80-81, 92-93 and n. 54) dates the appearance of the myron in the
saint's sanctuary in Thessaloniki to the 11th C.
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ganda purposes the insurgents quickly hailed Demetrios as the patron
of their new country, claiming that he would abandon Thessaloniki,
a visible sign of this being the occupation of the city by schismat-
ics.196 The saint's growth in popularity in Slavic countries is confirmed
by finds of numbers of lead ampullae-eulogia dating to the late
twelfth and thirteenth centuries, for the myron exuded by the relic of
the saint. 117

The two saint Theodores

Ei; -cov aytov Oeo&copov.

`Piltiop, a'cpa'c11ye, ga, ptiu;, &vSpciaS tivnE,
"Ayockga lc&flou;, apetiwv xpaga evov,
Eoi n&vca 'cog&, aoi tcvollv, aoi tiov; Xoyou;,
Eoi xetpo; &paty, aoi nopeiav, aoi a'c&aw,
'Iax1cvv l; S{Swat, aoi 'c& n&v'ca got,
0uXaE, o&Ilyo;, avggaxo; yevoto got.19"

Our picture of the group of most popular military saints would be
incomplete without Theodore Stratelates ('the general'), who enjoyed
great popularity in the Middle Byzantine period.199 His earliest known
Life was written down by Niketas David of Paphlagonia as late as the
ninth century. Although this author clearly differentiates Stratelates
(who he states was crucified and then beheaded in Herakleia dur-
ing the reign of Licinius) from Teron'200 the later hagiographic texts

196 CHONIATES, pp. 371-2; see also Ovcharov 2003, 39-40. In this context the leg-
end of the killing of Tsar Kaloyan by a rider on a white horse (undoubtedly Dem-
etrios) during the siege of Thessaloniki in 1207 (see above, n. 156) can be interpreted
as the response of Byzantine propaganda.

197 Ovcharov 2003, 38-9; fig. 10.
199 John Geometres, To St Theodore [120] (MPG, 106:955):

Orator, leader, martyr, model of heroism,
Adorned with beauty, blended with exceptional virtues
Yours is all, your life, your words,
The weight of your hands, your motion and stillness
Given to John [Geometres], thine is everything I own,
My guardian, guide and defender.

199 The term atpcer X& il; appears in the sources in the general sense of a military
commander (as an honorary title), but in the 10th and 11th C. also as the commander-
in-chief of an army, the Greek equivalent of magister militum. At the same time there
was also a tagma unit whose soldiers were called stratelatai, see A. Kazhdan, "Strate-
lates" in ODB, 3:1965 (with discussion of sources); and Walter 2003a, 279.

zoo See AS Novembris, 4:83-9 [BHG 1750]. Niketas's tale develops around a dragon
that was terrorizing Euchaita, which was miraculously defeated at the request of Euse-
bia with the aid of a cross, leading to numerous conversions in the army, and as a
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model themselves increasingly on the latter figure.201 The author of the
Armenian version of the legend even makes Stratelates the nephew of
Teron.202 The site of Stratelates' burial is disputed. In the fully developed
version of his Life attributed to Augaros it is associated with Euchaita.
Yet, according to the martyrium of Metaphrastes and the Synaxarion
of the Constantinopolitan Church it was located not in Euchaita but
in neighbouring Euchaneia (currently Corum in Turkey).203 Manuel I
in his Novella of March 1166 which put in order the issues relating to
the holidays of the lawcourts, split the feastdays of the two saints-for
Stratelates, 7th February (martyrdom) and 8th June (translation of rel-
ics), for Teron, 17th February-and decreed that all three dates should
be half-holidays.204

The origins of Stratelates and genesis of his cult still remain unclear.
Undoubtedly, it developed considerably later than that of Theodore
Teron-the bishopric in Euchaneia is mentioned for the first time in
the first half of the tenth century and the metropolis is not recorded
until the first half of the eleventh, whereas Euchaita had already been
a cult centre since the fifth century.201 Partly responsible for the spread
of his cult was the warrior-emperor Nikephoros Phokas, who founded
a church in his honour in Constantinople. In his study on the relation-

consequence to Licinius's interest in Theodore and condemning him to a martyr's
death. See also Walter 2003a, 59.

201 See e.g. 10th-C. enkomion of Euthymios the Protosekretarios (HALKIN 1986).
Cf. Ovcharov (2003, 16) who incorrectly derives the legend of Stratelates slaying the
dragon from the hagiography of St George, whereas the topos reached the latter from
the story of Theodore Teron.

202 Davies 1991, 100 and nn. 27-30.
203 Metaphrastes mentions only Euchaneia (Delehaye 1909, 18121, 182'); while the

Synaxarion (Synaxarium CPL, 73533) specifies that Euchaneia lies close to Euchaita;
see also the account of Augaros (ACTA THEOD., 36711-18) Emphatically in favour of
Euchaneia as the centre of the cult is Oikonomides (1986, 329-3) who sees the begin-
nings of the confusion of the two places in a reference by Zonaras (see above, n. 147)
and in the fact that Euchaneia was occupied by the Turks.

204 See Macrides 1984, 152190-91 [III] and commentary on p. 185; MPG, 133:760; and
Delehaye 1909, 15.

211 See Oikonomides (1986, 331) who notices that the creation of an episcopal see
may have been influenced by the miracle of 971 described by Skylitzes and Zonaras,
see above, n. 147; and Markovic 1995, 596 and n. 237. Both authors also mention the
bishop of Euchaneia, John, known thanks to his bulla of 1071. Meanwhile, Euchaita is
mentioned as a centre of the cult of Theodore already by THEOPHANES (1:125) under
the year 476/77, describing the exile to it of the monophysite metropolitan of Antioch,
Peter Gnapheus on the recommendation of the emperor Zeno. On the dating of the
start of the cult of Stratelates to the 9th C. and his introduction in response to a public
need, see recently Ovcharov 2003, 15.
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ship between the two Theodores, Nikolaos Oikonomides believes the
new saint's creation may have been influenced by the dedication of the
church in Euchaneia, or by an icon of Theodore in military attire to be
found there. It was said to have survived the period of Iconoclasm and
became a pretext for the separation of the military saint from Teron,
whose miraculous icon preserved in the Middle Byzantine period in
Euchaita was said to have depicted him in martyr's attire.206

The use of older hagiographic models during the creation of new
legends and lives of the saints was nothing unusual in the Eastern
Church, also in relation to the warrior saints,207 and may have served
overriding goals. This process may also have taken place with the two
Theodores. The public need probably played a leading role. Teron, in
view of his lowly rank in the army, was undoubtedly viewed by the
Byzantine people as the patron of rank and file soldiers, above all foot
soldiers (pezon), and as a result did not fulfil the needs of the military
aristocracy who sought a patron more similar to them in social status
and rank. The two saint Theodores were contrasted with each other
as examples of different models of holiness. In the third quarter of
the eleventh century, the bishop of Euchaita, John Mauropous, who
belonged to the anti-war party, in his homily on St Theodore Teron
contrasted the humble figure of the saint dressed in modest attire with
the riders clad in gold and jewels, presumably an allusion to the mili-
taristic aristocrat faction at the imperial court . 201

201 To support this thesis Oikonomides (1986, 334-5) cites two descriptions left
by MAUxopous ([BHG 1771-17721, pp. 36, 207-09) of icons showing, respectively,
a standing figure of Theodore Teron and the two Theodores. See also Walter (1999),
who allows for the possibility that the icon of the standing saint described by Mau-
ropous was identical to the one mentioned earlier in the Miracles. On Mauropous's
homily in honour of Theodore, see Delehaye (1909, 36-37), who however does not
appreciate its importance in the study of the phenomena of both saints.

207 Three examples of the re-use of a hagiographic topos are the Passio of St Menas,
which was modelled on a panegyric [BHG 703] by Basil the Great devoted to St Gor-
dius (see Kazhdan 1985, 670); the reworking of the legend of Sergios and Bakchos in
the Vita of St Athanasios (Key Fowden 1999, 8-17); and the taking over by George
from Theodore of the role of dragon-slayer (most recently: Papamastorakes 1998, 221).
Cf. Privalova (1963, 182; and 1977, 64) who proposes that George is already depicted
with the dragon on a 5th/6th-C. altar screen in Tsebelda, Georgia, as is evident from
the preserved inscription "here is a dragon" accompanying George. Her view arouses
certain reservations, since George is accompanied by Theodore. On the taking over
by George of the iconographic formula of handing out his worldly goods to the poor
from western depictions of St Martin, see Vieillard-Troiekouroff 1979.

208 MAUROPOUS, p. 208 [BHG 1772]: At& 'cov'co Si gaXXov c&)v ecpinnov exeivov
xai nepti A.utpwv xai xatiaxpv6wv 6 7Cs(6S %iv oinoS xai noXI)TEU ovSev exwv ovSe
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A new theory on the origins of Theodore Stratelates was recently
formulated by Christopher Walter, who sees as a model not Teron,
but a third Theodore `of Anatolia' or Orientalis (see fig. 77), who had
already been forgotten in the day of the Empire. This third Theodore
is known only from two eastern hagiographic texts; he was an archer
serving in the Roman army who fatally wounded the Persian com-
mander Nikomedes in the heart. Converted as the result of a dream,
he rejected Satan and his servant the emperor Diocletian, for which
he was martyred in Antioch. His soul was carried up to heaven by the
archangel Michael, and for his deeds he received the name Stratelates.
This term has more than one meaning, and can denote both the spe-
cific rank of general as well as a generic high rank; nevertheless in
Walter's opinion it indicates that the forgotten `Eastern' Theodore was
probably the prototype for Stratelates.209

Theodore Stratelates was not the only saint, nor indeed the last to be
added to the circle of warrior saints; the group's expansion continued
through the Middle Byzantine period and into the Palaiologan era."'
However, the new warriors did not enter the select group of most
popular saints who served as patrons of the military aristocracy and

6o(3apov ovS' unepoyxov thS ayaOovpyias nepupavk'ccpoq xai T61; cpcn6potiepoti5 taws
ym8potiepov o µaptiuS evpenwv. The social aspect of Mauropous's comments is pointed
out by Kazhdan 1983, 545 and Kazhdan/Maguire 1991, 13.

209 Walter 2003a, 60-1, fig. 57 and n. 93, with further literature and references to
Coptic tradition reaching back to the 9th C. (e.g. Theodore `of Anatolia' on horseback
depicted on fol. lv of MS no. 144 in the Pierpont Morgan Library, New York); on the
Syrian tradition see Galuzzi (1968).

210 The transformation of the Egyptian martyr, Artemios, who was depicted in mili-
tary costume from the first quarter of the 13th C. is an example of a process similar
to that taking place in the function and iconography of St Demetrios (Markovic 1995,
594, esp. n. 212; who points out that Artemios is still shown as an ordinary martyr
on a mosaic medallion from Martorana in Palermo). The cult of the warrior saint
Phanourios which developed from the 15th C. on Crete is an entirely different phe-
nomenon, and probably came about as result of the misreading of an inscription on
an icon found on Rhodes of George (or Theodore) `Phanerotis' ('one who reveals'),
from Gk. cpaivw `to appear, point out', see e.g. examples of legends on the assistance
provided by St George to Theopistos, Glykerios and the son of Scholastica in find-
ing lost cattle (AUFHAUSER, 44-64; MPG, 115:156; Mark-Weiner 1977, 212); see also
Vassilakes-Mavrakakes (1981), who on the basis of persons appearing in a legend on
the freeing of three clerics from Turkish captivity, established its date of origin to
c.1360, but after analyzing the hagiographic references and the earliest artistic dona-
tions, considers 1428 as the start of the wider cult of St Phanourios, which developed
initially on Crete. See also the note by Walter 2003a, 20-211.
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imperial family, and also (alongside Mary and the archangel Michael)
as patron saints of the imperial army.211

CONCLUSIONS

Images of military saints begin to appear in the art of the Eastern
Roman Empire in the sixth century, as symbolic-apotropaic represen-
tations. Their presence became possible thanks to the changes in the
Church's attitude towards military service, which in turn had been
influenced by imperial propaganda referring to Christian symbolism
in the fight against non-believers. A formal model for the military
saints, and undoubtedly to some extent also an ideological model,
were the depictions of the antique military gods. However, prior to the
period of Iconoclasm no unified iconographic type of military saint
had yet developed, just as no group of individuals who were depicted
this way had yet been clearly defined. In this period, the saints are
shown in full equipment-armour, lance and shield-and sometimes

x11 Kantorowicz (1942, 67, 74, n. 1) has shown from prayers and laudations to
Theodore, George and Merkourios originating from Burgundy, that these saints were
already revered as patrons of the army in the Frankish state in c.900. When describing
the imperial standards Ps. KoDINOS (19531-19611) mentions a flag bearing the image of
the archangel Michael, along with two other insignia: the first a flag bearing likenesses
of saints, known as the oktapodion because of its eight tails; and a second in the form
of a cross with portraits of the four great martyrs: Demetrios, Prokopios and the two
Theodores, and on the reverse equestrian depictions of George slaying a dragon and
an emperor ("Aflo atavpoS exov eixovaS tithe ayimv te66&pwv p y&Xwv µapti6pwv,
Ai u Tpiov, Hpoxolciov xai OsoSwpmv, kcpov exov tiov &ytov Fcthpytov ecptnitov, &flo
Spaxovtictov, xai etiepov Se titjv tiov (3aatk,ewc exov ariiXiiv e(pti tov.). Cf. also Babuin
2001, 31; Parani 2003, 153, n. 258 and p. 155; Ovcharov 2003, 51; and also Walter
2003a, 109, who class all these insignia as standards. Although no military crosses
are currently known they were undoubtedly similar in form to processional crosses
(see Pentcheva 2006, 67-74, figs. 34-37), on which military saints also appear, albeit
usually without military attributes, in a full figure, orant pose, e.g. St George on 11th-
and 12th-C. crosses in the Royal Ontario Museum, in the Archaeological Museum
in Sofia and in the Historical Museum in Vidin, Bulgaria; and also as a warrior on
an 11th/12th-C. gold cross from Veliki Preslav, and a 12th-C. cross from Bachevo
near Haskovo, Bulgaria (Cotsonis 1994, 102, fig. 36; Ovcarov 1991, 126-7, figs. 2-3;
Ovcharov 2003, 41-2); or also in busts on clipei placed on the cross's arms, e.g.
Sts George, Theodore, Sisinnios and Demetrios on the 10th-C. `Cross of Adrianople',
currently in the Benaki Museum in Athens; and Theodore with George in military
attire on a 12th-C. cross from Matskhvarishi in Georgian Svanetia (Cotsonis 1994,
figs. 5b, 21a, b = Glory of Byzantium, no. 23). On the (probably Late) Byzantine stan-
dard preserved in the Military Museum in Istanbul, bearing a black cross on a white
field and a mounted warrior saint at its centre, see Babuin 2001, n. 3.
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also sword, but also often appear wearing a chlamys and wielding the
symbolic crux hastata as their weapon.

With the end of the Iconoclast controversy and the appearance in
the tenth century of a military aristocracy, a change took place in the
character of the military saints, and a narrow group of the most popular
`great martyrs' emerges (not necessarily from saints initially connected
with the soldier's profession); these served as patrons of the power-
ful families and of the emperors spawned from those families, and
ultimately as patrons of the imperial army. The numerous churches
erected in the provinces as well as in the capital and dedicated to
St George, St Theodore, and in the later period, also to St Demetrios,
are evidence of the special popularity of these great martyrs. The num-
bers of such churches was matched only by those dedicated to Mary
or to the most popular saints, such as John the Baptist, Nicholas and
John Chrysostom.212

The cult of the warrior saints therefore took on its ultimate charac-
ter only in the period after Iconoclasm. The question arises whether
this in turn led to the iconographic formulas used to represent those

212 By the end of the 12th C., besides the sanctuary at Mangana, there were at least
nine churches in Constantinople dedicated to St George: one founded by Niketas, son
of Philaret (8th C.); in the suburb of Galata (c.613); in the quarters of Kyparission
(c.880), Petra, and Kontaria; by the Ksirokerkos gate (c.536); in Chalcedon (c.610-38);
on the Gulf of Nikomedia; and the chapel at the monastery of St John in Stoud-
ios (before 910). In the Late Byzantine period there is evidence for a further three:
in the city quarters of Heiron and Galata, and at the monastery of St Marta (Janin
1934, 162-9, 178-80; and 1969, 69-70, 76-8). In Constantinople besides the early
foundation by the patrikios Sphorakios, St Theodore had churches at the monasteries
of Skaphidion (10th C.) and Kosmidion; near the church of St Mokios; in the place
called `tou Klaudiou' (supposedly founded by St Helena); in the quarters of Karbou-
naria (5th C.), Rhesion (6th C.), and Tenetron; in Chalcedon (6th C.) and Galata; as
well as the palace chapel; the chapel by the Chalke gate; and the oratory of the palace
guards. In the 15th C. a church of St Theodore was founded by patriarch Kiprian of
Thessaloniki, and chapels dedicated to him were located at the monastery of Christ
Philanthropos ('loving mankind'), and at the hermitage of Theologitos (Janin 1935,
57-64; and 1969, 150-54). Among the early churches in the capital bearing the name
of St Demetrios, besides the palace church (Demetrios tou Palatiou), there were two
dating from the 12th C.: the church founded by the Palaiologos family, and the chapel
at the Theotokos Kecharitomene monastery. More numerous dedications appear only
in the 14th-C. churches of Demetrios tou Elaphrou (named after a certain Demetrios
Elaphros), Demetrios Kanavis, and Demetrios tes Akropoleos (on the Akropolis), and
another founded by Nicholas Rhadenos in c.1400 (Janin 1934, 334-39; 1969, 89-94;
and on the provincial centres of the cult of these saints, Janin 1975, passim).

It is worth mentioning that a number of Byzantine churches were dedicated to
other `military saints' in the form of the heavenly archistrategos St Michael the Arch-
angel, occasionally with Gabriel appearing as taxiarch.
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saints taking on a more definite form. It is also worth considering
to what extent these formulas are a continuation of late antique tra-
dition, and which items of arms and armour were modelled on the
actual equipment of the Middle Byzantine army. To provide answers
we must undertake a survey of the various elements of military equip-
ment and attire of the military saints.





CHAPTER THREE

ICONOGRAPHY OF THE COSTUME AND ARMOUR OF THE
WARRIOR SAINTS'

The main element in the images of saints that distinguishes the great
military martyrs from other categories of saints is their military attire-
armour, cloak, close-fitting trousers, boots, and sometimes also offi-
cer's insignia denoting rank. In order to determine to what degree
these items are based on an older iconographic tradition or on the
contemporary equipment of the army, we need to compare them with
representations from before the era of Iconoclasm as well as with what
is known of the actual military attire of the Byzantine army.'

ARMOUR

Corselet

Starting from the most distinctive element of attire of the military
saints, we shall first review the types of armour seen in their iconog-
raphy and also those used in the Middle Byzantine army. In painting
and bas-relief the warrior saints are usually depicted in three types of
corselet: `muscled', scale, and the related lamellar.

In source texts the Byzantines use a range of (often interchangeable)
terms to describe body armour and the corselet; these include Xo pixtov,3

1 For an overview of Byzantine armour see E. McGeer and A. Cutler, "Armor" in
ODB, 1:182-3.

2 On military uniform (tio tiov atpatiukov (yxiµa) in the writings of the Church
Fathers and in the Codex Justinianus [XII 39], see Koukoules, 2/2:13 (with list of
sources). The term `uniform' should not be understood in the modern sense as mili-
tary clothing that is strictly regulated, but rather as items of military equipment and
clothing established by custom that are not always identical, the garments often being
derived from civilian attire (Coulston 2002, 7-8; Ball 2005, 89-90).

3 The term lorikion is unquestionably derived from the Latin lorica, see e.g. VEGET-
tus, pp. 34 [116], 40, 42 [I 20], 86, 88 [II 13], 90 [11 15], 110 [11 25], 148 [111 7], 180
[III 16], 290 [IV 44] and also R. Grosse, "Art lorica", in PR, 13:1444-9; on its origins
see also Kolias 1993a, 40 and n. 12 with an extensive bibliog. For examples of use of
the term see e.g.: DE CER., 1:6708-9 [11 45]; PoRPx., p. 9656 [C]; LT, 1:911169 [V 3 (4)];
LP, p. 68 [XI 8]; PRAECEPTA, p. 3810 [IV 2]; also Kolias 1988, 37, 39 (and his opinion
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xkt(3avtov,4 and Writers more deeply immersed in the Classical
tradition also readily employed the expression 6thpa4.6 All of these

linking the lorikion with the mail-shirt, below, n. 10) as well as T. Kolias, "Lorikion",
in BKR, 160-1, where he links this term with both scale and mail armour.

' The term klibanion was probably borrowed by the Byzantines (together with the
word klibanarios to designate a heavily-armoured cavalryman) from Persian grivpan
meaning neck protector, see Bivar 1972, 277-8, n. 28 (with more detailed bibliog.);
Michalak 1987, 76-7; Kolias 1988, 44-5, and n. 59; Kolias 1993a, 41; similarly Lat.
Clibanarius, `heavily armoured horseman (of Persian origin)', see Haldon 1975, 35,
n. 119; and also below, n. 58. Leo VI identifies the klibanion with the thorax (LT,

1:1021214-15 [VI 4]: Ei Svv(xtiov Se xai 06paxaS Exaiv, oinves xakotv'rai vvv xkt(3&vLa).
See also LT, 1:1301531 [VI 35 (36)]; DAI, 1:7812 [15], 25083 [51] (cff, also DAI 2:200 and
DE CER., 2:583, where the commentary authors erroneously seek the etymology in
the Attic xpi(3avog `oven', or in xakv(3oc `steel', and identify the klibanion as a type of
banded armour, worn over the zaba or lorikion; McGeer [1995, 67] admits the first
of these etymologies in his commentary to the Praecepta); PRAECEPTA, p.22 21 [II 3]
(= TNU [MG], p. 9837 [LVII 5]), 3427.29.31 [1114] (= TNU [MG], p. 114 39,41 [LX 4]

(mentioning long sleeves as the distinguishing mark of the klibanion), p. 386 [IV 1]
(= TNU [MG], p. 1189 [LXI 1]). On the general meaning of the term klibanion see
also: Dawson 1998, 42; T. Kolias, "Klibanion", in BKR, 139-40; and Diethart/Dintsis
1984, 67-8, n. 3.

5 See e.g. MALALAS, p. 25629 [XIII 23], and also the apparatus on p. 398, quoting
a version where the zaba is worn by members of the Greens faction; STRAT., pp. 781
[12], 25815[VII B 15], 33819-21 [X 1], 36224 [XI 2] (referring to the Scythians), 4205, 44233,
44454, 4587 [XII B 4, 16, 20], (= LP, pp. 60 [X 2], 68 [XI 8], 70 [XI 17] (on the arms
of the Scythians), 83 [XII 29]; and also passages of the Strategikon borrowed in Leo
VI's Taktika listed by Kolias 1980, 28; CHPASCH, 1:62512-13, 71914 (mentions that they

were worn by the Greens faction, and by Slav warriors who besieged Constantinople in
622). As Kolias (1980, 27, 30 and n. 14, 15; and 1988, 43-4) has shown the term zaba
appears only in the 6th C., possibly as loan from Arabic jubbah, meaning a long Arab
tunic (see Nicolle 1988, 2:627 who interprets the term zaba as a kind of hauberk used
by the Arabs and jubbah as a textile-covered version of the same); or alternatively a
loan from Persian (Kolias 1993a, 41; T. Kolias, "Zaba" in BKR, p. 285; see also below,
n. 136). Haldon (1975, 24-5) admits that the lamellar cuirass might be described by
the term zaba and identifies it with the lorikion on the basis of references in Justin-
ian's Novellae (Cic, vol. 3 Novellae, p. 41729 [LXXXV 4]: xai tias ksyoµevas ca[3aS
iyuoi kcopixia). See also Mihaescu (1968, 486) who concludes from references in the
Strategikon that zaba and lorikion designated the same type of cuirass. See also SUDA,
2:4992 [1]: t;a(3a yap 'co kcopixlov; LT (1:1161422-1171423 [VI 25], 1802122 [VII 66 (73)])

and other examples linking the two terms published by Wiita 1978, p. 70-1 (including
a reference in The Life of Theodore of SYKEON, p.107 [XXVIII], where a three-layered
zaba is identified as a lorikion) and Kolias 1980, nn. 2, 7 (the zaba as a component of
a lorikion), 17. The meaning of the term zaba changed towards the end of the 10th C.,
and in the PRAECEPTA (p. 3429, 3636 [I114] = TNU [MG], p. 114"', '[LX 4]) it signifies
an element of a cuirass, or respectively the type of material (probably thick linen or
cotton) from which it was made; see also Kolias 1988, 65-67 and n. 12.

6 See e.g. PROCOPIVS, 1:71, 651, 9613 [I 1/15, 13/36, 18/33], 26626, 26729 [II 25/27,
25/31], 5369 [IV 26/1], 2:4824, 1149' 15 [V 9/21, 23/9, 23/11], 1579 [VI 2/22], 3173, 3586
[VII 4/22, 14/22], 54114 [VIII 11/35]; AGATHIAS, pp. 334 [I 9], 19613 [111 25]; ATTALE-
IATES, p.48 22 ;BRYENNIOS, pp. 15320, 24 [11 6], 16319 [II 12], 26520 [IV 4], 2763 [IV 11];
CHONIATES, pp. 6162 [II 1], 153 35, 19677 [V], 22259 [VI]. In addition, see F. Lammert,
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terms, which also appear in hagiographic texts,7 have a general charac-
ter and do not describe a specific type of body armour unambiguously.
Only an additional descriptor gives a clearer idea of the technique
used to make the corselet, for example: 66pcc cpoXt& o'n1c8-scale (or
lamellar) armour; Xwpixt.ov VtXov9-soft armour (usually textile, e.g.

"Thorax" in PR, 6 (1936): 332-6; H. Aigner, "Thorax" in BKR, 262-3; and also the
definition in the SUDA, 2:7248-25 [439, 440]. Occasionally the noun 9wpct appears in
the adjectival forms tiA9wpa-Ktagevo;, and Katia'rcOwpaxtaµevo;-`dressed in armour',
`wearing a breastplate' (see e.g.: DE VELITATIONE, p. 20016, [16]; AGATHIAS, p. 331 [I 9]
DAI, p. 208207 [45]; KINNAMOS p. 12714, DAI, 1:208207 [45]; LEO THE DEACON, p. 13218
[VIII 4]), and also the antonym aOcopaxtatio; `unarmoured' (KINNAMOS, pp. 6013,
6116). On the equivalence of the terms zaba, thorax and klibanion see also Haldon
1975, 19. Cf. also Gorecki (1980, 206) for whom the terms lorica and thorax relate only
to the muscled cuirass. On Plutarch's use of the term thorax in reference to Parthian
klibanarioi, see Mielczarek 1993, 57 and n. 51.

See above, n. 50 on p. 13.
From (pokis, (poklSosi, Gk. `scale', `covered in scales'. Anna KOMNENE uses this

term in the description of a duel between Marianos and the Count of Prebentza dur-
ing the crossing of the Adriatic by the First Crusade: 6; tii v aantSa Staccptjaa; 'cov
2E ggoMtSwtbv 81EXIlAt&u; BWeaKa Kal a'U'cflC); and when speaking of Alexios, who
on hearing the Crusaders had laid siege to Constantinople, "did not even put on his
corselet of scale armour, nor take shield or spear in hand, nor gird on his sword"
('0 Se (iaatkEb; wnkiaaio µev of Saµw; oboe glokiSwtbv 7tEp1E[36X%E'co 96)Qatca oboe
a&Ko; o S' Eyxo; evrjyxakiaatio o1686' t;icpo; nEptccw(Yaio); and also on the arrow shot
from the walls by the caesar Nikephoros Bryennios, which pierced the scale cuirass
of one of the Latins (tiov Se gtoAtSwtbv 6teatca avv avt;w StEkwv tiw [3paxiovt tifi
7ckevpa tio' [3eko; tcEptetcEtpcv.) (2:2189, 2229 h1 2258-9 [X 8/7, 9/4, 9/9]); this may seem
strange in the light of Nicolle's findings (2002, 211-13), who concludes that until the
12th C. scale armour was not in widespread use in Western Europe, except in Spain
which maintained close ties with the Arabs and Venice. One may surmise that Kom-
nene here meant a cuirass made from horn scales, since the word cpoXIS also has this
meaning. See also CHONIATES who states (p. 6295'' [II 1]) that Manuel I, wishing to
secure his empire from the approaching Second Crusade, "handed out scale armour to
his army" (tiff Se a2pat;ta xt-cwva; (poktSw'cov; xop iyat); and after the battle at Myri-
okephalon, while making his way to Claudiopolis, took "atok&q (poki6t atSmQats"
(p. 19718 [VI]), which is evidence that the scales were also made of iron. Meanwhile,
the NAUMACHICA (p. 21 [1 14] = p. 74 [VI 12]) mentions lorikia and klibania made
entirely from petala (from Gk. netiakov-`leaf', `metal plate', hence `ballot') (kwpixta,
KAt(3avta, El Kai Jail 0"tcta9EV, &XX& tcavtiws eµ7Cpoa9EV at£taAa exov'ca). See also Kolias
(1988, 49) who on the basis of John Tzetzes' commentary indicates that the awaavtov
or aovaavtov was a type of scale armour (see also DIG. AKR., pp. 270432, 31094s where
Arabs are mentioned as: of µev Aovptxta(Yµevot tjaav, akkot aovaavtaaµevot, which
suggests that the sousanion was not the same as the lorikion).

9 Porphyrogennetos lists twelve corselets of this type among the equipment of a
dromon taking part in John Tzimiskes' expedition against Arab-held Crete in 949 (DE
CER., 1:66916 [II 45]). It would seem that the adjective tytkos (lit. `naked', `unarmed')
should be treated here as derived from yakoi-light-armed soldiers, see LT, 1:130153'-40

[VI 35 (36)], which refers to ancient light troops: Tov; Se tytkobS navcwv CAcappo'ca'cq
wnktl;ov 'cjj napacicct . ovt:E yap 96paxas ijyouv KAt(36Xvta ij kwpucta; and also PERI
STRATEGIAS, p. 5458-9 [16]: of Se Aoucoi ca[3at5 Kai 90')pa4t Kai nspuKECpakaiats 'cal;
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felt); Xwpixtov aAv6n&ctiov10-literally chain armour (probably a mail-
shirt). Another important class of body armour is the vcvpixov, a type
of `soft armour' which the etymology indicates was made of sinew or
leather, although in practice it was usually made from quilted linen,
felt or hardened leather. The term is also used to describe a type of
horse armour."

Ex itiXov xai pvpmi 6vvtie9etµEvcnS; and LT 1:9211'9 [V 3]: coifs µi1 exov6l 61S11Pa
xEvtiovxXa cpapSEa. See also SKYL. CONT., p. 113': tytkbv Se xai 6o7ck,ov xai yvµvov;
KoMNENE notes (2:1415-8 [VIII 5/4]) that due to a shortage of cuirasses (amphia)
Alexios equipped his light troops in soft silk armour painted to imitate metal armour
(xai 'cov5 tptk,ov tFuv 6'cpati1wtiwv conk,tce xaptiepws, eatily ob xai tinva; &µlpia xai
neptxecpakaia5 Ex G lPtxwv nEnk.wv 4Lo%powv 1Catia(Yxev&6as 7Cepth(3ak,ev, Enei µi1
anExptI tioucw npos n&v'ca; 6 6I611Pos.); see also Ball 2005, 89; while EU5T. TIES.
(p. 906-8) mentions the female defenders of Thessaloniki in 1185 making imitation
armour from rags and bulrushes ("OGa, Se xai Tcpo5 67cXt6µ0'v Eppv8µlcov eavtiaS,
pail) xai yn&6ot; Evan'coµevat, w(Yet xai titva5 9wpaxu;), fully in accordance with
the stratagems practiced in the Byzantine army, see e.g. {LT, vol. B', p. 14 [XV 9]}.
On the subject of soft felt armour see also below, n. 11. Many long-sleeved, knee-
length tunics can be seen on the soldiers depicted in the Madrid Skylitzes, e.g. Bulgars
on fol. 121r and 184v, and Rus' on fols. 169v, 170v-171r (Bozhkov 1972, figs. 43, 63
and 74; Tsamakda 2002, figs. 425, 427-429, 461). Cf. Kolias (1988, 41) who believes
the lorikion psilon was an fine variety of mail-shirt made from small rings, and was
reserved for senior officers.

10 When describing the equipment of a soldier Leo mentions (LT 1:911169-72 921176

[V 3 (4)]) a composite cuirass `completely linked with rings' (and flexible enough to
be stored in a leather holder): Aoeixta µhxpt atipayak,ov, &vaavpoµeva St& k,wpiwv
xai xpuxek,k,iwv, µec& 'cwv avticv Sepµatiivwv, xai , et Svvatiov, nav'ca
aAuuLSwza, [...] and with a mail neck-guard: aceQtTQaXUa a7wat8w'ca; a pas-
sage in Maurice's Strategikon may also refer to a long composite cuirass with hood,
made probably from scales and metal rings linked by thongs (STRAT., p. 7810-11 [1

2]): l;&[3a; 6vv (Yl aTck1ot5 tcekct'a; µtxpt'cot &a'cpayak,ov, 6cva0vpoµevas, kwpiotS xai
xpuxeXXIots µeti& tiwv 611xapiwv avtiwv). Meanwhile, SYLLOGE (p. 53 [XXXI 1]) refers
to the ancient authors of military treatises: Twv S' burEwv of µev xa'cacppaxtiot 9wpaxa5
tie &k,vrnSwtiob; xai icXt(3&vta, and itself recommends (p. 59 [XXXVII]) this type of
cuirass for the troops, in particular for cataphract cavalry (p. 60 [XXXVIII 7]); (=
{LT, vol. B', p. 358 [XXXVIII]}): OwpaxcS Se &XuatSwtoi. It is worth mentioning that
already in the Septuagint, in an account of preparations of the troops of Antiochos V
Eupator for battle against Judas Maccabeus, his soldiers are described as like &vSpaS
ceOwQaxleµhvovs tv &AvotSwtiois (1 Macc. 6:35). Diethart/Dintsis (1984, 74) links
the phrase ewpaxa; &k,v61Swti6s with the lorica hamata used in the time of Chosroes
II. Cf. also Haldon (1975, 24, n. 65) and Kolias (1988, 39-41), and after them McGeer
(1995, 67). These authors (on the basis of references to Isidore of Seville's work, and
a description of Diomedes' corselet in the Scholia to the Iliad by John Tzetzes) extend
the meaning of lorikion alysidoton to the more general term lorikion, and always inter-
pret the latter as mail. They overlook the fact that in the Roman army the term lorica
already referred to different types of corselet (see also below, nn. 122-123).

11 In the NAUMACHIcA (p. 21 [I 14]) sailors who do not have a lorikion or kliban-
ion are advised to wear a neurikon made from double-stitched felt (01 Se µi1 exov'ce5
Xwpixta fl xk,t(3&via, navtie5 cpopcmoaav i& Xey6µeva vevptxa, &nep &no .Sunk.wv
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The `muscled' cuirass
Body armour in a form that imitates the musculature of the human
torso is derived from ancient Greece, where it was introduced as a
reference to the tradition of the gymnetes, who went naked into battle
after commending themselves into the care of the gods.12 The so-called
`muscled' or torso cuirass was made up of a breastplate and a back-
plate, which were fastened together-as Aelian notes-with the aid
of linen laces.13 This type of protection might be made of hardened
leather or metal. Numerous bronze cuirasses of this type have survived
down to our time.14 Its widespread use since the archaic era is attested
by warriors and heroes depicted in vase painting." By the Hellenistic

xavtiovxkwv yivctiat.); see also Pryor/Jeffreys 2006, 381 and n. 606. Leo (LT 1:92117-79
[V 3 (4)]) advises troops who do not have iron lorikia to wear felt neurika: veuptxa is
ano xevSovxkwv ytvoµeva xai abtii avTi kwptxiwv'toi; µ7l exourt atSipa and also {LT,
vol. B', p. 186 [XIX 13]}: ti&, keyoµcva veupixa &REp &no Stnk(ilv xev8ovxkwv yivetiat.
The horse armour that protected Heraclius's steed from the blows of the Persian infan-
try is described by THEOPHANES (1:31825-28) as a neurika: &kka popthv xaTrdcpQaicta
vEUQixa ovx e[3kaxcoco, obSE abtiai evtpyouv. See also the recommendations of Nike-
phoros Phokas for kataphraktoi, below, n. 60; and T. Kolias, "Neurikon" in BKR,
p. 178. Maurice mentions chest protection (peytrals) for horses made from felt and in
the Avar fashion (STRAT., p. 8035-39 [121: Xpil tiobq innou;, xai µakt6tia tiwv apxovtiwv
xai tiov kotncuv entkextiwv, npoµetiwndSta Ecety 61&71p& xatia, 'taN µsticbnwv TOW i:nnwv
xai c'r 8rn'rijpta rn&iipaij ano xevtiovxkow f) xatia to GX!.LU tiwv 'A(3&pwv 6xe71eaOat
'Ca atijOr xai T01); tipaxijkotS au'row, KU' µ&kt6tia tiwv npotia66oµevwv ev tilj µ&xp.)
Also in favour of an Avar origin for horse armour is Haldon (1975, 22, n. 22); while
Mielczarek (1993) 62-3, 82 figs. 6, 9) on the basis of Plutarch and depictions in art
derives it from the Parthians. On horse armour in ancient Rome see Bishop/Coulston
1993, 157-9, 182. The etymology of the word vsvpov, with literature and examples
of the various meanings that appear in the sources, is discussed by Haldon in his
commentary to PORPH., p. 203; see also McGeer (1995, 70) who cites references to
the vevpwv in Phokas's treatise as an armour sewn from pieces of hardened leather,
while a mention in Leo's Taktika he sees as made from double-stitched felt, which in
McGeer's opinion is equivalent to the kabadion mentioned in the Praecepta.

12 Combatants took into battle only their weapons, helmet, shield and belt, the last
a seat of magical strength (Zygulski 1984, 83; 1998, 29, 31).

13 See SUDA, 4:5141-2 [208]: Tatviczv kiva eis kantia, Staxexoµµeva. Aiktavos tiov
yr&bv xai tiov 6copaxa n&vtia xatiaSi et tiatviat5. T] 61&511µX iµatiiou. 2ygulski (1998,
29) believes that the two halves were joined by means of hinges and straps with buckles.

14 For ancient Greek examples see, e.g.: Zygulski 1998, figs. 44-45, Gamber 1978,
285, figs. 275, 288, 300, and also the 4th C. BC miniature votive cuirass in the Kun-
sthistorisches Museum, Vienna (colour plate IX); see also above, n. 44 on p. 29 on
muscled cuirasses found at the stadium in Olympia.

15 See e.g. Gamber 1978, 283, 296 figs. 280, 283, 299; Zygulski 1998, figs. 38, 40.
Independently of the symbolic explanation of its form, it is probably fair to say that
the muscled cuirass derives ultimately from the banded armours of ancient Mycenae,
e.g. the suit dating from the 15th C. BC designed for chariot combat found at Dendra,
currently at the Museum in Nafplion (Gamber 1978, col. pl. IV; Zygulski 1984, 83, fig.
14; and 1998, 17, fig. 5).
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period the muscled cuirass had become an attribute of higher officers;
it was adopted by the Romans and throughout the imperial period
richly adorned examples served as symbols of command rank, as is
evident from the custom of depicting emperors and higher command-
ers in them (the so-called statua loricata).16

Without doubt the perceived high-rank status of the muscled cui-
rass, and even more so its popularity in Classical art, had an influ-
ence on warrior saints being depicted in such armour in Byzantine art.
Saints appear in the muscled cuirass before the period of Iconoclasm,17
but it is only during the Middle Byzantine era that it becomes a typi-
cal element of their equipment, especially in works from the so-called
Macedonian Renaissance of the ninth-tenth centuries, which clearly
harked back (also stylistically) to the Classical tradition. On the `Forty
Martyrs Triptych' in the Hermitage, the muscled cuirass is worn by
Sts George, Merkourios and both Theodores18 (figs. 19a-b). St Hieron
also appears in one in the mid-tenth century Cappadocian Tokah
Kilise (Church of the Buckle) in Korama (Turkish: Goreme);19 as do
St Theodore Teron and St Prokopios on mosaics on arches in the nave
of the katholikon of Hosios Loukas Monastery20 (fig. 25a); and on an
eleventh-century steatite icon in the Barber Institute in Birmingham,
England;21 St Demetrios on a mosaic from St Michael's monastery in
Kiev (1108-12; currently in the Tretyakov Gallery, Moscow; fig. 26) ;22
Sts Theodore and Nestor on a mosaic adorning the south wall of the

16 See Gamber 1968, 12 and n. 109; Gorecki 1980, 206-7. For examples of statues of
Roman emperors and commanders in richly adorned muscled cuirasses see Vermeule
1960 (see above, n. 116 on p. 92); Robinson 1975, figs. 429-33. In ancient Rome the
symbolic justification for the use of the muscled cuirass may in part relate to the leg-
end of the Dioscuri going into battle on horseback without armour, see Alfoldi 1952,
46, 48-49 and (quoting his findings) Kantorowicz 1961, 369 and n. 4. The custom of
going into battle without armour was also known to other nations: PROCOPIUS for
example mentions it among the Heruli (in the case of their servants, even without
shields) as a demonstration of bravery (1:26627-2676 [11 25/26-28]). On the muscled
cuirass as the insignia of emperors and officers see also K. Wessel, "Insignien" in RbK,
3:412-13 (on the basis of numerous representations in art); and Kolias 1988, 50.

17 e.g. in the iconography of St Menas, see above, n. 112 on p. 91.
18 See Goldschmidt/Weitzmann 1979, vol. 2, no. 9; Bank 1966, p. 299, figs. 126, 128;

Heath 1979, fig. on p. 3; Sinai, Vizantija, Rus', no. B44.
19 See e.g. Epstein 1986, 61, fig. 42 (= Jolivet-Levy 1992, fig. 109a).
20 See Markovic 1995, fig. 40; Chatzidakis 1997, 50, fig. 48 (= Maguire 1996, fig. 12;

Walter 1999, fig. 13).
21 See e.g. Longuet 1961, fig. 24/2.
22 See e.g. Glory of Byzantium, fig. on p. 283.
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presbytery of the Norman cathedral in Cefalu (1143);23 St Prokopios in
a manuscript of a menologion (covering from May to August) dated to
1063, in the Historical Museum, Moscow (Mosqu. gr. 382);24 St George
on a eleventh/twelfth century relief wooden icon from Cherson, cur-
rently in the National Museum in Kiev (fig. 27);25 and on a tenth-
century ivory panel in the Museo Archeologico in Venice;26 and also
together with Sts Niketas and `Stratelates' (probably Theodore) on the
northern wall of the naos of the church of the Hagioi Strategoi in Upper
Boularioi on the Mani peninsula (first half of the eleventh century);27
St Merkourios on a fresco (fig. 28) currently in the Archaeological
Museum, Istanbul but originally on the vaults of a Constantinopolitan
church of the tenth/eleventh century(?) dedicated to the Virgin (the
now-ruined Odalar mosque);28 and finally, Theodore Teron on an icon
from St John's monastery on Patmos (c. 1200, now in the monastery's
New Treasury; fig. 29).29 Clearly this element occurs through the whole
Middle Byzantine period. It appears not only in depictions of the mili-
tary saints, but also in other works of art, both archaizing as well as
actualizing.30

23 See e.g. Borsook 1990, fig. 9.
24 St Prokopios illustrates the text for 8 July on page 72v (see e.g. Spatharakis 1981,

26-7, fig. 142).
25 See Milyaeva 2000; Glory of Byzantium, no. 202; Walter 2003a, 136-7.
26 See Goldschmidt/Weitzmann 1979, vol. 2, no. 20 = Cutler 1994, 44, figs. 44, 106,

123.
27 See Drandakes 1995, 392-5, 404, figs. 20, 33 and colour fig. 112.
28 See Westphalen (1998, 85-92, fig. 17), who dates the frescoes to the first half of

the 11th C. See also photographs (including reproduction of a watercolour copy by
P. Schazmann) in the Dumbarton Oaks collection in Washington (negative nos. Acc.
00-14712 and Acc. 00-14713).

29 See e.g. N.P. Sevicenko, "Icon with Saint Theodore Teron" in Glory of Byzan-
tium, 129-30. Of the late examples it is also worth mentioning the 13th-C. icons with
Sts Theodore Stratelates and Demetrios, Victor, Menas and Vincent on horseback
and George rescuing a youth of Mitylene, kept at St Catherine's Monastery, Mt Sinai
(Sinai, fig. 40; Cormack/Mihalarias 1984, figs. 7-8); and a mural with St Demetrios
(1201) from the rock-carved Old Monastery near Vrondamos in the Peloponnese
(Drandakes 1988, fig. 85; see also Gerstel [2001, 275, n. 74] who proposes a later dat-
ing for the murals).

so Works of art that are firmly embedded in the Classical tradition include the
Joshua Roll of c.950, Vat. palat. gr. 431 (see Weitzmann 1948, esp. 45 on the dating;
Lowden 1992, 105-19, figs. 55, 58, 146, 160, 169, 172, on links with miniatures in
Octateuchs, with discussion on the literature on the subject; Parani 2003, 148; see also
Glory of Byzantium, no. 162) and the closely related 10th-C. ivory panel with scenes
from the story of Joshua in the Victoria & Albert Museum, London and the Metro-
politan Museum, New York, which were originally the cladding of a casket (Gold-
schmidt/Weitzmann 1979, vol. 1, nos. 1-3; Gamber 1995, 2-3, fig. 3; Heath 1979, figs.
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The muscled cuirass in the iconography of the military saints
should, however, be treated as an archaic element. With a high degree
of certainty one can assume that in the sixth century, together with the
demise of the system of manufactories producing weapons, this type of
armour-which required a significant input of labour and knowledge
of advanced technologies-was no longer produced, being dependent
on the continued existence of the workshops.31 This opinion appears to
be confirmed by the lack of clear source evidence,32 and by the method
of representing the muscled cuirass in Middle Byzantine art, which is
frequently schematic, with only a depression in place of the navel.33
The muscled cuirass enjoyed renewed popularity during the Italian
Renaissance, although by this time it had an exclusively ceremonial
character, intended to underline the links of the rulers who wore them
with the traditions of Imperial Rome .14

on pp. 22 and 34-6; Glory of Byzantium, no. 152). An example of a work of actualizing
character is the Madrid Skylitzes, in which Thomas the Slav is shown in a muscled
cuirass, as are the town guard before the emperor Michael III, Arabs landing on Crete
in 827, and soldiers in the scene of victory of Michael IV over the Bulgars (fols. 31r,
34r, 35v, 39r-v, 40v, 67r, 217v (Tsamakda 2002, figs. 60, 68, 72, 82-84, 87, 166, 515);
Hoffmeyer points out (1966, 52-3, fig. 74-6) that Arab warriors are often depicted in
muscled cuirasses in the codex.

31 This opinion was expressed to the author in a conversation with Prof. John Hal-
don, who believes that after the 6th C. the only muscled cuirasses still in use would
have been passed down from father to son in military families. Kolias (1988, 49-50)
also draws attention to the archaic nature of this type armour in the Byzantine
iconography.

32 SYLLOGE, p. 60 [XXXVIII 7] (= {LT, vol. B', p. 358 [XXXVIII]}) mentions Xcopixtia
SnXaSti (lit. `smooth armour'), which may perhaps refer here to muscled cuirasses,
which would attest their continued used into the Middle Byzantine period; cf. also
Kolias (1988, 45) who states that the Sylloge reference cannot refer to mail since such
armour is mentioned alongside it in the text. `Smooth' helmets and armour that pro-
tect against missiles are also mentioned in PERT STRATEGIAS, pp. 5214-5420.

33 This is the effect of the use of earlier iconographic models, which was assisted
by the reuse of antique depictions as images of the warrior saints. This happened
mainly in the case of Sts Sergios and Bakchos, e.g. the Paris Rothschild Cameo depict-
ing Honorius and Stilicho's daughter Maria, and an onyx gemma showing lictors,
both gems being inscribed at a later date with the names of Sergios and Bakchos (Key
Fowden 1999, 35 and n. 85, fig. 5; Markovic 1995, 580, fig. 33; and Walter 2003a, 155;
Spier 2007, no. 717 with further bibliography).

34 See e.g. Hoffmeyer 1966, 54. Parani (2003, 115-16) points out that plate armour
may have undergone a revival in Byzantium towards the end of the 13th C. under the
influence of Mongol armour (probably of the `four mirrors' type). Supposed evidence
for this is the depiction of St Demetrios in a cuirass of this type on a fresco in the
chapel of St Euthymios in St Demetrios's Church in Thessaloniki (1303); this chapel
was restored by Michael Glabas Tarchaneiotes, who commanded a Mongol contingent
during the struggles against the Serbian king Milutin (1297).
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Scale body armour
Military saints are depicted in scale body armour far more frequently
than in muscled cuirasses. Scale armour, which was made from over-
lapping scales (itetiaka, (poXISeS) that are attached to a leather or textile
backing,35 has many advantages: it is easy to produce, comfortable to
wear, and provides good ventilation for the body. Scale armour is also
one of the most ancient types of body protection, and was known in
ancient Egypt, from where it spread to Minoan Crete. It was adopted
in Classical Greece, probably under influence from the Medes and
Persians, who employed it extensively-" Although no actual examples
from the Classical period have survived, scale armour appears fre-
quently on depictions of Greek hoplites in Greek vase painting.37 Scale
armour was also valued very early by the Romans, who employed it
from no later than the eighth century BC, and knew it as lorica squa-
mata.38 Although Roman scale armour probably derives from Etruscan

35 Parani (2003, 104) draws attention to the different production methods of scale
and lamellar armour; the former was made by fastening metal plates to a flexible base,
the latter by threading thongs through holes in neighbouring rows of overlapping
lamellae; the absence of the base material in the second method produces a more
flexible type of armour.

16 Depictions of scale armour appear on Egyptian paintings of the 19th Dynasty
(15th C. BC), from when the first Egyptian finds also date (Gamber 1978, 117-18,
fig. 103); Gamber cites a reference in Herodotos (Historia [I 135]), demonstrating
that the ancient Greeks associated this type of armour with Egypt, although they were
aware of having borrowed it from the Medes. Gold parade armours from the time of
the New Kingdom are also mentioned by Zygulski (1984, 80). The knowledge of scale
armour in the Minoan culture (perhaps transferred there through trade contacts with
the Egyptians) is attested by a 16th C. BC relief representation of a warrior on a vase in
the palace at Hagia Triada, currently in the Archaeological Museum, Heraklion (Gam-
ber 1978, fig. 129). Early examples from Asia Minor, Scythia and Greece are discussed
by Hoffmeyer (1966, 57-8) and Haldon (1975, 12-13 and n. 9 on pp. 13-14). See also
the depiction of a lion hunt on a Babylonian terracotta tile in the British Museum
(Mielczarek 1993, 58, fig. 13).

37 See e.g. Achilles bandaging a wounded Patrokles on a red-figure vase of c.500 BC
decorated by Sosias in the Staatliche Museen in Berlin, reproduced by Zygulski (1998,
36, fig. 50), who also points out the symbolic meaning of scale armour recalling the
ancient aegis of Pallas Athena.

38 On the scale cuirass in Rome see James (2004, 111-13, 120-2), who concludes
that copper-alloy armour was probably more common than iron); Robinson (1975,
153-61), who publishes numerous examples of preserved fragments of scale cuirasses
with reconstructions (figs. 434-41), as well as sculptural depictions (figs. 442-453);
Bivar 1972, 277; Markovic 1995, figs. 17, 43 (who shows a late antique ivory panel
depicting Mars, currently part of the ambo in Aachen cathedral; and a bust of Gordian
III from 238, currently in the Louvre); and Mielczarek 1993, 80, figs. 21, 25 (3rd-C.
AD stele of Tryphon from Tanais on the Don; scale-clad soldiers on the Arch of
Galerius in Thessaloniki, AD 297-303). A fragment of Roman scale armour found at
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traditions (transferred from Greece by the Ionians), its popularity in
the Imperial period was undoubtedly influenced by continuous con-
flicts with the Parthian state and the barbarian peoples.39

The fashion for scale armour outlasted the collapse of the Western
Empire, and literary references indicate that it continued to be worn
in the Middle Byzantine period.40 The muscled cuirass had been the
dominant type in the imperial iconography of ancient Rome, but it
was replaced in the Middle Byzantine period by the scale cuirass.41
This is probably why warrior saints are represented in scale corselets
far more often than in muscled cuirasses.42

Carpow, Scotland, with remnants of linen backing and leather edging to protect the
neck, is published by Southern/Dixon 1996, 97, fig. 16. Iotov (2004, 120) links the
Latin term lorica squamata with lamellar armour.

3s Zygulski believes (1998, 79) that the Romans borrowed scale armour directly
form the Etruscans. Kolias (1988, 40) notes that Parthian klibanarioi preferred scale
armour, while the Persians favoured a variety composed of rings and scales (which
was probably similar in form to lamellar). The various types of armour used by the
klibanarioi are described by Michalak (1987, 78). Two types of scale armour are dis-
tinguished by Hoffmeyer (1966, 55-60, fig. 77-9): `Hellenistic' (Attic and Etruscan, with
shoulder-guards and borders framed with a kymation) and `Oriental' (with long, nar-
row sleeves employed by the Sarmatians, Parthians and Sasanians). The cuirasses of
the Sarmatians and the Quadi, which were made from horn scales fastened to a linen
backing are mentioned by AMMIAN. (2:69 [17.12.2]): loricae ex cornibus rasis leuiga-
tis, plumarum specie linteis indumentis innexae. The scale armour of the Sarmatians,
which also covered their horses, also appears on reliefs on the Arch of Constantine in
Rome of AD 315 (Mielczarek 1993, 58, figs. 1-2; MacDowall 1995, fig. on p. 8). On the
basis of north-east European archaeological finds Fulford/Sim/Doig (2004) estimate
that the cuirasses of 300,000-400,000 Roman soldiers would have required the manu-
facture of 12 to 16 million individual bronze and iron scales or lamellae. The growth in
popularity of scale cuirasses in early Byzantium is also confirmed in the iconography
(see e.g. Volbach 1976, nos. 76-77).

40 See above, n. 8.
41 Many early Byzantine emperors are depicted in the muscled cuirass, e.g. the cen-

tral figure (probably Justinian I) on the 6th-8th(?)-C. Barberini Panel (now in the
Louvre); Justinian I on horseback on the reverse of a gold medallion minted in Con-
stantinople between 527 and 537/8; an unidentified emperor (Marcian [450-457] or
Herachus) on the so-called Colossus of Barletta (Age of Spirituality, no. 28; Byzance,
nos. 20, 113; Hoffmeyer 1966, fig. 2; Sodini 1994, fig. 25); while later emperors appear
in scale cuirasses, e.g. Isaac I Komnenos on his histamena, and probably also Michael
VII and Nikephoros III Botaneiates on their miliaresia (Grierson 1982, nos. 918, 919,
970, 977); see also Markovic 1995, 597 and n. 246.

42 See e.g.: Der Nersessian 1970, fig. 211; Shchepkina 1977, fig. 97; Sinos 1985, fig.
124; Borsook 1990, fig. 35; Restle 1967, vol. 3, figs. 125, 310 (and the opinion of Daw-
son 2002, 86); Buberl/Gerstinger 1938, fig. 12/1; Bank 1966, no. 157; Goldschmidt/
Weitzmann 1979, vol. 2, no. 38; Kalavrezou-Maxeiner 1985, nos. 10-11, 15-16, 21;
Glory of Byzantium, no. 70; and also below, nn. 43-46. For warrior saints wearing
scale cuirasses in Nubian painting see Michalowski 1973, no. 42; and Gorecki 1980,
207. This type of cuirass appears frequently in the Madrid Skylitzes: fols. llr-12r, 13v,
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In early examples from the tenth and early eleventh centuries, e.g.
on a group of ivory triptychs (figs. 19-22),43 the scales are arranged
with the rounded end upwards, overlapping each other from below,
in a manner similar to that seen on later brigantines.44 In time, the
arrangement was altered so that the scales overlapped from above,
which would seem more logical in view of a corselet's primary defen-
sive function-to protect against backhanded blows delivered mainly
from above. Over the Middle Byzantine period it is possible to observe
a gradual reduction in the size of individual scales, so that by the end
of the twelfth and in the thirteenth century they form a fine mesh;45

14v, 15v-16v, 18v, 22v, 25r, 26r-v, 28v, 30r-31v, 32v, 34r, 35v, 36v, 38v, 39v, 54r-v,
58v-59v, 67r, 72r-v, 73v, 85v-86r, 135r, 161v, 164r, 168r, 169v, 170v-171r, 176v,
181r-182v, 184v-185r, 186v, 202r-v, 224v, 229r-233r (Tsamakda 2002, figs. 4-7, 11,
16, 18-21, 27, 39, 46, 48, 50, 54, 58-61, 64-65, 68, 75, 81, 83-84, 127-128, 141-143,
166, 177-178, 180, 208-210, 326, 407, 413, 422, 425, 427, 429, 444, 454-456, 461-462,
465,480,482,531-532,542-543,545-546,548-549,551).

43 The Borradaile Triptych in the British Museum (George, Theodore Stratelates and
Eustathios), the Harbaville Triptych in the Louvre (George, the two Theodores, and
Eustathios) and the triptych in the Museum in the Palazzo Venezia, Rome (George, the
Theodores, and an unidentified warrior), Goldschmidt/Weitzmann 1979, vol. 2, nos.
32, 33, 38 (= Byzantium, no. 153; Glory of Byzantium, nos. 79, 80). Similarly arranged
scales appear on riders depicted on an 10th-C. ivory casket in the cathedral treasury at
Troyes in Champagne, see Goldschmidt/Weitzmann 1979, vol. 1, no. 122; Darkevich
1975, 239, fig. 368; Glory of Byzantium, no. 202 (their cuirasses are described as cer-
emonial imperial armour by Nicolle 1988, 1:40, and as lamellar by Haldon 1975, 35).
Knee-length cuirasses of this type can also be seen on the wings of a 10th-C. Georgian
triptych from Chukuli depicting two unidentified saints, possibly George and Theo-
dore (Tschubinaschvili 1959, fig. 45). Nicolle (1988, 1:38 and vol. 2, fig. 90) regards a
similar representation on an 11th-C. ivory casket in the Bargello Museum, Florence
as so strongly conventionalized that the identification of the armour type is doubtful,
although he appears to believe it is lamellar (an identification ruled out by the lack of
characteristic holes for linking the scales).

44 Parani (2003, 104) argues that upwards-turned rounded endings always indicate
lamellar armour. A closer analysis of the shape of the scales, especially on ivories such
as the chest preserved in the cathedral treasury at Troyes in France and the Harbaville
Triptych in the Louvre (see e.g. Byzance, nos. 149, 168), on which ribs typical for scale
cuirasses are visible along the centre of each scale, as well as the lack of holes for link-
ing the lamellae, argues against this theory.

45 See the 12th-C. examples from the churches of the Hagioi Theodoroi near
Kaphiona on the Mani (1144/5) showing Theodore twice (Drandakes 1995, 80-94,
figs. 8, 10, 21 and colour fig. 13); the church of the Holy Anargyroi with Theo-
dore Teron; and the church of St Nicholas tou Kasnitze, Kastoria with Sts George
and Merkourios (Pelekanidis 1953, figs. 21/2, 55/1; Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985,
figs. 12-13 on pp. 60 and 61); the Cypriot churches of the Panagia in Mout-
oullas (George; dated after 1280), the Panagia tou Arakos, Lagoudera (Orestes
in a medallion on the vault; 1192), and a 12th/13th-C. fresco in the narthex of
the church of the Panagia Phorbiotissa in Asinou (Stylianou 1997, fig. 70; neg.
nos. L71.973, L71.974, L71.978, D.73.27(RA) in the Dumbarton Oaks collection
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often visible through this is what appears to be the musculature of the
torso. A number of saints are depicted in corselets of this type: George
(twice), Theodore Teron, Prokopios, Nestor and Christopher in the late
twelfth-century church of the Anargyroi (Kosmas and Damianos) in
Kastoria (figs. 30a-c, e-f );46 St George on the south wall of the church
dedicated to him in Kurbinovo (1191; fig. 31); and George again on
the south wall of the narthex of the church of the Panagia Phorbiotissa
in Asinou, Cyprus (12th/13th C.; fig. 32).47 This type of corselet might
perhaps represent a type of a two-layered armour, made up of a scale
shirt worn over a muscled cuirass. Written references to two corselets
being worn simultaneously are rare,48 but the custom is possibly con-
firmed on an eleventh-century steatite icon from the Vatopedi mon-
astery on Mt Athos (fig. 33).49 On it, St George is seen in a lamellar
corselet that does not cover the very top part of his trunk, which is

in Washington); painting with St George on horseback in the Old Monastery near
Vrondamos on the Peloponnese (1201); see Drandakes (1988, 176-7, fig. 86(3), who
compares it with the one-hundred-years later icon of Sts Sergios and Bakchos in the
monastery of St Catherine on Mt Sinai from the end of the 13th C. (Sinai, fig. 66),
and also the early 13th-C. frescoes in the church of St Nicholas at Agios Nikolaos
near Monemvasia on the Peloponnese which are already influenced by Crusader art
(Drandakes 1979, 57, fig. 19(3). For other warrior saints on icons connected with Latin
workshops, see Hunt 1991, fig. 1, 4, 5, 12 (= Cormac/Mihalarias 1984, figs. 3, 5).

' See Pelekanidis 1953, figs. 21/1, 23, 27/2, 32/1; and Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985,
22-8, figs. 12, 21. In the depictions of St George in the church of the Anargyroi and
at Kurbinovo a leaf-like ornament is visible, mainly covering the area of the right
shoulder, which can perhaps be identified as the inside of a cloak.

47 See Stylianou 1997, 117, fig. 57; Walter 2003a, 127.
48 An exception is mentioned by KINNAMOS (p. 1879-14), stating that Manuel I who

was in fear for his life, before departing for Antioch in April 1159 donned a double
cuirass and over it a fairly light garment (probably the equivalent of an epilorikion,
see below, p. 177): tiovc µev Sri kbyouc 'routiouq ov'cwc ancooxiµaccv, sic Se ttiv no'xiv
ciaekauvstiv µekkwv Stititiovc nsptie9stio 6copaxac, axaµ&ticp 6mµacoc iaxut npoc'cov'co
evayoµsvoc. o Se xai xaV uv npoc tioutioic xai&kaOoV twVa icsptexsitio, &x61)c 'cwv EvSov
oux VLatitiov, xai ateppoc xai tiaf.k,a tiw (iautXei On the basis of this passage,
as well as the listing next to each other in many military manuals of several types
of armour without commentary, Kolias (1988, 48 and n. 65) thinks it possible that
doubled armour was worn by the Byzantine army; he also mentions a mail-shirt frag-
ment with additional scales found at Newstead in Scotland (published by Robinson
1975, 173, fig. 481a). The custom of wearing two corselets may have been adopted
from the West, where two or even three mail-shirts were occasionally worn-as men-
tioned in the Song of Roland (France 1999, 10); although Blair (1958, 38) considers
that the custom of wearing a lighter armour over a mail-shirt became common there
only in the later half of the 12th century. It may also have come into being in both
centres independently as a defence against Asiatic archers. See also Nicolle (2002, 209)
who cites the advice of wearing `doubled cuirasses' against Mongol archery in Plano
Carpini's 13th-C. Historia Mongolorum.

49 See e.g. Kalavrezou-Maxeiner 1985, no. 7.
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protected by a scale corselet apparently worn beneath it.50 However,
the scale armour layer might equally be interpreted as a scale gorget
worn over the lamellar corselet, as is indicated by the gorget's curved
lower lip.

The lamellar cuirass (klibanion)
Derived from ancient Assyria,51 and related to scale armour, the lamel-
lar cuirass was employed by Byzantine artists in depictions of the mili-
tary saints even more frequently than the scale corselet. Made from
plates of metal, leather or horn (of somewhat larger dimensions than
those employed for scale armour), linked together by means of leather
thongs or wire, lamellar armour had also been known in Greece and
Rome,52 although it failed to achieve great popularity.53 The eastern
frontiers of the Empire were an exception: there we can find armour
fragments made from lamellae. The common practice of portraying
the Palmyrene gods in cuirasses with narrow, elongated plates that
are fastened together (fig. 17a)54 is evidence that lamellar armour
was widely employed in eastern armies. Its presence in the Roman
legions is problematic.55 Ammianus Marcellinus repeatedly mentions a

50 The armour on the Vatopedi plaque is interpreted in a similar way by Parani
2003, 116.

51 Among the earliest traces of lamellar armour are fragments dating to c.1400 BC
discovered at Ras Shamra in Anatolia (Brett 1947, 99, with an extensive bibliog. of
later finds; Hoffineyer 1966, 63). The earliest images of warriors in lamellar cuirasses
date from the reign of Assurnasirpal II (889-859 BC) (reliefs from Nimrud palace)
and Shalmaneser III (858-824 BC) (decoration of bronze doors from Balawat) (all cur-
rently at the British Museum), see Gamber 1978, 186-9, figs. 185-7, 189; and compare
the section of Central Asian lamellar armour from the New Armouries of the Tower of
London which he shows on fig. 190); and more generally Bugarski 2005, 174.

52 Lamellar cuirasses can be found on such works of Hellenistic art as the Pergamon
altar (183 BC), currently in the Pergamon Museum in Berlin, and (worn by Alexan-
der the Great) on a mosaic with a scene from the battle of Issos (end of 4th C. BC)
currently in the Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Naples, see e.g. Gamber 1978, 296,
298, figs. 307, 312 (who also publishes an Etrusco-Greek statue, the so-called `Mars
of Todi', dressed in a lamellar cuirass of Eastern type; see also Gamber 1968, 12-14,
figs. 9-10). Roman representations of such corselets include those worn by Sarma-
tian horsemen on the reliefs on Trajan's Column of AD 113 (Gamber 1993, 1-3).
Two lamellar armours are depicted among the insignia of the magister oficiorum per
Occidentem in NOT. DIGN., fig. on p. 144. Finds from Dura-Europos are published by
James 2004, 113, 122-7, figs. 64-70.

53 See Zygulski (1998, 79, 137), who points out the Etruscan origins of the Roman
lamellar breastplate.

54 On the Palmyrene gods see above, nn. 76 on p. 81, 122-124 on p. 94.
55 Haldon (1975, 15-17) notes that an increase in the number of illustrations of

lamellar corselets can be observed from the 1st C. BC, while western European finds
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close-fitting cuirass made of densely arranged iron scales worn by
cataphracts who were also called klibanarioi, which provided excellent
defence against archery; however this mainly referred to the Persian
cavalry.s6

It was precisely under the influence of the heavily armed cavalry
of the Sasanians and nomad tribes that lamellar armour spread to
the Byzantine army." Borrowed along with it was its Persian name,

tend to be of Viking or occasionally of Magyar origin. A section of lamellar cuirass
found on Cyprus is dated to the 7th/6th C. BC and maybe a relic of the Persian occu-
pation of the island; another piece (perhaps from a horse bard), found in tower 19 at
Dura-Europos (now in the Syrian National Museum, Damascus) dates from the 3rd C.
AD and can also be linked with Persian cavalry or mercenary foederati in Roman ser-
vice (Brown 1936, 450-1; Robinson 1975, 162; Roztovtzeff 1935, 221; Bishop/Coulston
1993, fig. 113; Coulston 2002, 11-12, fig. 1-10; and James 2004, 113-5, 129-34, figs.
74-84.). Meanwhile, the fragments found at Newstead, Scotland are undeniably linked
with the Roman army (Bivar 1972, 277). Hoffmeyer (1966, 60) points to Alexander
Severus as the reformer who introduced lamellar armour to the Roman army.

Se AMMiAN., 1:165 [16.10.8],4:134,146,157,162,169 [24.2.10, 24.4.15, 24.6.8, 24.7.8
and 25.1.12] referring to Persian klibanarioi; see also MacMullen (1964, 438-40) who
cites other references to them in the Late Roman sources; and Gamber (1968, 28-9
and nn. 52, 54), who points out the key difference between the Greco-Roman cata-
phracts who were armed mainly in traditional muscled and scale cuirasses, and Persian
klibanarioi who employed lamellar armour, mixed occasionally with mail. Meanwhile,
Mielczarek (1993, passim) believes the two formations were distinguished mainly by
tactics rather than equipment. Bivar (1972, 278) and Kolias (1988, 40) indicate that
besides the lamellar cuirasses of the klibanarioi an important part of their armour was
made up of mail. See also 2ygulski 1998, 137. Iron thoraxes are mentioned by GEORGE
PISID., Expeditio Persica, p. 103130-31 [II].

57 The rapid spread of this type of armour among the Steppe peoples is commented
upon by Haldon 1975, 16 (see also n. 19, where he collects rich bibliog. on the graffito
with the Persian klibanarios from Dura, reproduced e.g. by Diethart/Dintsis 1984,
fig. 1), and mentions wood among the materials used for making lamellae. Kolias
(1988, 38, 40) indicates Persia as the place from which the Byzantines adopted lamel-
lar armour, and stresses (p. 28) the Byzantines' ability to quickly adopt equipment
from their enemies); while the role of the Persians, Avars and other nomad peoples in
the development of the klibanarioi is underlined by McGeer (1995, 211); Hoffmeyer
(1966, 60-5) covers the appearance of this type of armour among the Sarmatians,
Parthians, Mongols, and in Japan, Korea, Poland and the peoples of Central Asia (see
also Nicolle 2002, passim). About 500-600 lamellae from two cuirasses discovered in
Viminacium, each measuring c.7-8.5 cm in height, in an overlapping arrangement
are dated to the end of the 6th C., and therefore may have been used by Byzantine
soldiers under the emperor Maurice or, more likely, by Germanic, Allemanic or Avar
warriors (Popovic 1987, 28-30, figs. 22-23; Bugarski 2005, 161-7, 174-5, figs 1-8 [and
the list of other finds from south-central Europe, pp. 168-72]). Recently fragments of
a lamellar cuirass dated to the 6th C. have been uncovered in Pliska, Bulgaria (Haldon
2002, 70, n. 26). Further finds of iron lamellae with semi-circular ends from Preslav (at
least five examples), Pernik, Batin near Ruse, and Brestak near Varna are evidence of
the popularity of this type of armour in the first Bulgar state (Iotov 2004, 120-8, figs.
70-74). Undoubtedly of Greek origin was lamellar armour (114 iron pieces) found
in a Byzantine settlement on the site of a Roman theatre at Cartagena (Spain) dating
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klibanion, just as earlier the term for the type of troops who employed
it, the klibanarioi, had been adopted.58 The term klibanion (in its nar-
rower sense) is associated by Haldon with the lamellar cuirass, a theory
supported by Kolias and Dawson on the basis of entries in the `Dream
Book' of Achmet ibn Sirin59 and references in military treatises. All
three scholars indicate, however, that this expression appears in the
sources only from the ninth century or as late as the tenth,60 which may
indicate that the lamellar cuirass was not in use in the Byzantine army

from before 625 (Sanchez 2008, 203-8, pp. 4-5, fig. 5). Additionally, see the Scythian
kurgan finds in Gamber (1978, 307-8, figs. 323-325); and depictions of barbarian and
Islamic horsemen in lamellar cuirasses in Gamber 1968, figs. 42-43; and 1995, figs.
11, 13-14; Mielczarek 1993, figs. 6-7, 9, 10, 12, 19a, b, 22-24; Hillenbrand 1999, figs.
7.5, 7.41, 7.42, 7.48, 7.49, 8.29, 8.32; and Swigtoslawski 1999, fig. 6 (lamellae found in
central Siberia).

58 On the origin of the terms clibanarius and klibanion see MacMullen 1964, 440
and nn. 21-2 (with literature); Michalak 1987, 73-7; Diethart/Dintsis 1984, 68-72
(with a commentary on the late-antique sources); Mielczarek 1993, 10-12, 30 (and
his commentary on the older critical literature on the problem on pp. 12-15); and
also above, n. 4.

59 ACHMET, p. 1141-4 [155]. On Achmet ibn Sirin and his Oneirokritikon or "Dream
book" see Oberhelman (1991, esp. 13-17) who narrows the date it was written to 873-
1075 and Mavroudi (2002, 1-127) who dates the text to between 843 and 1075/85.
More briefly see also S.M. Oberhelman, "Achmet ben Sirin" in ODB, 1:14.

60 See Haldon (1975, 27-8) who stresses that the lamellar cuirass appears already in
the 4th C. in Persian iconography, and that it may have reached Byzantium thanks to
the Arabs in the 9th C.; and also Kolias 1988, 45-6; Dawson 1998, 42-43; Nicolle 1988,
2:606. Meanwhile McGeer (1995, 212) considers that the klibanion maybe both a lamel-
lar cuirass as well as a mail. Dawson (1998, 47) points out the lack of references to the
klibanion in Procopius's Wars and Maurice's Strategikon, which may be evidence of its
reintroduction only in the 10th or even 11th century. Gamber (1995, 6-7) accepts Hal-
don's and Kolias's terminology. Interesting here is LYDOS's reference to iron is XI[3ava
(see below n. 100) which may be the earliest use of the term. Additional arguments
for associating the term icXtfi&viov with the lamellar cuirass are found in passages in
the PRAECEPTA, p. 36"' [111 5] (exety Se avtiovs xai aieppovs ticicov; xaTacppaxtiov;,
die So xev-covxk,c°v xai vevpwv xexok,k,1JgEVwv µexpt '6(0v yovatiwv, Mate 'co by ao to
to iicicov µil cpaivcGOat, ei µii T01); &cpOak,µovs avtiov xai Ta pivac, (09M)TO); KM T01);
iLOSa; avtiov ano T& yov&tiwv xai tia x&tiw aaxeiceiS tie xai axak,victiot;, cite exety
avtioiS icl 4dvta aitO (3ov(3ak,eiwv (3vpawv egeipyaaµeva icpos Se do ativOos tiov iititov,
aico tiwv (3paxtovwv xai 'Cu icutw eivat axtatiov icpos To &xwkvtiwS cpepecOat tot; ico8a;
avtiov.) (= TNU [MG], p. 1144'-58 [LX 5]); and also a passage mentioning a klibanion
made from oxhide, iron and horn listed among horse armour in the SYLLOGE, p. 62
[XXXIX 6] (= {LT, vol. B', p. 362 [XXXIX]}) (Oi µev avtiov iicnot [...] axen&aOwaav ij
Xopixioi5 ij iA4avots, xai tiovtiot; it athitPois ij xai Sia xepati(0v avµitcitk£yµevoi;.).
This evidence should be seen in combination with a miniature on fol. 31r of the Madrid
Skylitzes on which Thomas the Slav's horse is depicted with scale armour covering its
body (Tsamakda 2002, fig. 60). A Late Roman scale-armour horse barding dating from
the mid-3rd C. was excavated at Dura-Europos, and is currently in the Archaeological
Museum in Damascus (Robinson 1975, 194, figs. 529-530 = Diethart/Dintsis 1984,
fig. 12). On horse armour see above, n. 11 and below, pp. 395-397.
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in earlier centuries or, more probably, that it was known by a different
term. A possible alternative name is µavSvaS, which had been used
earlier by Hesychios and Malalas to describe Persian armour. In the
Suda, however, this term is glossed by the term himation (which is in
turn identical to lorikion); in view of the original meaning of mandyas
(a coat) it would seem more reasonable to associate it with a type of
tunic, perhaps similar to or identical with the kabadion.61

Maria Parani notes that the popularity throughout the empire of
lamellar body armour in tenth- and eleventh-century art is evidence
of artists' use of actual cuirasses (probably parade models) as props.
She also assumes the iconographic model spread from Constantinople,
rather than being invented independently by craftsmen working in dif-
ferent media and living in different corners of the empire .12

Despite contrary opinions in academic circles,63 it seems fairly certain
that warrior saints in the Middle Byzantine period were depicted in two
types of klibanion. The first type, whose invention Haldon attributes
to the Byzantines themselves, is characterized by increased flexibility
thanks to the horizontal leather strips interleaved between the rows of
lamellae, which prevent the rigid metal elements from abrading each
other (fig. 35).64 Warrior saints are frequently portrayed in this type

61 See HESYCHIOs, 2:230, M 229 [3:70]: µavSva; ciSo; iµatiiov Hepciuv inoXeµtxov
MALALAS (p. 2491 [11 8]) speaks of it as the cape of the kings of Phoenicia. If we accept
the interpretation of the term lorikion proposed by Haldon and Kolias (see above, n.
10), then in accordance with the SUDA, 3:31731 [139] "MavSvas eiSoS iµatiiov, Onep
K(XkCt at Xwpixtov, we can suppose that it was a mail-shirt. See also Belyaev (1929,56,58,
n. 55), who proposes that the Suda references denote soft armour made from leather
thongs. The failure of the lexicon's author to use the term klibanion, which had been
known since the 10th C., is somewhat surprising. The term mandyas is used in a later
period to describe a dark tunic worn by clergy, particularly monks, see e.g. CHONI-
ATES, p. 21629-31 (on the mandyas of Eustathios of Thessaloniki, which he refers to in
discussions with the emperor Manuel); and also N.P. Sevicenko, "Mandyas" in ODB,
2:1282; K. Wessel, "Insignien" in RbK, 3 (1973-1975): 450; and E. Pochmarski, "Man-
dye" in BKR, 163. On the kabadion see below, pp. 166-170.

62 See Parani (2003, 109-10, 157), who also mentions the group of armour scales
discovered in the ruins of the Great Palace as evidence for the continuity of use of the
klibanion in the 12th C. (see above, n. 11 on p. 21 and below n. 84).

63 Parani (2003, 107 and n. 25; 2007, 187 and n. 35) opposes the interpretation of
the lamellar cuirass depicted with darker bands alternating between rows of scales
as a separate type. In her opinion these bands were an artistic convention to portray
shaded areas of the armour, a view that seems highly improbable.

64 Haldon (1975, 28; 1999, 134; 2002, 79; Dawson 1988, 43-44 (on the basis of
experiments with a klibanion reconstructed from representations in art); Dawson
2001/2, p. 90, figs. 3-10, 13 (together with his own proposed typology); Dawson 2002,
figs. VII-2, 8-13; Dawson 2007, 23, plates. C4 and H; Dawson 2009, 38, 42, figs. on
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of armour in murals in the rock-cut churches of Cappadocia; exam-
ples include: George, Theodore, Procopius, Orestes(?) and Nestor in
St John's Church (chapel 2A, Sakli Kilise) of c. 1070; Orestes in the early
eleventh-century church of the Theotokos (Kiliclar Kufluk) in Korama
(Goreme); Theodore and an unidentified warrior in the late eleventh-
century chapel at Tagar (Ye§iloz) near Urgup (formerly chapel of
St Panteleimon);65 and also George on the north wall near the sanctu-
ary in the tenth- or early eleventh-century Church of Lilies (Sumbullu
Kilise) in the Ihlara valley (fig. 35a).66 This type of klibanion with
leather strips separating rows of scales is also worn by warrior saints
depicted in other regions, for example: several saints on the north wall
of the chapel of St Panteleimon (from 991/2) and in the church of
the Hagioi Strategoi both in Upper Boularioi on the Mani;67 Theodore
Stratelates, Merkourios and Nestor in the katholikon of Hosios Loukas
monastery in Phokis (figs. 25b-d, 37);68 George in the parekklesion of
the church of the Panagia Protothroni (after 1052) in Chalki on Naxos;
Merkourios in the church dedicated to him in Hagios Markos on
Kerkyra (1074/1075);69 Nestor on the south arch of the northern cha-
pel of the Cappella Palatina in Palermo;70 St Orestes on a fresco in the
church of the Dormition (Koimesis) in Episkopi, Eurytania (fig. 38);71
as well as St Theodore Stratelates in the Menologion of Basil II (Vatican

pp. 25, 39 (2C4D), 49, 52-3; his reconstruction is corroborated by finds from Svetinja
in Viminacium where lamellae dated to beginning of the 7th C. were accompanied
by traces of leather (Bugarski 2005, 172). It is worth noting that bands of lamellae in
an alternating arrangement with a soft base appear already on Assyrian reliefs from
Sargon's palace, as well as in the Late Roman reliefs from Palmyra, although in both
cases the lamellae are of a different shape to those seen in the iconography of the
warrior saints (Gamber 1978, fig. 191; Morehart 1958, figs. 11-15, 17, 28 = Teixidor
1979, fig. 32).

65 See Restle 1967, vol. 2, figs. 21, 28, 44, 250, 288; Jolivet-Levy 1991, 213, 215, fig.
130/3; Parani 2003, fig. 116; certain of these are also mentioned by Haldon (1975, 35,
n. 122) along with other examples.

66 See Thierry 1963, 176; also illustrated in Parani 2003, fig. 117.
67 See Drandakes 1995, 369-87, fig. 19 (and sketch 34 on p. 420 north wall of the

church of the Hagioi Strategoi), who links the murals in the chapel of Panteleimon
stylistically with provincial trends in Cappadocian painting.

68 See Markovic 1995, fig. 40; Chatzidakis 1997, figs. 47, 57 (= Maguire 1996,
fig. 13).

69 See Chatzidakis et al. 1989, figs. 17, 20 on pp. 42-3; Skawran 1982, fig. 119
(= Nicolle 1988, vol. 2, fig. 93).

70 See e.g. Borsook 1990, figs. 35-36.
71 The church is now flooded by an artificial lake and the frescoes have been trans-

ferred to the Byzantine Museum in Athens (see e.g. Glory of Byzantium, no. 17).
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Library, Cod. Vat. gr. 1613, p. 383);72 and on an eleventh/twelfth
century Constantinopolitan icon in the Hermitage, Saint Petersburg
(fig. 39).73

Constructional elements of lamellar armour, such as the holes in
the individual plates, thongs threaded through holes and the strips of
soft lining, are especially clear in relief sculpture. Good examples on
steatite icons include St Theodore Stratelates in the Vatican Library
(eleventh century; fig. 34), and the same saint in the company of Sts
George and Demetrios, the latter wearing a scale cuirass (twelfth cen-
tury) in the Cherson Museum in Sevastopol. Examples in other media
include an eleventh/twelfth century panel with St George on horseback
in the Museo Nazionale del Bargello in Florence,74 and an eleventh/
twelfth-century sardonyx cameo with Sts George and Demetrios in the
Cabinet des Medailles of the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris .71

The second type of klibanion seen in depictions of warrior saints
does not have strips separating the rows of lamellae. As Dawson has
shown, a corselet constructed this way would have been considerably
stiffer and might have served as parade armour.76 Initially, plates of this
type of armour have the form (as with the first type) of an elongated,
vertical rectangle with a semicircular ending at the top. Such klibania
are worn, for example, by Sts George, Merkourios and Prokopios in
the Cappadocian rock-cut churches of St Barbara (Tahtali Kilise) (figs.
41a,b) in the Soandos valley (currently Soganli Dere); Theodore and
George on horseback in the eleventh-century church of the Snake (or
`of Honorius', chapel 18, Yilanli Kilise; fig. 42) in Korama; George in
chapel 21 also in Korama;77 and also the warrior saint on a pier in the

72 See Sevicenko 1962, fig. 12 (= Markovic 1995, fig. 41).
73 See Bank 1966, no. 227; Sinai, Vizantija, Rus', no. B88.
74 See Nicolle 1988, vol. 2, fig. 89.
75 See for example Glory of Byzantium, nos. 104, 132, 203 (= Byzance, no. 193);

Kalavrezou-Maxeiner 1985 nos. 6, 21. A cuirass with lamellae arranged in bands
appears also in the Madrid Skylitzes, fols. 13v, 80r, 114r (Tsamakda 2002, figs. 11,
194, 261).

76 Dawson (1998, 49) cites an example of this type of klibanion worn by the emperor
in a donor miniature in the Psalter of Basil II (Ven. Marcianus gr. 17, fol. 3r) in the
Biblioteca Marciana, Venice (see above, n. 186 [to chapter 03 Origins]); see also the
donor miniature showing protospatharios John on fol. 8r of the Adrianople Gospels of
1007, currently in the Library of San Lazzaro Monastery, Venice, no. 887/116 (Glory
of Byzantium no. 239 = Nersessian 2001, no. 110). On lamellae that are inverted so
that they overlap `upwards' see Dawson 2002, 89 and n. 72; and 2001/2, pp. 90-2,
figs. 1-11, 13.

77 See Restle, vol. 2, figs. 246, 247, vol. 3, fig. 436 (=Walter 1999, fig. 11); Neg. nos.
L.75.1150 (AE), L.75.1387 (AE), T 3-22 in the Dumbarton Oaks collection in Wash-
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ninth/tenth-century church of Hagios Stephanos in Kastoria78 (fig. 43).
This type was readily employed in the eleventh century on smallish
bronze panels of a votive character (examples in the British Museum,
and in the Kanellopoulos collection and Byzantine Museum both in
Athens).79

Cuirasses made from densely arranged lamellae, reminiscent of the
early type of scale armour, are worn by Demetrios on a late-tenth-
century ivory icon in the Metropolitan Museum, New York; Theodore
on a Constantinopolitan panel in the Museo Archeologico, Venice;
and George on a twelfth-century alabaster panel in the Archaeology
Museum of Plovdiv.80 Lamellae that are squarer in shape81 are visible
on mosaics depicting Sts Theodore and Orestes on the inner narthex
cupola of the katholikon of Nea Mone monastery on Chios (figs.
44a,b); Theodore in the church of the Saviour in Megara (c.1200); and
on the twelfth-century marble reliefs with seated figures of Demetrios
and George adorning the facade of San Marco in Venice.82

In the second half of the twelfth century warrior saints were often
depicted in a klibanion made of large lamellae, rectangular or almost
square in shape, sometimes ending in a point or a small projection
that overlaps the next plate. Examples of such cuirasses appear on
frescoes in the northern Greek churches of the Virgin-Saviour of the
World (Kosmosoteira) at Bera (currently Pherrai) in Thrace (1152),
worn by Theodore Stratelates; in the church of the Anargyroi in
Kastoria-Theodore Stratelates and Demetrios; and in the church of
St Panteleimon in Nerezi (now Macedonia) -Theodore Stratelates,

ington, D.C. See also the cuirasses of St Hieron in the churches at Oren, Karabulut
kilise near Avcilar and at Sakli kilise, Korama (Jolivet-Levy 1992: figs. 110a, 112).

'8 For a discussion on the dating of the two painted layers see Pelekanidis/Chatz-
idakis 1985, 14-28.

79 See Byzantium, no. 160. The panels from Athens (cat. nos. 1071 and 475) are as
yet unpublished.

80 See above, n. 26 and also Cutler 1994, 117-19, figs. 126 & 130; Glory of Byzan-
tium, no. 81; Nicolle 1988, vol. 2, fig. 106.

81 Hoffmeyer (1966, 63) indicates that this type of body armour is the most archaic
variant.

82 See Mouriki 1985, vol. B, figs. 59, 61, 198-199, 202-203, 304, 305; Skawran 1982,
fig. 334; and e.g. Markovic 1995, fig. 42 (= Papamastorakes 1998, fig. 8; Maguire 1996,
fig. 67). It is worth noting that the cuirasses depicted in the Madrid Skylitzes are
often made up of rectangular scales-see fols. 15v-16r, 18v, 22v, 30v-31r, 32v, 36r,
76v, 109r, 113v, 121v-122v, 129v, 136r-v, 140v, 142r, 149v-151v, 153r-v, 154v, 156r,
195v, 200v, 212r-213v (Tsamakda 2002, figs. 17-19, 27, 39, 59-60, 65, 74, 186, 247,
260, 282-284, 308, 326, 329, 340, 346, 373, 377-379, 381-383, 385-386, 389, 393, 467,
477,501,503-505).
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George and Demetrios (figs. 30a, 30d, 45a,b).83 Although the sources
do not specify the shape of the folides used to make a klibanion, there
is no reason for their representation in art to be treated as artistic
invention, and the variety of lamellae found in the workshops by the
Great Palace in Constantinople confirms the idea that actual plates
were copied faithfully.84

Both types of klibanion also appear widely in Georgian depictions
of warrior saints. On such images lamellar armour clearly dominates
over scale, while the muscled cuirass is almost completely absent.85 The
royal painter Theodore (Georgian: Tevdore) who was active in Upper
Svanetia at the turn of the eleventh and twelfth centuries typically
depicted warrior saints (chiefly St George and St Theodore on horse-
back) in a Byzantine klibanion;S6 while Michael of Maglaki, who was a
generation younger, also painted Sts Demetrios, George and Theodore

81 Sinos 1985, 196, fig. 123; Pelekanidis 1953, fig. 21 (= Pelekanidis/Chatzida-
kis 1985, figs. 32-33); Maguire 1996, figs. 10-11. Fragments of a lamellar cuirass
made from rectangular plates of 12th/13th-C. date was found at Kitaev near Kiev,
see Kirpichnikov (1971, 17-18, figs. 17-19), who compares the find to a mural in
the Spaso-Mirozhski monastery (of c.1156) in Pskov, and a miniature (of 1321-27)
depicting Theodore Stratelates in the Evangeliary of Theodore, fol. Iv, currently in the
Museum of History and Architecture, Yaroslavl, inv. no. 15718.

84 Brett (1947, 99) reports the presence of six regular sizes of scales in the armour
fragments discovered in the grounds of the Great Palace; the scales have fastening
holes-normally three along the lower edge, one on the top edge, and two on each
of the sides-which indicates that they were part of a lamellar corselet. The complete
scales, which are twice as long as they are wide, confirm Dawson's reconstruction,
see above, n. 64. Cf. also the variant reconstruction of a cuirass based on the Con-
stantinople finds by Beatson (1998), who believes that the scales overlapped to a far
greater extent than does Dawson. To the above examples, one can putatively add a
long, rectangular scale with rounded end and eight holes found during excavations
at Birka near Stockholm, which was abandoned in 970. Dawson (2001/2, p. 90, figs.
2-3) regards this find as a Byzantine import, which reached Scandinavia by way of
the Varangians.

86 A warrior saint is depicted in a muscled cuirass for example on a 12th-C. icon
cover from Sagolasheni; meanwhile St George appears in a scale cuirass on an 11th-C.
panel from Gebi, on an icon of 1010-20 currently in the Hermitage, and again (in the
company of Theodore) on a pre-altar cross of c.1030 from Samtavisi (Tschubinaschvili
1959, figs. 254, 284-288, 402; Nicolle 1988, vol. 2. fig. 168). Parani hypothesizes (2003,
110-11 and n. 43 and fig. 123) that the klibanion with nearly square, pointed scales
reached Greece at the turn of 11th and 12th centuries from Georgia by way of mer-
cenary troops in imperial service; as an example of such a soldier she cites the career
of Gregory Pakourianos, Megas Domestikos under Alexios I.

86 In the churches of St George in Nakipari (1130), the Holy Archangels in Iprari
(1096), and Sts Kvirike and Ivlita in Lagurka (1111) (Aladashvili/Alibegashvili/Vols-
kaya 1966, figs. 18-19, 33-34, 50-51); see also the frescoes from St Kvirike Church
(1112) in Kala (Novello/Beridze/Dosogne 1980, 94, fig. 115).
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in the same manner, all on horseback on frescoes in the Church of the
Saviour in Matskhvarishi (1140) also in Upper Svanetia.87 Meanwhile,
on an eleventh/twelfth-century mosaic icon from the same church St
George wears a corselet made from square lamellae; such lamellae can
also be seen on frescoes in the katholikon of the Timotesubani mon-
astery (dated to the twelfth century, before 1230).88 Both types of body
armour are frequently depicted on smaller items of decorative metal-
work and in stone relief.89 A similar custom of depicting military saints
primarily in klibania can be observed in Armenian art, as well as in the
Slavic states.90 This popularity of lamellar body armour in images of
military saints created in provincial circles-which were free from the
influences of traditional iconographic formulas of the ancient world-
indicates that when artists were depicting warrior saints they reached
for costumological motifs known to them from their everyday lives.91

87 See Virsaladze 1955, 221-5, figs. 70-72, 78, as well as on p. 192. This type of body
armour is also worn in several depictions: St George in a painting on the facade of
the church dedicated to him in Adishi (end of 11th-12th C.); a warrior saint in the
12th/13th-C. katholikon of the Dormition of the monastery in Vardzia; and group of
military saints on frescoes in the church of the Annunciation in Udabno (2nd half of
13th C.), (Aladashvili/Volskaya 1987, fig. 31; neg. nrs Acc. 91-0852, Acc. 91-0401,
Acc. 91-0402 in the Dumbarton Oaks collection in Washington D.C.).

88 See Alibegashvili 1979, figs. 69-70; Privalova 1980, figs. 50-52. A possible local
Georgian sub-type with vertically arranged strips of lining is depicted on a fresco in
St George's Church, Phavnisi (1158-84), see Privalova 1977, fig. 15; see also Tschubi-
naschvili 1959, figs. 156, 162-163.

89 See e.g. Tschubinaschvili 1959, figs. 36-47, 131, 178, 180-85, 187-98, 287,
406-07, 409-11, 470, 473, 475 (= Novello/Beridze/Dosogne 1980, figs. 55, 58-61);
Nicolle 1988, vol. 2, figs. 162a, 173b, Kalavrezou-Maxeiner 1985, no. 23.

90 Armenian examples include the reliefs depicting Sts Theodore, Sergios and
George on the southern facade of the cathedral of the Holy Cross on Aght'amar (Der
Nersessian 1965, figs. 49-50; Jones 2007, 89, fig. 4.27); this motif is also attested on
soldiers depicted on manuscript miniatures (Nicolle 1988, 1:54-62, vol. 2, figs. 138c,
142, 151a, 152c-g, i, m, q, 154a-b); see also the equestrian images of Sts Sergios and
George on fols. 281v and 284r of the 14th/15th-C. Evangeliary no. 6305 in the Mate-
nadaran collection in Yerevan (Mirzoyan 1987, esp. figs. 1, 4). Greek and Bulgarian
examples from the 12th to 14th C. are discussed in comparison with later Russian
bekhterets laminar-in-mail armour by Manova (1969, 190-7, figs. 7, 11-12). In Rus'
art, the Byzantine klibanion appears already in c.1062 on reliefs from the altar screen
of the Kievan church of St Demetrios depicting George, Theodore, Eustathios and
Demetrios on horseback (currently in the church of St Sophia in Kiev and the Tre-
tyakov Gallery in Moscow), and also on murals in the Spaso-Mirozhski Monastery of
c.1156 in Pskov (Sidorenko 2000, figs. 1-3; Nicolle 1988, vol. 2, figs. 204a-b).

91 Cf. Markovic (1995, 597-8) who believes that as rule warrior saints' breastplates
were modelled on depictions of Roman emperors, although he admits that the con-
tinuing influence of Classical tradition on Byzantine uniform in the iconography of
the military saints cannot be excluded.
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When depicted in a group the individual saints often appear in dif-
ferent types of body armour.92 This device was probably intended to
vary and enliven the composition. It is not possible, however, to dis-
cern any regular system in representing any individual warrior saint in
a single, specific type of cuirass that can be treated as his attribute. This
implies that the artist's choice was not directed by iconographic con-
siderations, but was a free creation within the framework of a general
canon. The preponderance of scale armour (which was not popular in
Classical art) and especially of lamellar armour in images of warrior
saints in preference to the traditional muscled cuirass indicates that to
a great extent Byzantine artists took their model from types of armour
popular in the imperial army.93

Both the form and the colour of depicted armours also seems to
reflect the actual armament of Byzantine troops. Muscled and scale
corselets, and to a certain extent also lamellar ones, are often coloured
gold in painted representations. Examples include: mosaics in the
monasteries of Hosios Loukas in Phokis, and Nea Mone on Chios,
and from the Kievan monastery of St Michael (figs. 25a,b, 27, 44a);
Sicilian mosaics in the Cappella Palatina in Palermo and the cathe-
drals in Cefalu and Monreale; and also a group of eleventh/twelfth-
century icons in the Hermitage (figs. 39, 70); panels from the Venetian
Pala d'Oro (before 1209); miniatures in the Menologion of Symeon

92 e.g. on miniatures in the Menologion for the year 1055/6 (Vind. Hist. gr. 6, fol.
3v; Par. gr. 580, fol. 2v-Arethas and Merkourios in scale armour in the Bodl. Bar-
roci 230, fol. 3v-St (Eustathios?) in muscled cuirass), see Spatharakis, figs. 113, 116,
118; the Evangelistarion from the Athonite monastery of St Dionysios (Dionysiou
587) from the year 1059, fol. 41v-St Theodore in scale armour, as well as fols. 123r,
and 151v: Sts Demetrios and George in klibania (Athos, vol. A', figs. 216, 241, 265);
and on drawings from the turn of 12th/13th centuries illustrating the second volume
of john Chrysostom's Commentaries to the Book of Genesis, Magdalen College gr. 3:
St Demetrios in an ornamented muscled cuirass (fol. 166r); and 209v: St George in
scale armour (Velmans 1974, 160, fig. 22; Hutter 1999, fig. 20). Among murals one
can mention the frescoes in the churches in Kastoria and Nerezi (see Maguire 1996,
20-22, figs. 10-11, which however is mainly concerned with the physiognomic char-
acteristics of the figures).

93 Dawson points out (1998, 45 and n. 31) that lamellar armour was relatively light,
did not hinder movement, and offered excellent protection from the light Arabian and
Turkish horse archers who dominated the armies of the Empire's main rivals. On the
importance and Persian origins of horse archers in the armies of the Arabs, Turks,
Turkmen and steppe nomads see Darko 1935, 446-9; and more recently Hillenbrand
1999, 512-14; and Swictoslawski 1999, 58-66; see also the discussion of Byzantine
references to Arabian and mounted nomad archers culled by Darkevich (1975, 141-3)
from Komnene, Choniates, Leo's Taktika and Digenes Akritas.
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Metaphrastes for 1056 (Vind. Hist. gr. 6, fol. 3v), and in the Athonite
Evangelistarion Dionysiou 587, fols. 41v, 123r, and 151v (fig. 46).94
Gilded arms are also mentioned in the epic poem Digenes Akritas.95
This might be regarded as mere literary hyperbole if not for the recom-
mendations in De re militari stating that, following ancient practice,
only iron weapons should be taken on campaign, not gold, silver and
extravagant ones, since these are unusable and the fashion for them
leads to the army's impoverishment.96 This advice, and to a certain

94 See the coloured illustrations in Chatzidakis 1997, figs. 47-48; Mouriki 1985, figs.
59, 61; Bank 1966, no. 227; Sinai, Vizantija, Rus', nos. B85, 88; Athos, vol. A', figs. 216,
241, 265; Glory of Byzantium, no. 70 and fig. on p. 283; Hahnloser/Polacco 1994, figs.
127-29; and also Borsook 1990, figs. 9, 35-36, 95; as well as the description of the
Vienna menologion by Buberl/Gerstinger 1938, 41.

95 The Escorial version of DIG. AKR. (p. 25827-79) speaks of golden breastplates only
in relation to Arabs, in a description of how the emir's mother in an effort to convince
him to abandon his prospective Greek spouse and return to Syria, sent him five hun-
dred young Arabian archontes dressed in gold klibania along with a gold lorikion that
had been worn by his father (7CEvtaxoaiotS &pxovtas xpvGoKXt(3avtaGµevo; / Kalt 'To'
Xopixty To xpvsov TO kpopet o na'7jp Gov.). Cuirasses made from precious metals are
also mentioned later in a similar context (p. 262343 282579) The gold-edged lorikion
of the Amazon Maximo appears in the Grottaferrata version (DIG. AKR., 184556 [VI])
while the Escorial redaction speaks of her silver lorikion adorned with precious stones
(p. 3481491)

96 DE RE MILITARI, p. 2883-17 [16 II£ei 'Cns 7cavonr7liac.]: Ob Kak,ov
8E OUSE avµ(pepov &7Uo61w7cfGal Kad step' 'CIl; n0X1)TEXEta;, L&Uov SE axpTj6Tias
Tov TEepvµµevwv navo&ct uv, xai TOt) apyot) xpv66 iced apyvpov TOt) npOS xoGµov
xaia[3akkoµevov TOW ti7GTwV xai ToV avw(pEkov apyvpov 61EVOV Tov Sties 7GEp7CEpEiav
7cap' eviwv & Tfj itokcpia [3aGTacoµevwv &XX& 56 iced 7GEp1 ' TovTov ties mpomjxovta
DIIOI.LV1lGal. eKELVwV J.LOVWV EGTLV xpaia TOW e7ttT7iSEiwv 7(P6; 7mAEµov iced xplwtiuov,
Vmiuwv apiaTwv, ewp&xwV axvp(ilv iced 7IEpt1c paXaloV (pacydvwv cc Kaa,X16Twv, eV OLS
o athTjpoS µovos Tov &AXwv I) ov 7CA.EOVEKTEL. 11 Se avoviyro; Oajujov Tot) xpbaot)
xai Tot) apyvpov epos T(il rjµtot)v xai nEViav npo evciv Tw 6TpaTevµaTt n&vT? TO
TGEpnTTOV xai avw(pe1,ES eV Toil; T(UV nOa,eµwV iccnpoLC, Exct, iced Etipot; av (p1k07GOVwS Tas
16TOpuxa; 131IXot; avepevvwµevos TOb; sysipavTaS ev ToIS nOXeµots µey&k.a Tponata
"Ekknva; xai `Pwµaiot; nZiaav ?I,LTOTTyTa et; TE TaC, (SLan ct; xai Ta GiEuT1 xai TO!,
oicka ctMOv exovTas. In the Late Roman period gilded bronze officers' armour was
produced in special workshops called barbaricarii, which were supervised from the
end of the 4th C. by a comes sacrarum largitionum. Their existence in the Early Byz-
antine period is attested in Constantinople and Antioch (Jones 1964, 2:835). Gilded
armours also appear frequently in the Madrid Skylitzes (mainly painted by Master I)
on fols. 11r-12r, 13v, 14v, 15v-16v, 18v-19r, 22v, 26r, 28v, 30r-32v, 33v-34v, 35v-
41v, 49r, 54r-v, 57r, 58r-59v, 60v, 66v, 70v, 72r-v, 73v, 76v, 78v, 80r-v, 82r, 85v-86r,
107v-108r, 109r, 114r, 115r, 119r, 121v-122v, 126r, 129v, 135r-v, 136v, 140v, 142r,
145r, 149v, 150r-v, 151r-v, 153r-v, 154v, 156r, 160r-162v, 163v-164r, 165r-168r,
169v-171r, 173r, 175v, 176v-177r, 181r, 182v, 184v-185r, 186v, 195v, 200v, 202r-v,
212v-213v, 217v, 224v, 226r, 227r, 228v-230v, 232v-233r, 234r (Tsamakda 2002, figs.
4-7, 11, 16, 18-21, 27-28, 39, 50, 54, 58-65, 67-69, 72-90, 112, 127-128, 137, 139-
143, 145, 165, 174, 177-178, 180, 186, 191, 194-196, 199, 208-210, 243-245, 247, 261,
263, 276, 282-284, 294, 308, 324, 326, 329, 340, 346, 373, 377-379, 381-383, 385-386,
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degree other references to the glistening armour of Byzantine armies97
are evidence that gilded cuirasses were being worn in the field in the
second half of the tenth century and were not-as Kolias prefers98-

merely parade attire, worn mainly by imperial family members and
palace guard units.99

Aside from such gilded corselets, the warrior saints were also
depicted in less expensive protection made from iron components,
which are generally depicted in shades of blue.100 Their klibania were

389, 393, 405-410, 412-414, 417-422, 424-425, 427-429, 435, 442, 444-445, 454, 456,
461-462, 467, 477, 480, 482, 503-506, 516, 531-532, 536, 538, 542-546, 549-551, 553;
see also the reproductions in Bozhkov 1972, figs. 5, 9, 10, 13, 19, 25-26, 31, 34, 36-37,
44-46, 65, 98; and Glory of Byzantium, pp. 6, 14-15).

97 The helmets, armour and steel swords of the Greeks which glistened in the sun
are mentioned by Al-Mutanabbi in a panegyric commemorating the retaking by his
patron, Sayf al-Dawla, of the fortress of Al-Hadas in 954 (VASILIEv, 2/2:33317); see also
LT 1:25347-50 [II 15 (18)], 2:1584927-3° [XIV 371, KOMNENE, 3:2083°-31 [XV 6/4]. Golden

armour is mentioned among the loot captured by Heraclius from the Persian com-
mander Razates in 618 by THEOPHANES, p. 31916: Kai TO' AwQixty avtiov 676XQvorov
ek,apov [see also Kolias (1988, n. 178 on p. 61), who cites references in LT (VI 4 and
XX 188) and Theodore the Deacon]. Maurice (STRAT., p. 8016-58 [I 2]) mentions the
need to wear a coat over the zaba during patrols so that its glinting would not be seen
by the enemy. In both cases, however, the authors may have had in mind armours
made of iron-which is also how Kolias (1988, 39-40) interprets the order to cover
the zaba. See also MacMullen 1964, 439.

98 Kolias (1988, 46-7 and n. 73 giving sources); however, the passage Kolias cites
from the chronicle of KINNAMOS (p. 10924-1104) describing how John Kantakouze-
nos, a relative of Manuel (son-in-law of his brother Andronikos) who had been sent
against the Serbs, was recognized by them by his golden klibanion, upright posture
and hero-like abilities, may be merely a stylistic figure and should be used with care.
See also KoMNENE (2:21326-7 [X 7/3]) who in her description of the embassy of the
king of France's brother to the doux of Dyrrachion states that the envoys: 6wpat;i
xpv6E0ts 616v avtiatq icvn ari naptnacppayµevoDS.

99 In accounts of the triumphal entries into the capital conducted by Basil I after
victory over the Paulicians in 878 and by Theophilos after the campaign against the
Cilician rebellion in 831, PORPH. (pp. 142753-4, 148840-1, 856-8[C]) states that Basil's son:

Kwvatiavtiivos ecpopcGc icAtpdvtov XQvGOOv Kai wcaOiv cwotixty, ato66y9aAAd tie
XQuad Kai e'v tilj xatpi Ek,apev 7l6yxnv XQvGnv && µapyapttiuty' upteujEvriv, and that
the caesar also: cpopaGav xQvGovv xA.4idvtov; while a half century earlier Theophilos
had been accompanied by mounted praipositoi and the kouboukleion (members of
imperial court), XQvG01CAI uvot, eunuchs and protospatharioi who appeared µat&
xpvSwv i upuviwv. According to Al-Hatib Al-Bagdadi ten thousand golden armours
were said to have been stored in the vestibule of the palace of the caliphs in Baghdad
(VASILIEv, 2/2:78). This implies gilded armours would also have been common at the
neighbouring Byzantine court. Parani (2003, 103) suggests that items of arms and
armour described as `golden' were in fact probably gilded.

100 Iron armours are mentioned in PERT STRATEGIAS (p. 5660-1 [16]: KaOOmcp em)
ti@v ctSnQ&v BwQaxiwv Kai time (1XXcov sk,eyoµav.); Leo's Taktika (LT, 1:911174-921175

[V 3]: x7ltpd(ota atbnQd Tj Kai eE eiepas vkqs); and by LYDOS (p. 74`F 5 [I 12/46]:
KXtpav&ptoi, ok,oaI81jpot iaiXIpava yap of `Pwµaiot i& ct&rlp& KaX6j.t c tia Kak,ovaty,
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also painted in shades of ochre, yellow and warm browns, apparently
imitating folides made from hardened leather and horn, which were
lighter and more flexible than metal."' Representations of iron armour
appear most commonly in works executed in enamel technique, no
doubt as a result of the technical ease of applying various hues of pow-
dered smalt. Cuirasses with blue scales on a yellow base are worn by
saints in the following representations: St George on the twelfth/thir-
teenth-century enkolpion-reliquary of St Demetrios from Thessaloniki,

av'rt 'cot "7,,aµtva). Meanwhile in the SYLLOGE they are referred to alongside klibania
made of horn (pp. 59, 60 [XXXVIII 4, 7, XXXIX 1] = {LT, vol. B', pp. 356, 358, 360
[XXXVIII, XXXIX]}: HpoS 'covtoIg XWQfiCLa cpopeitiwaav 11 xai x11,t(3avLa xai 'cav'ca
lj 6t6n.OIa ii.1EQa tvct [...] Xcupixt(x 8Tj?,aM1 xai xA.t[3a'vta, it utSnma xai &µcpco 11 xai
xEQauuuva) also in reference to horse armour, see above, n. 60. Leo and the Sylloge
also speak of iron body armour in the context of ancient weaponry: (SYLLOGE, p. 52
[XXX 2, XXXI 1]; and LT, 1:1241466 [VI 30 (31)]) after the tactical works of Aelian
[II 11] and Arrian [IV] (Haldon 1975, 35, n. 119). See also PSELLOS, 2:2020-1 8117-18

[VI 107, 18]: (at8TIpo(popotcnv aei xatia tiov5 rcuXatov5 `Axapvavas); KoMNENE,
2:21723-4 [X 8/6]: (66palca (3api6ISrjpov); LEO THE DEACON (594-5 [IV 3]), who recalls

the iron-clad horsemen employed by Nikephoros Phokas during the siege of Tarsos
in 965 (tiovS zcavat5T1poDs bcrco'ca;); and below, n. 136. See also Haldon (1975, 28 and
n. 86, p. 34); and Kolias (1988, 45 and n. 64), who refers to miniatures in the Khludov
Psalter and the Slavonic MS of the Manasses Chronicle, where soldiers wear armour
that the artist has painted in blue and grey. Breastplates painted in a light blue colour
appear alongside gold ones in an 11th-C. Menologion from the Athonite monastery of
Esphigmenou (cod. 14, on fols. 404r, 410r, 416v-418r); in a 13th-C. codex containing
the Legend of Barlaam and Joasaph from Iveron Monastery (cod. 463, on fol. 7r); in
Pantokrator Psalter 61 (fols. 39v, 89r); as well as in the 11th-C. Vatopedi Psalter 760,
fols. 263v, 283r, 286r (Athos, vol. B', figs. 59, 381, 391, 404-407; vol. T', figs. 186, 205;
and vol. A', figs. 194, 202, 204). Iron scales dated to 12th century were discovered
recently in Pernik and Ras, and in a 13th-C. layer during excavations in the ruins of
the monastery of St George Diasorites in Vranokastro near Kavala (Bugarski 2005,
171-2; Zekos/Bakirtzes 1996, 854).

101 Armour made from horn is mentioned by Leo, Nikephoros and the Sylloge (see
above, n. 100), while AL-TARSUSI adds leather to the materials from which cuirasses
were made-see below, n. 136; and PERT STRATEGIAS, 5459 [16] (although this may
refer to leather or felt helmet-liners, see AMMIAN., 2:142 [19.8.8]; Kolias 1988, 82;
and Robinson 1975, 144). On leather armours see the interpretations of Kohas (1988,
45, n. 66) and Nicolle (1988, 1:35); the latter believes the corselets on the cavu§in
murals are painted brown to represent scale or lamellar cuirasses constructed from
cuir-bouilli or hardened leather. AL-TARSUSI (p. 116 [V]) provides information on a
method of production of armour from the pulp obtained from leather ripped to shreds
while wet, mixed with powdered wood and glue, and after the appropriate moulding,
faced with a layer of leather and lacquered; he also mentions another method based
on the tanning of camel hide in milk. The production of armour from leather that has
been prepared in various ways, especially in Asia and the Islamic world in the 12th-
14th centuries, is covered by Nicolle (2002, 181-206). A light-brown body armour
probably made from one of these materials is already worn by Alexander the Great in
a Pompeian mosaic depicting the battle of Issos (see above, n. 52).
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now in the British Museum; Sts George Tropaiophoros and Theodore
Teron on panels in the Venetian Pala d'Oro; the same two saints on an
eleventh/twelfth-century enkolpion from Constantinople, in the col-
lections of Cleveland Museum of Art in Ohio; and also by St Theodore
on a twelfth-century panel from his sanctuary at Bathys Ryax ('Deep
Brook') near Constantinople, now in the Hermitage (fig. 47).102 `Leather'
klibania, meanwhile, appear primarily in wall painting, a technique in
which it would be difficult to use gilding. Saints are depicted in these
as a rule in Cappadocian painting, in the churches of the Mani penin-
sula, as well as in northern Greece and modern Macedonia (Kastoria,
Nerezi; figs. 45, 48a,c).103

102 See Glory of Byzantium, nos. 111, 116 (= Byzantium, no. 200; Bank 1966, no.
190; Grabar 1950); Hahnloser/Polacco 1994, figs. 132, 139; Papamastorakes 1998, 215
and n. 6 (with literature on the cult of Theodore in Bathys Ryax), fig. 5. On the basis of
an inscription accompanying the depiction of St Theodore (0 AFIOC OEOAOPOC 0
BAOHPIAKHC) Pantchenko (1911, 200-01) regards the panel as a copy of a miracu-
lous icon venerated in the sanctuary, which is mentioned by KoMNENE (2:13316-2'

[VIII 3/1]) and by CHONIATES (p. 23120-6) when referring to the emperor's proces-
sion to this place on the saint's feastday; cf. also Janin (1935, 62; and 1969, 151) who
considers a possible identification of the sanctuary with the church of St Theodore in
the `Rhesion' suburban quarter of Constantinople. In turn Walter (2003a, 44) points
out that Choniates' reference indicated that the sanctuary was dedicated to Theo-
dore Teron venerated on the first Saturday of Lent, but at the same time erroneously
describes the panel as a mosaic icon. Walter also (pp. 49-50) considers identifying
Bathys Ryax with Rhesion. For a variant dating (end of 13th C.) and further literature
see Sinai, Vizantija, Rus', no. B64 (Zalesskaja ascribes the enamel to a Constantinople
workshop); Walter 2003, 95. See also examples in miniature painting e.g. the miracu-
lous conversion of Eustathios-Placidus on fol. 138r of the Athonite psalter Pantokra-
tor 61 (Athos, vol. T', fig. 226 = Der Nersessian 1966, fig. 21), and also fresco painting,
e.g. St George depicted at Kurbinovo (Grozdanov 2006, fig. 181).

103 In Cappadocian painting military saints are depicted in such cuirasses as a rule,
see for example the images in the following chapels: of John (A2, Sakli Kilise), of the
Theotokos (Kiliclar Kusluk) and of the Snake in Korama; in St Barbara's church in
the Soandos valley (Soganli Dere) and Direkli Kilise in the Ihlara (Restle 1967, vol. 2,
figs. 21, 28-30, 32, 43, 44, and vol. 3, fig. 436; albeit mostly monochrome reproduc-
tions). On the Mani peninsula one can mention warriors in the churches of the Hagioi
Strategoi in Upper Boularioi and in Episkopi (Drandakes 1995, fig. 112 [in colour] and
diagram 21 on p. 168). Examples in northern Greece worth mentioning include saints
in the churches of St Nicholas ton Kasnitze in Kastoria, St Panteleimon in Nerezi, and
the church of the Koimesis in Eurytania (Pelekanidis/Chatzidzakis 1985, figs. 12-13
on pp. 60-1; Glory of Byzantium, no. 17; Maguire 1996, fig. 10 = Cutler/Spieser 1996,
fig. 240).

The following saints have cuirasses painted in fresco technique in an intensive yel-
low colour probably intended to imitate gilding: Theodore, Christopher and Prokopios
in the church of the Anargyroi in Kastoria; George in the narthex of the 12th/13th-C.
church in Asinou, Cyprus; and Theodore in the church of Hagioi Theodoroi near
Kaphiona (Stylianou 1995, fig. 70; Drandakes 1995, figs. 13, 14).
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In fresco painting it is less common to find warrior saints wear-
ing grey or blue cuirasses (figs. 30a,e,f, 31, 42).104 An exception is the
malachite-green scale armour of St George on the south wall of the
nave of St Nicholas tou Kasnitze church, Kastoria, so named after its
founder, the magistros Nikephoros Kasnitzes (fig. 48b).'°5 Presumably
the artist here wished to depict an armour made from copper. After
the appropriate hardening copper is no less durable than iron, and was
still in use in Byzantium, indeed there is evidence that in Manuel I's
reign it was being employed in armour production. 106

Soft armour (neurika, lorikion psilos)
Towards the end of our period another type of corselet makes its
appearance in the warrior-saint iconography. This is a quilted armour,
made either from felt (xtvtomcXov, lcVSoOKXov or from linen
dipped in wine and salt,"' from sheep's wool or cotton,109 or from

104 For example St George in the Church of the Anargyroi, Kastoria (Pelekanidis/
Chatzidakis 1985, fig. 12 on p. 33).

105 See Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, fig. 12 on p. 60.
106 Bronze lamellar armours had been employed in Etruria and Rome, see Zygulski

1998, 79, 137; Robinson 1975, 154, figs. 436-41; Rankov 1994, fig. on p. 50 (group of
bronze scales found in Britain). CHONIATES (p. 15628-29; see also above, n. 25 on p. 24)
lists alongside `equipment' (meaning cuirasses) of iron also those made of bronze
employed by the Byzantines in a battle against the Hungarians on 8 July 1167. In view
of the archaization of the narrative (see above, n. 126 on p. 48) this reference might
be dismissed as unreliable if not for the bronze armour scales found in a workshop
by the Great Palace in Constantinople dating from the time of Manuel I (see above,
n. 84). Bronze is also referred to as an armour-making material during the time of
Justinian I (Haldon 1975, 13, n. 8).

107 From the Latin terms centulus and pileus meaning felt and clothes made from
it (in contrast to the Classical `AX1XkEtos (Tno-^yoc-used since it was believed that
Achilles was the inventor of felt, see e.g. EUST. IL., 1:53611). See DE CER., 1:67017, 67111
[11 45], and commentary, 2:571; EUST IL, 1:46821-24; EuST. OD., 1:3126-27, 24218, 2:29012,

32137; SUDA, 4:13116 [1601]: IIh%os do xevtioulcXov; PERT STRATEGIAS, p. 5459 [16]. On
the etymology of both words and their use in the context of military cuirasses see
W. Kubitschek, "Cento" in RP 3:1899; T. Kolias, "Kentuklon" in BKR, 132; Koukoules,
2/2:23 and n. 13; McGeer 1995, 61 and 204-5; Kolias 1988, 54-5 and n. 136; Mihaescu
1968, 487; and Fauro 1995, 510.

108 CHONIATES states (p. 3862-6) that the German emperor Konrad wore in battle:
ex SE Xivou 71Enot1µCVoV v(paaµa otivcp avatrIp(p ixavwS hXtaµevw 816(3poxov 71oXX&x15
nspnrtuxOev Sucriv e(0paxo5 evg6E8utio, eS tiouovtiov 8' T'jv &vtittiDnes &Xai iced oivw
cDµnO nOEV, the atµnt?"no v, thS xai (3eXous Eivat navtioS a2Eyavwncpov. For the Byz-
antine terminology connected with linen and flax see Georgacas 1959, 254-9.

109 See e.g. ACHMET, p. 21822-3 [266]: 0670m [...] &7c0 (3&µ(3axo; lj epioi; see also
Kolias 1988, 56.
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leather."' Soft armour had been known since antiquity, especially in
the late Classical period, under the name XivoOutpa (Lat. lorica lintea,
linen armour).111 In the Byzantine army it appears as vevptxd and, as is
evident from the military treatises, must have played an important role.
The manuals make repeated recommendations that this type of cuirass
should be worn by warriors who do not have more solid protection,
especially those in the rear ranks of battle formations.112 Military saints
are, however, shown in such armour only occasionally.

One of the earliest depictions of a military saint in a `soft' cuirass
is in the eleventh/twelfth-century church of St George Diasorites on
Naxos (fig. 49).113 The provincial artist has depicted a light-grey padded
corselet with elbow-length sleeves. The seams are shown as three hori-
zontal black lines and a single vertical line running down the middle,
with small diamond shapes at the intersections. The corselet of Joshua
and an accompanying soldier on the wall of the church's prothesis are
depicted in a similar manner, whereas the archangel Michael depicted
alongside them wears a klibanion of the usual Byzantine type.114

11o See Mihaescu 1968, 486.
See e.g. F. Lammert, "Thorax" in PR, 6:332; R. Grosse, "Art lorica" in PR,

13:1448; Zygulski 1988, 36, 48, 51; and Kolias 1988, 57. The terminology change was
probably the result of the different material used in the production of quilted armour
by the ancients (linen) and the Byzantines (felt). Parani (2003, 120-1) suggests linking
the kazkan mentioned in Late Byzantine sources with the Arabic kazaghand (Pers.
qazakand), designating a mail-shirt covered with fabric both inside and out; it would
therefore be a variant of corselet related technologically to quilted armour.

12 See above, nn. 9 and 11; and {LT, vol. B', pp. 184-6 [XIX 13]} NAUMACHICA,
pp. 21, 74 [I 14, VI 12]): Oi Se µ3j exov'cec kmpixua, ij icXtfi3 via, navtims cpopeitiwGav
tia keroµeva vevptK' (and worded slightly differently in SYLLOGE, p. 59 [XXXVIII 4]
(= {LT, vol. B', p. 356 [XXXVIII]}) recommending the use of cotton kabadia, see
below, n. 157). See also Kolias 1988, 54; Haldon 2002, 72; McGeer 1995, 214 (who
believes they were mainly worn by poor akritai). Meanwhile, Heath (1979, 31-2 and
plate A3) reconstructs a light-armed peltast on the assumption that it was mainly this
troop type that employed soft armour.

113 See Kitsou (1978, 345-6, fig. 168(3), who dates the oldest layer of the mural with
the unidentified warrior to the 12th-early 13th C.; although Chatzidakis et al. (1989,
67) support an earlier dating. Gorecki (1980, 209) already finds traces of painted
checks (implying a form of neurika) on the tunics of warrior saints from the cathedral
of Faras, and in other 10th-11th C. Nubian murals. See also the later (early-14th-C.)
examples of mosaic icons with head-and-shoulders depictions of St Theodore Strate-
lates in the Hermitage, from the former Basilevsky collection (Bank 1966, no 250).

11' See Chatzidakis et al. 1989, fig. 10 on p. 74. Their corselets are also termed
quilted' by Dawson 2002, 87 (see also his reconstruction of quilting patterns on figs.
VII-la-c). It is likely that the corselets of the guardsmen (skoutatoi) accompanying
Joshua on the ivory facing of an 10th-C. casket in the Victoria and Albert Museum,
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From the twelfth century the neurika begins to be depicted as a
quilted kaftan with diagonal stitching that forms a regular grid of small
rhomboids or diamonds. 115 Early depictions of it include: St George on
horseback engraved on the gilded interior of a twelfth-century(?) sil-
ver dish from Berezovo made in a Greco-Georgian artistic circle, now
in the Hermitage (fig. 50), and a fighting horsemen in repousse, on
the wall of the same vessel;116 and also a sgraffito with a warrior on a
twelfth/thirteenth-century dish in the Agora Museum, Athens (fig. 57).117

Other depictions of military saints wearing the neurika include thir-
teenth-century cameos with Sts George and Demetrios in the Cabinet
des Me'dailles of the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris and in the British
Museum; a thirteenth-century steatite icon in the Vatican Museum
(Demetrios with Theodore); and finally thirteenth/fourteenth-century
steatite plaques in the Louvre (Demetrios standing with bow) and in
the armoury of the Moscow Kremlin (Demetrios on horseback; fig.
51).118 In the last two cases small openings have been drilled in the
centre of the diamonds, imitating the depressions created by threads
passing through the quilting as reinforcement. The motif of the quilted
armour corselet, seen at first mainly in depictions of St Demetrios,

London can be interpreted as quilted armour (Heath 1979, fig. on pp. 34-35 = Gold-
schmidt/Weitzmann 1979, vol. 1, nos. 1-3).

115 Dawson (2002, 82 and n. 11, and reconstruction on fig. VII-1d; 2007, fig. on
p. 18; 2009, 38 and figs. on p. 39 [Al-3], 41) identifies this variety as a type of parade
epilorikion and links it with the imperial 'rose-cluster' tunic mentioned in PORPH.,
p. 148837-38 (Msi& tiavtia Se &vaati&S o (3a61kevs Ecpopcacv xnti va xpucoiS pavtiov
ElnX(Oplxov'ev QoSODoTQuv). Still open to debate is the identification of the corselet
of St Lupus made of scales arranged in a diamond pattern on the silver reliquary of St
Demetrios from a goldsmith's workshop in Thessaloniki (1059-67); this object which
belonged to the Moscow Patriarchate, is now in the Historical Museum in the Kremlin
(Grabar 1950, 18-21, fig. 20 = Glory of Byzantium, no. 36). Armstrong/Sekunda (2006,
19) interpret the armour covered with crisscross lines of a warrior on a dish from Vrea
on the Chalkidiki Peninsula as a `mail cuirass' or `scale'.

16 See Darkevich 1975, 140, figs. 106-107; Nicolle 1988, 1:43-4, figs. 110a-b (who
mistakenly claims the current whereabouts are unknown).

117 See Byzance, no. 306; cf. also the quilted armour reconstructed by Heath (1979,
31-2 and pl. A3) which he links with an 11th-C. formation of peltasts.

118 See Buckton 1981, figs. 8b-c (and also Timashkova 1992, 168, who links similar
works of art in the Museum in Odessa and the Museum fur Kunst and Gewerbe,
Hamburg with the cameo workshops of Constantinople or Venice); Byzance, nos. 324,
334 (= Heath 1995, fig. on p. 12, where he dates the icon to the 12th C., and although
his identification of the saint as Michael is false, he correctly identifies the corselet
as quilted); Kalavrezou-Maxeiner 1985, nos. 107, 124 (= Bank 1966, nos. 150-151;
Walter 1973, figs. 10, 12).
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only became commonplace in the military saint iconography in the
time of the Palaiologan dynasty and in post-Byzantine art.119

The zaba and lorikion and the problem of the mail-shirt

Mail armour was a Celtic invention and was known by no later than
the end of the 3rd Century BC. It enjoyed great popularity in the
Imperial Roman army where it was known as lorica hamata.120 Yet
mail does not seem to appear in Early or Middle Byzantine art, whether
sacral or secular. (Similarly absent from Byzantine art is the banded
armour equally popular among Roman legionaries known as `lorica
segmentata'.)121

Students of Byzantine arms nevertheless agree that mail armour,
which was unusually comfortable thanks to its airy and flexible
construction, was widely used in the armies of the Eastern Empire
throughout the Middle Ages, as is confirmed by numerous examples
in the sources. Their views nevertheless differ in the details. John

119 See e.g. Late Byzantine examples in Boyana (St Theodore Teron), and the mon-
asteries in Zemen (Theodore Stratelates) and Boboshevo (St Demetrios) reproduced
by Manova 1969, 198, figs. 6-7, 13, and also post-Byzantine examples, e.g. in the
Cypriot churches in Asinou (14th C.), and of the Transfiguration in Paleochorio (16th
C.), (Stylianou 1995, figs. 67, 156). This process may be linked with the introduction
in the Middle Byzantine period of the bow and arrow into warrior saint imagery (see
below, pp. 373-374), attributed to light-armed psiloi who wore soft, quilted armour
(see above, n. 11); on their arms and armour see also STRAT., p. 4221-0 [XIIB 5]; LT
1:1171431-1191439 [VI 26].

121 On the Celtic origins of mail, on the basis of Varrus's reference, excavated finds
and representations in art, see Gamber 1978, 339, figs. 360-361; Kaczanowski 1992,
57, 94-5; Zygulski 1998, 164-5, fig. 173; and also Williams 1980, 105 on Celtic finds
from modern Romania and the Czech Republic. Nicolle (2002, 220, n. 257) regards
the mail leg defences found in Afghanistan as evidence of the independent develop-
ment of mail by different ancient cultures. On the mail-shirt in the Roman army
see Robinson 1975, 164-73, figs. 17, 459-484; Zygulski 1998, 137-8, figs. 148-149;
Kolias 1988, 40, 149; Southern/Dixon 1996, 96-7, fig. 15; James 2004, 110-16 (who
also discusses finds from Dura-Europos-including at least one complete mail shirt,
and representations in art); Mielczarek 1993, 83; and also the reference in LYDOS,
p. 2222 [I 5/12] (&bpa xpixu)ios-together with an interpretation of the term:
Mihaescu 1968, 488; T. Kolias, "Krikellion" in BKR, 147). MacMullen (1964, 439-40),
Bivar (1972, 276-8, figs. 6-10) and after him Haldon (1975, 13, 18) and prove that
mail was popular in the Early Byzantine Empire and in Sasanian Persia.

121 On this purely Roman style of armour, which was developed in the 1st C. AD
see Robinson 1975, 174-86, figs. 486-504 (including a reconstruction made on the
basis of the finds at Corbridge-on-Tyne); Gamber 1978, 368-9, figs. 382-83; Gamber
1993, fig. 2; Zygulski 1998, 138-40, figs. 150-51; Rankov 1994, 45; Haldon 1975, 17,
who points out its disappearance after the 7th C.
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Haldon believes that the mail-shirt was the most popular type of pro-
tection for Byzantine soldiers and associates it with the references to
iron cuirasses in pre-Iconoclastic treatises, as well as with the lorikion
(identical with the zaba) in the Sylloge tacticorum and Leo's Taktika
(although in the second case he does not rule out that the term might
be used to describe lamellar armour).122 Kolias takes a similar position,
indicating that the references to Awpixa aA,orn8on& in the Sylloge refer
to mail. On this basis he extends the meaning of 'mail- shirt' to each and
every type of lorikion (including the l,c)pixa yrtX&, 8r1Xa6ii and xotv('X
mentioned by Constantine Porphyrogennetos in De ceremoniis) and to
the zaba, and in some cases also to thorax. This view is also approved
by Eric McGeer, although he judges that the zaba can be interpreted
both as a mail-shirt and as lamellar armour.123 David Nicolle, mean-
while, erroneously considers that Xclwpixa a'X,v6tSwth refers to horn
or leather lamellar armour, worn together with a mail zaba.124 Only
Dawson has recently inclined to the view that the term lorikion was
used to describe scale armour, while mail-shirts were introduced into
the equipment of the Byzantine army on a wider scale only in the
thirteenth century thanks to the Crusaders.121

In light of the above opinions, students of Byzantine arms have
attempted to recognize certain depictions of scale cuirasses-espe-
cially those made up of smallfolides-as inexactly rendered mail-shirts
(figs. 30a,c,e, 31).126 This would appear to be an error, especially when

122 Cf. Haldon 1975, 18-20, 24 n. 65, and also pp. 25-6, 34, n. 117 on the basis of ref-
erences in the SYLLOGE [XXXVIII 7, XXXIX 1, 61, LT [V 3, VI 2] and the PRAECEPTA
[IV 1]; Haldon 2002, 68-70, 73, in references mainly to the cuirasses of kataphraktoi.
See also Haldon 1999, 130-1, 134.

123 Cf. Kolias 1988, 37 and n. 4 (on the thorax in Byzantine epistolography);
McGeer 1995, 215; and also above, n. 10. C£ also Schreiner (1981, 218-19), who
believes that the zaba referred to in Maurice's Strategikon was a mail cuirass. The term
k,copixa xotiua appears in DE CER. (1:66917 [II 45]) and can be translated as `ordinary'
armour; see also Dawson (1998, 46-7) who indicates that the mail-shirt, popular still
in the 6th and 7th C., was pushed out in the later period by the lamellar cuirass.

lea Cf. Nicolle (1988, 2:608) who sees mail hauberks hiding behind the term lorikion
(lorica) in Greek as well as in Medieval Latin and even Spanish. Cf. also n. 10 added
by the publishers of Leo's tactical manual {LT, vol. A', p. 93} stating that zaba may
have referred to the mail-shirt as well as the lamellar klibanion.

121 See Dawson 2002, 86, n. 50, and 89, n. 73, fig. VII-13. Kolias's hypothesis that
the lorikion was a mail-shirt is also opposed by Magdalino (1997, 21) who assumes it
was worn by kataphraktoi along with the klibanion.

121 Cf. e.g. Haldon 1975, 26, nn. 78-80 (who sees rings of mail on the Harbaville
Triptych among other places); Haldon 2002, 78, figs. VI-7 and VI-8 (identifying
mail-shirts in the Madrid Skylitzes and in Pantokrator Psalter 61); Hunt 1991, 97;
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Byzantine depictions are compared with those in Hellenistic, Roman,
Persian and medieval Western art. Artists working in these cultures
would have seen mail in their everyday lives, and always attempted
to render the individual rings. The meticulous illustration of mail-
shirts can be seen on a number of works, for example: the bas-reliefs
in the Temple of Athena in Pergamon (183 BC; fig. 52), currently in
the Pergamon Museum, Berlin;121 the Tropaeum Traiani monument at
Adamklissi (AD 109), and the columns of Trajan (AD 113) and Marcus
Aurelius (AD 196);128 on equestrian depictions of Sasanian klibanarioi
on the rock relief of King Ardashir I at Firuzabad in southern Persia
(AD 227; fig. 53);129 and also in ankle-length hauberks of the Norman

Nicolle (1988, 1:41, 45, 50, figs. 98s, 114a-d, 115a-b, d, g, 134a), who interprets
as mail the scale cuirasses of Goliath in the Theodore Psalter (Brit. Add. 19352),
as well as those worn by the executioners in Passion cycles in the hermitage of
St Neophytos on Cyprus (c.1200), and on illustrations from the 12th/13th C. History
of Barlaam and Joasaph from Iveron Monastery on Mt Athos (Ms. 463); and also of
St George on a 13th-C. fresco from the church of the Panagia Kera in Kritsa on Crete
(although he describes the cuirasses of the murderers in the Massacre of the Innocents
scene on the opposite wall as scale). He even goes so far as to describe the soft corselet
of St Demetrios on a steatite icon in the Armoury of the Moscow Kremlin (p. 38, fig.
88) as a mail-shirt! Cf. also Heath (1979, 11, 13) who sees mail armour in the Madrid
Skylitzes, whereas Hoffmeyer (1966, 65, fig. 48) was only able to provisionally identify
an example on fol. 195v; as an example of a mail-shirt in art she cites the repousse-
work horseman on a 7th/8th-C. jug from Nagyszentmiklos in Hungary (Mavrodinov
1943, 120-1, fig. 77 = Gamber 1993, fig. 32); see also the similarly depicted tunic of
Diocletian pierced by a lance by St George on horseback on an 11th-C. silver Geor-
gian icon from Sakao (Racha) (Tschubinaschvili 1959, figs. 191-92 = Novello/Beridze/
Dosogne 1980, figs. 59-60). For the Late Byzantine period a similar error is made by
Bartusis (1997, 324 and fig. 1). It is necessary to take into account the vagueness of the
word `mail' which some English-speaking authors use to describe both 'chain-mail'
and scale armour, although Blair (1958, 19) clearly defines mail as made of interlinked
metal rings. The difficulty of distinguishing scale armour from mail is also noted by
Gorecki 1980, 196.

12' Depicted on a Galatian tropaion is mail made from large rings, each of which is
attached to four others (see e.g. Gamber 1978, fig. 360 = Robinson 1975, fig. 459).

128 See Robinson 1975, 170, figs. 476-479 = Gamber 1978, fig. 381); Bivar (1972,
277, fig. 8); Rankov 1994, fig. on p. 59; Mielczarek 1993, fig. 4, where mail-shirts are
illustrated with the aid of small depressions densely covering the entire surface of
the armour. Besides this method of depicting mail, two others are used in Roman
art: with the aid of meticulous reproduction of the individual rings similar to the
Pergamon relief, e.g. mail-shirt of a standard bearer on the mid 3rd-C. Great Ludovisi
Battle Sarcophagus in the Museo Nazionale, Rome (Bivar 1972, fig. 9); and by means
of semicircles arranged in regular intervals, as on a Gallo-Roman sculpture from the
end of the 1st C. BC of a Gallic warrior from Vecheres in the Musee Calvet in Avignon
(Robinson 1995, fig. 461 Gamber 1978, fig. 361; Vermeule 1960, fig. 14).

129 King Ardashir I fighting on horseback (against Ardavan V) and Prince Shapur
spearing an opponent are depicted in knee-length, long-sleeved kaftans made from
a dense mesh of thick rings (Bivar 1972, 275, figs. 6-7, 10 [= Gamber 1968, fig. 41;
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knights embroidered on the Bayeux `Tapestry' (c.1105; figs. 54a-b).13°
In view of the tendency for realistic portrayal of mail in other cultures
it is difficult to understand why Byzantine artists, who were equally
precise in other matters, would treat their own mail-shirts in such a
conventionalized manner.

The question therefore arises-what caused Byzantine artists to
cease representing soldiers in mail armour? Was it, as Markovic sug-
gests, that the mail-shirt had been linked in the Roman army with
the lower ranks131 and was. therefore regarded as unworthy of the
warrior saints, or was it something else? The first possibility can be
rejected since since clear depictions of mail-shirts cannot be found in
other categories of Byzantine illustration, whether religious (e.g. Old
Testament cycles with the history of Joshua, and scenes of David's duel
with Goliath) or secular (e.g. miniatures in the Madrid Skylitzes, and
decorations on ceramic vessels)."' The suspicion therefore arises that
the lack of an established pictorial formula for warriors equipped in
mail armour may be because it was less popular in the imperial army
than once suspected.

We can confirm this suspicion by reanalyzing the written sources,
identifying those that speak clearly about armour constructed from
interlinked metal rings. References to the terms thorax and lorikion
accompanied by the epithet `chain' (alysidotes) do indeed appear in the
Sylloge tacticorum and in Leo's Taktika,133 but the interpretation of the
terms lorikion and zaba as mail corselets arouses doubt. An example
of such ambiguity appears in references to helmet neck-guards. Leo VI

Diethart/Dintsis 1984, fig. 2; Mielczarek 1993, fig. 10 together with an interpretation
on pp. 66, 84 of the corselet as mail, which become popular among the Sasanians from
the mid-3rd C. AD]).

130 Large rings embroidered in brown, grey or blue thread are used to depict the
mail-shirts of the infantry and cavalry in scenes showing the preparations for the
Hastings campaign of 1066 and the battle itself (Rud 1983, 87, figs. on pp. 50-3, 69,
74-89 = Gamber 1995, fig. 21):

131 Markovic 1995, 597-8. Similarly, Parani (2003, 113) regards the preponderance
of lamellar armour in the warrior-saint iconography and the lack of mail as a side-
effect of the former being linked with court ceremonial armour, while the latter had
a field character.

132 See above, nn. 30, 114 and 126. Parani (2003, 114) notes the lack of depictions of
the mail-shirt in Byzantine art also in the Palaiologan era. An exception is a mounted
figure of St George at Yusuf Koc Kilise in Korama (11th C.), where the presence of
mail is indicated by several rows of painted rings on the forearm and hips. This kind
of depiction is, however, unique.

133 See above, nn. 10 and 123.
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clearly refers to neptrpcc fjXtct akvat&coti&, which are known from pre-
served spangenhelm-type helmets of the Early Byzantine period (fig.
55).134 McGeer interprets the face protectors made from tripled zaba
worn by kataphraktoi that are referred to in the Praecepta Militaria as
constructed from mail; but the lack of surviving examples of this type
of helmet and the depictions in the Madrid Skylitzes of neck-guards
that are clearly made from scale or textile mean that McGeer's idea
must remain hypothetical. 135 The diverse meanings of the term zaba

134 See LT, 1:921175-77 [V 3] (Sla tioug gri `exovtiaq it pLcpaxilkta &k,uanSwtc&, at8ripa,
ev8c8Dµeva, eS(OOev &7C' epiou xai e k,ivou); on the peritrachelion see also Hal-
don (1975, 37-8, n. 127) and T. Kolias (" Peritracheiion" in BKR, p. 192; and 1988,
79-80) who both assume on the basis of the above passage from Leo's Taktika that
linen as well as wool could only have served as linings (ev8c8Dµev(x) for a mail collar
that was reinforced on the outside with mail or scales; see also Bivar (1972, 291, no.
3) and Kolias (1988, 43) on the skaplion worn with the zaba mentioned in STRAT., p.
781 [I 2] (t;&[3as abv axank,iotS 'cF-kFiag µexpi tot aatipayauoD), which they identify
with the mail coif, although Aussaresses (1909, 48) believes it was worn over the hel-
met. On the skaplion as a neck defence see Mihaescu 1968, 488; and Diethart/Dintsis
1984, 76 (although their identification of the term with the maniakion is unfounded,
see below, p. 127). Probably of similar meaning is the term ccpayyvk,tov (of Avar
type) mentioned by Maurice (STRAT., p. 7820 [I 2]); see Aussaresses 1909, 49; Haldon
1975, 21; and Diethart/Dintsis 1984, 76. Parani believes (2003, 116-17 and nn. 66-7)
that neck defences may have spread in Byzantium under Western influence, but were
adapted to local needs. For 3rd-6th-C. examples of helmets with mail neck-guards see:
Southern/Dixon 1996, 94, fig. 13 (from Dura-Europos); Gamber 1993, fig. 11 (late Sar-
matian); Byzance, no. 74 (Early Byzantine). See also the Rus' example of c.1100-1250
found in the village of Peshki (Nicolle 1988, vol. 2, fig. 192); and other Rus' examples
(Kirpichnikov 1971, figs. 13/2, 15/2).

135 PRAECEPTA, p. 3634-7 [111 4] (= TNU [MG], p. 11446-7 [LX 4]: exely Se cdnou;
xai lcaai&aq arSr1poc5 iced n&vt wxupwµevaS, Mare xakLmeoOal 'r& npoacona chow
bno 'cwv SuOLThv xai tiptnkwv iced 7caxewv ca(3wv xai µovotS 'cobs 6ccp0ccXgo1)S av&cwv
cpaivsa8ar.). In his commentary to this passage McGeer (1995, 70) assumes that it was
a mail protector (after Kolias [1980, 28-9 and 1988, 65-7] who believes that this term
initially, in the 6th-7th C., indicated the whole armour, but by the 10th C. only one
aspect of it-namely the mail itself-although he later (p. 215) agrees that the term
is not entirely clear and might also have meant both mail-shirt as well as plates of
leather or horn; see also Gamber 1994, fig. 11; Mielczarek 1993, 65-on the basis of a
reference in AMMIAN. [25.1.12]; and Diethart/Dintsis 1984, fig. 5, showing Persian kli-
banarios helmets with mail face protection [ca npoawnsia]). Haldon (1999, 129) indi-
cates that initially in the 6th C., the term zaba was used to describe a quilted kaftan,
but by the 10th C. referred to a material used in making manikellia and kremasmata.
Helmets with scale or textile neckguards are worn by warriors (mainly cataphract
horsemen) in the Madrid Skylitzes on fols. 1 lv-12r, 16r-v, 18v-19r, 26v, 28v, 30r-31v,
32v, 33v-34v, 35v-37r, 38r-39v, 40v-41r, 43r, 54v, 58v-59v, 60v, 72r-v, 73v, 76v,
85v-86r, 195v, 202v, 229r-v, 230v, 232r-233r, 234r (Tsamakda 2002, il. 5-7, 19, 21,
27-28, 50, 54, 58-62, 64-65, 67-69, 72-77, 79-84, 86-88, 95, 128, 139, 141-143, 145,
177-178, 180, 186, 208-209, 467, 480, 542-543, 545-546, 549, 551, 553-554; and also
Hoffmeyer 1966, 72-3, figs. 1212-14 13'-5.8-20) A peritracheilon made of white textile is
worn by Joshua in a fresco in the church of the Virgin at Hosios Loukas monastery in
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(and therefore also of lorikion) are best seen in the comparison in the
twelfth-century treatise by Al-Tarsusi, of its Arabic equivalent, the
jubbah, to the lamellar cuirass made from iron, leather or horn by
the `barbarians' (presumably including the Greeks).136

Although the expression `chain armour' does not appear outside
of the military manuals, one can assume that the chiton made from
chains worn, according to Leo the Deacon, by Sviatoslav during the
first battle at Dorostolon in April 971,137 refers to a mail-shirt, as do the

Phokis (currently moved to the northern part of the katholikon; see Chatzidakis 1997,
fig. 5), and in Pseudo-Oppian's Kynegetika, Ven. Marcianus. gr. Z 479, on fols. 6v,
7v-8r (Kadar 1878, figs. 142/1, 3, 143/2). It is likely that the linen neckguards of war-
riors in the Madrid Skylitzes illustrate the type mentioned by Leo as worn by soldiers
who lack iron protection-padded with wool on the inside and lined out the outside
with linen. It is also probably a neckguard that is referred to in DAI (1:270218-20 [53])
describing a duel between Pharnakos and Sauromatos, who was wounded when "the
plating of his helmet opened a crack" just as he turned his face to the rear (Ev Se tiw
nept6tipetyat tiov Eavpoµaiov ti7 v eavtiov ovty cis tia &niacu SttlvoixOi µtxpov TO, T016

xuam6iou aviov n taAov).
136 AL-TARSUSI, p. 116 [V]: "As for lamellar cuirasses [jawshan] they come from

under the hands of the barbarians, be it [made] from small metal plates, be it from
horn, be it from leather, they are re-formed from splinters of horn and from intestines,
openings are pierced in them and they are linked together" (transl. after M. Mar-
ciniec's Polish translation); see also Cahen's French translation on pp. 138-9, and the
English translation which was largely based on it by Nicolle (2002, 203), where there
is more on the lamellar jawshan. On the etymology of the Greek zaba and changes in
its meaning, see above, n. 5.

13' LEO THE DEACON (p. 1531-2 [IX 8]) describes how this chiton saved Sviatoslav
from a blow from the sword of Anemas (xai l;i(pEt mulct xatia tivq iXetSos, xai do µev
npt)vf x(Ma(3&XXet, ov µiiv xatiaictcwct. enripicc c yap o aAuutSwtos gttwv). Evidence
of the widespread use of mail in Rus' are the numerous finds-about 112 mail-shirts
of 9th- to 13th-C. date-from the vicinity of Kiev and further north, see Kirpichnikov
1971, 7-9, 12-13, 81-4, figs. 14-15 and plates I-V (see also his discussion on the
origins of mail on pp. 10-12 and fig. 21 with reproduction of the early 13th-C. stone
icon from Kamyanets-Podilsky in Ukraine, on which St Demetrios appears in a mail
cuirass rendered with the aid of circles in relief); Nicolle 1988, 1:72-74, 76, 78, vol. 2,
figs. 178a-b, 189a-b, 190a-d; and Gamber 1994, 94 (on the mail coif). Possibly related
to Rus' presence in the Balkans is a 10th-C. mail-shirt in the National Archeological
Museum in Sofia (Kolias 1988, fig. 2; Haldon 2002, 73). Worthy of note is the mail-
shirt found by J. Chojnowski in 1894 in a kurgan at Korolevino near Kaniv, which was
accompanied by fragments of Byzantine ceramics. Cf. also Schreiner (1981, 226-8)
who believes that the equipment of Rus' princely retinues was modelled on that of
the Byzantine army, forgetting that Varangians and Slavs were the main influences
on Rus' equipment and tactics, and even that earlier Scythian influences cannot be
ruled out (on an `armour of mail' said to date to the 5th C. BC found in a grave at
Zhurovka near Kiev see Bivar 1972, 276 and n. 18). On the part played by Rus' war-
riors in Byzantine imperial campaigns see DE CER., 1:65118 (in 911), 66015 (in 935) [II
44], 66415-16 (in 949) [11 451; THEOPH. CONT., pp. 47614, 4816 (in 960-1). On the history
of the Varangian Guard which originated from Russia in the 10th and 11th centuries
see Benedikz 1969.
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iron chitons of the Normans ('Celts') mentioned by Anna Komnene.138
The use of the word chiton may be evidence that the characteristic
close fit to the body of mail and its flexibility that does not hinder
movement were associated by these authors with textile garments.
Such an `iron chiton' also protected Toros II of Armenia against the
attack of Andronikos Komnenos during the war of 1166. The presence
of mail-shirts in Cilician Armenia in the second half of the twelfth
century should not be surprising, since the region had close contacts
with the Crusader states, where the knights made extensive use of
mail. Indeed, Toros himself was related to the de Courtenay family
who ruled Edessa.139

Worthy of note is also that all the chroniclers' references relate to
foreign armies, while Komnene clearly underlines the unusual nature
of cuirasses made from interlinked rings. This small number of clear
references to mail-shirts, as well as the lack of an established term for
them even in the Late Roman period, is evidence of their very limited
use in Byzantine armies."' The ceasing of production of mail-shirts-

13s KOMNENE, 3:11420-21, 23-26 XIII 8/1, 8/2]: 'roiTO[ µev F1560; o0"'[1 "60v elct '101;
empal t KaL'rots GLSniioic xl'CWGt S'UGTp(ATOt iiaaV fl Kai 7Gav'ra7Caaty &'rpw'rot. [...]
"O7CXOV 'YOGA K£XTLKOV XLTWV Mn GL6RQOVS KeulOC tltL X&(x) 1C£p17C£1CX£y[scVOS KOCL 'Co'

GL8tjptov &yaOov GLS7jpot, COG'r£ KM PAO; OG7Cwaaaeat iKaVOV Kai TOV xp(ilTa
'rov G'rpa'rIw'rot. See also McGeer 1995, 312; Schreiner 1981, 225; Boccia 1992, 59-60,
where he draws attention to the different construction of eastern lamellar cuirasses
and western European mail corselets; Kolias (1988, 37, n. 7) who on the basis of the
above references considers that the word chiton is also used to denote armour, as is
confirmed in the SumA, 2:7246 [439]: O('Opc lcvpyo;, xt'rwv, atf Oo;.

139 See CHONIATES, p. 13825-27. Toros II Rubenid (1145-68) was the youngest son of
Levon I (1129-39) and the daughter of the Latin ruler of Edessa Joscelin I de Cour-
tenay. There also-at the court of his cousin-Joscelin II he found refuge in c.1143
from Manuel I who was continuing John II's policy of bringing Cilician Armenian
under the full control of the Empire. In Edessa Toros assembled the army with which
he marched against Byzantium. There is evidence that he also married Isabella, the
daughter of Joscelin II. There can be no doubt that at Joscelin's court he would have
come into contact with the methods of warfare and military equipment employed by
the Crusaders. See also N.G. Garsoian, "T`oros II" in ODB, 3:2098. The Archaeological
Museum in Urfa holds a sculpture showing the mailed torso of a Crusader (unpub-
lished), which proves that the type of armour was known in Edessa.

190 Late Byzantine writers who mention the mail-shirt include Doukas, who calls it
`black iron', and the pro-Western Theodore Palaiologos, whose treatise is preserved
only in an Old French translation, in which it appears under the Old French term
hauberjon (Bartusis 1997, 323-33). The oldest of the three mail-shirts preserved on
Mt Athos (see above, n. 61 on p. 33) may be of Byzantine or Western origin (left by
the Crusaders), although the later examples were undoubtedly made under Turkish
rule. Also unclear are the origins of pieces of fine mail found on the elbow of a man
buried in the 12th/13th-C. in the southern nave of the basilica of Agios Achilleios on
a small island on the lake of Mikre Prespa in Northern Greece (Parani 2003, 113). An
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which had been popular in the Roman army-may also be related to
their time-consuming process of manufacture, the mail-shirt's weight,
as well as its limited resistance to archery and to piercing blows from
edged weapons. 141

We can therefore risk the conclusion that the spread of mail in
the Byzantine army took place only as a result of contact with the
Crusaders. Confirmation of this process can also be found in the ico-
nography of the warrior saints.'42 Among the earliest examples of saints
depicted in mail-shirts are thirteenth-century icons of St George saving
a youth from imprisonment under an Arab emir on Crete in the British
Museum, London (fig. 56), and Sts Theodore and George Diasorites on
horseback in the collections of St Catherine's Monastery on Mt Sinai.
Both works are associated with Latin workshops operating in the Near
East. The body armour of these saints is painted in the same manner
as the mail-shirts of knights on the leaves of the Westminster Psalter
which came into being in St Alban's Abbey in c.1250 (fig. 99; now
in the British Library, Ms. Royal 2AXXII), and also in the so-called
Morgan Bible of Louis IX of c.1240 from a Paris scriptorium (known
also as Maciejowski Bible, Pierpont Morgan Library, New York,
M. 638). 143

accompanying fragment of silk textile embroidered with gold medallions with bird
motifs does not securely link the burial with Byzantium, and the mail might well be
of Norman or Slavic origin.

'4' Kolias 1988, 40-1; Haldon 1975, 42 (who believes there was a drastic reduc-
tion in the number of mail-shirts being produced in the 6th and 7th centuries). In
experiments with a reconstructed klibanion, which he struck with arrows, spears and
a sword Dawson (1998, 45-8) determined that it was considerable more resistant to
blows than a mail-shirt. The introduction of the `needle' arrow-head and the growth
in popularity of the bow among the Barbarian peoples of Europe in the Late Roman
period is noted by Kaczanowski (1992, 75). On the technology of mail production and
its durability depending on the density of rings see also Williams 1980, 106-08. A dif-
ferent point of view is presented by Bugarski (2005, 167-8, 173) who notes the better
state of preservation of mail pieces in archaeological finds. He agrees, however, that
lamellar armour provided especially effective protection against arrows with trilobate
heads shot from the composite bow. On the mail-shirt's weight see Kolias (1988, 51,
n. 109); and Rud (1983, 63) who estimates it at 12-14 kg.

142 Similar conclusions are reached by Parani (2003, 113-14, figs. 123, 126, 128-9),
although she interprets as mail the armour made from small scales on the following
depictions: an 11th-C. steatite icon of St Demetrios in the Louvre, and late 12th-C.
frescoes with St George in the churches of St Nicolas tou Kasnitze and of the Anargy-
roi in Kastoria, and with Theodore Teron in Nerezi. Parani (2007, 189, fig. 37) rightly
points out the presence of mail together with a western chapel-de-fer in a representa-
tion of St Merkourios at the Peribleptos church in Ohrid (1295).

13 See Glory of Byzantium, no. 261 where J. Folda after H. Buchtal links an icon of
St George with the style of the miniatures in the Arsenal Bible (c.1250-54) currently
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The above examples are, however, all marginal, and their influence
must have been limited since in Late Byzantine iconography, solutions
that had evolved in earlier periods were repeated while the portrayal
of saints dressed in mail was discontinued. 144

Other elements of armour

Lower body protection (pteryges and kremasmata)
Cuirasses of all the types seen in images of the warrior saints are often
accompanied by a type of short skirt made up of loosely hanging strips,
which covers the groin and the tops of the legs above the knees (figs. 6,
7b, 18, 19a-22b, 25b-c, 26-27, 29, 33-34, 39, 44a-b, 46a,c, 59-60, 67).
This type of protection, called riepvycS (`fringes', `feathers'), evolved in
ancient Greece, replacing a less comfortable variety of plate protection
(ltl-r , vIxcgn).145 The Romans adopted pteryges and used them widely
in all branches of the army, as is confirmed by sculptures of emperors,
senior officers, and also Palmyrene gods and ordinary soldiers, both
on horseback and on foot (fig. 17a-b).146 The ancient term pteryges

in the Bibliotheque de l'Arsenal, Paris, no. 5211 (= Byzantium, no. 191; Cormack/
Mihalarias 1984, cf. in particular n. 1 on p. 132, where the authors incorrectly describe
St George's breastplate as a klibanion, fig. 2); Walter 2003a, 130, fig. 58; Weitzmann
1963, 195, fig. 19 (= Cormack/Mihalarias 1984, fig. 4), who wrongly interprets Theo-
dore's mail-shirt as a traditional element of Byzantine military attire. A miniature in
the Westminster Psalter, fol. 229r is reproduced e.g. by France 1999, fig. 3 (= Gamber
1995, fig. 25, see also later examples on figs. 26, 29). Many depictions of mail-shirts in
Western European medieval art are published by Blair 1958, figs. 5, 6, 10 (miniatures
from the Arsenal Bible, 13-14, 23 (14th-C. English gravestones). The presence of a red
Patriarchal cross on the obverse of the British Museum icon, a motif which appears
also on Sinai icons, has recently led Cormack (2007, 69-81, esp. 76, figs. 41-42, 45-46)
to link it with the workshop there and to attribute the Sinaian icon with Sts Theodore
and George Diasorites to a specific master.

144 The lack of depictions of mail armour in Palaiologan art is noted by Parani
(2003, 114).

145 See references to the mitra in EuST. IL., 1:19914-16 7176-6 71713-15; HESYCrIOS,

vol. 1, [p. 10] (&[3poµitipas Xaµnpo(hvous). H. Aigner, "Mitra" in BKR, 171 and fig.
on p. 172; Gamber 1968, figs. 8-9, 15; Gamber 1978, 276-8, 414 and figs. 288, 292;
Zygulski 1998, 31, figs. 43, 50, 58, 60-61; Vermeule 1960, 9, figs. 1-3, 6-8.

146 See 2ygulski 1998, 94; Gamber 1968, 7. Vermeule 1960 mentions (pp. 12-13)
two types of pteryges identified by Hagemann-an `Ionian' type with long, flat, rect-
angular `feathers', and a type seen on 4th-C. funeral stelae with straps that end in
semi-circles (for a Middle Byzantine example see here fig. 38). Examples of pteryges
in statuary sculpture are published by Vermeule, figs. 10-13, 16-20, 22-26, 28-38,
40-54, 57-58, 60-63, 66-67, 69; Robinson 1975, figs. 429-432; and also on reliefs, e.g.
Robinson 1975, figs. 240, 423, 444, 456, 465, 468-470, 476-477, 501-503; Teixidor
1979, figs. 10, 21-23, 29.
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continued in use in Byzantium to describe felt strips that were worn
with armour, as attested in a reference in De ceremoniis in a chapter
attributed to Michael III on the circus factions.147

Greek and Roman pteryges were usually depicted as a group of
soft long, rectangular pieces of leather or textile that terminate with a
fringe, suspended beneath a horizontal strip made of stiff, semi-circular
plates that are often decorated (figs. 6, 18, 21a-b, 26, 27, 29, 34, 36b,
38, 44a,b, 47, 51, 59); Byzantine pteryges seem to have appeared in two
additional types.141 In the tenth and early eleventh centuries they nor-
mally consisted of one to three (but occasionally more) overlapping
layers of pointed `feathers', the ends of which were cut at a 45-degree
angle (figs. 20a,b, 22a,b, 25b,c, 29, 33, 58, 62, 67);149 these are related
in shape to those worn by the Palmyrene gods Beelshamen, Malakbel
and Aglibol on a late-first-century relief, currently in the Louvre (fig.
17a).15° At a later date, the pteryges are increasingly shorter, and made
from the same material as the breastplate (figs. 30a, 31, 48a,c).151

147 Michael mentions Green and Blue vikarioi wearing pteryges of felt (DE CER.
[VOGT], 2:15420-1 [I 71]): (3-qyapwwi iµatiia, o µ£v 6% (3EVetiov, 6 Se etiepos rcpaolvov,
exovta uiwrzep atttQa, ano' xev'ovKXwv Eppaµµeva, 657na&v. See also EUST. IL.,
1:71724-5; Nicolle 1988, 2:616; and Parani (2003, 108) who believes that straps made of
padded cloth might sometimes be reinforced with mail.

149 The traditional Roman type of pteryges are worn by the following saints: George,
Demetrios, Theodore Stratelates on steatite icons from the 11th and 12th C. (Kalavr-
ezou-Maxeiner 1985, nos 6, 8, 10, 15, 21 = Bank 1966, no. 156; Glory of Byzantium,
no. 104), St George on a 12th/13th-C. icon from Cherson, Theodore Teron on an icon
from Patmos, and Demetrios on a mosaic from St Michael's monastery in Kiev (Glory
of Byzantium, fig. on p. 283, nos. 76, 202 [= Milyaeva 2000, fig. 1]; Markovic 1995,
fig. 42); as well as by warriors on the wings of the Borradaile Triptych (Goldschmidt/
Weitzmann 1979, vol. 2, no. 38 [= Byzantium, no. 153]); see also Spatharakis 1981, fig.
113; Mouriki 1985, vol. 2, figs. 59, 61, 198, 202. On a 6th-C. mosaic in the archbishop's
chapel in Ravenna, Christ also wears such protection (see above, n. 138 on p. 98). The
pteryges shown in the Khludov Psalter miniatures are regarded by Schreiner (1981,
222, fig. 11) as an archaizing element.

149 See e.g. the depiction on triptychs and ivory panels, Goldschmidt/Weitzmann
1979, vol. 2, nos 20, 33 (= Glory of Byzantium, no. 80); Cutler 1994, figs. 44, 106, 123
(= Glory of Byzantium, no. 81); Bank 1966, nos 126, 131; and also in monumental
painting (Chatzidakis 1997, figs. 47, 57), on the reliquary of St Demetrios (1059-67)
in the Historical Museum in Moscow (Glory of Byzantium, no. 36) and on a steatite
relief (Kalavrezou-Maxeiner 1985, no. 25). A type of pteryges made from layers of long
straps (often cut diagonally) linked with thongs that passed through drilled holes also
caught on in the iconography of the warrior saints in Georgia (Tschubinaschvili 1959,
figs. 36-38, 43, 152-153, 155, 162-163, 181-183; Novello/Beridze/Dosogne 1980, figs.
59-61).

150 See e.g. Morehart 1958, fig. 11; Papamastorakes 1998, fig. 1.
151 e.g. on frescoes showing Demetrios and Nestor on the north wall of the church

of St Nicholas tou Kasnitze in Kastoria (Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, figs. 12-13 on
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A type of protection for the lower part of the torso, related to ptery-
ges, was called Kpsgaag(x by Phokas (from Kpepovv i `to hang'). It
was specifically recommended for use by cataphracts; and consisted
of a knee-length skirt, made in a similar way to arm-guards, from
stitched layers of cotton and raw silk, reinforced with zaba.152 In view
of the durability of silk yarn, quilted silk protection for the limbs and
lower-body must have been especially effective against arrows, and
would have also facilitated the removal of arrowheads from wounds
since the fabric would enter along with the metal head.r53 Although

pp. 60-1); see also the further examples reproduced in Bank 1966, no. 190; and Glory
of Byzantium, no. 111; and also the early ones, dating to the 11th C., from the Georgia
area (Tschubinaschvili 1959, fig. 285, 287-288). Of particular interest are the lamellar
pteryges of St George in Kurbinovo, and his corselet made apparently from tiny scales,
see Grozdanov 2006, fig. 181.

112 PRAECEPTA, p. 3429-3. [III 4] (= TNU [MG], p. 11439-40 [LX 4]): icpegaagatia
'Lwv iA1(3aviwv a(3a5, iced ano xovxovXiov iced (3aµ(3ax1ov naxea eivat. The expres-
sion gtxpwv anoxpsgaag&tiwv is already employed by Leo (LT, 1:10413..-.9 [VI 8]) in

reference to felt saddlecloths. See also McGeer (1995, 69-70) and Schreiner (1981,
221) who believe the term refers to a type of skirt or apron-like protector that was
suspended from the waist and covered the knees. Cf. also Kolias (1988, 47, 54) who
identifies the kremasma with the kabadion (a theory recently criticized by Dawson
[1998, 38-9] who himself links kremasmata with pteryges, see his examples in n. 1 on
p. 39); and Nicolle 1988, 2:610. Similarly, D'Amato (2005, 23-4) incorrectly equates
textile kremasma with pteryges.

153 See Parani (2003, 117 and nn. 70-72) citing the findings of A. Muthesius pre-
sented at a study-day in the British Museum in April 1995. By the 10th C. there are
numerous source references to the widespread use of cotton (3aµ[305xtov,
(3ag[3aK8p65, and also naµ[ial , nag5axtq which is mentioned in the SUDA, 4:137-8 [II
122]: from Arab. pambuk or perhaps from Lat. bombyx, `silk'), see PORPH., p. 112294
[C]; EPARCH, p. 39" [IX 1] (states that cotton, like linen, was brought to the capi-
tal from Pontus, Kerasunt, and beyond the Strymon); Kolias 1988, n. 150 on p. 56
(where he refers, inter alia, to a description of armament in the "Dream Book" of
ACHMET, see above, n. 109); Koukoules, 2/2:22-3; and also Reiske's commentaries to
DE CER., 2:564 and McGeer's to the PRAECEPTA, p. 61, who tackles the question of
low-quality raw silk (KovxovXtov-see Koukoules, 2/2:24-5, n. 1, on clothing made
from koukoulion) -incorrectly identified by Haldon as a hood (see below, n. 159, and
after him Heath 1979, 32). Kolias (1988, 56-7) proposes that the material for mak-
ing the kabadion (which he equates with kremasma) was obtained by mixing yarn of
both fabrics, although he does not rule out that only silk threads were employed. It
would seem more likely that layers of tough, smooth silk forming an outer surface
were combined with a soft cotton padding. See also H. Hundsbichler, "Baumwolle",
in BKR, 26.

Known in Rome since the 3rd C. AD, silk (µetial;a `raw silk'; ammIptxoS Lat. sericum,
`finished dyed silk cloth') was described by a writer as late as Ammianus Marcellinus
(AMMIAN., 4/1:117-18 [23.6.67]) as originating from the fruits ofan unidentified tree
that grew in China. PRocoplus notes (2:57614-57720 [VIII 17/1-8]) that its production
began in Byzantium in 552/3, when the first silkworms were brought from India. By
the 10th C. flourishing manufactories were engaged in the processing and trading
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one might suppose that the kremasma originated by evolution from
the short tunic worn by Roman legionaries (tunica militaris) '114 its
considerable length indicates that it should be treated as character-
istically Byzantine. Cloth protection of various colours can be found
on images of the military saints from provincial circles, on murals
from Cappadocia (figs. 35-36b, 41b, 42), the Mani peninsula (fig.
37) and Macedonia (figs. 30b,c, 43, 45b, 48b,d), as well as from the
capital's workshops (figs. 19a 23, 25a,d 46b, 67, 70).155 An interesting

of silk cloth as is evident from the detailed provisions regulating their activities, see
EPARCH, pp. 299 [V 1], 315-38 [VI-VIII]; and also Koukoules, 2/2:25-26.

154 On the Roman army tunic see Rankov 1994, 21-3; Alfoldi 1935, 63; Sander
1963, 148-9; Gorecki 1980, 207; and Zygulski 1998, 96. For examples of legionar-
ies in short tunics worn under the armour, which replace pteryges on Roman reliefs
from the Imperial period see, e.g. Robinson 1975, figs. 495-497, 501; and also the
porphyry statue of Constantius II (337-61) or Constans (337-50) in the Museum in
Turin (brought from Egypt in c.333), portraying the emperor with pteryges covering
only the front of the body, while the back is covered by a knee-length tunic (Vermeule
1960, 74, fig. 77). The antique roots of the kremasma are indicated by its presence
on a work of such strongly archaizing character as the panels of an ivory box in the
Victoria & Albert Museum in London (Goldschmidt/Weitzmann 1979, vol. 2, no. 4 =
Heath 1979, fig. on pp. 34-5), and on a similar box in the Royal Scottish Museum in
Edinburgh (Nicolle 1988, vol. 2, figs. 83a-b).

155 The variety of colours of kremasmata (typically blue, red, yellow and green)
confirm the process of replacement in the Roman army of the red legionary tunic (and
from the 4th C. also white ones worn by the kandidatoi) by multi-coloured clothing,
which was influenced by customs in barbarian foederati units (see MacMullen 1964,
446-7; especially the example from Eusebios's Vita Constantini). On garment colours
in Byzantium see Koukoules, 2:33-41. Heath mentions (1979, 30-1) red and blue as
the dominant garment colours in the Byzantine army. Similar colours appear in other
elements of warrior saints' uniform (see below, nn. 193, 232 and pp. 259-263).

Warrior saints are shown in kremasmata in a number of Cappadocian murals: Sts
George and Theodore on horseback in the chapels of the Snake (no. 28), St Barbara
(no. 20), Chapel 21, and St Basil's (no. 18) in Korama, and St Niketas in St Bar-
bara's Church in the Soandos valley (Restle 1967, vol. 2, figs. 246-247, vol. 3, fig. 436;
and negatives at Dumbarton Oaks in Washington D.C., nos. 830A; T3-22, Acc. DO
00-2485). Examples from the Mani include warriors in the church in Episkopi, and the
churches of the Hagioi Strategoi and St Panteleimon in Upper Boularioi (Drandakes
1995, fig. 21 on p. 168, fig. 8 on p. 374 and fig. 33 on p. 419, and also fig. 112, in
colour). Also depicted in kremasmata are the saints in the churches of St Stephanos,
St Nicholas tou Kasnitze (Sts George and Merkourios), and the Holy Anargyroi (Sts
Nestor, Prokopios and Christopher) in Kastoria, and St Prokopios in St Panteleimon's
church in Nerezi (Pelekanidis 1953, fig. 23, 27, 55/1; Pelekanidis/Chatzidzakis 1985,
figs. 12-13 on pp. 60-1; Maguire 1996, fig. 10 = Cutler/Spieser 1996, fig. 240), and
also St Demetrios on a miniature in an Evangelistarion in the Dionysiou monastery
on Mt Athos no. 587; fol. 123r (Athos, vol. B', fig. 241). Works connected with artistic
circle of Constantinople include an 11th/12th C. icon of Sts George, Theodore and
Demetrios in the Hermitage (Glory of Byzantium, no. 69). See also Bank no. 130; Byz-
antium, no. 160; Cutler 1994, figs. 44, 106, 123; Markovic 1995, fig. 40; Longuet 1961,
fig. 24; Spatharakis 1981, fig. 118. The colour of the kremasma does not always match
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example is provided by the kremasmata of Sts George and Theodore
on a twelfth-century steatite panel in the Historical Museum, Moscow
(fig. 40), which are depicted with the aid of incised rectangles-doubt-
less related in form to the neurika.116

Kabadion (and skaramangion)
Also mentioned in the Byzantine taktika alongside pteryges and kre-
masmata is the ica(3&8tov, which covers the legs when used by horse-
men, but reaches only to the knees when worn by infantrymen. The
kabadion seems to have taken two forms: a tunic worn under armour,
with short, split, detachable sleeves (shoulder-guards),"' or a gar-
ment covering only the lower part of the body, suspended from the
waist.158 Both forms had splits at the bottom-one at the front and two
at the back-making it easier to mount a horse and allowing freedom
of movement on the march.159 The Sylloge speaks of the kabadion as

the colour of the textile arm-guards, which is evidence that these two elements should
not be interpreted as an under-tunic, as Parani does (2003, 117-18).

156 See Kalavrezou-Maxeiner 1985, no. 28 (= Lazarev 1970, fig. on p. 59); and also
above, p. 151. A kremasma made from textile quilted in a diamond pattern is also
worn by St George on a 10th-C. panel from Nakuraleshi in Georgia (Tschubinaschvili
1959, fig. 42).

157 SYLLOGE, pp. 59-60 [XXXVIII 4, 7] (={LT, vol. B', pp. 357-8 [XXXVIII]}):
'rovtiwv Se µTl [i.e. these who have neither lorikia nor klibania] ovticov xa[iaSta
exz iw6av µs'Ca (iaµ(3&Kfic xai xouxoua,iou µexpt yovaiwv cp9avov'ca, [...] ij 'covticov
µI ovtiwv xa[ia&a inaxvtiaia ex (3aµ(3&"5 xai xouxotAiou, ws &vwOcv e911µsv ; TNU
[MG], p. 8820-3 [LVI 3]: tiva Se itotwrt xa(3a&ta-xovtia µexpt tiwv yov&nov cpOavovca,
exovtia (3aµ(3&xtov xai xouxoIAtov. 'c& Se µavixa avtiwv tiva dint [xov'c& iced 76%a]
Tea, exovtia sic t&g gaaxaXas axiaµa'ca 9Cpo5 To ex(3ctXXcty exstOev 'cag xsipas xai
gaxeaOat. Footsoldiers who have no armour are instructed to wear kabadia of cotton
(with an admixture of silk) that reach to the knees and have split, elbow-length sleeves
(undoubtedly a form of shoulder guard-see below, n. 175). Cf. also Bivar 1972, 291;
Nicolle 1988, 2:621; and Kolias 1988, 43; and also the discussion on references to the
skaplion in Maurice's Strategikon, see above, n. 134.

168 Horse archers are advised to wear this type of kabadion in the PRAECEPTA, pp.
3665-3869 [111 8] (= TNU [MG], p. 1167-81 [LX 8]): et; Se tihS Z;wva; av-cwv cpops1'L'cw6av
of tiof6'cat xa[3aSta itpo5 To 6xens69at µepoS tit ticOv i:nnwv a&r v, (puX, neaOat Se
avtiovS a7uo tit1 cchGewS iced x&To). It is worth noting, however, that none of the war-
rior saints discussed below who wear a kabadion belong to a formation of archers
(toxotes)-as is clear from their lances and shields.

159 See the reconstructions by Dawson (1998, 41-2), who correctly notices that
mounting would be impossible unless the garment was split in the middle, allowing it
to part either side of the horse. It would then also help protect the horse from enemy
blows-as is mentioned in the PRAECEPTA (see above n. 158). Darkevich (1975, 140)
interprets the kabadion of cavalrymen on bowls from the Basilevsky collection as a
split skaramangion. That the skirts of the kabadion had splits is suggested by the origi-
nal meaning of the term's Persian equivalent, kaftan, `divided'. This problem is taken
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woollen garment, while the Praecepta says it was made from cotton and
raw silk. The garment was derived from a court ceremonial tunic, the
skaramangion (aica(?a1zayyiov), and like it, originated from the attire
of Persian cavalry.160 This process took place relatively late, as the term

up again by Dawson (2002, 87, fig. VII-3; reconstruction of a kabadion, which seems
somewhat inaccurate in view of the long sleeves); Dawson refers to a kaftan uncovered
in an 8th- or 9th-C. grave at Moshchevaya Balka in the Caucasus, which is split at front
and back (Riboud 1976; Jeroussalimskaja 1978; Ierusalimskaja/Borkopp 1996, 158, fig.
23; and Kondakov 1924, 25, fig. 6). A long, white kaftan or kabadion for ridingfound
at Antinoopolis, Egypt is preserved in the Byzantine Museum in Berlin, inv. no. 9965
(D'Amato 2005, fig. on p. 14). See also Nicolle (1992, 46 and plate 1-11); Dawson (2007,
22 fig. on p. 8; and 2009, 34, plate D1) and compare their reconstruction with Hal-
don's theory (1975, 34, 36) equating the kabadion with the epilorikion, which would
seem to be wrong, since the former was worn under armour, the latter-as the name
itself indicates-over armour. More recently Haldon 2002, 69, 77 (and n. 18 where he
associates the lorikion with the zaba in the 6th-C. meaning of the word).

160 The first Greek chronicler to mention the skaramangion, that of the Persian
commander Razates who had been captured by Heraclius, was THEOPHANES, 1:31917:
xai To olccQcgzayyww avtiov ijveyxav (see also the commentary 2:772). Meanwhile, the
term is used in reference to Byzantine court dress by George the Monk, Constantine
Porphyrogennetos and Philotheos, in detailed descriptions of the official and mili-
tary ranks and titles that gave entitlement to the various varieties of skaramangion
as well as the feastdays on which they were worn, and is also mentioned by George
Kedrenos-see THEOPH. CONT., pp. 82712 [22], 8323-4 [30]; DE CER. [VOGT], 1:425,
2513, 778, 9215, 1016.19, 1065, 1166-7, 11830,

13213-16 13721, 14723-4, 14910, 15516, 1586, 1644,

1729-14, 1755-1792, and 2:18, 766-22, 7812-17 834, 847 [I 1, 10, 17-19, 22, 26-32, 37-38,
55, 581; DE CER. 1:43810, 4413, 4421 [I 96-97], 51813, 51910,16 52110_52215 5253, 5262,

53213, 5398, 5426-9, 54511, 54920, 5515' 7, 5577-18, 55921, 56012, 56120, 56212, 56314, 56419,
57110' 14, 5722, 5759-5789, 58015, 5853, 59310, 5993-5, 16 6081.4, 63516, 66116-66221, 6692, 5,

74121, 74513, 746 75011, 75311-15 7544, 7592, 76012, 7623-22, 76223, 76415, 76512-7672,

7703.7 7726, 7804-17, 7824-14 [II 1-3, 6, 8-16, 19, 38, 44-5 and 52] (= 01K0N0MIDES,
pp. 1678, 17128, 173", 32, 17916, 18319.22, 1853, 1918, 19310,

19514-25, 1974, 26, 19912-31,2031,

2072.5,20911,22 14-18, 22313-25); PORPH., pp. 108226-60, 142 749 [C]; KEDRENOS, 1:73116. See

the detailed discussion of these and later sources and also the earlier critical litera-
ture on the subject given by: Phourikes (1923, 444-63; esp. p. 449, where he refers
to a quotation from the `Dream Book' of AcHMET, pp. 11426_1151 [156] stating that
the kabadion and silk skaramangion were identical); Kondakov 1924, 11-17, and esp.
18-24 and figs. 1-5 (where he tackles the issue of the garment's origins from the Per-
sian kaftan), 33-8; and Cumont (1925, passim), who broadens his observations with
examples of Sasanian graffiti from Dura-Europos (see esp. figs. 3-4 with depictions
of horse archers in short tunics with tight sleeves). Dawson (2003, 98-107) criticizes
Kondakov's work and reconstructs the skaramangion as an everyday garment with
very long sleeves used for horse riding, although he provides insufficient evidence
for the long sleeves (he identifies the garment with the tunica talaris manicata). For
synthetic works on the skaramangion see N.P. Sevicenko, "Skaramangion" in ODB,
3:1908; K. Wessel, "Insignien" in RbK, 3:420-2; Piltz 1997, 43, 45 and fig. 11 (where
she identifies as a skaramangion the garment of Nikephoros III Botaneiates on a donor
miniature in an MS of the Homilies of John Chrysostom (Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris,
Ms Coislin 79, fol. 2v; see also Byzance, no. 271)-note that the emperor's skara-
mangion also has a split at the bottom). The literature on the subject is quoted most
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kabadion appears in Greek sources in the context of Byzantine costume
only in the tenth century,16' and there appear to be no depictions of it
in pre-Iconoclastic art. The kabadion's introduction into the warrior-
saint iconography was therefore the effect of artists updating items of
the saints' attire from models known to them from everyday life.

Among the earliest warrior-saint depictions of the kabadion is a
mural dating to the first quarter of the eleventh century in the rock-
cut church of St Barbara in the Soandos valley (Soganli Dere) showing
St George on horseback spearing a dragon (fig. 41a).162 The custom
of representing saints in the long `cavalry kabadion was adopted

extensively by Haldon in his commentary to PORPH., pp. 216-17; see also Fauro 1995,
491. Meanwhile, Parani (2003, 118) sees the origins of long undergarments with split
skirts (which she does not identify with the kabadion) in ceremonial attire. At the
same time she disagrees with the kabadion's identification with the split-skirted kaftan
(gaba) and the skaramangion, indicating that the name merely reflected the garment's
eastern origins (p. 60-1 and n. 38, with exhaustive discussion of the sources and
literature).

HESYCHIOS (vol. 2 [p. 405]) calls the kabadion the military chiton of the Persians
(though he calls by its Hellenistic form, kandys, see Gamber 1978, 201-2, 408, fig. 204):
xavSvS xttiwv IIepau o' g, by eµnopnovvtiat of 6tipatitFutiat. Aa Soeo the SUDA, 3:2514 15
[304]: KavSvs xitc'v llepatxos. &no&vcavti6; Se io'v xavSvv xai tia5
F skacvGaVtES xai tiov nik.ov &tpEXovies. Meanwhile, DE CER., 1:74911-16 77217-22 [II
52] (= OIKONOMIDES, pp. 17828_1791, 20921-4) states that the kabadion is a garment
worn by barbarians (Turks, Khazars, Arabs and Franks) in imperial service: ev Se
tioi5 exatiepwv µeptilv axov(3ItotS Sai Uµ&; xak,eiv [3aatk.lxovS &vOptilnotS e8vtxovs
n&vtiaS, oiov 'DapyavoDs, Xacapov5, `AyapilvovS, bpayyotS xai 06ot ti1js (3a61k,ti6lS
si; a&rthv anok,avovrt tiwv poytuv npo jB9eia5 ei6&ye1y Se avtiovS 0"Enavtia5 xai
e ayety µetia, io e9vtxov IStov 6xljµa, oivovei do nap, avtiwv entkeyoµevov xa(3aStov.
[...] oiov Tovpxot, Xacapet5 xai kotnoi, tiov &ptOµov vS'. eni Se'tf15 titµiaS
QDyxakovvtiat of StoSexa, yettiovtapxat, of S' enontiat xai of Svo np(ocoxayKEkkdcptot
tiov enapxov. eicayoviat Se µei& tituv oixeiwv xaµtsiwv xai µovov, of Se eOvucoi µetia
tiwv avti6)v xa(3aSiwv. See also DE CER., 2:529. On the Persian origins of the kabadion
see Kolias 1988, 55; and 1993a, 41; Dawson (1998, 40) points out the Arab etymology
of the word from gaba-a garment that opens at the front.

For the Late Byzantine skaranikion (a type of headgear) mistakenly identified as
the skaramangion and on the kabadion as a court garment see Piltz 1989, 75-8; and
Phourikes 1923, 464-74.

161 The term xavSvS, which according to Dawson (1998, 40) is the Hellenized
equivalent of kabadion, in Classical Greek refers usually to the attire of Persian troops;
a mention by Xenophon is cited by Belyaev (1929, n.56); see also above, n. 160.

162 Walter (1995, 322) considers this to be the oldest depiction of George fight-
ing the dragon, and that the legend goes back no further than the 11th C. However,
Privalova (1963, 182) on the basis of fragmentary inscriptions preserved on Georgian
stelae from the province of Kvemo Kartli believes that the subject may have been
known earlier. On the legend preserved in an 11th-C. codex in the Library. of the
Patriarchate in Jerusalem (Cod. 2), its Georgian origins and its later spread in Byzan-
tium see Walter 2003a, 131, 140-2.
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only at the turn of the eleventh and twelfth centuries (figs. 28, 39).163
The garment is commonplace on murals by the second half of the
twelfth century-for example in the northern Greek churches of
St Panteleimon in Nerezi and of the Anargyroi in Kastoria (figs. 30a,
30f, 45a,b, 48a).164 Especially noteworthy are the kabadia of Theodore
Teron and Demetrios at Nerezi which have a distinct split down the
centre, and also the blue one worn by George, over which he wears a
green kremasma (fig. 45a). George's garment is pulled up and tucked
under his belt suggesting that the saint (although shown on foot) is a
cavalryman who has pulled up the garment to make it easier to mount
his steed.l6s In the church of the Saviour in Megara, an equestrian St
George slaying the dragon is depicted in a long kabadion, pulled up at
the front, over which he wears a single layer of pteryges.166

The short kabadion of the infantry, which is similar in form to the
kremasma (differing in practice only in the shallow split at the front),
is worn by Sts Theodore Teron and Nestor on frescoes in the church of
St Nicholas tou Kasnitze in Kastoria (fig. 48c), and also by Sts George
and Demetrios on miniatures linked with the Cypriot milieu in a

163 e.g. on an 11th/12th-C. gilded steatite icon with Sts George and Demetrios in
the Cherson Museum, Sevastopol (each wears the kremasma over a kabadion), and
on a late-11th/early-12th C. icon in the Hermitage with Sts Demetrios, Theodore and
Philip the Apostle (Bank nos. 157, 227-8); in addition on a fresco with St Merkourios
in one of Constantinople's churches (currently Odalar mosque), see above, n. 28. See
also the reconstruction of a long kabadion in BKR, fig. on p. 139; also Nicolle (1988,
2:626), who speculates that the kabadion may have been the prototype for the French
arming-garment the gambais, gambeson in the 11th C., known in England in the late
12th C. as wambais, wambasia, and in German as Wams; see also Gamber 1995, 20.

164 See Pelekanidis 1953, fig. 21; Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, figs. 10, 12 on pp.
32-3. An especially interesting example of a `double' kabadion-a short, patterned
one worn over a long crimson one with decorative embroidered border at the bottom,
characteristic for the skaramangion (see e.g. PORPH., p. 108234-5 [C]), can be observed

on an image of St Demetrios; the same arrangement can be observed on a 13th-C.
Sinaian icon of St George (Maguire 1996, fig. 163; see also St George mounting a horse
on fig. 21 on p. 41); Maguire 1996, figs. 10-11. See also St Demetrios on a fresco in the
monastery of Vrondamos on the Peloponnese (Drandakes 1988, fig. 85).

161 The splits in the skirt visible on the frescoes in Nerezi and Kastoria are thought
by Parani (2003, 118) to be characteristic of cavalryman's attire though she does not
recognize the garment as a kabadion, erroneously interpreting it as an epilorikion
worn for unknown reasons under armour.

In certain circumstances Byzantine cavalry units served dismounted, as for example
during the pursuit of the Arabs after their defeat at Adana in 964 by John Tzimiskes,
then a magistros (army commander), see SKYLITZES, pp. 26774-26889 [10]; ZONARAS,
3:5019-14 [XVI 24/26-27].

166 See Skawran 1982 fig. 335.
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manuscript of the Homilies of John Chrysostomos (Oxford, Magdalen
College gr. 3, fols. 166r, 209v).'67

Like the kremasma, the kabadion was depicted in various colours,
usually blue and red. The links of the kabadion with the skaramangion
may also have certain significance in explaining these colours, since
De ceremoniis mentions sea-green and 'green-red' among the various
colours of the skaramangion reserved for archontes in command of a
military unit (arithmos).'68

A kabadion of tunic form could also be worn independently without
a lorikion or klibanion, as will be discussed later. 161

Shoulder-guards and sleeves (manikia)
Protection for the shoulders made in a similar way to pteryges had
origins that reached back to ancient Greece and Rome, as is evident
from the iconography.17' In the depictions of military saints shoulder-
guards appear in various forms, and are made up of between one and
three overlapping rows of `feathers' (figs. 8, 18-22b, 24-29, 33-34,
38, 42, 45b-47, 51, 58, 62, 67, 70, 73).171 It is quite possible that the

117 See Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, fig. 13 on p. 61 (= Walter 2003a, fig. 4); Vel-
mans 1974, fig. 22; Hutter 1999, fig. 20.

lee DE CER. pp. 57717-5785 [II 15]. On these and other colours of skaramangia in
Porphyrogennetos's text see also Phourikes 1923, 450.

169 See below, p. 137.
170 See Zygulski 1998, 94; and also shoulder-guards on the statue of Augustus

from the Prima Porta, currently in the Louvre (Robinson 1975, 149, 152, fig. 433),
although Robinson's examples (figs. 450-451, 456, 461, 467, 495-496) suggest that in
the Roman period for armour types other than the muscled cuirass shoulder-guards
in the form of shoulder flaps that only occasionally terminated in `feathers' were more
popular. The Tetrarchs (Diocletian, Galerius, Maximian and Constantine the Great)
are depicted in shoulder-guards with three rows of `feathers' on a porphyry sculpture
of c.293-305 currently walled into the south-western corner of the Basilica of San
Marco in Venice (e.g. Rankov 1994, fig. on p. 60).

171 A single row of feathers appears on St Prokopios's shoulder-guards in the
Menologion of 1056, Par. gr. 580, fol. 2v (Spatharakis 1981, fig. 118), and on the saints
on the Harbaville and Borradaile triptychs as well the triptychs kept in the Vatican
Museum and the Hermitage, (Goldschmidt/Weitzmann 1979, vol. 2, nos. 32, 33, 38
[= Byzantium, no. 153; Glory of Byzantium, nos. 79, 80]; Bank 1966, nos. 126, 130-
131); see also the shoulder-guards with single long `feathers' on the steatite icons pub-
lished by Kalavrezou-Maxeiner 1985, nos. 6, 15, 21, 23, 24a (= Bank 1966, nos. 155,
156). Shoulder-guards with two rows of feathers can be seen on a painting of the
Forty Martyrs in the Great Pigeon House in cavusin, as well as on frescoes with Sts
Theodore and Nestor in the church of the Kosmosoteira in Bera (Restle 1967, vol. 3,
fig. 310 [= Nicolle 1988, 1:35-6, vol. 2, fig. 79a]; Sinos 1985, figs. 123-124), and also
on an ivory panel showing Theodore and Demetrios in the the Museo Archeologico in
Venice (Cutler 1994, fig. 44, 106, 123). Shoulder-guards with three layers of `feathers'
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Byzantines had no specific name for this piece of body armour. Kolias
and after him Nicolle, despite certain etymological doubts, consider
that shoulder protectors were known by the term pfjXa, which appears
in the Sylloge and in Leo VI's Taktika. It is more likely, however, that
mela, meaning `apple', and also `sphere' or `ball', indicates that Leo
was thinking only about the upper part or `cop' of the shoulder-guard
rather than the whole of it, and the term merely designated its spheri-
cal shape (figs. 48a,c, 67).172

Such spherical defences at the top of the upper arm are worn by
warrior saints on Sicilian mosaics in the cathedral in Cefalu (Theodore
and Demetrios) and the Cappella Palatina in Palermo (Merkourios),
a mosaic with St Demetrios in Hosios Loukas and frescoes depicting
Demetrios in Thracian Bera (modern Pherrai); a steatite icon with St
Theodore Stratelates, showing a mela that appears to be made from
neurika; and also a miniature depicting St Arethas in the Menologion
of 1056, Vind. Hist. gr. 6, fol. 3v.173

Detailed written references that would allow the appearance of
shoulder-guards to be reconstructed are lacking. When describing the
sequence in which a soldier should put on his equipment, the Peri
strategias instructs him to don his shoulder pieces last, as it would
make the putting on of the other elements more difficult.174 This ref-
erence, along with a section in the Sylloge tacticorum expanded by

are worn e.g. by St Demetrios on a panel in the Metropolitan Museum, New York;
St George on a steatite icon in the Athonite Vatopedi monastery; and a group of
saints on the south wall of the church of the Hagioi Strategoi in Upper Boularioi on
the Mani (Cutler 1994, fig. 126 [= Glory of Byzantium, no. 81]; Kalavrezou-Maxeiner
1985, nos. 8, 25; Drandakes 1995, fig. 33 on p. 419).

172 See Kolias (1988, 41-2, esp n. 44), who considers that pljk,a may refer to the
cheek-pieces of a helmet, but concludes that the word designates leather straps
on the basis of a reference in the SUDA (3:38426 [916] piXa 7c&vtia tia tiorpano8a.
oOev xai rzaaa (3upaa piXwtiti xakCruxt; see also HESYCHIOS, vol. 2 [3:103] [M.
1184] who's definition for gIka could also mean leather straps). Nicolle's opin-
ion (1988, 2:610) is based on Kolias's earlier doctoral dissertation (see above,
n. 59 on p. 15). See STRAT. [121; LT [VI 25]; and miniatures in the Madrid Skylitzes.

173 Borsook 1990, figs. 9, 36; Skawran 1982, fig. 178; Kalavrezou-Maxeiner 1985, no.
6 (= Glory of Byzantium, no. 104); Spatharakis 1981, fig. 116; see also Joshua's armour
on the Joshua Roll, Vat. palat. gr. 431, sheets III, VII, X-XI (Lowden 1992, figs. 146,
160, 172); and also examples in the Madrid Skylitzes, especially those by Master I on
fols. 13v, 16r, 34r-v, 35v-36v, 38r, 58v, 213v (Tsamakda 2002, figs. 11, 19, 68-69,
72-76, 80, 141, 505). According to Parani (2003, 109) this type of protection, without
pteryges, is rarely seen in the iconography.

174 PERI STRATEGIAS, p. 8617-22 [28]: tiovq Se apcptevvvaOat itpt tov pev tiov5 noSas,
eitia'Ga5 KVTipxS, eitia tiouq ptlpovs, etvx TOV Othpaxa, eitia T11V nsptxecpak,aiav, xai peti'
avtiity StEl waoat tiliv ie pop(paiav xai'co Tol;ov xai'CTiy (papetpav xai tiek,e nutov tour
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Nikephoros Phokas which states that the sleeves of footsoldiers' kaba-
dia should be secured by small loops (or buckles) to buttons at the
back of the upper arm,175 is evidence that the shoulder guards were
buttoned to the corselet.176 These references and the accompanying
instruction that the sleeves (gav{Icta-Lat. manica, `sleeve covering the
arm from elbow upwards')177 must be short and wide with splits to the
shoulders so that the soldiers could easily put their arms through them
and have freedom of action in combat-indicate that the term manikia
referred both to sleeves and to shoulder-guards that were independent
of the corselet.178 In the Escorial redaction of the Digenes Akritas epic
the eponymous hero states that at the sight of his fiancee he shook his
manikia.179 This suggests that the manikia hung loosely on the shoul-
der, just as they appear in depictions of the military saints.'80

(ieaxiovas. ri 8' odTfu cfl; tioiavtiiis Mare gliSev egno&lov Ex tiwv npoXa[3ovtiwv
G1)g[3aivetiv ti?1 tiwv Sevtiepwv omAwv nep1.(3okp.

175 SYLLOGE, p. 59 [XXXVIII 4] (= {LT, vol. B', p. 356 [XXXVIII]}): tia gavixla
gexpti tiwv ayxwvwv exovia axiµati& TE nspi Tag tX.eva; npo; do exetOev tia;
xeipa; xpaticIG6w Se tia gavixla 81a xogmoOr MICO v iwv wgwv &tusOev.; PRAECEPTA,
p. 1216-20 [I 3] (= TNU [MG], p. 882'-25 [LVI 3]:,u& Se gavixla avtiwv eivat xovtia, xai
mXati&a, exovtia e1; tia; gaaxaAa; G%IGgaia epos to pg6{o; ogov xai evxokw; tia;
avtiwv xeipa; ex(3aXk.ely xai gaxcaOOR. tia 8e gav%xta avtiwv omiG9ev ci; tiov; aigov;
vno xogmoOriXvxiwv xpatieiaOati.

176 McGeer (1995, 216) thinks that only certain parts of armour were taken off
during the march (which contradicts references to wagons and leather travelling bags
employed for transporting armour, see below, n. 25 on p. 385), or-as seems more
likely-that by removing part of the armour depending on the situation, the forma-
tion's character could be changed from heavy to light. The fastening of shoulder guards
and lower body protection to the jawshan also became popular in the Arab world, as
is evident from the Mameluke manual Nihayat al-S0 wa'1-Umniyyah f i Tacalim A`mal
al-Furusiyyah ('The Complete Instruction in the Practices of the Military Art'). The
work is attributed to Muhammad Ibn °Isa al-Hanafi al-Agsara'i, who died in Damas-
cus in 1348, but its author states that his sources included Najm al-Din al-Ramma
al-Ahdab, who died in 1294 (Nicolle 1994, 82-3; and 2002, 195-6).

177 See LYDOS, p. 3017-18 [I 7/17]: mepixep18a; exov'Ic; (gavixa; avtia; Exeivol
X, yovGiv); among garments handed over to the Church of the Saviour, DE CER.
(p. 6418 [II 41]) mentions twelve pairs of short sleeves (xovtiogavixl,a) of gold bro-
cade, probably constituting a set with 12 loroi, which suggests they were also buttoned
on. On the origins of the loros (derived from the Roman consular toga, the trabei
triumphalis) and its form, see Rudt de Collenberg 1970, 263-77; and N.P. Sevicenko,
"Loros", ODB, 2:1251-2.

178 See Kolias 1988, 55-6; T. Kolias, "Manikion", BKR, 163-4, with reconstructions;
McGeer 1995, 185; cf. also Schreiner 1981, 221-2, who equates manikia with the upper
part of the manikellia. A good example of a sleeved breastplate is visible on a steatite
icon of St Demetrios reproduced by Kalavrezou-Maxeiner 1985, no. 10.

179 DIG. AKR., p. 3281185: xai exvaa TO( gavixla g" xai mpo; UUT11v vmayw.
180 See above, n. 171.
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The junction of the shoulder guards and breastplate is often depicted
as a narrow band, occasionally adorned with pearling, as on a mosaic
with St Theodore Teron in the katholikon of Hosias Loukas monas-
tery in Phokis (fig. 25a); alternatively the edge of the breastplate is
decorated with a running palmette motif where it joins the shoulder-
guards and groin defences-as on Theodore Stratelates on a fresco in
the northwest chapel of the same church (fig. 25c).181 In some cases
both motifs are combined.112 Occasionally, as with Sts Demetrios and
Theodore Stratelates on a late eleventh/early twelfth-century icon in
the Hermitage (fig. 39) the edges of both armour components are
depicted as slightly parted, forming a lens-shaped gap between them."'
As a rule details of the attachments linking the manikia and kremas-
mata with the breastplate are not shown. An exceptional, though late
(beginning of the fourteenth century) depiction-confirming the tes-
timony of the military manuals, is an image of St Demetrios on the
north wall of the church of John Chrysostom in Geraki.114 Here one
can discern pairs of straps with buckles, linking the pteryges and mani-
kia to the body armour. A possible alternative method of fastening

181 See Chatzidakis 1997, figs. 48, 57. Pearl-adorned belts also appear, e.g. on murals
in the Great Pigeon House in cavusin and on a fresco with St Theodore Stratelates in
the church of the Anargyroi in Kastoria (Restle 1967, vol. 3, fig. 310 [= Nicolle 1988,
1:35-6, and vol. 2, fig. 79a]; Pelekanidis 1953, fig. 21); meanwhile the palmette edg-
ing to the breastplate is seen, for example on St Orestes, on a fresco from Episkopi in
Eurytania; on St George on a 12th-13th-C. enamel reliquary/enkolpion of St Dem-
etrios; and St Theodore on a panel from Bathys Ryax (Glory of Byzantium, nos. 17, 116
= Byzantium, no. 200; Bank 1966, no. 190). Cf. Gorecki's false interpretation (1980,
212-13) of the banded straps in Roman armour linking the shoulder guards with the
breastplate that appear on the earlier Nubian murals in Faras, and which he interprets
as a cruciform shape.

182 See e.g. depictions of military saints in the Church of the Kosmosoteira in Bera
(Pherrai); and of St Demetrios in the churches of the Holy Anargyroi and St Nicholas
tou Kasnitze in Kastoria (Sinos 1985, figs. 123-124; Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, fig.
19 on p. 37, 12-13 on pp. 60-61).

183 See Bank 1966, nos. 227-228, 229; and also St Merkourios on a mosaic in the
Cappella Palatina, Palermo (Borsook 1990, fig. 36). Cf. Dawson (2002, 89) and Parani
(2003, 105-6, 108), who interpret these forms as artistic invention and regard them
as fantastical creations that do not reflect reality or merely repeat antique models.
To the contrary I would assert that the artists were marking in this way the actual
junctions of the hemispherical shoulder-guards and groin defences with the equally
concave breastplate.

184 See Moutsopoulos/Demetrokalles 1981, fig. 48 (colour fig. 11). Note that the
frescoes in the church of John Chrysostom, which belong to the local provincial school
typical of the other murals in Geraki, are characterized by archaism both stylistically
and iconographically, and although painted in the 14th C. continue the line of devel-
opment of Peloponnesian art of the Crusading era.
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the shoulder guards is depicted on a fresco with St Orestes in the
mid-eleventh-century Cappadocian Karanhk church in Korama. The
guards are made from scales, which distinguishes them clearly from
the lamellar corselet, and are held in place by an armband with a
buckle fastened to its upper edge."'

In Byzantium the protective role fulfilled by shoulder guards and
pteryges or kremasmata was occasionally replaced by full armour
(66p(xxES ticXEtot).186 In the iconography of warrior saints this appears
in the form of a long corselet that covers the groin and has elbow-
length sleeves (figs. 30a-c,e, 45a, 48b,d, 63).187 There appear to be no
depictions of military saints in the type of infantry armour that reached
down to the feet, as was apparently known since the sixth century and
is mentioned by Agathias.ls8

Lower tunic (himation, peristethidia)
Tunics worn under the armour, white for soldiers and red for officers,
were common in the Roman army, as is confirmed in the sources,
archaeological, iconographical and also literary, where the term used

185 Parani (2003, 109) interprets this item as an officer's badge of rank or prow-
ess, pointing to a description of the emperor Theophilos's triumph in 831, when he
received golden armbands or bracelets ((3paxlok,ol) from the people of Constantinople
(PORPH., p. 150866-7 [C])

186 See SYLLOGE, p. 61 [XXXIX 1], where in a description of the mail armour of
kataphraktoi it is stated that it reached the nape of the neck and was pulled up with the
aid of thongs and rings. See also Kolias (1988, 42-3) who believes that cavalry armour
may have been longer than that of the infantry, since it did not interfere with their
movement, and could also be rolled up with the aid of rings sewn onto it.

187 Parani (2003, 108) points out the dominant custom in Byzantine iconography
of depicting soldiers in short, hip-length breastplates with detachable defences for the
shoulders and groin. Body armour in the form of a long tunic with sleeves is shown
for example on: the steatite icon of St Demetrios in the Louvre (Kalavrezou-Maxeiner
1985, no. 11); frescoes depicting Sts George, Demetrios and Nestor in Nerezi; Merk-
ourios and George in the Church of St Nicholas, as well as George, Prokopios and
Christopher in the Church of the Anargyroi in Kastoria (Pelekanidis 1953, fig. 23;
Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, fig. 12 on p. 33, 12-13 on pp. 60-1). A `full' armour is
also worn by George on 11th-C. silver icons from Djumati and Djahunar in Georgia
(Tschubinaschvih 1959, figs. 151, 188).

188 AGATHIAS, p. 8012 [II 8]: &tpaxES moSlipcis. See also Miiller 1912, 122. Long
cavalry armour is mentioned in Al-Mutanabbi's poem eulogising the campaign of 965
(see the translation by VASILIEV, 2/2:347"); and is worn by a horseman on a miniature
depicting the siege of Mopsuestia by Nikephoros Phokas on fol. 151v of the Madrid
Skylitzes (Tsamakda 2002, fig. 382). A knee-length Roman lorica hamata is depicted,
for example, on a relief thought to be from the Arch of Diocletian, currently in the
Museo Vaticano Chiaramonti (Southern/Dixon 1996, fig. 18).
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to describe such garments is thoracomachus.189 In Byzantium a clear
recommendation to wearing clothing under armour appears uniquely
in the sixth-century treatise Peri strategias. This text also states that
the garment should be at least one finger thick,'9o both to protect
from chafing by the body armour (either metal or of thicker textile),
and to provide additional protection from enemy blows.19' The loose-
fitting knee-length himation, which was sewn from linen, goat hair or
coarse wool on the Avar model is also mentioned by Maurice in his
Strategikon, and his recommendation is cited by Leo VI.192 The lack
of later source references to protective garments worn under armour
need not be evidence of their disappearance, and might rather be
treated as an argumentum ex silentio attesting their universal employ-
ment. Also among the depictions of warrior saints we find the garment

leg On the woollen thoracomachus, which was sometimes worn under an additional
layer see Southern/Dixon 1996, 123; also see above, n. 154; Robinson 1975, 16; and
Coulston 2002, 8 and n. 26. Bugarski (2005, 172) confuses it with the lining under
scale armour.

190 About 1.95 cm, according to the Byzantine system of measurement (Schilbach
1970,16-19;1982,43 21 , 4415-459 [I 1-2]).

19' PERT STRATEGIAS, pp. 5420 27, 5459-5663 [16]: Sc? yap a&c& en' xeisOat ovx eni
x1T(OViaxwV, O 'LNES noto )Gtv 'to (3apo; tic1v 067tAwv cp£vyovti£S, &XX' e7d iµattiwv ovx
Fkanov SuicwXov'to naxos exovtwv, TO µev iva µi1 Xwtf npoalyavovta tf a1Caa,1jpo't7jti1
akk' ecpapjw6nol 'tcu 6wµatii. xaa,cus etlx£iµeva, To Se i:va µi1 paSiws 0"C7r yra1 2tV
aapxwv tia tiwv ex8pcoV (3eXii &XX' eµ7toSIt oito, 'too'co µr-'v, w5 Eiprj'ta1, &&26V 01511Pov
xai To axijsa xai 'tile ?nonj'ta, tiovtio Se xai SLa 'C'ly 7tpos 'C11v aapxa tiov GtSrjpov
&7C0a'aa1V. [...] til &V Sc' pil ?Unf tiavta 20 a(ilµa T i ax7`,1ipo't1jti1, {ntoicEicOwaav xai
ct&noiq 7tEQla-rnON ta, x49&n£p E7tt t WV a1ST1pcOV 90)paxiwv xai 'c v ? XXcV Ae^(oµ£v.
wcp£Xga£1 yap xavtatOa tip 7taxv'nyn tav2a, ov paSiws ti& POcV StEpxoµEVwv 11 o,6
acp'6pa y0avovticov to (3&9os 'tov awµatios. See also Haldon 1975, 19; D'Amato 2005,
23; in turn Kolias (1988, 50-1) considers that this is the only source that refers to gar-
ments worn under armour On the himation in general see Koukoules, 2/2:20.

192 STRAT., p. 8046-9 [I 7]: Xpt 2a kkta'tta avttwv i ,=E'a elvat xai te7,,£1a, xatia, 20
6xfjµa c& 'A(3apwv x£xoµµeva, couveGct watapta, eI'E XIV& Eia1V cite atycla cite
paaaa, ecp' w xafiaflucEVOV'CcV avtity alElC£GOal SL' a'U't(ilv'n& yova'Ca xai EvaxlJµou;
avtiobS cpaiveaOat. See also STRAT., p. 4181-2 [XIIB 1]: Eiti£ aQ tFAavata exov6l xovSa,
µexpt c & yovatiwv avtiwv Set cpopElV a&tovS. Although in the last case the use of the
word &pµca,avala-from Lat. armelausia meaning military cloak, may suggest that
the author was thinking about an overgarment-see Mihaescu 1968, 484-5 (includ-
ing a passage by Isidore of Seville correcting the form armilausa to a hypothetical
original: armiclausa); E. Vavra, "Armelausa" in BKR, 15 (who equates the term with
`surcoat'); and below, n. 544. With small changes these passages are cited by Leo VI
(LT, 1:1 0 6 1327-30 [VI 12], 1191141-42 [VI 26]), mentioning both loose-fitting, short, knee-
length cavalry himatia sewn from linen or wool, as well as infantry himatia, which
may suggest that Maurice in the second passage is also referring to an undergarment.
On the short tunics of light troops, which did not cover the feet but reached only to
the knees, see also {LT, vol. B', p. 358 [XXXVIII]}: 'Iµatila Se avtioig µ1j &AX&
µexpl yovatiwv e62w tpOavovtia.
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known as the ireptanj0t'Sta, the hem of which emerges from under the
kremasmata or the pteryges, and reaches to the knees. Such tunics are
usually shown in shades of white, doubtless reflecting the colour of the
(linen?) cloth from which they were made (figs. 25a-b, 35a, 36a-b, 38),
and sometimes also in various shades of blue (figs. 25c, 27, 31, 44a-b,
46a,c, 56, 68) and red (figs. 6a, 26, 29, 30a, 70, 96).193

Shoulder pennants (phlamuliskia)
Leo VI in his Taktika twice refers to small pennants attached at the
shoulders on the back of the zaba, and serving to decorate it. According
to Kolias these items also acted as a distinguishing mark of the various
units, and even as symbols of rank.194 This element does not, however,
turn up in the iconography of warrior saints, perhaps because of the
frontal pose in which the saints are usually depicted. The single, rather
unusual, depiction of what appear to be phlamuliskia in art is on the
image of a warrior, occasionally said to be Digenes Akritas, hunting
a serpent with a hawk, on a twelfth/thirteenth-century ceramic dish
in the Agora Museum, Athens (fig. 57). The artist, who was working

193 A white lower tunic is worn for example by Sts George, Demetrios and Nestor
on mosaics in the Sicilian cathedral of Cefalu (Borsook 1990, fig. 9), as well as by
Sts Merkourios and Theodore Teron on a mosaic from Hosios Loukas (Chatzidakis
1997, figs. 47-48), and St Orestes on a fresco of c.1200 in Episkopi, Eurytania (Glory
of Byzantium, no. 17); see also the donor miniature on fol. 8r of the Adrianople Gos-
pels of AD 1007 in the San Lazzaro monastery library, Venice, no. 887/116 (Glory of
Byzantium, no. 239 = Nersessian 2001, no. 110) where the donor, John, appears in a
dark-red kabadion with a split in the skirt and a lighter lower tunic. Blue tunics are
worn for example by: St Theodore Stratelates in Hosios Loukas (Chatzidakis 1997, fig.
57); Sts Theodore and Orestes on a mosaic adorning the vault of the narthex of the
katholikon of Nea Mone on Chios (Mouriki 1985, vol. 2, figs. 59, 61); St George in a
wooden relief icon (probably mid-13th C.) in the Byzantine Museum in Athens; and
again on a similar icon from Cherson; and also St George on an icon from a Crusader
workshop (Potamianou 1998, fig. 5; Glory of Byzantium, nos. 202, 261). St Theodore
is often depicted in a red tunic, e.g.: on a panel from Bathys Ryax (Bank 1966, no.
190); on an icon in the Hermitage, Saint Petersburg; on an icon from the treasury of
St John's monastery on Patmos; and on a Constantinopolitan enkolpion in the Cleve-
land Museum of Art (while George, who accompanies him, wears a dark-blue tunic);
see also St Demetrios on a mosaic from the monastery of St Michael in Kiev (although
the gold border on its lower edge may suggest this is a kremasma or kabadion worn
under pteryges) (Glory of Byzantium, nos. 69, 76, 111 and fig. on p. 283). An excep-
tional example of a lower tunic in white with dark blue and red vertical stripes is worn
by St Demetrios in the church of the Anargyroi in Kastoria (Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis
1985, figs. 11-12 on pp. 32-3). Lower tunics on Late Byzantine representations of
military saints in Bulgaria are also identified by Manova 1969, 222.

194 LT, 1:1021280-81 1171425 [VI 3, 25]. C£ T. Kolias, "Phlamuliskion" in BKR, 196;
and Kolias (1988, 68-9), who links the item's origins with Persia.
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within the conventions of vernacular art, perhaps wishing to depict a
number of elements of armour that he recognized, has shown elab-
orate tufts emerging from the warrior's shoulders; each of these is
apparently made from several layers of feathers or fringes.195

Epilorikion (epanoklibanion, epithorakion)
As with the phlamuliskia it is difficult to find representations of the
epilorikion in images of warrior saints. According to the recommen-
dations of the military manuals it was a cotton or silk garment with
openings at the armpits, and was worn over the klibanion.196 Its pur-
pose was to reinforce the corselet and to mask it during ambushes. The
treatise De Velitatione, which is attributed to Nikephoros II Phokas,
advises against wearing a white epanoklibanion (undoubtedly the
equivalent of the epilorikion), since it made it easier for enemies to
spot a soldier dressed in the garment.197

Epilorikia of varied colours, richly adorned with embroidery and
pearls, also served as imperial ceremonial attire. In accounts of the
triumphal entries of the emperors Basil I and Theophilos, Constantine
Porphyrogennetos describes Basil's epilorikion as sewn with pearls both
centrally in the shape of the cross, as well as on the borders, while that
of Theophilos he calls `rose-cluster'.198 The worn-out, yellowed epitho-

195 Glory of Byzantium, fig. on p. 256 (= Heath 1979, fig. on p. 16; Kolias 1988, fig.
5/2; Gamber 1995, fig. 6). Heath (plates Cl and D) reconstructs them as hair tufts-
touphia.

196 LT, 1:911173 [V 3], 1021287, 119'44' [VI 4, 26]; SYLLOGE, pp. 59 [XXXVII], 61
[XXXIX 1] (= {LT, vol. B', p. 360 [XXXIX]}); PRAECEPTA, pp. 3431-3634 [1114] (= TNU
[MG], p. 115411'' [LX 41; see also Haldon 1975, 34, 37; McGeer 1995, 216; Schreiner
1981, 221; Kolias (1988, 59-61) although his theory (p. 58) that the epilorikophoroi
supposedly mentioned in Novella 2 of Nikephoros Phokas (BASILIKA, 1:255-7 [VI 19]
= LEO THE DEACON, pp. 3178-31816 (esp. 8-9)) were an elite cavalry formation on par with
the klibanophoroi was recently overturned by Magdalino 1997, 21-2.

197 DE VELITATIONE, p. 16425-6 [8]: xai 'c& Aeyoµeva £acavwicAipava [tit AEVxa;
Kolias (1988, 60) expresses certain doubts as to whether the epilorikion and epanokli-
banion were identical-yet the distinction seems to lie only in the different etymologies
of the terms. See also T. Kolias, "Epanoklibanion"; "Epilorikion" and "Epithorakion"
in BKR, 70-2.

198 See PORPH., pp. 142748-51 148837-8 [C]: Mc'c& Se do tia k,&cpvpa &vaatiavTES
of Sg6irotia1 xai ex(3akovtieS tia 6xapaµayyla, ecpops6av o 46V cuYcoxpatiwp xai µeyaS
(3aaiX6S ijaTtov EattAtQtxov xpvmapav'cov S1oXo1) xayiEX?,wtiov 81& µapyapltiwv
xai ev 'cut; opvat; lj upieaµevov S1& µapyapvcthv 'CEXEiwv, [...] MEti& tiav'ca Se &vucn&S
o P(X(71 cci; ecpopEGEv xvc(hva xpvGovlpavtiov £actAuietxov troy Oo86(3o rQuv,...; there is
also an exhaustive bibliog. of the subject, with special consideration of the problem of
the epilorikion as an element of ceremonial attire, in the commentary on pp. 277 and
288. On the epilorikia recommended for various imperial officials in the Late Byzantine
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rakion of Manuel I, which on the advice of Gabras, he exchanged for
one embroidered with purple and gold in order to receive a Turkish
embassy is mentioned by Niketas Choniates.I99 A thick green epi-
lorikion of Baghdad cloth, richly decorated with embroidered lions
(a motif that adorned the epilorikia of the palace guard in the Late
Byzantine period), enamelled buttons and pearls was also worn by
Digenes Akritas in the Byzantine epic.200 Two epilorikia-a red one
with lapels, and another from Antioch (probably inherited from her
husband)-are listed in the will dating from 1098 of Kale Pakouriane,
who left them to her nephew and to one of her freedmen.20I

The above data indicate that from the twelfth century the epi-
lorikion served the same function as the surcoat (OFr. cotte, English
kirtle, German Wa$enrock) in the Latin states of Europe.202 It can-
not be ruled out that surcoat which was brought to the West by the
Crusaders-who used it initially as protection from the sun in the
Holy Land, and eventually as a place to display their coats of arms-
was in fact borrowed from Byzantium.203 The super-tunics worn by
equestrian figures of Sts Theodore and George on a drawing, now in

period see Ps. KODINOS (pp. 1591.15, 1605' 12, 16126, 162 1632, 19522 and n. 1 on
p. 158); the treatise also mentions the white and gold imperial epilorikion (22726 27310)
and the epilorikia of the megas domestikos, protovestiarios, megas doux, prostrator and
also the great logothetes (200, 227, 273).

199 CHONIATES, P. 18911-12: OF

60')paxos (3a6tXavs, tiov xpot&v xoko(3acptvov, <<ovx ev6vµ(3oAov do xpwµa tiovtio>>
cptrty, <<) (3aGIX6, &XA& xai XIav xat& 'CIjv Mpav tiov 7cok,eµou tialc &yaOalq 'cvxats
avtit7tp&nov.>> abtios S' £711 'o-IC siprjµevoIS (3paxb xai (3e(3taagivov µetSta6aq T 11v
intOwpaxtov 62oXtiv &7coaq exEivq) 8150)6t 1topcpvpa tan xpDGII St7IvOI(Yovtlv. This
passage also provides interesting evidence of the symbolic role played by elegant for-
mal uniform, as a portent of military success.

zoo DIG. AKR. p. 3461461-65:

Kul eyi) yopyo'v ey4pt6a xai c(pop86a xoupixty,
(3tatiocpty e(3aAa Tep7cov, xaOaptov (3ay6a%'ciiv,
7cpartvov apa(3ititxov &7Cavw E1S 'Co' Xoupixty
of pil;ss Tjauv 7ct9aµ7j, oXoxpix a keovti&pta,
xai i& xoµnia µe TO µapyapttiapty.

On the blue epanoklibania with white lions sewn on the chest and back worn by the
imperial guard of Tzakones in the Late Byzantine period, see Ps. KoDINOS, p. 180, and
Kolias 1988, 60-1; T. Kolias, "Epanoklibanion", in BKR, 70; Parani 2003, 120. On the
lion as a heraldic device see below, pp. 246-248.

201 See Parani 2003, 119 and n. 80 (with sources).
202 See E. Vavra, "Cotte" in BKR, 59-60; P. Krenn, "Waffenrock" in BKR, 278;

France 1999, 19, fig. 3; Nicolle 1988, 2:594; Gamber 1995, figs. 23-26.
203 The presence on epilorikia of some form of identification signs, possibly heral-

dic, is also attested by a reference in KINNAMOS (p. 595) who mentions an epithorakion
presented by Manuel I to an envoy riding to the sultan, so that the latter would know
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the Augustiner-Museum, Freiburg im Breisgau might be considered
as elements taken over from Byzantine art (fig. 58). Although strongly
influenced by Byzantine painting the sketch was made by an Upper
Rhenish artist working in Crusading circles in the first half of the
thirteenth century, and should be interpreted rather as the influence
of western iconography or local trends.204 This is corroborated by the
occasional appearance of warrior saints in surcoats in Byzantine art of
the second half of the thirteenth century.205

THE SYMBOLISM OF ARMOUR206

The absence of the epilorikion from the iconography of the warrior
saints may result from a desire to show their armour and its related
symbolic content. We should therefore inquire into the associations
which armour-clearly the most visible element of the saint's military
attire-had in Byzantine society and the symbolic meaning that was
attributed to it.

Armour, besides its utilitarian function, played the role of a sign
and a symbol in Byzantine culture, much as it had done in ancient
Greece and Rome.207 Its meaning can be considered in two aspects,
secular and sacred. On the former, more popular level, the various
items of arms and armour were undoubtedly associated with warfare
and the Empire's military might. This was encouraged by the customs
nurtured by successive emperors relating to leaving the capital and

that the emissary had been sent by the emperor. A theory on the interdependence of
the epilorikion and the surcoat has been proposed by Gamber 1995, 18-19.

204 See J. Folda, "The Freiburg Leaf" in Glory of Byzantium, p. 482, who proposes
that the drawing's author modelled himself on an icon or fresco of Byzantine origin,
but that the details of military equipment are of Western origin; Belting (1994, 23,
330) believes the drawing was copied from a late-12th-C. Byzantine pattern book:
listed on the leaf's reverse are 75 works of art, including many icons. See also Hunt
1991, 111-12, fig. 17.

205 Gerstel (2001, 276-7, figs. 13-14) reproduces several 13th- and 14th-C. images
of warriors in surcoats from the Morea region, which were created under the influence
of Crusader art. Parani (2003, 120) claims that the earliest representation of a saint
in a surcoat is a fresco of St Demetrios on the facade of the monastery church of the
Panagia Mavrotissa, Kastoria (1259-64).

206 An abbreviated version of this chapter was published as: `Military Equipment as
a Symbolic Form in Byzantium', Bsl 65 (2007), 91-116.

207 On the symbolism of arms among the ancient Greeks and Romans (e.g. muscled
cuirasses of the gymnetes, scale armour as an ideological copy of the aegis of Athena,
the function of the gorgoneion and phalerae in Roman armour) see Domaszewski
1895, passim; and Zygulski 1984, 77-85.
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setting off on a military campaign, as well as the still vibrant tradition
of the military triumph after achieving a significant victory.208

Achmet in his Dream Book explains that finding an iron thorax
in a dream indicates joy at the defeat of enemies and riches in pro-
portion to its weight.209 Meanwhile, the wearing of arm-guards and
greaves indicates finding happiness and steadfastness in one's own
slaves.210 Constantine Porphyrogennetos in his military treatise advises
an emperor intending to set off on campaign to hang a lorikion on the
Chalke gate together with a sword (spathion) and shield (skoutarion)
and in this way to announce his plan to the people. This was primarily
intended as a signal for officers and soldiers to prepare their weapons
and other equipment for a military expedition.211

Besides such secular associations, the corselet also appears in
Christian symbolism, and undoubtedly has even greater significance in
the correct reading of the military saints depicted in church interiors,
on icons and on other sacral objects.

As with many other symbols in the Middle Ages, one can notice a
certain semantic syncretism among the meanings relating to armour.
On the one hand, armour-like other material objects-is a symbol
of the insignificance of earthly defences against the might and the
acts of God.212 Gregory of Nyssa in his Dialogue on the Soul and

208 Issues relating to imperial triumphs in Byzantium are covered in detail by
McCormick 1986, 130-231; see also e.g. the accounts mentioning gold parade armour
in PORPH., pp. 140724-150884 (see above, n. 99); and additionally on the triumphs of
John and Manuel I Komnenoi see KINNAMOS, pp. 13, 187-8, 205-6, 2099-18; and
CHONIATES, pp. 18, 93, 118-9, 157-8, 194.

209 See ACHMET, pp. 11317-18, 27-1141 [155], 20420-1 [247], 21819 24 [266]. Dreams in
which the ruler sees himself or his army in full equipment are a good omen predicting
victory and lack of fear of the enemy, whereas the sight of armoured enemies indicates
defeat, see p. 1131-16,18-23; Schreiner 1997, 90.

211 ACHMET, p. 1146-8 [155].
211 PORPH., p. 9654-59 [C]: 10 µeyac xai vyr0ko5 avtioxpatiwp j. %Xwv cpo6Gatieverv

xai xai' exOpcov 0"1Cca KIVEIV xai 6tipa'ce1)µatia, ev81)5 7Gpoacaaael 'cov xpsµaa91jva1
ev ti Xakxp e w0ev tiwv 7cvXwv TcaQixov xai aata,9iov xai exoutdQlov. ex iovtiwv
ovv 'col; naol yivocat 811ke ri 'cov (3arlXlxov cpo66atiot svtipeitw S, xai £x tots ex CFTOS
&pxwv xai ('Xpxoµevoc 'Ca ecti &)V oicka xai o6a emvciiScw xai &pµocov'ca Gtpati thvp
icapaaxeval;ely amapxatiar ... On the symbolic custom of hanging up weapons and
clothes during national holidays see the commentary on pp. 183-4, with links to refer-
ences in DE CER.; cf. also the incorrect interpretation of Kolias 1988, 154.

212 See e.g. John Chrysostom, De Chananaea (MPG, 52:451 and 837): 01) 6vpeov
kSwxev, 01' xpavoS, 0'6 iol ov, ov ewpaxa, to xvipISa, ovx &XXo ii tithe tioloviwv 0' &V,
akl' o navtiwv 'covtiwv ecrciv iaxvpOtspov, title a6cpaa.slav t v a7CO TO-L) UWUPO10, TO
6vµ(3oXov 'GiS xa'ca tiFOV Salµovwv vixns. Toi'co µaxatipa, 'cov'co a6ndS, 'cov'co OthpaF,
tiovtio xpavos, tiovtio xvTlµi;, 'covtio cppovptov ampakig, 'U6'ro Xtjniv, 'cov'co xa'cacp1)7T,
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Resurrection states that armour, shields, greaves and helmet are
unable to protect a man from the fear of death.211 On the other hand,
the cuirass is also often mentioned along with other items of arms
and armour that symbolize the Christian virtues. In his Enkomion
dedicated to the Forty Martyrs of Sebaste, Gregory calls the Apostles
`the shield, sword, helmet and armour of the Church';214 while John
Chrysostom in his Homily on the Holy Martyr Barlaam, mentions
the `shield of faith', the `greaves of the Gospel', the `spiritual sword'
and also the `thorax of justice' (6uwpa tif1S Suxato(yvvr;).215 He bor-
rowed these concepts from the Old Testament books of Isaiah and
Wisdom, and to an even greater extent from the letters of St Paul.216
In the writings of the Church Fathers similar references are so fre-
quent that one can regard them as commonplace.211 This strong
underlining in the patristic literature of the `panoply of Christian

- 11'cobtio c'ce(pavoq, tiovuo ehca6Xov, tiovto tiwv ya6Fuv &lcav'cwv 6116avpos, xai'cwv vbv xai
tiwv e6oµevov ico'ce. KaOanep yap tiff; o71kov laxvpo'v Xa(3iuv, xai 'cot; av'cov SiSwal
6cpatilcucat;, ovcw xai o Xp6'c0';. See also John of Damascus, Sacra parallela (MPG,

96:11713-26 1409).
213 Dialogus de anima et resurectione (MPG, 46:1326-30): Owpaxeq Se, xai 6Dpeoi, xai

1cv11µI8e;, xai xpavll, xai 'r& aµvv'cljpta tiwv oitXwv, xai at tiwv 'cetxwv 3cept(3oXai xai
11

G1S11POSe'COL m'UXat, xai 1 2(UV 'ta(ppwv acr(pcXeta xai 'C& tiotabtia, 2l &XXo 7Caf v SL& 'Co't/
'cot/ 6avatiol yive'rat (p6(3ov; Ov'rw; ovv ovtio; (po(3epov cptaicco; 'cob 6av4rot,

21 Encomium in XL martyres I, see MPG, 46:76146-47: 6 66o; `Ano6ioko;, 6Dpe6v,
xai 60'paxa, xai lceptxe(pakaiocv, xai µaxatpav ['rb; `EiK%116iaq].

211 In sanctum Barlaam martyrem, (MPG, 50:681): ExqvI yap e6'ct c 'cpa'ctw'clxl
'rthv µap'r6pwv o 'ca(po; xav avoil;q; 'covq tiff; niatieos ocpOaXµov;, 6yret 'coy &Opaxa
tiil; 8t1Cato6vv'I1; sVtiab6a xeiµevov, 'coy 6Dpeov iii; 7C16'Cew;, 'C91V 7CEpKe(paXatav 'COB

ooti7lPtot, 'r v xv1>µtSa tiov EvayyOdot, 'city µaxatpav cob llvevµa'coq.
216 Isa. 59:17; Wis. 5:18; Eph. 6:11, 13-14; 1 Thess. 5:8; Rom. 13:12; see also the

commentaries of John Chrysostom: In epistulam ad Ephesios, and In epistulam I ad
Thessalonicenses (MPG, 62:167-71, 450); and John of Damascus, Commentarii in epis-
tulas Pauli, (MPG, 95:853, 916); and also the exegesis of the Book of Isaiah authored
by Eusebios of Caesarea. The significance of St Paul's letter (Eph. 6:10-17) to the
development of the warrior-saint ethos, and its dependance on Isaiah's prophecy are
pointed out by Walter 2003a, 14-15.

217 The `armour of justice' is referred to, among others, by Origen, Selecta in Eze-
chielem (MPG, 13:79312-.3); John Chrysostom, Adpopulum Antiochenum (MPG, 49:50);
De beato Abraham (MPG, 50:774); In pentecosten (MPG, 54:804); Expositiones in Psal-
mos (MPG, 55:189, 356); Contra haereticos et in sanctam deiparam (MPG, 59:771); De
studio praesentium (MPG, 63:488); Adversus catharos (MPG, 63:491); In poenitentiam
Ninivitarum (MPG, 64:428); In illud: Ignem veni mittere in terram (MPG, 62:740); and
by John of Damascus, Sacra parallela (MPG, 95:128928, 138949, 96:1773). The motif of
the `armour of justice' also appears together with the `spiritual sword', e.g., in Gregory
of Nyssa's De institutio Christiano, In Canticum canticorum, De perfectione Christiana
ad Olympium monachum, and De mortuis non esse dolendum (CAVARNOS, 6:29811-13

8/1:621.-16 9:6127), and also in Clement of Alexandria's Proprepticus and Stromata.
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virtues' undoubtedly had an influence on the symbolic reading of the
various elements of arms and armour.

A symbolic reading of the various elements of equipment
appears on a Flemish miniature in a thirteenth-century MS. of the
History of Alexander the Great (British Library, EK. 87240) where
the illuminator depicts a mounted knight in armour, the elements
of which are accompanied by captions referring to the various
virtues.218 There are no obvious comparable examples from the
Byzantine cultural sphere, but thanks to the writings of the Church
Fathers who use such symbolism in relation to the armament of
the warrior saints,219 we can assume that it was widely understood
on the Bosphorus.

A particularly important role in the spread of the topos of the 'spiri-
tual weapon' sent down to humankind by Christ to help in the fight
against evil was played by a quotation from St Paul's Letter to the
Ephesians. The passage, which contains a comparison of justice to
armour, found a permanent place in the Orthodox liturgy as read dur-
ing the tonsuring of monks ritual.220 The choice of this very quotation
to accompany the monks' taking of vows would appear not to be acci-
dental, since it underlined their role as spiritual soldiers of Christ-the
habit they received being a spiritual armour. 121

It is therefore tempting to conclude that the military saints in
armour and other symbolic panoplia (e.g. sword and greaves) when
they appear in Byzantine art alongside images of monks create for the
viewer a comprehensive picture-a cohort of soldiers of Christ, both

218 I would like to thank Dr Rosemary Wright of the University of St Andrews for
information about this miniature.

219 Gregory of Nyssa in his Enkomion in Honour of St Theodore writes that the
saint "was armed by St Paul, anointed by the angels, and crowned with victory by
Christ", see CAVARNos, 10/1:6417-19 (= MPG, 46:740): wS o crpatiunts o&co5, 6 1chvrl5,
o veoXextioS, o lIavlLosdinAwty, By npo5 tiov aycuva rjkelyrav, ]Cal vucaavtia
Xpiaw' q ecrcecpa'vwaev. Meanwhile, Symeon Metaphrastes in his Menologion describ-
ing St George's preparations for an expedition against the Persians in 301, notes: "And
next, he was armed, just as Paul arms those who have faith in their souls", see Mar-
tyrium sancti et martyris Georgii (MPG, 115:144 = AS 23 Apr.).

220 Eph. 6:12-17; on its use in the consecration ritual of monks see F.C. Conybeare,
1905, 141; Davies 1991, 101, 103.

221 The garments of monks and clergymen are compared to military uniform, e.g.
in The Life of St Avram which forms part of the Menologion of Symeon Metaphrastes
(MPG, 115:69); see also Koukoules, 2/2:13 and n. 9. On the spiritual war (pneumatikos
polemos) conducted by monks against Satan in the writings of the Church Fathers and
later Christian doctrine see Dennis 2001, 36-7.
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spiritual and actual. In this context the `armour of justice' becomes
one of their most important attributes.

There is cause to believe that knowledge of the symbolism of the
monastic rite was common, at least among Byzantine intellectuals.
This is evident from a reference in the chronicles of Niketas Choniates
and Michael Psellos (who experienced the ritual at first hand while
residing in a monastery on Mt Olympos in Bithynia). Both authors, in
their descriptions of the deathbed tonsuring as monks of the emperors
Michael IV Paphlagon (10 October 1041) and Manuel I Komnenos (24
September 1180), clearly paraphrased the text of Paul's letter.222

The motif of armour in the warrior saint iconography may therefore
also be read in the context of religious and secular symbolism. The links
of the military saints' cuirasses with the `armour of justice', as well as
armour as the sign of worldly victory achieved by the emperor over
the enemy, remained in accord with the antique tradition of depicting
emperors, commanders and pagan gods in military uniform; it also
allowed Christian artists to make use of antique pictorial formulas,
enriching them with additional Christian content.

PROTECTION FOR ARMS AND LEGS

Manikellia (cheiromanika, cheiropsella)

In the iconography of the warrior saints their forearms, as a rule, are
shown covered with narrow, lightly creased sleeves, which are the
same colour as the kremasma or kabadion. These sleeves usually end in
decorative cuffs, typically in gold or decorated with pearling (fig. 62).223

222 See PSELLOS, 1:84/15-22 [IV 52]; and esp. CHONIATES (pp. 22156-22260 [VI]), who
writes that after the soft imperial clothing of Manuel was removed, he was arrayed in
the coarse habit of spiritual life, which converted him into a spiritual soldier with a
more divine helmet and corselet.

223 The many depictions of this type of forearm protection worn by warrior saints
include the following: on ivory panels-see e.g. Cutler 1994, figs. 44, 126; Goldschmidt/
Weitzmann 1979, vol. 2, no. 32; on steatite panels-see e.g. Kalavrezou-Maxeiner
1985, nos. 6, 8, 10-11, 21, 24a-26; on miniatures-see Evangelistarion Dionysiou 587,
fols. 41v, 123r, 151v; the Menologion of Basil II (Vat. gr. 1613), fol. 383; the Menologion
Mosquensis gr. 376 (183), fol. 25v; the Menologion of 1056 (Vind. Hist. gr. 6), fol. 3v;
Bodl. Barocci 230, fol. 3v; Par. gr. 580, fol. 2v (Sevicenko 1962, figs. 11-12 [= Markovic
1995, fig. 41]; Athos, vol. A', figs. 216, 241, 265; Spatharakis 1981, figs. 113, 116, 118);
and the Psalter Par. gr. 20, fol. 5v (Der Nersessian 1966, fig. 35). For depictions on
icons see e.g. Glory of Byzantium, nos. 69, 76, 202, 261; Bank 1966, nos. 190, 227-228;
and in monumental painting see, e.g. in the katholikons of the monasteries of Hosias
Loukas in Phokis and Nea Mone on Chios; the cathedrals in Cefalu and Monreale,
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Among the few exceptions are the stylistically archaized images of Sts
George and Eustathios on the left wing of the Harbaville Triptych;
the same saints again with Theodore Stratelates on the Borradaile
Triptych (figs. 20b, 21a, b);224 and Theodore and George on the wings
of a ninth-century triptych from Mt Sinai (fig. 60);225 other exceptions
include Cappadocian murals depicting St Hieron in the Church of the
Buckle (Tokah Kilise); St Orestes(?) in the chapel of St John in Korama
(2A, Sakli Kilise); and some of the Forty Martyrs of Sebaste in the
Great Pigeon House (Ku§luk kilise) in cavusin (fig. 59).226 Following
the antique tradition, which was still alive in Byzantine iconography,
they are depicted with forearms bared.22'

and the Cappella Palatina in Palermo; and in the following churches: St Nicholas
tou Kasnitze; church of the Snake in Korama; the Holy Anargyroi in Kastoria; Sav-
iour of the World (Kosmosoteira) in Bera; the Dormition in Episkopi, Eurytania; St
John the Baptist at Potamos on Kythera (12th/13th C.); St Panteleimon in Nerezi; and
St George in Kurbinovo (Chatzidakis 1997, figs. 47-48, 57, 66; Markovic 1995, fig. 40;
Mouriki 1985, vol. 2, fig. 59; Borsook 1990, figs. 9, 35-36, 93; Restle 1967, vol. 2, figs.
246-247, 250; Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, fig. 12 on p. 33, 21 on p. 41, 12-13 on
pp. 60-61; Sinos 1985, figs. 121-123; Glory of Byzantium, nos. 17, 19; Cutler/Spieser
1996, fig. 240). Close-fitting, occasionally spirally-twisted, sleeves with decorative cuffs
also predominate in the iconography of the warrior saints in Georgian art (Tschu-
binaschvili, figs. 36-37, 42-46, 131, 151-152, 156, 162, 180-184, 187-191, 193-195,
250, 252-256, 284, 287-288, 303-304, 342-344, 358, 402, 406-407, 409-411; Novello/
Beridze/Dosogne 1980, figs. 58-61, 115; Alibegashvili 1979, figs. 68-70; Privalova 1977,
figs. 15, 16/1, 18/1; and Aladashvili/Alibegashvili/Volskaya 1966, figs. 18-19, 33-34,
50-51); although Georgian depictions of warriors in full armour with wrist-length
sleeves can also be found (Tschubinaschvili 1959, figs. 38-41, 47, 249, 251). DE CER.
[VOGT] (2:1038-10 [174]) mentions stitched sleeves, in various colours including blue
or white, worn together with podopsella by tribunes and vikarioi (Xpil Se,ytvthGxety 6n
of tiptpovvoi xai of (3ux410l 7Uep1(3e(3Xivtia1 tia %PDG0o1jgsvtia 810Cxontia xovtiogavuxa
JEVET6 tie xai XE'U1('X xai £v ioTS nooi tia noSoiyc A,a).

224 See e.g. Goldschmidt/Weitzmann 1979, vol. 2, nos. 33, 38 (= Glory of Byzan-
tium, no. 80; Byzantium, no. 153; Pentcheva 2006, fig. 53). It is indeed possible to see
bracelets on Sts Theodore and Eustathios on the Borradaile Triptych, but it is difficult
to interpret them as forearm protectors.

225 See Weitzmann 1976, nos. 42B-44B.
226 Restle 1967, vol. 2, fig. 44, vol. 3, fig. 310; Epstein 1986, fig. 42.
227 In Greek and Roman art, soldiers are usually depicted with their forearms bared,

see e.g. Zygulski 1998, figs. 14-15, 17-18, 38, 40, 47-48, 50, 54, 62; Bivar 1972, figs.
8-9; and above, n. 128. Forearm protectors, although rare, are occasionally depicted
e.g. on the metopes of the Tropaeum Traiani (Robinson 1975, 170, figs. 476-479 =
Gamber 1978, fig. 381), see also below, n. 233. The use of manikellia in ancient armies
is mentioned in LT, 1:1291113-34 [VI 34] and SYLLOGE, p. 52 [XXX 2, XXXI 1]. Coul-
ston (2002, 8) indicates that short tunic sleeves were replaced in the 3rd C. AD by
sleeves that reached the wrists. The eastern origins of metal armguards are noted by
Grodecki 1937, 226-30. The use of the antique pictorial formula of the military saints
without forearm protection in Byzantine art (esp. in classicizing works) is also attested
in miniatures from the Joshua Roll (sheets I, III, V-XIV), and on an ivory casket in
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Byzantine military treatises describe protection for the arms in a
variety of ways using the equivalent terms: gavuc&Xta, xstpoy/EXXa
and xetpoµ&vuca.228 Maurice mentions the iron armguards of the cav-
alrymen who formed part of the tagma of Boukellarioi. Besides iron,
Leo allows for the use of armguards made from wood and other mate-
rials, while the Sylloge also speaks of oxhide. In turn, Constantine
Porphyrogennetos mentions the gold armguards and greaves that sup-
plemented the gold parade klibanion of the caesar Alexios Mousele,
son-in-law of the emperor Theophilos 229 Meanwhile, in his Praecepta
Nikephoros Phokas specifies that below their shoulder-guards kata-
phraktoi should have their arms protected by manikellia, which should

the Victoria & Albert Museum, London that is strongly dependent on it; as well as in
the following illuminated Octateuchs: Vat. gr. 747, fols. 165v, 224r, 226r, 246v; Smyrna
A 1 (2nd quarter of 11th C., repainted in c.1300, now lost), fol. 223v; Topkapi S. gr. 8
(2nd quarter of 12th C.?), fol. 478v; Vat. gr. 746 (2nd quarter of 12th C.?), fols. 442v,
448r; 449v, 451r, 453v, 455v; Vatopedi 602, fols. 35r, 347r, 353r-354v, 363r-366r,
370r, 398v (Goldschmidt/Weitzmann 1979, vol. 2, no. 4 = Nicolle 1992, fig. on p. 22;
Lowden 1992, figs. 55, 58-60, 146, 152-153, 157, 160, 162, 164, 167-169, 171-172,
174, 178; Lassus 1973, figs. 123, 126; Athos, vol. A', figs. 104, 106-108, 115-119, 124,
145); and also a scene of Greeks attacking the Rus' defenders of Preslav in the Madrid
Skylitzes, fol. 166r (Tsamakda 2002, fig. 419). In all these examples the soldiers are
depicted with forearms bared.

221 See LT, 1:1011217 [VI 3]: Ft' Sc xai x£ptog6vixa ot8i1poc, a k,eyETat xetpoiye%Xa;
SYLLOGE, p. 59 [XXXVIII 5]: xEtpoiyeX),& TE mYcoi; EGTGD6av, at 8' xai
keyovTat; TNU [MG], p. 11438 [LX 4]; and also above, n. 227 and below, n. 229. The
variant term manikellia is interpreted as gloves by Aussaresses (1909, 49), Nicolle
(1988, 2:593, 610) and Schreiner (1981, 222); cf. also the commentary to DE CER.,
2:795 (as cuffs or gloves; these interpretations are rejected by Mihaescu (1968, 489)
and Kolias (1988, 65-8) who regard the term manikellia to refer, as with both the
other terms, to armguards). The manikellia used by oarsmen (at the rowlock of the
oars) are also mentioned in the NAUMACHICA (p. 65 [V 2/12]); while cheiropsella
are mentioned, as a defensive arm of troops taken on deck, in Leo's treatise (p. 21 [I
14]); Leo also states {LT, vol. B', p. 148 [XVIII 115]} that cheiropsella were also used
together with other elements of body protection in the Roman manner by the Ethiopi-
ans; DE CER. (pp. 66918, 6725, 6745 [11 451) list them (using the two terms pavuctAXta
and xctpoTyekkov cvywv) among the equipment of imperial dromons setting off against
Crete in 949.

229 STRAT., p. 7822-3 [121: Ovx &Toicov Se xai XEtQottdvixa GtSnea To'U; (3ouKe?J,ap1o0;
enivof 6at... LT, 1:92.... [V 3 (4)], 1171425-27 [ VI 25]: )EtQOWEXXa GtSnea ij xai El;
eTepa; vkrl; [...] [infantrymen] Excty Se xai xcteopavuca, Ta, XEyoµ£va ttavixOXXta

11

71 XEtL36VEAAa, GLSnfl it ' 167UVa; SYLLOGE, p. 61 [XXXIX 2]: Kal t&; µsv xcipa;
o7ckice"Muav [cavalrymen] Tot; xnteoV9XXotc, 'rob; S' al) no8a; tot; itoSoVfloc;
ovogacoµevot;, xai Tol)Tot; ij GLSneoi; ij tvXois ij xai 8x RvQGnc Eipya6µevot;
(3o£1ia;. (= {LT, vol. B', p. 360 [XXXIX]}); PORPH., p. 14840-1 [C] o Se xaioap ecpopEGEv
xpvaovv lcXt(3&vtov Gvv EtavtccAXvwv xai 7toSoNth? ,wv xai avrrwv x(!vu6)v. (see also
Haldon's commentary on p. 289).
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be made, like kremasmata, from stitched layers of cotton and silk.230 It
is hard to say to what extent such textile defences would have protected
the warrior from sword blows, but they were undoubtedly sufficient
to ward off arrows. It also entirely possible that manikellia were rein-
forced with pieces of metal and other hard `padding' materials sewn
between the textile layers.23t

It is this last type of protection, recommended by Phokas, that
was the only one to enter the iconographical formula of the warrior
saints. No depictions of the saints in metal scale armguards have been
found, although they appear occasionally in the Madrid Skylitzes.232
This suggests that metal and wooden armguards were supplanted by
soft textile manikellia, possibly towards the end of the tenth century,
although the latter are already visible on a number of early sources:
e.g. Palmyrene reliefs,233 manuscript illustrations with scenes from the
Aeneid in the late-fifth-century Vergilius Romanus (Vatican Library,
Ms. Lat. 3867), and the `Colossus of Barletta' statue which represents
an emperor, either Theodosius II, Marcian or (according to one tradi-
tion) Heraclius.234

In the iconography of the warrior saints forearm protectors are
depicted without mitts, the saints' palms always being shown uncov-
ered, without gloves. Certain researchers have regarded manikellia as
a term for gloves, but Kolias has shown that these were known to the
Byzantines as xei po'ptitiov, xetpotitov and xetp{S, although they were not
widely used in the imperial army.235 One can therefore assume that the
principle of representing the warrior saints without gloves conformed
with imperial army custom.

230 PRAECEPTA, p. 3428-31 [III 4]: aico Se n(ov ayKwvtov cpopeiv'r& p.avux£7La, C"xovtia [...]
tithe KkIPO iwv c pas, xai cuto Kovxovk,iov iced (3aµ[3ax1ov naxea eivat <ioaov'cov>,
oaov ev5exe'cat Kwcappacpfvati wka'. See also above, n. 152.

231 See Haldon 1975, 37; McGeer 1995, 214; T. Kolias, "Manikel(1)ion" in BKR,
163.

232 The manikellia on fols. 34v, 195v, 230v can be interpreted as made from scales
(Tsamakda 2002, figs. 68) 467, 545; Hoffmeyer 1966, fig. 82); the overwhelming major-
ity, however, are made from textiles of various colours (blue, red, white and brown).

233 E.g. on reliefs depicting the trinity of Palmyrene gods, including one from Dura-
Europos in the Art Gallery at Yale (54 BC), and also on the stele of the warrior-
god Sadrafa (of May AD 55) from the temple of Bel in Palmyra, now in the British
Museum (Morehart 1958, figs. 11-14; Teixidor 1979, figs. 22, 23).

234 See Eggenberger 1977, fig. 14 (on the MS see also Age of Spirituality, no. 204);
Nicolle 1992, figs. on pp. 9, 15 = Hoffmeyer 1966, fig. 2.

235 See above, n. 228, and Kolias 1988, 69; T. Kolias, "Cheirortion" in BKR, 47. C£
also Hoffmeyer 1966, 50.
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Occasionally broad sleeves hang loosely from the forearm, exposing
below them close-fitting decorative cuffs. This is the case on the fol-
lowing works: an enamel panel with St George triumphant (tropaio-
phoros) from the Venetian Pala d'Oro; a mosaic depicting St Orestes
in the narthex of the katholikon of Nea Mone on Chios (fig. 44b); a
mural depicting the same saint in the Cappadocian church of Kiliclar
Kusluk (chapel 33) in Korama, and the church of the Panagia (Virgin)
tou Arakos ('of the peas') in Lagoudera on Cyprus (before 1192); and
also miniatures with Sts Demetrios and Artemios in the Homilies of
John Chrysostomos (Oxford, Magdalen College gr. 3, fol. 166r).236 This
type of sleeves can be interpreted as belonging to the lower himation.
They are shown as let out from under the shoulder-guards in order to
cover the upper part of the manikellia in depictions of St George on
Cappadocian murals in the churches of St Barbara in the Soandos val-
ley and Direkli Kilise in the Ihlara (Peristrema) valley (figs. 36, 41a);
St Eustathios on fol. 138r of a Psalter (cod. 61) from the Pantokrator
Monastery, Athos; and also the Sts Theodore on the left wing of the
Harbaville triptych (fig. 20a).237

Armour for the lower leg (chalkotouba, podopsella)

Protection for the lower leg, from knee to ankle, was well known in
antiquity. Many depictions in Greek art have survived down to our
time,238 as have original metal greaves, both Greek-usually imitat-
ing anatomical details-and Roman (ocreae); those belonging to

236 See Hahnloser/Polacco 1994, fig. 142; Mouriki 1985, vol. 2, figs. 61, 202-203;
Restle (1967), vol. 2, fig. 288; Velmans 1974, fig. 22; Stylianou 1997, fig. 92, and also
close-ups on neg. no. D. 73. 27 (RA) in the Dumbarton Oaks collection in Washing-
ton; Hutter 1999, fig. 21.

237 See Restle 1967, vol. 3, fig. 436; Athos, vol. I", fig. 226 (= Der Nersessian 1966,
fig. 21); Goldschmidt/Weitzmann 1979, vol. 2, no. 33a. On the lower tunic see above,
p. 174ff.

231 Two Greek examples, both dating to c.530 BC, can be seen on the bronze Greek
vase from Vix at the Museum in Chatillon-sur-Seine, and on a black-figure amphora
by Exekias depicting Achilles with Ajax (Gamber 1978, figs. 283, 291); for more
Greek examples see Zygulski 1998, figs. 14, 22, 38; Etruscan examples in the Museo
Archeologico Nazionale, Florence, and Roman ones datable to the 4th C. BC from
the Villa Giulia), figs. 335, 340; see also H. Aigner, "Knemides", BKR, 140-1. Greaves
in the form of anataomically shaped tubes appear among the insignia of the magister
officiorum of the West in NOT. DJGN., fig. on p. 144; see also Gamber 1988, fig. 52
(= Mielczarek 1993, fig. 5); Kolias 1988, 72 (and also n. 20 where he cites an reference
from Xenophon's On horsemanship [XX 10]).
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centurions are richly decorated with fantastical motifs.239 The custom
of wearing lower leg armour was also known in the Byzantine army, as
is attested by an eighth-century find from Tuapse near Gelendzhik on
the northeast Black Sea shore (currently in the Archaeological Museum,
Moscow).240 In literary sources Classical terms are used to describe leg
armour, often the Greek terms xvgg1q (plural: icvriµTS£S, from xvtjµri
`calf', 'thigh'),24T epucv p,{8,242 and occasionally o1Cpi8tov, which is
derived from Latin ocrea.243 The tenth-century military manuals mean-
while use the synonyms xaAxotiov(3a and lroSoyrc?,,a.244 According to
the Strategikon shin guards were made from metal or wood (and were

239 For examples of Greek greaves from the 5th C. BC see Zygulski 1998, fig. 49
(see also pp. 140-1); for Late Roman greaves (2nd-3rd C. AD) sometimes with knee-
guards see Robinson 1975, 187-9, figs. 505-513; Gamber 1978, fig. 391. See also the
late antique splint greaves made from linked elongated strips in Gamber 1968, 43,
fig. 71. The use of greaves by both ancient cavalry and infantry is mentioned by LYDOS,
p. 2224 [I 5/12]; LT, 1:921175 [V 3 (4)]; and SYLLOGE, p. 52 [XXX 2, XXXI 1]. VEGETIUS
gives (p. 40 [118]) the interesting information that footsoldiers used onlya single greave
on the right leg (pedites autem scutati praeter catafractas et galeas etiam ferreas ocreas
in dextris cruribus cogerentur accipere...), 64 [11 1] (on cavalry greaves), 90 [II 15] (on
their use by Ordinarii and Principes who fought in the first line), 92 [II 16] (as well as
by Triarii, who remained in reserve). On greaves in ancient armies see also H. Aigner,
"Ocreae", BKR, 178; H. Aigner, "Knemides" BKR, 140-1; Sander 1963, 144-6.

240 See Hoffmeyer 1966, 51.
141 The ancient statements of Heliodoros and Plutarch on knemides are cited

by Diethart/Dintsis 1984, 75-6 and n. 38; and Mielczarek 1993, 60. For Byzantine
sources see e.g. the reference in George the Monk's Chronicon breve, MPG, 110:12016:
ij 1c"µiS, Ti YV1Ug6S ev tiw IrOSi -ye-yovsv; and also PSELLOS, 1:332 [III 4]; KoMNENE,
2:21326 [X 7/3]; Eu5T. IL., 1:4312-442, 4:5577-8; EusT. IL., 1:66023; and EusT. On, 1:8726-30

(on Achaean knemis). Meanwhile, PERT STRATEGIAS states (p. 8617-18) that knemis that
reach the feet should be put on by soldiers as their first item of equipment, while the
SUDA (3:1404 [1866]) equates the term with boots (Kvrj lI to vrcoSijµ(X).

242 See e.g. STRAT., p. 44455 [XII B 16]; from the definition given by HESYCHIOS
(3:315): mepuxvrjµic 6xsinacn piov tii1g xvffp15, it is evident that this was an external
defence worn over greaves.

243 This word is used only in STRAT., p. 4186 [XII B 1]. The terminology used in
relation to lower leg armour-both ancient and Byzantine-is analysed in detail by
Kolias (1988, 70-2, with extensive bibliog.), who also mentions the example in Mau-
rice's treatise.

244 In the SYLLOGE (p. 52 [XXX 2], 59 [XXXVIII 5]) knemides are equated with
chalkotouba and podopsella; whereas LT (1:1021286-88, 1171427-2a 129 1534_ 1301535, 1539-40

[VI 4, 25, 34 (35), 35 (36)]; {LT, vol. B', p. 356 [XXXVIII]}) identifies periknemides
with podopsella and chalkotouba, while the PRAECEPTA (p. 3637 [III 4] = TNU [MG]
p. 11447 [1114]) mentions only xak,xotiov(3a. Even the etymology of the two terms: `copper
tubes' and `hoops for the legs', with psella (Lat. armilla) from the band used in the Late
Roman army as an officers' insignia, would seem to sufficiently elucidate the meanings
of these terms (on the psella see Koukoules, 4:388-9; and S.D. Campbell, "Armband" in
ODB, 1:175). See also DE CER., 2:304; T. Kolias, "Podopsellon" in BKR, 200 (who classes
kampotouba as a type of podopsella, see below, n. 295); Nicolle 1988, 2:593.
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to be worn by at least the first and last ranks of a formation). Leo VI,
meanwhile, advises making them from oxhide.245

In the iconography of the military saints such lower leg protectors
are best seen in low relief carvings, where they are clearly distinguish-
able from boots. This makes it possible to avoid the false identifi-
cation of tall boots as greaves. Above his ankle-shoes St Theodore
Stratelates is shown wearing leg protectors with archaizing knee-
guards on an eleventh-century steatite icon in the
Museo Sacro della Biblioteca Apostolica at the Vatican (fig. 34)247 The
knee-high `fronts' in this case, however, appear to be integral with
the lower part of the guards. The greaves of St George on a twelfth-
century alabaster panel from Plovdiv in the National Gallery of Art in
Sofia are depicted in a similar manner.248 The podopsella are depicted
more schematically as tubes that widen towards the knee and cover the
heel at the lower end in a number of representations: e.g. Sts George
and Theodore on an ivory panel in the Museo Archeologico in Venice;249
George on a steatite icon in the Vatopedi Monastery on Mt Athos;

2'5 Kolias sees evidence (1988, 71) in the term's etymology that chalkotouba were
made from metal, since in its wider sense xak,xos referred to metal in general. He also
cites LYDOS (p. 729 [I 12/46]) who mentions the iron knemis of a particular unit of
infantry, the Ocreati; STRAT., p. 4206-8 [XII B 4] (= LP, p. 77 [XII 6]): ncplxvijgi&as
aiSTIpas fl l vk,ivas, ji& lGtia trot; ev 2aTS xscpaXaii; xai ovpai5 tiwv &xuuv tiaGGogi:vov;;
and also falsely LT [VI 25 (26)]. See also SYLLOGE, p. 61 [XXXIX 2] (= {LT, vol. B',
p. 360 [XXXIX])}: colq 8' av n68aS 'coiq noSoWF_'X?,otq ovogai;ogevol.S, xai 'covtiotis fl
m8ijpoi5 ij ,Aivoi; ij xai ex (3vpcr1S eipyaagevol; (3osia;; and McGeer 1995, 70, 216;
and also cf. Haldon 1975, 37 and n. 37.

246 For examples of knee-guards worn by ancient kataphraktoi see Gamber 1968,
15, fig. 18; and Robinson 1975, fig. 505. Maurice advises (STRAT., p. 44230-32 [XII B
16]) that when archers are standing at the front of a formation exposed to enemy
attack and are not wearing zaba and knee-protectors (ov cpopobcav of ov tij gstiwncp
'cetiaygevot a(3as n yovvxAdgta) they are to close ranks and protect themselves with
shields. Kolias (1988, 73) notes that this passage is repeated by Leo (LT, 1:180.'.. [VII
66 (73)]) but no longer refers to knee-guards, which may indicate their disappearance
in the Middle Byzantine period. Meanwhile, Nicolle (1988, 2:621) mentions the Greek
term sidera gonatia (plate leg defences of western type) in use in the 14th C., which
may be evidence that such knee-pieces were known in late Byzantium. PROCOPius in
his description (1:620-21 [11/12]) of an archer of Justinian's time, states that he was also
armed with greaves that reached to his knees (xvilgt&a; evapgoa&gevoi gexpi, e5 yovv).
See also T. Kolias, "Gonation" in BKR, 90.

241 See Kalavrezou-Maxeiner 1985, no. 6 (= Glory of Byzantium, no. 104). Cf also
the erroneous identification of the leg protectors of St Theodore proposed recently by
Dawson (2002, 83, n. 12), who sees them as tall boots. Similar leg armour can be seen
on a horseman depicted in the Madrid Skylitzes (Hoffmeyer 1966, fig. 1419).

248 Ovcharov 2003, 48, fig. 112.
249 See e.g. Goldschmidt/Weitzmann 1979, vol. 2, no. 20 (= Cutler 1994, fig. 44).
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Demetrios on two eleventh-century steatite panels (one in the Louvre;
the other, formerly in the Constantinopolitan Karagiorgios collec-
tion, now lost); and an unidentified warrior saint on a fragment of an
eleventh-century steatite panel in the Louvre.250 This type of lower leg
protection is also clearly visible on a fresco depicting St Merkourios from
the Odalar mosque in Istanbul (originally church of the Virgin; fig. 28) 251

Also related in form to podopsella are painted representations of
white shoes with tall white legs attached. Such leg protectors, some-
times with Kufic ornament on the front'252 are worn by Sts Longinus,
Arethas and Merkourios on illustrations of the feastdays in October
and November in the Menologion of 1056 (Vind. Hist. gr. 6, fol. 3v; Par.
gr. 580, 2v) (fig. 62); St Prokopios in the Menologion Mosqu. gr. 382,
leaf 72v; St Theodore on a mosaic on the south wall of the presbytery
of the cathedral in Cefalu and in the Cappella Palatina, Palermo; and
also on miniatures in the Menologion of Basil II (Vat. gr. 1613, fol. 383)
and Mosquensis gr. 376, fol. 25v.253 Depicted in slightly shorter leg pro-
tectors that reach only to the mid-calf are: Prokopios, Merkourios and
Theodore Teron on mosaics in the katholikon of the Hosios Loukas
monastery, Phokis; Theodore Stratelates and Orestes on a mosaic in
the katholikon of Nea Mone, Chios (figs. 25a,b, 44a,b); St Christopher
in the church of the Anargyroi, Kastoria; and St Orestes in the church
of the Dormition in Eurytania (fig. 38).254 It cannot be ruled out that

251 See Kalavrezou-Maxeiner 1985, nos. 8, 9-11.
251 See above, n. 28.
252 On Kufic ornament on shields see below, pp. 241-243 (esp. Miles's theoryon the

imitation of ornaments adorning weapons imported from Damascus).
255 See Borsook 1990, figs. 9, 35; Sevicenko 1962, figs. 11-12 (= Markovic 1995,

fig. 41; Walter 2003a, 65, fig. 48, who notes that the Menologion of Basil II contains the
earliest solidly dated depiction of Theodore Stratelates); Spatharakis 1981, figs. 116,
118, 142. One can assume that a saint on a miniature with saints for September in
Bodl. Barocci 230 (fol. 3v) is depicted in similar leg protectors, but damage to the
composition prevents definitive identification of their type. From the iconographic
evidence and Maurice's and Leo's tactical manuals, Heath (1979, 32, plates Al-A4,
F3 and Gl) reconstructs leg protectors as tall white leggings worn by heavy infantry
(skoutatoi), light troops ('peltasts'), Byzantine light horsemen (trapezitai) and Varan-
gian guardsmen. On Arethas (Harith in Arabic) the 6th-C. Himyarite martyr (died
523, feastday 24 October) see Walter 2003a, 195-9.

254 See Chatzidakis 1995, figs. 47-48; Markovic 1995, fig. 40; Mouriki 1985, vol. 2,
figs. 59, 61; Pelekanidis 1953, fig. 23/2; Glory of Byzantium, no. 17. Numerous examples
of white footwear in combination with tall boot-shafts that are often additionally dec-
orated with small ornamental motifs can be found in the depictions of the centurion
Longinus and other soldiers accompanying Christ in scenes of the Crucifixion (e.g. on
murals in Karanhk Kilise and carikili Kilise in Korama; a fresco on the west wall of
the katholikon of the monastery of the Panagia Mavrotissa in Kastoria (11th/12th C.);
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these are depictions of lower leg protectors, although the interpreta-
tion that white leg protectors are related to boots (krepides) made of
alum-whitened leather which John Lydos states were worn by consuls
seems more likely."' It is necessary therefore to survey the varieties of
footwear worn by the Byzantine army and to compare them with those
in the warrior saint iconography, both the ankle-length shoes worn
with podopsella and taller leather boots.

Footwear (pedila)256

Shoes (tzangia)
Military saints who are depicted in leg protectors usually have shoes
below them that enclose the whole foot.257 Normally these are shown in
too schematic a manner to be able to distinguish their type. Exceptions
include the meticulously sculpted footwear of St Theodore on a steatite
icon in the Vatican collections, which reach above his ankles and are
split at the front (fig. 34).258

Short boots worn without leg protectors that are richly decorated
with pearling on the toes and heels are characteristic of the provincial
iconography of the warrior saints and appear in tenth-century Nubian
murals from the cathedral in Faras (Sts Merkourios and Theodore
Teron, currently in the National Museum, Warsaw) and in the so-
called `House A' in Old Dongola (St Merkourios, currently in the

and on a Cypriot icon of the 12th C. currently in the Bishop's residence in Limassol
(Restle 1967, vol. 2, figs. 208, 237; Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, fig. 12 on p. 75; Glory
of Byzantium, no. 73; Parani 2003, 121-2, figs. 92, 113, 127).

255 LYDOS, p. 4816-18 [I 8/32]: i toSi iatia k,evx& (&Xovtav Se to &no 6tiv7nlpta5
Sepga xakovaty of 'Ptuµaiot, otit &W)µsv xa2' avtiovs ii ativntiqpia k,eyetiat). Footwear
of a similar type is worn by the guardsmen (who Whitby [1987, 463] thanks to their
manakia erroneously identifies as kandidatoi, though the name itself indicates they
were dressed in white, cf. also DE CER., 2:79) accompanying Justinian on a mosaic
of c.540 in the sanctuary of the church of San Vitale in Ravenna (Age of Spirituality,
no. 65). CHONIATES (p. 33226-21) mentions a huge portrait of Andronikos I Komnenos
(1183-85) set up on the exterior of the church of the Forty Martyrs, depicting him as
a reaper in tall, white, knee-length boots (xai XEvica-is 1Qnatict naptarEk,kbµevov tiov5

noSas &va(3atvovaats ci; yovatia...
256 For an overview of the three most common types of footwear (tzangia-shoes,

hypodemata-tall boots, and sandals-sandalia) see Koukoules, 4:395-418; and A.
Kazhdan & N.P. Sevicenko, "Footwear" in ODB, 2:795-6.

257 See e.g. above, nn. 247-250.
258 See above, n. 247.
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National Museum, Khartoum). In Gorecki's opinion these were bor-
rowed from imperial iconography.259

Shoes with pointed toes were already known in the ancient world.
Under the influence of Asian or Ionian fashion they appear in Etruria,
on representations on sarcophagi and in painting. They were then
adopted by the Romans and, still under the Republic, became an ele-
ment of parade attire for the upper classes, as calcei patricii, senatorii
and equestres. With an additional four straps wound around the calves
(corrigiae) they appear on the Capitoline statue of Marcus Aurelius
and on statues depicting the emperor Domitian (or perhaps Nerva)
in the Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Naples. This provides evidence
that they had been adopted into imperial attire in antiquity.26°

In Byzantium the purple imperial shoes that were put on during
coronation ceremonies were known as In the context of the

259 See Gorecki 1980, 203-04, figs. 12b, 32.
261 See Goldman 1974, 116-22, figs. 6.21a-b (Etruscan sarcophagus of c.525 BC

from Caere); 6.22-6.25 (examples of calcei from Ara Pacis; an equestrian statue of
Marcus Aurelius; a statue of the `empress' in the Norwegian Institute in Rome; and
also archaeological finds from the vicinity of Late Roman legionary camps). On the
patrician calceus on the basis of ancient sources see also Alfoldi 1952, 53-68. It should
be stressed that the form of Etruscan calcei with their pointed, upturned toes overturns
Darkevich's opinion (1975, 140) that this type of footwear was only adopted by the
Byzantines in the 10th C. from the Barbarian peoples. Meanwhile, H. Aigner ("Cal-
ceus" in BKR, 40-1) considers that this type of footwear was constructed from bands
of textile, and had exposed toes. The purple calcei of Gallus that were stripped from
his body after his death in 354 and taken to Constantius are mentioned by Ammianus
(AMMIAN., 1:106 [15.1.2]).

161 See George the Monk's account of Basil I's coronation as co-emperor by
Michael III in 866 in the Chronicon breve (MPG, 110:1064, 1168): Kai of inpuutoc rcoti
eveyKav2ES Sl(3vnirnov ical ticayyla &ve&V6av 'GOv BaaiAetov- [...] Toi3'rov &vae'rfval
xe?,evGa5 6 (3awa,616c, ca' til &yym avtioi33 copal xai vinoS1j6a66ati. Tov
Sc a'vavevovtioS xai 7Gpo5 BarXclov aio[3%emovtog, ev 0i up 1Gpoac'runcv o [3urnX uC
'coi to notfia 1. Tov Se BarnXsiov e7GLVe uv'co; ct&ri , IMPSA6a'to tia and also
his continuator in THEOPH. CONT., pp. 83222-8331, 83512-17; CHPASCH, 1:6145.6 (on

the king of the Laz people donning pearl-adorned shoes of Persian style as a sign of
his acceptance into the circle of imperial vassals); DE CER., p. 41618-22 [I 92] (Peter
Patrikios on the putting on of tzangia during the coronation of Leo I); SKYL. CONT.,
p. 1051-3 (= KEDRENOS, 2:64313-IS) who by this date speaks only of red imperial foot-
wear: xoxxo3acp7 nepti(3aXeiv ne&tiXa; and also other sources collected by K. Czerwen-
ka-Papadopoulos & T. Kolias, "Tzangion" in BKR, 276; Parani 2003, 30-1 (especially
the anonymous description of the red tzangia of Manuel I Komnenos, which were
adorned with white pearls-a reference to his spotless character-arranged to form
an eagle motif, symbolizing his high-flying nature); Ball 2005, 13-14 (who interprets
KOMNENE's reference [III 4/5] to the purple nF81ka of Constantine, son of Mary
of Alania, as referring to imperial shoes, and reconstructs them on the pattern of
the silk shoe of c.1200 found in the grave of Otto II, Bishop of Bamberg); and also
K. Wessel, "Insignien" in RbK, 3:445-7, although when giving examples of depictions
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Nubian representations the description in Pseudo-Kodinos's treatise
of calf-high imperial tzangia adorned with precious stones and pearls
would appear to be especially important.262 Such imperial footwear was
taken on military expeditions, though it is unlikely to have been worn
in battle 263 There is no evidence that this type of footwear was worn
by Byzantine troops-although in combination with leg protectors
the use of some sort of ankle-shoes (possibly called ic&cbctoS)264 was
essential. We can only assume that the tzangia of the warrior saints
were related to the shoes worn in the Byzantine army, although (with
the exception of Nubian depictions) they did not imitate the ornate
imperial footwear.

Tall boots (krepides, hypodemata)
In the Middle Byzantine iconography of the warrior saints lower leg
protectors are often replaced by tall boots, with the leather boot-legs
fulfilling the same protective function. Such footwear is worn, for
example, by: Sts George, Theodore and Demetrios on an icon in the
Hermitage, Saint Petersburg; the saints on the wings of the Harbaville
triptych and a triptych in the Vatican Museum"' Sts George and
Theodore on horseback in the chapel of the Snake (or `of Honorius') in
Korama; a saint on the south wall of the church of the Hagioi Strategoi
in Upper Boularioi on the Mani, and on the wings of a triptych in
St Catherine's Monastery on Mt Sinai (figs. 20a,b, 22a,b, 42, 60); tall
boots are also worn by certain of the military saints in the chapel

in art Wessel confuses tzangia with endromides and kampagia (see below, n. 269 and
p. 200f); cf. also a similar mistake made by Gorecki (1980, 203-4), who derives tzangia
from Roman campagi. In turn tzangia are linked with sandals by A. Kazhdan and N.P.
Sevicenko, "Footwear" in ODB, 2:795.

262 Ps. KODINOS, p. 17111-" [III]: "Ban iced etepov ciSo; 6no8iiwktcov, a xaa,ovvtiai
ticayxia, exovtia Ex nk,ayuuv xa'Ga 2&S xai eni 'coy tiapaThv &Etiobs SLa, kIOwv
xai µapy&pcuv, & nva iced (popc2 0 (3a6Ok,sbs FY 'C£ bobs nspun&tou; xai tias npoic y sts.
See also Wessel, above, n. 261.

263 Describing the defeat atAzas near Aleppo, PSELLOS notes (1:3916-21 [111 10]) that

while fleeing on horseback the emperor Romanos III Argyros (1028-34) was betrayed
by the colour of his footwear: '0 Se (3anik,eb; npoijk,6E tiov (3ap(3apuc6 Mxot tiFp tiov
tnnoD 6Dµnk,avwµevos Spoµcp xai nvevµatiti, xai npo; tilvi, eyeyovct Xocpcp, iced anontio;
wntio 'Coil; eEOVai tie xai napaOeotri (xammny6QEL y4Q tovrrov tro are(?! 'tw =50tw
xQwµa...). This suggests that in the haste he had not managed to put on boots suit-
able for battle.

264 On the medieval meaning of this word see below, n. 292.
261 See Glory of Byzantium, nos. 69, 79-80 (= Goldschmidt/Weitzmann 1979, vol. 2,

nos. 32-33).
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painted during the reign of Nikephoros Phokas in cavu§in, and in the
churches of St Nicholas tou Kasnitze and of the Anargyroi in Kastoria
(figs. 30a, 59).266 The boots of the equestrian saints on stone reliefs
(of c.1062) in the Kievan monastery of St Michael are of an interest-
ing form, since the boot-legs extend somewhat higher to protect the
knees, in a similar way to the greaves worn by Theodore Stratelates on
a steatite icon in the Vatican collections.267

The tall boot as a type derives from ancient Greece, where soft
leather evSpog{8e; that reached to the mid calf, and were laced and
open at the front, were employed by sportsmen and hunters 268 In
Roman sculpture tall boots with richly decorated turned-down boot-
legs and exposed toes appear in the iconography of gods (especially
military ones), heroes and emperors-which may indicate that they
had a parade character.269

Boots that covered the calf (ntoS7jgatia)270 had already become part
of the equipment of imperial troops in the period before Iconoclasm,

266 Restle 1967, vol. 2, figs. 246-247, 250, vol. 3, fig. 310; Drandakes 1995, fig. 33 on
p. 419; Weitzmann 1976, nos. B43-44; Pelekanidis 1953, figs. 21, 23/1. Rodley 1983,
317-18, fig. 8; see also pp. 309-11, 324-5, 339, where she suggests that the minor
importance of the gavusin church indicates foundation by a member of the Phokas
family (probably Melias the Magistros) rather than the emperor himself.

2.7 See Sidorenko 2000, figs. 1-2 (= Glory of Byzantium, no. 196 and fig. on p. 274)
and also above, p. 189.

2.. W. Amelung, "`Ev8po.tI8sc" in PR, 5:2555-7; F. Brein, "Endromis" in BKR,
69; as examples of endromides in Hellenistic art Goldman (1974, 123) mentions the
Gigantomachia frieze on the Pergamon Altar.

269 See e.g. the following statues: the Spirit of Rome in the Museo Archeologico
Nazionale in Naples (from the Farnese collection); Mars in the Capitoline Museum,
Rome; and the emperor Augustus from Cherchel in Algeria (Goldman 1974, 123 and
figs. 6.28-6.29 = Markovic 1995, fig. 16; Robinson 1975, fig. 432). This motif entered
the iconography of Horns in military attire, see Kantorowicz 1961, figs. 7, 10-13 (and
also murals from Dura-Europos depicting Palmyrene gods with the same type of mili-
tary boots, figs. 25-26). Endromides with decorative lion heads on the boot-legs are
worn by the consuls Probus Familus and the emperor Honorius on the consular dip-
tych for 406 (now in Aosta Cathedral treasury), which was probably made in a Roman
wokshop (Volbach 1976, no. 1 = Leader 2000, 419, fig. 18).

270 McGeer 1995, 205; Kolias 1988, 72. Both authors believe, on the basis of refer-
ences in the Suda (see above, n. 241) and in Pseudo-Zonaras's work, that the term
hypodemata which meant footwear in general, referred in a narrower sense to tall
boots, which might replace greaves. See also Koukoules 4:414. Leo VI mentions {LT,
vol. B', p. 358 [XXXVIII]} loose-fitting hypodemata that are more comfortable on
the march: 6ito8ligatia goupiwS xa&rla.wgeva tiaGtia yap xprlctga xai gaXtatia Ev
'rat; oSottopiats. Hypodemata presumably had tall boot-legs, since THEOPH. CONT.
(p. 34917-18) mentions a knife hidden in them. See also the description of Digenes
Akritas bidding farewell to his beloved (DIG. AKR., p. 3541..2) T. Kolias ("Hypodema"
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probably under the influence of the Gothic army.27' When describing
Heraclius's expedition against the Persians in 622, George of Pisidia
quotes a soldier who laments that the ruler, deprived of the imperial
purple and exposed to the scorching heat of the sun, must now dye his
tall black boots with Persian blood.272 Mary Whitby interprets this sec-
tion of the poem in the light of later references by George the Monk
and Leo Grammatikos (who also refers to George of Pisidia's words).
George the Monk speaks of a ceremony that took place at Easter 622,
when Heraclius was setting off on an expedition to recover the relic of
the True Cross; in the presence of the patriarch Sergios in the Hagia
Sophia, the emperor took off his imperial shoes and put on his tall rid-
ing boots, thereby passing power in the capital over to his ten-year-old
son, Heraclius Constantine 273 This ceremony was probably cultivated
over the following centuries, since Constantine Porphyrogennetos
describes a similar ritual on the emperor's return from campaign.
Greeted in the church of the Virgin at the Forum by a procession led
by the patriarch walking from the Hagia Sophia, he ceremoniously
removed his military uniform and donned `civilian' attire: tunic, gold

in BKR, 123-4) notes the change in the ancient meaning of the word, which was
originally used to describe sandals.

271 See Haldon 1999, 130; and in reference to cataphracts, Hoffmeyer (1966, 51),
who nevertheless believes that the Byzantines borrowed tall boots from the Huns; see
also the sources below, n. 275.

272 GEORGE PISID., Expeditio Persica, p. 12118-22 [III]:
Kai VbV local h&tk0V eKCEivwv nOSa
trot; 971 7CpEiC0,0GIV e6Tly EVn£p£ne6TEpo;
xai trot; n£vtxpoIS titµ htepo; gevct-
(3&val yap a&tbv tiff evil (3acpfj OeXct
78olwv epvOpbv II£prlxmv ei; aiµatiwv.

An English translation of this section is published by Whitby 1994, 198. Black krepides
are mentioned by Paul Silentiarios in his description of the Hagia Sophia (v. 261;
quoted in Whitby 1987, 462), referring to p2Xayxp11ntSa in a description of the dress
of imperial shield-bearers; they are also spoken of by EusT. IL, 1:26712-11 Harder to
interpret is a reference by Harun ibn Yahya to boots of odd colours-one red, the
other black-worn by the emperor while celebrating the feast of Epiphany on 6 Janu-
ary (VASILIEV, 2/2:390).

271 GEORGE THE MONK, 2:6709-16; LEO GRAM., pp. 14913-150' (who writes only of
the taking of the decision to go to war in Easter of 622); Whitby 1994, 197; See also
another version by George the Monk in the Chronicon Breve in MPG, 110:82921-10:

Kai ctGcXOC v Els tiijv MEy0Urjv elcKkgat'av jlekava 'UcoMipa'Ga uepl[3ak,6lt vo [xai
nprlvijs nccwv] rjt ctto ov u3wv FcwpytoS o IItot811; µEtia tio6a1)trl; Taretvwoeco,,
ecpil >>'Q f3aGtX6, MEk.aµ[3acpeS neStXov eiki as no&a;, BayyctS eptOpov Hcprnic&v
e algaatiwv«
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chlamys and campagi,274 thereby re-embodying himself as the civil
head of state.

Maurice, and after him Leo VI, mention Gothic hypodemata with
wide toes and tall leather boot-legs fastened by buckles, which were
studded with iron hobnails (xappiots) to increase their durability.
From these texts and the Praecepta militaria of Nikephoros Phokas it
is evident that the legs of these boots did not reach above the knee as
in the case of xprjiti8aS (Lat. crepidae) which were designed for riding,
and would have only hindered the movement of footsoldiers, slowing
the march.275 Other Middle Byzantine tactical manuals advise issuing
footsoldiers with hypodemata that enclosed the toes, and had wooden
soles, intended both to increase their durability and to protect the
wearer from hidden iron caltrops planted by the enemy.276 Choniates
meanwhile mentions that John II Komnenos, who had been fatally
wounded while hunting in the hills of Cilicia (1 April 1143), attempted

274 PORPH., p. 14479-83 [C]: 'End Se tiov'opov ea,90'v'ceg xa2e0iwav tiwv i7Citwv, xai
£1Gfa,9ov ctS tiov va0V ti1j5 bnspayIuS O£o'[O, Kou, nPoCa7CavtfjGav'roq worn q eK£La£
tiov 7catipt&pxov pn& a,tvrc 'Lf q Meyc aric `EK7ca,11aiaq. ev (il Xa(3ovties xnpobs 1Capa 'oil
mpaucoairov xai vg&µevot, ';0,0ovti£S iced ex(3ak6v ceS 'ca atieatnyuc&, ecpopeaav
643iyr ma 'upt(3kciTta xai X?,a91')3as xpvaoii p&vcov; xai xaµnayta.... ; On kampagia
see below, p. 201$

275 See STRAT., pp. 4183-4208 [XII B 1]: Ta bnoMj.tatia cvMGv FotOux&, xaaavti&,
8ixa pwOwviwv, &7CMOS eppaµµeva, nr 81)0 &aiov xai µi1 nXeov &vayxaov 6e xai
aa,iyotS iced µtxpotc xevtipots xaOTJXovaOat abtia 9Cpos 7CXeiova btcovpyiav. Ob yap
%p£ia KprlntSiwv ij axptSiov, wS TO' COv ev 'caiq o6otrcoplatS obx enttirlSeiov oviwv,
ak?,a xai nepi tir v cpop£aiav [3pa6ewv. (= LT, 1:1191443-1201947 [VI 26] ); see also Haldon
1999, 130. In turn, in the PRAECEPTA (p. 1220-1 [I 3] = TNU [MG], p. 8825-6 [LVI 3])

infantrymen are advised to wear `short boots' that when folded reached to the knees,
but unfolded extend to the thighs (xai i)1to &µatia xovc&, 6110,& µexpt tiwv yov&tiwv,
cite xai µovonka, µexpt tiwv µrlpTv); according to McGeer (1995, 205) these were com-
bined with long leggings. Kolias (1988, 73) further points to a reference by ATTALE-
JATES (p. 414-8) who describing Botaneiates' fight with the Patzinaks in 1049, states
that after the imperial troops' horses had been killed they had to cut off their soles in
order to move about freely. The chronicler's text (tiavtas 6' &notieµovti£S ev eµ(366wv
ca et tia x&tiw µeprl xaieatrcov) does not, however, explain whether the soldiers cut
off the soles, as Kolias would have it, or only the boot-legs at the very bottom. That
hypodemata were fastened with the aid of leather straps is mentioned by KoMNENE,

3:8511-14 [XII 9/7]. Roman crepidae were similar in form to low sandals (calcei), see
E. Pochmarski, "Crepida" in BKR, 60. The crepidae-`shoes for the feet'-used by the
Romans, identical with garbola and the Greek arbylai, are also mentioned by LYDOS,
p. 2225-6 [I 5/12].

276 See HERON, p. 4218-21 [10] (see also Sullivan's commentary on p. 180, which indi-
cates that Heron-who was writing in the 10th C.-substituted the term e'vSpop8a5
from Philon's Classical treatise on which he modelled his work, by the then contem-
porary bno6fiµaat); SYLLOGE, p. 60 [XXXVIII 11]; and also above, n. 275. On caltrops
(triboloi, Lat. triboli), see e.g. Southern/Dixon 1996, 166.
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to bind his wound with a piece of soft leather (exSop&) cut from his
boots, presumably from the boot-leg.27

While the ancient term endromides was being supplanted in the
language by hypodemata (used in the medieval sense),278 it is possible
to observe a parallel process of open-toed boots with decorative boot-
legs being replaced in the iconography by fully-enclosed knee-length
footwear. In the sixth and seventh centuries figures in military attire
are still occasionally depicted wearing endromides. Pagan gods and
personifications are clad in such footwear on a silver situla from the
time of Heraclius (613-629/630) discovered in 1814 at Kuczurmare
in Bucovina (now in Ukraine). Other depictions include the emperor
and an attendant holding a small statue of Victory on the Barberini
panel; Christ on a mosaic in the archbishop's chapel in Ravenna;
and finally David, Goliath and Saul's guards on silver bowls found at
Karavas on Cyprus (AD 628-30).279 At the same in the earliest images,
military saints wearing tall full boots with rounded toes are shown
alongside others wearing endromides (figs. 6, 7c-8, 12-13, 15);280 this
is evidence that in the sixth and seventh centuries artists were already
looking to the contemporary imperial army for patterns of equipment.
Endromides do not appear at all in post-Iconoclastic art, and the con-
siderable popularity of tall, fully-enclosed boots is also indicated by
their frequent appearance in depictions of soldiers (also on horseback)

277 CHONIATES, p. 4074-7: 't0 'CE 8' o'Uv 6 [3a6L)1,E'Uc mup' o')SEV 9EFl.evoS 20 E,Eaga tov
SEpµatios ug6vo; to 7,pti9Eµatit, 11,V cparv ExSopav Ex 2ov 'twv noSwv altorupevtioS
xatitivµatoS, 6cpaXcpws EVTFb0Fv 7teptp0i*evo5'ov 7tpoi6vtia bttnxeiv vcpatµov txmpa
'tov 2pa1)µatio;.

278 The change in the terminology of tall footwear can be seen in the description
of a mounted statue of Justinian crowning his (now lost) column in Constantinople
given by PROCOPIUS in his panegyric On Buildings (3/2:188-10 [I 2/8]). The statue is no
longer extant, but is known from a 15th-C. sketch in a codex (Ms. 35, fol. 144v) in the
University Library, Budapest (Byzance, fig. 2 on p. 168; Sodini 1994, fig. 32). When
describing Justinian's footwear-which is clearly visible on the sketch-as laced open-
toed endromides with lion's head, Procopius uses the term ap[3vXas, which had been
applied in antiquity to peasant footwear. On the identification of the Budapest draw-
ing with the statue from the column see Mango 1993, 5-6; and Papadaki-Oekland
(1990, 227-30, figs. 1-3), who also sees Justinian's column on a miniature of c.1100 in
the Book of Job (Vat. gr. 751, fol. 26r), and in a image derived from it in the Manasses
Chronicle (Vat. slav. II, fol. 109r).

279 See e.g. Dodd 1961, nos. 56, 58a, 61, 64a; Byzance, no. 20 and fig. 2 on p. 101
(= Grabar 1936, fig. 4; Leader 2000, figs. 1-2); Parani 2003, 144; and above, n. 138 on
p. 98. Boots with tall decorated boot-legs became a popular iconographical motif in
Western Europe already in the 9th C. as a result of the Carolingian Renaissance, see
e.g. Durand 1984, fig. 2; Gamber 1994, figs. 15-16.

280 See e.g. Markovic 1995, figs. 20-21, 31.
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in manuscript illuminations, ranging from tenth-century psalters with
marginal decoration to the Madrid Skylitzes.28'

Bast sandals-servoula (mouzakia) and kampagia
Besides tubiform leg protectors and tall boots, a third type of lower
legwear appears in the warrior saint iconography. This is a long cloth
band reminiscent of a bandage that is wrapped tightly around the leg
from ankle to knee (like the puttees used by soldiers as late as the
Second World War) and then tucked into low boots. This type of leg-
wear is worn by a number of warrior saints: Sts Nestor and Lupus on
the Thessalonikan reliquary of St Demetrios (funded by Constantine
X Doukas 1059-1067 and Eudokia Makrembolitissa, currently in the
Armoury of the Moscow Kremlin); St George on a wooden relief icon
from the Crimea; Theodore Stratelates and Nestor on frescoes in the
katholikon of Hosios Loukas monastery; Sts George, Artemios and
Demetrios in the Oxford codex of Homilies of John Chrysostom, fols.
166r, 209v and 213r; St George in the Evangelistarion Dionysiou 587
(fol. 151v); as well as certain of the Forty Martyrs of Sebaste in the
Great Pigeon House in cavusin (figs. 25c-d, 27, 46a,c, 59) 282 Another
variant is worn by several saints on the wings of the Forty martyrs
triptych in the Hermitage, who have cloth strips that criss-cross loosely
over their greaves (figs. 19a,b).283

The custom of the emperor binding his calves with linen cloth on
Easter Sunday is mentioned in De ceremoniis. This was intended, by

281 See e.g. miniatures in the Athonite Psalter Pantokrator 61 on fols. 30v, 68v, 89r,
109v (Der Nersessian 1966, figs. 12, 16; Athos, vol. T', figs. 186, 198, 205); the Theodore
Psalter Brit. Add. 19352 on fols. 10v, 12r, 42v, 63v, 74v, 97v, 105v, 181r, 182r, 191r
(Der Nersessian 1970, figs. 19, 22, 73, 102, 119, 159, 173, 284-285, 299) and the Khlu-
dov Psalter (129d) (Shchepkina 1977, figs. 54, 58, 60, 141, 148). Among the miniatures
in the Madrid Skylitzes of special interest are those by Master I, depicting the battles
of Leo V the Armenian (813-820) with the Bulgars (fol. 12r, see Tsamakda 2002, figs.
6-7). On them are depicted boots of the Greek cavalry with legs that are taller at the
front, similar to those on the Kievan reliefs (see above, n. 267) and a miniature in the
Psalter of Basil II (Ven. Marcianus gr. 17, fol. 3r, see e.g. Sevicenko 1962, fig. 17; and
the colour reproduction in Glory of Byzantium, fig. on p. 186), where the emperor is
depicted in red boots decorated with pearls. For other examples of tall boots in the
Madrid Skylitzes see Hoffineyer 1966, fig. 8'' 7, 8 (although on p. 51 she interprets the
bulk of depictions of tall boots as leg protectors); Tsamakda 2002, passim.

212 See e.g.: Glory of Byzantium, nos. 36, 202 (= Walter 1973, fig. 4; Walter 2003a,
84; Markovic 1995, fig. 47; Milyaeva 2000, fig. 1); Chatzidakis 1997, figs. 57, 66;
Velmans 1974, fig. 22; Hutter 1999, figs. 20-21; Athos, vol. A', fig. 265; Restle 1967,
vol. 3, fig. 310.

283 See e.g. Bank 1966, nos. 126, 130 (= Cutler 1994, fig. 28).
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association with the shroud, to recall the death of the Saviour, while
the accompanying gilded boots symbolized his resurrection.284 It would
be wrong, however, to link the puttees represented in art exclusively
with this reference, since aside from the examples mentioned above
there are others that also show the saints' feet bound with cloth strips.
This is how artists portrayed the footwear of George and Demetrios
on marble reliefs adorning the facade of the church of San Marco
in Venice. Other examples include Theodore Teron on an icon in
St John's Monastery on Patmos, the same saint on page 41v of the
Evangelistarion Dionysiou 587, and a mosaic in the cathedral in Cefalu,
and also Sts John the Warrior, Merkourios, Demetrios, Theodore and
Paul the Greater on the arch leading to the presbytery of the cathedral
in Monreale (fig. 29, 46a).285

Legwear made from cloth strips wrapped around the leg to knee-
height, in combination with a simple form of sole (difficult to discern),
also appears in Byzantine depictions of other occupations-especially
farmers and shepherds-and also paupers. Besides being worn by
shepherds in Nativity scenes,286 footwear of this type appear in minia-
tures depicting hunting and rural labour in treatises such as: a tenth-
century Byzantine copy of Nikander's Theriaka (Ms. suppl. gr. 247,
Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, fols. 47v-48r; fig. 61); the Kynegetika of
Pseudo-Oppian the Syrian from the turn of the tenth/eleventh century
(Marcianus gr. 479, fols. 19v-20v, 47v-48r, 62r, 63r);287 and also the
annual cycle of rural labour as depicted in calendars.288

284 DE CER, 1:63815-17 [11401: w' Se tias xv1 p.aS Xtivw e6cpivwiOai aµcpip getiix xai
xotoioµevwv 700LCw, tiavtio Tovtio xai vexponyroc xai Xa47Cponycos.

285 See e.g. Markovic 1995, fig. 42 (= Maguire 1996, fig. 67); Glory of Byzantium,
no. 76; Athos, vol. A', fig. 216; and Borsook 1990, figs. 9, 95. This motif became com-
mon especially in Late- and post-Byzantine iconography (e.g. Markovic, fig. 5; Magu-
ire 1996, figs. 14-15; and Myslivec 1934, figs. 1, 6/5, 7/4, 9/3, 16).

286 Boots with cloth strips appear in several Nativity scenes: on an icon in St Cath-
erine's monastery on Mt Sinai (1st half of 12th C.); and on miniatures in two Athonite
MSS: the 11th-C. Evangelistarion from the Great Lavra monastery on fol. 114v; and in
the 12th-C. Vatopedi Psalter 762, fol. 89r (Sinai, fig. 18; Athos, vol. T', fig. 7, and vol.
A', fig. 217). See also illustrations of the Annunciation to the Shepherds in the 12th-C.
Evangelistarion Panteleimon 2, fol. 210r; and in the Athonite Menologion Esphigmenou
14, fol. 393v (Athos, vol. B', figs. 284, 357).

287 See Kadar 1978, figs. 19, 154/2-3, 155/1-2, 174/2-3, 183/1-2 (see also the min-
iatures in later copies in the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, Cod. Par. gr 2736 [2nd half
of 15th C.] and 2737 [illuminated in 1554, by Angelus Vegetius]); Weitzmann 1984,
93-6, figs. 127-131, 165-166; Glory of Byzantium, no. 160 (= Byzance, no. 259).

288 e.g. in the Menologion Esphigmenou 14, fols. 386r-v; in the 11th-C. Homilies of
Gregory of Nazianzos from a Constantinopolitan scriptorium, Par. gr. 533, fols. 34r-v
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Although there appear to be no detailed descriptions of this type of
legwear in Byzantine sources, on the basis of the above evidence and
the references by Constantine Porphyrogennetos they can be identified
with the cheap and crude footwear of servants called otQ(3ouAa (from
the Latin servus-servant, slave), worn by so-called tzervoulianoi.289
This theory is confirmed in that servoula, which are described as a type
of sandal (known also by the Arabic or Armenian name,
are recommended by Phokas for imperial footsoldiers alongside `short'
hypodemata.290

These servoula are without doubt derived from Roman military
sandals. During the Republic and early Empire the Roman legions
employed low sandals called caligae (from callus-hard skin) the sole
of which was cut from a single piece of oxhide and fitted with iron
hobnails. The dense mesh of thongs enclosing the foot ensured dura-
bility as well as ventilation 29' At the turn of the first and second cen-
turies AD caligae were gradually replaced for army use by the cheaper

and 35r, showing bucolic scenes; and also in the 12th-C. Codex Vat. gr. 394, fol. 12v
(Athos, vol. B', figs. 346-347; Byzantium, no. 267; and Glory of Byzantium, fig. on
p. 394).

289 See DAI, 1:15212-15 [32]: E03Aot Se 'rfi tithv `Pmµaimv Stiaa,ex'ccp `Sobkot'
npoGacyopavovticn, o0sv xai oEQ[3vTa' 11 xowI avvij0sia tia Sov7 tixa cprl6tiv vnoS3jµatia,
xai `4r4£Q(3ovAtavobs' covS tia cirtcXq xai itEvt%pa vmoU gatia popovvtias. See also
what seems to be the more correct form ueQ(3ovXa mentioned in the apparatus
(p.153) in the redaction preserved in codex Vat. Palatinus gr. 126. Also for ACHMET,
p. 19813-16 [242], 21818 [266] tall boots (which he terms vno&ljµa'ca) signify hardship
and servile labour.

291 See PRAECEPTA, p. 1222-3 [13]: xai oav&U-La r'jyovv µou iota, eitis tia X£yoµeva

ev 'c i auvilBcia TtEQ(3o1 Atia; TNU [MG], p. 8826-9027 [LVI 3]: xai
ti4EQ(3o161ua. See also Koukoules, 4:411-14 and McGeer (1995, 62) who in the com-
mentary to Phokas' text cites literature on the Arabic-Armenian etymology of peasant
mouzakia. Recently on Byzantine sandalia see Dawson (2002, 83, n. 15)-given their
identification as a variety of sandal (since as is evident from ACHMET's description
[p. 178 [22611, they covered the foot to a far greater extent than ancient and modern
sandals), Dawson probably goes too far in suggesting the term also applied to full
boots.

211 On the appearance, construction and function of Roman military caligae, see
Goldman 1974, 122-3, figs. 6.27a-b (a caliga from Mainz and its reconstruction);
James 2004, 59, fig. 30 (caligae from Dura); and Zygulski 1998, 95, fig. 116. See also
depictions in Roman sculpture-on Trajan's Column, and worn on statues of the
following emperors: Caesar in the Palazzo Senatorio sul Campidoglio; Augustus in
the Staatliche Museen zu Berlin; Drusus the Younger in the Cagliari Museum, and
others (Gamber 1978, fig. 382; Robinson 1975, figs. 429-31, 474). And also gener-
ally on caligae as Roman military footwear see G. Mau, "Caliga" in PR, 3:1335; and
H. Aigner, "Caliga" in BKR, 41. Awls used in the production of military caligae were
found among Roman military objects at Dura-Europos (Roztovtzeff 1935, 223).
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campagi militares,292 which were related in form to servoula. The term
caligae reentered usage in thirteenth-century Western Europe, but
now referred to knightly hose-leggings.

John Lydos describes patrician campagi as a type of black sandals
with enclosed toes and heels, and held in place by straps that were
wound around the leg to knee-height. In his opinion this type of boots,
which originated in Tuscany, borrowed their name from the field
(campus) on which the archontes who wore them were promoted.293
In contrast to servoula which were constructed in a similar way, cam-
pagi were parade wear, worn by the emperor, various officials both
military and civilian, and above all by senators, during promotions
and religious ceremonies at the court.294 Of course it is not possible to

292 The term xakixios appears still in DIG. AKR. (p. 296763, 300825 [tia xa7,,itiala],
3301222; 3361323) and is mentioned in Middle Byzantine monastic typika (A. Kazhdan
& N.P. Sevicenko, "Footwear" in ODB, 2:796), but according to Goldman (1974, 122)
there was a complete change in the meaning of the word in the 4th C., which had
been used until then to describe a type of low, full soft shoes; see also Southern/Dixon
(1996, 124), who state that caligae had disappeared from the Roman army in the early
2nd C. They can, however, still be seen on a 5th-C. miniature in the Vergilius Romanus
codex in the Vatican (Ms. Lat. 3867, fol. X; see Eggenberger 1977, fig. 14; Gamber
1994, fig. 6) in combination with textile puttees that extended above the knee. Prices
of boots as specified in Diocletian's edict [IX 5-25] are given by Goldman 1974, n. 4.

293 LYDOS, p. 3022-326 [17/171: xai vnoSljga gek,av, U'noo&vSaXov, Si' okov yvgvov,
(3paxei tiivi &vaati igatit T7iv ntiepvijv, en' axpov Se 2ovs Saicr kXov5 tiowv noSFihv
6v6(p1yyoV, igav'uov exatiepco9ev eni tiovs &atipayak,ovs vno To, tyaXiSwga cob n050,;
Stekxogevwv, ent 'Co' c niOos av&vnavtiwvtiwv &Xk, xotq xai StaSs6gotvtiwv tiov noSu,
Mats (3paxv k,iav Ex tie Saic Uc v egnpoG9sv xai el;6nt69cv Stacpaiva69a1do vR6811ga,
okov Sc toy noSa nept6xekiSt Stak,agncty. xagnayov auto xak,ov6ty ex ent
tiov xagnov, oiov ei 'CO nsSioV, xpaias etit xai vvv ent y&p tiov nsSiov ytvogevot T&S
npoaywy&S 'CowCov &pxovtiwv 'Pwgaiot enetiekovv, &P, ov 'Lot; tioioviol; eatiekXovtio
II no&ljgarty. 'rovcoVi tiov xagnayov Oovaxwv ysve69a1 Lo npiv o AentSo; ev tiw Ilepi
`Iepewv Tillaiv. Kampagia are identified by McCormick (1986, 216) as sandals in the
context of references in the description of the triumph of Basil I in PORPH.; OIKONO-
MIDES, (p. 167, n. 145) does the same with respect to references in the Kletorologion.
See also K. Wessel, "Insignien" in RbK, 3:447-8; G. Mau, "Campagus" in PR, 3:1433-4;
Koukoules, 4:412-13.

294 MALALAS (p. 24724 [XIII 8]) lists kampagia alongside the chlamys as an element
of military parade attire. They are also regarded as part of military parade attire in DE
CER. (1:63914-19 [11 40]), which states that kampagia were worn by the emperors Anas-
tasius, Nikephoros Phokas (during acclamations) and Basil I (during a triumph), see
Peter Patrikios's account in DE CER., 1:4233 [192], 4397 [196]; and above, n. 274. See
also DE CER. ([VOGT], 2:845 [169]), listing kampagia as an element of imperial funer-
ary costume, and also references (also by Peter Patrikios) on the receiving of imperial
kampagia by promoted nobelissimoi, kandidatoi and the proedros of the Senate (DE
CER. [VOGT], 2:3421 [I 53]; 1:4172-7 [191], 44222-423' [I 97]), and also as an element
of the attire of guests (senators, patrikioi and others) invited to the imperial table in
the Chrysotriklinos on religious feastdays (DE CER., 1:7429.18 74314, 75121 7521.11, 75719,
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rule out that, as with caligae, the term icaµn&yta had altered its mean-
ing and now referred to some type of parade footwear. This could not
have happened before the sixth century since the Latin etymology of
the word is still referred to by Peter Patrikios, who often mentions this
type of footwear together with the term xaµnotiov(3a, which we can
link with a linen tube worn over the calf to prevent chafing from the
thongs that were wrapped around it.295

Depictions of kampagia worn over kampotouba by soldiers can be
found in Early Byzantine art, for example on an unidentified warrior
represented on an ivory panel added secondarily to the cladding of
the ambo in Aachen cathedral, and also on a ceramic icon depicting
Joshua and Caleb from Vinica (fig. 7b).296 In the Middle Byzantine
iconography of the warrior saints it is possible to see echoes of this
motif in the braided pattern of criss-crossed thongs covering their leg
protectors-for example on images of St Demetrios on an ivory panel
in the Metropolitan Museum in New York, and St George accom-
panied by St Theodore on a steatite icon in the Historical Museum,
Moscow (fig. 40) 297 What should perhaps be regarded as a consider-
ably more stylized version of kampagia can be seen on the puttees of
St Theodore on a panel from Bathys Ryax, which the artist has repre-
sented as a black zigzag pattern of straps running from heel to below
the knee (fig. 47).298 The faithful depictions of kampagia worn by St
Hieron in the Church of the Buckle in Korama, and St George on a

75910, 76924 77314 77414 77722-3 77910, 7802, 7814 [II 52] = OuxoNOMiDES, pp. 16717,
1693.19, 181'' 31 18915, 19115, 20527, 2115,25,217 23 , 21920, 2212, 27). See also the commen-

tary in DE CER., 2:419-24; Fauro 1995, 486.
295 See Peter Patrikios's reference in DE CER., 1:63914 [II 40]: Se ticov xaµnayiwv,

a AuTivwv cpcwf npom y6pcvtiul, and p. 4397 [I 96]: xai xaµnaylna xai xaµnbtiov(ia.
xai &no tion cpopov net;onop&. See also DE CER., 2:265; Fauro 1995, 503; and Kolias
(1993a, 40; and 1988, 72, n. 16) citing Mihaescu, who was the first to recognize kampo-
touba as a type of leg protector worn at court, which would seem to be justified in view
of the word's etymology-literally `kampagia-tubes', as compared with chalkotouba-
metal greaves. Kampotouba are wrongly identified as trousers quilted in a diamond
pattern by Dawson (2002, 82, fig. VII-5). On the change in the meaning of the word
caliga, see above, n. 292.

296 See Volbach 1976, no. 78 (= Markovic 1995, 574, fig. 17, who links the figure on
the panel with Mars); Balabanov/Krstevski 1993, no. 46. Hoffineyer (1966, 51) believes
that sandals went out of fashion in the Byzantine army in the 7th century.

297 See Glory of Byzantium, no. 80 (= Cutler 1994, fig. 126); Kalavrezou-Maxeiner
1985, no. 28.

298 See Bank 1966, no. 190 (= Papamastorakes 1998, fig. 5).
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mosaic in the cathedral in Monreale can be regarded as exceptional .299
The first of these examples is, however, characterized by strong stylistic
archaization, while the second is suspicious because of the consider-
able intervention of conservators in the fabric of the painting.

It can therefore be assumed that in the Middle Byzantine period
the heavily distorted motif of kampotouba held in place by the criss-
crossed straps of the kampagia was merely an imitation of an older
iconographical model that lacked understanding of the original form;
presumably the artists were ignorant of the prototype, which had
disappeared after the sixth century, and were attempting to make it
resemble the servoula common in their own day.

Trousers (toubia, anaxyrides)

Military saints in Byzantine painting are generally depicted in close-
fitting trousers. These are usually tucked into boots, leaving visible
only the section covering the thighs. The trousers are sometimes of a
uniform colour (figs. 8, 12, 25d, 41b, 42, 46c, 62, 70),300 or shown as
made from what appears to be patterned cloth, which is embroidered
in a range of decorative motifs. The variety of patterns indicate that
the painters sought inspiration from actual textiles known to them
from everyday life. There are simple patterns arranged from just a
few mosaic tesserae, as for example on the leggings of Sts Theodore
Stratelates and Orestes in the inner narthex of the katholikon of Nea
Mone; Demetrios in St Michael's monastery, Kiev (figs. 26, 44a-b); the
saints in the Sicilian cathedral in Cefalu; as well as Theodore Teron
in the Cappella Palatina in Palermo. Then there are more elaborate
designs, such as the round sequin motif and stripes sewn down the
front of St Demetrios's trousers on a marginal drawing on page 166r
of the Homilies of John Chrysostomos at Magdalen College, Oxford
(Cod. gr. 3) and the rhomboids inscribed with lilies and rosettes on
the trousers of Sts George and Theodore Teron in the church of the
Anargyroi, Kastoria (fig. 30a; see also 30b,c, 38, 46a,b, 58, 70).30'

299 See e.g. Epstein 1986, fig. 42 (= Jolivet-Levy 1992, fig. 109a); Borsook 1990,
fig. 95.

301 See e.g. Maguire 1996, figs. 10-11 (only St Theodore Stratelates); Hutter 1999,
figs. 20-21; Glory of Byzantium, nos. 69, 111.

31' See e.g.: Mouriki 1985, vol. 2, figs. 59, 61; Glory of Byzantium, fig. on p. 283;
Borsook 1990, figs. 9, 35; Velmans 1974, fig. 22 (similarly decorative stripes are visible
on the 11th-13th C. mosaic icon of St George from Matskhvarishi; see Alibegashvili
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Painted representations of saints with partly bared legs, following
the Roman custom, are rare.302 The flesh-coloured tone of the thighs
of certain of the Forty Martyrs of Sebaste in the Great Pigeon House
in cavusin indicate that they were intentionally left bare; the same
is true of St Hieron in the Church of the Buckle in Korama, and in
the early eleventh-century cemetery chapel of Karabulut Kilisesi near
Matiana (currently Avcilar); and also Theodore and George on horse-
back on the wings of a triptych from St Catherine's Monastery on
Mt Sinai. Representations of the two St Theodores and St Merkourios
at Hosios Loukas leave no doubt; those in mosaic technique show
especially clearly the outline of the muscles of the bare calf and the

1979, fig. 1); Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, fig. 12 on p. 33; Pelekanidis 1953, fig. 21/2
(see also St Nestor's ankle-length white trousers decorated with thin, vertical, red and
blue bands on an arcade pier in the Holy Anargyroi church, Kastoria; these are prob-
ably identical with the `Egyptian trousers' (see below, n. 312) mentioned by Constan-
tine Porphyrogennetos; Pelekanidis 1953, fig. 27/2). The textile motif adorned with
patterns of rhomboids inscribed with rosettes and lilies (probably a heraldic motif
borrowed from the West) was especially popular towards the end of the 12th C. and in
the 13th, e.g. on St Orestes' trousers at Episkopi in Eurytania; on Demetrios's trousers
and Theodore Stratelates' cloak in the Vrondamos Monastery on the Peloponnese; on
St George's kabadion on a 13th-C. Mt Sinai icon; and on St George's trousers on a
fresco in the church of St John Chrysostom in Geraki (Drandakes 1988, fig. 85; Glory
of Byzantium, no. 17; Maguire 1996, fig. 163; Moutsopoulos/Demetrokalles 1981, fig.
65 and colour fig. 13). Meanwhile, on 11th-C. examples the field of rhomboids is deco-
rated only with dots, e.g. in the Evangelistarion Dionysiou 587 (fols. 41v, 123r), which,
as mentioned earlier, dates from 1059 (Athos, vol. B', figs. 216, 241).

sot Trousers were not used in the armies of ancient Greece and Rome, as is evident
from the absence of depictions in art and the lack of an appropriate term in Classical
Greek (the fact that Homer and other ancient writers had no term for trousers and
had to paraphrase is pointed out by EusT. IL., 1:32826-9 To SE aaiSw aµcptxakvntiet»
nepuppa6titxtS sinev ov yap exsttio LGwS µi6 k,e. is Sli? cotucu too x0Ckvµµatio5 tTS
(X186;, 67G£p of 'Pwµaiot k v (3paxav cpariv, e'cpot Se be tiov ava61,)peGOat.).
Antique depictions of soldiers in trousers always refer to barbarian peoples (e.g. Dacian
prisoners on metopes of the Tropaeum Traiani, Persians on the Arch of Galerius in
Thessaloniki, and Germans on Trajan's Column in Rome, see e.g. Zygulski 1998, 179,
fig. 183); see also G. Mau, in PR, 1:2100-1 (on the trousers worn by
the Celts, Germanics and Sarmatians, and also in art by Amazons. The trousers of
Amazons also figure in Byzantine culture, e.g. the lilac toubia of the Amazon Max-
imo, richly adorned with pearls, precious stones and brocade, described in DIG. AKR.,
p. 80226-8 [Grottaferrata version, bk. IV] and 348149x-95 [Escorial redaction]). According

to Southern/Dixon (1996, 123) trousers were adopted by the Late Roman army in the
3rd century, probably as a result of the increasing numbers of Germanic Foederati;
at first they were knee-length and tight and worn only by cavalry, later they were
full-length, looser and made of wool. A soldier is depicted in such early trousers on a
Roman ivory panel with scenes from the life of St Paul, dated to the 5th C. currently
at the Museo Nazionale del Bargello, Florence (Nicolle 1992, fig. on p. 19).
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form of the kneecaps (figs. 25a-c, 59 and 60).303 A similar phenomenon
is observable in sculpture, especially in ivory. The clearly modelled leg
musculature of warriors in works such as the Forty Martyrs Triptych
in the Hermitage and a panel with St Demetrios in the Metropolitan
Museum, New York, allow us to conclude that the craftsmen's inten-
tion was to show the warriors with their upper legs uncovered (figs.
19a,b, 67), although the wearing off of the polychrome decoration that
usually covered ivories must leave some doubt.304 However, the pres-
ence of trousers on a wooden relief icon of St George in the National
Museum, Kiev (fig. 27) is confirmed by remnants of light blue poly-
chromy.305 In turn, the engraved ornamental motifs adorning the leg-
gings of St Theodore on a steatite icon in the Vatican (fig. 34) make it
clear that he is wearing trousers .106

It should be stressed that all the above `trouserless' portrayals of
military saints date from the tenth and early eleventh centuries, and
there appear to be no similar examples in the later iconography. This
may be evidence of the replacement of an older pictorial formula-
patterned on ancient tradition-by a new image created under the
influence of the actual appearance of troops.

Trousers were known by the terms ava4Dp{8cS (singular
and also 3paxia from the Celto-Roman bracae or bracca.

Known in antiquity as characteristic of the Barbarian peoples, trousers
appeared in the Byzantine army relatively late.307 Military manuals and

303 See Restle 310, vol. 3, fig. 310; Epstein 1986, fig. 42; Jolivet-Levy 1992, figs. 109a,
112b; Weitzmann 1976, nos. B43, B44; Chatzidakis 1997, figs. 47-48, 57.

30' On the antique custom of adding polychrome decoration to ivories in Byzan-
tium see Connor (1998), who found remnants of red and green pigments and traces of
gold on a panel with St Demetrios. An ivory from Saint Petersburg had a blue ground,
along with a crystallized green pigment and traces of gold and pink (see Connor's
table on pp. 84-7, figs. 7-9 and the colour close-ups on plates IX-XIV). See also the
Harbaville Triptych, where Sts George and Eustathios have traces of yelowish poly-
chromy on their legs and partially gilded cloaks.

305 The fragments are clearly visible on the colour reproduction in Glory of Byzan-
tium, no. 202.

306 See Kalavrezou-Maxeiner 1985, no. 6 (= Glory of Byzantium, no. 104).
30' See EusT. IL., 1:3611-12 ev tig0 &val;Dp1S, o do papa `Pwµaiolc (3paxiov bilkoi.

ava4Dpis yap 'GO tiotovtiov ex Tov ava6vpe66ai xa'& 'rob; naXaiobq Xeyc'cai,
(p. 32811-21) bigXwiixil tiov KUA,4µµ(XT0q Tic a16otS, onep of `Pcoµaiot µfv (3p&xav lpa6iv,

Se Ex tiov ava6vpE66ai; HESYCHIOS, vol. 1, [p. 178]: &va4Dpi6cs
cpiiµtvakta, (3paxia (3ap(3apix& Ev649atia nobwv. vnobiµatia (3aOEa ij (3a6tX1x0'C; SUDA,
1:1801-3 [1993] `Aval;Dpibas cpiµiv&Xta, (3paxia, fl 2a (3aOM xai a[3atia vno&t tatia.
xainep iw OE06oGI p sxXEXDµevov 'ev iµ&vtia, tiov &µcpi tia aiboia ca; &va4Dp16aS
beovtia, 4.1088 [1282], 7393 [460]: Hepto1EXij 3paxia, cp1iµ1v6'Xta. [...] cDtµiv&Xict
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other sources provide no precise information that might allow us to
determine, even approximately, when this took place.308 In the reign
of Justinian, trousers distinguished the mercenary barbarian forma-
tions in the army of Belisarius,309 from whom undoubtedly the Greeks
borrowed them. This would suggest that trousers were adopted by
the army in the mid-sixth century, which is corroborated in the early
iconography of the warrior saints, who are normally shown without
them. Surviving examples of close-fitting trousers (leggings) from
Antinoopolis in Egypt (in the Staatliche Museen zu Berlin but lost
during World War II, in the Louvre, and in the Muse'e des Tissus
in Lyon) may be of Persian origin, as is evident from their embroi-
dered decoration. At that time all were made from dyed woollen yarn,
which is evidence of the popularity of this technique.310 One of the
earliest depictions of trousers in the iconography of the military saints
is a seventh- or eighth-century icon from St Catherine's Monastery,
Mt Sinai showing Merkourios on horseback (fig. 8).311 He is painted
with loose yellow trousers that are tucked into tall boots.

and also F. Brein, "Anaxyrides" in BKR, 9-10; E. Pochmarski, "Brac(c)ae"
in BKR, 35-6; and above, n. 302. D'Amato (2005, 21-2) cites Isidore of Seville (Orig.
XIX 34/5), who states that leggings were called toubia in the East, and tibialia or
ocreae in the West. He points out that the term toubion was also used to describe a
variety of tall boots. The Celtic units of Bracchiati and Cornuti (whose names pre-
sumably derive from their trousers and horned helmets) are mentioned by AMMIAN.,
1:125 [15.5.30]. The anachronistic nature of the trousers painted on a Roman shield
found at Dura-Europos in scenes illustrating the Trojan War is noticed by MacMul-
len 1964, 446.

308 Darkevich (1975, 140, 150) and after him Gorecki (1980, 205-6) believe that
trousers appear only in the 10th or even 11th C.-a narrow, tight variety for the
cavalry and short, loose ones for the infantry. Nicolle (1992, 42) reconstructs knee-
length trousers in the attire of a 5th/6th-C. member of the Blues faction in Antioch.
Meanwhile, Dawson (2002, 83) believes the lack of references to trousers worn in the
imperial army in the manuals is the result of their universal appearance in military
costume.

309 PROCOPIUS, 1:2448-10 [11 21/6]: ovtie xXaµvSa ovtis 0"CU v btwµiSa tilva, &AX&
xvrthvas giv X1v6S xai &val vpl8aq &µnexoµsvoti, Eitia e(36.&cov; he also
mentions trousers as a costume item characteristic of the Slavs and Antes (2:3587-9
[VII 14/26]). In turn, SIMOCATTA (15321-23 [IV 3/8]) describes the richly adorned
trousers that were part of the ceremonial attire of Chosroes: &val:,vpISas S' a&r
xpvaorzoixtkol, epya ixp&vtiov xslpo5 µeyatiiµla. iced tio6ccniiv eixev fl 6tioXi 'G71v
tipmp lv oltooaly T10oiXcto i tiT; oo(3ap6nyros ec crnS. Cf also Ravegnani (1988, 42)
who wrongly identifies trousers on a mosaic in San Vitale, Ravenna.

310 See D'Amato 2005, 18-19, 22, figs. on pp. 22-3.
311 See above, n. 71 on p. 80.
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By the Middle Byzantine period, trousers of different styles, made
from wool, cotton and silk, were a common item of male attire.312
Traditionally-inclined Byzantine intellectuals nevertheless continued
to cultivate a Classical attitude of aversion towards such barbarian
`novelties' and regarded them with disdain.113

We can find clear signs of the use of a particular variety of trou-
sers in the army only from the tenth century. Among the equip-
ment being prepared for the invasion of Crete in 949 Constantine
Porphyrogennetos lists tiou(3ia, probably a type of military legging
used for riding, which are worn in conjunction with hypodemata.
He also recommends that the clothing supplied to an emperor about
to embark on campaign should include toubia of the highest quality
with silk stripes, decorated with embroidered eagles, as well as others
adorned with a hornet motif.314

312 The various textiles from which red trousers were made are mentioned by
ACHMET 19819-23 [242]: 6,n epvBp&'jv r& rov(3ia[...] Pt Se &no EQiov [...], El 6' &no
P61t4akoc [...], ci 8' &no while DE CER. (1:6787-8 [II 45]) speaks of striped
Egyptian trousers and others made from low-quality silk and cotton ('tov[3ia Xwpw't&
Aiybn'ttxa p. Tov(iia xovxovXaptxa [...] 'tov(3ia [3aµ[3(Xxep&).

According to ACHMET, when trousers appear to a woman in a dream, she is sure
to have a male child (19824-25 [242], 21815-18 [266]): ci Se i6B, 6nt e.cpopct [3paxia, xai
ab'to Eli;'texvov xpivs'tat &p6ev xai xXi)povoµiav'toe otixov'toil &vSpos. e&v'd?l, 6titi
ecpopst'ov(3ta xai b7CO811µa'ta &vSpos, tia'ov(3ia El; 'cexvov apacv-this is evidence
that trousers were already linked in Byzantium with the male sex. Ball (2002, 77)
points out that the differences between female and male attire are not always discern-
able in art but are underlined in literary sources. If we accept after Dawson (2002,
82-3; reconstruction on fig. VII-5) that the Byzantines employed padded trousers,
one might view the rhomboidal patterns on the leggings of some warrior saints as the
stitch-marks of quilted layers of cloth (see above, n. 301).

313 E.g. EUST. THESS. (825-11) and after him CHONIATES (29821-32) mention that during
the many days of the siege of Thessaloniki by the Normans in 1185 the city's incompe-
tent strategos, David Komnenos, was never seen adequately armed and on horseback,
but rather rode on a mule and wore ornamented knee-length trousers and shoes of
the latest fashion: Obxovv 11 µepai auxvai, at µev npo 'toil 6cpoSpoi 1coXeµov, al Se
xa't&'tily'tob'toil axµTly, xai ob6eig exsivov ctScv oil'tc ev Sit ots SctvoiS Sbvav'ta oil'te
utuov cuycvob; ent[3av'a, TJµiovoS Sc ('0'%F_1 auto &no [3QaxaS xai nsSiXwv vewteptxwv.
Even more mocking in tone is Choniates' statement: 'cotv'uv obSevi'twv &nav'toil cite'to
navonxiav &µcptaaaµevo5, akk aneixe xpavovs xai 9wpaxos xai xv3Iµidwv xai 6vpsov
xai&'cu; a6xta'tpacpiiiwva;'toil yvvatxwv xai µrldev Bidvias nXeov yvvatxwvi'ttdos xai
neptf i vtv noXtv'jµtovw enoxoS ge't' ava vQiSos 6vven'tvyµevil 07ct6Aicp S6Gµebµa'tt
xai TCE61X0)v xoµyrwv e6't1yµev0)v xpvGFp c; ab'tov a7Coa,T1yov'twv a6'cpayaXov. See also
Kazhdan/Epstein (1985, 76-7) who cite other comments by CHONIATES (18673-75 and

27385-89) on the trousers of Andronikos Komnenos and on a certain soldier's remark
directed at Manuel I.

314 See DE CER., 1:67716, 678Z' 7-8 [11 45] (and above, n. 312); PORPH., pp. 108239-110241

[C]. On the etymology of the term derived from Lat. tubus, tibiale, see Haldon's com-
mentary to PORPH., p. 221 (with references to earlier studies). Imperial toubia appear
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In summary, we can regard trousers in the iconography of the mili-
tary saints as a purely Byzantine feature that was probably modelled
on the actual costume of imperial troops. Between the eighth century
and the early eleventh, trousers gradually ousted the older formula of
bare legs in Roman military tradition, and completely replaced it by
the twelfth century. The last link in the evolution of legwear of the war-
rior saints in our period was single-coloured hose. These can be seen
on thirteenth-century icons made in Crusader artistic circles depicting
St George in the British Museum (fig. 56), and the back of a Cypriot
(or south Italian) icon of the Virgin Hodegetria Aristerokratousa (lit.
`holding a baby in the left hand'), depicting Sts Sergios and Bakchos
on horseback, currently in the monastery of St Catherine on Mt Sinai
(fig. 63).31' The motif of hose leggings was occasionally borrowed from
the iconography of western European chivalry316 but did not spread
into Byzantine art.

THE SHIELD

Complementing the armour, leg-protectors and arm-guards was the
shield, one of the earliest types of defensive equipment, known since
prehistoric times. The shield's form underwent continuous evolution
as a result of changing tactics, systems of combat and methods of
screening the fighting man's body from the enemy's blows, and also as
a result of custom. Changes in the construction and shape of the shield
can also be observed in Byzantium. The wealth of forms is reflected in
the terminology.

As with body armour, many terms for shields appear in the texts,
both generic and referring to specific forms. The term a6niS, derived
from antique terminology, without additional epithets, was the most

already in a description of an acclamation in honour of Anastasius (DE CER. 1:4233
[I 92]). On the red silk toubia for riding donned by the emperor during coronations,
see Ps. KoDINos, p. 2708-12 [VII]. On leggings, which appear frequently in the Madrid
Skylitzes (including lamellar leggings on fol. 195v), see Hoffmeyer 1966, 51, fig. 48.

315 See Glory of Byzantium, no 261 (= Byzantium, no 191); Weitzmann 1966, 67-72,
figs. 63-4 (= Sinai, fig. 66; Sinai, Vizantija, Rus', no. S64A), Weitzmann 1984, 148-9,
figs. 53/3-4.

316 See e.g. France 1999, figs. 1-3. The equestrian depiction of Sts Sergios and
Bakchos on a Sinaian icon and an icon with both Sts Theodore on horseback that was
probably a model for it, are on grounds of style and iconography linked with a Vene-
tian workshop or one in service of the Crusaders, see Walter 2003a, 159 and n. 85.
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popular generic term for a shield.31' From Roman legionary terminol-
ogy came the synonym, r coutiaptov, equivalent to the Latin scutum,
which was popular in the sixth century, especially among authors of
military manuals.318 Derived from these terms is the name of a class

317 On the antique aspis (a circular shield, 70-100 cm in diameter. and usually of
bronze) see H. Aigner, "Aspis", BKR, 17; H. Droysen, "Aspis ('Aunt;) (15)", PR, 2/2
(1896):1735-36. HESYCHIOS (1:263) equates the aspis with the skoutarion, or with
weapons in general (&on{Sa uKoDtiapty ij onk,ov); while LYDOS (p. 416-17 entitles a
subheading [I 5/11]: St& ii ti&S &oni&as rxovia iced xk,in£a xai n&pgas oi. 'Pwgaiot
xak.ovrt xai trig ii Sta(pop& iovticov. In general it is authors writing in archaizing lan-
guage that use the term &cnt6a to describe the shield, e.g. PROCOPIUS, 1:9613 [118/33],
9828 [118/46], 21223 [11 13/23] (the aspis of Chosroes), 3509 [111 8/271, 4098 [111 23/16],
46518 [IV 11/19] (on the shields of the Moors), 46922 [IV 11/51], 54619.22 [IV 28/9],

550' [IV 28/34], 2:482.25 [V 9/15, 21], 5015 [V 10/1] (on the shields of the Isaurians),
9114 [V 18/13], 14413 [V 29/35], 26122 [VI 25/3], 50610 [VIII 5/19] (on the shields of
the Goths and Franks), 5249 [VIII 8/34], 5436.10 [VIII 11/45, 46] (and of the Persians);
AGATHIAS, p. 334 [I 9]; ATTALEIATES, pp. 251, 418, 4214, 15119, 17812, 2481, 29420; KOM-
NENE, 1:4016 [1 11/5], 4129-30 [I 11/7], 9425 [11 10/3], 965'' [II 11/2], 978 [II 11/5], 1371-3

[111 11/21, 2:31' [V 7/2], 19721 [X 3/5], 21723 [X 8/6], 21823 [X 8/8], 21912 [X 8/9], 22430
[X 9/8], 3:19830 [XV 3/8], 20818 [XV 6/4]; BRYENNIOS, p. 12324 [1 20]; CHONIATES,
pp. 1594 (on the elongated shields of the Varangian unit-n£pgri iccrty &snirt), 2537,
13937, 16587, 19677, 19783; KINNAMOS, pp. 4514, 6212 [II], 959 [III]; PSELLOS, 1:332 [111 4],
2:78 [VI 87]. EusT IL, 1:5710, 11031-32 2342, 3682, 8, 36923, 3708.30, 3712-3.12, 5565, 66023,
6666, 7858, 78928, 2:321, 53,68, 512.5, 1018, 11816, 25517-18 39922-23. See also Nicolle (1988,
2:590); and Kolias (1988, 89 and n. 6), who also points out (118 n. 157) that the
term aspis is used as a synonym for `round' by HESYCHIOS, 1:263: &antheS n£biov,
n£pup£pe 11 &Gnt8as exov and by EU5T. IL., 1:88254-56 99621-24-which suggests that it
specifically refers to round shields. The term &rniS is also generally used in military
treatises (PERT STRATEGIAS, LT and SYLLOGE, see below, nn. 337, 339, 340, 357, 380).
On the koine of Anna Komnene and Attaleiates see Buckler 1929, 481-4.

318 According to Polybios the scutum was a shield of semi-cylindrical, rectangu-
lar or oval shape (H. Aigner, "Scutum" in BKR, 233, with bibliog. on 234); Aigner
reconstructs its dimensions as 120 x 75 cm (smaller during the Imperial period);
while 2ygulski (1998, 95, fig. 115) quotes 110 x 66 cm. Further examples of rectan-
gular Roman shields from the 3rd C. AD are provided by Gamber 1978, figs. 379,
389; Meanwhile AMMIAN. (4/1:135 [24.2.12]) mentions the `Argive scutum', which
was round: cuius medietas in sublime consurgens tereti ambitu Argolici scuti; see also
H. Droysen, "Aspis (`Arni;) (15)", PR, 2/2 (1896):1736. Elsewhere, AMMIAN. (1:183
[15.12.44]) implies that the Romans employed the semi-cylindrical scutum since it
allowed them to form an impenetrable barrier that he compares to a `tortoise shell';
see also the description of the similar compact formation known as the phoulkon,
from German Volk, corresponding to the Roman testudo (Mihaescu 1968, 496, with
further source references) in STRAT., pp. 41052-7 [XII 7], 44022-5, 44230-44455, 44685-6

[XIIB 16] (= LT, 1:1802123-1812130 [VII 66 (73)], 1822145-46 [VII 67 (74)], 1872204-05 [VII

73 (80)]). It is possible that the `Argive' shield underwent changes in Byzantium,
since PsELLOS writes of Hungarians who: &rnis Se avtiois ovS' lyrtaovv ev xepaiv,
o'U'C' irtgri.ICns OitoIag M (part ti&S `AQVOAuc&5, oti't£ nr£etq£Qhc (2:1255-7 68]).[VII
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of heavy infantry, `shield-bearers'-auvaancticn', &6nt&,qcpopcS,3I9 and
6xovtiaptot-the linguistic equivalent of Roman scutarii.321

A number of terms are used exclusively for specific varieties of
shield, depending on their shape and the regions in which they were
employed. The term 9vpcoS, know already in ancient Greece, refers to

Hence, the definition accepted by Ravegnani (1988, 47) of the skoutarion as an oval
Byzantine shield appears to be correct.

The term skoutarion appears already in JUSTIN. Nov., p. 417 [85,4 (AD 539)]; and
in MALALAS, pp. 20083-4 [X 511, 38512 [XVIII 56] (in reference to the red-leather `shield
of Ares', and the small Indian shield), 39510" [XVIII 71]; but was firmly established by
Maurice, who used the term exclusively, see e.g. STRAT., pp. 34425 [X 3], 41286 [XII
7], 4587-9 [XIIB 20], 49481-4.92 [XIID] (text which was repeated e.g. in LT, 1:1371611
[VII 3], 1511769 [VII 26(31)], 1531802, 1541804 [VII 30(35)]); see also {LT, vol. B', pp. 22
[XV 24], 34 [XV 53]}); NAUMACHICA, p. 21 [I 14]). The term is also common in the
PRAECEPTA.

On the etymology of scutum see O. Fiebiger, "Scutum", PR, 2/3:914-20 (esp. 914);
Mihaescu 1968, 492-3; Kolias 1988, 89 and nn. 7-8, with further literature, e.g. on the
origins of the scutum-6xvtioq from the Sanskrit root sku, `to cover', `to hide'. Mean-
while, Battisti (1968, 1072) indicates the pre-Indo-European origins of the term. In
his commentary to PORPH. (p. 241) Haldon considers 6xovtihptov as a generic term
for a shield.

319 See e.g. PRAECEPTA, p. 127 [1 1]; ATTALEIATES, p. 531; KOMNENE, 1:10013-14 [II

12/4], 12815 [111 8/7], 15829-30 [IV 6/2], 2:2622 [V 5/7], EusT. IL., 1:11031-2 27430; BRY-
ENNIOS, pp. 12314 [I 20], 169" [II 14; Kazhdan 1997, 87 (on this term in Choniates);
Kolias 1988, 89. See also the variant Classical form bnaaittctljq used commonly by
PROCOPIUS (citing examples from only one book of his Wars), 1:3639 [III 11/19],

38314-15 [III 16/9], 3853 [III 17/1], 39314 [III 19/14], 39416 [III 19/23], 40719 [III 23/5]
(see also EUST. IL., e.g. 1:73729, 7383)

320 In the Late Roman period, the most important regiment of the Scholae Palatinae
(the officer's schools, which also served as a palace guard), was known as the Scutarii
and was made up of two units each of 200 men; see e.g. LYDOS, p. 209-12 [I 5/9] (who

equates skoutarioi with aspidioi); NOT. DIGN., pp. 13 [Or. V], 17 [Or. VI], 21 [Or.
VII], 32 [Or. XI] 131 [Occ. VI], 142 [Occ. VII], 144-46 [Occ. IX]; and AMMIAN., 1:81
[14.7.9], 151 [16.4.1], 156 [16.6.2], who also mentions the tribunes of the Scutarii,
Cella and Nestica (170 [16.11.6], 2:65 [17.10.5]) and their rector (commander) Scudilo
(1:98 [14.10.8]). The Scutarii were always present at the Byzantine court, where they
were subordinate to the droungarios of the Vigla (Haldon 1984, 241); Leo states (LT

1:755999-761004 [IV 56]) that this name, the equivalent of the ancient hoplites, had been
virtually forgotten by the 9th C. (Oi µev yap &pxtaiot nokvwtXiiOIas e6MtopovvticS'6wS
utputcvµatiwv tiwv 7totie Xeyoµ> vwv oltXtnov, vvv Se 6xovti&'twv xak,ovµevwv, gak,k,ov
Se xai a&toi tiov ovoµatioq 5ta ayav vjS 'taxtitxlic µek,e'nIq xai &R> XEIav

7tap& jn pov 7tap(x 3tavtwv &yvoovµevov). Elsewhere Leo equates skoutarioi with hop-
lites, implying that they were a heavy infantry formation (LT, 1:1371610-12 [VII 3],

1691987-89 [VII 49 (56)], 2512900-01 [IX 70 (74)], {LT, vol. A', pp. 324 [XIV 64], 332 [XIV

78]}, after STRAT., p. 43412-13 [XII 12]). In the Palaiologan era the imperial skoutarion
was carried by a titled official, the 6xoineptos (Ps. KoDINOS, p. 18311-15 [183]), while
under Constantine Porphyrogennetos this privilege fell to the spatharioi (DE CER.,

1:418-20 [I 1]). On Byzantine skoutatoi in the Middle Byzantine period see Heath 1979,
30-2, with colour reconstructions on plates Al, A2, A4.
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a large shield of barbarian origin popular from the Late Roman period
onwards.121 The written sources are not in agreement on the shape of
the thyreos. John Lydos introduces confusion by deriving a (probably
fantastic) etymology from 9vpa, referring either to doors-suggesting
an approximately rectangular shape-or to a round stone for blocking
an entrance, which served the same function. Lydos settles the matter in
favour of a round shape by writing that the Romans called it a clipeus.122
In Leo's Taktika, the thyreos is described as a large, elongated shield
with rounded ends, differing from the circular aspis.121 Meanwhile,
references in the Alexiad and the Histories of Niketas Choniates indi-
cate that by the twelfth century the term was also being applied to the

321 LYDOS states (p. 224-7 [I 5/10]) that the thyreos was the typical shield of the bar-
barians (while the Greeks were still using the aspis), and its name originated from
its use in combat, where it provided cover while forcing doors (`EXXi vcav yap t&iov
xai µovwv aaniat tipoxwiraiats ev nokeµw xpf a0at, [3ap(3apwv Se 9vpsoig npo5 yap
'co xatiensiyov cfig µaxiiS 'ca; 9upa5 avawnwv'ccS co; axenaGµacnv au,catS ctco9a61
xpf(9ai). Leo VI meanwhile refers {LT, vol. B', p. 144 [XVIII 107]} to the Slavs'
use of an elongated shield called a thyreos, while the corresponding passage in the
Strategikon (STRAT., p. 37444-45 [XI 4]) that served as a Leo's model still speaks of
the shapely looking but unwieldy skoutarion (`Onxicovtiat Se axov'iot5 µtxpoi; 8t)6ly
Exaat;oS avljp, titves Se aut;wv xai 6xo1Ycapiot5 ysvvaioi; µev, Sv(Yµstiaxoµiatiots S£.).
PRocoplus also writes of the aspis of the Slavs (2:3585 [VII 14/25]).

322 See LYDOS (2012.20-24 222-4 [I 5/10]): xai µtxpov v6'cspov stpijae'cat, ii µrv e6tit
icXaic atioq, ii Se 6xov'catco; 6tipa'cttht j [...] Etnciv Se xatpo;, tii Stacpepet 6xovtiov
icXucIov. 6xovi;ov TO1VVV 01 `Pwµaiot xak,ov61 'co taxupov &ga xal i6xvov, onep
"EkkrjvsS 6titntiov ovoµacovaty, avtii 'coil 6tit(3apov, w5 `AptatiocpaviiS ev `Axapvev6t
"aitn'cot yepoV CFg, Mapa8wvoµaxoi npivtvot" [...] icAinsov Se `Pwµaiot toil 9vps0'v
xak,otcnv &no rob xkewtisty xai xak,unresiv iov enicpcpoµevov auiov. `Ekk,iivwv yap
VStov xai µovwv a6nirt 'cpoxwtiatiat5 and above, n. 321 and Kolias 1988, 91. On the
clipeus as a circular ('Argive'-see above, n. 318) form of shield used in ancient Rome
see O. Fiebiger, "Clipeus" in PR, 4/1:55-6. Cf. Heath (1979, 8, 32) who erroneously
sees the thyreos as a large circular Byzantine infantry shield, and the skoutarion as
oval in shape.

323 Leo describes the thyreos as a shield with rounded ends (LT, 1:115 1413-14 [VI
25]: axovtiapiv, o'cc µev xpeia xak,ei, e7Ci9il1Ce5,-µeya, o xaXCITai 91)peo;, navtiw; Se
atipoyyukov 1ek toil. He also mentions the elongated shields of the ancient Macedo
nian cavalry known as thyreophoroi (LT, 1:1261111-05 [VI 31 (32)]); based on the Tak-
tika of Aelian [1112]), and the elongated, rounded thyreos of Macedonian foot hoplites

(1291530-31 [VI 34]: xai yap cwowca'pia enoiovv autioi5 6cpoyyuk,a, µsyak,a, napagl,l 1,

a eksyov 9vps65). That the thyreos differed from the circular aspis is attested by
Leo's listing (LT, 1:1301540 [VI 35 (36)] of the terms in turn, clearly as different types
of shield (although here he is repeating Aelian [11 8]), while in another place he lists
thyreoi that are rectangular next to `other large skoutaria' ({LT, vol. B', p. 290 [XX
183]} Sei autio6S uno 6xovl;apiwv tiscpaywvwv e7Mµ1jxwv 'cwv Xeyoµevwv 91)pewv, tl
e¢epwv 6xov'captwv µsyak,wv); and equates the thyreos with a `great' skoutarion (LT,

1:90115'-58 [V 2 (3)]). See also T. Kolias, "Thyreos" in BKR, 263; Kolias 1988, 91; Wiita
1978, 295; Rance 2008, 725-9 and above, n. 321.
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kite-shaped shields of the Crusaders.324 It seems therefore that in the
ninth and tenth centuries `thyreos' was being used as a technical term
for the large, oval shield.

The shape is quite precisely determined in the case of the word n&p.ta
(Lat. parma) which was applied until the tenth century to a relatively
small, round cavalry shield with strengthened rim that originated in
ancient Rome.325 The lexicons indicate that the leather parma became
popular in Thrace and also among the Chalcedonians.326 In turn the
nta,'n i changed its antique form of a sheepskin- or goatskin-covered
crescent into a round form, like a small skoutarion.321 It continued
to be used by light-armed infantry formations of peltasts, although
the term itself was already considered an archaism.328 A feature men-

324 KOMNENE (2:2259 [X 9/9]) uses the term thyreos for the first time in reference
to the (probably kite-shaped) shields of the Crusaders; from then on it is the main
word she employs to describe the shield (e.g. 3:6516 [XII 4/3], 14221 [XIV 1/3]; and
below, nn. 351, 415). See also CHONIATES, pp. 6162 (as a defensive arm of the Crusad-
ers taking part in the Second Crusade (1147), 13822,26 (the thyreos of Toros II hanging
at the flank of his horse, which protected him from wounds in a duel with Andron-
ikos Komnenos); cf. also Kolias 1988, 91, who interprets these references as generic
terms for shields. Meanwhille, Nicolle (1988, 2:624) identifies the thyreos with the kite-
shaped shield of the cavalry and the circular shield of the infantry. In turn, BRYENNIOS
(p. 7518 [I 1], 26525 [IV 4]) lists them among the equipment of the `Immortals' of
Michael VII Doukas; see also above n. 98 on p. 23.

321 See LYDOS, p. 228-11 [I 5/11]; H. Aigner ("Parma" in BKR, 188) believes that it
was a metal shield of about 30 cm in diameter, used by gladiators; and also Gorecki
1980, 209; Kolias (1988, 90-1 and n. 19), who on the basis of Isidore of Seville: Parma
levia arma, quasi parva, non clipeum, indicates that the full parma was circular in
shape.

326 SUDA, 4:5910 [674]: II&pµal &pµatitivot 6vpeoi nap& Ka?,xlrSovionc., while
HESYCHIOS, 3:286 equates it with the short Thracian thyreos (n&pµil 0(p)axiov
07(2L)ov, (Txenawti PIOV, xovSotipov 9vpe6).

32' On the original, crescent-like shape of the pelta, see Kolias's analysis of the term
(1988, 90, n. 17), citing Isidore of Seville [XVIII 12, 4]: Peltum scutum brevissimum
in modum lunae mediae. The Byzantine pelta was small in dimensions (LT 1:1311550
[VI 36 (37)]: n0"Cily, o Mn 6xovtiaplov µtixpov; EuST. IL. 1:53815: &6m6IGxia ljyovv
µtxpa itsX hptia tiity )Le4tiv), and was undoubtedly of a circular form, as is attested by
comparison of the round parma to the Scythian variant of the pelta (see LYDos above,
n. 325); as well as the frequent references to the small round shields of the peltasts (see
below, nn. 328, 336, 339 and 376, 380). On the use of the term pelta in the Crusader
States to described round Muslim shields (probably under Byzantine influence) see
Nicolle 1988, 2:615.

328 Peltai covered with goat- or sheepskin are mentioned by EUST. IL. 1:4138-11,

3:39421-21, 1',[, Se xai Tl ne2tirl aani5 rlv Sepµatil xsxaXvµµevrl aiyo; [...] ac niSa
ainaiv ICpbS Sta62oXfjv, (Pam, 'Cfic Ice7,,'nic. I1 yap ic&t l ovtie itivv exct, xai aiyo5 11 oibs
nepl.eitiakrat Sepµa. Kolias (1988, 90) notes that in the Taktika and Excerptum tacti-
cum the terms pelta and peltast are always accompanied by additional explanation,
which may be evidence that shields of this type had fallen out of use by the 10th C.
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tioned in several Byzantine lexicons that distinguished the pelta from
other shields was the lack a reinforced rim.329 The a&xo; was a shield,
that in view of its etymology and the meaning of its original Classical
form aocxxoS-`leather' or `leather sack', was probably made from
leather;330 whereas Evcpopog (lit. `comfortable') seems to have referred
to a light shield of Georgian style."' In turn the 8opxa332 mentioned
by Porphyrogennetos was a large iron shield used only in the navy

This view is supported by references in LT, 1:901158-59 [V 2 (3)] stating that small
infantry shields had once been called peltai (e'cepa axov capiaxia 'tiov net;aiv, ti& noise
Acyoµeva nekrcat). The pelta is still listed alongside the sakos by LEO THE DEACON,
p. 473 [111 8]; while ATTALEIATES (p. 4618) mentions both types of shield, stating that
at the battle of Mantzikert the emperor had `neither aspis nor pelta' ov'ce yap aaniq
ov'ce nekrciJ ovti' enak,E)is.

Peltastai or `peltasts' were originally a separate class of light troops intermediate
between hoplites and psiloi, and were armed only with javelins, slings and bows. In
the times of Leo the Wise, as is evident from his Taktika (LT, 1:1151402-10 [VI 24],

1311546-49 [VI 36 (37)]), the peltast class was absorbed into the psiloi, but continued to
carry spears and small peltai that were curved like a barrel. On peltasts also see SUDA,

3:54816-25 [466]: `Onkitiat, nOMMYtai, iytaoi, 'cfS neCicijc Fiat xai µaxiµov 61)vaµe0)s,
exovat 6k Siacpopa5 670dTat ply yap k.eyovtiat of (3apvtiati1,1 xexprJµevoi onk.iaet xatia
tiov MaxeSovtxbv 'cponov auntai neptcpepeat KM Sopaat nepiµr1xea'cepot5. tiXoi 6k
oti xovcpothvp xexpgvi;at,'thE/p icat axovtiicp xai k,iBotS eic acpev6ovris fl ex xetpos of
Se nekTaa'cai µes?I nmS xexprIvtiat axevij fl tie yap nektiii gtxpa T ectity aantSia"
xai icoDcpiJ xai 'ca SopaTa nok,v tiwv onkttiwv k,etnoµeva. eiai Se xai tins ax71µatitxijc
SvvaµewS tipei5 Stacpopai. xai 'Apia'copavilS tiov 6vµov xatiaOov xvyras nap& 'cf)v
opyrv ilianep onkirnq. oiov oitXa µf) exwv, 6vµui noXeµet µovov. In an action against
Bohemund at Ohrid, Alexios I designated a body of peltasts to shoot missiles at the
Normans (KoMNENE, 2:2013-16 [V 4/5]; and below, n. 259 on p. 370).

329 Kolias 1988, 90; see HESYCHIos, 3:302: neX'cil aaniq titivv ovx exovaa. fj onkoi>
axenaaµa.; SUDA, 4:8218-19 [956]: HeXtov 9mpaxtxov onk,ov, xai ei6o; 'raptixou. fj
oani; i'cvv µf) exovaa. On shield rims see also below, n. 347.

331 Compare the shield of Ajax, which was made of seven layers of oxhide covered
with a layer of bronze, and was convex in the centre with a bronze rim (ILIAD, 2:11219-

22 12245-6 13266-8 [VII]). On the sakos in Byzantium see for example HESYCHIos, 4:223:
0axo5 aani;. acp' ob xai of veuii;epot aayily tif)v navoitXiav (Paul. aaxos a'yeto5-
avtii 'coo tievxo; aiyeiov. 6ek,et 6k direly 'div nijpav, xaca petiakiltyty [aaxocpopoi
oitXocpopoi]; SUDA, 4:31311-13 [40]: Eaxog omXov, aani6a. xai Eaxo;, apaevtxoy, Si'
hues K. Eaxov; exwv xai xwpvxovs. avtii tov Ovk,axoDS. xwpvxo; 6k nk,eyµa Sextiticbv
&ptimv.; BRYENNIOS, p. 8719 [I 6]; KOMNENE, 2:22210 [X 9/4]; Kolias 1988, 89, nn. 9 and
90; and also above, n. 328.

331 SUDA, 2:4791-1[38021: Evcpopo5 xovpo;, Ow(ppo;. 6 6k 9vpeo; i;wv `I[3ijpwv
evcpopos. On the Georgian shield (or p'hari) see also Nicolle 1988, 2:614.

332 See e.g. DAI, 1:11031 [26] (during a battle with Rudolph, Berenger pretended to
be dead after his army had left him on the battlefield, covering himself with his dorka
which did not conceal his face and legs). The dorka is mentioned twice as part of a
warship's equipment in DE CER. 5792 [II 15], 670' [11 45] (six dorkai were to be car-
ried by a dromon) and DAI, 1:25083-4 [51] (describing the fleet organized by Leo VI,
the dromons of which were equipped also with shields and dorkai-oiov axovtiapta,
60' pxa; [...] xai &k,k,a, oaa emSeovcat itXthiµot cpwruorat enupepe(Oat). In turn the
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because of its weight.333 Certain shield variants are mentioned only
rarely, which may be evidence of their limited popularity,"' or in
some cases because they had completely fallen out of use-as with the
ayxiklov (from Lat. ancile) mentioned by John Lydos.331

As with armour, in order to properly specify a shield's type, an epi-
thet was often added to the generic term. Small shields are described
in the diminutive as aicowcapi(Wta, aant(uylcla,336 and as GKoura' Pla
gtxp&337-in contrast to the large axovl;apta geyaXcc.338 Shields of
elongated form are described as axoDcapta Entgil" and aani&S
EnlgllKEaS; round ones as n£plcpepeta (or aipoyy1 Xcz).339 Triangular and

custom of hanging thyreoi on the highest part of the ship is described in the NAU-
MACHICA (p. 65 [V 2/13]); see also Kolias 1988, 124.

333 See Reiske's interpretation in DE CER., 2:682; and also DAI, 2:86 (linking the
dorka with an Italian variant, the targa); Nicolle 1988, 2:596; and Kolias 1988, 95-6.
These authors all believe that the dorka may have derived from the Arab leather shield
known as the darcah, doracah, addarca (Kolias would even link it with the heavy
aspis used by the troops of Leo of Tripoli during the storm of Thessaloniki in 904, see
THEOPH. CONT., p. 52317-18 [26]). Cf. also Haldon 1975, 34 n. 114, who sees the dorka
as a defensive arm of sailors, but at the same time equates it with the Lydian shield.
Manuel I Komnenos sheltered behind a large and heavy shield, perhaps a dorka,
during a Norman siege on Kerkyra, see KINNAMOS, p. 10014-17 [III]: o xatiavoiGa5
(3aaO7<,ebs 6a'cepa gev xetpi 0,wn8cc etActo, ov 'cwv GDvilOav &I tio&uov ovSE eE cuv
6wga cppayvttiat Ev, evpeiav Se ga.Xta'ca xai 1jv 0,68c, xovcpiaat avSpi pq&tov yivecat;
(see also the reference to thyreoi used during the same action in CHONIATES, p. 8415-

17: 01 gE'V yap 'cot; 6Dpeot; vnCp xecpaX, cc to uGcpaa,Es ava'ceivavie; xai tia l icp3J
63caaagevot tioi; Ex tiob cppovptol nporn yyucotc5 ex94gco; StttpaXwvtio,). Additionally,
see T. Kolias, "Dorka", BKR, 66; Nicolle 1988, 2:596 (who believes, that although made
of leather, the dorka was used by sailors); and also frescoes from Pee depicting a war-
rior holding a shield of the same height as himself (Skrivanic 1957, fig. 75/2). On the
other hand Leo {LT, vol. B', pp. 184 [XIV 13], 194 [XIX 25]} mentions skoutaria as
part of the equipment of a dromon, and skoutarioi among its crew.

334 E.g. the Lydian and woven shields mentioned in De ceremoniis (see above, n. 18
on p. 22 and below, n. 391).

331 See LYDOS, p. 2210-15 [I 5/11]; Kolias 1988, 89, n. 10.
331 See e.g. SYLLOGE, p. 60 [XXXVIII 10] (= [LT, vol. B', p. 358 [XXXVIII]}), refer-

ring to the small round shields of the light-armed psiloi (&GntSi6xta arpoy71')X(X).
See also EUST. IL., 1:53815 (aantSiaxt(x r'jyovv gtxpa' n&iapta), 2:1227; HESYCHIOS,
1:[302].

337 See e.g. Maurice's reference (STRAT., p. 25813-11 [VIIB 15] = LT, 2:1594941, 1604944-

46 [XIV 38]) to small skoutaria carried before battle on the chest (or covering the chest)
to shield the helmet and armour, or on the back when they are made from shining
iron (at8,gpa (YxoDtiapta Aagnpa). And also SYLLOGE on the small round shields of
the javelineers (p. 53 [XXXI 3]: Oi S' axovtitccat nepupepet; govov awnISa; pupa;
exovtic;); and PRAECEPTA, p. 1436 [I 4] (= TNU [MG], p. 9039 [LVI 4]). See also below,
n. 362.

338 See e.g. LT, 1:130114°-41 [VI 35 (36)].

339 SYLLOGE, pp. 52 [XXXI 1], 61 [XXXIX 1] (= {LT, vol. B', pp. 360, 362 [XXXIX]})
mentions the elongated (probably oval) aspis of the kataphraktoi, 41/2 spans (spitha-
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rectangular shields are respectively &6ndSE5 tipiywvot and tintip&ywvot.34o
In turn, shields fitted with handgrips were probably known as
XEtpoGxovtiapa.341

All these shield types had a similar construction, elements of which
can occasionally be discerned on images of the warrior saints.

Construction of the shield

Shields were constructed from a variety of materials. These included
wood,342 which was glued and covered for strength with leather (or

mai) i.e. c.105 cm in length, and not less than 5 spans (c.117 cm) (&6nI8c; µtv 'toi;
xatiacppaxtiot; estwxav 67ng1jxet; antOaµTuv guUtntia tic6aapwv xai 3 gt6Eia;), while
lightly-armoured mounted javelineers were to have elongated shields of the same size
or round ones of three spans (c.70 cm) (ol µ£v &xovtitatiai [...] xai &6ndSa e ntµil"
6nlOaµwv ticnti p(0v eytwtia ij iced nepupepfj tiptaT nOattov); on the spithame see Schilbach
(1970, 19-23, 45, 47-9; and 1982, 187; with references to sources published by him on
the royal and Trapezuntine span), who states that it measured 12 daktyloi or c.23.4 cm;
and also McGeer (1995, 63, 206), who expresses doubts at the excessive spear lengths
obtained when using Schilbach's measurements (see below, n. 55 on p. 326-also in
relation to shield sizes); see also below, nn. 376-380 on the similar shapes and dimen-
sions of the light infantry aspis; and Parani 2003, 126. On the oval shields used by
mercenary Wallachians and Serbs in Manuel I's battle against the Hungarians on 6
July 1167 see KINNAMOS, p. 27118-19; EusT. IL., 2:1221-6 (elongated thyreoi of leather),

25516-17; while on rounded shields see e.g. EusT. IL., 1:6884, 2:12114-1s 20312
340 See e.g. SYLLOGE, p. 59 [XXXVIII 1] (= {LT, vol. B', p. 356 [XXXVIII]}); SUDA,

4:8216 [995]: HeXtat X` yxat, xai &wttSta tietip&ywva. iced xwicuc Xtc t, and also below,
n. 401 on the rectangular shield. Parani (2003, 126) gives a height for this type of
shield (of up to 1.404 m) as sufficient to cover the entire soldier.

341 The PRAECEPTA (p. 1436-7 [I 4]) mentions xetpoGxovtiapa along with small
shields as protection for archers (called psiloi by Phokas), which may suggest they
were secured at the shoulder so as not to hinder the archer's movements. A shield of
this type is mentioned in the hand-to-hand duel between Digenes Akritas and Philo-
pappos (DIG. AKR., p. 3321248). In contrast, Kolias (1988, 110 and n. 130) believes the
cheiroskoutara was a type of small archer shield, and that its name is not linked with
it being held in the hand.

342 Kolias (1988, 92) cites two treatises on the art of besieging and defending for-
tresses, De obsidione toleranda and Parekbolai, which advise commanders preparing
for a siege to collect planks (6(xvISes) for the production and repair of shields. Kolias
also points out the numerous references in the sources to broken shields and to mis-
siles stuck in them-evidence that wood was the basic construction material of the
aspis. Shields were certainly made of a light, buoyant material, as is indicated in several
incidents when troops crossed rivers with their aid: Ammianus Marcellinus (AMMIAN.
1:171 [16.11.9], 185-6 16.12.57] mentions Julian the Apostate's Roman troops as well
as Germans swimming with the aid of their shields across the Rhine; while in our
period, CHONIATES speaks (p. 1942-12) of an action on the River Menander in 1176,
during which a fleeing `Persian' (i.e. Turkish) atabeg crossed the river by lying on a
shield and using it as a raft (tiovs Suuxovtias ScStw; 61v aantSa vnoOedS 'Uil b8atit th;
KsXTlci(0 tia'& p expfftio); he was followed by one the Byzantines' allied Alan troops,
probably in the same manner since there was no ford. See also CAVARNOS, 10/1:14913
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occasionally with parchment of a poorer quality, which was also easier
to decorate);343 hardened leather and metal, mostly iron;344 and occa-
sionally also copper and gold in the case of parade shields.345 Shields
were often reinforced with a metal rim to prevent damage in combat
or while the shield rested on the ground.346 While the Roman scutum
often lacked such a rim, in Byzantium it was already in common use,
and was known as m6k(ogu.347 In the Middle Byzantine iconography
of warrior saints, the sialoma is ever present. It often takes the form

(= MPG, 46:761); and Hoffmeyer 1966, 87, 89. For examples of Roman shields
made from linked boards see Rostovtzeff 1935, 221, fig. 35; and Age of Spirituality,
nos. 200-201.

343 On ancient leather shields see EusT. IL., 2:2552; MPG, 47:326 (tia, Sepµatia iwv
Oupewv). On leather covering for Byzantine shields see Kolias 1988, 92-3 and n. 34, and
p. 126; McGeer 1995, 205-6; and Bartusis (1992, 327), who cites a letter by Maximus
Planudes from the end of the 13th C., regretting that the parchment sent to him from
Asia Minor was of low quality and better suited as a military drumskin or to cover
a shield than for writing. On Asiatic leather shields made in various techniques see
Nicolle (2002, 183, 190-1, 193, and esp. 199-206, where he discusses the lamination
technique described by AL-TARSUSi, pp. 114-15 [41); Hoffmeyer 1966, 89, 97; Haldon
2002, 71-2; Manova 1969, 214. The last recognizes leather shields in 13th-15th-C.
painted representations from Bulgaria. The Military Museum in Belgrade has a round
leather shield (Manova 1969, 210).

344 Leo instructs troops before battle to raise ti& at3tip& axovt&pta so that their
gleam would frighten the enemy (LT, 1:901'59 [V 2 (3)] and {LT, vol. B', p. 294 [XX
188]}); see also above, n. 337; Hoffmeyer 1966, 87; and Kolias (1988, 97, n. 55) who
believes the references to iron shields refer only to iron fittings covering the shield's
wooden skeleton. On iron shields see also Haldon 1975, 33. Cf. also Aussaresses (1909,
50) who finds evidence for metal shields in the clang they made when struck. Metal
shields that appear in Bulgarian painting are identified by Manova 1969, 209.

345 SYLLOGE (p. 103 [LIII 9] (= {LT, vol. B', p. 380 [LIII]}) mentions the copper
rods and shields buried in the ground to defend against the mining activities of enemy
besiegers. There can be no doubt that the Byzantines were conscious of the anach-
ronistic character of bronze, which in antiquity was beaten into sheets to make the
heavy circular shields of the hoplites (EusT. IL., 1:66411-2o and also e.g. 2:557', on the
gilded shield of Nestor). When attending audiences before Constantine Porphyrogen-
netos and Romanos I Lekapenos, troops from the Macedonian hetaireia carried gold,
gilded copper and iron skoutaria (axovi&pta xpva& xai xaXxoxpvaa xai (TtStip&)
(DE CER. 1:5765-6 [II 15]). See also EusT. IL., 2:1011 and 3:1443-5 (on the imperial
parade shield called the amphivronta: Tiv Se &attISa tiov [3aatXeoS &g(pt(3po'ttiv X&yci,
3toXvSaISctXov, 66piv, xakf)v. "EvOa miµeioaat otit tie, oianep &flaxov 96ptg &%icri
ii 9ovpov titva itotovaa, o eatity opgTynav, ovtio xai aant; 66ptS, xaOa). On gilded
parade shields see also Kolias 1988, 103. A gold shield appears beside St Eustathios in
a scene of his conversion in the Theodore Psalter, Brit. Add. 19352, fol. 130v (see Der
Nersessian 1970, 47, fig. 211).

346 See Kolias (1988, 93) who cites Polybius.
347 HESYCxios, 4:26: at&A.oµa µ4o; tit tiov 067tAAu tiov xaXovjEVOV &opeov; SUDA,

4:35313 [353]: Et&Aoµa rorjp& itepupepeta tiov `Pogaixov 9vpe6. On the presence of
a rim on Byzantine shields see also Kolias 1988, 93-4; Manova (1969) 214.
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of a gilded border, richly adorned with ornament, and sometimes with
precious stones (figs. 5, 19a, 22a,b, 25a,c,d-27, 29-30c,e,f, 32, 37-39,
41a, 44a, 45a-48d, 50, 67-68, 71, 73, 81a).348

In ancient Rome the handgrip for the shield was made by cutting
two openings close together in the wooden surface, leaving a bar as a
handgrip (fig. 64).349 These openings in the middle of the shield had
to be covered to protect the vulnerable hand, and in the Late Roman
period a metal boss or umbo was used for this purpose,351 simultane-
ously adding strength to the whole construction. The Byzantine shield
boss was known by the ancient term 'gyukk (lit. 'navel') '311 and thanks
to Maurice's Strategikon also by the Hellenized version of the Latin

348 A rim encrusted with precious stones is depicted, e.g. on the shields of St Hieron
in the Church of the Buckle in Korama (Turkish: Goreme), Joshua in the church of St
George Diasorites on Naxos, and St George in Asinou (Jolivet-Levy 1992, fig. 109a =
Epstein 1986, fig. 42; Chatzidakis et al. 1989, fig. 10 on p. 74; Stylianou 1997, fig. 70).
An ornamental border in the form of a geometric or palmette frieze and scrolling foli-
age appears on warrior saints' shields e.g. on frescoes in the churches of St Nicholas
ton Kasnitze and the Holy Anargyroi in Kastoria; the chapel of St Panteleimon in
Upper Boularioi, and the church of Episkopi on the Mani peninsula; it is also visible
on the reliquary of St Demetrios in the Historical Museum in Moscow; on mosaics
on the south wall of the presbytery of the cathedral in Cefalu, and in the monastery
of Nea Mone on Chios (Pelekanidis 1953, figs. 21, 23, 27/1; Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis
1985, figs. 12-13 on pp. 60-1; Borsook 1990, fig. 9; Chatzidakis 1997, figs. 48, 57; 66;
Drandakes 1995, fig. 19 on p. 383 and fig. 21 on p. 168; Mouriki 1985, vol. 2, fig. 59;
Grabar 1950, fig. 20 [= Glory of Byzantium, no. 36]). See also the ornamental rims on
Georgian shields (e.g. Tschubinaschvili 1959, figs. 36, 37; and Privalova 1980, fig. 50).
On the subject of inscriptions on shield rims see below, p. 241.

349 See O. Fiebiger, "Scutum" in PR, 2/3:915; Robinson 1975, 189, (on decorated
shield bosses); Kolias 1988, 98 (with further bibliog.). The Late Roman thyreoi found
at Dura-Europos have apertures cut out of the wooden surface to serve as handgrips
(James 2004, fig. 92; Age of Spirituality, nos. 200-201 = Rostovtzeff 1935, fig. 35;
Southern/Dixon 1996, fig. 19).

350 Kaczanowski assumes (1992, 61-2, figs. 15/1, 3-4, 16/la-b) that the protruding
hemispherical shield boss appeared in the Roman army only in the late period, and
that shields fitted with them were used initially by auxiliary units recruited from the
barbarian nations; see also the examples found at Dura (James 2004, 160-2, 171-5,
fig. 95).

351 See e.g. EusT. IL., 1:78528-9, 2:2555, 2565-8, 4597-8 (thS ti315 aantSoS £.v t µeacu
exo1)a7lc oµcpaXov, 8; xai eotixe Sla tiov'co XeycaOat 4cpa?,o5), 3:6321; HESYCHios,
2:761; SUDA, 3:53622-6 [316-317]: xai 'O upaAtov, 6 O upa7Los ins aanibos. ZBv1
ioS' oµcp&Xtiov aaxcoS tipvcpos, ip eni kat&v eaxev &platievwv, tzvBato Nucayopas. [...]
'OµcpaXov co µsaaitia'cov. xai `OµcpaXtov aaniSoq, to µsaaitiatiov aviljs.; KOMNENE,

3:11429-31 [XIII 8/2] mentions the copper shield bosses of the `Celtic knights' i.e. Nor-
mans: eic' oµcpa%q) xa7 xoxonp µapµaipwv. See also H. Droysen, "Aspis ('Aanis) (15)",
in PR, 2/2 (1896): 1735; Kolias 1988, 99.
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buccula, (3ovxoukov.352 Its shape can be reconstructed from archaeo-
logical finds from the Avar Khaganate, Italy and Syria (fig. 65), which
are often associated with Byzantine shields.353 The boss was made of a
flat, broad ring fastened to the surface of the shield, and a prominent,
sometimes sharply-pointed cone, which corresponds to the shield-boss
of the protostates ('men standing in the first rank') mentioned in the
anonymous treatise Peri strategias, which were additionally fitted with
an 8-cm spike (41(pog). This transformed the shield from a defensive
arm into a type of offensive weapon, which unnerved the enemy and
could inflict wounds.354

A shield boss of similar shape to those found archaeologically
appears on a shield engraved on the silver dish (missorium) found at

352 When describing the serried infantry formation (phoulkon) Maurice writes
of shield bosses touching the rims of neighbouring shields in the front rank: Kai
nvxvovgevot Gpiyyovtiat npo;'cov RUM tionov xaTU (36Bo; xai, pxpco; io6olnov, iva
01 REV EgnpoGOEV 'ctaygevot ex nA,aytov Ei; Ta 0o41CotAa aA,A,iA,ot; eyyicovaty, at
SE 05nt69sv xatia, vwtiov aX? Xoi; axE8ov xexoXXiivtiat. [...] Kai tiwv egnpo69EV xatia
do gucownov tistiaygevwv nvivotvtwv is GKOInapta avtiwv gexpt tot eyytccty trot;
(3o1)xo1)A,ot; xatiaaxenovtiE; npoanEn%aagevw; tia; ya6iepa; avtiwv gexpt ti11 xvitB;,
of napcstwtiE; a&toi; 6mt6EV vnspavexovtis; tia axovtiapta avtiwv xai avanavov'CE;
si; tia f3o'Oxoo? a tiwv £gnpoUSOEV 6xenovat tia UT 71011 xai ti&S owsts avtiwv xai oti2w;
avg[3aA,Xo1)r1V (STRAT., pp. 44022-5, 44233-8 [XII B 16]). See also Kolias (1988, 100-2)
who explains the disappearance of the term (3ovxoukov by the gradual transformation
of its meaning, which by the 9th C. apparently referred to the shield as a whole. Cf.
also the passages in Leo's Taktika modelled on Maurice's Strategikon, where the term
is omitted (LT, 1:1792109-13 [VII 64 (71)], 180""-181"" [VII 66 (73)]). On the term's
Latin origins see Mihaescu 1968, 491. Peter Patrikios also uses the term xatia(3ovxotXov
in DE CER. (1:41213-14 [I 91], 4255-7 [I 93]) where he speaks of summonses to pay a
donative of five gold solidi and a pound (Gk. litra, Lat. libra; see below, n. 664) of
silver in favour of these kataboukoula, which appear among acclamations in honour
of Leo I and Anastasius.

353 See Germanen, no. V 97c (a bronze umbo occasionally linked with Byzantium,
with gilded rivets and a disc on the tip from a 6th-century Gepid burial, currently
in the Ferenc Mora Museum in Szeged); Haldon 2002, 75 and nn. 43, 45 (with fur-
ther bibliog. on finds in Lombard burials in Italy and Gothic ones from the Crimea)
figs. VI 3-5 (spiked Gothic umbo of c.400 from the Crimea, currently in the Hermit-
age, Saint Petersburg), VI 14-15 (Umbrian shield-boss of the 7th C., currently in the
Museo Alto Medioevo, Rome [for earlier bibliog. on this artifact see Kolias 1988, 99,
n. 64] and a Byzantine shield boss decorated with animal ornament from `Ain Dara,
10th/11th C., now in the Archaeological Museum, Aleppo).

354 PERI STRATEGIAS, p. 523-13 [16]: tiaS Se yE tiwv npwtiocatioivtwv gaXtatia
aacpaXsG' epa; tivyxavsty, exety 8E avtia; gova; nt&'ca7tov at6neovv xatia ge6ov iii;
aan{So; Ei; xvxA,ov ypacpogevov ev ip icpos avS6tiatiw ovx eXatitiov do vtpoS SaxtivA,wv
'ce66apwv, tv' ov govov tiov; evavtiiov; cpo(3p 71oppcu6EV opwvtia; &XXa, xai tpavgatiicf
xaxw; ci; netpav epxogevov. The length of `at least 4 fingers' mentioned in the treatise
corresponds to about 78 mm (see above, n. 339) See also the interpretations of Kolias
(1988, 99) and Haldon (2002, 69).
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Kerch with an equestrian figure thought to represent Constantius 11.311
Meanwhile the lack of reference to pointed omphalos terminals and (in
military treatises from post-Iconoclasm period) also to shield bosses
themselves indicate that this element had lost its initial significance.356
This is reflected in the iconography where the saints' shields have a
flat conical umbo that closely follows the concave shape of the sur-
face, which is best seen in side view (figs. 19a,b, 26-27, 46a-c, 67).35'
An exception is St George's shield on a tenth-century Georgian silver
panel from Bravaldzali358 where the omphalos has a distinctly pointed
shape. The form of the umbo cannot be accurately determined when
the shield is depicted frontally.

In turn, Kolias's suggestion that the trifoliate boss terminals of
the shields of Sts Theodore and Demetrios shown on the seals of
Nikephoros Botaneiates and Andronikos from the 1070s and '80s,
and later of Alexios and Adrianos Komnenos,359 should be interpreted

ass See Bank 1966, no. 1.
356 This is pointed out by Kolias (1988, 98, 100), stressing the changes in passages

in LT that were borrowed from STRAT. (see above, n. 352).
357 See e.g. the bosses of the shields of Sts Theodore, Demetrios and George, on

fols. 41v, 123r and 151v of the Evangelistarion Dionysiou 587; St George on fol. 209v
of the Oxford codex of the Homilies of Gregory of Nazianzos (Magdalen gr. 3); and
also St Demetrios on a mosaic from the main church of monastery of the Archangel
Michael, Kiev; on a fresco in the church of Episkopi on the Mani peninsula; and on
an ivory panel in the Metropolitan Museum, New York (Athos, vol. A', figs. 216, 241,
265; Hutter 1999, fig. 20; Glory of Byzantium, no 81 and fig. on p. 283 = Cutler 1994,
fig. 126; Drandakes 1995, fig. 21 on p. 168). More clearly defined shield-bosses can be
seen on the shields of Sts Demetrios and Prokopios on the Forty Martyrs Triptych in
the Hermitage, and St Theodore on a panel in the Museo Archeologico, Venice, as well
as on a gilt pendant in the British Museum (Cutler 1994, figs. 28, 44 [= Bank 1966, no.
126]; Byzantium, no. 160). An example in Georgian painting is St George's shield on
a 12th-C. fresco in the church in Timotesubani (Privalova 1980, fig. 50).

The concave shape of the shield is mentioned in PERT STRATEGIAS, p. 8413-19 [27]

In turn, Leo VI describes (LT, 1:1321559-62 [VI 37(38)]) after Aelian [XII] the circu-
lar bronze Macedonian aspis, of 3 spans (spithamai) in diameter, which bellied out
slightly: xai aeinis MaxcSovixil xa?Lxn, ov Xiav xotvII, r'jyovv axovtiaptov atipoyyWLov,
geya, ainaXwtiepav exov Lily xotXo'vjru, to Se gATpov avtif k antOagmv tiptmv. Further
sources are collected by Kolias (1988, 119 n. 163), who notes, however, that they
always refer to the shields of other nations-Arabs and Normans.

358 See Tschubinaschvili 1959, fig. 36.
359 Cf. Kolias 1988, 100, n. 71 (and also his incorrect identification of the forms

of shield bosses on miniatures in the Madrid Skylitzes and the Theodore Psalter, Brit.
Add. 19352). The seals are published by Zacos 1972, vol. 1/3, nos. 2690, 2701bis-2702b,
2703-2704, 2707-2708b. The trifoliate form of shield-boss was probably introduced
either by Nikephoros Botaneiates or by Isaac Komnenos while serving as doux (gover-
nor) of Antioch (1074-78). This motif became widespread on the seals of Isaac's close
family after he was summoned to the capital by Botaneiates who was taking over the
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as shield xiphoi arouses serious reservations in view of their form, as
well as the interval separating these artefacts from the references in
Peri strategias, during which no other illustrations of sharp, protrud-
ing bosses can be found.

The reduced prominence of the shield boss in the military iconogra-
phy or its complete abandonment was undoubtedly caused by a change
in the construction of Byzantine shields. With the replacement of hand-
grips cut into the fabric of the shield by leather thong grips secured to
the shield's interior (a solution in use since Mycenaean times, known
in ancient Greece as and in Byzantium also as avttXa(3EVS,
avtioxeuS or 0x(xvos),36o the protection for the hand became redundant.
The shield boss therefore became an element that merely reinforced
the shield, yet at the same time added to its weight. Depictions of
shields without bosses can therefore be regarded as a reflection of their
changing form during the Byzantine era.

In the warrior saint iconography the ochanos appears rarely, perhaps
because shields are as a rule depicted from the front or the side. One
of the few examples where a saint's shield was painted with its inte-
rior towards the viewer is a fresco from the church of the Koimesis in
Episkopi, on which St Orestes holds a small round aspis by two bow-

imperial throne, and it remained present on Isaac's seals when he held the successive
offices of sebastos and despotes. It was used by Isaac's two younger brothers, Alexios
(while he served successively as proedros, sebastos and megas domestikos of the West)
and protosebastos Adrianos (disappearing once he became megas domestikos).

360 See H. Droysen, "Aspis ('Aani;) (15)" in PR, 2/2 (1896): 1736 (on the por-
pax of the Spartan shield and the antique xavwv); Kolias 1988, 120-2 and n. 167;
James 2004, 175-6, fig. 96 and the definitions of the various terms respectively by:
HESYCHios, 3:362: nopna 11 ka[3il tiob onk,ou, 1:[213]: avtitk,a(isv; o nopna tif;
,rob onMillou &7765o;, 1:[217]: avtioxev; nopnat &wtISo;; and in the SuDA, 3:4024-6
[M 1128] nopna Se xatia tiiva; Ray o avalpopsv; tiff; aaniSo; 0')5 Se titveq, 'co Sitjxov
gegov 'Cfjs aanlSo; atSijptov, 4) xpatiei 'city aant8a o npati c&tIlc. 4:17725-1783 [2090]:
llopna4 cu tirly aaniSa xaiexourv o k,syoµsvo; bxayo; &VET{Bsaay rap tia sK ticuv
nok,egwv 0"Rka avsu oxavcov, Yva d1 &roiµw; avtioi; excuat xpijaoat. ov yap o sxpfjv,
sutep TIXci; 'coy sic npovoia; tiavtia; say avtioiat tioi; aVOC'Ce ivat.
llopnal, xatia titva; µav o avacpopsv; '[fl; aaniSo; c; Se 'rive; do Siixov µeaov tiff;
aaniSo; ai&iptov, 4) xpatisi ti1v aaniSa o atipati th'ri;. EuST. IL. (1:3713) indicates
the antique origins of this element, which was initially composed of two straps in an
X-like arrangement ('EvtiacOa Se (Ygµstovvcat of naXatoi, otit ovnco tiotie nopnaxa;
sixov at auniSs;), 3:39410 " In turn, we hear that during Digenes Akritas' duel with
Philopappos (DIG. AKR., 164220 [VI] [= 3321250]) after the hero's shield was splintered
all that remained in his hand was its xpatigµa (see also the definitions in the SUDA,
3:5994 [1029]: "Oxavo; 'co' xpanµa 'ci1; 6=16o;; and in HESYCHIOS, vol. 2 [3:247]:
6x(Xvov

1 till; aanISO; nopna ).
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shaped handgrips made from braided thongs which are secured to the
shield's interior with the aid of four rings with mounts (fig. 38).361

Besides handgrips for carrying shields, in use already in Alexander
the Great's army was a leather sling (tickaµc'ov, aoptitjp), which allowed
a soldier on the march or on horseback to hang the shield over his
back. This gave him freedom of movement, while the shield also pro-
vided additional protection from the sun.362 Long double straps are
clearly visible above the handgrip on the shield of St George in Nerezi
(fig. 45a), while a discarded shield fitted with a leather loop is visible

361 Glory of Byzantium, no. 17. See also the similar handgrips made up from two
bows visible on the following depictions of shields: figures in combat on a stone
relief from the 11th-C. Kievan cathedral of St Sophia (Nicolle 1988, vol. 2, fig. 186 =
Grabar 1976, fig. 58b); a 13th-C. relief from Iconium (modern Konya) preserved in
the Museum of Turkish and Islamic Art in Istanbul (Gamber 1995, fig. 12); an ivory
plaque in the Hermitage (Cutler 1994, fig. 67); and also on fol. 173r of octateuch
Vat. gr. 747 (Lowden 1992, fig. 2); see also Kolias 1988, 120 n. 169. Handgrips on the
shields of the warrior saints can also be seen on a fresco with an image of St Prokopios
in the katholikon of the monastery of St Panteleimon in Nerezi, which is depicted with
a complicated arrangement of three straps tied to each other on its external side; and
on the cover of a 12th/13th C. gilded silver reliquary of St Demetrios in the treasury
of the Vatopedi Monastery on Mt Athos (Maguire 1996, fig. 10; Grabar 1950, fig.
5). Kolias (1988, 96) believes that the leather-thong grips were fastened to the metal
studs often visible on the shield's surface, as is confirmed by an Avar handgrip with
two such studs found in Hungary (Germanen, no. V.98d). For later Serbian images of
handgrips in frescoes from Gracanica, Decani and Kalenic see Skrivanic 1957, figs. 67,
71, 75/4, 76/5-8, 76/10, 82; for Bulgarian examples see Manova 1969, 214, figs. 20/2-3
(from Boboshevo and Berende).

361 On the subject of the telamon on the shield see Kolias 1988, 120 (with source
references); 2ygulski 1998, 55, 58 (on the straps on the shields of Macedonian pha-
langites). The slinging of shields on the back is mentioned by KoMNENE, 1:3511 [I
9/3]: ov6e tity aaniba time iugwv naptho; and LEO THE DEACON, p. 13315 [VIII 4] in
reference to the Rus' (Tauroscythians). The custom may have been borrowed from
Western Europe, since {LT, vol. B', p. 136 [XVIII 82]} states that the Franks and
Lombards fastened shields to their torsos with the aid of straps to create a kind of
corselet. Slinging a shield on the back freed the rider's arms for guiding the horse
and holding a weapon. VEGETIUS, p. 40 [I 20] writes that foot archers have no shields
since they have to carry bows. STRAT., p. 1265-7 [11 8] (= LT, 2:383806-07 [XII 49 (50)]):

tiovs Se ?,otnovs navtias, tiob; ev geaw tiaaaogevovs, Gaol, of&aaly, apxatiovs
axowtapiwv xwpis. OvSe yap bvvatiov eatit Seovtiws 'cpaxievaty titva ti61;ov enavw
innov ev tip apustspa axouTaptov xatisxogevov xai do ov. Leo VI recommends (LT

1:1531800_1541805 [VII 30 (35)] that archers do not carry shields, since holding them on
the left arm hinders drawing the bow. See also PRAECEPTA, p. 3872-3 [111 9]; and also
Dark6 1937, 129-30; McGeer 1995, 206; and Kolias 1988, 103. Leather straps used to
sling the sword and shield are mentioned in EUST. IL., 1:3688-9; EusT. On., 2:5526: bto
xai aoptit p Xeyetiat. ovtiw Se xai tieXagwv tits Xeyetiat a(Ynibos aoptilip.; HESYCHios,
4:138 [392]: tiE%aguwv M)pos, xai 6 avacpopsbs tiov upovs xai tiffs aanibos, Tl beagos,
lj cpaaxia. On the ancient telamon see also H. Droysen, "Aspis ('Aanis) (15)" in PR,
2/2 (1896): 1735; while on the aorter for the sword see below, n. 142 on p. 346.
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in a combat scene between Petronas and the Arab troops of the emir
Amer on fol. 73v of the Madrid Skylitzes.363 An aorter in the form of
a loop placed loosely around the left wrist appears on a fresco depict-
ing Sts Demetrios, George, Nestor and Merkourios on the south wall
of the church of St Nicholas tou Kasnitze in Kastoria (figs. 48a-d).364
Shields are carried by warrior saints on their backs in ninth century
representations, initially only by cavalrymen, who usually bear a round
aspis on the left shoulder (figs. 32, 61).365 From the twelfth century
saints depicted on foot occasionally have large kite-shaped or triangu-
lar shields slung on their backs. Examples include St Theodore Teron
on an icon in the treasury of the monastery of St John the Evangelist
on Patmos, whose large shield hangs on a red aorter adorned with gold
band- and rhombus-shaped fittings (fig. 29); and various saints on fres-
coes in the church of Sts Kosmas and Damianos (the Holy Anargyroi)
in Kastoria. On a mural on a neighbouring wall of the same church,
St Nestor has a shield slung over his shoulder on a leather aorter
attached to the shield's interior (fig. 30b).366 Meanwhile, on a mosaic
in the Cappella Palatina in Palermo, St Merkourios holds up a round
shield that rests on his back by means of a leather loop.367 It should
be stressed that the depiction of warrior saints with shields on their
backs is a novelty that occurs for the first time in Middle Byzantine

363 See Tsamakda 2002, fig. 180.
364 See Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, figs. 12-13 on pp. 60-1 (= Walter 2003a,

fig. 4).
365 The earliest depictions of saints on horseback with shields slung on their backs

are of Sts George and Theodore on the wings of a 9th- or 10th-C. Sinaian triptych,
where they are slung on an aorter over the right shoulder (Weitzmann 1976, nos.
B43-44). On the 10th-C depictions of the equestrian warrior saints it is not possible
to determine unambiguously whether their shields are slung on an aorter or held in
the hand. Thanks to the raised hand gesture it is possible to suppose that the shield of
a mounted saint in the Cappadocian church of Yusuf Koc Kilise in Avcilar (Macan)
hangs on a aorter (neg. no. L.75.1174(AE) in the Dumbarton Oaks collection in Wash-
ington). See also the following later depictions: St George in the church of Sts. Kosmas
and Damianos in Kastoria (Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, fig. 21 on p. 41), where a
narrow aorter strap painted in red is visible; St Theodore Stratelates in the church of
Hagioi Theodoroi near Kaphiona on the Mani (Drandakes 1995, fig. 21 on p. 94); and
St Sergios in the 12th/13th-C. katholikon of the monastery of St Moses the Ethio-
pian (Mar Musa Al-Habashi) near Nebek in Syria (Dodd 1992, fig. 28). Other early
depictions of horsemen with shields slung on their backs appear on miniatures in the
Khludov Psalter on fols. 58r-v; and in the Theodore Psalter of 1066, Brit. Add. 19352,
on fol. 145r (Shchepkina 1977, fig. 58; Der Nersessian 1970, fig. 233).

366 See Pelekanidis 1953, figs. 21/1, 27/1; Glory of Byzantium, no. 76.
367 See Borsook 1990, fig. 36.
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period and becomes widespread only in the Palaiologan era.368 It can
therefore be regard as an innovation introduced as a result of changes
in how shields were actually carried.

The handgrips on shields' interiors could also be used to hang them
on spears struck in the ground around tents erected on the camp
perimeter. Peri strategias recommends creating this type of palisade
to defend sites where the army halted.369 The custom survived until the
eleventh century, as is confirmed by Leo the Deacon's reference to John
I Tzimiskes fortifying the camp at Dorostolon in 971, employing not
only a ditch and rampart, but also, following Roman practice, a row of
spears thrust into the parapet with thyreoi supported on them. Yahya
of Antioch also describes the rampart surrounding Romanos Argyros's
camp during the Syrian expedition of 1030, with shield placed on top
of it, a solution characteristic of the Greeks.37' A camp surrounded by
a palisade of spears and shields is illustrated in the Madrid Skylitzes
(fol. 176r; fig. 66), showing the arrival of volunteers at the camp of the

361 Several Serbian depictions of large, triangular shields slung on the back with the
aid of an aorter are published by Skrivanie 1957, 136, figs. 4 (Merkourios in Resava-
Manasija), 7 (Demetrios in the church of St Andreas on the Treska), 78 (Demetrios,
George and Victor in the church of St Demetrios in Pee). See also Manova 1969, 210,
figs. 7, 9-10 (round shield on the backs of Theodore Stratelates, Demetrios and Nestor
in frescoes in the katholikon of the monastery of Zemen); see also Kolias 1988, 122,
n. 176.

369 See PERT STRATEGIAS p. 8824-8 [28]: AvavcsXe; Se tiov x&paxa ex tiwv napaxetµevwv
61)vti&titiety wc1 vwv ov yap Mii xai tiavtia;, xa8&7Eep eni tiwv &XXwv iXwv e7,,eyoµev,
icmcAw nov 181wv 6xIlVCov £xelV T& tie Sopatia xai tia; aGmtMa;, aXV eK&6'Cjv tXijv tiwv
xatia tia nepaia 'ce'ca'yµevwv tiov atipationeSov tia µev ak a xatia tidy cxtlvil exety, is
Se Mopatia xai tia; &GtISa; ei; tiov xotvOV xap(Xxa at)vthncLV, 06'Lt; x'UxlO; MG'dv
evonXo; xai 7Cepi0oa,o; avvexwv io cnp&tievµa; see also Kolias 1988, 124 and n. 90 on
p. 200. The origins of this custom should probably be sought in the Roman castrum:
when describing a legionary camp on the Rhine, AMMTAN. (1:187 [16.12.62]) states it
was surrounded by several lines of ramparts with shields (scutumque ordine multipli-
cato uallatus).

370 See LEO THE DEACON 142'-1439 [IX 1]: Apnt Me ijµepa; Mtavyat oiSm;, epvµvw
x&paxyt 2ootov toy tiponov o (3arXev; do ctpationcSov expativvetio. YF0'AOcpo; tit;
xaµalS11k0; T6 Aopt atOXotl & SLactiijµatio;, xatia do ncS{ov aviatiatiat, ev tio't'np
do atipatievµa Mtaaic vt6&µevo;, tiacppeiav avopvtitiety xvxXo9ev

e; tiiIv To 6tipatio7TcSaov tiarvtovaav tiff; i&cppov ocppvv anotiiOe66at, e;
vyro; Me anoxpwv atpoµcvwv tiwv xwµ&tiwv &VWOEV xatiantlyvvety tia Mopatia, cnepetSety
tie tioitiot; iov; 91)peov; aXx Awv tyavoVtia; w; &vti1 tieixov; xpi)µa,[1;6t tiov tie
ti&cppov xai tiov cxcpopflOcvtia xovv tiq,T atpatievµatit xai µi1 cvov eiv trot; cvaviiot;
i vSov Sta[3aivety, eipye69at Ti ; ecp66ov till ti&cppco eyxpintiov6ty. eiBtwµevov Me
`Pwµaiot;, tiavtiil tidy ccpwv eni tiff; no%eµia; MtaiiOcc Bat enavAty. enei Me tiov xapaxa
tiovtiov tiov tiponov cxpativvatio, till cntovrnl tidy 6tipaitav'ip T61xel npoae(3aUe.
See also McGeer 1995, 350-4 (with a French translation of Yahya's account).
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usurper Bardas Skleros; another miniature (fol. 201v) shows Romanos
Argyros's tents during his Syrian campaign.37I

Peri strategias, and after it the Praecepta militaria, advise that the
shields of soldiers resting in camp should be supported against their
spears, and that these should be thrust in the ground to the right of the
feet of those sleeping with the concave sides turned towards them. In
emergency the soldiers could then immediately reach for their shield
when rising from bed.372 There is reason to suppose that this custom
influenced the iconography of the warrior saints. Theodore Stratelates,
depicted in an orant pose on a steatite icon in the Vatican collections
(fig. 34), is accompanied by a kite-shaped shield rested on a spear
thrust in the ground before him in a manner similar to the shields
on the Madrid Skylitzes miniature.373 Although fragmentary, another
eleventh-century panel depicting Theodore (currently in the Cherson
Museum in Sevastopol),374 appears to show a similar composition, and
one can assume that Theodore's shield, though no longer preserved,
was depicted in the same manner.

The type of the military saint on foot carrying a shield on the back
or leaning against a spear is, however, relatively rare. The dominant
arrangement in Middle Byzantine iconography (as well as in the
period before iconoclasm) was with the saint holding the shield in the
left arm, or resting his left hand on a shield which sits on a base that
is occasionally shown at its side. Regardless of the shield's position
in the composition one can distinguish four basic types: round, oval,
kite-shaped and triangular, and variants thereof.

371 See Tsamakda 2002, figs. 443, 479.
372 See PERT STRATEGIAS, p. 8412-15 [27]: xai ca' µ6v Sopaca &nevavtil tiThv 7Go&uv

xatianrl'vuvam, Tag Se &6tISas en' a&c&w avaicAiveiv 6Scyn lily xOt'kTIv a&rFv
emcup&veiav evSo9Ev npoS tiovs atpatitiwtia5 opav, iv' &vcanaviES 6xeivoti &coiµcac iaviaS
&vaXaµ(3avoiEV. PRAECEPTA, p. 5226-8 [V 3]: exovtcc 01 avcoi on7`,i'cai xai is xov¢&pta
a$tiwv 6v i, 1'!1 nenrlyµeva, tia Se 6xovaaptia Fig tia xovc&ptia axxovµnlcetiwaav.

373 See e.g. Kalavrezou-Maxeiner 1985, no. 6 (= Glory of Byzantium, no. 104).
31 Kalavrezou-Maxeiner 1985, no. 7. The two Theodores are depicted in a similar

arrangement, but with crossed lances on a Late Byzantine fresco in Poganovo, Serbia
(Skrivanic 1957, 115, fig. 65).
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Shape of the shield

Circular and oval shields (thyreos, skoutarion, pelta, parma)
Byzantine troops employed circular375 and oval shields (figs. 5-6, 7b,c,
13, 19a-b, 22a-b, 15a,c,d, 26-27, 30a,f, 32, 37-41, 44a, 45b-47, 51,
56, 62, 67, 70-71, 73, 75a-b, 78), which had been known in ancient
Greece and Rome. These could be of large dimensions or cover only a
small portion of the body. Many light troops (psiloi) may well have not
used shields at all, just as they did not employ body armour, making
do instead with their tight-weaved clothing for protection. 176 The mili-
tary treatises specify the shape and dimensions of the various shields
in use. The sixth-century handbook Peri strategias states that shields
of soldiers in the front rank were to have a diameter of no less than
seven spans (c.164 cm), since only then, when drawn together, would
they provide a solid defence against enemy missiles.377 The Praecepta,

575 See e.g. the hoplite with a circular aspis depicted on a bronze krater from Vix
as well as other representations in Greek, Archaic and Classical vase painting (e.g
Gamber 1968, fig. 3; Zygulski 1998, figs. 14 [with an apron attached at the lower edge;
also p. 26], 15, 18-20, 36-40). Small circular shields appear in Roman iconography,
for example on a mural with gods in military uniforms funded in AD 239 by the
tribune Julius Terentius in the temple of Baal at Dura-Europos, and also on numer-
ous Palmyrene reliefs (see e.g. Markovic 1995, fig. 19; Morehart 1958, figs. 15-16, 20;
Teixidor 1979, figs. 22, 24, 25/2); a Late Roman example carried by a horseman is
shown by Volbach 1976, no. 86b. On the Roman circular buckler known as the Argive
shield, see above, n. 318.

376 See Leo's Taktika (LT 1:130153'-'5 [VI 35 (36)]) after Aelian [11 8]. On the other
hand, Maurice (STRAT., p. 4588-9 [XIIB 20]) states that when marching against the
Antes the psiloi had aKoinapiols pKpotiepois, although at the same time he advises

(14612-15 [III 1]) that every third and fifth soldier standing in formation should not
carry a shield but only a bow; see also Kolias 1988, 90, 122 and STRAT., p. 4223-'
[XIIB 5]; LT, 1:1191138-39 [VI 26]: eXE>,v Se Kai 6Kovtiapia µtxpa, arpoyyvk,a, 2512820-

21 [IX 58] where psiloi are advised to carry small shields (6Koot(X'pta gwp&), which
may refer to peltasts added into their ranks-see also SUDA, 4:8211,11-11 [994, 996]:
IIEk,TaGtctI tiO OTaL, 01 tiob; ix' o0 icc t oV2EC,. [...] l1ek,'GOV 9cupUKiK6V 6i kov, Kai
clSos tiapixov. ij &anis t'n v µr exov6a. See also above, n. 328. On the use of the terms
thyreos and skoutarion in DE CER., see Fauro 1995, 502.

377 PERI STRATEGIAS, p. 525-9 [16]: Km T11V REV rmv &6nISmv Si.aµztipov ovK
£?,anov Etval anlBCRmW kn'Ga, Matte ti&S &6nI8a; Ei; &k,M1Xas Kak,TS anvtil9Eµevas
Katiacppctnciv Kai Katiaxak,4nticly Kai (puXuttely TO atpatevµa Fig to µESeva vno time
(ick,mv timv evavtiiwv naOety. Additionally, this treatise mentions (p. 11633 [39]) shields
used during night reconnaissance missions that cover the soldier's entire body. Raveg-
nani (1988, 47) understands this size to refer to the army of Justinian I; Kolias (1988,
104) indicates that the reference to a `diameter' (Sl(*etipo5)-suggesting a circular
shield-must in fact refer to the height of an oval shield, since a round shield of this
size would be too cumbersome. On the dimensions of the Byzantine span see above,
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and after it Ouranos, mentions the shields of the heavy infantry as the
largest, measuring at least six spans (140 cm) in height, but advises
that the light-armed javelinmen, the heavy menaulatoi37,, and the cav-
alry should carry somewhat lighter shields of four to five spans across
(c.93-117 cm).379 Slightly smaller dimensions are given in the Sylloge
tacticorum and Leo's Taktika, recommending peltastoi have round
shields of about three spans (c.70 cm) in diameter, or oval ones no
larger than four spans (93.5 cm), while for kataphraktoi they recom-
mend thyreoi of four and a half spans (105 cm) in height.310 In view of
the changes in methods of warfare it seems highly likely that the large
thyreos-useful when fighting in the close formation known as the
phoulkon, but cumbersome in individual combat and on horseback-
was abandoned and replaced by smaller round and oval shields that
were more convenient in one-to-one combat with the enemy.381

n. 339. More recently Rance (2008, 723-4) has also proposed that Byzantine writers
might have employed the word `diameter' in relation to oval shields as well.

378 On menaulatoi, see below, pp. 320-323.
379 PRAECEPTA, p. 1428 [I 3] (= TNU [MG], p. 9031-3 [LVI 3]): ca Se axovtiapta

avtiwv [infantrymen] FITi ekaaaov 2wv ER wttea!.uiv Eivat, akk' ci Svvatiov £6 LLV, E1Vat
xai tia µsicova. P. 1895-7 [I 9] (probably = TNU [MG], pp. 9298-94100 [LVI 9] -although
there is a lacuna at this place in the text): 7GavtiaS Se tiovq µsvavkatiovs xai axovtitttias
11

EXEiv 6xotrcapta 6sµvoticpa c& o7Gkv[wv, ti11v Sc al;o712,trv ev' lmjs avtioots., p. 4036-e

[VI 3] (= TNU [MG], pp. 11843-12046 [LXI 2]): navticS Se avtiwv [i.e. cavalrymen]
&x noaav xai 6xovtiapta, g1186, µhvtiot yc Mn tiwv 7GEcwv o7Cknwv, akka 6EµvotiEpa,
E''cc aicb 'cc66apcov w uOaµwv exovta ELTE a7CO 7C£vtc,... Cf. also Dawson (2002, 83 and
n. 20) who, by assuming a span of 12 cm, reduces the size of the large infantry shield
to an unlikely 72 cm!

380 SYLLOGE, pp. 59 [XXXVIII 1], 60 [XXXVIII 6] (= {LT, pp. 356-7 [XXXVIII])
describes the circular shields of the peltasts as c.70 cm (3 spithamai) in diameter,
and oval ones as no taller than 93.5 cm (4 spithamai): a67ciSss yap u&tois 7ccpupcpsis
ecticocav 67nOaµ6)v tptwv µaklaua, ij xai e7ctµij1Ccts tictipa67ciBaµot. (Psiloi are equated
with toxotes (archers) by the PRAECEPTA, p. 4029-30 [IV 3]). For kataphraktoi the SYL-
LOGE (see above, n. 339) recommends elongated thyreoi of no taller than 105 cm (41/2

spithamai). On shield dimensions see also Haldon 1975, 34; and 1999, 129, 132; Wiita
1978, 295; Kolias 1988, 105, 109-10; Parani 2003, 125-6 (with minor inconsistencies
when converting cubits into the metric system).

381 Haldon believes (2002, 69-71) that under Justinian the phoulkon, in which large,
round and oval shields of about 1.50 m in diameter were employed, was still the basic
heavy infantry formation, while light infantry were equipped only with small shields.
See also Kolias (1988, 104, 111-14) who says that the oval shield was the basic defence
employed by heavy infantry formations, but in the time of Leo VI might have been
slightly smaller than its prototype (partly under the influence of Avar horse-archer
tactics); he suggests that the popularity of round shields in art may have been the effect
of iconographic inertia and that their actual employment in the army was minimal.
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It should be no surprise then that the largest shields mentioned in
Peri strategias and the Praecepta-which would have reached to the
warrior's chest-are absent from the depictions of the warrior saints.
The tall thyreos, whose origins go back to antiquity and which is
known in the early imperial iconography (figs. 69, 72),382 was replaced
in Middle Byzantine art by smaller shields. These are normally shown
side-on, had a diameter of about a metre, and reached only to the
warrior's belt when resting on the ground (figs. 19b, 22, 27, 30a, 46,
62, 70).383 When shields are depicted side-on, as was very popular in

382 E.g. the guardsmen's shields on the missorium of Valentinian I (or II) currently
in the Musee d'Art et d'Histoire, Geneva, and the missorium of Theodosius, and also
the shielded infantrymen accompanying Justinian on a mosaic in San Vitale, Ravenna
(Southern/Dixon 1996, figs. 14, 22; Piltz 1989, figs. 4, 25 [= Age of Spirituality, no. 65;
Grabar 1936, fig. 20/1; Leader 2000, 417, fig. 12; and also below, pp. 297-298]). Large,
oval thyreoi are also depicted on the 5th-C. diptych of Probus in Aosta Cathedral, and
on a diptych of c.400 from Monza Cathedral showing the Roman magister militum
Stilicho (died 408), a Vandal on his father's side, who after Theodosius's death became
de facto ruler of the Western Empire (Volbach 1976, no. 1, 63 = Southern/Dixon 1996,
fig. 15). On the popularity of the large oval shield in late antiquity see Coulston (2002,
10). Kolias meanwhile believes (1988, 104) that this shield type was introduced in the
3rd century AD; cf. Hoffineyer (1966, 84) who links its introduction with Constantine
the Great. The presence of oval Dacian shields on the pedestal of Trajan's column (see
e.g. Gamber 1993, figs. 1-2) implies that the Romans were well aware of this shield
form in the 2nd C. AD, and had adapted it for their own needs before the 3rd. The
Late Roman shields found at Dura-Europos are also of an oval form (see e.g. Age of
Spirituality, nos. 200-201).

383 See e.g. the depictions of sideways-facing shields accompanying the following
saints: Theodore Teron on the Forty Martyrs Triptych in the Hermitage; both Theo-
dores on a triptych in the Vatican Museum; George on a mosaic in the cathedral in
Cefalu; Hieron in the church of the Buckle in Korama; Merkourios on fol. 2v of the
Menologion of 1056 (Par. gr. 580); Prokopios on fol. 72v of the Moscow menologion
Mosq. gr. 382; George, Theodore and Demetrios in the Athonite Evangelistarion Dio-
nysiou 587; George, Artemios and Demetrios in the Homilies of Gregory of Nazianzos
(Magdalen gr. 3, fols. 166r, 209v and 213v); George and Theodore on a Constanti-
nopolitan icon in the Hermitage, Saint Petersburg; George on a Crimean relief icon
in the National Museum, Kiev: Lupus on the wall of a Thessalonikan reliquary of St
Demetrios in the Historical Museum, Moscow; George and Theodore on a Constan-
tinopolitan enkolpion in the Cleveland Museum of Art, Ohio; and Theodore Strate-
lates and George on a wall of the Church of the Anargyroi in Kastoria (Cutler 1994,
figs. 28, 169 [= Bank 1966, nos. 126, 130]; Borsook 1990, fig. 9; Epstein 1986, fig. 42;
Spatharakis 1981, figs. 118, 142; Byzantium, no. 160; Athos, vol. A', figs. 216, 241,
265; Velmans 1974, fig. 22; Hutter 1999, figs. 20-21; Glory of Byzantium, nos. 36, 69,
111, 202; Pelekanidis 1953, fig. 21 [= Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, figs. 10 and 12 on
pp. 32-3; Maguire 1996, fig. 11]). Concave shields seen side-on next to warrior saints
also appear in Georgian art, e.g. Tschubinaschvili 1959, figs. 36, 151-2, 156, 180, 348,
402, 406-7, 411, 432, 462, 473; and Parani 2003, 126, figs. 101, 116; who notes that
round shields are most common in 10th-C. and early 11th-C. art.
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the art of antiquity,384 it is not always possible to determine for certain
whether they are round or oval. When depicted frontally, shields are
usually circular.

Round shields similar in diameter to the group of shields depicted
from the side accompany Sts Prokopios and Eustathios on miniatures
in the Theodore Psalter (British MS. Add. 19352, fols. 85v and 130v),
and Nestor in the church of the Anargyroi in Kastoria;385 such shields
are also carried by George in St Barbara's church in the Soandos val-
ley (fig. 41a), Theodore in the church of the Saviour in Megara, and
Demetrios in the cathedral in Cefalu on Sicily.386 It is also possible to
identify a group of smaller shields corresponding in size to those rec-
ommended for light-armed peltasts in the Sylloge. Peltae of this type
can be seen in a miniature of Nestor's duel with Lyaios illustrating
Psalm 93(94) in the Theodore Psalter (fol. 125v).381 Similar shields are
held by St Demetrios on a panel in the Museo Archeologico in Venice
(fig. 67); on a mosaic in the Cappella Palatina, Palermo; on a icon in
the Hermitage; by St Theodore Teron on the south wall of the katho-
likon of the Kosmosoteira monastery in Bera; and by St Orestes in the
church of the Dormition in Episkopi, Eurytania (fig. 38).388

After examining the round shields depicted in the Madrid Skylitzes,
which are mainly carried by Arab warriors, Ada Bruhn Hoffmeyer
proposed a theory on the eastern origins of this motif in the manu-
script miniatures, although she discounted the possibility that they
represented the Mauritanian adarga in its early rounded form.389 Arab

384 The shield of Athena Parthenos by Phidias was depicted in this manner, see
e.g. A. Furtwangler, "Athene in der Kunst", in LIMGR, 1/1:697-9 and fig. on p. 698.
For Roman examples of this arrangement see e.g. Volbach 1976, no. 76; Vermeule
1960, figs. 9, 24. The motif of the standing shield viewed side-on also enjoyed great
popularity in the iconography of the military saints from the period before Iconoclasm
onwards-as can be seen on early examples, e.g. St George on a cross from Emesa,
St Philotheos on a writing case from Antinoe, and an unidentified saint on a wooden
panel from Egypt (see above, p. 84).

385 See Der Nersessian 1970, figs. 139, 211; Pelekanidis 1953, fig. 27/1.
386 See Restle 1967, vol. 3, fig. 436; Borsook 1990, fig. 9; Skawran 1992, fig. 335,

Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, figs. 10 and 12 on pp. 32-3.
387 See Der Nersessian 1970, 46, fig. 204.
388 See e.g. Cutler 1994, fig. 44; Bank 1966, no. 227; Borsook 1990, fig. 35; Skawran

1982, fig. 177; and Glory of Byzantium, no. 17. For small round military shields in
Georgian art see those carried by Sts George and Theodore on 10th-C. triptychs from
Chukuli and Chyhareshi (seen from the side) (Tschubinaschvili 1959, figs. 46-47).

389 See Hoffmeyer 1966, 88-90, 124. See also Haldon's opinion (2002, 74) on the
similarity of oval and circular Byzantine shields to Central Asian examples. In the
Madrid Skylitzes small circular shields are depicted on fols. 25r, 39v, 40v, 96r-97v,
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influences can also occasionally be discerned in the round shields
carried by the military saints. An interesting example is the smallish
shield carried by St Theodore on a panel from Bathys Ryax (fig. 47).390
The large, apparently flattened shield-boss is surrounded by multi-
coloured ornament reminiscent of woven textiles, a form similar to
the oriental woven shield known as the kalkan. This type of shield
was adopted by the Byzantine army between the sixth and tenth cen-
turies. Procopius still writes with contempt on the flimsy shields of
the Moors, but seventy shields described as 6xovtiapta pumra, (literally
`sewn shields'), which might be identified as kalkans, are mentioned
on a list of equipment for a dromon departing for Crete in 949 pre-
served in De ceremoniis.391 Although round shields had been known
in the iconography of the warrior saints since antiquity, one might
propose a general theory that their special popularity during the era
of the Macedonian dynasty and the Komnenoi was the result of the
filtering into the imperial army of a shield-form typical of Byzantium's
Muslim neighbours.392

99v, 100v, 107v-108r, 110v, lily, 113v, 135r-v, 136v, 138v, 140v, 142r, 149v-150v,
154v, 156v, 175r, 200v, 202r, 205r, 212r, 213r, 214r (Tsamakda 2002, figs. 46, 83,
86-87, 217-219, 222, 224, 243-244, 252, 254, 260, 324-325, 329, 334, 340, 346, 373,
377-378,389,394,441,477,480,487,501,504,507).

391 See Bank 1966, no. 190 (= Papamastorakes 1998, fig. 5).
391 PROCOPIUS (1:46619-22 [IV 11/26-28]) writes of the low-quality shields of the

Moors, which failed to protect against blows and were too small; DE CER., 1:66919 [II
45]; see also Kolias (1988, 94-5) who gives a possible interpretation of the skoutaria
rapta as a Saracen shield made of wood, leather and textile, but considers that it
might designate a shield with a leather rim; he also comments (105, n. 110) on the
dominance of the round shield in Western Europe until the 11th century. It is worth
noting that in the art of Nubia which remained under Arab cultural influence, the
round variety of shield is the only type seen in depictions of warrior saints (see e.g.
Jakobielski 1999, fig. 1; Steinborn 1982, figs. 17, 20-22; and Gorecki 1980, figs. 2,
13). Of particular interest are the murals from the cathedral in Faras with a saint
(Theodore?) holding a figure-of-eight shaped adarga, which provides clear evidence
of the influence of Arab arms on the iconography of the military saints in Nubia;
see Gorecki (1980, 211-12, fig. 3) who suggests the adarga was also in use in the
Nubian army.

392 Besides the examples mentioned, round shields often appear on miniatures in
psalters with marginal decoration, e.g. in the Khludov Psalter, fols. 3r, 6r, 26v, 45r, 50r,
50v, 54v, 58r-v, 60r, 67r-v, 78v, 110r, 141v, 148r; the Psalter Brit. Add. 40731, fols.
10r, 89r, 93r, 175r; and the Theodore Psalter, Brit. Add. 19352, fols. 7r, 12r, 18v, 23r,
32v, 38v, 63v, 69v, 73r, 74v-75r, 77v, 85v, 95v, 98r, 105v, 130v, 145r, 178v, 191r, 199r
(Shchepkina 1977, figs. 3, 6, 26, 45, 50, 54, 58, 60, 67, 78, 110, 141, 148; Dufrenne 1966,
figs. 48, 52, 57; Der Nersessian 1970, figs. 10, 22, 32, 41, 55, 66, 102, 112, 118, 119, 120,
124, 139, 155, 160, 173, 211, 233, 281, 299, 313); see also the centurion holding a small
round shield on a steatite panel in the Hermitage (Kalavrezou-Maxeiner 1985, no. 45 =
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In the art of the tenth to twelfth centuries military saints are seen
more rarely with oval shields shown from the front, similar to those
known from the pre-Iconoclast period (figs. 5 and 6).393 Normally
these are small and have clearly defined rims, which allows them to
be identified with the medieval variant of the Thracian parma men-
tioned in the Lexikon of Hesychios and the Suda.394 One of the earliest
representations of a warrior saint with a small oval shield appears on
a fresco on the north wall of the chapel of St Panteleimon in Upper
Boularioi on the Mani peninsula (fig. 37).395 St Theodore Stratelates
holds a parma in his left hand on miniatures in the Menologion of
Basil II (Vat. gr. 1613, fol. 383r), and again in the Moscow menologion
Mosq. gr. 376, fol. 25v, and also on a mosaic in the narthex of the kath-
olikon of Nea Mone on Chios (fig. 44a).396 Smallish oval shields with
broad rims also appear in the head-and-shoulder portraits of saints on
eleventh and twelfth century seals.39'

In summary, it is possible to conclude that in the tenth century
and first half of the eleventh, round shields and oval parmae (which
had appeared in the military iconography since antiquity) were the
only varieties of shield employed in the depictions of the saints, and
that they survived as a motif until the Palaiologan era.398 From the

Glory of Byzantium, no. 105). Cf. also Kolias (1988, 111, 114, 117-18) on the pres-
ence after the 11th C. of round shields in art as an expression of traditionalism, which
would explain the `under arm' method of holding the shield (e.g. by St Demetrios on a
mosaic in the cathedral of Cefalix) in a manner similar to antique depictions.

393 See, for example, the shields of St Sisinnios on a mural in Bawit and of St Theo-
dore at Faras (above, p. 77).

394 See above, nn. 325-326.
391 See Drandakes 1995, fig. 19 on p. 383.
396 See Sevicenko 1962, figs. 11-12; Mouriki 1985, vol. 2, fig. 59; Parani 2003, 127,

figs. 119, 143.
397 See e.g. Laurent 1963, vol. 5/1, no. 153 (George, 2nd quarter of 11th C.), 216,

767 (Theodore Stratelates, 11th-12th C.), vol. 5/2, no. 1510 (Prokopios, c.1150-80),
vol. 2/1, no. 833, 971 (George, 11th C.), 1143 (Teodor, mid-11th C.); Zacos 1972,
vol. 1/3, no. 2681 (George on a seal of the kouropalates John Konmenos, 1057-67);
see also St George's shield on the tetarteron minted in the Nicaean Empire (Grierson,
1982, no. 1177). An example of the parma in an image of a warrior saint in Georgian
art is on a fresco of the Church of the Dormition in Vardzia (neg. in the Dumbarton
Oaks photographic archive, Washington).

398 Among 13th-C. examples see, e.g. the shield above the left shoulder of St Dem-
etrios on a fresco in the church of St Nicholas in Agios Nikolaos near Monemvasia
(Drandakes 1979, 57, fig. 19(3.). On the round and oval varieties of shield in Bulgarian
14th- and 15th-C. art, see Manova 1969, 209-11, figs. 19/1-2 and 4, 20/2. Manova
explains the popularity of the small pelta in art by its extensive use among cavalry
formations (referring here to archaeological finds from the territory of Rus').
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mid-eleventh century, however, the round shield gradually begins to
be ousted from the Byzantine military iconography by a new type of
shield.

The kite-shaped shield
A new type of shield, shaped like a leaf, almond or tear-drop, rounded
at the top and curving down to an acute apex at the bottom, appears in
Byzantine military iconography from the eleventh century. The name
kite-shaped shield (or more simply `kite shield') employed by students
of arms and armour derives from its supposed similarity to a flying
kite, though many European scholars prefer the terms 'leaf-shaped'
or 'almond-shaped' shield. In the early literature, shields of this type
were also termed `Norman' as a result of the initial conviction of many
scholars of their Viking origins.399 This idea has now been discarded.

A reference in the Sylloge tacticorum to man-high triangular shields
designated for hoplites is occasionally quoted as the earliest trace of
this type of shield in the Byzantine army.4oo Yet this reference occurs
in a section of the treatise that also mentions 'four-cornered shields'-
which are not found in other sources and do not appear in Byzantine
art;401 it must therefore be treated with great caution.

399 Theories on the kite shield's German, Norman or Spanish origins in the context
of depictions in the Madrid Skylitzes are given by Hoffmeyer 1966, 84-5. Cf. also
Gorecki (1980, 209) who believes the kite shield was borrowed by Byzantium from
the West in the 12th century.

400 See above, n. 340; and also Haldon 1975, 34; Kolias 1988, 105; and Dawson
2002, 83.

401 Large, semi-cylindrical shields that are related in form to the rectangular Roman
scutum were not depicted in Byzantine art, with a few exceptions that are all debat-
able. A large scutum-like shield appears on an ivory figure in the Museo Nazionale del
Bargello in Florence; although dated to the 10th-13th centuries it has many features
untypical for the Middle Ages, which suggest close imitation of antique patterns-a
closed helmet with crest, and a greave only on the right leg, while the left leg is cov-
ered by a gaiter (see above, n. 239)-hence Nicolle (1992, 24) would prefer to redate
the object to the 4th-7th centuries. A warrior with a rectangular shield on a ceramic
cup dated to the turn of the 12th/13th C. from the Segregatis Collection (now in the
Louvre) has incised decoration of an unquestionably Byzantine style (Byzance, no.
306), but the work's folk character makes it difficult to determine the time and place
of its creation as well as the models followed by the artist. St Theodore's shield on an
ivory panel in the Museo Archeologico, Venice can also be interpreted as quadrangu-
lar in shape (see e.g. Cutler 1994, fig. 44 = Weitzmann 1976, fig. 36), since the edges
of its oval surface are somewhat pointed and approximate a rhombus or diamond.
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The kite shield's extensive appearance in eleventh-century art, both
Byzantine402 and Western European,403 and its presence on objects from
Georgia404 and the Islamic world" (even if somewhat problematical)
provides evidence of its popularity across a wide range of cultures. Its
origins have been linked with Byzantium as well as with the western
Latin cultural sphere.406 As late as the last quarter of the twelfth cen-

402 For 11th-C. depictions, see e.g.: the Theodore Psalter (Brit. Add. 19352, fols. 12r,
87v, 190v, 199r); the Octateuch Vat. gr. 747 (fols. 173r, 221v, 222v, 223r-v, 224r-v, 225r,
243r, 247v); the Homilies of Gregory of Nazianzos and John of Damascus with commen-
taries by Pseudo-Nonnus in the Library of the Patriarchate of Jerusalem (Cod. Taphou
14, fol. 398v); and the Book of Kings, Vat. gr. 333, fol. 32r (Der Nersessian 1970, figs.
22, 298, 142, 313; Lowden 1992, figs. 2, 49, 68, 87, 89, 163, 167, 170, 175 [= Weitzmann
1948, figs. 27, 28, 33, 40, 41]; Weitzmann 1984, fig. 17; Lassus 1973, fig. 59). See also the
later, 12th-C., representations in the Octateuchs Vat. gr. 746, fols. 447v, 480v, 487r and
Smyrna A.1, fol. 248v (Lowden 1992, figs. 51, 53, 61-62). A kite shield is also carried
by a centurion on a steatite panel with Crucifixion scene in the Metropolitan Museum,
New York (Kalavrezou-Maxeiner 1985, no. 44). Examples of the kite shield on Byzan-
tine pottery are commented upon by Armstrong/Sekunda 2006, 17-18.

403 The earliest depictions of kite shields are identified by Hoffmeyer (1966, 85)
and Kolias (1988, 106) on miniatures in a group of illuminated Spanish codices from
the 1st half of the 11th C. (e.g. in a Bible from the monastery of Roda near Oviedo);
whereas Nickel (2002, 115) points to the painted decoration of the Farfa Bible of 1047.
Shields of this type are the main variety depicted on the Bayeux Tapestry (Rud, p. 81,
figs. on pp. 11, 41-3, 45, 47, 49-53, 55, 63-6, 68-9, 71, 74-89), which undoubtedly led
early scholars to link its origins with the Normans.

404 A large kite shield, with studs arranged in the form of a cross, rests on a spear
embedded in the ground beside St George on a silver panel from Bochorma (dated
hypothetically to the end of 10th to mid-11th Q. However, the isolated nature of
this example, the Greek inscription in the medallions identifying the saint: 0 AFIOC
TEQPTIOC 0 TPOrlAIOtOPOC, as well as the style which is close to that of Byz-
antine works indicate that great care is required in attributing it to a Georgian work-
shop. Unquestionably Georgian are the pre-altar crosses from Becho (12th-13th C.)
and Pari (13th C.) which show St George with a kite shield (Tschubinaschvili 1959,
429-48, esp. 439, figs. 162, 462, 473).

406 See Hillenbrand (1999, 458) who points out the presence of the kite shield as an
imperial symbol of the Fatimids. Kite shields are depicted, for example, on the Victory
Gate (Bab al-Nasr) of 1087 in Cairo (fig. 7.4); see also the later Turkish depictions of
c.1250 (figs. 7.3, 7.37-7. 38).

406 Citing Haldon's opinion on the adoption from Western Europe of patterns typi-
cal for Byzantine arms and armour in the early Middle Ages, Kolias (1988, 107-8)
would like to attribute the kite shield's origins to the Byzantines. He points to Livy's
early reference on Samnite shields which had a triangular form that made them easier
to carry on the march. But his further arguments (p. 109), interpreting references
to thyreoi that narrow at their ends as kite shields are unconvincing. Some support
for his theory is an early sculpture of a soldier with a kite shield in the Louvre (see
Mango [1994, 114-16, fig. 16], who compares the style of sculpting to that on 2nd-C.
Anatolian sarcophagi). It should be stressed that the thorakion which appears from
the end of the 10th C. as an element of the empress's loros, although similar in shape
to the kite shield (the thorakion is described as having an almond form e.g. by EusT.
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tury, Al-Tarsusi contrasts the round Arab shield (turs) with the gilded
and painted tariqa and januwiyyah used by the Franks and Byzantines,
which are rounded at the top but narrow towards a sharp point at the
bottom.407 In view of the lack of clear evidence the origins of this type
of shield remain unresolved. Its rapid spread throughout Europe must
have been influenced by the adoption of the weapon forms used by the
enemy and, in the process, the adapting of one's tactics to the needs
of the battlefield; also of importance were diplomatic gifts of weapons
from envoys to rulers, which are amply attested in the sources."'

Kite shields appear in the warrior saint iconography from the sec-
ond quarter of the eleventh century. Early examples include a num-
ber of steatite panels, showing: St Theodore Stratelates in the Vatican
Museum (fig. 34); St George in the Vatopedi monastery on Mt Athos
(fig. 33); St Demetrios in the Cherson Museum in Sevastopol; and a
small panel fragment currently in the Louvre, on which only the lower
part of the saint is visible.409 Kite shields are also carried by Sts George
and Demetrios on a Constantinopolitan cameo, and by George and
Theodore on a seal dated to the second quarter of the eleventh cen-
tury in the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris.410 Interesting in view of the
profile of its surface is a kite shield with clearly defined vertical axis,
on a late twelfth-century alabaster icon from Plovdiv.411 In the twelfth
century kite shields appear on frescoes in the church of the Anargyroi
in Kastoria (accompanying Theodore Teron), and in the church of

IL., 1:678: w £7tixcnat 'co Xc'Gµavov 9(op&xtov, tietipaywvov 6v xai £7t' avtiov), cannot
be taken into account in a consideration of the kite shield's origins since, as Rudt de
Collenberg has shown (1972, 266-71, 343-46), it developed from the loros and has no
connection with military equipment, and the name although reminiscent of armour
has a symbolic character, referring to the loros as spiritual armour.

407 AL-TARSUSI, p. 114. An English translation of the passage is given by Nicolle
2002, 204.

408 The Greek envoys to Sviatoslav during his Bulgarian campaign (971) gifted him
a sword and other weapons (NESTOR, p. 30). On the gold and silver shields and lances
which Romanos I Lekapenos (920-44) prepared for the Bulgarian tsar Symeon the
Great (893-927) on the occasion of the conclusion of a treaty on 9 November 924,
see THEOPH. CONT., p. 40710-16 Meanwhile, LIUDPRAND (p. 25 [65]) writes about a
precious shield, a gift from Otto I, which during his embassy to Constantinople he
was to hand to Nikephoros Phokas.

409 See e.g. Kalvrezou-Maxeiner 1985: nos. 6, 8, 9, 15 (= Glory of Byzantium,
no. 104).

410 See Glory of Byzantium, no. 132; Laurent 1981, vol. 2/1, no. 1029; and Parani
(2003, 127), who on the basis of depictions in art estimates the shield's actual height
at 80-100 cm.

411 Ovcharov 2003, 48, fig. II2.
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St Nicholas tou Kasnitze, where Sts Demetrios, George, Merkourios,
Nestor and Theodore Stratelates, are depicted with them. In the katho-
likon of the monastery of St Panteleimon in Nerezi kite shields fitted
with aorteroi accompany George, Demetrios and both St Theodores
(figs. 30e, 45b, 48a-d).412 They are also depicted on numerous steatite
icons from this period (fig. 40).413 Kite shields do not appear, however,
in miniatures portraying the military saints, which can be explained by
the greater iconographic conservatism of this branch of art.

The elongated triangular shield and the Gothic or heater shield
There can be no doubt that the triangular shield was a borrowing from
the West, by way of evolution of the kite shield, which was shortened
as the warrior's armour improved. It was probably under Crusader
influence414 that the Byzantine army adopted it during the mid-twelfth
century. The large shield of the Norman Crusaders, which was long,
tapered towards the bottom and was fitted with a shield-boss, was men-
tioned by Anna Komnene as an item that was still foreign. Kinnamos,
meanwhile, writes that Manuel I, in his reforms of the army's weap-
onry, replaced the traditional round shields that reached down to the
feet, and that thanks to this measure as well as additional training, his
army quickly outclassed the Germans and Italians in terms of skill.411

412 See Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985: figs. 12, 13 on pp. 60-1 = Walter 2003a: fig. 4;
Pelekanidis 1953: figs. 21/1, 55/1; Maguire 1996: figs. 11 and 12.

413 e.g. on the icons with three warrior saints (Theodore, George and Demetrios) at
the National Preserve of Tauric Chersonesos in Sevastopol, in the Bohdan and Var-
vara Khanenko Museum of Art (also known as the Museum of Western and Oriental
Art) in Kiev, and at the Museum in Veliko Turnovo. St Theodore rests his left hand
on a kite shield on an icon in the Moscow Historical Museum, as does St George
(depicted together with Demetrios) on a panel found at Cherson, now in the Hermit-
age, see Kalavrezou-Maxeiner 1985: nos. 21, 25, 27-28 (= Glory of Byzantium, no. 203;
Lazarev 1970: fig. on p. 59); and Bank 1966: no. 157.

414 A curved, triangular shield still with gently rounded corners and a prominent
conical boss appears on an equestrian depiction on a seal of Guillaume Comte de
Nevers, dated to 1140 (Gamber 1995, fig. 22).

415 Anna KOMNENE writes on the elongated shields of participants of the First
Crusade (whom she calls Celts): HpoaOi ci Se tilts lpvXaxils xai &ant; od icpupepi c,
&XX& oupebs &nb Kka'cv'c&tiov &pl &gevos xai Eic o v xatiakAywv, xai ti&vSoV i1pega
vMcoxolXawogEVOS, %Elos Se xai (TUD' iwv xai& titiv el wAEV &mup&vELav xai in ogcpaXip
xaXxoxv'cq gapgaipwv. B6ko; rotvvv, x&v axuOLxbv EhiI , xav 3tEpanxov, xav &7co
3paxlovwv a7coppupcIfl ytyavcLxcov, exclOBV &noxpov&OsV naA1,V6P%V'1aete nPo'; tiev
iegvavtia (3:11426-1151 [XIII 8/2]). Meanwhile KINNAMOS states that Manuel I,
when introducing Western methods of combat, replaced the round shield with an
elongated version that reached the feet: 0"6EV xai &aiciSa xvxXotiepeat cpp&yvv69an
EiOwaoge [...], 0 Se tiavtias gev 3co&4jpELS 7Cpo(3E(3AfQOan avTObS e&S&F,atio, [...] ovtiw tic
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This type of shield first appears in the iconography of the warrior
saints in the final quarter of the twelfth century. Early examples include
the frescoes on the west wall of the church of the Anargyroi in Kastoria
where Sts Prokopios and Christopher have large shields that curve visi-
bly inward; and also an icon in St John's monastery on Patmos (fig. 30c,
29), where St Theodore Teron carries on his back a long, ankle-length
brown shield apparently constructed from narrow, vertically-aligned
planks 416 The shield of St George on a relief icon from Kastoria in the
Byzantine Museum in Athens, which was probably made after 1204
(fig. 68), is of a different form.417 It is considerably smaller than the
previous examples, and its lower sides curve out slightly, reminiscent
of thirteenth-century Gothic shields from Western Europe.

The triangular shield became established in images of warrior saints
in former Byzantine territories that were occupied by the Crusaders
in the thirteenth century,418 gradually replacing the kite form. It is still
present in the art of the Late Byzantine era, both that originating in
Constantinople itself, as well as in the Balkans and Russia.419 Meanwhile

(oparnv &CFXaUvovticS aviol;i5Xot; Ktvg(Y y e71)9V&cov'GO '111v ey tioIS on/X.ols. tioivuv xai
iv (3paxei `P0)9ai09 av'ip 'city Fepµavwv xai 'haa,&hv vnepf pev aixµftv (p. 1254.6,12-14

[III]). See also Bartusis 1992, 329; Parani 2003, 128; Kolias 1988, 114-17; Ovcharov
2003, 47. Cf. Dawson (2002, 90 and n. 75) and Stylianou (1982, 134). A man-high
shield carried by a Macedonian, Eustratios, which perhaps can be linked with those
described by Komnene and Kinnamos, is mentioned by CHONIATES, (p. 2397 98, 19423):
aam; ct&r eS avSpoµrlxes [...] awni5 es mMa; xaOTpcouaa. For later source references
see also Manova 1969, 210.

416 See Pelekanidis 1953: fig. 23; Glory of Byzantium, no. 76. Heath (1995, 44 and
caption to fig. on p.14) claims without any justification that the long triangular shield
on St Theodore's back is characteristically Byzantine. Bartusis (1992, 327) points out
that the large triangular shields must have been made of wood, since the use of metal
would have increased their weight excessively. Parani (2003, 128, fig. 146) estimates
the height of St Christopher's curved shield on the Kastoria fresco at 1.20-1.30 m.

417 See e.g. Potamianou 1998, no. 5 (= Tsigaridas 2000: fig. 40). The triangular
Gothic shield may have reached Constantinople together with Western knights before
the arrival of the Fourth Crusade. A number of shields of this type with fantastical
motifs on their surfaces, are depicted on graffiti possibly dating from before 1204 in
the Boukoleon Palace (Heath 1995, fig. on p. 7).

418 See e.g. the curved, triangular shield slung on St George's back on the south wall
of the naos of the Church of the Panagia (1280) in Moutoullas on Cyprus (negative
no. L.71.864 in the Dumbarton Oaks collection in Washington).

419 St Theodore Teron is depicted with a triangular shield on his back in the parek-
klesion of the Constantinopolitan Chora (see e.g. Bartusis 1992, fig. 4); this motif also
appears on frescoes in the church founded in 1259 by the sebastokrator Kaloyan and
his wife Desislava in Boyana (Nicolle 1988, no. 241A). On the triangular shield in
Bulgarian and Russian painting see Manova 1969, 210-14; Serbian examples from the
14th and 15th centuries are published by Skrivanic 1957: figs. 67, 75/5-7, 78, 79; Greek
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in Georgia, Armenia, Egypt and Nubia the triangular shield never
became a popular element of the iconography of the military saints
and soldiers, and this would seem to confirm its Western European
origins.

With the triangular shield, the development of the shield's form in
the iconography of the military saints comes to an end. The new vari-
ants never completely ousted the older round shield, which continues
(albeit less frequently) to be depicted in art. Despite this, it should be
concluded that the introduction of the kite and triangular shields into
the military saint iconography was a reflection of changes in the actual
equipment of the Byzantine army. The question of the shield's form
does not bring to a close the issues relating to their depiction in the
Byzantine art of the tenth to twelfth centuries, as there are additional
questions concerning the decorations and devices that appeared on
the shield's surface.

Devices on the shields of the warrior saints

Since the earliest times, the shield's surface has been decorated with
various motifs. These might serve to frighten the enemy, such as the
previously mentioned gorgoneion, which followed the antique tradi-
tion in the Early Byzantine iconography of the military saints, albeit in
a schematic guise.42' Shield blazons also played a role as the identifica-
tion signs of individual formations (fig. lb),421 as well as of the shield's

ones by Parani (2003, 129, figs. 125, 133, 137, 148, 149), who notes that the reduction
in dimensions of the Gothic shield were linked in the West with the introduction of
plate armour.

421 See e.g. EusT. IL., 3:14422-14515 (on the gorgoneion in Homer as a device for
striking fear in the enemy). Evidence for the continued presence of the gorgoneion
motif in Byzantine art after Iconoclasm is an early 12th-C. enamelled copper panel
from Anatolia, currently in the Louvre; and the head of Medusa on the lid of a gilded
9th/10th-C. inkpot in Padua Cathedral (Glory of Byzantium, no. 114 and fig. on
p. 189). The tradition of depicting Perseus's shield survived into the modern era,
gaining popularity especially during periods when antiquity was fashionable; see for
example the symbolic shield of Louis XIV with a gorgoneion on its surface in the
Metropolitan Museum, New York (Zygulski 1984, fig. 4). On the employment of this
motif in the early warrior saint iconography see above, pp. 77-78.

421 The custom of using distinct shield blazons (sni611ga) was widely practiced by
the various Greek poleis. The eagle was the sign of the Epirotes and the Macedonians
(who also probably used the so-called Argead Star), the letter M of the Messinians, the
trident of the Mantineians, the Pegasus of the Corinthians, and the owl, symbol of the
goddess Athena, of the Athenians. The episema of ancient Byzantium was the crescent
with a star, the symbol of the city's goddess-protector, Artemis. Shield devices that
undoubtedly served as identification signs include the letter A used on Spartan hoplite
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owner himself" They could also have a purely decorative charac-
ter (fig. 64).423 All these reasons for decorating the shield's surface

shields, and the club of Herakles employed by the Thebans, see EUST. IL., 1:45314-18
('I nopcitat Se act Aaxe6atgovtot k6g(36a £9Ci 'cars &6wciaty avticov sic napamlgov
eypa(pov ex 'COV xaiapxov'co; aTotxcIov xapaxtiripicov'ccs eavtiov;, [...] Evicokts

yap ibmv a'ci2.[3ovca'c& X&µ(36a>>, fjyovv tic'( Aaxcovtx&S &6n16ag.); and
Zygulski 1984, 79. In the Late Roman period VEGETrus (p. 94 [11 18]) advised painting
various symbols (digmata-from the Greek noun bsiyga, `pattern', or from the verb
bsixvvgt `to point out') on the shields of the individual cohorts to prevent them from
becoming dispersed in the fever of battle (Sed ne milites aliquando in tumultu proelii
a suis contubernalibus aberrarent, diversis cohortibus diversa in scutis signa pingebant,
ut ipsi nominant, digmata, sicut etiam nunc moris estfieri.). In turn AMMIAN. (1:174
[16.12.6]) states that during battles between Julian the Apostate's troops and Ger-
manic tribes, the latter were able to identify the legionary formations by their shield
blazons (Alamanni enim scutorum insignia contuentes, norant eos milites permisse
paucis suorum latronibus terram). According to MacMullen (1964, 442) the custom
of placing digmata on shields was adopted by the Romans either from the barbarian
peoples or from the East. He also cites Domaszewski's earlier opinion that legion-
ary shield devices developed from the signs of the zodiac and other constellations,
and were intended to commemorate important dates in a legion's history. Examples
of legionary shield devices, most of which consist of geometrical motifs, have been
preserved in early modern copies of the Notitia dignitatum, Ms. Canon. Misc. 378 in
the Bodleian Library in Oxford, and Ms. lat. 9661 in the Bibliothe'que Nationale, Paris
(NoT. DIGN. Pp. XXIII-XXV, 10-11, 15-16, 19-20, 23-4, 27-8, 31, 115-20, 128-9,
144). The Notitia devices may be somewhat distorted (Grigg 1983, 137, 140, fig. 10).
On the 283 shield patterns shown in the Notitia also see Coulston (2002, 10-11 and
n. 45), who points out that shield blazons on the Arch of Galerius in Thessaloniki
identify units connected with Diocletian (eagle with lightning bolts) and Maximian
(Hercules), while the horned goat heads on shields on the Arch of Constantine in
Rome probably belong to the Cornuti.

422 VEGETrus, p. 94 [II 18] recommends writing the owner's name, and the cohort
or century to which he belonged, but as a suitable place for such an inscription he
indicates the interior of the shield (Praeterea in aduerso scuto uniuscuiusque militis
litteris erat nomen adscriptum, addito et ex qua esset cohorte quave centuria.). There
are many examples of Roman shields with punched inscriptions, for example in the
Museum fur Vor- and Fruhgeschichte, Munich. We find inscriptions referring to the
name of the owner ('Marcus'?) or the century to which he belonged on the rim of a
shield from Halmagy (Hiibner 1878, 111-15); while Southern/Dixon (1996, fig. 20)
publish a shield boss punched with the letters AAA RM; and Kaczanowski (1992, 62)
mentions a boss from Thorsberg with the name AEL.AELIANOS. See also MacMullen
(1964, 441 and n. 30), who cites an example in Dio Cassius. On the Roman cavalry
helmet of `Berkasovo' type inscribed `STABLESIA VI'-a reference to a unit of equites
stablesiani, a type of regiment mentioned in the Notitia Dignitatum-see Coulston
2002, 11, fig. 1-6.

423 The ILIAD (3:185483-191608[XVIII]) contains a detailed description of numerous
scenes on the concentric bands of the shield forged for Achilles by Hephaistos; see
also Kolias 1988, 124; Zygulski 1984, 79 (who gives further descriptions of the shield
of Herakles left by Hesiod and the shield of Aeneas penned by Virgil). Meanwhile,
Phidias was banished for sacriligeously (to the Athenians) placing a portrait of Per-
icles among the gods on a shield of Athena. Traces of painted decoration are to be
seen on fragments of shields from Masada. Late Roman oval, wooden shields painted
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are still present in Byzantium and the custom therefore continued.424
It can be traced in the various categories of devices and depictions that
appear on the shields of the warrior saints.

Ornamental motifs
Shields depicted in Middle Byzantine art are frequently covered by a
variety of ornamental motifs. Geometrical forms such as diamonds
and spirals arranged evenly across the whole field were popular in the
period before Iconoclasm (fig. 69),425 but were supplanted by other
forms of decoration. An echo of these might be the dots covering
much of the surface of the shields of Sts George and Theodore, who
appear (alongside Demetrios) on an eleventh/twelfth century icon
from the state capital's workshops, now in the Hermitage (fig. 70),
and also the shield of Theodore Stratelates on p. 383 of the Menologion
of Basil 11.116

Among the most common shield decorations seen in Early Byzantine
art427 are segments or radial bands that appear to fan out from the
shield boss, and appear exclusively on round shields. These are seen on

in encaustic technique with scenes from the Trojan War (including on Amazono-
machy, and the massacre of the Trojans), depictions of deities and military insignia
were found in 1935 at Dura-Europos, and more recently four decorated shields from
Roman Egypt were rediscovered at the University of Trier, see Roztovtzeff 1935 221,
fig. 35 (for further examples of painted Roman shields see n. 79); Age of Spirituality,
nos. 200-201; James 2004, 163-4, 178, figs. 98, 106, 110, plates 6-10; cf. also Bishop/
Coulston 1993, fig. 4 and p. 149, suggesting that the rich decoration of the shields
may be considered as evidence of their use exclusively during spectacles and sports
competitions. Bronze Roman shield bosses found in 1855 at Halmagy in southern
Transylvania and at Mainz (3rd C. AD) are both decorated with reliefs depicting
the imperial eagle with wreath in its beak; in the first example this is surrounded by
winged genii and dolphins, in the second with ornament and panoplies (Hubner 1878,
fig. 6; Southern/Dixon 1996, fig. 20).

424 Shields made from leather painted red are mentioned by MALALAS, p. 20083-4
(see above, n. 318): 6xovti&ptov xpEµ&µsvov &ico Sepµacoq povaiov ev'c69cv; while
black, blue, white, red, purple, gold and yellow shields appear in the `Dream Book' of
ACHMET (p. 18125-1824 [228]), although Kolias (1988, 125, n. 193) rightly points out
that these shields appear in dreams, where they might take on fantastical colours.

425 See e.g. the guardsmen's shields on the missoria of Valentinian I (or II) and of
Theodosius the Great (393; in the Real Academia de la Historia, Madrid), and also
the shield of a warrior standing behind David on a plate from Karavas, Cyprus (now
in the Metropolitan Museum, New York), which is covered in small spirals (see e.g.
Southern/Dixon 1996, Pl. 14; Hoffmeyer 1966, fig. 1; and Dodd 1961, no. 58a).

426 See Glory of Byzantium, no. 69; Sevicenko 1962, fig. 12.
427 Shields with ribs rendered in relief in a radial arrangement appear for example

on the ceramic icons of Joshua and Caleb, and also of Christopher `the dog-headed'
and George found at Vinica in Macedonia (Balabanov/Krstevski 1993, nos. 46, 54).
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the shields of Sts George and Demetrios on a mosaic in the cathedral
of Cefal' , and of St George (who appears alongside Theodore) on an
eleventh- or twelfth-century Constantinopolitan enkolpion currently
at the Cleveland Museum of Art in Ohio .121 On the shields of the
Sts Theodores on the Vatican ivory triptych (figs. 22a,b) the segments
are surmounted with palmettes;429 while on a fresco in the church of
Sts Kosmas and Damianos in Kastoria, St George's shield (fig. 30a)
has red and blue segments in several shades.43o Shields made up of
segments carried by Arab soldiers in the service of the usurper Bardas
Skleros, in a scene showing them murdering Greeks who wished to go
over to the emperor's side on fol. 175r of the Madrid Skylitzes. Less
clear ornament appears on the shields of the Greeks fighting Thomas
the Slav's rebels in miniatures on fols. 33v and 34v of the same codex.431
This form of ornament may be an attempt to represent ribbing which
is part of the actual fabric of the shield. If this is the case it may be
worth considering whether such circular, corrugated surfaces were
characteristic of a specific variant of shield unknown to us from other
sources, rather than simply representing painted decoration.432

The ornamentation of the almond-shaped shields carried by warrior
saints in the church of St Nicholas tou Kasnitze in Kastoria are of a
different character (figs. 48a-d) 433 Using thin black, white and brown
lines the painter has covered the shields' single-coloured (white, green
and red-brown) central surfaces with scrolling foliage in combination
with simple designs reminiscent of medieval western European mer-
chant's marks. The latter take up only a small part of the shield's sur-
face and look more like identification signs than a decorative motif.
It is quite possible that the artist working in this church, who stayed

See also the segments reminiscent of the petals of a flower on Goliath's shield on the
silver dish from the Karavas hoard, Cyprus (see above, n. 425).

428 See Borsook 1990, fig. 9; Glory of Byzantium, no. 111.
429 See Goldschmidt/Weitzmann 1979, vol. 2, nos. 32a, b (= Glory of Byzantium,

no. 79).
43o See Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, figs. 10, 12 on pp. 32-3.
4i1 Tsamakda 2002, figs. 67, 70, 441.
432 Manova (1969, 211, fig. 19/4) proposes a similar hypothesis in relation to sol-

diers' shields on a scene showing the Judgement of Pilate in Zemen monastery. The
presence of this type of shield in Islamic iconography (see e.g. Hillenbrand 1999, fig.
7/37), and in Georgian iconography (Tschubinaschvili 1959, fig. 188) may indicate an
eastern origin.

433 See Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, figs. 12-13 on pp. 60-1. See a similar orna-
ment on a fresco in the Church of Sts Panteleimon and Nicholas (of 1259) in Boyana
near Sofia (Manova 1969, fig. 19/1).
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faithful to reality in other details of the warrior saints' equipment,
painted unit identification marks that he had seen on actual shields
in his own day.

Signs (simeia) for identifying military units
The Roman tradition of distinguishing battle formations by means of
signs on their shields survived in Byzantium.434 The military treatises
speak of the colour of the shield as the main means of identifying the
unit to which a soldier carrying it belonged.435 Besides recommending
that each unit should carry shields of an identical colour, the Sylloge
advises placing a distinguishing blazon (6qgeiov) on the shield `at the
centre, or on the right or left side or elsewhere' 436 Unfortunately, the
text does not specify the form such simeia are to take, which might
have assisted in identifying them in art. There is nothing in Middle
Byzantine art to compare with the shield devices depicted in the Notitia
Dignitatum which served as recognition signs for the various legions of
the Late Roman army. This should not be surprising as the greater part
of these formations had not existed for a long time or had undergone
complete transformations. Nevertheless, the Notitia illustrations make
it clear that shield blazons typically were of an uncomplicated, geomet-
ric form 437 Extending this observation to Byzantine shields, and also

remembering Maurice's and Leo's recommendations that shields are
to be distinguished only by colour, it might be expected that the simeia
took the form of simple devices, easy to recognize in the fury of battle.
With this in mind it may be possible to discern military signs in the

434 On the use of insignia on the shields, helmets and weapons for each meros of
the army of Heraclius, see SUDA, 4:3506-10 [314]: Eilgaia noXgnic , St' 1i; To
`HpaxXEiov tlXw i.Siav Ttv& E%O4611S Tfs noa,ewS E(p' eves JEpOVS En' oiyov
conov TaiatvoV Teixo;, of `Pmgaiot'cpct; mgaiac nposxetpi uVTO, xai T1,1 gev npchTpI
TovS 9vpcob5 vicep 1;i 5 xecpaA3 ; nolftGavties M'ns cf tiiuv SitXwv nvxvoTTITt
icepagw'cw icc tappvTCU yiveaOut napwtAijatov. E(pcE,fS Se etiepat 61)0.

435 See Maurice's recommendation in STRAT., p. 4202 [XIIB 4]: `The shields of
every arithmos and each tagma should be of the same colour' (EicovTapla ogoXpoa,
11 xat& &piOpov ij xat& Tay.ta;= LP, p. 77 [XII 6]; LT, 1:1151414_1161416 [VI 25] T& Se11

6xov¢apta ogoXpoa n&vcwv fj icati& ('XptOgov ij xatia Tayga); see also Aussaresses 1909,
50; Kolias 1988, 125.

436 See SYLLOGE, p. 59 [XXXVIII 2] (= {LT, vol. B', p. 356 [XXXVIII]}: 'Ex&cwGav
Se jEpoug eicaatiov (XI &6nI5&S xai Xpmga xai migeiov Tav&co, cob gkkov SiiXa&ii, tiov

tiov &ptGTSpov xai 'ccuv Xotntuv.; Kolias (1988, 125-6) believes that such insig-
nia also made it possible to distinguish officers.

431 See Grigg (1983, figs. 3-10), where the dominant forms are rings, rings with a
vertical bar, crosses and horns.
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decoration of the above-mentioned shields of the saints at Kastoria.
The diagonal stripes and plant motif carved on the shield of Theodore
Stratelates on a steatite icon in the Vatican collections may have had a
similar meaning (fig. 34), although the Byzantine dating of these motifs
in this particular case is disputed.438 An ornamental band on the kite
shield belonging to the same saint on an early thirteenth-century icon
in the Mt Sinai collections may also be a formation sign.439 In view of
the lack of clearer data both interpretations must remain hypotheses.

Inscriptions
The antique tradition of placing inscriptions on shields was continued
in the medieval Mediterranean world,440 as is evident from the iconog-
raphy of the warrior saints. An ornament reminiscent of Greek letters
arranged horizontally covers the shield of St Merkourios on fol. 2v
of the Menologion of 1056 (Par. gr. 580; fig. 62); and also appears
on the round aspis of Orestes painted in a medallion on the vault
of the southern arcade of the church of the Panagia Arakiotissa at
Lagoudera, Cyprus.441 Greek inscriptions on warrior saint's shields
are, however, exceptional.442 More often they are decorated with an
ornament reminiscent of Kufic script that runs around the rim of the
shield. Such decoration can be seen on the shields of. St Demetrios
and St Prokopios on the triptych of Forty Martyrs of Sebaste at the
Hermitage (fig. 19a-b); St George and St Merkourios in the rock-cut
church of St Barbara as well as Demetrios in Karaba§ kilise in the
Soandos valley (fig. 41a); and also on the rims of the circular aspis
shields of Demetrios and Merkourios on a mosaic in the Cappella

438 See Glory of Byzantium, no. 104; Kalavrezou-Maxeiner, no. 6. Cf. the opinion in
both texts that the devices on St Theodore's shield were etched by a later Latin owner
of the panel. Only careful analysis of the etching in situ will provide a final answer.

439 See Sinai, fig. 40.
Kolias (1988, 125 and n. 197) refers to the custom of signing shields in ancient

Rome (mentioned for example in the Roman history of Dio Cassius) and to examples
of ancient shields preserved at the British Museum when he suggests that this practical
custom survived in Byzantium.

" See Spatharakis 1981, fig. 118 (= Weitzmann 1984, fig. 120; Byzance, no. 269;
Miles 1964, fig. 54); and all the interpretation of Kolias 1988, 129; and above, n. 236.

"Z A kite shield covered by a horizontal Greek inscription is held by a soldier in
a crucifixion scene at the church of Evangelistria in Geraki (Moutsopoulos/Dem-
etrokalles 1981, fig. 211). Decoration resembling a Greek inscription also appears on
a shield on fol. l0v of the Madrid Skylitzes in a scene depicting Michael I's coronation,
and also (fol. 76v) on the kite shield of a guardsman of Bardas Skleros (Tsamakda
2002, figs. 3, 186).
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Palatina in Palermo, and St George in the cathedral in Cefalu.` 3 In
turn, on the panels with Sts George and Orestes that were set into
the Pala d'Oro, Arabic inscriptions appear on the surfaces of their
small circular shields. The presence of Kufic inscriptions on Sicilian
mosaics can be easily explained as the influence of Islamic culture,
which was still very much alive on the island in the twelfth century;
while in the case of the Cappadocian representation of St George the
direct influence of Arab patterns cannot be ruled out. However, the
saints' shields on the wings of the Saint Petersburg triptych as well as
other examples of Kufic inscriptions on shields in twelfth and thir-
teenth century Byzantine art445 make it clear that these motifs were
already known throughout the Empire.446

The Byzantines came into contact with the Arab custom of inscrib-
ing their shields at the latest in 838 during the siege of Amorion,
ancestral seat of the emperor Theophilos (829-42). The Abbasid caliph
Mu`tafsim (833-42), attacked the city in revenge for the Byzantine cap-
ture in the previous year of the caliph's home town of Sozopetra. The
continuator of Theophanes' chronicle states that before the storm the
caliph ordered his army to inscribe their shields and standards with
the word `Amorion'.441 A number of weapons with Arabic inscriptions
originating from European armouries are preserved in modern collec-
tions in Europe, the USA and Canada.448 G.C. Miles speculates that

443 Bank 1966, no. 130 (= Markovic 1995, fig. 39); Borsook 1990, figs. 9, 35-36;
Restle 1967, vol. 3, fig. 436; Walter 2003a, 77; neg. in the Dumbarton Oaks collection
in Washington, Acc. No. 00-2465. One cannot however agree with Kolias's interpreta-
tion (1988, 129), who also sees Kufic ornament in the shield devices of St Prokopios
and St Demetrios on a mosaic at Hosios Loukas in Phokis.

4" See e.g. Hahnloser/Polacco 1994, figs. 128-29.
45 Kufic ornament appears in the Madrid Skylitzes on the shields of Byzantines, the

armies of Thomas the Slav as well as in a duelling scene in the Hippodrome (fols. 12r,
25r, 32v and 154v; Tsamakda 2002, figs. 6, 46, 64-65, 389). It also appears on fol. 369r
of Octateuch no. 602 in Vatopedi Monastery on Mt Athos (Athos, vol. A', fig. 123).

446 cf. Parani (2003, 149) who regards as exceptional the Kufic inscription on the
bowl of Joshua's helmet on a fresco on the external wall of the late-10th-C. Theotokos
church in Hosios Loukas.

4' THEOPH. CONT., p. 125'8, 20-21 [III 30]: Nant'cal tie xai in1pvgai n&Gav I)Xlxiav
[...] 6vvaOpotcoµeviv eii tiai5 annISty avtiwv syypayrat 'Aµoptov, Av xai' avtiov
Siava6iv pzc& OparvtiTyio; aivtvr6gEvos; see also VASILTEV, 1:146; Nicolle 1992, 47
and reconstruction on plate H2. Kolias (1988, 129-30) believes a similar custom may
have existed in the imperial army. On Theophilos's raid in 837 and the Arabs' revenge
campaign see Treadgold 1997, 440-1; and KEDRENOS, 2:132.

18 Combe/Cosson (1937, 227-46, figs. 1-11) publish the Arabic inscriptions on
a group of swords dating from 1367/8 to 1436 (often of Western, e.g. Italian, prov-
enance) from the armoury in Alexandria (now dispersed among European collections
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when placing Kufic inscription on shields, Byzantine craftsmen were
inspired by actual weaponry imported from Damascus. He also does
not rule out a magical or apotropaic function .441

Although the function of such inscriptions remains unclear, in
the case of a late twelfth-century Cypriot double-sided icon from the
church of the Panagia Theoskepaste in Paphos (now in the Bishop's
Palace, Paphos) the artist's intention appears obvious. St James the
Persian appears on the icon wearing a red Phrygian cap, and hold-
ing a sword and a round shield reminiscent of a gilded Persian sipar
(fig. 71).450 Running around the centre of this shield is Kufic ornament,
which, like the saint's untypical headgear and his swarthy complexion,
was undoubtedly intended to underline his Eastern origins.

Religious (and apotropaic) symbols
The replacement of pagan religious and apotropaic symbols451 by
Christian ones was carried out thanks to Constantine the Great.
According to Lactantius's account, before the battle with Maximian
on the Milvian Bridge, the emperor heard a voice in his dream tell-
ing him to mark the shields of his troops with the `Heavenly sign of
God'.452 He did so and was victorious. Lactantius's information does
not specify the form this sign took. Antony of Novgorod mentions
the emperor's shield preserved in the church of the Virgin in Pharos,
on which the Lamb of God was depicted.453 It is more probable,
though, that the blazon Constantine had placed on the shields was the
`Christogram' (or `chi-rho'). This motif appears in another account
written down by Eusebios of Caesarea, describing the emperor's

and also in New York and Toronto). They point out that export had evidently not
been prevented by Pope Boniface VIll's letter of 12 March 1295 on not supplying
the Saracens with arms. According to eyewitness accounts many swords with Arabic
inscriptions were removed in 1922 from the Church of God's Peace (Hagia Eirene) in
Constantinople, during the liquidation of the armoury there. It is quite possible that
some of these dated from the time of the Byzantines.

49 See Miles 1964, 29; his hypothesis is confirmed by Kufic ornament appearing on
depictions of other items of armament, such as Joshua's helmet on a fresco in Hosios
Loukas, Phokis (Chatzidakis 1997, fig. 5).

450 See Glory of Byzantium, no. 75. On the Phrygian cap see F. Brein, "Phrygische
Miitze" in BKR, 196. Parani (2003, 150) states that only St James's olive complexion,
Phrygian cap and his ear-ring indicate his Eastern origins.

451 On Roman apotropaic shield symbols see Kolias 1988, 126 (with further
literature).

451 See LACTANTJUS, p. 445.
411 See ANTONY, col. 32 [93].
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vision (perhaps the same one), which mentions that the letters x and
p were inscribed on a labarum made at the emperor's command.
This device, which was probably already known earlier, was worn by
Constantine on his helmet. Confirmation of Eusebios's words can be
found on a silver medallion from Ticinum (modern Pavia) minted
in 315, with an image of the emperor in a plumed helmet, with the
Christogram below.454 The device appears in Early Byzantine art on
the large shields of guardsmen accompanying rulers. Examples include
a soldier following after Constantine II on the silver missorium from
Kerch; another guardsman on a relief on the Column of Theodosius in
Constantinople; and also bodyguards accompanying Justinian on the
mosaic at San Vitale in Ravenna (fig. 72).455

The custom of depicting the Christogram on shields did not survive
Iconoclasm.456 The device also does not appear on the shields of the
warrior saints. The cross was introduced in its place, and it is this that
we find on the saints' shields on murals in the cathedral in Faras, and
frescoes in the katholikon of the Virgin-Kosmosoteira in Bera 457 A frag-
ment of a large gold cross on a red field appears on the large triangular

454 VITA CONST., pp. 3021-315 [I 31/1-21: 'Hv Se 'cotipSe Gx1g0Cit xatiecxevaOiEVOV.
tUwkoly SopD xpD6FP xati1jg1pt66}EVOV x£pa; eIXEV E7Kapatov crcavpou 6xfIgam
nenotrjgevoV, avw Se npos &xpcp ti6 RaVTOs atiecpaV0q ex ,t9wv xat xpvaob
avgnenXergtvoc iccnccApucto, xa9' ov tiii; ao pioD E ropiaS 'CO aug(3oxov Svo
atotxeia 'co, Xptwtcob napoSBXobv'ca ovoga Sta 'cmv npco'cwv vne011gatvov xapoclc"pmv,
xtacoghvot tiob pZ xatia TO geaaitiatiov a 811 xai xatca 'cob xpavoDS cpEpetV et06 I &V
'col; geca tiabna xpovots 6 (3aanXev;. See also Babuin 2001, 7-8. On the medallion
from Ticinum preserved in the Staatliches Munzkabinett, Munich, see Grigg (1977,
17-18), who cites a reference to the Christogram in depictions on shields; and Bruun
(1962, passim) who believes that the introduction of the Christogram should be linked
with Constantine. The earlier origins of the motif visible on the emperor's helmet
are pointed out by MacMullen (1968, 87) and Alfoldi (1932, passim) who admits a
possible pre-Christian origin for the symbol. This does not change the fact that Con-
stantine's use of the Christogram symbolized his fight in the name of Christ and in
defence of the new faith (Alfoldi 1935, 51-3, 61).

455 See for example: Age of Spirituality, nos. 64-65; Bank 1966, no. 1. The same
examples are also quoted by Kolias 1988, 127. The relief on the column of Theodosius
which was destroyed by Sultan Bayezid at the beginning of the 16th C. is published
by Sodini 1994, fig. 5.

456 See e.g. the undecorated shields of guardsmen accompanying rulers in the Pari-
sian Homilies of Gregory of Nazianzos (Par. gr. 510, fol. 215v) and in the Athonite
Menologion Esphigmenou 14, fols. 343r, 384r, 389v, 402r, 404r (Der Nersessian 1962,
fig. 8; Athos, vol. B', figs. 340, 342, 352, 378, 381).

457 See Gorecki 1980, figs. 2, 3, 6, 8; Skawran 1982, fig. 177. A cross also appears on
the front of a round shield on an 11th-C. bronze panel with St George in the Benaki
Museum in Athens (gift of Jacob Hirsch, no. 11430).
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shield of St Prokopios in the church of the Anargyroi in Kastoria 451

An increase in the popularity of depictions of shields of the military
saints with this motif occurred in the thirteenth century in regions that
remained under Crusader influence (fig. 73).459 A red Crusader cross
on a white ground is depicted on the shield of St Sergios on a Syrian
icon of c. 1240-70 in St Catherine's Monastery on Mt Sinai, and also of
St George on a later fresco from 1323 in the church dedicated to him
in Anydri on Crete 460 This motif is also present in the iconography of
the military saints in the Late Byzantine period .411

Gorecki interprets the cross on the shields of the military saints as
a symbolic element, associated with the passion and death of Christ,
being at the same time his victory over death, and expressing the idea
of victory over evil by the martyrs who were imitating Christ.412 The

cross motif also appeared on actual shields. In Choniates' description
of a duel during the siege of Baka by John II Komnenos in the sum-
mer of 1138 between an Armenian named Constantine and Eustratios
who was serving in the Macedonian corps of the imperial army, the
chronicler states that the former was protected by a white (probably
round) shield, incised with a cross 463

The cross was not the only religious motif to appear on Byzantine
shields. In 863 when the army of Michael III was preparing to depart
on a campaign against the Arabs, the continuator of Theophanes'
Chronicle states that the patrikios Antigonos received advice from a
certain monk named John to place the image of St John on the shields

4sa See Pelekanidis 1953, fig. 23/1.
459 E.g. on glass cameos with images of St Demetrios, mass-produced, probably in

Venetian workshops, but bearing the Greek inscription: 0 [AFIOC] AHMHTPIOC,
see Byzantium, no. 204b; Walter 2003a, 83. This motif evolved in Western Europe
independently of Byzantium as is evident from the crosses on warrior's shields
depicted on the Bayeux Tapestry (Rud 1983, figs. on pp. 43 and 53).

461 See Hunt 1991, fig. 1; Stylianou 1982, 138, fig. 7. On the Crusading origins of the
red cross on white ground in the context of Late Byzantine depictions on the shields
of military saints see Skrivanic 1957, 124.

461 For later examples of shields with a red cross in Serbian painting see Skrivanic
1957, figs. 67-68.

461 See Gorecki 1980, 211.
463 CHONIATES, p. 236-8: ar7t1'8a 7Epo(3e[3Xrlµevoc toils tavtioBev xai kavicijv, xapayµa

6ia1)plx0v 7C£pi do µecov Exovoav. Cf. also Kolias (1988, 127), who without justifica-
tion sees in this passage a reference to the Christogram as evidence for the continua-
tion of the Early Byzantine tradition (see above, nn. 454-455).
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of his troops to ensure God's aid in battle.464 This type of image is not
found on the shields of the military saints. A clipeus with two busts on
Stilicho's shield on the Late Roman diptych in the cathedral in Monza465
gives us an idea of how St John's likeness may have been arranged on
the shield's surface.

Proto-heraldic devices

In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, figural depictions of a secu-
lar character begin to appear on military saints' shields. The earliest
examples include a lion on the kite shield of St Theodore Teron in the
katholikon of St Panteleimon's monastery in Nerezi (fig. 45b).466 In a
later period we also occasionally find a lion standing in heraldic pose,
as for example on the shield of St George on a relief on the facade of
St George's Cathedral in Yuryev-Polsky (1230-34) and on a centurion's
shield on a thirteenth-century Crucifixion scene in the katholikon of
St Heraklidios in the monastery of Agios Ioaniis (St John) Lampadistis
in Kalopanagiotis, Cyprus. A lion is also presented in a seated pose
on a warrior saint's shield in the thirteenth-century Serbian Mateic
Monastery.467

In the above examples the rampant pose of the lion standing on its
hind paws, and the lion's divided tail in the Nerezi image, indicates that
the artists were borrowing from western heraldry. The Bayeux Tapestry
depictions imply that heraldic motifs appear on shields in the West no
earlier than the second half of the eleventh century. Shields bearing a
winged serpent, the `Dragon of Wessex', are carried on the Tapestry
by King Harold II of England (1022-1066) and his companions, but

464 See THEOPH. CONT., pp. 18021-1812 [IV 25]. Kolias (1988, 128) on the basis
of references by Theophanes on the seizing by the army of reliquaries and icons of
Mary concludes that images of other saints (including warrior saints) appeared on the
shields of Byzantine soldiers. We find confirmation in the will of Eustathios Boilas
drafted in 1059, where among eight gilded icons he mentions a likeness of St George
on a skoutarion (Parani/Pitarakis/Spieser 2003, 147133, 158; Belting 1994, 523). For an
Arabic reference to a saint's image painted on a Byzantine shield see also Nicolle 1992,
45-6 and the reconstruction on plate H1.

465 See Volbach 1976, no. 63.
466 See Maguire 1996, fig. 10 (= Skrivanic 1957, fig. 80).
467 See e.g. Lazarev 1970, fig. on p. 87 (= Kirpichnikov 1971, tabl. 8); Stylianou 1982,

fig. 4; Skrivanic 1957, fig. 77. See also the later image of a lion on St Theodore Strate-
lates' shield on fol. 1v of the Evangeliary of Fiodor (1321-27) which was illuminated
in Kiev (currently in the Museum of History and Architecture in Yaroslavl), Popova
1984, fig. 18; Gamber 1995, fig. 8.
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also by William the Conqueror (1035-87).111 Mogens Rud believes that
dragon emblems on medieval shields are derived from the dragon-like
Roman legionary wind-sock insignia carried by officers called dracon-
arii.469 The presence of the dragon on the shields of both opposing
armies is evidence that it was then an apotropaic rather than a distin-
guishing symbol. From the mid-twelfth century animal symbols, such
as dragons, griffins, leopards and lions, were appearing on shields, hel-
mets and other items of knightly attire, as heraldic charges.47°

There is on the other hand no evidence, as Kolias notes, to suggest
the use of coats of arms in eleventh- and twelfth-century Byzantine
culture471 A reference to a winged eagle on the shield of the Amazon

468 See Rud 1983, 44, 81, esp. the dragons depicted on the shields of Anglo-Saxon
troops (fig. on p. 43); of Harold meeting William the Conqueror (pp. 11, 47); dur-
ing the battle of Hastings itself (p. 86); and also carried by William and his page
(pp. 45-6).

469 Rud 1983, 44. On Roman draconarii and on the dragon standard as the insig-
nia of individual cohorts see VEGETIUS, p. 76 [II 7]: Signiferi qui signa portant, quos
nunc draconarios vocant, 84 [II 12] (as the sign of the various cohorts) and on p.
136 (111 5], where he lists them among the `mute signs' (signa muta); AMMiAN., 1:182
[XVI 12/39]: Quo agnito per purpureum signum draconis summitati hastae longioris
aptatum. On the use of draco standards in the Byzantine army see: STRAT., p. 4245
[XIIB 7]; DE CER. [VOGT], 1:813-11 [I 1]; DE CER., 1:59911-16 [II 16], 7176, 73718 7464-1

7528-9, 75821-22 76714 [11 52] (= OIKONOMIDES, pp. 1133, 1594, 17314, 18129, 1915,203 12);

CHONIATES, p. 39712 (on dragons carried on lances); Ps. KODiNOS, pp. 1968-9, 20621-22

[IV], who uses the term Spaxovtietiov as a synonym for a standard ((pX&µouX.ov); and
also Grosse 1924, 60-4; Solovjev 1935, 129 and n. 50; Mihaescu 1969, 158, where he
equates Roman draconarii with Byzantine bandophoroi; Ravegnani 1988, 38-9; Babuin
2001, 13-15, figs. 5, 10, 88; see also the preserved head from a Roman draco standard
in the Museum in Koblenz (Southern/Dixon 1996, fig. 19). The dragons depicted on
the shield devices of the Roman regiments of Taifali, Citrati iuniores and Marcomanni
are linked by Nickel (2002, 115, fig. X-34) with Chinese military symbols; he also
reproduces (fig. X-50) an interesting signet ring from the Metropolitan Museum, New
York depicting a shielded warrior with a draco standard, accompanied by the inscrip-
tion `BPATHAA'. On the various animals employed by the legions as military insignia
see Alfoldi 1959, 12; and Zygulski 1998, 100-1, fig. 89.

470 See e.g. Gamber 1995, 20; and Pine (1957, 15-17; with further bibliog.) who
indicates that the earliest heraldic depictions on European shields appeared in the
years 1135-55, and reproduces (p. 17) an enamel panel from 1136 with four lions,
the badge of the Angevin dynasty. The question of the origins of heraldry in Western
Europe is a separate problem, too broad to cover in the present study.

471 Kolias (1988, 128) considers that this state of affairs was an effect of the Church's
dominant role in Byzantine culture, as a result of which the custom of placing secular
devices on shields was never adopted. We may assume that the heraldic badges on
Crusaders' shields had an influence on Byzantine culture, as well as on the Mamluks
(Nickel 2002, 117-18). C£ Rudt von Collenberg (1977) who believes that indications
of the creation of heraldic symbols can be found in Byzantium before they appear in
Western Europe.
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Maximo in Digenes Akritas, and the arrow or tree motifon one of the
riders' shields on fol. 13v of the Madrid Skylitzes,472 can be easily put
down to the frequent contact of the Byzantines with Western knights
in the twelfth century.

Numerous Crusader coats of arms with a lion rampant have been
preserved. The charge appears on a shield of c.1200 associated with
the Crusaders, currently in the Landesmuseum in Zurich (fig. 74).473
A twelfth/thirteenth-century enamel panel depicting a lion found at
Dzhulyunitsa in Bulgaria is regarded by Nikolai Ovcharov as booty
taken by the troops of Tsar Kaloyan `the Greek-slayer' in 1205 after
defeating the Latin emperor of Constantinople, Baldwin I of Flanders
(1204-5), who bore the lion in his coat of arms 474 A lion rampant also
appears on the heraldic shield of the Lusignan dynasty adorning a thir-
teenth-century keystone in the Folk Art Museum in Nicosia, Cyprus 471
Although the above examples all date from the thirteenth century, and
are later than the Nerezi mural, their widespread appearance allows
us to assume that the lion was known to the Byzantines as a shield
motif, perhaps from the time of the emperor Manuel I, who was fas-
cinated by Western chivalric culture. Another argument in favour of
the Western origins of St Theodore Teron's shield at Nerezi is the lack
of earlier examples in the culture of the Eastern Empire.476

Probably also under the influence of Western heraldry certain
twelfth- and thirteenth-century warrior saints' shields are depicted
with heraldic quartering, usually in red and blue arranged checker-
wise or `chequey' (fig. 45b).477

472 See DIG. AKR. P. 194738 [VI]: 6xovti6piv exov ocetiov mtepvyaS reypaµµevaS; Tsa-
makda 2002, fig. 11.

473 Gamber 1995, fig. 27 (this shield is sometimes linked with Conrad, Landgrave
of Thuringia), see also Gamber 1995, fig. 24 (miniature in a codex of c.1215 in the
Staatsbibliothek in Berlin, showing horsemen with a rampant lion badge on their hel-
met crests and standards).

474 See Ovcharov 2000, 62, figs. 4-5 (depiction of a shield with lion on a seal of
Baldwin and in an MS in the Bibliothe'que Nationale, Paris, Ms. fr. 3383), and also the
later panels found in Veliko Turnovo and Vetrenci (figs. 1-3).

471 See Stylianou 1982, fig. 3.
476 The identification of the lions on the shields of legionaries on the Arch of Gal-

erius in Thessaloniki as the emblem of legio V Macedonica and legio XIII Gemina is
rejected by Grigg 1983, 133-4.

477 Shields decorated in this manner accompany, among others: St Theodore
Stratelates on a fresco in Nerezi; St George on an icon in the Byzantine Museum in
Athens; and St Prokopios in the Church of St John Chrysostom in Geraki (Maguire
1996, fig. 10; Potamianou 1998, fig. 5 [= Tsigaridas 2000, fig. 40]; Moutsopoulos/
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Andreas and Judith Stylianou have suggested that the Byzantines
may have attempted to create an independent heraldic tradition to
rival the Western symbolism of the Crusaders who were occupying
large tracts of the Empire. The concept was based around a combina-
tion of a cross or crescent moon surrounded by stars as depicted on
the dark red shields of the warrior saints. This was borrowed from
designs on the reverses of coins of Anastasius and Justinian I, or more
probably from the later, rare folles of Constantine IX Monomachos,
Constantine X Doukas (1059-67) and Alexios I Komnenos.478 Their
hypothesis is strengthened by the fact that a crescent with star had
appeared on the shields of the ancient residents of Byzantium.471

A cross standing on a crescent appears on St George's shield on a
fresco in the narthex of the church of the Virgin in Asinou on Cyprus
(fig. 32).480 Meanwhile, the cross is replaced by an eight-pointed star
on St George's shield on frescoes in the mid-thirteenth-century castle
chapel dedicated to him, in the thirteenth/fourteenth-century church
of St Athanasios, as well as in the church of St John Chrysostom-all
in Geraki which was administered by the Nivelet family.48I

The attempt to create an alternative Greek heraldry system proved
unsuccessful, and by the Palaiologan era the motifs of cross, stars
and crescent no longer appear on the shields of warrior saints.482 The
Empire's official emblem was now the two-headed eagle, which had
been employed since Roman times as the senior insignia of the legions .413

Demetrokalles 1981, fig. 48 and colour pl. 1). Shields with quartering are additionally
carried by Herod's soldiers in a scene of the Massacre of the Innocents on the south
wall of the early-13th-C. church of St Sozon in Gerald (Moutsopoulos/Demetrokalles
1981, fig. 324); see also the later examples (derived from insular circles) discussed by
Stylianou 1982, 135-6.

48 See Stylianou 1982, 139-40, fig. 1, and the follis of Constantine X (Grierson
1982, no. 993).

419 See above n. 421.
411 See Stylianou 1982, fig. 1 (= Stylianou 1997, fig. 70).
481 Moutsopoulos/Demetrokalles 1981, fig. 65 and colour figs. 13-14, 80; Stylianou

1982, fig. 11 = Gerstel 2001, figs. 8, 16.
482 One of the last depictions of the cross and crescent on a shield is a miniature in

the Vatican codex of the Manasses Chronicle (Vat. slav. 2, fol. 145) where this motif
appears on the shield of a Greek soldier participating in the campaign against the
Bulgarian khagan Krum (Duichev 1962, fig. 50).

483 On depictions of the eagle in ancient Rome, e.g. on the coins of Octavian and
as a military symbol, see Alfoldi 1959, 4-5, figs. 4/5-6, 5/10-11; Zygulski 1998, 101,
and fig. 89; VEGETIUS (p. 70 [II 6], 76, 78 [II 7], 84 [II 13]) mentions imaginarii
who carry images of the emperor, signiferi (draconarii) who carrying draco standards,
and Aquiliferi qui aquilam portant; this eagle was regarded as the highest insignia of
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It is seen already in the imperial iconography between the tenth and
twelfth centuries.484 The new imperial arms influenced the heraldry of
neighbouring countries Serbia and Bulgaria,485 and also replaced the
thirteenth-century depictions of the cross, stars and crescent moon on
the shields of the military saints .411

Symbolism and customs related to the shield

Besides protection from the enemy, the shield had other purposes in
Late Roman and Byzantine armies, not always connected with com-
bat. In the fourth century soldiers indicated approval by banging their
shields with their knees, while anger and desire for combat was sig-
nalled by striking them with their spears .41' An army advancing to
battle would raise its spirits in the same way.488 Maurice mentions the

the entire legion (Haec enim suscipit aquilam, quod praecipuum signum in Romano
est semper exercitu et totius legionis insigne [...] Primum signum totius legionis est
aquila, quam aquilifer portat.); he also (p. 136 [III 5]) list eagles among the `mute
signs' (signa muta). Maurice's reference to birds of prey (6Qvt,9ocpo(!as) may be evi-
dence for the use of eagles in the Byzantine army (STRAT., p. 42413 [XIIB 7]). Dennis
(1982, 52) believes the eagle and dragon disappeared from the repertoire of military
insignia in the 6th century. See also Babuin 2001, 15.

484 On the origins of the two-headed eagle motif, which derived from the ancient
Hittites or Chaldeans, and its adoption in Byzantium via ancient Rome see Solovjev
(1935, 122-5, 129-35), who notes that it was used as the imperial emblem since the
reign of the Komnenoi; see also the 10th-13th-C. illustrations of the two-headed eagle
published by him (figs. 4-6), the earliest of which is from a Byzantine textile. How-
ever, the pre-Palaiologan employment of the eagle as an imperial symbol is regarded
as problematical by A. Cutler, "Eagles" in ODB, 1:669.

485 See Solovjev 1935, 137-45, figs. 10-16; esp p.145 on Moscow's adoption of the
imperial eagle as an expression of its taking over of the Byzantine heritage. In turn, in
Solovjev's opinion, the two-headed eagle in the emblem of the Sultanate of Ikonium
may have derived either from Byzantium or from local traditions that reached back
into antiquity.

481 Among the earliest depictions of the imperial eagle on a warrior saint's shield
is one apparently painted on Demetrios's white shield in the Church of the Anastasis
(Resurrection) of Christ in Veria, covered by frescoes in 1315 by the master Kalliergis
(Stylianou 1982, fig. 8).

487 AMMIAN. 1:133 [XV 8/15] speaks of the striking of shields with the knee as an
expression of the army's approval during the coronation of Julian as emperor on 6
November 355; see also Sander 1963, 157 and n. 83, who indicates that the custom
was introduced into the Roman army by barbarians serving in it from the 4th C.
AD. On the striking of the shield with the spear as an expression of disapproval see
also AMMIAN., 1:175 [XVI 12/13]. BRYENNIOS mentions (p. 12323-7 [I 20]) the Eng-
lish Varangians among the palace guards flourishing their swords, shouting barbarian
warcries and striking their shields; see also DIG. AnR., p. 3441428.

488 See AMMIAN., 1:93 [XIV 10/17]. PROCOPIUS mentions that during the wars of
544-552/3 the infantry phalangites of Belisarius and Narses would beat their shields
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striking of a shield as signal used by commanders to halt their troops
during exercises or on a night march.489

The attention of scholars has been concentrated on another bar-
barian custom connected with the shield, which was adopted by the
Roman army and later by the Byzantine one .41' At coronations from
the time of Julian the Apostate491 the new ruler would be lifted up
on a shield by his soldiers as an expression of his acceptance by the
army.492 This custom was also present (at least in certain periods)493 in
Byzantine coronation ritual.494 It was also readily adopted by pretend-
ers to the throne who had the army's support.495 In the Palaiologan

with their spears to scare the horses of the Persians and Totila's Goths (1:994-6
[I 18/48], 2:523 22_5242 [VIII 8/32], 64525-27 [VIII 29/18]). See also McGeer 1995, 278;
and Aussaresses 1909, 50.

489 STRAT., p. 15412-13[III 5]: Ei Se atiflvat, mwaiv£t ij 'Cfi (pwvf' a'Ga, ij ti ji ijxtp tiov
,I x£pi v£v£ty ij tifi tiov(3a, xai latiatiat, p. 30836-38 [IX 2] (={LT, vol. B',axovtiapiov ij tiT

p. 64 [XVII 25]1): &k,X' £i xpi) cou g£tvat'tov QTpa'Tov tug £ixog ij tiov ictvf aat, avptagw
ij &nk,cp ty&p(p axov'capiov allgaiv£ty 11 napayyek,gatit.

490 Perhaps the earliest evidence of the barbarian origins of the custom of `raising
on a shield' appears in the Histories of Tacitus, referring to the election of a certain
Brinno as leader of a rebellious Germanic tribe (Walter 1975, 157-8; Teitler 2002; and
also below, n. 493).

491 AMMIAN., 3:12 [20.4.17]; other sources are analysed by Teitler 2002, 505-07. Cf.
also Alf5ldi's theory (1935, 51) on the Roman origins of the custom of raising on a
shield, which is refuted by Ensslin (1942, passim). An exhaustive bibliog. of the subject
is given by Kolias 1988, 88, n. 2.

492 See Walter 1975, 166.
493 Walter (1975, 165) draws attention to the gap between consecutive references

in the chronicles, which may be evidence of the lack of continuity of the custom.
Also rather disconcerting is Constantine Porphyrogennetos's account (DAI 1:17251-53

[38]) of the raising of Arpad on a skoutarion by the Magyars, at the moment he was
chosen as their ruler, a custom he derives from the Khazars without reference to the
Byzantine tradition; see also Ostrogorsky 1955, 252-6. Meanwhile, Teitler (2002, 512)
argues for the continuity of the custom.

494 Peter Patrikios mentions the raising on a skoutarion ceremonies during the
imperial coronations of Anastasius and Justin I (DE CER., 1:4236-15 [I 92], 42717
[I 93]); see also Walter (1975, passim) on other raising ceremonies, e.g. of Justin II
and Late Byzantine emperors, and his analysis of coronations described in CHPASCH.,
p. 165; see also Ostrogorsky 1955, passim.

495 Peter Patrikios mentions the raising on a shield of the tribune John by the guard
of Exkoubitores in 518 (DE CER., 1:4293 [1 93]). During the usurpation of Hypatios in
the Nika revolt in January 532 a shield-raising was also performed at the Hippodrome
(ZONARAS, 3:15511). THEOPHANES (1:26023-5, 2877-8) mentions the raising on a shield
of the general Germanos in 586,. and also of Phokas in 602. PSELLOS (1:7721-4 [IV 40])

also describes the ceremony taking place at the coronation of Dolianos as emperor
during a Bulgar rebellion in 1041 (xai eni '6ilq &aniSog &pav'r£g titiv &pxily cdni
eyx£tpicovat x&v'666£v 'c&g g£k,£'cwgevag yvhgag Stlgoat£va(Xvi£g n£ptyp&cpouaty
eaviobg), and also at the coronation of the pretender Leo Toronikios on 14 Septem-
ber 1047 in Adrianople (PSELLOS, 2:182-5 [VI 104]: (3aatk,£v£ty en' avtioig aipovv'rm
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period the custom was completely detached from its military roots,
as is evident from Pseudo-Kodinos's description of the coronation of
Andronikos III in 1325. During this ceremony the shield was held up
not by soldiers, but by the patriarch, members of the royal family and
courtiers.496 Depictions of raising on a shield (shown always as round)
also appear in Byzantine book illumination, as illustrations of biblical
events and emperors' coronations 497 However, as Walter has proved,
there is no connection between the illustrations and the accompany-
ing text, and in the majority of cases one can speak of the miniaturist
copying an older model and not of direct inspiration from an actual
ceremony.498

Often the symbolism of the shield is related to meanings given to
other items of armour. As mentioned earlier, a shield and body armour
were hung on the Chalke gate as a signal that an expedition was being
prepared. The religious aspect of the symbolism of the shield, as with
the `armour of justice' and the `sword of the Holy Spirit', is related to
St Paul's letter to the Ephesians, where he compares faith to a shield

iov Aeovtia, xat onoca Sij avtiois o xatpos E,&,80,0 eni 'Gtr a,vappfjGst 7tXaa&jevot,
Starzpsitei s(76fjtit xoagrjoavtiss aipov6ty en' &am8o;); see also Walter 1975, 160-1;
Teitler 2002, 511, fig. 4.

496 Ps. KoDiNOS, pp. 25520-256" [VII]; Walter 1975, 166; and 1975a, 455; Teitler
2002, 509; on the Palaiologan coronation ritual see also Ostrogorsky (1955, 246-56)
who believes that the growth in popularity of the custom of raising on a shield dur-
ing coronations took place in the 13th C. at the court in Nicaea under Crusader
influence.

497 Scenes of David's coronation appear in the following psalters: Par. gr. 139, fol.
6v; Vatopedi 761 (609), fol. 14r (which dates to c.1088); Brit. Add. 36928, fol. 45v;
Trinity College library, Oxford no. 78, fol. 4v; Khludov Psalter, fol. 18v; Barberini
Psalter, Vat. gr. 372, fol. 30v; Theodore Psalter, Brit. Add. 19352, fol. 21r; Hamilton
Psalter in the Kupferstichkabinett of the Staatliche Museen, Berlin no. 78 9A, fol. 68r;
Kiev Psalter in the Saint Petersburg Public Library, cod. 1252 F VI, fol. 193r; Hezekiah
in the Bristol Psalter, Brit. Add. 40731, fol. 33r; Vat. gr. 752, fol. 82r; and Vat. gr. 1927,
fol. 32r; and also successive biblical kings David, Samuel, Roboam and Abias in the
Book of Kings, Vat. gr. 333, fols. 15v, 44r, 89v, 95r; and illustrations in the follow-
ing chronicles: the Madrid Skylitzes, fols. 10v, 230r; the 13th-C. Chronicle of George
Hamartolos in the National Library in Moscow, no. 100, fol. 38v; and the Manasses
Vat. slav. 2 (fol. 32v) described in detail by Walter 1975, 135-57, drawings 1-2, figs.
1-7 (with further bibliographic references); Walter 1975a, n. 18, figs. 1, 4. See also
Lassus 1973, fig. 99; Tsamakda 2002, figs. 3, 544; Dufrenne 1966, fig. 49; De Nersessian
1970, fig. 37; Shchepkina 1977, fig. 18; and Duichev 1962, fig. 15.

498 See Weitzmann 1947, 178-80; Walter 1975a, 454-55; Walter 1975, passim (see
esp. the stemma of interdependencies of miniatures in the various manuscripts on
p. 174).
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quenching the missiles of Evil.499 As the `shield of faith' (AvpeOS 'cf 5
t{crc , ) it made up part of the `Panoply of Christian virtues'.500 John
of Damascus in his An Exposition of the Orthodox Faith speaks of
the cross and faith in Christ, that they are the shield, weapons and a
tropaion against the devil.501 The motif of the `shield of faith' protect-
ing Christians in the fight against non-believers, was also made use
of in the context of historical events. Sebeos, speaking of the Vardan
`the Red' of the Mamikonean house and his companions, defenders of
Christianity, who in 450 rose up against the Persian king Yazdgird II
(or Yazkert, 438-457), styles them as soldier-martyrs. He writes that
they took up the `shield of faith', and their zeal for the divine Logos
covered them with `armour of security'. To create a fuller picture he
adds that above the heads of the warriors it was possible to see a radi-
ance reminiscent of a halo.502 To Sebeos these signs were doubtless
intended to foretell their martyr's death at the hands of the Persians
in the battle of Avarayr (25 May 451).

499 Eph. 6,16. See also John Chrysostom's exegesis in his In Epistulam ad Ephesios,
MPG, 62:169-71: 'Ent thaw avaa,a0ov2£S'c' V 9vpeov tfi1 niati£wS. 1-lianv evtiav9a, ov
title yvwaiv cprfaww, ov yap &v avrTly batiepav etial;£v, &XX& tirly xapty, 61' Tls we mi eia
ytve'cat. Kat £i6tico5 61V miatity ovoµ&cet 9vpeov xaOanep yap exeivos 7[po[3E(3A1ltiat
T6 mavtio5 acLµa'tos, awamep tietXOc WV, Ovtiw 6Tt xat Tl miatits mavtia yap auto £tix£L. 'Ev
T 81)v11aea9£, cpBat, navtia tia (3eXt1 tiov Ilovrlpov ti& memvpwµeva a(3eaat. Ov6ev yap
Svvatiat 'cov'cov ioV 9vp£ov SLaxovat. [...] B9,11 Se 'cov Hovripov xai tiObs n£tpaaµov5
cprirL, xai'ca5 ent9vµia5'c&S &tionovs. KaX&c Se mpoaeOtlx£v, tia m£mvpwµeva. Totavtiat
yap claw ai smtOvµiat. Et Se Saiµoaty emata4ev it miatinC, nokX&) g&kkov xai tiois
ma8eat Tj; f s. Kai 'Cf1V nepLc£(paXataV, (pTlat, tiov acotiipiot) Gel aa9£ 'roo'G£a'GL, tfc
aon pias bµwv. IIepuppatitict yap ainoDS, Wil eis noXeµov egayWV. [...] xai TTIV niatilV,
ov,cw xai smtµeivati£. Ovpeo; eatiwV 11 matins, mpwtio; S£xoµ£vos tiaS tiow evaviiwv
mpoa[io?,as, xai tia om?La irlpwv atipwtia. 'Eav o15 niatit5 6p9T1 11 rat [3t o5 opBos, tia
omXa atipwtia µevet. [...] .H miaTLC, 9vpe0S Mn ax6nwV cobs an£pLEpywC nLati£UOVTaC
fav Se aocpiaµa'ca 11 xai a.oytaµoi xai £1Ovva1, 0'61C etit oatit 9vpeov, aXX& avµnoSic£L
twa;. Totctwni Egw) 11 niaMS, CUate avyxa%tmt£LV xai avaxtaceiV 'Lo nav. Mil ti0iV,0V
Mao (3pax£ta, Mate yvµvot; 'cob; moOa;, 11% &X.a,o'ci µepos sav, &XX' eatiw a1)4µe'cpo5 0
9vpeov. John also mentions the `shield of faith' which protects against the missiles of
Evil in his homily, In Genesim (MPG, 53:38).

soo See e.g. references in the writings of Gregory of Nyssa, CAVARNOS 6:29815 (In
Canticum Canticorum), 8/1:6211 (De instituto Christiano); Gregory of Nazianzos in
the homilies Ad Gregorium Nyssenum, MPG, 35:837 and In sanctum baptisma, MPG,
36:380; and John Chrysostom's, Depatientia et de consummatione huius saeculi, MPG,
63:939; and also other Church Fathers above, p. 181 and nn. 215, 217.

501 KOTTER, 2:18840-2: 0 to; aTfl l.ElOV 6ESOtiaI £mt tide Rc'cthmot, OV cponov
'cFi 'Iapah)a. ii neptro n SL' a&cov yap of mtatioi 'cwv amiatiwv a7ToSttati4t£9a 'ce xai
yvwpLloµe8a. Ovco; 9vee0's xai onAov xai TQonatov Sta(ioAov.

502 See SEBEOS, p. 2 [VIII.
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For the symbolic understanding of the shield as a defence against
Evil references in the Old Testament were a deciding factor. In the
Book of Genesis, God tells Abraham not to be afraid, since He is his
shield. The image of God as shield of the chosen peo-
ple also appears in the Psalms."' In the minds of the Empire's inhab-
itants, who identified themselves as a people chosen by God to carry
out his Plan of Salvation, the motif of the shield of the Lord protecting
them from enemies was a reference to themselves. This is expressed
by Choniates, who when listing the conquests of the Seljuks in Asia
Minor, horrified by their extent, asks the Creator reproachfully how
long He intends to gaze passively upon the extermination of His holy
people, the Romaioi, and in the words of Psalm 34, raises a plea for
Him to take up weapon and shield and come to their aid.504

Summing up, we can state that, in the culture of the Empire, the
shield was on the one hand strongly associated with the army and
its political significance at the court, and on the other hand with the
vision of faith and Divine protection against the blows of Evil.

THE CLOAK (MANDYAS)

As important as the armour and shield in the `uniform' of warrior
saints is the military cloak, which constitutes an inseparable attribute
for them. We can identify two types of cloak according to how they
were worn by the military saints: the officer's mantle called the xXagvS
(also xXaiv(x, xXavi;), and the cloak worn by ordinary soldiers and
junior officers, known as the aayiov (Lat. sagum). Both types were
also civilian garments known since antiquity; they were taken over
from legionary traditionsos and continued to be used in the Byzantine
army.

503 Gen. 15:1; e.g. Pss. 17(18):3, 31 and 36; 27(28):7; 32(33):20; 113(115):17-19
(9-11). The use in the Psalms of the adjectival form undoubtedly results from the
reluctance of the authors of the Septuagint to directly personify God or to link him
with images from the terrestrial world.

504 See Ps. 34(35):2; CHONIATES, p. 11792.

505 On the use of and types of chlamys and sagion in antiquity see W. Amelung,
"XXagv5a, XXaiva, XXavis" in PR, 3:2335-46, esp. 2344 on the chlamys as the dress
of horsemen, soldiers and hunters (on the equivalence of all three terms to describe
the chlamys see also OIKONOMIDES, n. 143 on p. 166); O. Fiebiger, "Sagum" in
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The chlamys or officer's cloak

The chlamys was a long cloak that opened at the wearer's right side
and was fastened on the shoulder by a fibula. Introduced in the time
of Alexander the Great, the garment was known in ancient Rome as
the paludamentum, and was worn by emperors and senior officers,
especially commanders of the Praetorium. No later than the second
century AD, the first of these wore chlamydes of a purple colour, the
last in red.506 Also adopted in Roman times was the custom of depict-
ing this category of dignitaries and gods in military uniform with a
chlamys thrown over their shoulder (fig. 17a,b).507

PR, 2/2:1754-5; K. Czerwenka-Papadopoulos, "Chlamys" in BKR, 52-3; H. Aigner,
"Sagum" in BKR, 214; Rankov 1994, 56-9.

Among the Byzantine sources that mention the ancient origins of the chlamys
see Los (below, nn. 506 and 535); and MALALAS (p. 242-2515 [II 8]) who, citing
Suetonius, writes that it was introduced in the time of Numa Pompilius. The state
attached special importance to this part of the uniform as can be inferred from the
right enacted in 396 granting the bravest soldiers stationed in Illyria a donative of a
solidus for the purchase of chlamydes (see Ravegnani 1988, 41, on the basis of the
Codex of 7heodosius, Cic XII 39/3).

506 LYDos, p. 8819-20 [II 2/4] (on the purple chlamys worn by the emperor in the
Senate) and p. 10220-27 [11 4/13] (on the knee-length cloak of the eparch of the Praeto-
rium dyed with a red dyestuff from the island of Kos and called a chlamys) atioi eiov
Seal wypacpovati xpvacp toy xtitimva ev Se tifi (3ovx71 xXaµvat, nopcpvpcd; µ6,v (nwS yap
ovxi;) [...] µav56iiv µev yap o enapxo; nepiepa' XXcto KFuov (en' exsiv11s yap ti115 v11aov
xai µovric 11 pa6vtiepa pacp tiov lpotiutixov xpcbµatio5 do npiu en?lvcito xatiaaxeval;oµev11
<Tl> yap i peµa 7m; Eni 'Co cpXoytvov xai ov acpo6pa pa6v avantioµevii npOS IIap6vaiwv
el;nvprttati 608v xai IIapBvc& tia cpXoyopacpfj Sepµatia (Yvµpaivct xak tGOat) o Se
µav&4ris XkaµvSoS ethos earl 'Co' napa tiq nx, op_t µav2iov Xeyoµevov, µd1 nXeov apt
yov&tiwv. See also. Rankov (1994, 56-7), who cites Pliny the Elder speaking of the palu-
damentum of commanders coloured with the scarlet dye from the Polish cochineal
beetle (porphyrophora), and a reconstruction of the original polychromy on Trajan's
column as purple in the case of the emperor's cape and red in the parts depicting
officers); see also below, n. 535. Piltz (1989, 47) derives the chlamys of Alexander of
Macedon from a combination of royal Macedonian, Greek and Iranian cloaks. On the
chlamys as an element of imperial costume in Rome see Delbrueck (1932, 4-7, 9, 13)
who believes that the custom was a reference to Alexander's attire and was intended
to commemorate his Universalist political ideas. Depicted in a purple chlamys with a
gold tablion is for example Justinian on a mosaic in San Vitale in Ravenna (see e.g. Age
of Spirituality, no. 65; Grabar 1936, fig. 20/1; Leader 2000, 417, fig. 12). For more on
fibulae and the tablion see below, pp. 271-276, 281-284. The Perso-Hellenistic origins
of the chlamys are mentioned by Piltz (1989, 47, 51). See also Koukoules, 2/2:75-6.

507 Images of chlamydes worn by Roman legionaries are published by Gamber
(1978, figs. 361, 395, 396 [= Robinson 1975, fig. 461]), although he incorrectly con-
nects them with the sagion (cf. p. 420); see also the statue of Mithridates from Delos
(102-101 BC); the commemorative relief in Ravenna; the portrait of Augustus from
the Roman Villa Albani; the statues (of Trajan?) from Olympia; and a commander
from the same period in the Museum in Leiden; a sculpture of Hadrian trampling a
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Byzantium adopted the chlamys as an element of official imperial
attire, which was worn during various festivals in the capital, and also
during military exercises.508 De ceremoniis additionally informs us that
during coronations, the emperor removed his sagion, and the patriarch,
after reciting a prayer, placed a chlamys over his lower garment, the
divetesion (8tipil di tov), which points to the function of the chlamys
as an element of coronation attire. This custom disappeared only after
the recovery of Constantinople from the Crusaders by Michael VIII.so9

prisoner in the Archaeological Museum in Istanbul and his likeness from Olympia; a
portrait of Marcus Aurelius from the Archaeological Museum in Olympia (AD 160)
and in the Roman Villa Borghese; Septimius Severus from Alexandria (in the British
Museum); and other anonymous examples published by Vermeule 1960, figs. 5, 19, 28,
35, 37, 39-40, 46-47, 57, 59, 62-63, 65-66, 70; and also a sculpture depicting a caesar
in a chlamys in the Senatorial Palace, Rome (Robinson 1975 fig. 429); 5th-century
diptychs of Probus and Stilicho in the cathedrals of Aosta and Monza (Volbach 1976,
nos. 1, 63); and finally images of `military' Palmyrene gods also wearing chlamydes
(e.g. Morehart 1958, figs. 11-18, 28; Teixidor 1979, figs. 21/2, 22, 29/2, 24, 25/2).
Depictions of the chlamys on the 4th-C. painted decoration of graves from Silistra are
discussed by Piltz (1989, 51, fig. 73).

508 The chlamys is an element of ceremonial imperial attire according to GEORGE
THE MONK (2:56210-11) and in MPG, 100:1064; PSELLOS, 1:147 [122]; DE. CER. [VOGT],
1:7', 141, 1627 [I 1], 5926 [I 9] (worn on the feast of the Pentecost), 11518 [I 30], 1279
1286.14[I 33] (during processions on the feastdays of St Demetrios and St Basil), 1482
[I 37] (during the so-called `Great entrance'), 17518-19 17633 [I 46], 176 (as a term
referring to various imperial garments), 2:351-2 [153], 373-4 [I 54], 405, and also 4219 [I
55], 632-3 [I 59], 675 [I 60] (during promotions performed by the emperor), 845 [I 69]
(during burial ceremonies), 10112 [I 72]; DE CER., 1:4149 [I 91] (according to Peter
Patrikios: on Leo I appearing in a white divetesion and purple chlamys during his cor-
onation), 53221-533' [11 6], 537 16 [II 7], 54310 [11 9], 567'1-17 58020 (of the emperor and
the augustus), 58721 [II 15], 6085 [II 19], 6292-3 [II 28] (mentioning Heraclius and his
son, Constantine), 6365 [II 40] (the emperor hands over his chlamys to a newly chosen
patriarch); see also Fauro 1995, 486. Meanwhile, CHONIATES (p. 10860-10962) when
describing the tournament organized by Manuel I in Antioch to celebrate Easter (12
April 1159), states that the emperor himself took part in it, wielding a lance and wear-
ing a chlamys fastened elegantly on his right shoulder thanks to which this remained
uncovered (tio Sopv peTewpil;cuv, xAattvSa 11G911µevos actcto'chpav 7tepi 'coy Sc tov
Cogov 7Gapovovµevlly xai agnc av 'Gilt' x£ipa xa'ta tio noplcliµa). Meanwhile
the Latin prince of Antioch, Reginald of Chatillon (1153-60) appeared in a snow-white
cloak that opened at the front, which CHONIATES calls a chiton (p.
Se xai o 7cp1yyxtyr Fcp6XSos XBVxo'cEp(p xtovo5 enoxoc Viuup, aµlctGxoµevoc xlttOva
S&&Gxwwtiov 7co8TjvFKfi.). The changing out of military clothing for a long chlamys with
gold borders and a divetesion during the triumphal processions of Basil I is mentioned
in PORPH., p. 144782-3 [C]: (Ex[3(X),ov'ces we Gtipati lyuca, EcpopcGav St[3wn cta ipt[3a,0'VC1a
xai xXaµvSas xpv6oii(pavtioDS); McCormick 1986, 156. ACHMET states (p. 1161 7) that
if an emperor dreams of a dishevelled and dirty chlamys, it foretells the loss of his
authority, while if a woman dreams of a new chlamys, she will give birth to a son.

so9 In a description of the imperial coronation in the first phase the chlamys is worn
by the patriarch, and then passed on to the emperor-see DE CER. [VOGT] 2:25-311

[147], 113-4, 22 [1491, 1617 174.10-12 [150]; and also Peter Patrikios's account in DE CER,
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The royal family were entitled to wear a chlamys adorned with eagles.51°
Similar rights were extended to numerous imperial offices, each being
permitted to wear a specified colour of chlamys. Those entitled to wear
the garment included the following: the caesar-a purple chlamys;
the nobelissimoi-a red or green one with gold tablion and borders;
kouropalates-red or green; members of the circus factions-red (but
not purple like the caesar); proedroi, kandidatoi, kometes (including
those managing granaries) and the Noumeroi guards under their com-
mand-white; praipositoi and decurions of the imperial army-brown;
patrikioi-chlamydes with gold tablia; and many other court officials
besides these.51'

1:418' [I 92], 44010 [I 96]. See also DE CER. [VOGT], 1:909 [I 251, 1384 [I 36], 17610,

29-30 1777-10, 17-20, 29-31 1781-4, 10-14, 21-32 [I 46]; see also Piltz 1997, 41; Fauro 1995, 493.
Meanwhile, according to George the Monk (MPG, 110:1064), Basil I during his coro-
nation put on the imperial shoes and the divetesion. On a divetesion reminiscent in
cut to a dalmatic see also 2:2618-19 [I 52] (worn by the caesar), 4414 [I 56], and DE CER.,
1:423' [I 92] (mentioning the purple imperial divetesion); THEOPH. CONT., p. 8331-2;

George the Monk in MPG, 110:1064 (on the coronation of Basil I by Michael III);
and also N.P. Sevicenko, "Divetesion" in ODB, 1:639. On the chlamys as an item of
imperial attire in both Rome and Byzantium (including coronation attire) see K. Wes-
sel, "Insignien" in RbK, 3:424-8 (who also discusses depiction of emperors in the
chlamys from late antiquity until 1261); Walter 1975, 455 and n. 10 (where he points
to a depiction of this custom in a scene of Pharaoh offering a purple coat with a gold
tablion to Joseph occupying the lower area of fol. 69v of the Paris Homilies of Gregory
of Nazianzos (Par. gr. 510); see also Der Nersessian (1962) 223, fig. 18 (= Brubaker
1999, 325-6, fig. 12).

510 On this and other aspects of the chlamys's use in Byzantium see: A. Kazhdan &
N.P. Sevicenko, "Chlamys", ODB, 1:424.

511 See DE CER. [VOGT], 2:2925, 3117-24 [I 52]; Piltz 1989, 14; Piltz 1997, 44, and
above, n. 506-on the chlamys with fibula as an element of the dress of a caesar dur-
ing his coronation; on the chlamydes of nobelissimoi during their promotions see DE
CER. [VOGT], 2:3316-18 3416-18 [I 53]: cpopovvticS i& 8i.(3ittiri.a xai 'rag xILapvs Ea'ctiv
nedalvoc exovma e66a xpvaa xai tia(3k,ia xk,apv3as xai 'c& 6TE'ppaua [...] `H pev
xk,apvs iaciv TrLAa VOS exovaa ed6a xpv6& xai ra(3kia xpvaa, meanwhile on the
gold trimming see OIKONOMIDES, p. 9713 and n. 51 (compares the earlier sources from
the aspect of the colour npaativoxoxxtivo5 [green-red] which is not clearly defined in
DE CER., 1:71120 [II 52]). On the chlamys of the kouropalates see ATTALEIATES, p. 2156;
OIKONOMIDES, p. 978 and n. 49 (= DE CER., 1:71115 [II 52]). A white chlamys is listed
as the insignia of the kandidatos (see below, n. 668), proedros and komes in DE CER.,

1:39114-15 [I 86], 44016 [197], 69910-12 7011 [115 1 ] (see also Rankov 1994, 22); while on
the chlamys of praipositoi and decurions see DE CER. [VOGT], 1:71'-18 [I 1], and also
DE CER., 1:3895, 39020 [I 86]: (cpopwv &&cpa0atilx0'v x?,avi61Lv). On the differing colours
of the chlamydes of the caesar and those worn by the demoi see DE CER. [VOGT],
2:365-7 [I 53]: xai6apo;, opoiwS xai ai &xtioxoyiai tiwv 6714wv, 11 Se xxapbc 71 'coviw
7cep1ti16spevl) ovx &Ytiiv icopcpvpa, oia 'cot xaiwapoq, &?,k,& meanwhile on
the chlamydes of patrikioi-2:3722 (on their tablia see DE CER., 1:5749, 5753-4 [II 15]:
xpv(Yo'ca[3k,a xk,avi8ta), patrikioi and anthypatoi-1:1912-15 [I 1], 6328 [I 9], patrikioi
and archontes in white chlamydes 1:655-6 [I 10], primicerii and ostiarioi-1:182' 9
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The great popularity of the chlamys in the Early Byzantine ico-
nography of the warrior saints should therefore come as no sur-
prise.512 Walter notices that already in fifth-century art the chlamys
distinguishes military saints (even those shown in civilian costume)
from other martyrs.513 The wide variety of chlamydes worn at court is
reflected in the representation of military saints in cloaks that are red,
blue, green, white and even black (figs. 25c-d, 48c);514 though, as should
be stressed, they were very rarely shown in purple (figs. 25a,b), which
were reserved for the emperor and certain civil officials.516 Usually the
cloth from which the chlamys was made is painted as a single colour,
and only infrequently do embroidered ornamental motifs appear on
it, such as rosettes or heraldic lilies (fig. 37) .516

[I 1], and 2:382 [154] (and also DE CER., 1:57411, 20 [II 15]). The Kletorologion men-

tions the cloaks of magistroi, anthypatoi, strategoi, offikialioi, protospatharioi, asekre-
tai, the skeptrophoros (carrying the sceptre), chartoularioi, hypatoi, eparchs, senators
and archontes of the tagmata who were all seated by the imperial table at the feast
of the Epiphany, see OIKONOMIDES, pp. 18515-18, 18916-23 (= DE CER., 1:74119, 7421 [II

52]); see also Piltz (1989, 22); whereas on 2 February and during Easter they sat with-
out chlamydes, pp. 19121, 2031-3 (= DE CER., 1:75823, 75917 [11 52]). The association of
the chlamys with an official function is attested also by Anna KoMNENE's reference
(3:11912 [XIII 9/4]) to Bohemund's demand to be able to appear before the emperor
`together with two chlamydes', i.e. bodyguards (µstia 84o Xkaµv&c)v tiijv &I(;oSov).

512 For examples of military saints wearing the chlamys (including George, Menas
and Theodore) see Markovic 1995, figs. 20, 26, 31; and also above, pp. 86-91.

513 Walter (2003a, 270, 274-5 and n. 29, fig. 35) as an example mentions mosaics
in the Rotunda of St George in Thessaloniki.

514 St Nestor appears in black cloaks (in shades varying from greyish to brownish)
on frescoes on the arch of the south-west chapel of the katholikon of Hosios Loukas
monastery, and on the south wall of the church of St Nicholas tou Kasnitze, Kastoria
(Chatzidakis 1997, fig. 66; Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, fig. 13 on p. 61).

515. The coats of a number of saints are painted purple: Prokopios on an enamel
panel from the Venetian Pala d'Oro; Merkourios and Theodore Teron on a mosaic
from the katholikon of Hosios Loukas monastery; and Teron again (wearing a sagion)
on a fresco in Nerezi (Hahnloser/Polacco 1994, fig. 127; Chatzidakis 1997, figs. 47-48).
Cf. Gorecki (1980, 202) who wrongly assumes that military cloaks should be exclu-
sively purple, irrespective of the regulation reserving this colour for the clothing for
the imperial family-see above, n. 2 on p. 1), and explains the different colours on the
Faras murals as down to inconsistency on the part of the artists who were separated
geographically from imperial models.

516 White lilies are visible e.g. on the cloak of a warrior saint (Theodore?) in the
chapel of St Panteleimon (991/992) in Upper Boularioi on the Mani; cloaks adorned
with rosettes are worn on Sinaian icons by Merkourios, George and Theodore who
are depicted mounted; and also by Theodore Stratelates on a fresco in the katho-
likon of the monastery of Vrondamos on the Peloponnese (Drandakes 1995, fig. 19 on
p. 383; Weitzmann 1976, nos. B43-44, B49 [= Sinai, fig. 11]; Drandakes 1988, fig. 85).
Textiles of various hues are mentioned in the Book of the EPARCH (p. 3521-366 [VIII
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Although the choice of colour often seems to be a question of
chance, there appears to be a certain regularity in the images of the
most popular megalomartyrs. As a rule St George is depicted in a red
chlamys (figs. 24, 27, 30a,f, 31-32, 35a, 41a, 42, 45a, 46c, 48b, 56, 68,
70);517 Demetrios in a light-blue or blue one, perhaps intended to
represent white (figs. 24, 30a, 45a, 46b, 48a, 70);518 while Theodore is
shown in dark or navy blue (figs. 24, 29, 30d, 37, 39, 44a, 45b, 46a, 47,
70) 519 The red colour of George's cloak can be explained by the painters

1]) in a description of the legal regulations concerning purple. On Byzantine garment
colours also see Koukoules, 2/2:33-41.

ev E.g. on a wooden relief icon in the National Museum in Kiev; on fol. 151v of the
Evangelistarion Dionysiou 587; on a mosaic in the cathedral in Cefalu; frescoes in the
church of the Anargyroi in Kastoria (twice); on icons in the Hermitage (two group
scenes with other warrior saints); in the Byzantine Museum in Veria (2nd half of 12th
C.); a Cypro-Palestinian icon in the British Museum showing George saving a boy
from Saracen captivity; and also on an enamel reliquary-enkolpion of St Demetrios in
the same museum; an enkolpion from the Cleveland Museum of Art (accompanied by
St Theodore); a panel from the Pala d'Oro (Borsook 1990, fig. 9; Pelekanidis/Chatzida-
kis 1985, fig. 12 on p. 33; Bank 1966, no. 228; Glory of Byzantium, no. 69-70, 111, 116,
202, 261; Hahnloser/Polacco 1994, figs. 128, 142; Athos, vol. B', fig. 265).

The custom of representing George in a red cloak was also adopted in Georgia as is
evident, for example, from a mosaic icon from Matskhvarishi; frescoes in the churches
in Adishi (11th-12th C.), Phavnisi (1158-84), and painted by Master Theodore in
Kala (12th C.); and also on a 12th-C. enamel panel in the Georgian State Art Museum
in Tbilisi (Alibegashvili 1979, figs. 69-70; Privalova 1963, 213-16; and 1977, 78, 86;
Novello/Beridze/Dosogne 1980, figs. 115-116; Glory of Byzantium, fig. on p. 341).

518 Demetrios is depicted in a light-blue chlamys of a shade bordering on white,
e.g. on a miniature in the Evangelistarion Dionysiou 587 (fol. 123r); on a fresco in the
church of the Anargyroi in Kastoria; on the south wall of the cathedral in Cefalu, and
also on the following later representations: an early-13th-C. icon showing him with
St Theodore Stratelates (wearing a dark blue chlamys) from St Catherine's Monastery
on Mt Sinai; and on a 13th-14th-C. enamel reliquary-enkolpion in the Dumbarton
Oaks collection in Washington (Athos, vol. B', fig. 241; Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985,
fig. 12 on p. 33; Borsook 1990, fig. 9; Sinai, fig. 40; Glory of Byzantium, no. 117). It
cannot be ruled out that the light-brown cloak of Demetrios on an icon in the Hermit-
age (Glory of Byzantium, no. 69), was originally white. Demetrios appears in a blue
chlamys, e.g. on a mosaic from St Michael's monastery in Kiev (Glory of Byzantium,
fig. on p. 283).

519 See for example the chlamys of St Theodore Teron on a panel from Bathys Ryax
and on a fresco on the south wall in the church of the Anargyroi in Kastoria; St Theo-
dore not further identified in the inscription on a miniature on fol. 41v of the Evange-
listarion Dionysiou 587; and initials on fol. 103v of an 11th-12th C. Evangelistarion in
the National Library in Athens (cod. 190); on an icon with George and Demetrios in
the Hermitage; on a Constantinopolitan enkolpion in the Cleveland Museum of Art;
and on a mosaic in the cathedral in Cefalu; and also the chlamys of Stratelates on a
mosaic in the narthex dome of the katholikon of Nea Mone, Chios; on a miniature
(fol. 383) in the Menologion of Basil II; and on a fresco from Nerezi (Bank 1966, no.
190; Maguire 1996, figs. 10-11; Athos, vol. B', fig. 216; Chatzenikolaou/Paschou 1978,
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referring to the custom of commanders of the Praetorium wearing red
chlamydes and also to the red colour of the cavalry sagion;520 with
Demetrios there is a tradition of depicting him from the sixth century
in a white officer's chlamys, which is even reflected in early descrip-
tions of miracles;521 with Theodore, however, there are no clear indica-
tions why his cloak is usually blue.

There is, however, indirect evidence allowing us to propose an
alternative explanation for the cloak colours of the various warriors.

no. 36, fig. 352; Glory of Byzantium, nos. 69, 111; Borsook 1990, fig. 9; and Mouriki
1985, vol. 2, fig. 59). Theodore's sagion on an icon in the Hermitage is also dark blue
(Bank 1966, no. 228). Traces of dark blue pigment are visible on an icon from the
Patmos Monastery, (Glory of Byzantium, no. 76).

A Late Byzantine depiction of Theodore in a blue chlamys is a mosaic icon with a
bust of Stratelates from the former Basilevsky collection, now in the Hermitage, Saint
Petersburg (Bank 1966, no. 250).

520 See above, n. 506. The red cavalry sagia borrowed by silentiarioi are mentioned
by DE CER. [VOGT], 2:4732-481 [I 66]: Kai of c nXevtta'ptot (popoi vtsS 6ayia polls
xa(3aa,2,&ptot. Warriors are depicted in red cloaks e.g. in the Joshua Roll, Vat. Pal. gr.
431 (colour reproductions of leaves X-XII in Glory of Byzantium, no. 162).

521 Of the early depictions of Demetrios in a long white chlamys with tablion,
among the most famous are the 6th-C. mosaics adorning his basilica in Thessaloniki,
which was partly damaged by fire in 1917 (see e.g. Cormack 1985, figs. 29-30, 32-34,
36, 42; Hahn 1997, fig. 8) and also the slightly later (c.620) depictions of the bishop
and prefect of the city in the company of St Demetrios (e.g. Cormack 1985, fig. 40
= Hahn 1997, fig. 6). On the links between early depictions of Demetrios and his
descriptions in collections of Miracles, see Brenk 1994; Brenk 1996 (with examples
from figs. 1-4).

Initially, Demetrios is still described as a martyr in the civilian chlamys of a consul in
Bishop John's account (concerning a miracle during the plague that afflicted Thessalo-
niki in July 586; MIR. DEM., 1:8020-i4 [13/42]), but he is mentioned in a white chlamys
in the first collection of Miracles, as a rider terrifying enemies (MIR DEM, 1:157, C. 17-20

[114/161]: Kai ei; it avtiwv &nexpioij << "AvSpa nvpp'" xai Xaµnp0'v'1n7Cw Xevxw
k(pecoµevov xai iµ&titov (popovvtia Xevxov-thov tiotovhov>>, xai knESeixvve xpatitjaa;
kvos tiwv napcQtiwtiwv vnatitxtavthv 'rcz cw'cwv XkaµvS(x %upieag6vov); he is described
in the same way in the slightly later, second, anonymous collection, where twice dur-
ing sieges of Thessaloniki by the Slavs (c.615 and 676-7) he appeared on the walls
in a white cloak, supporting the defenders with weapons and miracles (MIR. DEM.,
1:17730-1782 [II 1/188], 2166-13 [11 4/260]: Tote 611 npo(pav(us nap& 1tXEi tiwv timUkatiat
0 vnkpµaxos ovtio; xai (ptXonatipi; ovcw; Aijµtj'cpto; o navevSol;o; g6ptiv; xAatwv a
Avuxity (poQOv, iced nparcov µev do tieixos Statipkxwv, eitia Se iced kni tiff; 0a?,&titii; w;
sin kS&(pou; Spoµaiw; nepucatiwv. [...] Kai ovtiw tiwv %ex0evtiwv [3ap[k&pwv ti11v npcon1v
TIµhpav µei& Lily nepioSov'cwv'celxwv xatianav6&vcwv, o ?,vtipwtit; iced bnkpµaxos flµwv
xai noXvµox0o; tioo 0eoi3 µ&ptiv; cpaivetiat, ov xati' ovap &XX& xa0' unap, kv tioi; npo;
tifi Xeyoµkvp "Apxti(u u6 µovotieixov, evOa napanvXtov vn&pxet µtxpov, n£coSpoµos,
tir1v xXaµvSa avw Stava[3aX7 oµevos, xai p&[3Sov & xstpi knt(pepoµevos, xai co;
kxewc 871 kx iov ex0kvtios napanv7viov T016; ExX&[iovs ti?1 noXet ei6(3ctAovtias, tiovtiovs
kxSt(uxety xai till p&[38w µa6¢icety %kyovtia "<<Kaxths 6 Oeo; Tjyayev a$cov Xotnov
kyi° it north cuss; >>O.
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The colour of the everyday uniform of tagmata units stationed in
Constantinople was white; this colour had been worn since the time
of Justinian the Great, by the scholai which eventually became part of
the tagma.522 There is, however, reason to believe that in the tenth cen-
tury on special occasions the tagmata wore cloaks in the colours of the
four circus factions: blue, green, red and white. In Harun ibn Yahya's
account of his captivity in Constantinople he describes a procession
to the Hagia Sofia, in which 10,000 `elders' marched in red cloaks,
along with equally large groups of youths on foot in white cloaks (per-
haps kandidatoi), boys in green cloaks, and servants with gilded axes
in `sky blue' cloaks. In turn, according to De ceremoniis, during the
visit of Arab ambassadors to the capital in 946, the following officers
attended ceremonies in their honour: the domestikos ton Noumeron
wearing a blue chlamys; the domestikos ton scholon, the commander
of the units guarding the walls in the green chlamys of the domestikos
ton Exkoubiton, and also representatives of the circus factions and the
militias formed by them. In another place in the same text it is stated
that on 11 May (the foundation date of Constantinople) in a proces-
sion heading towards the church of St Mokios,523 walking before the
emperor were the domestikos ton scholon with the deme of the Blues,
along with the guards for the walls which were recruited from among
them wearing blue chlamydes adorned with gold; while the deme of

522 DE CER., 1:57111, 5902-3 [II 15]: tia X,evxa xXavi&ta 'cFuv 'ca'yµatitxwv. [...] Ta
Xevxa, xXav{Sta tithe S' 'cayµa"cwv. When Justinian entered the capital on 11 August
559 he was met by the domestikoi of the protiktores, and the seven Scholae together
with their tribunes and kometes, all dressed in white chlamydes (PORPH., p. 138712-14

[C]: bicilvtiiwav Soµeotitxot npwtiix'cwpeS, ai e1Ctia 6xok,ai xai µc'c' a1')tio1)5 tipt(3ovvot xai
xoµrpces, icaviceS .wt& Xevxwv xkavthiwv; and Haldon 1984, 322 and nn. 186, 987).

For issues connected with the formation during the reign of Constantine V (741-
775) of a professional corps of imperial guards, the tagmata (made up of various regi-
ments: Schola, Exkoubitores, Vigla and Hikanatoi, and also the Noumeroi and militias
guarding the city walls-who were of lesser importance and exclusively connected
with Constantinople) from the older units of palace guards, Schola, Vigla and Exkou-
bitores, and also its disappearance in the 11th C. see e.g. Haldon 1984, 228-337; 1999,
117-18; Treadgold 1995, 28-32 (and also tables showing the officers' ranks and the
strength of the various units which Treadgold (1991, 147-8) estimates at 4000 each;
Cameron 1976, 105-25 (on the relationship between the tagmata and the demoi);
and also A. Kazhdan, "Domestikos ton Exkoubiton", "Domestikos ton Hikanaton",
"Domestikos ton Noumeron", "Domestikos ton Scholon", and "Tagma" in ODB,
1:646-8 and 3:2007.

523 For the feastday of St Mokios, his connections with the foundation of the city,
and the processions conducted to the church dedicated to him (precise location not
established) see A. Kazhdan, "Mokios" in ODB, 2:1389-90.
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the Greens with the domestikos of the tagma of Exkoubitores and the
guards for garrisoning the walls who were raised from members of this
faction were dressed in green chlamydes.524 It is therefore possible to
conjecture that the popularity of the four `factional' colours among the
depictions of the warrior saints was no coincidence.

The links between the warrior saints and the tagmata are clearly
confirmed by an image of St Theodore on an eighth- or ninth-century
seal in the former Gustave Schlumberger collection (fig. 75a);525 the
reverse bears the inscription: NOY/MEPON [T]ON BENI/TON +.
The presence of this particular saint on a seal of the unit of Noumeroi,

524 See VASILTEV, 2/2:390; DE CER. p. 58818-5899 [11 15]: Eic'coil STjµov tiov Beve'coil
ea'cT1 o vovµspoc ail'ci tiov SoµEG'cixov'cO)V Gxo),FOV, tpopCOV'co xpvGOilV (3evctoil xXavi&tov
'rob SoJEG'cixov ti&w GxoXwV sic tiov Sf µov toil 11paaivov eG'cT1 o Soµhc'ctxos 'coil
'ccl%ovs, cpopwv'co xpvaovv np&Gtvov xXav{Stov'coil SoµcG'cixov'cFuv et;Gxov(3i'cwv. sic
'coil Sijµov'coil AEVxov kG'cTI o Srlµapxo; t&v BEVe'cwv sic'coil Sf µov'coil `Povaiov eG'cr1
o STlµapxoc T& 1TpaaIvwv. Fig 5C' cob Beve'coil 'coil Sfjµov xai sic 'cou 'coil llpwslvov
expsµ&GOT1aaV 'ca &no' a'clµev'cwu Staxon'cwuv Tlµcptsaµeva Stpo&tva [371Xa, xa'ca STjµoV
&va'cptcov. sic Se'cov'coil AEVKob Sf µov xai sic'coil'coil 'POValov Sf µov expsµ&GBT1Gav
'ca 0Eea pj'?ca'coil xpvao'cpuc?dvov.; DE CER. [VOGT], 1:9711-98" [I 26]: o Soµeaitxoc
'cmv axoXcov µs'c& 'coil nspa'ctxov 311µo1) 'c&)v Bsve'cwv, entSlSwat Se Xt0ckX ptov 'c&)
pocmksi, cpopeov X4CV181ov [3evetoil xpvaovcpav'coil, xai 81aatu4e1 'co' (3aa1Xea'c0' ail'co
µepoc µexpt'coil 'EE,axtoviov. `O Se SoµtG'ctxoc c& exaxov(3i'cwv µE'ca'coo nepa'ctxov
571µov 'cFuv llpaaivwv Sexov'cat 'cov [3aatXea ev rFo 'E4axtoviril, xai entStSov'coc 'coil
STlµoxp&'coil Xt0cfl&p1ov, Stw w oix nV ail'cov µexpt 'cf1S MovT1'cac cpopsi Se xai o
51lµo1Cpa'c11c xXaviSa np&Gtvov xpvaovtpav'cov xa'ca'ctly &vaAoyiav'coil µepovc ail'coil.
Kai 'cTlc nod t'ctxTjc 'co µepoc 'cFUV IIpaaiuwv Sexov'cat 'coil (3aatXea e1) till MovT1'c?l, xat
ent3iSwaty o Srlµapxoc 'Fu [3aulk l Xt5EX,X0'Cptov xai Staaw4et 'co' (iaanXea 'co cc to
µepoc µexpt tiu; nptu'cr1S xaµapac'coil Er1PoM(pov, ppopovv'coc'coil 611µ&pxov Xkavi&a
np&atvov. Kai'cflc noXt'ctcic'co µepoc rFov Beve'cwv Sexov'cat ro'v (3aatL,ea ev cf xaµapa
'coil EilpoAocpov, cpopoilvcoc'coil Srlµapxov XX,avlSa (3evscov[.] There are also references
elsewhere to the four colours of the uniforms of the tagmata-DE CER., 1:57521-21

5776-7, [II 15]: 'c& xpa'covµsva $no 'cwV eXat6w 'coil npw'coil Spoµoviov. of Se ail'cot
eX&'cat ecpopcGav'cFly tuygmuccov'ca cpovvS&'ca akka4tµa. [...] cpopovv'cwv MAW
eXa'cmv'cmv'cayµa'ctxov'cwv S' xpotwv'ca &XXa tµa. In Haldon's opinion (1984, 322
and n. 985) various groups of officers in the four tagmata and in each of the units wore
their own distinctive uniforms at least for court ceremony. It is therefore possible to
assume that the four colours were derived from the circus factions as Reiske suggests
in his commentary (see DE CER., 2:677). On the use of blue and green chlamydes dur-
ing the promotion of demarchoi of the respectively coloured factions see Piltz 1997,
49. A hypothesis linking the four colours of court costume with the demoi is also
proposed by Fauro 1995, 508.

525 See Markovic (1995, fig. 25, p. 576 and n. 64) who incorrectly, however, links the
seal with the Blues circus faction and assumes a date that is too early in the view of the
presence of the Noumeroi, who are not yet attested among the formations on guard
duty during the Sixth Ecumenical Council in Constantinople in 680-81 (Haldon 1984,
261-2). Walter (2003a, 124 and n. 97) also opposes an early dating of the object, and
proposes an 11th-C. origin.
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who were connected with the Blues faction,526 may be evidence of
Theodore's patronal role in relation to this unit in the period before
Iconoclasm and thereby explain the popularity of the blue cloak in
his iconography. A similar conclusion as to the patronal role of St
George in relation to the circus factions can be drawn from another
seal in the Schlumberger collection belonging to the protodemarchos
John, which dates to before the mid-eighth century.527 Depicted on its
obverse (fig. 75b) is St George, holding a lance and a shield, as is the
case with Theodore. Unfortunately, the lack of source references to a
John serving as demarchos of the Reds contemporary with this seal'521
does not permit us to establish whether the colour of George's cloak is
the result of any protective role he had over the demos.

Although certain regularities in matching the colour of the chlamys
to the image of a specific saint can be demonstrated, this cannot (as

with Mavrodinova's proposed differentiation of physiognomic types
of the saint Theodores into Alexandrian and Anatolian)529 be used as
a criterion for identifying the various saints, since there are too many
exceptions. One can assume that the rule applied mainly in the envi-
ronment of the capital, where the palace guard's custom of wearing
chlamydes in the circus faction colours was widely known; but the
collapse of the tagmata structure in the eleventh century hindered the
further spread of this custom.530 The links between the Hippodrome

126 On the guard of Noumeroi who were transformed from another unit based in
the capital, the Prandiarii, probably during the reign of Michael III (842-67), and its
links with the tagma of Exkoubitoroi and the militias guarding the city walls (which
appear in the sources from 718/19), see Haldon (1984, 257-75), who believes (259,
270) that the individual units, both the Noumeroi as well as the militias defending the
walls, were derived from the Blues and Greens factions and were recruited from their
members; see also Cameron (1976, 107-8) who rules out linking the tagmata with
the demoi in the case of the remaining formations; see also his addendum (p. 346) on
the mentioned seal. Assuming that the cult of St Theodore was also adopted by the
militias defending the walls (who were probably derived from the demos of Blues), one
can assume that links existed between the units guarding the walls, and the erection in
their vicinity of a sanctuary of this saint in Bathys Ryax (see above, n. 102).

121 See Markovic 1995, 579 and n. 84, fig. 29. The post of demarchos first appears in
602, which may provide a post quem date for the seal, see Cameron 1976, 258.

528 There are only three Johns among the demarchoi known in 7th- to 9th-C.
sources: John Crucis demarch of the Greens; John hypathos and komes (PBE, Ioannes
383 from the 8th C.); and John protospatharios and demarchos of the Blues (PBE,
loannes 427 from the 9th C.); the last two are known from their surviving seals (Zacos
1972, vol. 1/3, nos. 2017, 2047).

129 See above, n. 110 on p. 90.
530 Ball (2005, 93-4) is opposed to the linking the red garments of the palace ser-

vants who took part in ceremonies at the Hippodrome (described by Maravazi in the
late 11th C.) with the faction colours.
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factions and imperial guard units on the one hand and the warrior
saints (perhaps acting as their patrons) on the other, requires further
research, which may bring interesting results.

In view of their cut we can distinguish two types of chlamys,
known (from their place of origin) as Gallic and Thessalian; the lat-
ter in its more decorative guise with a fibula was also known as the
allika.531 Characteristic of the Thessalian chlamys were its two pointed
corners known as feathers.532 The chlamydes of the warrior saints are
normally depicted as a simple cloak draped over the back and do not
possess any additional decorations. It would be wrong to identify as
Thessalian chlamydes the cloaks of St Theodore Stratelates in Nerezi
(fig. 45b) and St Prokopios on a Sinaian icon of c.1230-40, with their
sharply pointed left side,533 since when lifted by the saints' raised hands
they quite naturally take on a pointed, wedge-like form. Nevertheless,
on the first of these images we can see a certain innovation in how
the chlamys was depicted, introduced towards the end of the Middle
Byzantine era.

Until the eleventh century only the outer side of the chlamys was
shown in the art, but in the second half of the twelfth century a
new motif appears in the cloak's depiction in the Macedonian artis-
tic milieu. This is a decorative, patterned lining visible on the part-
exposed underside of the left side of the cloak, which is thrown over
the back. Chlamydes arranged in this manner are worn by Theodore
Teron who accompanies Stratelates at Nerezi, St George on frescoes
the south wall of the church dedicated to him in Kurbinovo, and also
in the church of the Anargyroi in Kastoria, where he is accompanied
by Demetrios, who also has a turned-back chlamys (figs. 45b, 31, 30a).114

531 See HESYCHIOS, vol. 1 [p. 1271 &fluca XkocRi a. egnopnrlga. of Se nopntSa
XkagvSos aXX1jXoxcipo1) &fltxa xXag4Sa, nopcpupav; SUDA, 1:11212-13 [1224] AxXtKa-
xXagvSa xatia' OE66aXo1)s &kXtxa xpv6Ei1,l6tV &EpyogEVIJV &vtt mtV. of I&COMI
y&XXtx& cpa6t tia&c v. An imperial chlamys with eight corners (sic!) is referred to
in DE CER. (1:58317-18 [II 15]), which also mentions a chlamys with a purple tablion,
popularly known as the Tyrea (p. 64116-17 [11 41]).

532 EUST. IL. 1:5173-5 the Thessalian chlamys had two pointed sections known as
`Thessalian wings' that hung down over the legs: xai OEnakiK& ntiep& 5ta 2O' ntiepvy&S
(pflmv exetV 'Las OEtiti AIKU'lS x%agvSas, aS kEpo; prtiwp O6TTaX1xa yEpa Xeynt 5ta
To enaokov ev tioIS Exai aywmy avtias xeiwOat, 8; XF.yEt xai, otit Oe'G'Ga/XtKO,t Suppot
Sh&cpopot, tiovtieatit Sta(pepovtES; see also HESYCHlos, vol. 2 [p. 312] (= SUDA, 2:7121-3

[290]): ®cttaXtxai ntiepvycs tiovtio Eipiycat Sta do mtcpvytov excty tia5 OEtitiaktxas
xXagvSas, &nep Ei&iv ai exaticpwOEV ywviat, 5ta do eotxevat

533 Maguire 1996, fig. 10 (= Cutler/Spieser 1996, fig. 240); Sinai, fig. 47.
... See e.g. Maguire 1996, fig. 10; Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, fig. 12 on p. 33.
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Chlamydes sewn from two layers of cloth (81tXO Ba) are mentioned
for the first time in Diocletian's Price Edict, and later by John Lydos
in his description of the imperial military paludamentum, which he
describes as a doubled red silk cloak that was fastened on the shoulder
by a fibula. Also described as doubled is another type of cloak, the
sagion, the thickness of which was mainly utilitarian, since it could be
used to make temporary shelters for the troops.535

Cloaks of junior officers and ordinary soldiers (the sagion)

Besides the chlamys, which was fastened on the right side, another type
of cloak appears in the iconography of the military saints, which dif-
fers in the manner it was worn. Occasionally, the cloak is fastened or
even tied at the front under the neck. This is the case with the cloaks of
St Theodore on a steatite panel in the collection of the Barber Institute
in Birmingham, Theodore Stratelates on a Constantinopolitan icon in
the Hermitage, the same saint on a fresco at Nerezi, and Sts Nestor
and Merkourios on mosaics in the Cappella Palatina in Palermo (figs.
39, 45b).536

The cloaks on these representations should be identified with the
short Roman woollen military cape or sagum (known in Byzantium as
the (yayiov),537 which appears already on a relief adorning the shaft of

535 On the reference in Diocletian's Edict see A. Kazhdan and N.P. Sevicenko,
"Chlamys" in ODB, 1:424; O. Fiebiger, "Sagum" in PR, 11/2:1754. LYDOS, p. 3011-13

[17/17] (on the calf-length doubled red-brown chlamydes of patrikioi), 888-11 [112/41
(on the doubled red imperial chlamys made from silk): Entailga Se ioi5 natp6mv,
fj tioti natipnxiolS, T1V SinXaxES µ6'v T) trot xXaµvScc axpti KV11gwv ei; uiµwv Siipcouacn,
nepovatis xpuaai5 To, xpcoga rjpaµnAtvoi., [...] eni Se tiwv noAeµwv
nAovSaµevtiotis OR Se eiati SinXaxaS ano x6xxov, RPCOTFICC; p'r'
nepovl) XtOoxoXXrrcp avapnac6µevat Tots 6' goi;. See also on those wearing this
type of chlamys: HESYCHIOS, vol. 1, [p. 520]: StinXo Sa SLna,ouµevijv x%avi&a ev tiw
cpopeiaOai. Among equipment that Maurice (STRAT., p. 2122-5 [V 4]) recommends
should be taken on campaign is a small tent or a pair of doubled cloaks (aayia Slna,a);
soldiers could either wear the latter or build a tent from them.

536 See Maguire 1996, fig. 10 (= Cutler/Spieser 1996, fig. 240); Borsook 1990, figs.
35-36; Longuet 1961, fig. 24; Bank 1966, no. 228.

537 See Koukoules, 4:289-90; DE CER., 2:30; A. Kazhdan, "Sagion" in ODB, 3:1827-8;
OIKONOMIDES, n. 154; and also Haldon's commentary to text [C] Of PORPH., p. 260.
The identification of the cloak that fastened at the neck as a variant of the sagion is cor-
roborated by comparison of a reference in the The Spiritual Meadow of John Moschos
(MPG, 87/3:2908 [LI]), who speaks of the sagion as an item of hermits' attire, with the
numerous depictions of monks wearing a bulky, brown paenula that fastened under
the neck, e.g. holy stylites on leaves of the Menologion of 1056 (Bodl. Barocci 230, fol.
3v; Par. gr. 580, fol. 2v), monks climbing the Heavenly ladder of John Klimakos (Vat.
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the column of Marcus Aurelius in Rome.538 This type of garment was
still being worn in Byzantium, as is confirmed in depictions in art and
textual references. The sagion was known in the Byzantine army and at
the imperial court. Besides the chlamys a red sagion, and occasionally
an even more precious purple one, was the ceremonial attire of various
court officials (including archontes of the cubiculum, the Domestikos
of the Noumeroi and of the spatharokandidatoi, patrikioi, praipositoi,
the droungarios of the Vigla, and also demarchs and magistroi donned
by them during promotions).539 Meanwhile the purple sagion or one
interwoven with gold (the so-called `imperial sagion')540 became an
element of imperial costume, perhaps in imitation of a cloak of this
type found among the regalia of Constantine the Great laid up in the
Hagia Sophia.54I

gr. 394, fol. 12r); and other monks (Menas, Symeon of Blachernai, the stylite Nestor,
Panteleimon) in the Menologion of Basil II, Vat. gr. 1613, fols. 73r, 145r, 208r, 371r
(Spatharakis 1981, figs. 113, 118; Mango 1963, figs. 11, 19-20; Sevicenko 1962, figs. 3,
6, 18 19). Cf. also Southern/Dixon (1996, 123) who equate the term sagum with the
military chlamys. In turn Fauro (1995, 490, fig. 8) believes that the sagion had no fixed
cut or colour, and sees it as a short cloak made of two square sections, tied at the neck
or on the shoulder.

sag See e.g. Bivar 1972, fig. 8.
539 See DE CER. [VOGT], 1:7223 [110], 10123 [I 27], 1169-11 [I 31], 14516-17 [I 47], 1499,

15518-19 [148] (on patrikioi wearing sagia with a skaramangion), 1571-'0 [I 50], 2:4324 [I
55], 4730, 4913.21, 508 [I 66], 666-7 [I 71] (red sagion of praipositoi), 761-3 7615-16 7724-6

(cloaks that are red on both sides), 7810-11 [I 63]; DE CER., 1:57510 58711-19 [II 15]; and
also in the Kletorologion of Philotheos, pp. 7063, 7453.15, 74611,75012 , 75314, 7702 [11 52]
(= OIKONOMIDES, pp. 871,17119,173 2,25,31, 17917, 18321, 2071); PORPH., pp. 136671(on the
red sagion of the tribune of the scholae) and 142762 (on the sagion of demarchs). See
also DE CER., 1:57511-12 [11 15] on the purple sagion of the secretary of the chartoularios
and notaries. An example of a depiction of imperial officials (proedroi and protoproe-
droi) is provided by the donor miniature of Nikephoros Botaneiates (commissioned
already by Michael VII Doukas, 1071-78) in a codex of the Homilies of John Chrys-
ostom, Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, MS Coislin 79, fol. 2r (e.g. Glory of Byzantium,
no. 143 = Byzance, no. 271). The emperor himself is depicted in a blue chlamys. See
also Piltz 1997, 45, fig. 14. Basil II appears in a red sagion on a miniature in a psalter
funded by himself, Ven. Marcianus gr. 17, fol. 111r (see e.g. Sevicenko 1962, fig. 17;
Glory of Byzantium, fig. on p. 186).

51 DE CER, 1:5818 [II 15] do xpv66v aayiov do k.eyoµsvov xatGapbclov.
541 The imperial sagion interwoven with gold is mentioned many times in DE CER.

[VOGT], 1:431-51, 1629 [I 1], 6318 [I 9], 6516 [1 10], 1284, 12921 [I 43], 1756, 17824 [I 56],
2:2110 [I 60], 11222 [I 77], 17510-11 [I 87]; DE CER., 1:52110-52218 [II 1], 5522-3 [II 12],
55813, 5619, 5637 [II 13], 56420 [II 14], 5672, 5706 [11 15], 6081 [II 19], 6329-10, 6337-8 [II
33], 63517 [11 38]. On the purple imperial sagion see e.g. DE CER. [VOGT], 2:18 [I 57];
DE CER., 1:5382, '[11 8], 63414-15 [11 371 (on the purple-gold sagion set with pearls). DAI,
1:6641 [13] mentions the acheiropoietic sagion of Constantine the Great preserved in
the Hagia Sophia as an insignia of authority handed down to the emperors by God.
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Besides the numerous categories of officials wearing the sagion, De
ceremoniis also lists strategoi, and even ordinary soldiers.542 In the thir-
teenth century it is possible to note a growth in the popularity of a
type of sagion that fastens under the neck, which was probably an
expression of this garment supplanting the ceremonial chlamys at the
imperial court (figs. 32, 63).543 Even so, the military manuals do not
recommend that troops wear the chlamys or sagion, while Maurice
even advises against the Bulgar sagion, ordering in its place the use
of the knee-length coats with split sides know as apµeXav6ia.5 The
Strategikon, and after it Leo's Taktika, recommends the wearing of
bulky hooded mantles, made from felt or leather, under which the
cuirass and weapons could be hidden from the enemy while on guard
duty, and also to protect the wearer against rain and damp; they could
also provide extra protection against enemy missiles.545

542 DE CER. [VOGT], 2:4821-8 [I 66], 8612.21 [I 70]; DE CER., 1:52415 [II 1]; OIKONO-
MIDES, p. 18319; Piltz 1997, 45, 49.

543 Mounted warrior saints depicted wearing the sagion include: St George on a
fresco in the narthex of the church in Asinou, Cyprus; Sts Sergios and Bakchos on
an icon in St Catherine's Monastery, Mt Sinai (4th quarter of 13th C.); St George in
the church of St John Chrysostom in Geraki on the Peloponnese (early 14th C.); and
also the gallery of armed saints in the church of St Nicholas at Agios Nikolaos near
Monemvasia (Stylianou 1997, fig. 70; Sinai, fig. 66; Moutsopoulos/Demetrokalles 1981,
fig. 65 and colour pl. 13; and Drandakes 1979, fig. 19(3). Although Pseudo-Kodinos
does not use the term sagion in his treatise, we can assume that the purple or gold
imperial cloak (mandyas) that he refers to many times was in fact a sagion, see Ps.
KoDINOS, pp. 2611-3, 2643-4, 2673-4 [VIII], and Appendix VI, describing etiquette at the
court of Manuel II (35812-14 and n. 1 on p. 359); Piltz 1989, 52, 78. K. Wessel ("Insig-
nien" in RbK, 3:450) polemizes with the hypothesis linking the cloaks mentioned by
Pseudo-Kodinos with the sagion.

544 STRAT., pp. 4181-2, 4208-10 [XII B 1]: ETTe &QEteAav6La exovri xovSa, µexpt 'L(LV

yov&twv avTwv SEi (popEiv a&tov5. [...] Zwvapta SE ma xai ov Bou7tyaQtxa aayia.
DE CER. 1:67018 [II 45] lists armelausia among the equipment of a dromon prepared
for the landings on Crete in 949.

545 STRAT., p. 8050-8 [I 2]: Xpii (popEiv yovvvia ityouv voPEQoviiaa dare K£v'LoviXwv
nXatiea navy, exovtia µavixta yapSea, entvofjaat a&touq, iva ev 'L(p 61CXta6ijvat
avtiovS xai cpop£iv tiaS l a(3as xai is tiol;&pta, eav 6; Eixos avµ(31j (3poxiv yivec Oat
ij vypotiEpov ex T11; Spo6ov tiev &epa, (popovwe; tiavtia en&vw tiwv awv iced Lv

(ptXatitiOV61 TO apµa avtiwv xai ovx eµno&i ovtat, the Tot; tio4o15 EYTE
2oh; xoviapiot; aviwv (3otXgMat xptjaa,Oat. "EaTi Se xai &XXws nws &vayxaia ev
Tat; GKODXxat5. Ov Sta(paivovtiat yap µipOOEV tot; noX£µaOtS at ca(3at inc' avtiwv
6xenoµ£vat, av'Lexotcn Se iced npOS tiaS (3oAas 'Lwv GayttiLwv. (= LT, 1:1071331_1081342

[VI 13]: Xpti Se xai KevtiovxXa ex£ty irta,atiea taut, `Exovtta µayixta mXatiea, iva ev 'GFp
onXtaOfjvat av'cobs xai (popery tiaS a(3a; xai eav, th; EixoS, aoµ(3f (3pox1,1v
yeVMMOa1 ij vypotcpov 'LOv aepa ex tiffs 6poaov, (popovv'LEs avta, enavw tiwv (a(3& xai
tiwv (pDX.atiti0)6t TO apµa avtiwv xai ovx eµno&cwv'Lat, ate 'Lots 'Lol;apiot;,
eitie 'Lot; xov'rapiots avtiwv (3otXij9w61 xpf aaa(at. &nt Se xai &U(0; nws &vayxata
Ta xevtiOViXa ev Tat; 6xo1)),xat; ljyovv Tai; (3iyXats Ov 81a(pa1vovtiat yap µ pcoAcv
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From the eleventh century the warrior saints are often depicted
with rolled up cloaks, usually red in colour, slung diagonally over the
right shoulder and tied on the chest, which might correspond to the
cloaks mentioned in the manuals. It is not possible, however, to cor-
roborate this method of wearing the sagion, the armelausia, and even
perhaps the epilorikion.546 Among the earliest depictions of this type of
cloak in the warrior-saint iconography are: the murals in the rock-cut
churches of St Barbara (Tahtali Kilise) in the Soandos valley; of St John
in Korama depicting St Niketas (fig. 41b);547 and the medallions with
the busts of Theodore and Demetrios with blue cloaks; and St George
with a red one accompanying the emperor on a donor miniature in
the Psalter of Basil II (Ven. Marcianus gr. 17, fol. 3r; fig. 24);548 frescoes
with a depiction of St Marinos on the south-east pier of the cathe-
dral of St Sophia in Kiev; St George on an ivory panel in the Museo
Archeologico in Venice (fig. 67); an unidentified saint (Prokopios?) on
the south-east pier of the late-tenth century church of St Stephanos
in Kastoria (fig. 43); and also an image of Theodore Stratelates in the
katholikon of Hosios Loukas (fig. 25c).549 The cloak of the last figure
is painted in green, and is of similar colour to the short sleeves of the
under-tunic visible below the manikia, and has a second section, rolled
in an untypical manner, that passes around the saint's right side, and is
secured with a knot at right angles to the main roll of the cape.

trot; nokeµioti5 ai 643ai vn' avtia0v 6xenoµeval, &vtiexovai Se xai npos 'c&; (3oa,ac T(Uv
6ayrrc&W.) On Maurice's expression-yovvvia T'jyovv vo[3epovixua &no xevtiovi xC0v-see
Vari's commentary to his edition of LT (1:107, n. 1) where he equates the vo(3epovix1a
with a zupan or Hungarian gunya, a long male undercoat that opens down the front,
with long narrow sleeves (on the basis of differences in the Ambrosiana redaction of
the Stategikon), and compares it with the epilorikion mentioned in the PRAECEPTA
(see above, n. 196), and also Kolias 1988, 58 and nn. 158-60 (with a list of philological
works touching on the subject), who assumes that in Leo's treatise the term xevtiovicAa
was transferred to the garment from the material used to make it.

546 Babuin (2002, 98, fig. IX-5) interprets the cloth worn diagonally from right to
left on St Theodore Teron's chest in the church of the Anargyroi, Kastoria as a coat
rather than an officer's sash, and believes it was worn in this manner at the owner's
whim and not as a designation of military rank. Vari equates the garments mentioned
in the military treatises with the epilorikion (see above, n. 545).

S4 See Restle (1967) vol. 2, fig. 30, vol. 3, fig. 436.
541 See e.g. Sevicenko (1962) fig. 17.
sag See Logwyn 1971, fig. 123 (who incorrectly identifies the saint as Demetrios);

Chatzidakis 1997, fig. 57 (see also Joshua's cloak which is arranged in the same man-
ner, fig. 5); Cutler 1994, fig. 44. Blue-green armelausia are mentioned by DE CER.
[VOGT], 2:15319-20 [80]: cpopovvtiwuv a&ri v tio)v xoµ(31voypacpmv &pp Xavaia (3£vetiov
xai Xevxov .. .
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Whereas in the eleventh century military saints are painted with
mantles draped diagonally across the torso in combination with the
chlamys, in the late Komnenian period (second half of the twelfth cen-
tury) rolled up mantles are the only item of outer wear, for example
in murals in the Macedonian churches of the Anargyroi in Kastoria
(Theodore Teron, Prokopios and Nestor; figs. 30b-c, e) and St
Panteleimon in Nerezi (Prokopios; fig. 45b), and also on a panel with
St Theodore from the Venetian Pala d'Oro.55o A common motif when
showing the (by this time compulsory reddish-brown) mantle is the
depiction of its small folds thrown over the right upper arm.

Especially common in the Palaiologan era in the iconography of
the military saints are cloaks that are furled and tied diagonally over
the right shoulder '511 which might indicate the late reception of this
motif. On the other hand, the furled cloak is already shown as an item
of military attire in the Joshua Roll (Vat. Pal. gr. 431, sheets 1-111,
VII-XI),552 and is worn by David in late-tenth-century scenes of the
duel with Goliath in the Paris Psalter (Par. gr. 139, fol. 4v); and on
Goliath's chest on page 4v of the Psalter of Basil II (Ven. Marcianus
gr. Z 17).553 Its presence in these miniatures, which are strongly
linked with antique tradition, is evidence that it was already known
in the second half of the tenth century and followed earlier, Classical
tradition.

The paucity of information on military cloaks in the military treatises,
and an analysis of the miniatures in the Madrid Skylitzes and the
Athonite Menologion Esphigmenou 14, in which troops only occasionally

550 See Pelekanidis (1953) figs. 21/2, 23/1, 27/2; Maguire 1996, fig. 10 = Cutler/
Spieser 1996, fig. 240; Hahnloser/Polacco 1994, fig. 139.

551 Rolled up cloaks slung over the right shoulder are carried e.g. by St Theodore
Teron on a fresco (of 1321) in the katholikon of the Chora monastery (currently Kariye
mosque) in Constantinople, and both Theodores, Alexander, Trophimos, Demetrios
and Eustathios in Decani, see Bartusis 1992, fig. 5; Markovic 1995, figs. 8-9, 12-13
(= Heath 1995, figs. on pp. 22-3, 34); and also Walter 2003a, 245, on Alexander. The
increased popularity of the rolled cloak in art may be a natural consequence of the
disappearance in the Late Byzantine period of the chlamys fastened by a fibula.

552 See e.g. Lowden 1992, figs. 146, 160, 172 (= Glory of Byzantium, no. 162). Inter-
estingly, Joshua's diagonally draped cloak was replicated in a series of later Octa-
teuchs: Smyrna A. 1, fol. 226r; Vat. gr. 746, fol. 449v; and Vatopedi 602, fol. 353r
(Lowden 1992, figs. 59, 88, 168).

553 See e.g. Heath 1979, figs. on pp. 33, 37; although Heath incorrectly describes the
Psalter of Basil 11 as his menologion (= Glory of Byzantium, fig. on p. 188).
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appear in chlamydes, and in battle always without over-garments,554
coupled with the numerous references to their use in court ceremonies
allows one to assume that in Byzantium they were not worn in battle.
The chlamys and sagion would have hindered movement and espe-
cially swordplay and therefore had to be removed before combat.115 It

is evident therefore that this obligatory item of military saints' attire-
though undoubtedly adopted from antique compositional formulas-
was associated by the beholders mostly with camp or parade uniform
known from the many march-pasts and processions that took place
in the capital every year. It should be stressed here that even in the
images of mounted military saints depicted slaying a dragon or killing
a Christian-persecuting ruler, there appear to be no deviations from
the principle of showing them in the chlamys or the sagion (figs. 5,
8, 30f, 41a, 42, 56, 58, 60, 63, 77, 84, 86).556 The artistic nature of this

554 The rare depictions of soldiers in chlamydes in the Madrid Skylitzes include: the
cohort commander Michael Travlos introducing emissaries to the emperor (fol. 13r); a
soldier accompanying the emperor Basil I in pursuit of a deer (fol. 86r); the bodyguards
of Leo VI (fols. 114r-v); droungarios of the fleet Stephanos and soldiers surrounding
the captured Maniakes (fol. 213v). Also worth mentioning are groups of cavalrymen
in long, sleeved tunics accompanying the emperor (fols. 56r, 87v; Tsamakda 2002,
figs. 9, 133, 210, 215, 261, 263, 505). In the Menologion Esphigmenou 14, long cloaks
are worn by St Eustathios (fol. 52r), and also by: shield-bearers guarding the throne
of Cyrus or Herod (fols. 389v, 402r, 403r, 404r); a Christian ruler negotiating the
surrender of Negran (modern Najran) with Homeritae Jews (fol. 136v); and Herod's
troops (fols. 408v, 410r; Athos, vol. B', figs. 333, 352, 378-379, 381, 389, 391); while
warriors appear without cloaks in scenes of battle between the Levites and the tribe of
Benjamin (fols. 416v-418r; Athos, vol. B', figs. 404-407). A similar phenomenon can
be observed in the Khludov Psalter miniatures, where military commanders and the
emperor Constantine are shown in cloaks (fols. 58r-v), while soldiers in battle and on
watch at Christ's tomb are without them (e.g. fols. 6r, 26v, 44v, 50r, 58r, 60r, 67v, 78v,
141v, 148r; Shchepkina 1977, figs. 6, 26, 44, 50, 58-60, 67, 78, 109, 141, 148).

... STRAT., p. 25815-16 [VII 15] instructs troops to cover their zabai before battle
commenced (xai tia'q ai aicklbaq tiFov ca(3wv ontOev xatiae tiwv wµomk,atiwv (pepety E,,();
imtpov ), which suggests that this garment was cast off when advancing to combat.
See also Hoffmeyer 1966, 51, who believes that cloaks were secured to the saddle for
battle.

556 See e.g. the pair of mounted saints (George and Theodore) slaying dragons in
the Cappodocian churches of the Snake (Yilanli Kilise), St Basil (no. 18), St Barbara
(no. 20), and also George with the dragon in chapel 21 in Korama; George and Theo-
dore in Yusuf Ko4 Kilise in Avrilar (Macan); and George in the church of St Barbara
(Tahtali Kilise) in the Soandos valley (Soganli Dere). Among the later examples one
can mention the frescoes of St George on horseback in the church of the Anargyroi
in Kastoria, and of St Theodore in the church of Hagioi Theodoroi near Kaphiona on
the Mani peninsula. As a rule St Eustathios is also depicted with a wind-blown cloak
in the scene of his conversion while hunting in the Menologion Esphigmenou 14, fol.
52; and in the following psalters: Khludov Psalter no. 129d, fol. 97; Par. gr. 20, fol. 5v;
Pantokrator 61, fol. 138; British Add. 19352, fol. 130v; and Barberini Vat. gr. 972, fol.
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unrealistic combination is readily apparent in the Madrid Skylitzes min-
iatures, where horsemen in combat are seldom depicted in cloaks.

INSIGNIA

The desire to imbue the warrior saints with greater pomp and splen-
dour, as well as the strong dependence on Classical models, is also
apparent in the form of the officers' and official's insignia that artists
introduced into the iconography of their attire. Some of these were
quite common, and like other elements of military costume were freely
ascribed to a wider group of saints, whereas when they appear only on
the images of specified saints, they thereby become a type of attribute
for them.

Fibula (kornoukopion, porpe)

The fibula was a natural complement to the chlamys and, like it, was
connected with imperial and court dress. Known since the Bronze
Age, in ancient Greece the fibula was divided according to function,
into the icopml which fastened at the front, and the mepo'v1j (lit. `pin')
which served to secure the cloak on to the back.557 The fibula worn
together with the toga or military cloak initially had no symbolic signif-
icance.558 This was first given to it in Rome, when a circular fibula with

136r (Restle 1967, vol. 2, figs. 246-247; photographs at Dumbarton Oaks in Washing-
ton, DO L.75.1387(AE), 830A, T3-22, L.75.1174(AE); Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985,
fig. 21 on p. 41; Drandakes 1995, fig. 21 on p. 94; Athos, vol. F', fig. 265, Shchepkina
1977; Dufrenne 1966, figs. 21, 35; Velmans 1985, fig. 24; and Der Nersessian 1970,
fig. 211). This compositional formula was also taken up in Georgia, for example on
the frescoes by Master Theodore in Nakipari, Lagurka and Ipari with Theodore and
George on horseback slaying both the dragon and Diocletian (Aladashvili/Alibegash-
vili/Volskaya 1966, figs. 18-19, 33-34, 50-5 1; and Tschubinaschvili 1959, passim; esp.
the common images of George killing Diocletian).

"I See e.g. ILIAD, 2:88133 [X] (Nestor's purple chlamys fastened with a fibula), 3:46180
[XIV] (cloak with fibula worn by Hera-evidence that it was already an element of
dress, both male and female, in Homer's day); HESYCHI0s, 3:362: nfiprnij [6 &voxci S
tifiS &6niSos, ci; o 6 i jxvc &vistiati,] 11 (pip)=. xai ti7 ; x? aviSos 11 irapfivri. See also
K. Czerwenka-Papadopoulos, "Porpe" in BKR, 202. The distinction between the two
terms depending on the place of fastening clothing is introduced by Belyaev 1929,
56-7 and n. 43 (who, however, without grounds links the perone with the crossbow
fibula, cf. p. 80) A. v. Netoliczka, "Fibel" in PR, Supplement, 3:491-5 (discusses the
Greek terminology), 501-2 (on fibulae in archaic Greece).

558 On Greco-Roman fibulae see H. Leclerq, "Fibules" in DACL, 5/2:1478-9,
with examples on 1486-9; A. v. Netoliczka, "Fibel", PR, Supplement, 3:491-522;
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a rim encrusted with pearls and precious stones became the imperial
insignia (fig. 72).559 Until the end of the fourth century inscribed gold
brooches were handed out on state occasions by rulers as awards.56o
Until the sixth century, besides serving as an insignia the fibula also
had a purely utilitarian purpose, both in male and female costume.561
With the spread of clothes that closed by means of buttons, and tai-
lored kaftans, it then lost its meaning as an essential item of attire,
and remained only an item of imperial or royal regalia and official
insignia.562 The lack of references in Byzantine sources written after

E. Pochmarski, "Fibula", BKR, 78. The numerous fibulae found throughout Europe
and the Mediterranean basin and their interpretation are a separate archaeological
problem beyond the scope of the present study.

511 Alfoldi 1935, 65; F. Leclerq, "Fibules (imperiale's)", DACL, 5/2:1489-90, fig.
4358.

561 S.D. Campbell & A. Kazhdan, "Fibula" in ODB, 2:784-5. On Constantine the
Great's granting to the Chersonites the privilege of wearing the imperial chlamys with
fibula and gold crowns in recognition for their services in their fight against the `Scyth-
ians', see DAI, 1:264142-43 [53] (XkagvSos (3a6i%ucijS xai cpti(3Xatio1)pas xai 6tieap(Xvov
%pvcovv). Examples of crossbow brooches with the inscriptions VTERE FELIX ('wear
for luck'), VIVAS, IVLIANE VIVAS, ROMANUS [I]MP[ERATOR], ACCIPE DVLCIS
ANNIS (`accept [the wish of] many sweet years'), O[EO]Y XAPIC ('God's fortune')
see Belyaev 1929, 87-9, 92-3, 94, tabl. XV/7, 9, 10; while other inscriptions referring to
the emperors of the Tetrarchy (CONSTANTINE CAES VIVAS and HERCVLI CAES
VINCAS) are published by F. Leclerq, "Fibules" in DACL, 5/2:1489, fig. 4358, nos. 4
and 5). The word fibulatorium is interpreted as a variant of the fibula or as a fibula
together with the clothing fastened by it in the commentaries to DE CER. (2:827-8);
Belyaev (1929, 56-7); and OIKONOMIDES (n. 31).

161 On the fibula as an element of female costume in Greece see above, n. 557; and
in Rome see Belyaev (1929, 58, 64, 80, figs. 2, 10-11), who concludes on the basis of
a fresco in Lesnovo that the fibula was still being worn by court ladies in the 11th C.,
although its function was by then entirely decorative.

562 The investiture by Justin I in 522 of Tzatios, ruler of the Laz people who was
seeking his aid against the Persians, with imperial chlamys with purple tablion and
fibula is commented upon by: AGATHIAS, p. 1724-1 [111 15]; CHPASCH, 1:61318-6144,
THEOPHANES, 1:17421-21 (fibula with likeness of the emperor); whereas PROCOPIUS,

3/2:8512-1s [III 1/21] states that Justinian presented as insignia of authority gold chla-
mydes to five Armenian satraps together with fibulae with precious stones in the
middle and three sapphires hung on gold chains (nspovrl Xpv671 of x),cq 1) ' 81 en iccvro,
XIOov tmi ithmic 7cspuppaitiov6a 'nva evtilgov, acp' ov Sri vaxiV9oi tipetg xpvsaIs is xai
xaXapaiis tiaiS &w(76rrv amcsxpggavtio). For other examples of investiture with insignia
of authority mentioned by Procopius in his Wars, performed by emperors in relation
to barbarian leaders, see McCormick 1986, 336, n. 29. In the light of this information
of special significance would appear to be another reference by PROCOPIUS (1:871-2

[I 17/28]), stating that Kabades confiscated a perone that was pinned in the hair of a
defeated patrician, since in Persia such an object could be worn only by the king.

On the fibula and chlamys donned by the emperor during coronation ceremonies
see DE CER. [VOGT], 2:1711-13 [I 50], 274-5, 15-17 [I 52]; Belyaev 1929, 60-61, 66 (with
numerous depictions of round fibulae on imperial portraits). The fibula is mentioned
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the tenth century indicates that the fibula fell out use along with the
chlamys,563 and in imperial ceremonial attire their places were taken by
the loros, which gained popularity in the eleventh century.564

In Byzantine sources the terms used to describe the fibula are the
Classical Greek mopicri and the Latinized cpi(3Aa/cp1(3oDI,a; John Lydos
meanwhile states that its imperial variant was known by palace resi-
dents as xopvovxontov (Lat. cornus copium, `horn of plenty').565 In
Early Byzantine art the fibula as an element of imperial attire was
depicted usually in the form common in ancient Greece and Rome-a
round plate with a rim filled with pearls and precious stones.566 From
the fourth to the eighth century it is additionally decorated with three
rows of pendants, occasionally terminating with small tassels (fig. 18).56'

as an element of the uniform of the eparch of the Pretorium by LYDOS (see above, n.
506). During the granting of the titles of caesar, nobelissimos and kouropalates these
officials received a fibula and a chlamys from the hands of the emperor (DE CER.
[VOGT] 2:2715-1' [I 52], 3416 [I 53], 384 [I 54]); while the Kletorologion of Philotheos
(OIKONOMIDES, p. 8918 (= DE CER., 1:70813 [II 52])) states that the fibulatorium was
worn by vestiatoroi as their insignia. Aside from their use by these officials, Belyaev
(1929, 60-1) recognizes the fibula as element of the empress's costume.

565 On the presence of the fibula in official and imperial costume in the 6th. C., fol-
lowed by its disappearance, see S.D. Campbell & A. Kazhdan, "Fibula" in ODB, 2:784;
Belyaev 1929, 57, 62, although his opinion (p. 80) on the popularity of fibulae in the
Late Byzantine iconography of the military saints is not corroborated in the artistic
material (see above, n. 551).

564 On the loros and methods of wearing it see Rudt de Collenberg 1972, 268-71,
fig. 1.; on its chronology see N.P. Sevicenko, "Loros" in ODB, 2:1251-2; its courtly
functions are discussed by Piltz 1997, 43-4, figs. 6, 10. See also K. Wessel, "Insignien",
in RbK, 3:428-44, 480-3, who also gives numerous examples of depictions of the loros
in art.

565 The Byzantine terminology is discussed by Belyaev 1929, 55-7, 63 and nn. 25-27
(with source literature). See also the references in EUST. IL., 2:34520, 3:3019-20, 60918;

EUST. OD., 2:18019, 13, 20039. In the diminutive form uepovi.a it is mentioned alongside
other imperial garments in DE CER., 1:6728 [11 45]; see also Koukoules, 2/2:56-7 and
above, n. 531. The imperial kornoukopion is described by LYDos, p. 5811-14 [II 2/4]
<ijv> 'g6tq µev (pi(iota,av ('0q 'Itiak,oi xaa,ovµev, xopvovxoirtov Se ihia irc)S ev wiq
[iaala,Siots ETI KM v1)v A£7ODG1LV

566 On the Greco-Roman origins of the round fibula see Belyaev (1929, 63-5, figs.
1-6), and the Late Roman oval, onyx fibula found at Ostroviany in Slovakia, which is
currently in Venice (plate XI 4). He also regards (p. 69) the round fibula as the basic
type of Byzantine brooch and systemizes the group of brooches of this shape found at
Akhmim in Egypt, in Switzerland, Italy and Hungary, including enamelled examples
and those inset with imperial coins (p. 70-5, fig. 17, tabl. XIV, 1-2). On fibulae with
round plates set with pearls see also A. v. Netoliczka, "Fibel" in PR, Supplement, 3:504.
See also Bishop/Coulston 1993, fig. 101/2.

56' See Belyaev (1929, 67, 69, 76-9 and n. 212) who assumes that this element
reached Byzantium from India by way of Persia, and notices its disappearance from
the iconography of the imperial Macedonian dynasty (see e.g. the circular fibula with
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It appears in this form on a portrait of Theodosius I on his missorium
(fig. 69) commissioned to commemorate the fifteenth anniversary in
393 of his coming to power (currently in the Real Academia de la
Historia, Madrid); and also on the mosaic with Justinian in the basilica
of San Vitale in Ravenna (c.546). Meanwhile, the dignitaries accompa-
nying Justinian's wife, Theodora, on a mosaic on the opposite wall of
the apse,568 wear cloaks secured by crossbow fibulae (fig. 72) of a type
known also as 'Roman-provincial' (with an elongated arched bow and
a transverse bar containing the pin-hinge, and occasionally a small
ornamental pelta-shaped plate).569

Ruth Leader believes that the wide variety of fibulae attributed to
persons of different social status is evidence that certain shapes were
associated with rank-round forms being reserved for the emperor,
crossbow forms for junior officials.57° Apparently confirming her
hypothesis is the fact that until the fourth century the crossbow fibula
was the predominant type among archaeological discoveries connected
with the Goths and Germanics, who were one of the chief sources of
mercenaries in imperial service, while the absence of circular imperial
fibulae from such findsites, and their presence in the fifth and sixth
centuries may be explained by the copying of Byzantine models, which
reached barbarian territory as gifts, booty or together with prisoners.571

pearled rim on Basil II's portrait in his Psalter, Ven. Marcianus gr. 17, fol. 3r [e.g.
Sevicenko 1962, fig. 17] ); and also Procopius's reference in his On Buildings (see above,
n. 562). This type of fibula is also worn by Christ on a mosaic above the doors of the
Bishop's Chapel in Ravenna (fig. 18); see above, n. 138 on p. 98. A preserved fibula
with three pendants from Benevento is published by Garam 1993, fig. 13/1.

Sea See e.g. Age of Spirituality, nos. 64-66 = Hoffineyer 1966, fig. 1. Round fibulae
also appear on imperial portraits, e.g. on solidi of Theodosius II and Anastasius, a
medallion of Justinian I, and the emperor on horseback on the Barberini Panel in the
Louvre (Byzance, nos. 20, 108, 113; Grierson 1982, no. 82).

569 In the present work I have not distinguished the various types of crossbow fibula
since these had little influence on the warrior saint iconography, and the variety of
forms would require a separate study. For the construction of the basic variants of
crossbow fibulae see Belyaev (1929, 83-6, and his proposed classification according to
form and ornament, 86-96); see also Coulston 2002, 8.

5.o Leader 2000, 415, 419, figs. 11-12, 18; as an example of the Late Roman circular
fibula she also cites the portrait of Honorius on the consular diptych of Probus in the
cathedral in Aosta.

571 For examples of crossbow and circular fibulae from Germany (Germanic and
Lombardic), France and England (mostly imitating Roman models) see H. Leclerq,
"Fibules" in DACL, 5/2:1501-86 and figs. 4396-4454; Germanen, passim; Belyaev
1929, 87 (two fibulae connected with Alaric who died c.410), 92-93 (group of fibulae
of Childeric, died 481); Kovacevic 1964, 187-9, 192, fig. 1 (Gothic fibulae from the
Balkans dated to the time of Theodoric the Great, 494-526, which the work's author
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On the other hand, the crossbow fibula appeared in the Empire only
in the time of Maximian, initially in provincial circles outside the
capital. 171 Furthermore, the gold fibula-brooches called xaptiaµepa
(after the Celtic), which were adorned with bunches of grapes, and
which fastened the dark purple tunic and belt of the eparch of the
Praetorium, can be recognized as crossbow fibulae, thanks to Lydos's
detailed description. 573

In light of the above, the popularity in images of the military saints
of circular fibulae, which were usually surrounded by a ring of pearls,
should come as no surprise (figs. 22-23, 25b,d, 30a,d,f, 31-32, 35a, 37,
39, 44a-b, 45a, 46c, 49, 70).574 It is worth noting that although fibulae

links with mercenary units of Foederati). The barbarian origins of the crossbow fibula
are also confirmed in the iconography (see e.g. the portrait dating from c.400 AD of
the Vandal commander in Roman service Stilicho on the diptych from Monza cathe-
dral [Volbach 1976, nos. 1, 63]). See also Southern/Dixon 1996, 124-5, fig. 58 (with
further examples and bibliog.). On brooches/fibulae found in burials on the terri-
tory of the former Avar Khaganate that had formerly belonged to Byzantine prisoners
taken in the 6th and 7th C. see Garam 1993, 127-31, figs. 1-5, 6/1, 6/5 (and also the
Avar fibulae based on them: figs. 7-9). It should be remembered that the Huns and
Avars employed fibulae only to a very limited extent.

172 See Belyaev 1929, 80-2, on the basis of bust now in the Cairo Museum linked
with this ruler by Strzygowski; bas-reliefs adorning the base of the obelisk of Theodo-
sius in Constantinople; and 3rd- to 4th-C. fibulae found at Akhmim in Egypt, as well
as in northern Africa, Syria and the Balkans.

573 LYDOS, p. 1048-'8 [11 4/13]: ical Qc?Jjviaxov 116V e%WV titiva 6 suwvvµwv, xpv(Yq)
nsrzotiriµevov, 6x S6 tirls 6tiepaq yA0)66tSa ilva, ij y' 016 Sti&(3kriµa, xp1)aoieX6S xai a$to,
sic 0otipvo5 afljia 7cs7to1r)9evov, of ijv ev 'tf 1T-pi Miivwv avyypcapf & U0665 uxaµsv
aitiav 0"7tsp 8ti&(3%rjµa &7to Sc t&s (pspoµsvov xai £91 26v GEXTIvIGxov [3aXXoµsvov

tiov rtspixtOeµsvov & Y(pcOxoS, rtspovrjs xai av&tf q xpusfic evOaicvova-r1S
rov iµ&vTa xai 61)van1Uov0-ls 'tov (3o'cpvv 'tm GA11Viaxw (pi[3o'Aav avtit)v natprwS
of 'PwµaItot [...] XEyo'U61V, tiiiv S6 6X11v xatia6xsvily 'tov rtsplcwµatos o1 I' XXoi
xatQtaµeQav, ijv do 7CX7j0oS xul2t 7aµov El; iOtoncia5 (Note that the open-
ing passage appears to be slightly corrupt).

57 In warrior saint depictions it is possible to distinguish local variants of round
fibulae decoration which were dominant in various periods and regions: in Cap-
padocian painting they are often adorned with five pearls that form a cross-as in
the church of the Snake and the chapel of St John in Korama, and Direkli Kilise in
Ihlara (Restle 1967, vol. 2, figs. 21, 246-247, 250); while e.g. St Orestes in chapel 33 in
Korama wears a fibula ringed with pearls (Restle 1967, vol. 2, fig. 288). In Macedonian
churches (Kastoria, Kurbinovo, Nerezi) fibulae are painted as relatively large discs sur-
rounded by a wreath of pearls (e.g. Maguire 1996, figs. 10-11; Pelekanidis 1953, figs.
21, 23/2, 32/1, 55/1). Often, as on Sicilian mosaics and at Nea Mone on Chios, both
types appear alongside one another (Borsook 1990, figs. 9, 35-36; Mouriki 1985, vol.
2, figs. 59, 61). Both forms of fibula also appear in works connected with the capital's
workshops (Glory of Byzantium, nos. 69, 79, 80; Bank 1966, no. 227-228; Chatzidakis
1997, figs. 47-48). Of special interest is the warrior saint's fibula in St Panteleimon's
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were associated with officer status, Theodore Teron `the Recruit' is also
occasionally shown wearing one, for example on an enamel panel from
Bathys Ryax (fig. 47).575 It is quite possible that round fibulae were not
taken over from the imperial iconography directly, but rather by way
of the antique pictorial tradition. The antique gods in military attire
are often depicted in this manner, especially in the Empire's eastern
provinces (figs. 17a,b).576 The process of adopting the imperial fibula
and chlamys by the military saints must therefore have already taken
place in late antiquity.

Arguing against such an interpretation, however, is the limited
appearance of fibulae in the iconography of the warrior saints in the
Palaiologan era when the actual element of attire went out of use. Such
a parallel between the fibula's appearance in art and its popularity in
everyday dress indicates rather that artists were looking to contempo-
rary models of costume.

Departures from the principle of depicting cloak pins in the form of
a circular fibula are rare, and appear exclusively in provincial circles.
They include two tenth-century depictions of the military saints in the
cathedral in Faras. Their fibulae are of a shield form in a quatrefoil
shape. As an analogy Gorecki points to a silver fibula with cabochons
found near the River Kama, described as a Persian import.577 The
cross-like shape also prompts comparison with a group of fibulae with
decoration of this form attached to the bow.578 The exceptional nature

chapel at Upper Boularioi on the Mani peninsula, which the artist has painted with a
cross inscribed within a circle (Drandakes 1995, fig. 19 on p. 383).

The round fibula motif also commonly appears as an element of warrior saints'
uniform in other regions influenced by Byzantine culture, such as Rus' (see e.g.
Sidorenko 2000, figs. 1-3) and Georgia (see e.g. Tschubinaschvili 1959, figs. 36-39,
42-47, 151-53, 156, 162, 164, 180-84, 188, 190, 194, 195-196, 284, 409, 411, 470);
of particular interest is a late 10th/early 11th C. repousse icon of St George from
Bochorma, Georgia (figs. 162, 164 and pp. 429-30), where the fibula (worn exception-
ally on the left shoulder) is filled with a real cabochon, the contrast of stone against
metal making the whole brooch appear real.

676 See Bank 1966, no. 190 = Papamastorakes 1998, fig. 5. Theodore Teron is
depicted in a similar manner on ivory triptychs (Goldschmidt/Weitzmann 1979, vol.
2, nos. 32, 33, 38; Bank 1966, nos 126, 130).

576 See e.g. the relief images of Palmyrene gods published by Morehart 1959, figs.
11-13, 15, 17; Teixidor 1979, figs. 22, 24; and Belyaev 1929, figs. 1-3.

57 See Gorecki 1980, 200-1, figs. 2-3, 6-9, 11a-c.
578 H. Leclerq, "Fibules" in DACL, 5/2:1490-2, figs. 4363-4364; Belyaev 1929, 95-6,

figs. 26-27; Kovacevic 1964, 190, fig. 3.
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of the Faras depictions, and the site's remoteness from Byzantine artis-
tic centres leads one to assume that here the artist was making use of
local models.

The officer's sash (diadema, zone stratiotike)

While the fibula's appearance in the iconography of the military saints
can be explained not so much by its character as an insignia, but more
by its utilitarian function closely related to the cloak, the officer's sash
served exclusively as an emblem of the owner's rank. Like the chlamys,
sagion and fibula, the sash was derived from ancient Rome, where a
linen band was the insignia of a legionary officer.579 Worn at chest
height or even on the stomach, such sashes were made from a nar-
row band of cloth tied at the front in a flat bow, the so-called `knot of
Herakles' (the fringed ends are first turned upwards, and then tucked
under the belt). The officer's band was known in Rome as the zona
militaris, and appears in the Roman iconography, especially sculp-
ture, in the Imperial period, alongside the muscled cuirass as a formal

579 See Alfoldi 1935, 64; Rankov 1994, 53, 56. The initial purpose of the officer's
bands may have been to secure phalerae to the chest. These circular badges made of
metal or glass had the character of insignia and of a tropaion, usually in the form of
the head of a Medusa or lion, see H. Aigner, "Phalerae" in BKR, 195; Mouriki 1981a,
315-16, fig. 88d (Roman exedra of Herodes Atticus in Olympia with gorgoneion on the
chest). This is confirmed especially in funerary depictions, see e.g. Robinson 1975, figs.
442-444 (stele of the centurion Sertorius Festus of legio XI Claudia Pia Fidelis in the
Verona Museum); Gamber 1978, fig. 386 (gravestone of Marcus Caelius, 1st C. AD,
in the Landesmuseum, Bonn); see also the reconstruction of a lamellar cuirass with
phalerae in the form of Medusa and lion heads, elements of which were discovered in
the tumulus at Goljama near Duvanlij in Bulgaria (Ognenova-Marinova 2000, 16, fig.
4). The function of phalerae as insignia may with time have transferred to the band
that held them in place. After the Early and Middle Byzantine period, when the band
was depicted without phalerae, we observe a revival of this motif in Palaiologan art
(e.g. on frescoes with St Demetrios in the late-13th-C. funerary chapel of David Narin
Bagratid in Gelati Monastery, Georgia; (a mask-gorgoneion?) and a lion's head in the
katholikon of the monastery of the Peribleptos in Mistra (end of 14th C.); and also
on the belt of the archangel Michael in the church of St Achilleios in Arilje of c.1296
(Mouriki 1980, 310-11, 323, 326, 336, figs. 91d, 93d), which may have been related
to the reintroduction of this element into imperial ceremonial attire (see below, n.
590). With time the chest-band motif became barbarized and distorted; it was often
depicted as a metal band-evidence that its original form was misunderstood, see
e.g. the early 14th-C. icon of St George from Tyana in Cappadocia in the Byzantine
Museum in Athens (Potamianou 1998, no. 11).
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element of the costume of the emperor,58' of higher officers'181 and also
military gods (figs. 4, 17a).582 It was taken over into Early Byzantine
imperial iconography, for example on the statue known as the Colossus
of Barletta.583

The sashes wrapped around the breastplates of military saints in
Middle Byzantine art are of different colours. The dominant hue is
white (figs. 25a,b, 26, 36a,b, 45a),584 probably indicating the undyed

580 See e.g. statues of Julius Caesar in the Pallazo Senatorio sul Campidoglio in
Rome, and Drusus the Younger from Sulcis in the Cagliari Museum (Robinson 1975,
figs. 429, 431); and also Mithridates from Delos (102-101 BC); Nero from Tralles in
the Archaeological Museum, Istanbul; Trajan Divinus from Ephesus in the Kunst-
historisches Museum, Vienna; Antoninus Pius in the Dresden State Art Collections;
Marcus Aurelius (160 AD) in the Museum in Alexandria and in the Villa Borghese
in Rome; Antoninus Pius from the Via Imperiale in Rome; Septimius Severus from
Alexandria in the British Museum; the Tetrarchs on the wall of the Basilica of San
Marco in Venice; and Constantine the Great in the Roman Campidoglio (Vermeule
1960, figs. 5, 23, 52, 60-63, 66, 72, 74).

581 E.g. on a funerary stele in the Archaeological Museum in Rhodes; on a sarcopha-
gus in the Campo Santo in Pisa; and on the so-called sarcophagus of Balbinus in the
Museum of the Catacombs of Pretextatus in Rome (Vermeule 1960, figs. 6, 65, 70;
and also the unidentified statues figs. 17 [with gorgoneion in its upper part], 18, 44,
50, 54-58, 78). D'Amato (2005, 22) cites John of Ephesus (VI 2) on the degradation,
by cutting the belt, of Marcianus, Magister Militum per Orientem, who was relieved
of his command during the siege of Nisibis in 573.

582 See e.g. relief with image of Mars on the so-called `Altar of Ahenobarbus' in the
Louvre (Vermeule 1960, fig. 9); trinity of Palmyrene gods Aglibol, Baal and Yarhibol
on a relief of the 1st C. AD in the Louvre (Robinson 1975, fig. 456 = Morehart 1959,
fig. 11); fresco from the temple of Baal in Palmyra and a cult relief from Dura-Europos
(Teixidor 1979, figs. 23-24).

583 See e.g. Vermeule 1960, fig. 79 (= Hoffineyer 1966, fig. 2; Markovic 1995,
fig. 44).

584 Roman officer's bands are known mainly from sculpture, and we do not know
their colour; the polychrome decorations on the sculptures-if they ever had such-
have not been preserved (Rankov 1994, 56). White military bands are worn e.g. by
Sts Niketas and Orestes(?) in St John's Church (chapel 2A) in Korama; by the bulk
of the Forty Martyrs of Sebaste in the Great Pigeon House in cavu¢in; a warrior in
the church of St Merkourios on Kerkyra; Theodore within the apse of Hagioi The-
odoroi near Kaphiona on the Mani; Demetrios on a mosaic from the monastery of
the Archangel Michael in Kiev; Merkourios, Prokopios and Theodore Teron (sic!)
in the katholikon of the monastery of Hosios Loukas in Phokis; George, Nestor and
Theodore (in the last case light grey) on a mosaic on the south wall of the presbytery
of the cathedral in Cefalu; Theodore Teron (again!) and Merkourios in the Cappella
Palatina in Palermo; Theodore in the cathedral in Monreale; Theodore Stratelates on
fol. 383 of the Menologion of Basil II (Vat. gr. 1613) and fol. 25v of the Menologion
Mosqu. gr. 376; Prokopios on fol. 72v of the Menologion Mosqu. gr. 382; Sts George
and Merkourios in Direkli Kilise in the Ihlara valley; and St George in Nerezi andon
the relief icon in the Byzantine Museum, Athens. For illustrations see Restle (1967,
vol. 2, figs. 30, 44, vol. 3, fig. 310); Skawran (1982, fig. 119); Drandakes (1995, fig. 9 on
p. 81 and colour figs. 13-14); Glory of Byzantium, (fig. on p. 283); Chatzidakis (1997,
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cloth from which this type of insignia was undoubtedly made. They
are sometimes blue (figs. 27, 30a, 39, 62), and occasionally green, red,
purple or black (figs. 28, 30d, 35a, 44a).585 It is not possible to identify
any individual saint who wears the sash as an attribute distinguishing
him from other military saints. Sashes are worn both by megalomar-
tyrs with officer backgrounds: George, Theodore Stratelates, Demetrios
and Prokopios, as well as by the less popular saints such as Merkourios,
Eustathios, Orestes, Nestor and Lupus.586 They are also worn by a

figs. 47-48); Markovic (1995, figs. 40-41); Borsook 1990, figs. 9, 36-37, 95; Sevicenko
1962, figs. 11-12; Spatharakis 1981, fig. 142; Thierry (1963, 187, fig. 89c); Potamianou
(1998, no. 5) = Tsigaridas (2000, fig. 40).

585 The sashes worn by St George on the relief icon from Mariupol (in the National
Museum, Kiev) and St Merkourios in the Menologion Par. gr. 580, leaf 2v, are light
blue; St Demetrios wears a dark blue one on a fresco in the church of the Anargyroi
in Kastoria; while the sashes of the military saints in the church of the Hagioi Strat-
egoi in Upper Boularioi on Mani, St Theodore on a Constantinopolitan icon in the
Hermitage, and George and Orestes on enamel panels from the Venetian Pala d'Oro
are an intense blue colour (Glory of Byzantium, no. 202; Byzance, no. 269; Peleka-
nidis/Chatzidakis 1985, figs. 11-12 on pp. 32-3; Drandakes 1995, fig. 33 on p. 419
[monochrome reproduction]; Bank 1966, nos. 227-228; and Hahnloser/Polacco 1994,
figs. 128-129). A green sash is worn by St George in the Church of Lilies (Sumbiillu
Kilise) in the Ihlara valley (Thierry 1963, 176; Parani 2003, fig. 117-monochrome).
St Theodore has a dark red sash on a mosaic in the katholikon narthex of Nea Mone;
and on a fresco in the church of the Anargyroi in Kastoria; as is St Demetrios in the
church of St Nicholas in Agios Nikolaos near Monemvasia; accompanying Demetrios
at Agios Nikolaos is Merkourios wearing a grey band with white rosettes. A purple
band is worn by George Tropaiophoros ('the victorious') on a panel in the Venetian
Pala d'Oro. Meanwhile, St George appears on an icon at the British Museum in a blue-
grey chest band fitted with vertical straps (Mouriki 1985, vol. 2, fig. 59; Pelekanidis
1953, fig. 21/2 [= Maguire 1996, fig. 11]; Drandakes 1979, 57, fig. 19(3; Hahnloser/
Polacco 1994, fig. 142; Glory of Byzantium, no. 261).

586 Aside from those mentioned above (nn. 584-585) a number of saints are shown
with military sashes with clearly defined knots:-St George, on steatite icons from
Cherson in the National Preserve of Tauric Chersonesos in Sevastopol, the Histori-
cal Museum in Moscow, and Vatopedi Monastery on Mt Athos; and also on bronze
panels in the Kanellopoulos Museum (Inv. no. 1071) and the Byzantine Museum
(Inv. no 475) both in Athens; as well as on a wooden icon from Omorphoklisias near
Kastoria;-St Demetrios, on an ivory panel in the Metropolitan Museum, New York,
and on a lost steatite icon from the Karagiorgios collection;-St Theodore, on a frag-
ment of a steatite panel in the Museum in Veliko Turnovo, on a steatite icon in the
Barber Collection in Birmingham; on an ivory panel in the Museo Archeologico in
Venice, and on a gilded panel in the British Museum;-and St Lupus, on a reliquary
of St Demetrios in the collections of the Moscow Kremlin (Glory of Byzantium, nos.
36, 81, 203 [= Markovic 1995, fig. 47; Cutler 1994, fig. 126]; Tsigaridas 2000, fig. 39;
Byzantium no. 160; Longuet 1961, fig. 24/2; Kalavrezou-Maxeiner 1985, nos. 8, 10, 21,
24a, 28; Goldschmidt/Weitzmann 1979, vol. 2, no. 20; Cutler 1994, figs. 44, 126). St
Eustathios appears with a sash e.g. on an ivory triptych in the Vatican Museum and
on the Harbaville Triptych in the Louvre (see below, n. 588).
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group of warrior saints on a mural in the Great Pigeon House church
in cavusin (fig. 59).587 St Theodore Teron appears wearing the zone
stratiotike on the Forty Martyrs Triptych in the Hermitage, on an ivory
triptych in the Vatican Museum, and on the Harbaville Triptych in the
Louvre (figs. 19a, 20a, 22a).588 The fact that it is worn by Teron, who
was an ordinary soldier, indicates the original function of the officer's
band had been forgotten or was seen by artists as irrelevant.589 The
actual form of the sash is often simplified, and it sometimes appears
as a narrow band without a knot on the chest.

Neither in the military manuals, nor in any Byzantine sources is
there information on textile sashes worn by soldiers on their chests.
It is only Pseudo-Kodinos in his Book of Ceremony, when elucidating
the etymology of the word `crown' (Gt tpcL), who explains that this
object was once known as a StiaSriga, a term now used for the article
of attire formerly known as the twvrl 6Tpartcozt1cI (military sash). He
also refers to the martyrs of Christ who wear it together with a mail
corselet (or a 6TpcnTOv 'pectoral')."' This may indicate that Pseudo-

587 See Restle 1967, vol. 3, fig. 310.
588 Goldschmidt/Weitzmann 1979, vol. 2, nos 32a, 33a; Bank 1966, nos 126-130 =

Cutler 1994, figs. 28, 169-170); see also Teron on the mosaics at Hosios Loukas, and
in the northern bay of the Cappella Palatina (above, n. 584).

589 The archaic nature of the military sash in Middle Byzantine art is also apparent
in that it is not present in the Madrid Skylitzes miniatures. Meanwhile, broad bands
(usually together with vertical straps, forming what might be interpreted as a type of
chest harness keeping the body armour in place) are a standard element of soldier's
attire in the classicizing Joshua Roll (Vat. gr 431, sheets I, III, V, VI-XI, XIV), and in
the following Octateuchs: Vat. gr. 747, fols. 165v, 173r, 219r-v, 221v-223v,224v-225r,
226r, 230r, 243r, 246v, 247v; Vat. gr. 746, fols. 351r, 411v, 443v-444r, 447v-448r, 451r,
453v, 455v, 459v, 469v, 480v, 486v-487r, 449r-v; Smyrna A. 1, fols. 223r-v, 226r-v,
233r, 239v, 245r, 248v; Topkapi p. gr. 8, fols. 179v, 360v, 477v, 478v, 499v; Vatopedi
602, fols. 169r, 347r, 353r-v, 379v, 402r, 421v, 433r (Lowden 1992, figs. 2-5, 9-10,
16-20, 49-55, 58-63, 68, 87-90, 98, 100-101, 118, 135, 146-155, 160-172, 175, 178;
Lassus 1973, figs. 115, 123, 126). The drowning pharaoh also wears a cloth sash around
his torso on fol. 419v of the Paris Psalter, Par. gr. 139 and on fols. 41v, 48r, 50r of the
Book of Kings, Vat. gr. 333 (Lowden 1992, fig. 137; Lassus 1973, figs. 79, 89, 91).

591 Ps. KODINOS, pp. 1993-20 (esp. 13-15) 2014-10 [IV]: A£t SE ylV(iwrK£w OTl Omep KaA£vTal
vvv ateµµa cuvoµ&c£To n&Xat SL&Sriµa. Tovto Se tjv [3X&Ttov µ£T& X{Owv Kai gapy&pcov,
KaT& To TOV [3uGO cwS µcTwnoV K£iµEVOV µcv, S£S£µcVOV S' onta9£v n£pi tiov cyKc(paXov,
Ste Kai exaX£iTO &6811µa- On£p eK tiov Ka'c& 4txp6v &µ£upOev &yev£TO, olov opatal
TIjv mjµ£pov, Kai ovoµ&c£Tat aTeµµa. "0 SE vvv icaAeitat &66n!La, EAEy£to nrdAat
Grvn GTpaTUOTtkn SnAovaa ti, t v 0"6£v Kai of Tvpawot 1cpw'OV &cpfpovv tif1; thvr1S
Kai tiov GTp£nTOU Tob; Tits papTVpwv evtiµovc tiov XplatOv 6poXoyovvtas, eic£tTa
inap£SISovv covToug (3aoavwaTa?S [and further, in a description of imperial attire] Kai
Tov µev GTavpov o (3aatk,£bS cpepmv SL' avTOV S£ixvvat Tity Fig Xptatev eavtOV 1ciaTty,
St& Tov ateµµa'os T71V njn v, St& Tfjq Cthvris, ij Vvv, Cog £iprjrat, KaO,£ttal 5t6871µa, To
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Kodinos associated the military sash only with images of the warrior
saints.591

Since in Middle Byzantine sources the term diadema is still used
almost exclusively to describe a diadem in the sense of a band worn on
the head,592 we must assume the meaning recorded by Pseudo-Kodinos
resulted from a return to the original sense of the verb 8toSEw ('to tie',
,to belt'), and that this change took place comparatively late, probably
in his own day.

Tablion

Depicted far less often than the zone stratiotike in the iconography of
the warrior saints is the tablion (Gk. 'tc4iXiov). To some extent this
can be explained by how it was worn, always in conjunction with the
cloak. A pair of tablia593 in the form of diamond-shaped textile patches
made in a contrasting colour to the chlamys (usually purple or gold)594

rtpatiuuti31v eivat avtiov[.] Verpreaux translates the word arpczttiov as le collier. It seems
more likely that by mentioning the two terms together the treatise's author intended
both the belt and the corselet on which it was worn, but it cannot be ruled out that by
using Gtpentiov he was thinking of a type of torque/manikion, since in Medieval Greek
the word is more often used in this sense. See also Koukoules, 2/2:51.

591 See above, n. 579. It is not clear whether fragments of a silk sash (now in the
Hermitage and the Regional Museum in Stavropol) discovered in a grave at Mosh-
chevaya Balka near the Kuban river bearing on it an inscription referring to a certain
protospatharios Ivan (I(3avvr1S) can be interpreted as military belt. If so, it would prove
that the zone stratiotike was still in use in the 8th-9th C. On the find see Jeroussalim-
skaja (2000, 125-28, figs. la-b), who suggests that the inscription confirms the belt's
ceremonial character.

592 Among the definitions in the lexicon of HESYCHIOS (vol. 2 [p. 255, 3:113]) the
diadem appears both as a synonym for an overgarment, the zeire, as well as the mitra
(also in the meaning of an element of armour protecting the groin, as well as an item
of headwear, see above, n. 145): ceipr) µitipa. tiatvia. 8t&& a. mz pa, r'jyovv moSea [...]
*µitipa it xakicil XeitIS. St&S&Jµa. ccbvti. 0wpa4. tiawvia [...] *µiipa xpv6a wS antis
xpv6a, ij tiw µaticbncp cpopCiTat. (See also SUDA, 3:40221-2 [1136]: Mitipa &6811µa, it
CwvrJ. at µitipat to 0' &Xovpyes vinev&vµa trot tie A&xwves uenXot. 7c(X'v0' aµa Ntxovoq
6vvcaticmtc. 4:4458-14 [E 1221]). For references to the diadem as an insignia worn on
the head see below, n. 614.

593 The two gilded tablia (tia(3Xiwv Svo xpvCon&6tiwv) of the proedros who chaired
the Senate are mentioned in DE CEl., 1:440" [I 97]. See also Kondakov 1924, 34;
Parani 2003, 53, and 95 in reference to depictions of martyrs.

194 On the colours of the tablion see MALALAS (p. 245-9 [11 8]), who states that pres-
beutes (ambassadors) of the Pelasgians and from the land of Isauria were in ancient
times entitled to rose-coloured tablia, gold ones were worn in Rome on a purple
imperial chlamys, while purple tablia were reserved for members of the senate and
strategoi (i.e. members of the class of patrikioi-on this class see OucoNoMIDEs, p. 94,
n. 43); see also Koukoules 2/2:47-8.
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were sewn into the sides of the cloak, at its both edges. In the iconog-
raphy of the warrior saints these sides are often depicted thrown back
over the shoulder, and even when the left side hangs to the front only
a single tablion is normally visible.

The absence of the tablion in Classical art and the lack of references
to it in written works indicate that it made its appearance at the impe-
rial court only in the fourth century.s95 Paradoxically, in the Middle
Byzantine period, besides the imperial couple who were entitled to
wear a gold tablion,596 this insignia was reserved for civil officials-
presbyters, praipositoi, senators, notaries of the asekretis and asekre-
tai, and above all patrikioi.S97 The Kletorologion even quotes the cost
to purchase the right to wear the tablion-24 nomismata.598 The civil
character of the tablion is confirmed by its popularity in depictions of
holy martyrs (not only military ones) who were represented in chla-
mydes but without indications of their military function and who were

595 Piltz (1989, 11, 46) indicates that the Greek term tablion derives from the Latin
tabula, which suggests the fashion for wearing them appeared while Latin was still
dominant in the Empire (see also below, n. 601). Cf. also K. Czerwenka-Papadopou-
los, "Tablion" in BKR, 259, dating its appearance to the 5th C.

596 See e.g. the reference in MALALAS (p. 34069-70 [XVII 9]) who contrasts the
gold imperial tablion, with the purple (xai %XaµvSa aanpov oXoo"nptxov, exov avtii
nopcpvpov tia[3X101) xpv6o')v [3(X6tk,tx6v'0a[3Xiov); DE CER. [VOGT], 1:416 [1 1] (on pre-
fects of the cubiculum carrying the imperial tablion during the Christmas procession),
2:3317 [I 53]. Piltz 1989, 18, fig. 53; K. Czerwenka-Papadopoulos, "Tablion" in BKR,
259; N.P. Sevicenko ("Tablion" in ODB, 3:2004) points out that the empress was the
only woman entitled to wear a tablion (see also her comments on the methods of
wearing this insignia and the evolution of its form).

597 On the pointed (or light red) tablia (0'4ea tia[3Xia) of notaries of the asekretis
and asekretai see DE. CER. 1:57512-14 [II 15], and also 1:64114-17 [11 41] (on the tablion
of officials of the imperial chancery, and chlamydes with red tablia that were popu-
larly termed `Tyrea'); meanwhile on the gilded tablia of patrikioi see DE CER. [VOGT],
1:132223 [I 34], 151" [I 39]. See also Piltz 1997, 44 (on gold tablia embroidered with
lion motifs), 49. On the term ol;ea see Popovic 2007.

The initial presence of the tablion in military attire is attested by LYDos's reference
(p. 1042 [11 4/13]) to it as an element of uniform of the eparch of the Praetorium; while
the Kletorologion (OIKONOMIDES, p. 9514-17 = DE CER., 1:71019-7111 [11 52]) mentions
a gold tablion among the insignia of the illustris magistroi (a 9th-C. title still probably
associated with army rank) received from the hands of the emperor during promo-
tions in the Konsistorion (one of the throne rooms in the Great Palace [see Kalavrezou
1997, 73] where the Consistorium council convened), besides a white chiton with gold
decorations, and a red leather belt-(3aX'OI8ty (an item reserved also for the eparch of
the Praetorium according to LYDOS, p. 10416 [11 4/13]).

598 See OIKONOMIDES, p. 957 (= DE. CER., 1:71013 [1152]) ...xai sis'r& tia(3Xia tio$
XXavthiov vo tiapatia KS'.
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also unassociated with the army by way of their Lives.599 It is also likely
that the tablion entered the iconography of the warrior saints as a bor-
rowing from their `civilian' images,60' which would also explain the
sporadic nature of this motif's appearance on military cloaks.

In Early Byzantine iconography the tablion is usually depicted as
a large diamond shape affixed to the sides of the chlamys (normally
visible on the left side). Initially it was attached at knee-height; but
from the sixth century it appears at chest height, on the left side of the
chlamys (figs. 69, 72).601 After Iconoclasm its form gradually changes.
On twelfth-century images of warrior saints the tablion appears as a
narrow, elongated rectangle embroidered in gold and encrusted with

511 See e.g. the depiction of Auxentios in the north-west chapel of the katholikon
of Hosias Loukas monastery, Phokis, and painted clipei with busts of martyrs (Anike-
tas, Vincent, Photius, Arethas, Eustathios, Merkourios, Niketas, Nestor and others) in
chlamydes with gold tablia on the crypt ceiling; images of Auxentios and Eugenius in
the narthex dome of the katholikon of Nea Mone, Chios (and the archangel Michael
in a side apse); frescoes with Eugenius and Orestes on the south wall of the church of
St Nicholas ton Kasnitze in Kastoria; and George, Theodore, Demetrios, Mardarios,
Auxentios, Probus, Eugenius and Akindius on enamel tondos adorning the Venetian
Pala d'Oro (Chatzidakis 1997, figs. 56, 69, 77, 86-90; Mouriki 1985, vol. 2, figs. 2,
63-64; Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, fig. 5 on p. 54; Hahnloser/Polacco 1994, figs.
113-18, 121, 131-34).

601 This may equally have occurred under the influence of early depictions from
the pre-Iconclast era (e.g. mosaics of St Demetrios in a white chlamys with purple
tablion in the basilica dedicated to him in Thessaloniki [see above, n. 521], and a
6th-C. Sinaian icon showing Mary enthroned with Child surrounded by angels and
Sts Theodore and George in chlamydes with tablia [Weitzmann 1976, no. B3 = Age
of Spirituality, no. 478]), and also as a result of repetition of the tablion motif present
in matyrdom cycles of the military saints that are contemporary with the 10-12th-C.
military representations. In these cycles they are usually shown in `civilian attire' (see
e.g. Mark-Weiner 1977, passim; Drandakes 1995, fig. 26 on p. 173 and colour fig.
45). The civilian nature of the tablion is stressed by Ball 2005, 30. Cf. Babuin (2002,
95-6) who incorrectly states its introduction into the warrior saint iconography was
intended to underline their officer status.

601 See e.g. the depictions on the Madrid missorium of Theodosius, and Justinian
on mosaics in San Vitale, Ravenna; in the latter Justinian wears a purple chlamys with
gold tablion, while his courtiers (and officials accompanying Theodore on the opposite
wall) have white chlamydes with purple tablia (Piltz 1989, 47, figs. 4-5, 25; above,
n. 506). Middle Byzantine depictions of emperors in the purple chlamys with gold
tablia include miniatures with scenes from the life of Basil the Great, the Judgement
of Solomon, the Council of Constantinople in 381, and Theodosius conversing with
Gregory on fols. 215v 355r and 239r in the Parisian Homilies of Gregory of Nazianzos,
Par. gr. 510 (Brubaker 1999, figs. 17, 25, 27, 36 = Der Nersessian 1962, figs. 8, 12, 16).
They can also be found in the royal attire of David standing among the personifica-
tions of Wisdom and Prophecy on a miniature in the Paris Psalter (Par. gr. 139, fol.
7r), and of job on leaf 461v of the Bible of Leo VI, Vat. reg. gr. I (Cutler/Spieser 1996,
fig. 114; Brubaker 1999, fig. 155).
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precious stones, sewn along the side of the chlamys at chest height or
even under the neck (figs. 29, 30a,d, 45a,b, 80, 82a,b).602 Occasionally,
both tablia are visible, as with Theodore Teron on a fresco in the
church of St Panteleimon in Nerezi, here on a purple cloak (fig. 45b).603
An unusual semi-oval tablion appears on St George's cloak painted
on the templon of the late twelfth-century church of Our Lady of the
Annunciation (Evangelistria) in Geraki.604 The gradual disappear-
ance of the tablion from the iconography of the military saints can be
explained by its falling out of fashion at the Palaiologan court along
with the chlamys and fibula.

Symbolic insignia-diadem and tiara

In Early and Middle Byzantine art, the warrior saints are depicted with-
out helmets, even though these were worn universally in the imperial
army.605 For obvious reasons they also do not wear scarves wrapped
around their heads (such as the one depicted on the centurion piercing
the side of Christ in a Crucifixion scene) since this element, borrowed
from depictions of Jews wearing the prayer shawl known as the tallit,

boa Tablia similar in shape to the large Early Byzantine form are still worn by St
Merkourios on a fresco in the church of the Virgin (Odalar mosque) in Constanti-
nople; Sts Theodore and Eustathios on the wings of the Harbaville Triptych; and St
Prokopios in the church of St Nicholas tou Kasnitze in Kastoria (see above, n. 28;
Weitzmann/Goldschmidt 1979, vol. 2, no. 33; Pelekanidis 1953, fig. 54/2). The tablion
on Theodore Stratelates' cloak on an icon in the New Treasury of St John's monastery
on Patmos is rhomboidal in shape (Glory of Byzantium, no. 76). Meanwhile, tablia
of elongated rectangular form are worn by Sts George and Demetrios in Nerezi; St
George in the Church of the Hagioi Strategoi in Upper Boularioi on the Mani; St
Theodore Stratelates in the Church of the Anargyroi in Kastoria; and Stratelates again
in the katholikon of Vrondamos Monastery (Drandakes 1995, fig. 8 on p. 397; Magu-
ire 1996, fig. 11 = Pelekanidis 1953, fig. 21/1; Drandakes 1988, fig. 85).

See Maguire 1996, fig. 10. A tablion on the more visible right side of the cloak
can be discerned on a fresco with St Theodore Teron in the narthex of the katholikon
of Hosios Loukas (Chatzidakis 1997, fig. 47).

604 See Moutsopoulos/Demetrokalles 1981, fig. 148.
605 On Spangenhelm helmets (mepixecpakaia, xpavo5, xopvs and the Latin-derived

term x(X'661s see Mihaescu 1968, 487); on closed helmets (xopvOe5 tiea,Ftoa) and also
the felt kolpaks used in their place (xaµek,avxiov, 7rXo5, 6xi&6tiov) see Kolias 1988,
75-88; Haldon 1999, 134; or Parani (2003, 123-5) who proposes her own typology.
For the helmets depicted in the Madrid Skylitzes see Hoffmeyer 1966, 71-83, figs.
9-13; and Lowe 1994. For Late Byzantine depictions of warriors in helmets see e.g.
Gabelic 2005, 542, figs. 10-11.
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pejoratively characterized the owner as an enemy of Christians, and
would be inappropriate when worn by a `soldier of Christ'.606

Diadem
The diadem began to appear on the heads of warrior saints from the
seventh century, initially in Coptic and Nubian circles (figs. 8, 77-78);607
it was only from the twelfth century, that it also seen in the art of the

606 On the iconography of the tallit in Byzantine art, as one of the shaming distin-
guishing marks of the Jews, see Revel-Neher 1992, 72-5, 99, 101, figs. 30-37, 60, 62;
and also the depictions of a centurion, figs. 38-39. The author of the work also pro-
poses a theory (p. 75-6) on the pejorative linking of the image of the soldier-murderer
of Christ and the Jewish liturgical vestments, which is favourably received by Heath
1979, 26; and Smor4g Roiycka 2003, 149-53, figs. 111-18.

On the other hand the white turban tipped with a black circle surrounded by smaller
dots which can be seen e.g. on the head of a centurion in a scene of the Crucifixion
in Nea Mone on Chios (Mouriki 1985, vol. 2, figs. 38-39) may relate to a certain
degree to the cloth head-binding or turban, described by the term cpaxtok,tov in the
PRAECEPTA (p. 1424 [I 3]), especially in the light of references in PORPH. to a spotted
phakiolion worn during the triumph of Basil I by his son Constantine (p. 142755 [C]
[= DE CER., 1:50013; Appendix]; see also the commentaries to PORPH., p. 279 and DE
CER., 2:584-6; Dawson 2002, 81-2, 88; and Kolias [1988, 86-7], who proposes that
it was a kerchief placed over the helmet and tied under the chin to secure it). The
phakiolion itself would seem to have eastern origins-probably Indian or Persian (see
MALALAS, p. 3846 [XVIII 56], who describes it as the headgear of the king of India;
DIG. AKR. (p. 58260 [III]) mentions the phakiolion of Digenes' father, an emir, not-
ing however that it was part of his `Roman attire'; SUDA, 3:1159-" [1588]: Ki6apt5
n£pi9£µa x£cpak,f15 ij ex 'Cf S tiptxb5 vcpaaµa, "Tot £i805 KUg71Xcttxiov, o xai itapa
vo£itiat titves 6e xi&apty Xcyo1)6t n£ptxpavtov intktov 11 cnecpavov 11 cpaxtAtov ij nik,ov
Rar Xucbv Hcpdiv, 4:6933-4 [27]: Oax£k,k,o; do of q x£cpa%i; cpop£µa. 8 xai (paxt67ltov
7lEy£nrat. k6y£tiat 6e xai o 6£6goS tiwv xak6gcov.; see also Kolias (1988, 86) on the tur-
ban on the helmet of Darius of Persia); one can therefore surmise that both types of
headgear-the first appearing in the iconography of the centurion, the other in court
attire-were adopted in Byzantium independently, and brought different messages
with them A phakiolion that forms part of court ceremonial attire can be seen on
the turbaned head of a donor depicted in the Adrianople Bible in the Library of San
Lazzaro monastery, Venice, no. 887/116, fol. 8r (Glory of Byzantium, no. 239; Nerses-
sian 2001, no. 110). On the phakiolion in general as the headgear of officials and the
military see K. Czerwenka-Papadopoulos & T. Kolias, "Phakeolion" in BKR, 194-5.

607 A wreath made from a single string of pearls appears on the head of an eques-
trian St Merkourios on an 8th-C. Coptic icon from the monastery on Mt Sinai, while
in the upper corner the Manus Dei emerges holding a red wreath (Weitzmann 1976,
no. 49B); next it appears on the head of St Theodore Stratelates on horseback, on a
drawing on fol. 210v of a late-10th-C. Pentateuch, Vat. copt. 66 (Griineisen 1922, 101,
fig. 46 = Gorecki 1980, fig. 36, whose sketch is, however, inaccurate and omits the
diadem).

The depictions of military saints in a wide diadem tipped with a cross in Nubian
art include a mural showing St Epimachos on horseback from the 10th-C. church in
Abdallah Nirqi; the monastery on Kom H near Old Dongola; and also later (13th-14th
C.) murals depicting a group of saints on horseback in the church in Abd el-Qadir,
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Empire. Occasionally, it takes on the form of a simple band adorned
with pearls, as with the diadems worn by St George on mosaics in the
cathedral of Cefal l; on a fresco adorning the templon of the church of
Evangelistria in Geraki (here with a larger cabochon on the forehead);
on a thirteenth-century icon in the British Museum (fig. 56); and in
the church dedicated to him in Kurbinovo (fig. 31). The votive crown
of Leo VI from the treasury of San Marco in Venice has a similar form
(fig. 76).608 More often, however, the diadem has a small semi-oval
plate above the saint's forehead inset with a cabochon, as on the fres-
coes in the katholikon of the monastery of the Virgin-Kosmosoteira
in Bera in Thrace (Merkourios, Prokopios, Theodore Stratelates), in
Asinou on Cyprus (George, fig. 32), in the Oxford Homilies of John
Chrysostomos (Magdalen College gr. 3, Demetrios on fol. 166r); and
the palace chapel in Palermo (Demetrios).609 In the thirteenth century
this plate is replaced by a bow linking the band from the top, front and
back (fig. 63), and is related in form to the closed imperial crown.610

including George in a diadem topped with no less than three crosses (Jakobielski 1999,
fig. 1, Steinborn 1982, 327-34, figs. 17, 19, 21-22).

608 See Borsook 1990, fig. 9; Moutsopoulos/Demetrokalles 1981, fig. 148; Glory of
Byzantium, no. 261 (= Byzantium, no. 191); Walter 1978, fig. 13 (= Cutler/Spieser
1996, fig. 144). See also the diadem of St Theodore Stratelates on a fresco in Hagioi
Theodoroi near Kaphiona on the Mani (Drandakes 1995, fig. 21 on p. 94).

The symbolic meaning of the pearls and precious stones set in the imperial diadem
on an image of Leo VI sculpted on his ivory sceptre-head in the Staatliche Museen
Preussischer Kulturbesitz in Berlin is discussed by Arnulf (1990, 82-4) in the light of
the emperor's own writings, the elegy on his death in the Madrid Skylitzes manuscript,
and references in Psalm 20(21):4.

609 See Sinos 1985, figs. 121, 123-124 (see also frescoes depicting Theodore Teron,
who wears a diadem without such a plate, fig. 122); Stylianou 1997, fig. 70; Velmans
1974, fig. 22; Borsook 1990, fig. 35. A variant diadem with a hemispherical plate
can also be found on Sinaian icons depicting St Prokopios (full figure; fig. 80) and
George (bust only), and also on a fresco of St George in the Cypriot church in Asinou
(Sinai, figs. 47, 57; Stylianou 1997, fig. 70). The strictly Byzantine origins of this motif
may indicate the lack of early depictions of this type in Georgian and Armenian art,
whereas the earliest Russian image of St George in a diadem can be regarded as a
fresco of c.1180 in Staraya Ladoga (see e.g. Lazarev 1970, fig. on p. 85).

610 Sergios and Bakchos are painted in closed diadems on an icon from St Cath-
erine's Monastery on Mt Sinai, as is St George, twice, on horseback and standing in
a donor scene, in the 13th/14th C. rock-cut church dedicated to him (Kirk dam alti
Kilise) in the Ihlara valley (Sinai, fig. 66; Thierry 1963, 207, text illustration 49 and fig.
94). The form of diadem with a vertically standing bow is a reference to the imperial
crown; see e.g. the crown of Michael VII Doukas gifted to Geza I of Hungary (the so
called Crown of St Stephen; currently in the National Museum in Budapest), although
crossed bows (Corona Latina) were added to the Byzantine diadem (Corona Graeca)
in Hungary to reshape it into a form appropriate for an independent monarch (Cut-
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The introduction of the diadem into the iconography of the military
saints remains closely linked with the symbolism of the wreath-crown.
It is therefore necessary to survey, if only cursorily, the relationship
between these varieties of insignia and the changes taking place in
the customs relating to them. In ancient Rome during the Tetrarchy
a metal band set with precious stones called a diadem (StdS1jµa) was
adopted on the model of Eastern (Assyrian and Persian) Hellenistic
monarchies as an imperial regalium.611 Meanwhile, the Latin term
corona (Gr. (TtihcpavoS) designated a wreath awarded, according to
Greek custom, to victors in sports competitions as well as to mili-
tary men in recognition for their services and gallantry on campaign
(donum militare).612 Apparently, the word (TtiE'gga was initially used

ler/Spieser 1996, fig. 267 = Glory of Byzantium, fig. on p. 187). On the Hungarian
crown see also A. Kazhdan, "Surviving Examples of Byz. Crowns" in ODB, 1:554-5.

611 In general on the diadem as imperial regalia in Rome see e.g. Alfoldi 1935, 149,
fig. 10/9; K. Wessel, "Insignien" in RbK, 3:373-82; G. Mau, "Diadema" in PR, 5:303-5
(on origins, see esp. col. 305). On the diadem adopted from eastern rulers by Alex-
ander of Macedon as an expression of his sovreignty over this part of the world,
see Delbrueck 1932, 8, fig. 6 (relief of a crowned ruler, from Nimrud), and passim
(on Roman customs connected with the diadem); Ritter 1965, 125-7 (with discussion
of sources); B. Scholz, "Diadem" in BKR, 64-5 (derives the insignia from the kings
of Assyria); F. Brein, "Diadema" in BKR, 65; B. Scholz, "Kronen" in BKR, 149. The
diadem survived in Persia as regalia until the Byzantine period, see e.g. SIMOCATTA,
p. 1458-11, [III 17/1], 1485-7 [III 18/8], 16318-19 [IV 7/9], 165'-' [IV 8/7-8], 1728-9 [IV
12/6]; PROCOrrus (2:5359-1 [VIII 11/6]) also writes about two Persian notables wear-
ing golden diadems.

Alfoldi 1935, 40; M. McCormick ("Crown" in ODB, 1:554; on the basis of coin
portraits) considers that the diadem was only introduced as an element of regalia by
Constantine the Great. (On Constantine's wreath preserved in the Hagia Sophia see
ANTONY, col. 20 [73]). Contradicting this are early representations in art (such as
diadems worn by rulers of the Tetrarchy, e.g. the porphyry head of Galerius in the
Museum in Zajecar), and also a reference by MALALAS (p. 23131-9 [XII 30]: hpopct Se

816Sn sa exov ('XGtiepa) on the ornate diadem worn by Aurelian (270-75); see also A.
Haebler, "Corona" in PR, 4:1636-43. The custom of crowning rulers goes back to
the start of the Roman empire-see LYDOS (p. 84' [11 2]) on the coronation of Julius
Caesar with a stephanion by one of his army commanders (in reality Mark Anthony
attempted to crown Caesar at the Lupercalia festival in 44 BC, but Caesar declined
the honour); see also Walter (1975a, 456) who notices that the replacement of the
wreath by the diadem (which took over the symbolic meanings of the former) was
made at the same time as the transfer of the seat of imperial power to the East. Walter
notices also (1978, 187) that the motif of the diadem, which was as yet unknown in
Hellenistic iconography, was linked in the time of Constantine with the crown/wreath.
The wreath (stephanos) was still being worn as part of the imperial regalia in the 6th
century (see e.g. CHPASCH, 1:61319.20)

611 On military wreaths (corona triumphalis, muralis, vallaris and navalis) awarded
to Roman Praetorians as military distinctions see Rankov 1994, 24, 26; H. Aigner,
"Corona" in BKR, 57-8 (with earlier bibliog.).
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to designate a garland or wreath, which might also be made of cloth
(wool).613 The division into crown-wreath and diadem also persisted
for a certain time in Byzantium, where besides the ruler'614 the kan-
didatoi enjoyed the privilege of wearing the latter in the fifth cen-
tury, as also did the soldiers of the Anatolian corps of Opsikion in
the eighth century.615 Although it is hard to point to a specific date,
but comparatively late, an exchange in meaning of the terms diadema,
stemma and stephanos took place, probably under the influence of the
triumphal wreath's increasing resemblance to the diadem (as a result
of the pearls and precious stones woven into it), and the adoption of
the original function of crowning together with the symbolism of the
corona by a gold band set with gems. No later than the tenth cen-
tury the term stephanos began to be applied in relation to the impe-
rial crown,616 although Anna Komnene still distinguished the closed

613 Walter (1978, 185-6 and n. 12, figs. la-c) proposes interpreting diadema, steph-
anos and stemma as diadem and wreath. Meanwhile, Deer (1950, 79 and n. 131) is
against distinguishing the three expressions. See also Ammianus Marcellinus's com-
parison of the diadem set with gleaming gems that Julian the Apostate donned on the
fifth anniversary of serving as caesar with the cheap wreath he had worn earlier: et
ambitioso diademate utebatur, lapidum fulgore distincto, cum inter exordia principatus
adsumpti uili corona circumdatus erat (AMMIAN., 3:45 [XXI 1/4]).

614 See e.g. PROCOPIUS (1:31518-21 [III 2/28]) who states that when riding out of
Rome in 406 Alaric crowned the patricius Attalus with a diadem, conferring on him
the dignity of emperor. SUDA, 2:5428 [536]: Oh&Siµa co' (3aatka6v ev8vµa, tiaxa Se
xai ev&[ta, do a'teµµa, p. 16618 [1850]: 'AvaSt6 u v ogotov tit 81(X8 jgwn- Tj µitipav
xecpakf q. The diadem of Nikephoros Botaneiates is mentioned by the continuator of
George the Monk in the Chronicon breve (MPG, 110:1248). On the coronation with
diadem of the usurper Bryennios by the army during the rebellion of 1077 see ATTA-
LEIATES, p. 2931 (= KOMNENE, 1:173 [I 4/1]). Walter indicates (1978, 188) that the
change of the context of coronations from military to liturgical was made under the
influence of the Old Testament topos of a king-messiah, an expression of which was
Psalm 20(21) which was sung at coronations-see esp. Ps. 20(21): 3.

616 See the information derived from the treatise of Peter Patrikios in DE CER.,
1:41115 [191] (on kandidatoi); Longhis (1991, 54 and n. 2) cites a description of soldiers
of Opsikion written down by Pope Gregory II (715-31): to S&&Sljga tiffs xcCpaXfjc; see
also further on the high quality in the 8th C. of troops originating from the Opsikion
theme on the opposite bank of the Bosphorus from Constantinople.

616 According to ACHMET (p. 20210-29 [246]) a dream with closed stemma set with
pearls and precious stones foretells of rule, whereas the cutting-off of hanging pen-
dants (nspnevSovk,ta, opµaOoi) predicts a short life for the emperor. On the other
hand, KOMNENE (3:13722-5 [XIII 12/27]), when speaking of Christ's crown of thorns,
continues to use the term stephanion. The change in terminology in reference to the
imperial crown (stemma) is also noted by Ps. KoDINOS (see above, n. 590), who in
another place uses the term crecpijcpopia to described an emperor's coronation (p.
2521 [VII]). On the prependoulia on the imperial crown see Parani 2003, 28-30 (with
discussion of source literature).
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imperial diadem from the less ornate wreathslstephanoi reserved for
sebastokrators and caesars.617

- symbolism of the diadem-Corona martyrii
The ancient custom of awarding the victorious charioteer with a wreath
(stephanos) was still cultivated in early Byzantium, as is attested in
written references as well as numerous depictions of the emperor or
Victory crowning the winner.618 Meanwhile, the ceremony of pre-
senting a stemma made from laurel leaves (or a golden imitation) to
emperors returning from victorious expeditions survived until the
eleventh century.619

617 KoMNENE, 1:11321-1143 [III 4/1]: To pay yap [3aaiXtxwv SthSI)ga xa6&nep
Tlpmpaiptov evyvpov ti11v xecpaXXv 81a,661 7avtiax69ev papyapois xai Moots
xocpobµevov, 'cots µev eyxetµevots, tioiS Sc xai c ip iipcvots exatiepwOev yap time
xpotiacpcuv 6ppaBoi kites anaimpovvtiat 5ta papy&pwv xai Aiewv xai 'ca; napetas
entl;covat, xai eatt Wbco e Wlfµevov ii xpfjga tioiS (3aotXevat 6io2,is. Oi Se 'cmv
ae(3accoxpa'copmv xai 'chv xat66Y1pwv 6tiecpavot anopaSliv entity 63cov tiov gapyapwv
xai XIBwv µetiexovties avnU tiov eniwpaipwµa'cos. Paradoxically, Theodore Prodromos
in his poem on the coronation of Alexios, son of John II, in 1122 (PRODROMOS 17713-
17829 [I] = MPG, 133:1340) writes of a jewelled stephanos, which may be evidence of
the lack of an established terminology in the 12th C. See also the two descriptions
of Basil I being crowned with a diadem by Michael III in 866 by THEOPH. CONT.
(p. 20713-15) and SKYI,ITZES (p. 11331, 37[23]), whereas for acclamations in honour of
a co-emperor the stephanos is still mentioned; and also the reference by KEDRENOS

(2:31522-4), who for the imperial crown uses the term diadema, while he describes the
wreath held above the head of newly-weds as a stephanion. Meanwhile Ps. KoDINOs
(pp. 27414-17 27513-14 [VIII] and n. 1) mentions the stemma as the insignia of a despotes,
presented to him by the emperor while wearing a gem-adorned stephanos (which he
also calls a a'ceµµatioy4pos); whereas the sebastokrator already received a stephanos
(p. 27611-15 [IX]).

618 See Cameron 1973, 44, 275-6 (poem by Sydonius Apollinaris eulogizing such
a ceremony during races in Ravenna in the mid-5th C. and references in the Com-
mentary to the Letter to the Philippians penned by John Chrysostom, who writes that
the crowning with wreaths was no longer taking place in the Hippodrome, but `above
if [Walter 1978, 187 believes he had in mind the emperor's box or kathisma]), figs.
1-5 (pedestal with image of Porphyrius crowned by Tyche Nikomedia), 19 (emperor
standing on a kathisma presenting a wreath on the base of the obelisk of Theodosius in
Constantinople [= Grabar 1936, fig. 9; Sodini 1994, fig. 19]), 24-25 (charioteers with
wreaths on floor mosaics), 31/2, 5, 7-8, 11-12 (medallions with scenes showing the
presentation of wreaths). See also Age of Spirituality, no. 70 (textile with two figures
of Victory carrying wreaths).

619 See e.g. PORPH., (p. 138696-8 [C]), who instructs senators to go out to greet the
emperor with wreaths made from laurel leaves and from gold, for which the emperor
would later reimburse them to cover their costs (xai npoacpepotniv a&t h etecpavovs,
Eva ttv xevuovv, dA2touV SE auto Sapvty 6 Se [3aaiXcbs av2nSI5m6ty avtiois
vopIcpa¢a bnep tiov xpUaov atiecpavoU, (06'ce pt (i piav abtiobs bnopcivat). PSELLOS

(1:3618-22 [III 7]) states that Romanos III Argyros, expecting to obtain victory in his
expedition to Azas, ordered the preparation in advance of a crown for his use during
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On the other hand, with Constantine the Great's recognition
of Christianity as the state religion, the presentation of wreaths
was Christianized. On a medallion preserved in Vienna showing
Constantius II and his sons (337-361) the pagan figure of Victory
(which is still present on the Silver missorium found in Kerch with his
equestrian image) has already been replaced by the Manus Dei, hold-
ing a laurel wreath above the ruler's head. The Manus Dei with wreath
also appears on the so-called Capsella africana in the Vatican Museum
above the head of Christ-Emanuel holding a second wreath, reflecting
the words of Cyprian of Africa: 'Dominus... ipse in certamine agonis
nostri et coronat pariter et coronatur'.621 On mosaics in the northern
apse of the Euphrasian Basilica in Pored (c.550) and in the church of
San Vitale in Ravenna, Christ places wreaths on the heads of Kosmas,
Damianos and Vitalis'62' although in the second example the corona is

the triumph ('Akka xai TCov tia np&tia tiov 6tipatiov kaxovtiwv anotipcnogevwv avticp
tii)v aid tiov; (3ap(3&pov; end' OUGIv KU,' noXX& nepi tiovtiwv x0Vtia5F1gCUvovtiwv, 6 Se
iced tiov; 6tiscpavov; oiS tiiiv xscpakily tiai.vt6aano eni tilj tiwv tiponaiwv avapprI(Yeti
nokvtiskw; xatisQxsvacev). See also McCormick 1986, 179, 210, n. 100 (on the gold
wreath bestowed on Theodosius after his return from Herakleia on 30 Sep. 416; see
also CHPASCH., 1:574'-5), 212. Meanwhile, LEO THE DEACON (p. 1588-11 [IX 12]), in a
description of the aforementioned triumph, writes already about diadems placed on
the head besides stephanoi.

620 CYPRIAN, p. 494 [Letter X: To the Martyrs and Confessors, 4]. See Bank 1966,
no. 1 (silver dish currently in the Hermitage) = Walter 1978, fig. 3; Alfoldi (1935, 55,
fig. 6), who interprets the depiction on the medallion as an expression of acceptance
of secular authority by the Church; Walter (1978, 188, figs. 7a-b) however attributes
the Vienna medallion to Constantine the Great (the attribution of figures on this
work continues to be debated by scholars). For examples of the subject of the emperor
crowned with a wreath by Victory see Walter 1978, 190 (sculpture from Stobi), fig.
2 (Boscoreale Cup with image of Tiberius, in the Louvre), 4a (cameo with apotheosis
of Germanicus in the Cabinet des Medailles of the Bibliothe'que Nationale, Paris-a
similar cameo depicting Caracalla is in the Bibliotheque Municipale, Nancy); Volbach
1976, no. 86a (fragment of an Egyptian ivory panel with image of emperor on horse-
back, crowned by Victory); Byzance, no. 20 (Barberini Panel, on which the hand of
Victory, with a wreath crowning the diadem-clad emperor, has been broken oft). On
Justin I's imperial wreath see also MALALAS, p. 34068-9 [XVII 9] (cpopeaa; o'cup&vtiov
'Pwµalxov [3a(Y1Xuxov).

611 See e.g. Walter 1978, figs. 5, 6b. Examples of the similar theme of angels present-
ing wreath-diadems to Christ (symbolising both his victory over death and sin, as well
as his martyrdom) in an Ascension scene can be found in early Syro-Armenian illu-
minations in the Rabbula Evangeliary of AD 586, in the Biblioteca Medicea Lauren-
ziana in Florence, Plut. L. 56., fol. 13v; and in the Evangeliary of Queen Mlk'e, of AD
851, in San Lazzaro monastery, Venice, no. 1144/86, fol. 4v (see e.g. Nersessian 2001,
nos. 108-109). Coronations performed by Christ, the angels or saints are regarded as
a popular iconographic motif by Walter (1975a, 456); meanwhile Ovcharov (2003,
30-3) derives from this motif the custom of depicting warriors in such scenes, indicat-
ing the antique prototypes showing Zeus and Athena performing coronations.
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depicted not as a wreath of plaited laurel branches, but as a gold band
encrusted with precious stones.

Christopher Walter points to the numerous passages in the New
Testament that use the `wreath of glory' (atiecpavo; ids or the
`wreath of life' ((Ti6'yuvog 'n1S wf1S) as a metaphor for the eternal prize
awaiting those who suffer in the name of Christ. The martyr will receive
a wreath just like an athlete, since he observes certain specified principles
during the struggle with evil.622 Also of considerable importance in the
adoption of the crown as the attribute of martyrs was the name of the
protomartyr and first deacon of Jerusalem, Stephanos (Gr. Etie(pavoS),623
which had associations with the wreath. A relic of his right hand was
brought to Constantinople in about 421 by Theodosius II (408-450)
and his sister Pulcheria Augusta, and was laid up in a palace chapel
dedicated to him in Daphni,624 which neighboured the Augustaion-
known also as the Stephana-which served as a coronation hall .625 The
location of both buildings and also the custom of holding weddings of
imperial couples-during which crowns were also employed, in accor-
dance with ancient custom-clearly indicate the Byzantines' association
of St Stephen with crowns and coronations 626

Of special significance for the iconography of the military saints is
a reference in the Passio Altera of St Demetrios, written down in the

622 See Walter 1978, 187; and 2003a, 14, 25, 30-1, n. 11 with further bibliog.); 1 Cor.
9:25; 1 Tim. 1:18; 2 Tim. 2:5; Heb. 10:32; 1 Pet. 5:4; Apoc. 2:10. See also Tertulian, "De
corona" in MPL, 2:76-102, where the author describes the story of a Roman soldier
who refuses to wear a laurel wreath as a sign of the donativum awarded by the sons
of Septimius Severus after the death of their father in 211; his decision is motivated
by the choice of the martyrs crown and a more splendid donativum from Christ in
preference to a pagan wreath indicating idolatry.

621 According to Acts of the Apostles (6:5-9; 7:54-60) Stephen was the first martyr
stoned by the Jews.

624 THEOPHANES, 1:8626-875. On the translation of the relic of Stephen's hand to
Constantinople and the depiction of this event on a 6th-C. ivory panel in the cathedral
treasury in Trier, see Kalavrezou 1997, 57-9, fig. 2. The church in Daphni would seem
to be the oldest in the capital dedicated to Stephen; see also ANTONY (col. 45 [150
and n. 217]), who mentions another church, probably the same as the one erected by
Anastasius I and Ariadne at the baths of Constantine or Theodosius.

625 See LIUDPRAND, p. 2 [3]: in domo quae dicitur Dcecpava, id est Coronaria; and
also the commentary on p. 61; Kalavrezou 1997, 59-60, who notes that the hall was
also called Etieynµov (lit. `coronation').

626 Kalavrezou (1997, 60-1) also indicates that the location of both buildings was coin-
cidental. The presence of the diadem on the head of St Demetrios enthroned on a relief
walled into the basilica of San Marco in Venice, and on a 12th-C. Russian icon (currently
in the Tretyakov Gallery, Moscow) is interpreted by Belting (1994, 196, figs. 115-116) as
stylization of the image of the saint as ruler, which seems to be going too far.
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ninth century, which speaks of the imprisoned saint killing a scorpion
by making the sign of the cross. An angel then appeared to the future
martyr, and placed a crown on his head, saying: `Peace be with you, o
athlete of Christ'.621 The direct inspiration for the author of the Passio
was undoubtedly the aforementioned biblical quotations. One can also
assume that this passage had an influence on the development of the
cult of the relic of St Demetrios's stemma. Stored in the Chrysotriklinos
in the tenth century, alongside the other crowns, was this saint's cross-
topped stemma.628

In the iconography of the warrior saints the diadem should there-
fore be understood as a symbolic element, unrelated to actual officers'
attire, but constituting a trophaeum of the martyr, a reminder of his
reward-eternal life. Such an interpretation of warrior saints' crowns
is confirmed in scenes of them being crowned by angels or by Christ
himself. One of the earliest redactions of this subject is a Coptic min-
iature from the turn of the ninth and tenth centuries with St Theodore
Orientalis ('the Anatolian') on horseback in a Synaxarion (fig. 77) from
St Michael's Monastery in Hamula near Fayyum, currently in the J.
Pierpont Morgan Library, New York (M 613).629 The compositions
seems, however, to be quite untypical, since emerging from sections of
heaven at the two upper edges of the leaf are two hands of 'God with
diadems in the form of gold (yellow) bands. It would seem that in the
Constantinopolitan artistic milieu this subject appeared slightly later,
and one of the earliest examples of the crowning of a warrior saint
would appear to be on an eleventh/twelfth century sardonyx cameo in
the Bibliothe'que Nationale, Paris, where Christ, in half-figure, crowns

627 See Walter 1978, 190; MPG, 116:1177 [BHG 497]. Cf. also the argument of
Key Fowden (1999, 18), who believes that the military neck-ring of St Gordius was
replaced by a martyr's crown. St Theodore Teron is already called `Athlete of Christ'
by Gregory of Nyssa, who also speaks of the rewards handed out by Christ to wres-
tlers (in the spiritual sense) in proportion to their services (CAVARNOS, 10/1:628-10, 638
= MPG, 46:737); in turn, Sts Sergios and Bakchos are termed in their Passio antiquior
"noble soldiers and athletes of Christ" who were to receive the "trophies of triumph
and crowns of perfect faith" (Walter 2003a, 147).

628 See DE CER., 1:58121-22 58623-5872 [II 15]: &pt6tiepa Se co' tiov &yioD
pzyaXog&ptitpo; OTJgTJtipioD f E'vc'Lov 6tiegga geti& Kai tiwv aTavpwv avtituv. On the
locations where the imperial crowns were stored (chiefly the Magnaura palace) see
OIKONOMIDES, p. 88, n. 28; Kalavrezou 1997, 59, n. 26.

629 See L'art Copte, p. 75, no. 52. The dating of the manuscript which consists of
several independent parts is made easier by the colophons mentioning the years 856
and 868, while the identification of the saint is possible thanks to the accompanying
Coptic inscription: o &rioc \ne OGwAwpoc H a.N&Twaoc.
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Sts George and Demetrios, who stand below;"' other early examples
include a steatite panel in the Moscow Historical Museum (fig. 40), and
two fragmentarily preserved eleventh-century steatite icons with scenes
of the crowning of George and Theodore (currently in the Dumbarton
Oaks collection in Washington) and Theodore (in the Cherson Museum
in Sevastopol).63' Of interest in the last three examples is the closed
form of the diadem, indicating the ever-stronger tendency of artists to
make it resemble the closed imperial stemma. In the art of the Empire
the crowning of warriors achieved popularity only in the twelfth cen-
tury and survived into the Late Byzantine era.632

Tiara
The way headgear is depicted in the Nubian iconography of the warrior
saints differs considerably from how it is shown in the art of the Empire.
A tall diadem surmounted with a cross is worn by a warrior saint on a
mural uncovered in 1999 in the eleventh-century monastery on Kom H
near Old Dongola (fig. 78);633 meanwhile, a group of saints from the tenth-
century cathedral in Faras are depicted in tiaras, each with a tall top

630 See Glory of Byzantium, no. 132. Also dating from the Middle Byzantine period
are numerous examples of coronations of emperors peformed by Christ, Mary, the
angels and saints, including military ones e.g. Demetrios crowning the despot of Thes-
saloniki John Komnenos Doukas (1237-44) on coins minted by that ruler, see e.g.
Glory of Byzantium, no. 138 (crowning Mary), 140, 144, figs. on p. 186, 436; Cutler/
Spieser 1996, fig. 263; Walter 1975, 168-9; Walter 1978, 192-8, figs. 10-11a, 12, 14-15;
Brubaker 1999, figs. 5, 84; K. Wessel, "Kaiserbild" in RbK, 3:722-853 (esp. 747-52).

631 See Kalavrezou-Maxeiner 1985, nos. 5, 7, 28; and Ovcharov (2003, 30, 47, figs.
4, I4) who recognizes as one of a group of icons with coronation scenes a fragment
of a steatite panel from Veliko Turnovo with Christ blessing Theodore, George and
Demetrios (12th C.; currently in the National Gallery in Sofia, Bulgaria).

632 They include the late 13th-C. Sinai icon of St Prokopios with two angels holding
a closed diadem above the saint's head; and a 13th/14th-C. icon with Sts Demetrios
and George crowned by Christ, currently in the Kanellopoulos Museum, Athens. An
especially interesting example of investiture with a crown and other items, which
are presented to Demetrios by angels, is a fresco above the doors of the monastery
founded by Prince Marko in Markova Susica, Macedonia (beginning of the 15th C.).
Cf. Walter (1978, figs. 8-9), who lists the Sinai icon with St Prokopios as the earliest.

From the 10th C. the term diadema replaces stephanion in references to the crowns
of martyrs; see e.g. SUDA, 3:62510-1 [S2 223]; 4:50326-8 [T 111]: (q' Se do Stasilga, onep
ovv end viii; xscpaXI1S d c avg(3oXov 571 xad gapti4ptiov which could have been
the result of changes taking place in the iconography.

633 See Jakobielski 1999, fig. 1.
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section that comes to a rounded point surmounting a crown-like band.
Attached to the rear of the band is a pair of ribbons.634

The tiara motif was popular in Nubian art635 and was related in form
to the Assyrian tiara, which constituted the headwear of the king.636
Despite its different form, resulting from the artists making use of
local traditions, the purpose of introducing the tiara into the Christian
iconography would seem to be similar to that of Byzantine diadems,
although in the case of the tiara, in view of its shape which differs
from the wreath-crown, and the fact that other categories of saints are
also depicted in them, the function of regalia seems to play the most
important role.

The torque (maniakion)

From the coronation of Julian the Apostate in 361 until the sixth cen-
tury, the diadem was often (especially during usurpations) substituted
by a torque. This was a type of neck-ring, usually gilded, made from
single curved bronze rod, the ends of which touched at the nape of the
neck; often mounted at the front was a decorative nodus (occasionally
set with a stone or imperial portrait called a bulla).637 The origins of

634 Tiaras are worn by two standing saints (Gorecki 1980, 199-200, figs. 2-3, 6-9);
and also Merkourios on horseback (Michalowski 1973, fig. 42; Steinborn 1982, 314-
15, fig. 9); see also numerous other Nubian depictions of warrior saints on horseback
in fantastical enlarged diadems (Steinborn 1982, passim).

635 Examples of depictions of Mary, the Apostles, Archangels and Magi on their
way to Bethlehem in tiaras are cited by Gorecki 1980, 199, n. 78; Steinborn 1982, fig.
10; Godlewski 2000, figs. 1, 7.

636 See Roztovtzeff 1935, fig. 38 (relief depicting the god Aphlad from Dura-Euro-
pos); Teixidor 1979, fig. 23; D. Scholz, "Assyrische Konigstiara" in BKR, 17-18 (esp.
the sketch on p. 18 showing a tiara from the 9th C. BC). On a tiara captured by the
emperor Maurice in the Persian camp see SIMOCATTA, p. 1201fi-18 [111 6/4].

637 The use of a torque instead of a diadem is mentioned for the first time by
AMMIAN. (3:12-13 [20.4.17-18]) when describing the crowning of Julian the Apos-
tate as Augustus by a Gallic army which had rebelled against Constantius in Lutetia
(Roman Paris), a torque being used since no diadem could be found in the camp;
see also Walter 1975, 158, 162-3 (who also refers to the more detailed account of
Zosimos). Peter Patrikios in DE CER. (1:4115-7 [I 91]) speaks of a military neck-ring
put on by the campiductor during the coronations of Leo I in 457, Anastasius in 491
(p. 4237-9 [I 92]), and Justin I in 518 (p. 4293-4 [193]); see also Whitby 1987, 465, 467;
K. Wessel, "Insignien" in RbK, 3:417-20, who also states that the coronations of Avi-
tus in Gaul in 455 and Justin II in 565 took place in a similar manner (according to
Corippus, In laudem Iustini II); E. Schuppe, "Torques and Torquis", PR, 11/12:1804.
In turn MALALAS (pp. 39774-39877 [XVIII 71]) and PROCOPIUS (1:1287-10 [I 24/24-25])
describe the coronation of Hypatios as emperor of the Romans at the forum of Con-
stantine conducted by the capital's inhabitants during the Nika Revolt in 532, during
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this specific type of neck-ring have not been fully elucidated, but it
can be said with certainty that it was already employed as a military
insignia in the Roman period.638 In fourth- and fifth-century sources
the torque also appears as a male personal adornment that scandalized

which, again for want of a diadem, a neck-ring was used (cf the account in CHPASCH
1:62417 speaking only of imperial purple and a diadem). This custom, which began as
a result of special circumstances, was employed in succeeding centuries to underline
the army's role in the choice of a new emperor, see LYDOS, p. 861-4 [II 3]: 6Oev etit
xat vvv tioi; Ft's (3aatkFiav npoaryoµevot5 ov np&tcpov tia tiavtinS emn0ocat (743ok,a
npiv cnpentiov tic) 'CPU ' kq nspt0evticS avtiw of ev tiek,st 'nf15 cnpatita5 & tov sivat of q
(3aatXeiac anocpilwrty. The bulla as a container attached to the neck-ring for an amu-
let or other magical item was adopted by the ancient Romans and Etruscans, where
it appeared in the 7th C. BC. In time it began to be used together with the toga as a
trophaeum, while an ornate Christogram was also worn by early Christians (E. Poch-
marski, "Bulla" in BKR, 39-40; with further bibliog.).

638 Walter (2001, 180-1, figs. 1-3) derives the torque from Sasanian or Gallic tra-
dition, and dates its appearance to the 5th C. BC; Speidel states (1996, 235-6) that
starting from the 1st C. AD the gold torque (Lat. torques) and bracelets (bracchalia)
replaced the traditional Roman military distinctions (legionary wreaths, rings, fibu-
lae, phalerae, belts and cash rewards) in mercenary formations, and from the 3rd C.
torques also entered popular use in the legions (see Speidel's examples on p. 239-41,
figs. 2-4 of surviving torques dating to 254-74 from Intercisa, Carnuntum in Pan-
nonia and Hassleben in Thuringia); Walter (2003a, 153) notes that such distinctions
awarded to barbarian warriors for special bravery in battle were also known by the
Persians and Gauls. S.D. Campbell & N.P. Sevicenko ("Torques" in ODB, 3:2098)
believe the torque may have originated in Scandinavia where it served as protection
for the neck. Piltz (1989, 66) links its origins with the Germanic tribal aristocracy
and notes its continued use in the Merovingian monarchy. Meanwhile, in the view of
H. Aigner ("Torques" in BKR, 269) and E. Schuppe ("Torques and Torquis" in PR,
II/12:1800-5; esp. 1804, and Isidore of Seville's definition on col. 1800) it was adopted
from the Medes and Persians by the Greeks (says Herodotus), and from the Gauls by
the Romans (who employed it as an officer's distinction). The last of these theories
would seem to be the most likely, since a torque appears on a statue from Veche'res
depicting a Celtic mercenary (e.g. Robinson 1995, fig. 461 = Gamber 1978, fig. 361;
Zygulski 1998, fig. 173), which suggests that this type of insignia spread into the Late
Roman army via the Gallic formations in Imperial service. The Byzantines also viewed
torques as the insignia of authority of oriental rulers of India (along with the phaki-
olion see MALALAS, p. 384' [XVIII 56]) and Persia, where quotations from the Koran
were hung on them (DAI, 1:10879-81 [25]; Walter 2001, 183, n. 25).

VEGETIUS (pp. 76-8 [11 7]) lists next to each other the so-called torquati duplares
(double) and singulares (single), rewarded with gold neck-rings and double annona,
and also the kandidatoi-both single and double. (Torquati duplares, torquati sim-
plares; torques aureus solidus virtutis praemium fitit, quem qui meruisset praeter lau-
dem interdum duplas consequebatur annonas. Duplares, sesquiplicares: duplares duas,
sesquiplicares unam semis consequebantur annonam. Candidati duplares, candidati
simplares.) In Whitby's opinion (1986, 463, n. 9) Vegetius's use of the past tense is
evidence that in his day the torque was no longer a trophy received for services in
battle but an insignia.
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certain members of the clergy.639 Known in Byzantium under the
name of µavt&xtov, it was a sign of office received from the hands of
the emperor. The maniakion was worn primarily by men who from
the fourth century served as the emperor's personal guard on expedi-
tions, in particular: kandidatoi (gold neck-rings, set with three knobs
on the chest) '611 'beardless' pro tospatharioi (i.e. eunuchs; gold, set with
pearls and precious stones), and `bearded' ones,641 imperial katepanoi
and kometes (differing in the level of decoration of the precious stones
and large pearls set in them).642 In combination with shield and sword,
it was also a distinguishing feature of the spatharokandidatoi (gold, set
with a stone with magical powers-AIOoS neptXevlctog), koubikoularioi
and spatharokoubikoularioi.643

639 Complaints against the youth and army adorning themselves with neck-rings
are discussed by Walter 2001, 181 (opinions of Eusebios of Caesarea, Ambrose of
Milan, and a letter addressed by the bishops taking part in the synod of Aquileia to
the emperors Valentinian, Gracian and Theodosius).

690 DE CER., 1:39112-13 3926-7 [I 86], 7081-20 [11 52] (= OrxoNOMIDES, p. 917-10 and
n. 33 on p. 90 where Oikonomides theorizes on the maniakion's meaning as an insig-
nia): IIeg7cTq tl tiwv xav&S&tiwv &i;ia, f; (3pa(36ov, ttavlaxi.ov xQueavv 'tQixou(3ov
µexpt 6'tepvwv xexak,asµevoy, St('X xetpos (3artk,txr)S entSiSotiat. See also Walter 2003a,
153-4.

641 On the maniakia of the eunuch protospatharioi see DE CER., 1:57412-13:

npwtioG7Ca6&ptot ecpopeaav To,, eavtiwv attxapta xai µavtaxta, 5758-9 [II 15]:
71pwtiowra9&plot ecpopeGav tia xpvsa anexta xai xpv6& 64010 [11 411, 7223-s

[I 52] (= OIKONOMIDES, p. 12718-22): "Extra tj 'cwv ev avtioIS npotiownaOapiwv &i;ia, T1S
(ipa(3etov, xpvaovv ttavt&xtov ex Aiowv Trq LIOW xat jtaQyaQvrc)v, eni tiov avxevo5
St& xetpOS [3artk,ews 'FIT tnvyxk.etetat xntii v Se xai ct&roi5 k,evxos xpvGoxok,kritoS
5t(3ttifGoet8T'1s xai 617UM'11s xoiKtvoS (YIN tia(3XIotq xptc ii pavtiots. Meanwhile on the
maniakia of the `bearded' protospatharioi DE CER. [VOGT] (2:1101°-11 [I 76]) writes:
nparcowna6&plot (3ap(3&iot tjk,k,ayµevot i& tic anexta avtiwv xai tia µavtaxta.; see also
Whitby 1987, 468. On the lack of beard as a feature of eunuchs see Bjornholt/James
2007, 53, 55 (although the authors do not distinguish between `bearded' and eunuch
protospatharioi).

642 In view of the lavishness of these maniakia, the katepanoi and kometes could not
wear beards as these would obscure their insignia, see DE CER., 1:5844-9 [II 15]: xai
µaytaxta Tjgyteoµeva =6 XIOwv titµiwv xai µapyaptticov µey&k,wv. ovx eatity Se tivnoS,
(3ap(3&'cou nept(3&k,k,eGOat 'rotov'cov µavt&xtov 11 11 µetia µapyaptiwv ij xai ktOwv 'ttµiwv,
&kka St' evSet ty xai µovov tote wpusOflGav napa Kwvatiavtiiuov T6 (plk OxpL6 rOt)
Sewno'cov 2oii tavia nept[i&k,k.eaOat. On the division into `bearded' and eunuch pro-
tospatharioi in the 10th C. see A. Kazhdan & A. Cameron, "Protospatharios" in ODB,
3:1748, who state that only protospatharioi of `imperial men' served in a military
role.

643 DE. CER. [VOGT], 1:7310-11 [I 10] (&fl' of j.thv GnaoapoxavSlSa'cot (pop66t
xai µaviaxta), 1311-20 [I 36] (Oi Se 6naOapoxavStS&'cot Ta µavt&xta avtiwv xai
6xovTapta xai Sunpak,ta µovonekvxa), 2:838 [I 69], 961°-11 (Kai SrlptyevoµevoS o
(3aatk,ev "on' avtiwv n&vtiwu &µa 67CaOapoxavStS0'Ctiwv (popovv'twv µavtaxta xai
(y7Ca9ia), 9919-21 1108,11 11018-23 [I 73] (Kanpoetptjµevwv (3ap(3&&cwy nponownaOapiwv,
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Representations of bodyguards accompanying the emperor, each
distinguished by his maniakion with nodus on the chest (probably con-
taining the magical stone of the spatharokandidatoi)644 already appear
in Early Byzantine art. They are worn by a spear-and-shield-armed war-
rior following after Constantine II on the missorium found in Kerch;
guardsmen standing at either side of the throne of Theodosius on his
Madrid missorium (fig. 69); officials flanking the throne in scenes of
the Christ before Pilate (fol. 8r-v) in the Rossano Evangeliary; court-
iers accompanying pharaoh at the moment that Joseph explains to
him the dream of the seven fat cows and seven scrawny cows (Gen.
41:17-29) in the fifth/sixth-century Vienna Genesis (Osterreichische
Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Cod. theol. gr. 1, leaf 18v); as well as by
guardsmen accompanying Justinian on the mosaic in San Vitale,
Ravenna (fig. 72).645 In the tenth century, protospatharioi with wide

ana8apo1cov[3txoukapiwv 'CE xai Kov(3tKOIAapiwv ti('X axovtiapta avtimv,
cpopovv'es xai tia µavtaxta xai tia wta8{a avtiwv); DE CER., 1:57411 [1115],70911-11 [II
52] (= OIKONOMIDES, p. 933-5 and n. 37 on p. 92; where he interprets the term %IAog
neptXsoicto; as `a stone with magical properties'): 'Evati T 'l anaOapoxav&tSaiwv
a ia, rjs (3pa(36ov, ItLavtdKtov xeuaOLv KexaXacFL£vov K£KOOELILIL£VOV Ex nI QtASltoc,
tic [3a(T1k,tcijs xetpos eltt6ISotiat.); see also Speidel 1996, 242; Walter 2001, 183; Piltz
1989, 27. Additionally, on the maniakion of the spatharioi and manglabitai, and also
the maniakia of strategoi with three knobs mentioned by Ps. KoDINOS (p. 19920-2001)
see Piltz 1997, 47, 61. In turn, Walter (2001, 180) notes a change in the meaning of
the word ttavLaKLov, which for later authors begins to signify sleeve, while the ancient
term atipmc'; was revived for the neck-ring (Ps. KoDINOS, pp. 19917-20, 206).

6 4 Cff, the commentary to DE CER., 2:79; and Whitby 1987, 462-7 (summarizing
the earlier views of Friedlander, which confirm this theory), who identify the guards-
men on the Ravenna mosaic with the guard described by Paul Silentiarios taking part
in the procession to the recently completed church of Hagia Sophia. Both are con-
nected with the formation of kandidatoi. However, the large red and green tunics, and
the large oval thyreos shields with Christogram (which also seem to be a distinguishing
feature of the formation, representatives of which are depicted on the Kerch misso-
rium and the Ravenna mosaic) suggest an identification rather as spatharokandidatoi
or protospatharioi (cf. esp. Whitby 1987, 467, who erroneously recognizes the imperial
bulla on the Ravenna nodi, whereas a blue stone is clearly visible on the neck-ring of
the first shielded guardsmen); see below, p. 302. The presence in the imperial proces-
sion of a pair of kandidatoi together with spatharioi, riding at the front and clearing
a path for the ruler with their shields is allowed by PORPH., 124491-126496 [C]: xai
boo KavSLbatiot, eitie xai anao6ptot, Seta xai evciwvvµa tiov (3aa1XewS ltepttatiovat
Ka[3akkaptot, wS alto Staatitjµatios µETCL axovtiapiwV xai tiovs ltpoaepxo tcvov;
enainovat xai eiaayovat 7Cp2 S 2ov (3aata,ea, xai enepwtiwvtiat nap' avtiov, o 'Cl aV
SeoVtiat, Kal avaAaµ[3avoV2at tia 6eii nKa a cthv Kai a7Co6ISot)aty a1YCa eiC TOV £ltl
tithv Setjaewv. Cf. also Ravegnani (1988, 42), who falsely identifies the guardsmen on
the Ravenna mosaic as campiductores.

645 See e.g. Age of Spirituality, nos. 64-65; Bank 1966, no. 1; Piltz 1989, figs. 4, 28,
38; Walter 2001, 182, fig. 4; Walter 2003a, 154; Alfoldi 1935, 51-3; Speidel 1996, 242
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maniakia set with gems are depicted in two scenes in the Parisian
codex of the Homilies of Gregory of Nazianzos (Par. gr. 510, fols. 239r
and 440r)-as a guard accompanying Theodosius during disputations
with Gregory (fig. 81b), and standing behind the throne of St Helena in
a scene showing the recovery of the True Cross; in both cases they wear
white tunics with gold borders, and carry swords on their shoulders .141

The military sash and fibula appear in the military saints' costume
irrespective of whether they were entitled to wear them because of
the position they held in the army in the hagiographic tradition; this
is not the case with the maniakion, which appears chiefly as the attri-
bute of Sergios and Bakchos.647 It can be seen on early images of these
saints, where it is normally worn with parade uniform.648 Ultimately,
the maniakion became a permanent feature of their iconography. In
Middle Byzantine art it accompanied them as an element of court
parade uniform-as for example on mosaics in the west bay of the
katholikon naos of Daphni monastery near Athens (c. 1100; fig. 79),649

(in the context of information on the honoring of mercenary barbarians by Belisarius
and Narses with neck-rings during the Gothic campaign of 552).

646 See Der Nersessian 1962, 164, figs. 12, 15 (= Brubaker 1999, 132-3, figs. 27,
45); Piltz 1989, 27, fig. 65. A maniakion is also worn by the personal shieldbearer of
Julian the Apostate on fol. 374v of the same MS, see Brubaker 1999, fig. 39; Walter
2001, 183.

647 Walter (2003a, 154) formulates an opinion linking depictions of the saints wear-
ing maniakia exclusively with Sergios and Bakchos, which is contradicted by examples
of other military saints wearing this insignia (see e.g. below, n. 657).

641 Sts Sergios and Bakchos are shown as orants in chlamydes with tablia and in
maniakia with oval bullae on their chests on silver flasks from the hoard from the
church in Kaper Koraon, Syria (currently in the Walters Art Museum, Baltimore).
They are also dressed in white chlamydes on an icon dated to the 6th-century from St
Catherine's monastery on Mt Sinai (taken by Bishop Uspensky to Kiev; and now in
the Bohdan and Varvara Khanenko Museum of Art), but here, on either side of the
oval bullae of their torques (this time arranged vertically) two rectangular knobs were
added; a single rhomboidal inset appears on Sergios's maniakion on a mosaic in the
Thessalonikan basilica of St Demetrios (6th C.); while on a silver dish from Cyprus in
the British Museum (dated thanks to goldsmith marks from the time of Constans 11
to the mid-7th C.) St Sergios wears a torque with a large round knob surrounded by
four smaller ones of similar form (Key Fowden 1999, 29, figs. 1-4; Weitzmann 1976,
no. B9 [= Piltz 1989, figs. 24, 27; Bank 1966, nos. 113-114]; Walter 2001, 184, fig. 5;
and 2003a, 154-5 and n. 45; with exhaustive bibliog.).

649 See Lazarides, figs. 40-41. Sergios and Bakchos are also depicted in unusually
broad gold maniakia with three widely-spaced knobs which, alongside their chla-
mydes, form a part of their parade attire on frescoes (of c.1260; see figs. 82a,b) on
either side of the south entrance to the narthex of the church of Hagia Sophia in
Trebizond, which was founded by the local emperor Manuel I Komnenos (1238-63)
(Talbot Rice 1968, 142-3, figs. 60b-c, and line drawings 105-106 = Walter 2001, 185,
fig. 9).
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and it is sometimes combined with cuirass and weapons, as on the
double-sided Sinaian processional icon painted in a Crusader work-
shop on Cyprus or in southern Italy in the thirteenth century (fig. 63).650
The justification for the presence of the maniakion in the iconography
of Sergios and Bakchos can be found in their Passions. There, it is
stated, that before their martyrdom their gold maniakia were stripped
from them as a sign of degradation and, as a mark of dishonour, they
were then dressed in women's clothing.651

In turn, in Coptic miniature painting the iconographic type of Sts
Theodore and Merkourios on horseback dressed in long tunics (kaba-
dia?) with maniakia at their necks, became widespread in the tenth
century (fig. 77).652 In this case, however, one supposes that there was
no evidence of a hagiographic nature behind the introduction of the
motif, merely a desire to stress their officer status, which was specifi-
cally justified for Theodore Stratelates in view of the related figure of
Teron. The popularity of the maniakion in equestrian depictions of
warrior saints may also reflect the fact that the riders who opened
the annual procession on 11 May, the anniversary of Constantinople's

650 See Sinai, 119, fig. 66; Hunt 1991, 97, fig. 2-an icon linked by Weitzmann with
an icon of Sergios on horseback (accompanied by a kneeling female donor), who no
longer wears a maniakion; the theories on its origins are examined by Hunt (1991,
97-104), who herself favours a Syro-Cilician pedigree; Sergios is also depicted without
a maniakion, on horseback and in armour, on the north wall of the (12th-13th C.)
katholikon of St Moses the Ethiopian (Mar Musa Al-Habashi) near Nebek in Syria
(Dodd 1992, 87, fig. 28).

651 Gheyen 1895, 3802'-25. As Walter notices (2003a, 154), the motif of the removal
of their maniakia does not appear in Metaphrates' version of the legend; see also
Speidel 1996, 237. Woods (1997, 355) regards the reference to the taking away of
the maniakia as authentic, although he is sceptical towards the entire first part of the
Passio antiquior, regarding it as patched together from different hagiographic texts;
Key Fowden (1999, 31-2 and n. 81) considers that the maniakion mentioned in the
Armenian Synaxarion was introduced there under the influence of the iconography
of Sergios and Bakchos; see also Piltz 1989, 66; and Walter 2003a, 146-7 (with other
details of the martyrdom and an updated bibliog.). According to the hagiography
Sergios and Bakchos held the ranks of primicerius and secundarius of the Scholae,
a formation recruited from non-Roman gentiles, which might entitle them to wear
insignia in the form of a maniakion. The regiment known as the Gentiles are men-
tioned e.g. by AMMIAN., 1:81 [14.7.9].

652 E.g. St Theodore Orientalis (the Anatolian) on a miniature in the Synaxarion in
St Michael's Monastery in Hamula near Fayyum, currently in the Pierpont Morgan
Library, New York (M 613, fol. Iv); and Sts Theodore Stratelates and Merkourios in a
Vatican Pentateuch (Vat. copt. 66, fols. 210v, 287v) (Griineisen 1922, 101, fig. 46; L'art
Copte, no. 52; Gorecki 1980, figs. 36-37).
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foundation, were drawn from the circus factions and wore maniakia
on their gilded clothing."'

Occasionally, the maniakion turns up as the insignia of other warrior
saints, in art strongly associated with Byzantine culture. It is worn by
St Demetrios, for example, on a fresco adorning the church of Saints
Sergios and Bakchos in Tourlotti (near Kitta) on the Mani peninsula.
Its presence can be explained as an unconscious borrowing from the
images of the church's patrons in a corner on a neighbouring (south)
wall. It is also possible that when the badly damaged fresco was restored
in the modern period (as is especially evident in parts of the back-
ground) the inscription above the saint's left shoulder was altered."'
Less suspicious is the Sinaian icon by Master Peter who worked at
the court of Euthymios II, patriarch of Jerusalem (fig. 80).655 On it St
Prokopios wears a broad, gold maniakion with a red cabochon. Here
the insignia's presence can be associated with the saint's parade attire.

UNUSUAL VARIANTS OF UNIFORM IN THE ICONOGRAPHY OF THE

WARRIOR SAINTS

Our analysis of the elements that make up the image of the warrior
saint in Middle Byzantine art leads us to assume that the dominant

613 See DE CER. [VOGT]., 2:14313-'S [I 79]. It seems that the maniakion enjoyed spe-
cial popularity in Coptic art, see e.g. the archangel Michael in the MS referred to, at
St Michael's Monastery in Hamula near Fayyum (L'art Copte, no. 51).

614 The fresco, which is currently in very poor condition, is unpublished, and only
N. Drandakes has left a short description of it. The dedicatory saint of the church
and its 12th-C. construction date can only be established from a fragmentary donor
inscription on the door lintel, where a certain George asks God for protection over
his wife, children and himself as founder of the church, which is erected in honour
of Sergios, Bakchos and George. Judging from the stylistic features of the better pre-
served murals on the vaults (the Prophet in the Drum, the Offering in the Temple,
the Last Supper, Christ among Disciples in the Cenacle, and the Ascension) and in the
side apses (orants-probably warrior saints-in court dress), the murals were painted
shortly after the church's erection in the second half of 12th century. Meanwhile, the
cycle of St George's matyrdom on the vaults in the western part of the church and the
bottom row of saints (prophets, and the warriors George, Theodore Stratelates, Sergios
and Bakchos, and Demetrios) show traces of repainting in the post-Byzantine period.
A fresco with St Sergios wearing a maniakion in the prothesis conch is published
by Walter (2001, 185, fig. 8), who notes that this item is absent from the likeness of
Bakchos in the diakonikon conch; see also Walter 2003a, 159 and n. 76 (with further
bibliog. on the church).

615 See Weitzmann 1966, 66-8, figs. 33-40 (= Maguire 1996, fig. 10; Cutler/Spieser
1996, fig. 240; Sinai, p. 113, fig. 47; Walter 2001, 185, fig. 10; and 2003a, 98; Sinai,
Vizantija, Rus', fig. 6 on p. 44).
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iconographic type was modelled chiefly on the equipment of the impe-
rial army. The military character of these saints was underlined by
items such as body armour, shields, lower leg protectors or tall boots,
and guards for the forearms. The presence of military insignia indi-
cates that the artists were keen to emphasize the officer rank of a given
saint, although not always in line with the hagiographic texts. Aside
from this category of representations one can also point to others, cur-
rent in the same period, in circles connected with the courtly culture
of the capital as well as on the Empire's peripheries and beyond its
frontiers. Since these categories differ in details of dress and in the
purpose for which they were worn, it seems appropriate to treat them
as separate and independent phenomena.

Warrior saints in officer's parade uniform

The presence of the chlamys and insignia in the iconography of the
warrior saints indicates that their images were styled on the uniform
befitting the imperial palace guard and remained under the influence
of antique tradition. However, it is also possible to distinguish a group
of images that reflect the uniform worn on various court occasions
and contemporary with the artist.656

The military saints (George, both Theodores, Prokopios, Demetrios,
Eustratios, Eustathios and Arethas) depicted on the wings of an ivory
triptych in the Palazzo Venezia in Rome provide an interesting exam-
ple of the above (fig. 23).657 They all wear a chlamys and a long tunic
made distinctive by broad bands of textile that extend from the bottom
edge to knee height, and which are set with cabochons sewn on at the
shoulders and the skirt of the tunic. The positioning of these decora-
tions and their characteristic shape-narrowing towards the end, but
widening again at the tip into a circle with a cabochon-allow them to
be identified as %pucoxXc43ta, the Byzantine form of the Classical clavi.658

616 This group has not earlier been interpreted as depicting military attire, cf.
Mouriki 1985, 1:141-2; and after her, Parani 2003, 151-2 and n. 252; and Pentcheva
2006, 82-3. All three authors consider the type of attire discussed here as characteristic
of civil servants. The saints' clothing on a triptych in the Palazzo Venezia has recently
been termed military dress by Walter (2003a, 168), albeit without further qualifica-
tion. Lazarev (1970, 64) believes that on the triptych the two types-warrior saint and
martyr in civilian garments-have been combined. See also Grotowski 2007.

617 See Goldschmidt/Weitzmann 1979, vol. 2, no. 31; Pentcheva 2006, figs. 50, 52.
6" Adopted from Etruria-in ancient Rome gold or purple clavi in the form of

a pair of narrow vertical bands of cloth (clavi angusti, tunica angusticlavia) deco-
rated tunics, including those of senators (clavi lati, hence: tunica laticlavia), from
where they passed into the early Christian iconography of martyrs and Christ, see
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A tunic adorned in this manner was known as a 6nt ctov, and was the
prescribed garment of protospatharioi.659 It was derived from the sag-
ion, but ultimately took on the form of a tunic, and its distinguishing
feature was indeed the chrysoklavia. White spekia are worn by shield-
bearers standing either side of the throne in a scene of the Judgment of
Solomon on a miniature in Gregory of Nazianzos' Homily on modera-
tion, Par. gr. 510, leaf 215v (fig. 81a); they are also visible in a scene of
the Adventus Augusti on a tenth-century fresco in the southern nave
of the church of St Demetrios in Thessaloniki; while a green spekion is
worn by one of the guardsmen accompanying Justinian on the mosaic
at San Vitale (fig. 72).660 Identification of the saints on the Palazzo
Venezia triptych as protospatharioi from the unit of `bearded ones' is
confirmed by the swords held in the left hand by two of the saints at
the top of the scene,661 while the military character of the whole group

H. Leclercq, "Clavus" in DACL, 3/2:1847-50; N.P. Sevicenko, "Clavus" in ODB,
1:469-70; E. Hula, "Clavus (2)" in PR, 4:4-9; E. Pochmarski, "Clavus" in BKR, 55;
Southern/Dixon 1996, 122, fig. 57 (3rd/4th-C. floor mosaic from Piazza Armerina in
Sicily showing a shielded warrior). Many preserved examples of Early Byzantine-era
clavi from Egypt (often close in form to those on the Palazzo Venezia triptych) and
even whole tunics decorated with them are housed, e.g. in the Victoria and Albert
Museum in London and the Metropolitan Museum in New York (especially a tunic
from Akhmim of c.400-500 bearing scenes with Dionysos, inv. no. 26.9.8). In turn,
MALALAS (p. 3845 [XVIII 56]) mentions them in his description of the king of India's
attire. The gold clavi (xptGolcXc43(x, ca, xpv6a avpo cka[ia or a1')po'KXa[3a) adorning
the imperial skaramangion are mentioned e.g. by DE CER. ([VOGT], 1:9215-16 [I 26],
10119 [I 27], 13213-14 [I 31], 15516-17 [I 39], 1729-10 [I 44]), as is the divetesion (DE CER.,
1:4148 [I 91], 4232 [I 92]). See also the depictions of Constantine the Great during the
battle on the Milvian Bridge (fol. 440r), and King Hezekiah (fol. 435v) in the Homilies
of Gregory of Nazianzos (Par. gr. 510); and of the latter again in the Paris Psalter, Par.
gr. 139, fol. 446v (Brubaker 1999, 163, 371, figs. 43, 45, 161 [= Der Nersessian 1962,
fig. 15; Cutler/Spieser 1996, figs. 117-118]).

619 See DE CER. [VOGT], 1:743-4 [I 10]; so-called `bearded' (i.e. non-eunuch) pro-
tospatharioi (literally `first of the sword bearers') together with canes known as spatho-
baklia; 928-9 [I 26]; DE CER., 1:5421-2 [11 9]: npwtiowtaOaptot µC. ' 6nextwv , 7452-3, 7702T(x

[11 52] (= OIKONOMJDES, pp. 17118-19, 2071 and n. 153 on p. 170): Se npwtioonaOapiov5
µstia anexiwv xai pwewv 6ayiwv . See also above, n. 641.

660 See Piltz 1997, 45, fig. 15 (who also sees the spekion of the protospatharioi in
the tunics of Solomon's bodyguards); Brubaker 1999, 265, fig. 25 (= Der Nersessian
1968, fig. 8); Age of Spirituality, no. 65. On skoutarioi see above, n. 320. Guards sur-
rounding the throne of Alexios I armed with spears and shields are still mentioned
by Anna KOMNENE, 2:18116-20, 23-4 [X 9/2]: of Se Sopmoc cpipovtes, [...] eK Stactif atio;

titvo; tiov 0arnXtx6 Opovov ci; µflvoetSes axilµa eavtiovs ik,aSov KatiU % 1Gavties xai
otov evayKaA,tnapcvot tiov avtioxpatiopa, [...] 6FF, Ocv Se xai e evmvvµwv e'Gepot
icaOicnavtio vitamctaxai.

661 The spekion and gold clavi worn by the `bearded' protospatharioi, along with
their sword and cane, are mentioned by DE CER. [VOGT], 1:7329-30 [I 10]: ecpuutot

npono6RaOapiot evvoi3 ot, nEpt[3s(3X11µevot aidKia aAnOtiva xQuuO1c aIa xai
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is underlined by a quatrain, on the frame dividing the upper and lower
fields, which speaks of the martyrs' assistance in defeating the enemies
of the emperor who commissioned the triptych.662

Although the title of protospatharios could be purchased, and
Theodore of Stoudios regarded this group of officers as corrupt and
contemptible,663 the prestige of spatharioi at the imperial court was
considerable, and membership of the formation was regarded as a
great honour. Their function was to carry the imperial arms during
ceremonial processions and triumphs, continuing the tradition of the
Classical lictors who had carried fasces.664 Hence, the introduction of
the parade uniform of high-ranking officers into the iconography of
the military saints to represent the important position they were due
in the heavenly hierarchy and their direct proximity to Christ who
ruled over them therefore becomes understandable.

Officers' parade attire was also the distinguishing feature of
two members of the schola gentilium-Sergios and Bakchos. They
are depicted in the uniforms of protospatharioi on mosaics in the
narthex of the katholikon of Daphni monastery near Athens (fig.
79) 665 Although the gold-patterned applique' covering the shoulder of
Sergios's white tunic does not resemble the chrysoklavia in shape, the

aitaOIa, 13710-12 [I 36]: of Se (3ap3atiot rzpmiowta66Xptot cpopoi33at ti& a3r&lcL avtiwv
'cat antaOia, Ov (3aati4o1)a1 Se aataOo[l40tta. On the presence of swords in court
ceremony see Parani 2003, 103 (and n. 9 with references to relevant passages in De
ceremoniis). Whitby (1987, 467) points out that the sword was an indispensable part
of the attire of spatharioi.

In another place DE CER (1:5857-9 [II 15]) also lists the spekion as an element of
attire of chamberlains (parakoimomenoi) and patrikioi, but without the sword (spatha)
and cane (spathobaklion).

662 The quatrain is published by Oikonomides (1995, 73, 76) who links the triptych
with the final years of the reign of Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos.

663 On the purchase of the title of protospatharios in 907 or 908 by the cleric Ktenas
through the imperial chamberlain (parakoimomenos) Samon see DAI, 1:244235-56 [50],

2:194-95; and also McCormick (1986, 201, n. 62), who quotes a letter by St Theodore
the Studite (MPG, 99:1569) consoling the spatharios Eudokimos, who is overcome
with despair as a result of his blindness which prevents him from taking part in impe-
rial processions, indicating that it would protect him from mixing with rogues and
wastrels (meaning Eudokimos's colleagues).

664 Possible evidence for this is the initial resistance of Leo VI to Ktenas' offer (see
previous note), as well as the far from trivial sum finally agreed of forty pounds (Gr.
litrai) of gold, a pair of earrings worth ten litrai and a silver panel with gilded depic-
tions of animals of the same value, which exceeded many times the 1-litra salary of
a protospatharios; 1 litra = c.319-324 g; see Schilbach 1970, 277-8; and 1982, e.g. pp.
14,72 11-16 [11 6], 7416-21 [11 7]).

661 See above, n. 649; and also Parani 2003, 96, fig. 104.
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presence of several other elements characteristic of this formation-
the maniakion, the sheathed sword, and above all the long staff with
a trifoliate fleuron at its top-clearly indicate that the iconographic
formula of the uniform of the protospatharios has again been applied.
The staff or 6lca9o(3&lXtov (from (TnaOiov-sword, and Latin baculus/
Gk. 0&xtipov-cane, rod, baton) can be interpreted as a form of rank
insignia.666 A spathobaklion-erroneously described by Walter as a
spear-is held by both Sergios and Bakchos in a manuscript miniature
in Symeon Metaphrastes' Menologion for October (Vat. gr. 1679; fol.

48v).667 One of the saints also holds a sheathed sword, but the saints'
garments and the lack of maniakia differentiate this image from the
Athenian representations. On the other hand, the white colour of the
tunic may suggest that in the Daphni mosaics Sergios and Bakchos

were depicted in the uniform of kandidatoi who were subordinate to
the protospatharioi.668 This does not alter their general classification as
members of the capital city's most elite formations.

666 On maniakia and swords as elements of the uniform of the protospatharioi see
above, nn 641 and 661. When carried at the imperial court the spathobaklion is men-
tioned almost exclusively in connection with this group of officers in DE CER. [VOGT],
1:662-3, 743-4 [I 10], 9332-942 [I 26], 2:615-7 [I 58], 9520-2, 9918-20 (during parades at the
Hippodrome-along with the maniakion) [I 73], 1105-9 [I 76]; DE CER., 1:54119-20 [II

9], 57410-12 [II 15]; although one reference (DE CER. [VOGT], 1:13713-20 [I 36]) relating
to the procession on the feastday of the Purification of Mary (Hypapante) remains
unclear, since it suggests the spathobaklion and the maniakion can be attributed
equally to spatharioi and their commanders, as well as to other members of the offi-
cers' palace school, namely spatharokandidatoi, manglabitoi, and even patrikioi; see
also Dawson (2002, 86), who was unable to find pictorial depictions of the spathobak-
lion; and cf. Kolias (1988, 178-9) who links it with the 6na9opp&06ty mentioned in
DIG. AKR. (p. 88378 [IV]) and considers it as a type of mace (sic!). On the club (pa(36os,
(3epytov) as the insignia of other court dignitaries (ostiarioi, silentiariori, praipositoi
[kouropalates] and others), see Piltz 1997, 47; and 1989, 62; Whitby 1987, 469, 472.
See also PORPH. (p. 148856-57[C]): 6RtaBev 6E (il5 &no opyrnGw 7lfvtic nponowtaOaptot
Evvovxot µ.etia xpvathv xk,t(3avicov xai wtaBo(3ax?,uov; and also the commentary on
pp. 290-1, where Haldon proposes after Vogt that the spathobaklion was a long club
with a double-edged bronze or iron head; and also DE CER, 2:174-5. A spathobaklion
of a form similar to that depicted on the Daphni mosaics is held, for example, by the
archangel Michael on a 12th-C. marble icon in the Museum fur Spatantike and Byz-
antinische Kunst, Berlin (Glory of Byzantium, no. 12).

667 See Walter 2003a, 157, 160 and fig. 50.
668 On the subordination of the kandidatoi under the protospatharioi see Whitby

1987, 467-78, n. 42 (based on De ceremoniis and the Kletorologion). The origins of
the formation are covered by Jones 1964, 2:613; and in the context of a "Palace offi-
cers' school" by Haldon (1984, 129) who also notes that white was the characteristic
colour of their attire. The white uniform of the kandidatoi was introduced by Septi-
mius Severus, and gave the formation its name-from Lat. candidus `white', `shining'
(Sander 1963, 154-5; D'Amato 2005, 24, 33; Fauro 1995, 507). The two ranks were
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The white spekia with gold clavi on their shoulders and along the
bottom edge, the spathobaklia held in the right hand, and swords in
scabbards in the left hand, also distinguish Sergios and Bakchos on
mosaics in the blind cupola of the inner narthex of the katholikon of
Nea Mone on Chios (figs. 44c-d).669 Although the saints do not wear
maniakia (as on the Vatican Menologion) the presence of the other
elements typical of protospatharios uniform allows their images to be
linked with precisely this group of officers.

We also find Sergios and Bakchos each holding a spathobaklion on
frescoes in the narthex of the Hagia Sophia church in Trebizond (fig.
82) 670 This time the saints have no swords, and over their blue tunics
they wear purple cloaks with a tablion. Meanwhile, on a Sinaian icon
from the workshop of the master Peter, St Prokopios is depicted in a
red chlamys (also with a gold tablion) thrown over a light blue tunic
and a maniakion.67t The image's military character is attested only
by the sheathed sword held in Prokopios's left hand. Untypical for
protospatharioi and kandidatoi is the light-blue colour of his tunic672
and the `civilian' tablion, which both indicate that in the thirteenth
century-perhaps because both dignities had fallen out of use long
before the capture of Constantinople by the Crusaders-the icono-
graphic type of the warrior saint in the uniform of an officer of the
scholai had lost its original, realistic character.

This does not alter the fact that the image of the warrior saint
in the uniform of a protospatharios influenced the evolution of the

often linked, e.g. in the CHPASCH (1:69610-11) which lists two men, among the imperial
officials John and Cittas, who were both spatharioi and kandidatoi.

An argument against associating the Daphni images with the kandidatoi is the
absence of the characteristic weapons of this unit, see DE CER. ([VOGT], 1:13713-11 [1

36]), where listed alongside maniakia are shields (6xovtiapta) and single-edged battle
axes (Si(Yrp&),ta µovoiek,vx(x).

669 See Mouriki 1985, vol. 2, figs. 58, 60. Walter (2003a, 158) notes the absence of
maniakia in this depiction.

670 See above, n. 649.
671 See above, n. 655.
672 The only blue-white lower garment described in De ceremoniis cannot be linked

with the Trebizond and Sinai depictions, since it had short sleeves, was split like the
skaramangion and was worn by tribunes and vikarioi, who held sceptres(?) tipped
with crescents (DE CER. [VOGT], 2:1038-11 [I 74] Xpi Se 7'vwaxewv ont of tipt06vot
xai 01 [3txaptot uept(3e(3k1jvtia1 Tu" xpv6oo~riµevtia Staxonia xovtioµavnca (3evetia tie
xai ,evxa xai ev TOTS ito6i tia noSoyreXka, (3accacovties ev tiul; xepai tia keyoµeva
(peyryia.)
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iconography of the Rus' princes Boris and Gleb. The two brothers were
the sons of Vladimir I and, according to the legend, were murdered
in 1015 by their sibling, Sviatopolk, during his attempt to seize the
Kievan throne. They were quickly surrounded by a cult of martyrs
(Rus. czpacTOTepnubi `bearers of great suffering'), who imitated Christ
in their attitude towards death. Initially, Boris and Gleb were depicted
in the typical costume of martyrs-a long chlamys, and holding a cross
of martyrdom in the right hand, although their princely origins were
signalled by fur-covered calpacks.673 From the turn of the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries, undoubtedly under the influence of the warrior
saints in official court uniforms, the noble origins of the two brothers
began to be further underlined by depicting them with a sword in a
scabbard, held in the left hand (fig. 83).674 In the Russian principality

673 The legend of the martyrdom of Boris and Gleb and their growth in popularity
in the context of Yaroslav the Wise's attempts to free the Russian Orthodox Church
from dependence on the Patriarchate of Constantinople is discussed for example by:
Lesyuchevsky (1946, 231-40; also 226-9, figs. 1-2, 4-5 on the earlier iconography of
the brothers with depictions on enkolpions and in miniature painting) and Poppe
(1961, passim), who analyses in detail the interdependence of the brothers' Lives and
Martyrdoms. According to Piltz (1989, 62, figs. 16-17) the saintly pair is also depicted
in courtly dress (albeit without military elements) on frescoes in the 12th-C. Garda
church on Gotland. For a bibliography of the hagiographic legends and discussion of
the various types of depiction of Boris and Gleb (including as officers and armoured
horsemen) see J. Myslivec, "Boris and Gleb (getauft: Roman and David)" in LcI,
5:438-41 and figs. 1, 3.

During his coronation in 1181 Andronikos Komnenos wore a conical grey calpack
made of wool, thereby referring to the costume of the northeastern limits of the Black
Sea; he had earlier worn similar headgear during a meeting with officials on the shore
of the Bosphorus (CHONIATES, pp. 27154-5, 25275-6); EusT. THES., p. 5025.8 and com-

mentary on p. 187-deriving this type of headwear from the Lazika region.
674 See e.g. the.Kievan icon from the turn of 12th and 13th centuries (currently in

the Bohdan and Varvara Khanenko Museum of Art in Kiev) and images on the frame
of a 12th-C. Novgorodian icon of St Nicholas from the Novodevichy Convent, cur-
rently in the Tretyakov Gallery in Moscow (Glory of Byzantium, fig. on p. 284; Lazarev
1970, 64 and fig. on p. 67). On changes occurring in the 12th-C. in the iconography
of Boris and Gleb see Lesyuchevsky 1946, 244-5 and figs. 5/4-5/5 (equestrian images
of these saints on metal pendants, now depicted with military equipment). White
(2004, 502-3; together with an analysis of sources indicating a Ruthenian origin for
the sword as an insignia) notices that immediately before his assassination in 1174,
Prince Andrei Bogolyubsky searched in vain for the sword of St Boris, a priceless relic
with magical significance, which had earlier been removed by one of the assassins.
Against White's hypothesis on the Ruthenian genesis of the motif is the presence of
the type of the holy warrior with sword in scabbard and dressed in court attire, for
example in the Byzantine iconography of Sts Sergios and Bakchos (e.g. on fol. 3v Vin-
dobon. hist. gr. 6 and fol. 4848, Vat. gr. 1679, see Walter 2003a, 157, fig. 50).
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of Vladimir-Suzdal they were finally inducted into the circle of great
military saints during the rule of Vsevolod.671

The warrior saint in a provincial guise (in a kabadion)

Besides the military saints in armour and in the courtly uniforms of
the protospatharioi there is a group of depictions originating from
the southern and eastern borderlands of the Empire which differ in
terms of dress. Belonging to this group is an equestrian image of
St Theodore of Anatolia (fig. 77) in a Synaxarion from St Michael's
monastery in Hamula near Fayyum (Pierpont Morgan Library, New
York, no. M 613, fol. lv).676 The horseman is depicted in a long, yel-
low (gold?) short-sleeved tunic that might be identified as a kabadion,
and a purple cape. He does not, however, wear a cuirass or a shield.
The presence of the maniakion on his neck may suggest stylisation
of his image as an officer. This motif is, however, quite common in
Coptic art; it is worn for example by St Menas in a manuscript in
the John Rylands Library in Manchester (Ms. Coptic 33), and by the
archangel Michael on a miniature in a manuscript originally from
Fayyum, now in the Pierpont Morgan Library, New York.677 The first
of these is of special interest: Menas is shown on horseback with a
cloak thrown over his shoulders and a long ankle-length scale-armour
corselet, which is fastened by a waist-belt. The cut is deceptively simi-
lar to the kabadion of the `Eastern' St Theodore, which may indicate
that it is a combat variant of the garment. Similar doubts do not arise
in relation to another representation of mounted saints wearing the
kabadion: this shows two bearded saints (Theodore and George) on
an eleventh- or twelfth-century stone relief currently in the Benaki
Museum, Athens, found in Pontic Amaseia, and probably from one
of the churches there. The two saints are arranged symmetrically, and
use their lances to spear a recumbent figure who has a sword in his

675 White (2004, 501-9) analyses the process of introduction of the military saints
into the Suzdal Principality by Yuri Dolgoruki, who on the model of the Komnenoi
intiated their cult as a group providing protection over the reigning dynasty. She
notices that Yuri's son, Vsevolod, had no difficulty in expanding the previously sta-
ble group of warriors by adding Boris and Gleb, who appeared in the same role, as
patrons and defenders of the princely family.

676 See L'art Copte, no. 52 (=Walter 2001, 186, fig. 12).
611 See Walter 2001, 185-6, figs. 11, 13; Walter 2003a, 186, fig. 56.
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right hand (fig. 84).678 The surface of their kabadia (which open at
the front), their windblown capes and the kaftan-like garment of the
fallen ruler are ornamented with simple rosettes. The cubic style of
the relief, a long way from the traditions of ancient art, indicates the
provincial character of the local workshop, which probably operated
in Amaseia itself.

Depictions of warrior saints in long tunics that might be interpreted
as a kabadion, also became popular in Nubian art.679 The appearance
of this iconographic type in territories that were subject to or bordered
the Muslim world suggests that the costume of the military saints
was influenced here by the iconography and customs connected with
Arabic and Persian culture.68o Light cavalry, whose basic weapon was
the bow, still formed the core strength of Arab armies, and later of
Turkish ones in the thirteenth century. This is reflected in the iconog-
raphy of the Islamic states,681 while a relief in the church of the White
Virgin (Spitakavor Astvatsatsin) in Yeghegnadzor in Armenia (1321),
showing Prince Amir Hasan II hunting deer on horseback (fig. 85),682
proves that the type of the rider in a kabadion remained in use in
Christian art from provincial circles until the late Middle Ages.

678 Delevoria 1997, 244, with a reproduction (inv. no. 33630); although she incor-
rectly sees the warriors as Theodore and Demetrios slaying the tsar Kaloyan, which
entails a late dating by her of the object to the 11th-12th century (also illogical since
Kaloyan died in 1207). It is possible that under the influence of Georgian tradition
(which was unknown in Cappadocia) the second rider depicts George (Walter 2003a,
125, 128-9). This identification is confirmed by a partly legible inscription next to
the saint.

679 See e.g. Jakobielski 1999, fig. 1; Steinborn 1982, fig. 14(?), 16, 18-21.
680 Darkevich (1975, 140) formulates a similar thesis in relation to mounted war-

riors depicted on silver bowls in the former Basilevsky collection; while Al-Sarraf
(2002, caption to fig. XII-79) does the same in relation to a portrait of St Theodore `of
Anatolia' in the Fayyum Synaxarion (Pierpont Morgan Library, New York, M 613, fol.
lv). See also Gorecki (1975, 253), referring to warrior-saint depictions in the cathedral
in Faras, who notices that 10th-C. Nubian painting departs from Byzantine tradition
in favour of local `realia'.

681 Constantine Porphyrogennetos (DAI, 1:7810-" [15]) writes that the Arabs sit on
camels instead of horses, and in time of war wear neither thorakas nor klibania, but
rose-coloured cloaks, and are armed with long lances, man-high shields and huge
bows that only few can string with difficulty (Ov xccPuXktxavotat Se {nnob;, &XX&
xagthXotS, ev Se'uu xatpi 'cov noXegoD ovx ev&vov'cat e(ilpaxas, oii'cc xkt[3avua, &X7,,&
nspt[3ok,a1a poSwtia, xai exotGt Sopa'ca gaxp& xai &anISas &vSpogtjxetc xai 'coda
i 6Xtva naggeyeO71, 6%ES6v gr1 SDVagsva 'G£1ve66at n(xp' ', ywv &vSpthv).

On the importance of Fatimid and Turkish archers and the tactics they adopted
against the Crusaders, see Hillenbrand 1999, 511-14, as well as numerous depictions
in art, figs. 8.2-4, 21-23, 51.

682 Der Nersessian 2001, no. 7
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Continuation of the Early Byzantine image of the equestrian saint
in a tunic

Images of the saints in officer's uniform or in a kabadion are not the
only departures from the predominant type of the warrior with a corse-
let and shield. On a wall in Chapel 10 (Daniel's Chapel) at Korama in
Cappadocia, St Prokopios is painted witnessing a vision dressed only
in a long tunic and cloak. He is depicted in a similar manner on a
miniature in the Theodore Psalter (Brit. Add. 19352, fol. 85v), which
originated from the Constantinopolitan workshop at the monastery of
Stoudios, where his only item of military gear is a round shield held in
the left hand.683 This example, as well as many other depictions (still
seen in tenth to twelfth century art) of soldiers in tunics,684 whose cut
(long, narrow sleeves and no split at the front) prevents them from
being interpreted as a kabadion, indicate that the traditional pictorial
formula that had been popularized in the Early Byzantine period was
still present in the iconography of the military saints.685 Its longev-
ity must also have been influenced by the use of light, felt garments
by poorer soldiers in light-armed units.686 The last theory, as well as
the conservatism characterizing miniature painting (thanks to which
Prokopios is painted in traditional costume in the Theodore Psalter),
may explain the limited popularity of this type of depiction of the war-
rior saints in the Middle Byzantine period.

613 Der Nersessian 1970, 11, fig. 139; Walter 2003a, 96-97, 99, fig. 53 (with other
examples of depiction of the legend in the churches of Cappadocia); Gabelic 2005,
539, figs. 7-8. The Psalter's colophon states that it was copied in 1066 by a scribe
and painter from Caesarea named Theodore, under commission from the igoumenos
Michael. The figure of Prokopios is captioned: 6 cc(ptos) 7GpoKo'nlog.

614 See e.g. Darkevich 1975, figs. 201-204; Kadar 1878, fig. 144 (horsemen on a panel
from an ivory casket in the Metropolitan Museum, New York); Homilies of Gregory of
Nazianzos (Par. gr 510, fol. 440); Pseudo-Oppian's Kynegetika (Ven. Marcianus gr. 479,
fols. 7r [hunting scene], 8v); and the Madrid Skylitzes (fols. 30v, 55r-56r, 59v [horse
archers], 72r [military engineers], 73r-v, 80r, 86r, 87v, 97r-v, 98v, 99v-100v, 101v, 107v,
110v, lily, 113v, 119r, 121r, 126r, 129v, 135v, 146v-147r [sailors], 148r, 149r-151v,
156v, 160r-162r, 165r-168r, 169r, 170v, 169r-v, 170v-171v, 173r, 175r-177r, 178r,
187r-v, 181r, 182r-v, 202r, 205r, 206r, 212r, 213r, 230r-v [engineers] (Tsamakda 2002,
figs. 59, 129, 131, 133, 143, 177, 179, 181, 194-195, 210, 215, 217-220, 221-226, 228,
243, 251, 254, 260, 275, 280, 294, 309, 325, 363-365, 369, 372-373, 375-379, 382,
394, 405-409, 417-422, 424-425, 427-429, 435, 442-445, 447-448, 454-456, 480-481,
487-488,501,504,544-545).

685 See above, pp. 80-90.
616 See above, n. 11, and also on felt n. 107.
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The fantastical image of the holy warrior

At Direkli Kilise church in Ihlara, on pillars cut into the rock that imi-
tate piers, are two painted images of St Merkourios (north-west pier)
and St George (north-east pier; figs. 36a-b).687 The saints both wear
breastplates that are almost completely covered by broad leather belts.
These belts are arranged in a V shape and are encrusted with precious
stones-red and white rhombuses and pearls. The belts appear to hold
up four rows of pteryges; on these-at a surprisingly low level-the
artist has painted a zone stratiotike. Completing the saints' attire are
short shoulder-guards adorned like the belts, two under-tunics, a green
one worn over a white one, long red cloaks hanging on their backs,
and tall boots; the forearms and legs of both figures are bare. There
are also two rows of large scales on the short sleeves of Merkourios's
undergarment, probably imitating pteryges. The saints' shields, which
would normally be held in the left hand, have been damaged, and
only a small fragment of George's shield is preserved, emerging from
behind him. In the right hand meanwhile the saints hold their weap-
ons: Merkourios a sword, George a lance. The lance's shaft is made up
of a series of small, white, oval segments connected to each other by
pairs of rings.

For the greater part, there do not appear to be analogies for the
costume of these saints in the iconography, nor indeed in the iconog-
raphy of soldiers in general, be it Classical or Byzantine. Furthermore,
the more typical items such as pteryges and military belts have been
deformed or are painted in the wrong positions. It would probably be
futile to search for source references describing such decorative chest
belts, which are somewhat reminiscent of the imperial loros in their
arrangement, and perhaps imitate it; and similarly, for an explanation
of the unusual form of the lance shaft.

The murals at Direkli Kilise should therefore be treated as a unique
example of the fantastical iconography of the saints. The desire for
ornateness and splendour in rendering the costume and weaponry
would appear to be an expression of the artist's provincial ideas of the
pomp and lavishness of court ceremony in the far-distant capital. By
multiplying the ornamentation his intention was probably to stress the
high officer rank of the saints.

687 See Thierry 1963, 187, fig. 89c.
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CONCLUSIONS

Armour (breastplate, arm guards and groin protection) and shield
were the primary elements of attire of the warrior saints. Over the
centuries, since the heyday of the Roman legions, armour underwent
far-reaching changes, as is attested by documentary sources and a lim-
ited number of Byzantine archaeological finds. By examining the war-
rior saint representations while taking into account these changes it
is possible to identify archaic elements that were known in the tenth
to thirteenth centuries only from representations in art, and also to
recognize artistic innovations involving the depiction of newly intro-
duced forms of protection.688 The first category undoubtedly includes
the classicizing `muscled' cuirass, which was no longer being pro-
duced in Byzantine workshops between the ninth and thirteenth
centuries, but was meticulously represented during periods when art-
ists favoured Classical models (the Macedonian Renaissance and the
first quarter of the eleventh century). We cannot, however, identify
Classical antecedents for trousers, for the forearm protectors known
as manikellia, and especially for the kite shield. The latter appears to
have been completely unknown before the eleventh century. It is also
interesting to note the new way in which it was carried-slung over
the back-first seen in the ninth century, but becoming most popular
only in the Palaiologan period. In turn, the triangular Gothic shield,
which undoubtedly reflected the influence of Western knightly cul-
ture, appeared in Orthodox art only from the thirteenth century in
areas that came under Latin control as a result of the Fourth Crusade.
These observations are particularly significant since they provide evi-
dence that Byzantine artists not only repeated classical iconographic
motifs, but also actively introduced elements based on contemporary
forms.

It is often difficult to determine with certainty whether a depicted
item belongs to the Classical pictorial tradition or to the world con-
temporary with the artist. This is true of the most popular types of
armour depicted in the period under discussion-scale and lamel-
lar. These types of armour were already known in antiquity, but it
was only in Byzantium that they came to be widely depicted in art,

688 On the question of methodology in research on the representation of `realia' in
the religious art of Byzantium see Parani 2007.
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especially painting. Being light and well ventilated, while at the same
time providing excellent protection against archery, scale and lamel-
lar corselets seem to have enjoyed special popularity in the imperial
army. Surprising, however, is the almost total lack of depictions of mail
armour. In view of the limited references to mail in written sources,
this would appear to indicate that mail armour was not popular in
Byzantium at that period.

Besides armour, a significant element in representations of the war-
rior saints is the insignia that underline their important positions at
the `Heavenly Court'-the chlamys with tablia and fibula, diadema
and, in a symbolic sense starting from the twelfth century, also the
crown of martyrdom. The selection of these items does not always
reflect the actual appearance of the palace guard, especially when the
civilian chlamys (adopted from the Early Byzantine iconography of
warrior-martyrs) is shown in combination with items of weaponry.
However, a new iconographic type of the warrior-guardsman wearing
a spekion, maniakion and sword and brandishing a spathobaklion in
his hand appears from the tenth century, and this does seem to pro-
vide an example of the realistic treatment of court uniform.

The warrior saint on foot in armour corselet and cloak is the domi-
nant form in the art of Constantinople and Greece (and in states that
remained under their influence: in the Balkans, Rus' and Norman
Sicily) as well as in Georgia and Armenia, but an independent icono-
graphic variant developed in regions influenced by Islamic culture.
Here, the saint is normally shown wearing a long kabadion, is often on
horseback, and sometimes has a diadem on the head, the last feature
derived from Coptic painting traditions.



CHAPTER FOUR

WEAPONS IN THE ICONOGRAPHY OF THE
WARRIOR SAINTS'

'A),a,o.
125 &ya&ov cYti(X6i1,i mAwr) cpariyavov, ev Se tie 'GexEt

&ei icpatieet, 'Loot e(3oi ev 'ApBS 2

An integral part of the image of the warrior saints is their weapons.
When depicted in parade attire, the sword is the most visible sign of
their martial profession; together with the lance it forms the basic
weaponry of the military saints, which it is not possible to overlook in
any analysis of their iconography. These two items not only complete
the image of the warrior, but also carry symbolic meaning. We begin
by examining the lance, the weapon shown most frequently in the ico-
nography of the warrior saints, and which carries ideological content
that had already taken root in antiquity.

THE LANCE OR SPEAR OF THE WARRIOR SAINT

Pole arms have been known since the Stone Age,3 and were still in
use in the first half of the twentieth century. Many varieties were in
widespread use in Byzantium. On depictions of warrior saints the
most common form is a short type of spear that reaches just above
the head. Spear shafts (&(TtitA1ov-from Lat. hasta)4 are normally

1 On the weapons of the Byzantine army in general see E. McGeer, A. Kazhdan &
A. Cutler, "Weaponry" in ODB, 3:2192-3.

2 GEOMETRES, 302 [LXXXVII] (= MPG, 106:933):
Otherwise
A wide sword is good in the field, but on the walls,
The bow always dominates, so declares Ares
See Gamber 1978, 412; Hoffmeyer 1966, 116-17, also on its spread throughout the

Mediterranean basin and the Near East.
4 Maurice (STRAT., p. 45242 [XIIB 17] = {LT, vol. A', p. 332 [XIV 791}) uses this

term, advising that before an attack fileclosers should quieten the soldiers by prod-
ding them with the shafts of their spears: vcr& 'rFov &cnXiwv tiwv xov'capiwv; see also
Mihaescu 1968, 491. On the Roman hasta see O. Fiebiger & F. Klingmuller, "Hasta"
in PR, 14/2 (1912), 2501-08.
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depicted schematically. In painted works they are often rendered with
just a single line. An example of such a sparing form is the lance of St
George in the church of Lilies (Sumbullu Kilise) in the Ihlara valley
(fig. 35a).5 The butt of the lance is always blunt. We can assume that
Byzantine lances were indeed terminated this way since references to
spiked spear butts (aawo,61p, 6TVpa4, ovpiaxos) are few and mainly
refer to the ancient period.' In painted works the shaft is as a rule
depicted in ochre or brown (figs. 25c-d, 30a-f, 31, 32, 37-39, 45, 46b,
48a-c, 70)' imitating the colour of wood,' although it is occasionally
shown in other colours. The lance of St George Tropaiophoros on an
enamelled panel from the Pala d'Oro is blue.' A blue spear ((3EVETOv
xov,r&ptv) is used by Digenes Akritas, and also by the son of the domes-

5 See above, n. 66 on p. 141.
6 C£ Kolias (1988, 199) who by analogy with the butt spikes known in antiquity,

which served to plant the spear in the ground, and if the spearhead broke off could
also be used for combat, considers that the sauroter was also used in the medieval Byz-
antine army. See also SUDA, 4:33011-1[949-950]; 44721-4 [1261] O0'p1axo5 To &xpov Tot
ai5lipov Tl co' 67ttae£v µepos tiov S6paTog, o xai 6avp(fTiip xaXeiTav awco tiov 6po4ety
xai Tot iaxm' TovTo SE 7capa To la, o Oqµaivet AV (p(ilvT1v' e O'U Kat iaxil. O'UpiaxoS.
7cXil aS poµ0wTw SovputoS o1')p7axw. ev 'E7ciypaµµa6ti. xai cdi8ty ocppa xev et; uaxoto
nvptixµdjtoto TaOevTas obptiaxotS Ta obpaia Tmv xaV811Xmv. [...] ETbpa4-
6 aavp(otilp xaXo14tcvo5 i Tov S6paTo5 apxil, e(p' I1 6T1piceTat. HESYCHIos, 4:14
aa1)p(oT7jp To eaxaTOV 6167jptov Tov SopatoS. S7iX.oi Se xat aT6X6µ71v xa6T6v; HESY-
CHIOS, 4:88: ETbpal; [...] aavp(oTilp Tot 66pacoq, xai Xbyx1l. xai SevSpov ouovbµ(oS.
xai 6vµiaµa On the ancient sauroter see EUST. IL, 3:3332-351; F. Lammert, "Eavpwtiip"
in PR, 2/1: 265-6. Exceptionally the term also appears in LEO THE DEACON, p. 414-5

[111 4].

' See e.g. Drandakes 1995, fig. 19 on p. 383; Chatzidakis 1997, figs. 57; 66; Pele-
kanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, figs. 10, 12 on pp. 32-3, 21 on p. 41, and also 12-13 on
pp. 60-61; Bank 1966, no. 227; Glory of Byzantium, fig. on p. 283; Mouriki 1985, vol.
2, figs. 58-59; Athos vol. A', figs. 241, 265, vol. B', fig. 329.

8 Spear shafts were made from wood, as is indicated by references in the PRAECEPTA,
pp 18102-03 [19] 28121-3 [11 11] (= TNU [MG], pp. 94105-06 [LVI 9], 104147-8 [LVII 13])

when speaking of the splintering of infantry spears by cataphracts: ('0q &v ex TovT(ov
T& xovTapta Twv oirXiTwv atvOXa6emaiv; and also KINNAMOS, pp. 14320-1441 [IV],

27312-13 [VI]. On the varieties of wood employed in making lances see below, pp. 321
and 328. See also Kolias (1988, 193, 202) who besides cornel mentions ash (µCAia)
and even cane. The cane lances (SopaTia ex x(Aaµwv) employed by the Turks are
mentioned by CHONIATES, p. 2957. Without taking into account the character of the
painting techniques employed, Parani (2003, 139-40, figs. 111, 116) interprets depic-
tions of the lance in Cappadocian art as indeed depicting cane shafts. She explains
their appearance as reflecting the impact of Arab techniques of arms production in
the frontier region.

9 See Hahnloser/Polacco 1994, fig. 142. The Pala d'Oro is not a unique example-
remnants of blue pigment also appear on St George's lance on a wooden relief-work
icon in the National Museum in Kiev (fig. 27), see Glory of Byzantium, no. 202.
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tikos Constantine in a poem by al-Mutanabbi,10 which suggests that a
custom existed between the tenth and twelfth centuries of painting the
shaft or even covering it with coloured fabric. On the Forty Martyrs of
Sebaste Triptych (figs. 19a,b) the spear shafts are marked with trans-
verse notches." The artist was perhaps attempting to depict a specific,
decorative type of spear with an encrusted shaft, like the one carried
by Justinian's bodyguards on the mosaic at San Vitale (fig. 72).12 There
is also a painted depiction of a spear shaft made up of white oval seg-
ments at Direkli Kilise at Ihlara (fig. 36a).13 The presence of this kind
of feature in works from widely separated centres allows one to sup-
pose that the ornate spears might represent actual weapons, probably
parade models, presumably intended as insignia.14

The lances of the military saints are always surmounted by fairly
substantial heads (known, inter alia, as aix,n )15 and

10 See DIG. AKR., p. 192 711 [VI]. On the emir's blue, gilded lance (probably only
the head) see also p. 12164 [I] (= 23817): xovtiapiv eµao&xace ]isvetiov, xpvccilµevov; and
p 270434, where the epic's author mentions the Saracens' large, green lances with sil-
ver fittings: irtp&oiva µa1cpmcovtcLpa µF-ti' &mjµLV Seµeva; VASILIEV, 2/2:32715. In turn,
the silver-inlaid spears (('XpyvporjXa Sopatia) of the Greeks at the battle at Larissa are
mentioned by KoMNENE, 2:2730 [V 6/1]. Such parade lances seem to be intended in the
red-hafted weapon held by St George on an icon in the British Museum, and another
abandoned by Eustathios-Placidus in a scene of his conversion in the Khludov Psalter,
fol. 97v (Glory of Byzantium, no. 261 [= Byzantium, no. 191]; and Shchepkina 1977,
fig. 97). However, Kolias (1988, 212) believes that the blue lance of Digenes mentioned
in the epic merely had a painted shaft.

11 See e.g. Bank 1966, nos. 126, 130-131.
12 See e.g. Age of Spirituality, no. 65; Grabar 1936, fig. 20/1; and Leader 2000, 417,

fig. 12.
13 See above, n. 687 on p. 310.
14 On the lance as an insignia see below, p. 329.
15 The term is used e.g. by STRAT., p. 43212 [XIIB 11] (l;upil tiiav

xovtiapiwv) [XII B 24], 4508 [XIIB 17], and in the PRAECEPTA, p. 1431 [I 3] (= TNU
[MG], p. 9035 [LVI 3]). The word aix931 for the spearhead is used e.g. in the: SYL-
LOGE, pp. 60 [XXXVIII 61, 61 [XXXIX 1] (={LT, vol. B', pp. 358 [XXXVIII], 360
[XXXIX]); PSELLOS, 2:615 [VI 85]; KINNAMOS, p. 1608 [IV]; CHONIATES, p. 18238. The
antique term &xwlcij (Lat. acies) is used by KoMNENE, 2:11828 [VII 9/5], 16322 [IX
2/2]; see also SUDA, 1:885 [948] AxwKq' - Il ',b,1; cov Sopwros, co' 0'4-) tili; Myth;.
Applavo5 %6yxas SE eixov naxeia; a4a3811xeas ('Xx°)Klj Se obx bmfv 6L871pe11, &XX&
to ol;b abtiaLS 3cenvpaxiwµevov tiabtio elcoIB6av. In turn, in Leo's Tactics {LT, vol. B',
pp. 264 [XX 116], 294 [XX 188]} the term Xoyxl1 is used to describe the head of a kon-
tarion glistening in the sun; see also the definition in the SUDA, 2:11116-17 [1186]: At'

ol;eia; Spaµeiv eiti tiThv SLaxwVSvvcvovtiwv. ol;siav y&p Xeyov6L tiov XoyxTly. The jave-
lin blade known as the Sop&tinov is mentioned by PROCOPIUS, 1:7226 [I 14/47], 1579-1°

[11 3/25], 4249 [IV 2/6], 46518 [IV 11/191 (possibly in the sense of independent heads
used as plumbata, see below, n. 282), 4778 [IV 13/14], 2:1210 [V 2/15], 15611 [VI 2/14],
15817 [VI 2/30]; it is also mentioned by CHONIATES, p. 18375. In turn, Maurice (STRAT.,
p. 19642 [IV 3] = {LT, vol. A', p. 312 [XIV 45]}) mentions the xovtiapiwv icepaX&S.
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are usually held upright as if during drill.16 Their form can be diamond-
shaped, lancet-like or leaf-shaped (figs. 19a, 20-22a, 25a,d, 27, 30a-f).17
Heads of these shapes were known since antiquity, as is evident from
art18 and surviving examples.19 These forms were common in the east-
ern part of the Mediterranean basin in the Middle Ages. Objects con-
temporary with the depictions are found within the Empire, as well
as in neighbouring countries.20 The colour of the heads in the depic-

The terminology associated with the spearhead (including the terms mentioned above
and also ent8opatiis) is analysed in detail by Kolias 1988, 195.

16 Maurice advises soldiers to hold the spear in this manner during training (STRAT.,
p.4847-8 [XIIB 24] = LT, 1:1671967-69 [VII 47 (54)]): Kai xlvouoi 1Cpaws, llauxcoc xai

i:6w5 avco tia ticpn tic&v xovtea.0uav xatis xovtiES; see also {LT, vol. A', p. 326 [XIV 66]}.
17 Diamond-shaped heads with a rib can be seen e.g. on the Harbaville Triptych, in

frescoes with Sts Theodore Stratelates and Nestor in Hosios Loukas, and on a mini-
ature depicting the conversion of St Eustathios on fol. 52r of the Menologion Esphig-
menou 14 (Goldschmidt/Weitzmann 1979, vol. 2, no. 31 = Glory of Byzantium, no. 80;
Chatzidakis 1997, figs. 57, 66; Athos, vol. B', fig. 329). Leaf-shaped heads surmount
the lances of warrior saints in the church of the Anargyroi in Kastoria; on mosaics in
Sicilian churches; on a relief icon of St George in the National Museum, Kiev; and on
the Borradaile Triptych (Pelekanidis 1953 1:21, 23, 27/2, 32/1; Borsook 1990, figs. 9,
35-36, 95; Glory of Byzantium, no. 202 = Milyaeva 2000, fig. 1; Cutler 1994, fig. 242
[= Byzantium, no. 153; Goldschmidt/Weitzmann 1979, vol. 2, no. 38]). Lancet-shaped
heads are seen on warrior saints' spears on a steatite icon from Cherson; on enamel
panels of Sts George and Orestes on the Pala d'Oro; carried by St George in the church
of the Anargyroi, Kastoria; in the Khludov Psalter, fol. 97v; and on the Triptych of the
Forty Martyrs of Sebaste (Kalavrezou-Maxeiner 1985, no. 21 = Glory of Byzantium,
no. 203; Hahnloser/Polacco 1994, figs. 116, 129, 142; Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985,
fig. 21 on p. 41; Shchepkina 1977, fig. 97; and Bank 1966, no. 130).

18 Leaf- and lancet-shaped heads on long shafts can be seen e.g. on a vase with a
scene of Ajax and Achilles playing dice; while long sarissae with rhomboidal heads
appear on the Issos battle mosaic from Pompei (now in the Museo Archeologico,
Naples; Gamber 1978, figs. 291, 307 = Zygulski 1998, 58, figs. 48, 62). Numerous
examples of Late Roman and Early Byzantine depictions of heads are cited by Kolias
1988, 197; see also e.g. Zygulski 1998, fig. 134; Bivar 1972, fig. 8; and Bishop/Coulston
1993 (below, n. 25).

19 For examples of Roman heads from modern Germany see, e.g. Southern/Dixon
1996, 112, figs. 42-44.

20 The 11th-C. leaf-shaped spearheads found at Serrle Limani and designed for
hand-to-hand combat (as can be judged from the thickness of the shaft) are pub-
lished by Schwarzer 1991, 329-30, figs. 4-5 (examples with lugs), and an especially
interesting example on fig. 8 (with a straight head protected by a type of sheath);
for a long spearhead of narrow, lancet-shape found in the Great Palace in Constan-
tinople see Brett 1947, 99, fig. 7; for examples of broad, leaf-shaped and rhomboidal
spearheads set on sockets found in the vicinity of a Bulgarian settlement mound in
the village of Lozarevo, south-west Bulgaria see Momchilov 1994, 52-4, figs. 1/3-6,
2/7-14. Early and Late Byzantine lance heads are preserved in the Byzantine Museum
in Thessaloniki. Finds from Corinth are published by Parani 2003, fig. 158. Also see
the spearheads found in Russia reproduced by Kirpichnikov 1966, 5, plates 1-8/7,
9/1-6, 21/5-6, 22/2, 8, 23/4, 8. For finds of leaf- and lancet-heads with sockets from
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tions, usually blue, white or light grey (figs. 5, 25a,c,d, 26-27, 30a-f, 32,
35a, 36a, 38, 44a,b, 45b, 46b,c, 48a-c, 63, 87)21 suggest iron, as is con-
firmed not only in the preserved artefacts, but also in the terminology,
where-besides the terms mentioned above-we also meet the expres-
sion 6n&fjp1ov.22 Sometimes the lance-heads of the military saints are
shown in gold (figs. 39, 44a),23 which may suggest that these weapons
were of a ceremonial rather than martial character.24

The blade is secured to the wooden shaft by means of a tapering
socket (xovulriov).25 Occasionally, there is a knob between the lance-

the migration period see Germanen, nos. II 29b, II 33b, XII 14a, XIV 6b, XIV 21a,
XIV 27h, XIV 47a.

21 See e.g. Chatzidakis 1997, figs. 48, 57; 66; Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, figs. 10,
12 on pp. 32-3, fig. 21 on p. 41, and also figs. 12-13 on pp. 60-1; Glory of Byzantium,
fig. on p. 283; Hahnloser/Polacco 1994, fig. 127; Athos, vol. A', figs. 241, 265; vol. B',
fig. 329.

22 Et&ljptov is undoubtedly a calque of the Latin ferrum, see e.g. STRAT. 258-18

[VII 15] (= LT, 2:1604945 [XIV 38 (39)]; and Leo {LT, vol. B', p. 294 [XX 188]}), who
adds that these iron heads should be hidden from the enemy (xai tia, c{Srjpa tiwv
xovtiapi(ov &noxpvnticty; on covers for the spear see above, n. 20); see also the further
examples published by Kolias 1988, 195. On the blunt, iron arrowheads used for train-
ing see PERT STRATEGIAS, p. 13216-1' [46]: [36k,Xovtis; avtii ai gl icupakI8a; 61S71pa;

Fxov6a;.

23 See for example Mouriki 1985, vol. 2, fig. 59; Bank 1966, nos. 226-227; Athos,
vol. A', fig. 216.

24 Leo VI states in his Taktika {LT, vol. B', p. 264 [XX 116]} that in battle it is
necessary to use sharp spearheads of iron and not gold-which indicates that the lat-
ter were known, if not used in combat. On the golden spears carried by the emperor
during the triumph of Theophilos, and at Basil I's entry into the capital by his son
Constantine (additionally decorated with pearls), see PORPH., pp. 142754, 148844-5 [C]:

ev tifl xEtpi ek.a[3cv k,ayxl1V xpvmjv 51' µapyapltiwv h upteaµevliv. [...] e%a(3av Se xai
tiff xcpi kbyxilv xptcn v. The silver and gold lances gifted by Romanos Lekapenos to
the Bulgarian tsar Symeon on the occasion of the signing of a treaty are mentioned by
THEOPH. CONT., p. 40711-14. Kolias (1988, 211-12) concludes from a reference by Ps.
KODINOS (p. 27315-18 [VII]) that such `gold lances' had only gilded heads or shafts.

25 In view of the term's Latin etymology (cuspis-'spike', `point') we might well
assume that it refers to a barb or tang driven into the shaft to secure the head (see
Bishop/Coulston 1993, figs. 22,35, 68, 84, 115). But as Kolias (1988, 198-9 and n. 83)
rightly demonstrates, a reference by Eustathios of Thessaloniki (EusT. IL., 2:32111-14:

tiov µevtiot xpixov, S; nepteeet xai rtaptceystiat aI swv do 0,ov, Fig o eµ(3e.(3?uyra1 1i
aixµrj, Sv 7l aneptvoiyro; yXwaaa xo1)6niov (priot, ex ",umpopa; tot nspt tiov; noSa;
vk.ivov SE6µ6 nopxrv o "Oplpo; xakCi) clearly specifies that the Byzantines used it
in the sense of an iron ring that enclosed the shaft thereby securing the head. See also
the PRAECEPTA (p. 1431-2 [I 3]) which states that the kouspia of lances should be fit for
the task, as should their heads (xai tia 4upapta (xvtiwv MVVTISsla xai tia xovorncia). See
also the forms xov6no; in MALALAS (p. 3631 [11 171) and aixµoS&t l; in DE CER (p. 639'
[II40]). The popularity of securing spear- and javelin-heads by means of a socket is
attested by numerous archaeological finds (see above, n. 20 and below, n. 35).
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head and socket, which was probably purely decorative;26 these appear
on the lances of St Orestes at Episkopi in Eurytania (fig. 38); Lupus
and Nestor on a reliquary of St Demetrios in the Historical Museum of
the Moscow Kremlin; Eustathios on the Harbaville Triptych (fig. 20b);
George and Theodore on an enkolpion in the Cleveland Museum of
Art; Theodore Teron on a mosaic at Hosios Loukas in Phokis (fig.
25a); and on an eleventh-century silver dish found near Perm, now in
the Hermitage.21 The small lugs that prevent the head from penetrat-
ing too deeply are not seen on military saints' lances. Their presence
on Byzantine spears is attested by heads found in the Serce Limani
wreck (fig. 91c), as well in art-on soldiers' spears in historical scenes 28
To explain the relationship of the warrior saints' lances with those in
actual use we shall have to examine the various types.

Types of Shafted Weapon in Byzantium

Javelins and spears (verytta, akontion, rhiptarion)
The Byzantine army continued to employ most of the wide variety
of pole arms that had been in use in ancient Rome. Such weapons
differed in length and construction depending on whether they were
intended for throwing or close combat. Following on from the Roman
pilum (spiculum)-a light spear with head set on a long metal spike,
fastened on a short shaft-was the (3rlp&rra, from the Latin verticulum,
verutum. In the tenth century this weapon was also known by the term

26 Kolias (1988, 197-8) speculates that such knobs may have prevented the spear
from becoming stuck in a victim's body, but this function was undoubtedly better
fulfilled by lugs. Hoffineyer (1966, 119) points out the many analogies in Merovingian
art and thereby attempts to link the origins of the knob on the socket with the Franks.
See also the relief from Dura-Europos depicting a lance tipped with a knob and a loop
(Teixidor 1979, fig. 23).

27 See Glory of Byzantium, nos. 17, 36, 80, 111; Chatzidakis 1997, fig. 48; Bank 1966,
no. 206 (= Darkevich 1975, fig. 375B). In the iconography of the warrior saints knobs
also appear on the sockets on the Venetian Pala d'Oro (Hahnloser/Polacco 1994, figs.
124-129, 142); a miniature in the Oxford Homilies of Gregory of Nazianzos (Hutter
1999, fig. 21); and a relief with St George adorning the base of a silver dish from the
12th C. (Darkevich 1975, fig. 80).

28 On the spearheads from Ser4e Limani, see above n. 20; for Russian javelin heads
of similar form see Kirpichnikov 1966, plates 8/8-13, 9/7-13; examples from art
(mainly MS illuminations) are listed by Kolias 1988, 198 and n. 79.
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purcaptov (or ptxti(X'ptov from piXTcu-to throw, cast)" or as ('XIC&TIOV,
derived from the ancient Greek.30 The lack of references to the verytta
and, to some extent, also the paucity of depictions in art indicate that
the javelin's form had changed during the Middle Byzantine period.31
The maximum length recommended for the akontion (or rhiptarion)
according to the Sylloge was just under three metres including its
head (between one and three fathoms, but no more than 12 spans,

29 In the 4th C. the pilum is mentioned by AMMiAN., 5:46 [XXVI 9/7], 137 [XXVII
2/3]; while spearmen ni.k,&ptioti (or akontistai) and (3epovti&ptoi (called diskoboloi [sic!])
are also mentioned by LYDOS 7220-1 [112/46]. VEGETTUS (p. 90 [II 15]) states that sol-
diers in the first rank should be equipped with two throwing spears-a larger one with
a nine-inch iron head and a shaft of 51/2 feet, once called a pilum and now a spiculum,
and a shorter one with a five-inch head and a shaft of 31/2 feet (the Roman foot or
pes measured 29.6 cm, while the inch or uncia was 2.4 cm, see Schilbach 1970, 13-16,
20; H. Chantraine, "Uncia" in PR, 9/1:654-8): item bina missibilia, unum maiusferro
triangulo unciarum novem, hastili pedem quinque semis, quod pilum vocabant, nunc
spiculum dicitur, ad cuius ictum exercebantur praecipue milites, quod arte et virtute
directum et scutatos pedites et loricatos equites saepe transuerberat, aliud minus ferro
unciarum quinque, hastili pedum trium semis, quod tunc uericulum, nunc uerutum
dicitur. Also see Hoffmeyer (1966, 118-20) who incorrectly interprets the verytta as
a weapon intermediate between a spear and a club; cf. Kolias (1988, 185-6) who fails
to see the links between the antique verutum and the Byzantine verytta, although he
provides depictions of the pilum on 4th-C. coins, and also links the pilum with the
Frankish &yymv mentioned by Agathias and in the Commentary to the Iliad penned
by Eustathios of Thessaloniki. The convergence of the terms verutum and verytta is
pointed out by Mihaescu 1968, 491; also on this subject see earlier references in the
sources collected by Anastasiadis 1994, 9-10. On Roman spears with heads mounted
on a metal shaft see P.N. Schulten, "Pilum" in PR, 40:1335-68. F. Lammert, "Spicu-
lum" in PR, 6, 11/2 (1929): 1761-2; Coulston 2002, 13. For examples of the Late Roman
(3rd C. AD) pilum see Southern/Dixon 1996, 112-13, fig. 41; Kaczanowski 1992, figs.
13/1-2; Germanen, nos. XII 20a, XIV 48b; for depictions in antique art see also: Gam-
her 1978, 416, figs. 371, 378, 396; Zygulski 1998, 96-7, 117, fig. 118.

31 On the ancient akontion see E. Reisch & P. Wagler, "Axovtil.ov", in PR, 1/1 (1893):
1178-85. Maurice (STRAT., pp. 4202-3 [XIIB 2], 4204-5 [XIIB 3], 4226-7 [XIIB 5]) rec-
ommends the verytta or small Slav spear (X(xyKiSTa EicXa[3iviaxia) as the weapon of
both heavy- and light-armoured infantry formations. The disappearance of the term
verytta is evidenced by a passage in LT (1:1181436-37 [VI, 26]) repeating the words of
the Strategikon where Leo explains it as a rhiptarion (while elsewhere: LT, 1:1031300-03

[VI 7] Leo states that besides two kontaria soldiers should own two rhiptaria-i.e.
akontia intended for throwing), which he recommends for light troops inexperienced
with the bow (on rhiptaria used for throwing see {LT, vol. B', p. 62 [XVII 21]1); on
Venetians employing rhiptaria see DAI, 1:12032 [28]. Akontia are listed along with
other missiles, for example in PERT STRATEGIAS, pp. 9420 [31], 10054 [32]; STRAT., pp.
37672-4 [XI 4], 46484-5 [XII B 20]; DE CER., 1:6724 [11 45]; and PSELLos, 2:2514 [VI 114];
see also Koukoules, 3:135.

31 The head of a short pilum was found at Sredishche in Bulgaria, although the
object had been reforged to form the base of a cross (Iotov 2004, fig. 39, no. 546).
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i.e. 281 cm).32 In the Byzantine army they were employed by special-
ized units of javelineers (&xovn(Tiai and 5urrapurrai) that were often
formed from foreign mercenaries.33 The short length of the Byzantine
javelin34 might suggest that it was the weapon carried by warrior saints.
However, as we can see from the javelin heads found on the Serge
Limani shipwreck, their awl-like shape on a broad socket would rule
out the identification of the warrior saint's spears (with their promi-
nent heads with a knob) as throwing weapons.31

The heavy infantry pike (menaulion)
The µEva5Xtov (µoval)Xtov) was the equivalent of the short Roman
hunting spear, the venabulum.36 It was employed by specialized units
of menaulatoi. Along with the increase in the numbers of menaulatoi

32 SYLLOGE, p. 60 [XXXVIII 6, 8] (={LT, vol. B', p. 358 [XXXVIII]}): &xovtita eiti'
ovv puntiapta opyvtas µta; epos c y tipiucp eyytatia, jxi nkrov Sna,a&ii antOaµwv 8(hSEKa
"exaatiov avv tii aixµnj [...] &va S4o xai 'rpu ov (PEpetiw exaatios &xovtila antoaµwv
g6kuy a SchScKa. Schilbach (1970, 22-7; and 1982, 184-5 and index) states that the
fathom (opyvta, &nXf) measured 9 royal spans = 108 daktyloi = 210.6 cm (or 187.4
cm), (on the span or antOa.n see above, n. 339 on p. 214). See also Kolias (1988, 187
n. 13) who draws attention to the discrepancies in measurements. See also the length
proposed by Haldon 1975, 32.

33 These took part, among other things, in night attacks and raids into enemy
territory, and were also used to guard camps, towns and ships, see for example DE
VELITATIONE, p. 15427,11,31 [3]; DE RE MILITARI, pp. 24613 [1], 2645 [4], 26813 [5] 268'
[6], 27210 [7], 29213 [19], 300129-30 [20], 31211-12 [25] lists akontistai among other light
formations-archers and psiloi (described in the SUDA, 1:92' [998] by the common
term akroboloi); STRAT., p. 30818-23 [IX 2] (= {LT, vol. B', p. 62 [XVII 20]}) on the
use of javelineers during night attacks, p. 2485 [VII; PRAECEPTA, p. 1452 [I 6] (= TNU
[MG], p. 9057-8 [LVI 6]) states that they were recruited among the Rus' and other for-

, 11 11 11eign peoples (&v µev wat ptntiaptatiat, s,cePwaot eitie a%Xot &Avtxoi,); Leo, however,
(LT, 1:1031296-99 [VI 3]) recommends selecting javelineers from soldiers who were not
too expert with the bow; see also PROCOPIUS, 1:35011-12 [111 8/27]; PSELLOs, 2:118 [VI
94]; EUST. IL., 1:53810, 3:2115, 4:8533, 8542; EUST. OD., 2:3154 (listing them along with
diskoboloi as athletes). Rhiptariotai are mentioned, for example, in TNU [F], p. 309
[LXXI]; see also Kolias (1988, 190 and n. 26; with pointers to further sources).

34 It is possible that shorter javelins than those mentioned in the Sylloge (see above,
n. 32) were also used for throwing, as is attested by the reference in {LT, vol. A',
p. 342 [XIV 104]} on their use together with arrows during night attacks; and also
PERT STRATEGIAS (p. 5446 [16]) which contrasts them with the long dory-Sopatita xai
&xovtita-which were undoubtedly shorter; see also Ravegnani 1988, p. 50.

35 Schwarzer 1991, 329, figs. 2, 3; see also the javelins depicted in the Madrid Sky-
litzes on fols. 99v (thrown by Arabs, which however have clearly defined heads) and
100r (Tsamakda 2002, figs. 222, 226). In the light of the underwater finds the idea
(Kolias 1988, 188) that javelin heads were secured to the shaft with the aid of a metal
tang is untenable.

36 See Mihaescu 1982, 18; and after him McGeer 1987, 53, n. 3 and Anastasiadis
1994, 4. See also the faulty interpretations of Haldon (1975, 32-3) and Nicolle (1988,
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towards the end of the tenth century, the function of this formation
changed, since the Sylloge and especially the Praecepta already speak of
it as made up of brave soldiers whose task was to halt enemy cavalry
charges.37 Both treatises recommend that the menaulion be cut from a
single sapling of young oak, cornel, or a wood they call artzekida, but
if such materials were unavailable then to make it from smaller pieces
of wood joined together. The Praecepta further adds that the shafts
should be of such thickness that they could just be encompassed by
one hand

*

11

Leo VI mentions the menaulion in his description of the wooden
obstacles that the commander Nikephoros Phokas (grandfather of the
emperor of the same name) employed to defend his camp against
night attacks by enemy cavalry during an expedition against Bulgaria.
The treatise states that these were tripods built from stakes, one of
which was five or six spans in length `in the shape of a menaulion',
plus two shorter ones. Surmounting these contraptions were long and
strong blades of two spans length or slightly less-according to Leo's
Taktika-also `in the shape of a menaulion'.39 This description might

2:610) who associate the menaulion with the martzobarboulon (see below, p. 375). The
menaulion is mentioned, e.g. by THEOPHANES, p. 2213; DAI, 1:11033 [26].

31 The menaulatoi as a formation for halting attacking cataphracts are mentioned
for the first time in the SYLLOGE, p. 89 [XLVII 16]. The rapid growth in their num-
bers in the 10th C.-from 300 mentioned in the Sylloge to 1600 in the Praecepta-is
pointed out by Anastasiadis 1994, 4-5; cf. the reconstruction of menaulatoi numbers
proposed by McGeer 1987, 55-6. On the infantry formation which took the form
of a mobile square (tetragonos parataxis), providing protection for the cavalry, and
whose composition included menaulatoi see McGeer 1988 (based mainly on evidence
in the Sylloge and Praecepta). On the bravery of soldiers making up the menaulatoi see
PRAECEPTA, p. 18121-1 [111 ] (= TNU [MG], p. 94121-3 [LVI 11]); McGeer 1995, 211.

38 SYLLOGE, p. 59 [XXXVIII 3] (= {LT, vol. B', p. 356 [XXXVIII]}) 'c& µev'cot
µT) ano mcXcicilcwv ea'cwaav 4Xwv, , CCU , ano veaxewv Spuwv fj xpaviwv Ti

tiwv X,eyoµevWV ap'tcixtoiwv'i CTEpOD tiolot 'VIVOS. PRAECEPTA, 18119-24 [IV 11] (= TNU
[MG], p. 9411'-22 [LVI 11]:'r& Se µevatAa av'cwv µil Eivai aito iccXcicytTv 4Xwv, &XX&
alto vsaxiwv Spuwv ij xpaveiwv fj tiCV XEyoµevwv a'ccilxtSiwv. Ei Se xai avtiocpDij vXa
ovx Evpiaxovtat, yeveaOwaav alto naAExil'cwv, mXty ea'cwaav alto iaxupwv 4i5Xwv tad
itaxea 'coaov'cov, oaov Svvavtiat xEipcS xD(3epv&v. See also McGeer 1995, 186. Cor-
nel wood (xpavetov) as a material for making spears appears already in a Homeric
hymn to Hermes, where Apollo swears an oath on a cornel-wood javelin (Alfoldi
1959, 24).

39 LT, 1:3003247-3013260 [XI 26]: Ka'ca Se tifly BotX,yapcov exatipaticiav tad Fticpov
avtiw e7CEvo71eil itpos ppDXaxily a, 7al tioi . xpf)atµov, onep xpi1 µil )1,i Oll itapaiteµcpOijvat,
oµov tie yap O'cC(Ppov eis (3aa'cayiv xai avayxaiov Ei; (pta,aily £yvwpiaBll. ijv Sc
'cotov'cov xavovta 84o avµµcl;pa Xa[3(Uv E6Xiva &v& tpi6v not antoocgcov fj oX,iyc) nAkov
Xa[3Sapaiav avveµtl;EV, E'cspOV Se xavoviov oµoiwS, exov a CIOUg' S itev'cc fj xai e ,

'cal;rv ev tiji avµ91, El t0U SL iccX{oD E7tteEI; Tpu is XiOV £nolilaEV, iatiaµevov
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lead one to conclude that the menaulion measured slightly less than
1.5 metres with a head of about 0.5 metres, which would have made
it similar to the Roman pilum.40 However, Nikephoros Ouranos states
in his Taktika (correcting the corrupt text of Phokas's Praecepta) that
the shaft of the menaulion was 11/2 or 2 fathoms in length (about
2.7-3.6 metres), while the head measured 11/2 to 2 spans (about
35-47 cm).41 References to the menaulion in Leo VI's text should
therefore be understood only in the context of an obstacle that pro-
tected against cavalry attack in a manner similar to a long pike. The
conclusion from the above is that the menaulion had transformed
itself during the Middle Byzantine period into a long, massive pike,
which the menaulatoi braced against the ground, pointing the head
up at an angle and thereby creating an obstacle that was difficult for
charging enemy cavalry to cross.42 On the other hand, treatises on

- 71oiovtG%Dpw; 816 'cll; 1)7' &X;7r Xwv tithe 61CSAwv 61)yKpoti116e(0;. nepi Se To' &&xpov tiov
µevaDA,o1) 4upaplov µeya xai &Spo,v eve(3aA,ev npoKUntiov T6 tiplwlEA,io1), w; etipgtw.,
6n19aµa; Svo Tl µlxpw nA,eov, xai ovtiw tiov; i;1)A,ivou; exe1vo1); tipl(36Xou;,.... McGeer
1987, 55; Anastasiadis (1994, 2, n. 10) quotes a text by Ouranos [XIV 27] modelled
on Leo.

4° Such a conclusion is drawn by Anastasiadis 1994, 3.
41 TNU [MG], p. 9282-85 [LVI 8]: £xwr µevaiXla naxea exovtia TO µnxo; ano ev

11µ161) ovpytu°v E1TE xai alto Svo, 'La Se upapta avtii°v iva exwCly alto µi.a; 1jg1Gso;
116nmoaµlj; eitie xai ano Svo. See also McGeer's calculations (1995, 210) and the cor-

responding passage in the PRAECEPTA (p. 1683-84 [I 8]), giving a length for the whole
menaulion of 2-2.5 spans, which refers rather only to the head; cf. also McGeer's
improbable hypothesis (1987, 54) that the menaulion measured as much as 5.7-6.9
m; and also the faulty reconstructions of Haldon (1975, 33) and Kolias (1988, 194-5),
who believe-on the evidence of the above reference in LT-that the menaulion was
a short spear. On the Byzantine fathom see Schilbach (1970, 17-18, 20, 22-26; and
1984, 184; with references to sources published by him) who states that the fathom
(orgyia) is a unit of length equivalent to 9 royal spans or 108 daktyloi (c.210 cm),
whereas the geometric fathom is equal to 91/4 royal spans or 111 daktyloi (c.216.7
cm). A flat spearhead with tang, corresponding in length (c.30 cm) to the head of a
menaulion, is in the collections of the Bishopric Museum in Mistra, while another
of clearly different construction is in the Regional Historical Museum in Kyustendil,
Bulgaria. In turn, a long awl-pike of square section on a socket found at Okrosh in
Bulgaria is published by Iotov 2004, 82, fig. 39, no. 541 (see also Iotov's type 4 and fig.
108-no. 538, which he associates rather with Bulgarian cavalry).

42 See McGeer 1988, 140-1, 143; the solid construction of the menaulion is under-
lined by Dawson 2002, 84; and 2007, 54 and fig. on p. 52 (reconstruction of one file
of an infantry formation with the menaulatos in the front rank); cf. also Anastasiadis
(1994, 9-10) who, because of the weapon's long iron section, sees it as a continuation
of the Roman pilum, and because menaulatoi were often accompanied by light-armed
javelineers draws the conclusion that they were a light-armed formation. In turn Hal-
don (1975, 32) incorrectly links the menaulion with the martzobarboulon. These views
are contradicted by a description in the PRAECEPTA, p. 1895-1 [I 9] (= TNU [MG],
pp. 9299-94100 [LVI 9]) stating that menaulatoi and javelineers are to have the same
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naval combat list menaulia among the equipment of a dromon, and
state that they were used to pierce the sides of enemy ships-which
also confirms the solid construction of this type of spear and hints at
its substantial length.43

In the light of the above facts it is necessary to discard the conjec-
ture that the relatively short spears with thin shafts carried by warrior
saints were modelled on the menaulion. In truth, St George's lance
on a relief-work icon from Cherson44has an exceptionally thick shaft
together with a long and prominent head, but the weapon's short
length disqualifies its identification as a menaulion.

Lance and spear (dory, kontarion, longche)
The next type of Byzantine shafted weapon was the xovtiapiwv (Lat.
contus),45 which corresponded to the Classical lance (Lat. lancea = Gk.
XOyx i).46 Authors who affected a Classical style more often described

weapons as heavily armed hoplites, with the exception of shields, which are slightly
smaller. Leo in his Taktika (LT, 1:1251'93-9' [VI 31 (32)]) equates the cavalryman's
kontarion with the menaulion and the dory, which may indicated that the menaulion
was also used by cavalry.

43 NAUMACHICA, pp. 22 [I 15-16], 74 [VI 12], 75 [VI 14], 85 [VI 63-64 (70-71)].
Attempts made by the Rus' to penetrate the sides of Byzantine ships are mentioned
by PSELLOS, 2:1112 [VI 94].

44 See Glory of Byzantium, no. 202 (= Milyaeva 2000, fig. 1). The menaulion known
to us from descriptions appears to match the long spear of Goliath (with its promi-
nent head and long, thick shaft) in scenes of the combat with David on fol. 197v in
Pantokrator Psalter 61, and on fols. 141v, 148v of the Khludov Psalter (Dufrenne 1966,
fig. 29; Shchepkina 1977, figs. 141, 148).

45 O. Fiebiger, "Contus" in PR, 4/1 (1900): 1170; Ravegnani 1988, p. 50; Mihaescu
1969, 160; Diethart/Dintnis 1984, 77-78. Leo in his Taktika (LT, 1:1261498 [VI 31 (32)];
see also above, n. 42 and below, n. 47) equates the kontarion with the dory and the
longche, and even a menaulion used by cavalry and the rhiptarion (p. 1822141 [VII 67
(74)]), which suggests that he considers it a generic term for pole arms. The form

, 308939 3341282-84 3421406 3481483 3501508.xovi&ptV is used in DIG. AKR., p. 24053 284
On the kontarion see also Kolias 1988, 185, 187, 192; Haldon 1975, 32.

46 On the Roman lance see R. Grosse, "Lancea" in PR, 12/1 (1924): 618-19. On
the term Xo'yx1 in Byzantine literature see, e.g.: HESYCHIOS, vol. 1, [p. 529]: *Sbpatia
X6yxat, vol. 2 [3:47] Xoyxiy Xf 4ts, µepIS. xai 6 tiov S6patioS a15TIpos k6ycp nap6Evot is
' i oVtia itEV, %Ey6REVa SEE aAE E cotcv. The term is also used by GEORGE THE MONK,
1:167' (= MPG, 110, col. 216); MALALAS, p. 371 [II 17]; EUST. IL., 1:731; and CHONI-
ATES, p. 195. Meanwhile, KoMNENE (2:22224 [X 9/5], 3:13724 [XIII 12/27], 1414 [XIV
1/1]) uses the term X, yx1 exclusively in reference to the lance that pierced Christ's
side. The same term also appears in DE CER. ([VOGT], 1:1681' [143]) for the holy
lance venerated by the emperor on Good Fridays in the Chrysotriklinos and in the
church in Pharos.
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it by the ancient Greek term 80'p,0,41 which might equally refer to
the whole of the weapon or just its shaft. The kontarion was widely
used in the Byzantine army by both infantry and cavalry. According
to the Strategikon cavalry employed a kontarion of Avar style, which
was distinguished by a leather thong (Xwpiov) attached at its centre.48

41 On the ancient Greek dory see: H. Droysen, "Aopv" in PR, 5 (1905): 1576-7; and
Battisti 1968, 1075. This term is often used, e.g. by PROCOPIUS, 1:67.24 [I 1/9, 13], 1617
[I 4/13], 6412 [I 13/321, 6426, 65' [I 13/36], 7138 [I 14/37], 15618 [11 3/211, 157' [11 3/231,
35013 [111 8/27], 4099 [111 23/16], 42915 [IV 3/9], 2:8023 [V 15/12], 917 [V 18/10], 1189-10
[V 24/3], 13024 [V 27/5], 1344 [V 27/27], 14219 [V 29/22], 14423 [V 29/37] etc.; and also
KoMNENE, 1:1821 [I 4/4], 251',13 [I 6/3], 2617,19 [I 6/6], 334 [I 8/3], 4129 [I 11/7], 9426
[II 10/3], 11116 [111 3/2], 1373 [III 11/2], 16321, 1641-2, 5-6, 20, 26 [VI 7/1-2], 1655,19, 22 [IV

7/3-5], 16712 [IV 8/2], and 2:1515 [V 3/4], 2011 [V 4/5], 3123 [V 7/3], 4710 [VI 3/3], 7310
[VI 11/2], 12221 [VII 10/4], 12517 [VII 11/4], 12922 [VIII 1/5], 14023 [VIII 5/3], 1636-7
[IX 2/2], 17423 [IX 6/5], 18116 [IX 9/2], 20219 [X 4/7], 21824 [X 8/8], 3:31'3-'5 [XI 6/8],
3731 [XI 8/3], 526.27 [XI 12/5], 577 [XII 2/2], 597 [XII 2/7], 6230 [XII 3/8], 9128, 928 [XIII
2/1], 10528 [XIII 5/3], 11413 [XIII 8/1], 1209 [XIII 9/7], 12525 [XIII 12/1], 12719 [XIII
12/5], 13229 [12/16], 1389 [XIII 12/27], 14721 [XIV 2/4], .1655 [XIV 5/2], 17319 [XIV
7/2], 18017 [XIV 8/6], 19628 [XV 3/4], 1979 [XV 3/5], 19820 [XV 3/7], 20818 [XV 6/4],

21120-22 [XV 6/9], 2299 [XV 10/5]; PSELLOS, 1:3015 [11 81 (a(ptzvcu Sopv-in the sense
of a thrown javelin), 1034 [V 27], 2:79 [VI 87], 225 [VI 111], 2310 [VI 112], 2514 [VI
114], 9011 [VII 13], 9510 [VII 22], 9732, 34 [VII 24], 1257 [VII 68], 12812 [VII 72]; KIN-
NAMOS, pp. 506, 5222_3, 6212, 8218-22 [II], 11010, 24, 1243-4 [III], 16010, 19310 [IV], 2595.9-10

27118-19 [VI]; and CHONIATES, pp. 1755, 3530, 3652, 3779, 5337-8. lotov (2004, 77) proposes
adding to the above the terms (36pu and (3opatio;, which both seem to be corrupted
forms of dory.

Furthermore, the same authors use the ancient Greek term doryphoros to describe
a class of spearmen who usually appear as a personal bodyguard for the emperor, see
e.g.: PROCOPius 1:437 [I 9/13], 5821 [112/21], 7419 [I 15/4], 9121 [I18/6], 11413 [I 21/27],
1314 [I 24/40], 1359 [I 25/7], 13911 [I 25/28], 14312 [I 26/9], 23324-5[]I 19/15], 2438[11

21/2], 27210-11 [11 26/26], 34712 [111 8/12], 36311 [III 11/19], 36425-6 [III 11/30], 3664 [III

12/5], 38314 [III 16/9], 3939 [III 19/13], 39416 [III 19/23], 40717-18 [111 23/51, 4081-2 [III
23/8], 4291 [IV 3/5], 4304 [IV 3/13], 43422-3 [IV 4/15], 45419 [IV 8/20], 45510 [IV 8/23],
4597 [IV 10/4], 48522 [IV 14/23], 4893 [IV 15/1], 4907-8 [IV 15/9], 5047 [IV 17/23],
50519 [IV 18/1], 5068-50726 [IV 18/6-18], 5093 [IV 19/6], 5193'193,6 [IV 21/9-10], 5221
3 [IV 22/27-28], 53314 [IV 25/8] 54120 [IV 27/10], 5443 [IV 27/25], 54517 [IV 28/3],
2:2522 [V 5/4], 389 [V 7/34], 7010 [V 12/51], etc.; KoMNENE, 1:9019 [11 8/5]; and also the
definitions of the term given after Arrian's Taktika [II 12] by LT, 1:1261501-05 [VI 31

(32)]:... of Se iSiwS Sopatiocpopol., Sopv yap do icovtiapiv eXeyov. From this last refer-
ence Hoffineyer (1966, 118) concludes that doryphoroi did not have shields since their
lance was too heavy to carry one-handed.

48 STRAT., p. 7818-19 [I 2]: icovtiapta xa[3akkapuca exovtia kwpia xata iov REGov,
epos do axljµa 'ciIv 'A(36pwv; on the leather strap on short cavalry spears see also LT,

1:1001271-72 [VI 2]: E"XEiv Se Kai xovtiapta xa(3akkaptic& iucpa exovtia kwpia xa2a tiov
µe6ov; see also Wiita 1978, 140; Nicolle 1988, 2:607; Kolias 1988, 200-01 (and also
189-90 on the ayic6 ai (Lat. amentum), the ancient thong used for throwing javelins,
which cannot be equated with the Byzantine lorion; see also R. Grosse, "Lancea" in
PR, 12/1:619, who cites a reference by Isidore of Seville [XVIII 7, 5-6]: Lancea est
hasta amentum habens in medio: dicta autem lancea quod aequa lance, id est aequali
amento, ponderata vibratur. Amentum vinculum est iaculorum hastilium qui mediis
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Presumably this served as a handgrip, and a loop could be attached to
it allowing the lance to be slung on the back when marching and to
free the hand for use of the bow.49 There is no evidence that infantry
spears were fitted with such thongs.

The military manuals allow us to reconstruct the length of the
spears and lances used by infantry and cavalry. When describing the
Macedonian infantry formation and the phoulkon, the sixth-century
treatises Peri strategias and Strategikon speak of the long spears that
allowed soldiers standing in the second or third ranks to inflict blows.50
The kontarion's dimensions are specified in the Sylloge tacticorum and
in Leo VI's Taktika. Both manuals devote a great deal of space to com-
paring the ancient Macedonian infantry sarissa with the Byzantine
kontarion. It is therefore possible to state that the cumbersome sarissa
measured between 14 and 16 cubits (c.6.5-7.5 m),51 while Byzantine

hastis aptatur: et inde amentum quod media hasta religatur ut iaculetur). Gorecki
(1980, 214) identifies a lorion on the lances of military saints at Faras, but it must be
stressed these are exceptional in comparison with the art of the Empire.

a9 When describing the tactics of the barbarians (including the Scythians) Maurice
states (STRAT., p. 36226-7 [XI 2]): 6Bev iv Tai; g&xat; Stxkovv &pga of nXeiov; avtiwv
ent(pepovTat, ev Toi; (''got; '16, Kovcapta a'va(3awTacovTe; xai tia Toga ev Tai; xep6i
KaTexovTe;; see also PROCOPIUS, 1:623-4 [I 1/13]. As can be surmised from the frag
ment of LT (1:1391628-1401636 [VII 5-6 (10)]) recommending that cavalrymen train to
shoot with the bow while carrying a lance slung on the back, this method of combat
was adopted by the Byzantine army; see also Kolias (1988, 201), who discusses further
references in LT and STRAT.

so See PERI STRATEGIAS, p. 54 [16] T& SE Sopata Exeiv gtjxO; onoGOV &v £xaGTO;
a&Twv cpepety SuvaTat, thGauTw; Se xai Tob; xaT& Tov SeuTepov Cvyov xai Tp{TOV xai
T&TapTOV Te'aygevov;, CSGTc tia Twv T£GGapwv vyWV Sopatia nponinTety tiov navco;
GTpaTeugaTO;, xai Ta Rev T6 npt'cov cvyov npo; ti& tiov SevTepov ToaovTOV npoexet;
O7OGOV xai o npTTO; t;vyo; T6 Sevtiepov xai ecpc fj; ogoiw; ew; too tietiaptiov t;vyov)
a1)g(3aivet Se w; T& nofl& TovTO nvKVOVgevrj; Tfj; cp0UayyO; &V& nfjxvv Mv(X. 1) µev
o$v TotauTrt GuvTal;t; Twv SopaTwv Xeye'cat MaxeSovuci Ta) j yap tiov; MaxcSova;
cpual xpliaaaOat. TwE'; Se tia Sopatia tiov Sevtiepov vyov Lid ToaoiTov gaxpo'Tepa
Tot np(inov enoillGav (UGTc TTIV npo[3oA,ily Twv Sop&Twv tiov Te npwTOV cvyov Tot tie
SEDTepov MSily civat 8t0'C To Suo Sopa'ca Ka9' evo; aywvicetOat TtV vnevaVTiwV. tiov;
Se geta Tov TcTap'ov Z tyov TcTaygevov; 01 µev Kai atTOV; KaTexetV encTpn tav Sopatia
nXiv tiwv npoTe,pwv eX&TTova, of Se low; &pnvov [3ot XcuGagevot ov Sopa'ca, g&XXov
Se Sop&Tta xai &KOVTta xai oGa Sta xetpo; 06Xi,XcG9at xatia tiwv exOpwv Suvavcat;
STRAT., pp. 41011-6 [XII 7], 44451-2 [XII B 16] Kai Toy µev np&cov xai SeuTepov xai
TpiTOV CKacTTi; &Kia; ei; (pOOIcov KaOIGTaGeat, Too'c anv Ev e(p' ev Gxot)TapwV, Kat
Ta KOVTapta atTwv el;w tow GxovTapiwV opOta npo(3a?Jcov'a;, avTepenSew yevvaiw;
T?j yn, Yva kTOigw; egnetpwVTat of xaTaTOXiTVTc; eyyicety auToi;. See also Kolias's
interpretation (1988, 201).

51 Both manuals repeat Aelian's statement [XIV 2-3] that foot hoplites and Mac-
edonian pelasts employed a sarissa of 14 cubits, which was held 4 cubits from the end,
leaving 10 cubits of shaft extending in front of the soldier's body: SYLLOGE, p. 52 [XXX
2]: xai [i.e. pikes] gaxpoTaTa 8' eTcpa nTlxewv ouK A&TTw SEKaTcrn&pwv TaiTa SE xai
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hoplites employed a shorter weapon of 8-10 cubits (c.3.75-4.68 m)
with a head of between a half and a full span in length (c.12 to 23.5
cm);52 the latter was modelled on the pikes of light troops in the armies
of Philip II and Alexander the Great.53 However, the length of 25-30
spans (5.8-7 m) quoted in the Praecepta for the infantry spear54 seems
improbable, and Eric McGeer's suggestion that Nikephoros Phokas
had in mind a shorter span-measuring perhaps half of the royal
span-seems reasonable.ss

aap{aaa; EKaAO'UV' of ge.V O'UV Teaaapes nTIx£t; OniaOcv 7,1aav, of ScKa S£ EgltpoaOcV
vnekeinoVTO. Also LT, 1:13311'0_13411'1 [VI 38 (39)]: KaTexwv TTIv aaptaav rjyovv To
gaxpov KovTaptoV, onep, coq gev Tives Ecpaaav, inixmv ts', KaTa Se Ttv &c 9£1av 7171x6v
iS'. ToDTwv Se Te'aaap£S gtv nn)x£nS acpatpei To time xetpmv eis To oniaw, of Se
kotnoi Sexa nTIxet; ei5 To EgnpoaOev eKT£ivovTat npo Tmv awgaTwv. Furthermore Leo
adds (LT, 1:1311552_1321151 [VI 36 (37)]) that the length of the sarissa might have been
as much as 16 cubits: (at Se a416at ijaav KOVTapia gaxpa co; iuixmv 15' Kai &xpt
itixmv t;'. Tai'a Se ljaav g&Xtc Ta Tn; MaK£Sovu cfi; onk,ia£(0S.); see also the definition
of the sarissa as a long Macedonian spear in the SUDA, 4:32812-13 [E 132]. Zygulski
(1998, 55, 59, figs. 61-62) estimates the length of the antique sarissa at `about 4.5 m'
and in some variants `more than 5 m'. Schilbach (1970, 20-22; and 1982, 4423-4 [I 2],
489 [11 1], 9920 [11 14] and the index on p. 185) assumes that the cubit (n11xv5) equalled
24 daktyloi = 2 spans = 46.8 cm, and sometimes even 5 spans = 62.46 cm.

52 The SYLLOGE instructs peltasts to use a dory of eight or ten cubits in length
with a head of 0.5-1.0 spans (p. 59 [XXXVIII 3], 60 [XXXVIII 6]): AopaTa Se avTOis
FGTwaav Sexaltijxi 11' Kai 6KTanljxrJ To EXaTTOV, Tas aixg&S ExovTa anl8cgv ; gt&;
c; T f T)gta£ia. Leo VI adds (LT 1:901160-911164 [V 2 (3)]) that the long sarissai of the7p6
Macedonians and Romans were replaced by shorter kontaria since these were easier
to handle and were better suited to the soldier's strength: Kovtiapta gixpa, O'KTa'nTjxa.
()aav Se noTs `PwgaiotS Kai MaK£S0'a1 Kovtiapta &xpt n71xmv i;', &nep 11 vov xpeia ov
KaXct, To yap Ka'a T11v cKacTOV Tow gcTax£ipt ogevwv Svv(Xgty onk,ov avgg£Tpov is
Kai xpIlutgov). On the kontarion's length see also Haldon 1975, 32; Kolias 1988, 192,
and after them, Parani (2003, 139, n. 193); Nicolle meanwhile believes (1988, 2:606)
that the cavalry kontarion measured about 4 m, while the infantry version was nearly
5 m, both with 25-cm heads; Dawson (2002, 84) estimates the length of the infantry
spear at 3.00-3.60 m, while Hoffmeyer (1966, 115) quotes 3.60 m. Long infantry kon-
taria are carried by guards at the tomb of Christ on miniatures in Pantokrator Psalter
61, fols. 30v, 89r and 109r (Dufrenne 1966, figs. 4, 12, 19).

53 It is stated in the SYLLOGE that the length of the antique dory of the peltasts was
2.5 fathoms, while the dory of doryphoroi was no more than 2 fathoms (pp. 52 [XXX
2-3], 53 [XXXI 2]); meanwhile Leo (LT, 1:1311150-52 [VI 36 (37)], 1321562-63 [VI 37 (38)])

states that the kontarion of peltasts measured 8 cubits and was shorter than the sarissa;
see also Aussaresses 1909, 48-51; and Zygulski (1998, 59, fig. 58) who gives the length
of the spear of the elite Macedonian hypaspistai infantry as 3.5 m.

54 PRAECEPTA, p. 1429-31 [I 3] (= TNU [MG], p. 9033-5 [LVI 3]): Ta Se Kovtiapta
avTmv swat avTa naxea Kai iaxvpa alto TpiaxovTa and agmv £1T£ Kai alto £tKOat
ntVT£ TO

55 See McGeer 1995, 63; and after him Dawson 2002, 83, n. 20; see also above,
n. 339 on pp. 214-215. Rance (2008, n. 83) has recently argued against the use of
a shorter span to fit the data, and indicates that longer 6-7m pikes may have been
introduced as an anti-cavalry experiment by Nikephoros.
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Less information is available on cavalry lances. The only source that
quotes their length is the Sylloge tacticorum, which states that the cav-
alry dory should measure 8 cubits and its head a span or more.56 The
text indicates that the lance was also to be adorned with a pennants'
This implies that cavalry lances were shorter or the same length as those
of the infantry. This is contradicted by Maurice in the Strategikon, who
recommends that skoutarioi should carry short spears, different from
those employed by the cavalry," which implies that cavalry lances
were longer. Numerous references to the long lances of the cavalry,
both Barbarian and Greek, appear in chroniclers' accounts and liter-
ary works; while the cavalry lances shown in the Madrid Skylitzes are
distinctly longer than the spears of the infantry (figs. 66, 87).59 In the

s6 SYLLOGE, pp. 61 [XXXIX 1], 62 [XXXIX 8]: To"K 8' innei5 0'mXtnceov'cov'cp6nov.
[...] 86pa'ca tie 6x'Canfjxf1 (PxagouXiwxta exovtia xai aixgas wn19agtaiou; xai np65.
[...] TTv Se vt,%@v xaXougevwv inneov [...] Kid npoS io1Aot; S6pu oxtianllxu... The
Sylloge arouses suspicion, however, by stating elsewhere (p. 52 [XXXI 1]) that the
ancient cavalry dory was 2.5 cubits long (c. 117-156 cm), which would seem insuffi-
cient for fighting effectively from horseback. It is possible that the author erroneously
used the term `cubit' instead of `fathom'.

57 On lance pennants see below, p. 340.
58 STRAT., p. 4587-8 [XII 20]: &XX& 6xoutiapiols tiovs gev 6xoi catiouS geil;oal,

xovtaQiotg SE icovbots xai gin. xa(3aXXaQucoig.
59 See, among others, the references in PROCOrius, 1:2318 [II 18/24]; KoMNENE,

1:1609 [IV 6/5] (S6pv gaxpov), 16128 [IV 6/8] (S6patia gaxpa), 2:682 [VI 10/2], 6829 [VI
10/4], 10114 [VII 3/12], 1135-6 [VII 8/5], 19718 [X 3/5, 1984 [3/6], 22317 [X 9/7] (eyxea
gaxpa); PsELLOS, 1:95 [114], and 119 [116] (S6pv gaxpo'v); LEO THE DEACON (p. 14319-
21 [IX 1]), who states that the Byzantine cavalrymen were trained in the use of the
long kontarion (xov cons entgljxctc). In turn, DIG. AKR. (p. 270434) mentions the green
gaxpux6vtiapa of the Arabs which were inlaid with silver. Long cavalry lances are
shown in the Madrid Skylitzes on fols. 11r-12r, 13v, 15v (cavalrymen standing beside
their horses making the considerable length of their lances clearly visible), 16r, 34v,
35v, 36v, 54v-55r, 56r, 58v-59v, 60v, 72r-73v, 80r, 85v-86r, 113v, 135v, 229r, 230v,
232r-233r (Tsamakda 2002, figs. 4-7, 11, 19, 69, 72, 75, 128-129, 133, 141-143, 145,
177-180, 195, 208-210, 260, 326, 542, 545, 548-549, 551, 553-554). Hoffmeyer (1966,
115) notices that long cavalry lances appear mainly on leaves illuminated by Masters
1 and 3, while Master 2 chiefly depicts light troops with rhiptaria. Other illustration of
long lances are cited by Kolias (1988, 193, n. 45), who additionally proposes (208-9)
that in the 12th C. the long lance was modelled on the Western European knightly
lance. On the training of the Greek, cavalry by Manuel I to employ the unusually long
lance with a pennant on the Western model see KINNAMOS, p. 1257-18 [III]: S6patia
Sc' xpa6a1vety gaxpa xai innocvvp 6e1;ttcatia xptjaOat ljaxfioa'co. ti&s yap ex 'cwv
noXegwv Most; nokeguv abTO; notclaBat BeXwy napacxeuhS, innsvs66at sitOet tia
noXXa axnjga'cc noXegou 7Ccnouutcvo5 7Capati4et5'ctva5 avtitgetiwnov; &XXT Xa1; tutu.
ovtiw 'cc S6pacnv enFxavvovtic; avtiol tXotq xiviwty eyugvagovtio ti11v ev tiol; 6itXol5.
tiotvuv xai ev (3paxsi'Pwgaio; &vilp titiv Fcpgavwv xai 'Itiakwv bnspfpev aixgfiv. ov
µ11v ovS' avti, q [3aa1k,e16s 'T& &7WVWV tioi twv &nfjv, &fl' ev trot; npcb'coi; etia'c'ce'co
S6pu xpa6aivwv gI1KE1 xai geyCOct 4ug[3X1jtti v. npbs yap 'col; cipllgevol; xai
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iconography of the military saints the lances of horsemen are clearly
longer than the spears of footsoldiers.61

It is possible that besides the long spears of the infantry and cavalry
shorter variants were used in Byzantium. Al-Tarsusi mentions the use
by members of the tribe of Banu al-Asfar (lit. `children of the yellow
one'-a general designation for white Europeans) and by the Byzantines
of a kontarion (al-kuntariyyat) made from beech, fir and similar vari-
eties of wood that "are not too long and are used for thrusting"." A
version designed for hunting may have been shorter than the combat
weapon,62 as was the weapon carried by the imperial bodyguards, if
one is to trust the miniatures in the Madrid Skylitzes.63 The existence
of this variant of the kontarion would allow us to hypothesize that
the military saints are depicted with just this form of lance. Support
for this viewpoint are hagiographic sources and poetry, in which the
weapon of the warrior saints is described precisely and consistently as
a kontarion, dory or lo(n)gche.64

vnapcpves'Gn xpfjµa e4f,ntio o iµaiaS, ijv atie µeps61 Slljprjµevrjv ox'rC oxticunoSa xaXeiv
e9og eatiiv. On the tournament organized by Manuel I in Antioch for the Greeks and
Latins to celebrate Easter (12 April 1159) during which blunt lances were used, see
CHONIATES, p. 10853-6

61 See e.g Restle 1967, vol. 2, figs. 246-47; Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, fig. 21 on
p. 41; and Drandakes 1995, fig. 21 on p. 94.

61 AL-TARSUSI, p. 113 [3]; see also Kolias (1988, 196, 206) who draws special
attention to a description of the short acorn-shaped iron spearhead, and the way the
kontarion was employed by supporting it against the saddle and using it to ram the
enemy.

62 PSELLOS (2:1299 [VII 73]) mentions the lance as a weapon for hunting bears;
CHONIATES writes (p. 4063-6) that while hunting in the hills of Cilicia the emperor John
II Komnenos charged a solitary, wild boar with his lance, the head of which became
stuck in the beast's body: xai avi nporvnavtirjca; j.tovaSuci tiT'jv µev ai%Jx iv tiw 6'Cepvcp
tiov 9rjp1o1) evfjpcwc mAeiovI Se 601Ggij tiov 6v0'5 xpljaaµevov xai 6Aov tiov ab531pov
cic c cxpAvov tioiS 6nk.ayxvotc (although Choniates later uses the word &xvtinov for
the same weapon). See also DIG. AKR. (p. 284615-16) on kontaria used by hunters.

63 Hoffineyer (1966, 122) compares the short spears of the soldiers guarding the
imperial throne on fols. 13r-v, 42v, 45r and 57v with the weapons of the warrior
saints-mainly on 10th and 11th-C. reliefs (see Tsamakda 2002, figs. 8-10, 93, 102,
138).

64 For example, the Coptic version of the legend of St Merkourios repeatedly men-
tions his kontarion (nsgKONTaptoN). The saint carrying it appears to Basil of Caesarea
in a description of the legend of Diocletian's death; and the image of Merkourios on
an icon is also described as holding a kontarion (ORLANDI, pp. 604 [III 11], 9418.21
[VIII 39]). The dory of St Demetrios is mentioned, for example, in the Life of THE-
oPHANO); while the lancea of St Theodore is spoken of in his Life in AS Novembris,
4:61, and also together with an aspis and bow in John Geometres' poem (see above,
n. 50 on p. 13).
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Equally probable is that the artist, for compositional reasons, 'short-
ened' the shaft of the lance, which if shown in full would have required
a significantly larger surface and would break up the coherence of the
scene, and in the case of murals even disrupt the layout of neighbour-
ing scenes."

Meanwhile the leaf-shaped or lancet-like spearhead (the latter occa-
sionally with a prominent ridge along the axis and a ball at the base of
the socket) that usually appears in depictions of the warrior saints has
numerous counterparts in the archaeological material from Bulgaria .61

The lance as a sign of status and a symbolic weapon

The differences between the lance depicted alongside the warrior saints
and the above-mentioned varieties of Byzantine shafted weapons can
also be explained by the strong iconographic tradition (fig. 17b),67 the
endurance of which may have favoured the continuity of customs con-
nected with this element of weaponry. One must therefore ask-did
such continuity exist?

The spear appears in ancient Rome as a symbol of the highest
authorities both military and civil (hasta summa imperii) already in
the era of the Tarquins.68 John Lydos writes that after the victory of
Tarquinius Priscus over the Tuscans and Sabines twelve spears sur-
mounted with tassels instead of metal heads were added to the royal
insignia; these tassels were known by the Romans as iubae, and by
the barbarians as touphia.69 The custom of carrying these before the

65 A similar observation is made by Kolias (1988, 193), and after him by Arm-
strong/Sekunda 2006, 16. Supporting the idea is the unusually long lance carried by St
Demetrios defending the walls of Thessaloniki, as depicted on the cover of a reliquary
in Vatopedi monastery (Garbar 1950, 5, fig. 5).

66 See Iotov 2004, 79-89, fig. 39 (type 1-2). Parani (2003, 139) mentions a triangu-
lar spearhead with socket found in the ruins of the Great Palace in Constantinople.
She classes the spearpoints seen in Middle Byzantine art into leaf-shaped, lozenge-
shaped, triangular, long and slender, broad and short, and sometimes fitted with a
knob or a pair of wings between the blade and the socket.

67 Spears with short shafts appear, for example, in the Late Roman iconography
of the Palmyrene gods (e.g. Morehart 1959, figs. 12-15, 18; Teixidor 1979, figs. 7/2,
21-22, 24, 25/2).

68 Alfoldi 1959, 1-5; see also F. Klingmuller and O. Fiebiger, "Hasta", PR, 7:2501-7;
for a broad bibliog. of the problem see McCormick 1986, 6 n. 17.

69 LYnos, p. 1819-1, [I 4/8]: 'rtv moXty. IIpiaxov SE TapicovioD 'cov P71yos iS 'capov
Oo4GxoDs xai la(3ivotS uoXe9(p vucitaavtios, npoGetieO1 av ti6tq 'cf S (3aat?,sta5
yvwpi6µaot Sopatia entµljxn, cSGavtiwS tiov &ptAµov SDOKOLLSEKa, axpo upiha; iv
ovx c ovca, Sc ,ocptccs (xakooGt Sc avtias of µev `Pwµaot tov(3as, of Sc
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ruler survived until at least the fifth century AD, as is attested on a
relief on the base of the lost column of Arcadius (known only from
sketches), where the emperor is accompanied by twelve footsoldiers
with spears and shields, some of which bear Christogram blazons."
Spears surmounted with golden spearheads (hastarum aureis summi-
tatibus) are mentioned alongside other military insignia by Ammianus
Marcellinus in his description of the triumphal entry of Constantius
into Rome.71 However, among the accounts of later Byzantine triumphs
we find no information on the carrying of golden spears before the
emperor, which may indicate that the ancient custom had died out.72
Similarly, the hasta signa carried by the army during imperial corona-
tions is last mentioned in Peter Patrikios's account of the coronation
of Anastasius.73 The spear often appears as the weapon of the emperor
in Early Byzantine art, but we cannot be sure that its presence is not
merely a reference to the Classical imperial iconography.74

In ancient Rome the spear was also a military-religious symbol. As
a sign of the declaration of war by the Senate a spear smeared with
blood would be thrown onto the enemy's territory by a fetialis, one
of a twenty-member college of priests.75 The holy lance of Mars was

[iap(3apot tio4cpag, (3pax$ titi napwpOapeiaijS tifjq Ac c(oS) PAf tXXa np65 tiovtioti;. On
touphia see below, n. 43 on p. 390.

71 On the imperial doryphoroi of the Classical period see Alfoldi 1959, 7, figs. 7/2,
8/1, 10. A drawing of the base of the column of Arcadius was executed by a west-
ern traveller who visited Constantinople in 1574, and is now part of a collection of
illustrations in the library of Trinity College, Cambridge (Ms. 0.17.2). The drawing
is reproduced, for example, by Grabar (1936, 76, fig. 15), who sees the Roman spears
as sceptra or vela. This view is corrected by Babuin (2001, 12-13); see also Sodini
(1994, 60, fig. 14), who links panoplies on the relief with miniatures in the Notitia
dignitatum.

71 AMMiAN., 1:165 [XVI 10/71; see also MacMullen 1964, 438.
72 The kontaria carried by officials in the triumphal procession of Theophilos are

listed alongside swords and gold klibania in PORPH. (p. 148855 [C]). Here, however,
this weapon should be regarded as part of their equipment, rather than as insignia
of authority.

73 DE CER., 1:4234-6 [I 92]: ca' SE atipatisvµatia xatiw'unavtio ev 'CO) atiaµaii, Kai'cag
aatiaS xai tia ai-yva ER! T6 ESa(potS eixov xsxkiµzva.

74 Numerous Early Byzantine depictions of emperors with spears are cited by
K. Wessel, "Insignien" in RbK, 3:416-17 (with further bibliog.). For Classical statues
of emperors holding vela see e.g. Vermeule 1960, figs. 11, 13, 31, 60, 63, 67, 75; Rob-
inson 1975, fig. 429; Mango 1994, figs. 11-12. On lances and staves (sceptra, vela) as
emblems of a ruler's sovereignty in ancient Rome see Alfoldi 1959, 14-17. The use of
such insignia in Byzantium is attested in DE CER., [Vogt], 1:811, 1112, 1823 [I 1]; see
also Babuin 2001, 10-11.

75 On the holy lance thrown by a fetialis see e.g. Kolias 1988, 211. This tradition
must have still been alive in the 4th C. AD, since Ammianus Marcellinus compares
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taken on campaign by the legions, and was a visible sign of the pres-
ence of the gods and their protection of combatants.76 The adoption of
Christianity put an end to such practices, but introduced new customs
connected mainly with the lance preserved in Constantinople that
had been used to pierce the side of Christ on the cross.77 Associated
with this relic by Ephrem the Syrian is the 'justice-making' lance of
St Merkourios, which he had used to kill Julian the Apostate.71 This
comparison may be read as an example. of a symbolic understanding
of the lances of the military saints. Probably under the influence of the
legend (and of Ephrem's text) an equestrian St Merkourios is depicted
at the moment that an angel flies down to hand him a cross-tipped
lance on an icon in St Catherine's Monastery on Mt Sinai (fig. 8), and
on a Coptic miniature from the end of the tenth century.79

Without doubt the ancient concept of the lance as a sign of vic-
tory survived into Byzantine times. The emperor took it with him on
campaign, and after winning a victory leaned on it when receiving
a triumph. As a prize for wounding an enemy in battle legionaries
received a hasta pura (hasta donatica), while the taking back of the
lance signified degradation.B° Leo VI in his Taktika refers to the lance
symbolizing the military might of a state, when he calls on the Greeks
to follow Roman custom and not to treat walls (behind which it was
possible to hide) as an argument in negotiations, but to rely on armed
force. As an illustration of this principle the emperor cites an anecdote
concerning a Spartan soldier, who when asked about the boundar-
ies of his homeland points to his dory.81 Achmet states that a dream
in which the dreamer grasps a lance signifies great fame; and if the

the throwing of a spear at Amida by King Grumbates who was besieging the Romans
(AMMIAN., 2:125 [19.2.5]), and also mentions the college of priests (2:101 [18.5.7]; see
also the commentary on p. 188).

76 See Alfoldi 1959, 19; cf. also Zygulski (1998, 79) who refers this custom to
Janus.

77 On the history of the Lance of St Maurice see above, pp. 31-32; while on its
veneration during processions from the Chrysotriklinos to the church of the Virgin in
Pharos, see above n. 46.

78 See Curta 1995, 111.
71 See Weitzmann 1976, no. B49; Gorecki 1980, fig. 37.
Bo On the spear as a triumphal symbol in ancient Rome see Alfoldi 1959, 3, 8;

Alfoldi 1935, 67-8; F. Klingmuller & O. Fiebiger, "Hasta" in PR, 7:2501, 2506; and
specifically on the gold and silver spears given as prizes see O. Fiebiger, "Hasta pura"
in PR, 7:2508-09. In the context of the warrior saints' lances in Nubian art see also
Gorecki 1980, 213-15.

81 {LT, vol. B', p. 234 [XX 40]}.
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dreamer is a women this foretells of a male heir. If someone else takes
away the lance this prognosticates the loss of fame; while a broken
lance additionally indicates the death of the owner or a friend. 12 An
exceptionally clear example of the lance as a triumphal symbol appears
on a donor miniature in the Psalter of Basil II (Ven. Marcianus gr.
17, fol. 3r; fig. 24).83 Here, the emperor stands on a shield surrounded
by medallions with busts of the military saints (Theodore, George,
Demetrios, Prokopios, Merkourios and another whose name is dam-
aged, probably the second of the Theodores or Nestor).84 At his feet
cowering in a gesture of proskynesis are defeated enemies (Bulgars?),
and at the top, Christ, who by way of two angels crowns the emperor
with a stemma and presents him with a lance (po upaia).85 A poem
on the neighbouring leaf (2v) clarifies the scene: What new wonder is
to be seen here! / Christ extends in his lifebearing hand/ from heaven
the crown, symbol of power, / to the despot Basil, faithful and mighty.
/ Below (are) the princes of the angels. / One (angel), having taken (the
crown), has carried (it) and joyfully crowns./ The other (angel), linking
to power victories as well, / (the) lance, weapon which terrifies adversar-
ies, / having carried (it), he gives (it) into the ruler's hand. The martyrs

82 ACHMET, pp. 11324-26 [155], 2058-15 [247].

81 See e.g. Sevicenko 1962, fig. 17; Walter 1978, fig. 11a; Pentcheva 2006, fig. 55;
Glory of Byzantium, fig. on p. 186.

84 A theory linking the sixth warrior previously identified as Theodore with Nestor
has been proposed by Markovic 1995, 592.

85 The term poµnpaia in Classical Greece referred mainly to a type of sword, see
HESYCHIOs, 3:433: *poµcpaia µaxatpa. xai 11 ltvyµll ''TIS %EtpoS; Plutarch (Aemilius
Paullus, XVIII 5-6) describes it as the long, broad sword of the Thracians. Among
Byzantine writers it is mentioned in the context of a double-edged sword carried on
the shoulder before the emperor e.g. by PSELLOS, 1:1032 [V 27]; BRYENNIOS, pp. 12325
[I 20], 23725 [IV 9]; KoMNENE, 1:235-6.11-12 [I 5/7]. It was evidently not identical with
the dory since it is mentioned separately from such spears in the texts of PSELLOS,

2:959-11 [VII 22]: of 8' &Tto tituv aiµwv eo upaias (3apum6l4poDS ene6etov, xai 67,,xot
Se Sogato ljyxa7 and KOMNENE, 2:18116 17 [IX 9/2]: of Se 66Qatta lpt povtie5,
of Se ti&S (3apv6tSljpotc Qoµcpaias eni tiwv uiµwv exovticS. Prof. Kolias in discussion
with the author expressed the opinion that rhomphaia was a poetic term, often used
in the Bible, and did not signify any specific type of weapon. The problem would
seem to be finally resolved by the definition in the SUDA, 4:29919 [226]:'Poµcpaia 'to
µaxpov &xovtinov, ii µaxatipa. In this context the reference in ACTA THEOD. becomes
comprehensible (p. 361-2 [6]): Tote o tiov Xpwtov &ywviwtit S Oso&wpoc 'tiv eavtiov
eoµ.cpaiav Enatia e tiov Spaxovia (see also Charalampides 1991, 128, n. 36),
and the rhomphaia, in the light of the iconography of St Theodore slaying the dragon,
should therefore be understood as a long spear.
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fight with him as with a friend, throwing down enemies prostrate at
hisfeet.S6

Meanwhile, the custom of impaling the heads and entrails of defeated
enemies on lances as a mark of victory had barbarian origins. It was
both a visible sign of victory, as well as a warning to enemies who still
posed a threat to the imperial army.87 The custom was reflected in art,
specifically in illustrations of historical and biblical events. Among the
latter is a redaction of a scene of David's return to Jerusalem with
Goliath's head impaled on a spear, a detail nowhere mentioned in the
Bible itself."'

The above observations do not allow us to identify for certain the short
lances of the warrior saints as one of the types of pole arms in use in
Byzantium, nor can we regard them as a continuation of an antique
scheme of depiction. In view of the inability to solve the question of
originality or traditionalism in the method of this weapon's depiction

86 'Go 9avµa xatvov woe tiny opwµevwv.
Xprn'ro; npotceivet 3c i.a cwr)cpopcp
&E, obpavov to 6tieµga 614oXov xpatiovs
nt6'cw xpa'catcp Se6no'6Il [3aOt410).
xatiwOev 01 npcbcnGtiot tow &6wµatiwv.
o µ2v ka(3wv T1ye7Ke xai xaipwv crt&pet,
o' Se npo6anwcwv'/il xpatiet xai Tag vixaS
poµcpaiav, onk,ov ex(po(iovv evavtiiov;,
cpepwv SISwct xepi ti?j Se6notiov
of µaptivpe5 Se 6vµ1LaxovGty thS cpik,cp
pin'cov'ce; exOpob; tiob; 7Co6i npoxetµevov;.

See Sevicenko (1962, 272 and n. 92); and the corrected text by Walter (1978, fig. lib,
pp. 193-4 and n. 66 = 2003a, 277-8). Both authors provide English translations of the
poem, although Sev&nko's more literary version is not free of errors (e.g. poµ(paiav
rendered as 'sword'-repeated by Pentcheva 2006, 86).

87 For descriptions of the custom of impaling the heads of slain enemies on lances in
the army of Alexios I, see KoMNENE 2:13017-18 [VIII 2/1], 1327-13 [VIII 2/4], 3:97-11 [XI

1/5], 1092-4 [XIII 6/2]; CHONIATES (p. 18238-9) mentions the Turks at Myriokephalon
carrying the head of Andronikos Vatatzes on a lance.

88 See e.g. the miniature on fol. 13v of the Psalter (of 1088) in Vatopedi monas-
tery (Athos, vol. A', fig. 210). The rhomphaia used by David to cut off the head of
Goliath (according to 1 Sam. 17:51) is in this case undoubtedly a term for a sword
(see above, n. 85), although the description of the return to Jerusalem (1 Sam. 17:54)
does not mention any weapons. Stephen of Pergamon is depicted bringing the head
of George Maniakes to Constantine Monomachos in the Madrid Skylitzes on fol. 224v
(Tsamakda 2002 fig. 532); see also SKYLITZES, p. 42895-6 [4]: xai Sta jthm; ti7i; rlka'ceia;
Optaµ[3ev6a; npoflyovµevll; 'tI; xecpakl; &vwOev Sopa'co;. On Maniakes and his death
as depicted in the Madrid Skylitzes see C.M. Brand & A. Cutler, "Maniakes, George"
in ODB, 2:1285.
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one can attempt four alternative theories to explain why the short
lance was selected as the weapon of the saints.

The first possibility is that a short lance was used because of the
need to adapt the composition to the limited space available to the
artist; a second is that use was being made of ancient pictorial formu-
las of emperors with the sceptrum and divinities with short spears; a
third theory is that the short lance was used as the identification sign
of a doryphoros who accompanies the Almighty. Arguing in favour of
the third explanation are the capes and officers' insignia present in the
military saints' images.89 A final alternative is that the short lances may
be interpreted as a short variant of the kontarion, as is attested in the
hagiographic texts.

The Crux hastata

The custom of depicting the lance of the warrior saints with a cross
finial survived in provincial art until the tenth century. It can be seen
on the wings of a triptych from St Catherine's Monastery on Mt Sinai
carried by the equestrian figures of St Theodore slaying the dragon
and St George spearing a fallen figure of Diocletian (fig. 60),9°, and
also by St George slaying the dragon in an arcosolium in St Basil's
cave-chapel at G6reme.91 The crux hastata also appears on reliefs with
Sts Sergios, Theodore and George on horseback (though the crosses
of the last two have been broken off) on the northern facade of the
cathedral of the Holy Cross (915-921) on Aght'amar (fig. 86);92 on
the silver claddings of Georgian pre-altar crosses from Sakdari (tenth
century) and Lapskaldi (Svanetia, eleventh century)," where they
are held by George, Theodore and an unidentified rider. It is vis-
ible on Georgian icons of an equestrian St George from Bravaldzali,

99 See above, pp. 270-306.
See Weitzmann 1976, nos. B43-44. On the origins of the composition depict-

ing George slaying Diocletian (who is sometimes named in an inscription) and its
popularity in monumental art and silver repousse work from the Georgia region, see
Walter (2003a, 120, 129), who also (p. 128) draws attention to the absence of this type
of representation in Cappadocian painting.

91 Photograph in the Dumbarton Oaks archive in Washington, neg. no. DO
L.75.1387(AE). On the equestrian depictions of St George in Cappadocian painting
see Walter 2003a, 125-31.

91 See Der Nersessian 1965, 5, 19, figs. 49-50; Davies 1991, 14, 99-103, figs. 35-38;
Walter 2003a, 128-9.

13 See Tschubinaschvili 1959, 519-20, figs. 39-40, 352.
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Nakuraleshi, Zhamushi (tenth century), and Sakao (eleventh century),
all currently in the National Museum in Tbilisi.94 We find it also on
Coptic miniatures with equestrian representations of Theodore (fig.
77) and Merkourios;95 and finally on Nubian murals from the cathedral
in Faras, the tenth-century church in Abdallah Nirqi (St Epimachos)
and in the monastery on Kom H near Old Dongola (fig. 78).96 All
these examples, in view of the provincial character of the societies in
which they were produced, can be regarded as iconographic borrow-
ings, referring to pre-Iconoclast formulas for depicting the military
saints.97 Although in works of art made within the empire between
the ninth and twelfth centuries the motif of the cross-tipped lance
does not appear in the context of the warrior saints its origins are
worth considering.98

A key role in the introduction into the warrior saint iconogra-
phy of the cross-tipped lance was played by a vision experienced by
Constantine the Great. Eusebios of Caesarea in his Life of Constantine
describes in detail the account which he is said to have heard directly
from the emperor. According to his relation Constantine had the vision
at about midday on the day of the battle with Maxentius. In the heav-
ens above the sun, there appeared to him a tropaion in the shape of a
cross formed from light, along with the text: `under this sign you shall
conquer'.99 In a later, this time nocturnal, vision Christ instructed the
emperor to make a copy of the sign he had seen in the heavens and to
use it as protection against the enemy, which he duly did the following

9A See Tschubinaschvili 1959, figs. 42-44; Novello/Beridze/Dosogne 1980, fig. 59.
St George is also seen spearing Diocletian with a lance tipped with a cross on an icon
from Nakipari (Weitzmann 1976, fig. 28).

95 See above, n. 652 on p. 229.
96 See Gorecki 1980, figs. 2-3, 6-9; Steinborn 1982, 327-8, fig. 17; Jakobielski 1999,

fig. 1.
97 See above, pp. 74-85. Iconographic archaism is best attested by a demon with

a human head (additionally captioned .&suwNI2.Kwc) speared with a crux hastata by
St Theodore Orientalis, on a manuscript miniature from St Michael's Monastery near
Fayyum (L'art Copte, no. 52).

98 Mango [M] (1987, 6) notes that the cross-tipped lance appears on imperial coin-
age until AD 912. There are, in fact, later examples: e.g. a miliaresion of Constantine
IX Monomachos (1042-55) showing the emperor with a lance of this type in his right
hand.

99 See VITA CONST., pp. 2922-308 [I 28/1-2]; and the later account by MALALAS,
p. 24312-1 [XIII 1].
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day.100 Undoubtedly under the influence of these events, Constantine
ordered his portrait painted in the company of his sons (fig. 88a); it was
to be executed in encaustic technique and set up before the entrance to
the palace-as Mango supposes, on the Chalke gate.1O' Eusebios states
that `above the emperor's head was the sign of the Saviour', while at
the feet of the depicted persons there writhed a dragon-serpent per-
sonifying Isaiah's Leviathan, which was impaled through its middle
by a spear ((3EAei, lit. `missile').102 Andreas Alfoldi considers that this
image became a model for depictions on early Constantinopolitan
coins (already in Constantine's day), on which the emperor spears a
serpent with a cross-tipped lance (fig. 88b).103 If we accept Alfoldi's

100 VITA CONST., p. 3012-19 [I 29/1]. The biographer (and perhaps the emperor him-
self) is inconsistent since from the description of the object (3020-3116 [I 31/1-3]),
which was made by specially summoned goldsmiths and jewellers, it was evidently a
labarum with a wreath and a gold Christogram mounted on a golden lance; it was not
therefore reminiscent of the tropaion of the cross (atiatpov tipo'nutov) seen in the first
vision. That Constantine's labarum served simultaneously as a religious symbol and
military insignia is pointed out by Grosse 1924, 371 (with further references to sources
and critical literature); see also above, n. 137 on p. 97.

101 See Mango 1959, 23-4. EUSEEIUS (pp. 295-6 [IX 11]) mentions an image of the
emperor with sign of the Saviour set up in Rome, but since this was a statue, and
the text makes no reference to a trampled symbol of evil, this must be regarded as a
different work. See also VITA CONST., p. 36 [I 40, 1-2]. It is possible that the Roman
imperial statue is the same as the remnants of a gigantic sculpture of Constantine
in the courtyard of the Palace of the Conservators on the Capitoline Hill (Harrison
1967, 93).

102 VITA CONST., p. 821-19 [III 3/1-3] B µev Srj iced iv ypupi; vtprjXoti&tiw mivaxt
npo'tiov f3aatXtxf°v npoBvpmv &vaxetµevcp tiolq nav'cmv ocp8akgolS opaaBat mpo,6,r' -1,

do µev amtii Ptov <rnlµsiov> vnepxeiµavov tiffs avtiov xecpa7 fjS 'c?1 ypay, napaSovs,
'cov S' exOpov xai moX,eµtov 9fjpa tiov 'city enc)ujaiav tiov Acov Sta, tirjs 'uuv 6C9emv
moXtopxrjaavtia -ctpawioos xatia [3t9ov cpepoµevov nor' Gas ev Spaxov'cos µopcplj.
opaxovtia yap avtiov iced axokto,v ocpty ev npocprjtiwv Ocov (3i(3Xots &vrjyopcte ti& X< yta.
Sto xai (3aat?Leu; vmo tioiS avtiov 28 xai 'cm°v avtiov naiomv noai [3cXct memapµevov
xatia µeaot tiov xv'cots 0tOo15 tie oaXa'ct j &mepptµµevov 5t& tif>S is poxvxcot ypwpf15
cScucvu tioiS mum toy Spa1Cov2a, wSe nil tiov &cpavfj tiov 'cm°v avBpmnmmv yevou; moXcj.Ltov
aivttitioµevoS, By iced otvaµst tiov vmep xc(paXfj; avaxetµevov amtirjpiot 'cpomaiot xatia
[3tOwv &mmAcIu; xsxmprjxevat e&fgXot. &XX&, iav'ca µev avOrj xpmµ&'cmv fivi'cticto Sta,
'cf1S eixovoq eµe Se 9afiµa tif15 (3aamXem; xatieixe µeyuxovoia;, th; eµnvctact 6810Ctiav¢a
Stctivmot, a 87j cpmvai npocptjtiwv woe not nspt tiovo8 tiov 011poS 0omv, <<em&S,ety tiov
Ocov>> Xeyotaat <<'crjv µ&xatpav 211v µey&Xtjv xai cpo(3ep&v emI tiov Sp&xov'ca ocpty
tiov axoXtov, emt tiov opuxovtia ocpty tiov cpavyov'ca, xai &veXeiv tiov op&xoy'ca tiov e'v
till Ook&G 1. a eixovas Sil 'cov'cmv Ste'ctnot [iaata,su;, &Xrj&u; evtinOed; µtµrjµa'cu ti?l
axtaypacpia». See also the English translation by MANGO 1986, 15-16.

103 See Alfoldi 1939, passim (and after him Kolia-Dermitzaki 1991, 106-12, figs. 3-4),
who mentions a Constantinopolitan follis of 327, and others from Trier and Rome
from 336-7 as examples of coins depicting the emperor spearing a dragon with the
crux hastata. At the same time he points out that coins of this type were not minted as
standard. Later examples include coins of Marcian and Leo I (see Grabar 1936, 44).
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theory, it is reasonable to assume that the picture commissioned by
Constantine before the palace was the prototype for the crux hastata
both in the formal and ideological sense: the weapon-symbol of the
Saviour, with the aid of which evil is conquered. Hence, the recent
reconstructions of the crux hastata as an actual item of equipment of
the Early Byzantine army should be rejected outright.'04

As mentioned earlier, the crux hastata appears in Early Byzantine
art as the weapon of Christ and of the saints when fighting against a
dragon, which symbolizes evil, and in the case of an illustration to the
thirteenth verse of Psalm 90(91), also the lion.'05 However, the Church
hierarchy's aversion to the placing of religious symbols on objects con-
nected with cult (which undoubtedly became stronger in the period
after Iconoclasm) did not favour the continuation of the formula of
the warrior saint fighting evil with the aid of a cross-tipped lance.106
This would seem the most likely reason for the object's disappearance
from Byzantine sacral art, although it survived in art on the peripher-
ies as well as on objects not connected directly with the liturgy. To the
latter we can add the scene of St Demetrios handing the emperor the
patriarchal double cross on a long shaft, which appears, for example,
on the coins of Alexios I Komnenos.'O'

Although the formula for depicting victory over evil with the aid
of a cross-tipped lance vanished from imperial art after the collapse
of Iconoclasm, the cross remained a military symbol. During Basil I's
war against the Paulicians (AD 872) the war-cry of the imperial troops

104 Cf. D'Amato's (2005) reconstructions on Plates D1, G2 and H3, painted by
Graham Sumner.

105 See above, n. 138 on p. 98.
106 Canon 82 of the `Fifth-Sixth' Council In Trullo directed that sacral depictions of

symbolic character were to be avoided, and specifically forbade the depiction of Christ
in the form of the Eucharistic Lamb (MANSI, 11:977, 980; and the English translation
in MANGO, pp. 139-40); for further justification of the presence of pictures and their
veneration in churches arising under the influence of polemics with pagans and icono-
clasts see Grabar 1984, 101-03; MANGO, passim; and also above, n. 10 on p. 4. The
magical and symbolical function of pictures is thought by Maguire (1995, 66-71) to
have been one of the causes of Iconoclasm. On the conflict between the symbolic and
literal character of religious representation (in the context of the cross) in the doctrine
of the Iconoclasts and Iconophiles see Belting 1994, 159-63.

10' The formula of investiture with the labarum that appeared initially on an elec-
trum histamenon of Alexios I from 1081/2 (see Grierson 1982, 224, no. 1025) was
quickly replaced by an image of St Demetrios presenting the cross which appeared on
a variant of this coin from 1082-85 as well as on several later electrum trachea (nos.
1026, 1067-68, 1083-84; in the last three cases with the cross standing on a pedestal
or globus).
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was `Victory for the Cross'!" According to Kaminiates the defenders
of Thessaloniki, when besieged by an Arab fleet led by Leo of Tripoli
(in 904), placed crosses on the walls."' Wood from the True Cross was
taken by the army on campaign as its tropaion.I"°

We can assume that the reliquary in which the True Cross was then
stored was similar to a processional cross in form, and would therefore
have been mounted on a long shaft and carried above the troops.11'
Direct evidence can be found in the gold cross known after its donors
as the Stauroteca degli Zaccaria, currently in the San Lorenzo cathedral
treasury in Genoa (fig. 89a). Attached to its lower arm is an elongated
projection covered with ornament, which might serve as a handle or
for attachment to a wooden shaft. The front of the cross dates from the
twelfth or thirteenth century, and is set with precious stones (54 gems
and 44 large pearls); arranged centrally on this is a cross-shaped, rock-

108 See Brubaker 1999, 157. Leo instructs the war-cry "cov ctiavpov vix15" to be
passed on to soldiers standing in the rear ranks (LT, 2/1:884274 [XII 106]).

109 THEOPH. CONT., p. 52212 [25].
110 The tradition of the cross as a military symbol reaches back to before Icono-

clasm, see e.g. SIMOCATTA (p. 20811-14 [V 10/14]), who mentions a cross carried before
Maurice's troops during the Persian campaign of 591. The Arab chronicler Arib (died
in the 2nd half of the 10th C.) notes in his chronicle that the caliph al-Qasim, when
returning from a campaign against Rum, brought crosses of gold and silver among
the booty (VASILIEv, 2/2:59), which Babuin (2001, 12) equates with the crosses made
from gold and precious stones described by LEO THE DEACON (p. 612-4 [IV 5]) and
SKYLITZES (p. 27034-44) which were recovered by Nikephoros Phokas (found in Tar-
sos after its capture in 965); see also the miniature in the Madrid Skylitzes, fol. 152r
(Tsamakda 2002, fig. 384), illustrating the laying up of the cross in the Hagia Sophia
in Constantinople; cf. also Dennis (1982, 57) who suggests that these might have been
cross-tipped standards. Lances constructed in the shape of the Holy Cross carried by
Byzantine prisoners captured at Amida (25 May 956) are mentioned by Al-Mutanabbi
(VASILIEV, 2/2:34321). According to SYMEON LOGOTHETE 304131-41 [CXXXV 19] (see

also THEOPH. CONT., pp. 38823-3891 [10]), the relic of the True Cross was taken by
the protopapas of the palace, Constantine Kephalas, on an unsuccessful expedition
against Bulgaria in 917; CHONIATES (pp. 302-31') states that the Turks returned to
John II Komnenos the cross captured from the troops of Romanos IV Diogenes at
Manzikert (17 August 1071); while PORPH. (p. 124487-9 [C]) places at the head of the
imperial army procession a koubikoularios with the staurotheke about his neck, and
a signophoros with a golden cross set with jewels (eµnpo6Ocv Se cob xov(3oUlcXiov
neplnatioDrnv of (3ac0,ti1Coi xai µhaov tiovT(ov nsplnatiei 6I'yvo(popo; (3aup64(ov ctavpbv
xpmsovv &S XtOov); he also mentions a large, gilded cross erected on the front of the
podium during the emperor Theophilos' triumph (p. 148861 [C]; and commentary on
p. 246).

111 On processional crosses see Cotsonis 1994, passim; Glory of Byzantium, nos.
22-27; Rom-Byzanz, 61-4 and nos 61-66; Byzantium, nos. 161, 175; and also the
sources discussed by Haldon in his commentary to PORPH., pp. 245-6. On military
insignia in the shape of the cross see above, n. 110.
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crystal container holding the relic. The back is made from part of an
earlier reliquary, with embossed medallions of Christ, the Virgin Mary,
the archangels and St John on the arms and in the centre of the cross.
The remaining surface is covered with an inscription stating that the
object is the weapon of God, made on the order of Bardas and donated
to the church in Ephesus. A second, later inscription on the other side,
adds that the Wood (of the True Cross) which had been adorned by
the caesar Bardas with gold, pearls and precious stones was laid up
in the treasury of the church of John the Evangelist and renovated by
the local archbishop Isaac (1278-83).112 The reference to the `weapon
of God' (tio OeIov onXov) may indicate that in the ninth century a
reliquary in the shape of a cross served Bardas as a military insignia,
although the image of John the Evangelist attests that the Ephesian
Stauroteca was intended for the church of this saint from the begin-
ning.113 John A. Cotsonis believes another cross dating from the tenth
century from the Great Lavra on Mt Athos (fig. 89b) had a military
function; the fifth verse of Psalm 43(44) etched on the cross's reverse
seems also to be evidence of its military purpose: "Through Thee we
push back our enemies; through Thy name we trample our foes".114 In
turn, a processional cross of Leo Phokas, the brother of the emperor
Nikephoros, preserved in the Muse'e d'Art et d'Histoire, Geneva, and
made between November 959 and July 960 can be linked in theory
with a military function, both in view of the donor's title (IIPOTAPXHE

112 See Lipinsky (1966, 94-104, figs. 29-31), who quotes the inscription (and an Ital-
ian translation): 1. Tovtio tio Oeiov onAov B&p6as hey etiax vatio. '&peGov Se ApxiOvtic;
'Iaa&x naXatthfsv &vsxaivtoev 2. B&p6a5 o xatnap vnepevtitµov 6X.ov xo(µsi xpvaF4
tie xai Xi0otS xa1 µapy&potS xetµ'TIktov Osis e6tiia OeByopov. xvptaxoS Se tiilv xpvofjv
ctunp 01Priv npoe8po5 eipyc aa¢o 'tic civic gat'a5. 0pav60evtia 6' avtia tiw µaxpm Mav
xpovcp o 'I6a&x rj-ya cv ai5 xpeititiw OEav np&tio; 0vµa61v, &XX&, xai tiotg npaxtieot5.
Lipinsky dates the earliest part of the Staurotheke to between 860 (when Bardas, who
was ruling for the infant Michael III, received the title of caesar) and 876 (when he
died). See also Cotsonis 1994, 28, 31-2, figs. 12a-b; cf. also Frolow (1965, 191, 225
n. 2, 234 n. 2, fig. 71) who dates the whole reliquary to 1260-83. On the military cross
recovered in 1190 by Isaac II Angelos (1185-95) which contained wood from the
True Cross, milk from the Virgin Mary, and other holy relics, see Cotsonis 1994, 14
and n. 23.

113 The carrying by the army of casket reliquaries and icons of the Virgin (xt(ithtita
xai cixov(x; tiffs Ocoµiitiopos) is mentioned by THEOPHAr1ES, p. 29816-17; on icons of the
Virgin taken into battle see above, n. 38 on pp. 67-68.

114 See Cotsonis 1994, 14, figs. 3a-b; Ps 43:5-ev ooi'rob; exOpobs iµwv xepatitovµsv
xai ev tiFu ovoµatii (70'0 T01); enavtntiavoµevov5 i1µiv.
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MAKEAOINQN-`commander of the Macedonian army'), as well as the
reference on the reverse to the heavenly archistrategos Michael."'

It is worth mentioning in passing that warrior saints are not only
popular on processional crosses but also a common motif on Georgian
pre-altar crosses."'

Military flags (phlamoulon, bandon)

While the ancient Roman army employed vexillum standards that
hung from a horizontal pole attached near the top of the shaft, flags
in the Byzantine army were attached laterally below the lance head
and were known as a cpkaµovXov, because of their fiery colour accord-
ing to Lydos,117 or as a (3&v6ov-a flag of smaller dimensions."' They
had ceremonial functionstt9 as well as serving as military identification
signs for the troops ((rtot%eia, ypagµ&ta).120 They were also intended
to raise the morale of soldiers and to frighten off the enemy.I2' The

115 Bouras 1981, 179-86. Another possible military cross is one from Brill, Georgia
made for kouropalates David (966-1001), published by Pentcheva 2006, 70, fig. 35.

1fi See e.g. Tschubinaschvili 1959, figs. 38-41, 341, 348, 352-353, 358-359, 402, 411,
444,462-463,465-467,470,473-476.

LYnos, p. 1825-6 [I 4/8]: Et' Sopata gaxp&, e. rip' j.thvwv vcpa6g&twv ((pk&ggovka
avt& &no toe cpkoyivov xpcop nos xakoeatv), nepi wv ev toiq. On the etymology from
Lat. flammula, `little flame' see also McGeer 1995, 73; and Dennis 1982, 52-3. Grosse
notes (1924, 369) the term flamulon was used for the first time by VEGETIUS [II, III],
who mentions it among the `mute signs'. On the vexillum see Alfoldi 1959, 12, 14 and
nn. 127.

118 STRAT., p. 2608-9 [VIIB, 16] (= LT, 2/1:884268-71 [XII 105]) states that the bandon
was a smaller type of standard. On the phlamoulon and bandon see Kolias 1988, 210
(who notes that the latter was also the name of a small tactical formation); and Babuin
2001, passim. On the derivation of the term bandon from Germanic band see Grosse
1924, 65; Dennis 1982, 53.

19 A standard affixed to the imperial lance was carried during triumphs held in the
capital (DE CER, 1:6081-12 60920, 611' [II 19], 6131-61513 [11 201).

120 According to the PRAECEPTA all units, exovta xai &pxr)Tov get& cpkagovkov
[...] ev Se exaatov (3&v5ov ex&ca to YStov TX&govkov, mkeov Se gT e7ttcpepea8at. exety
Se xa1 t& (pA&gouka xai yvwpiagata &7co 6totxeiwv (p. 4277, 82-4 [IV 7] = TNU [MG],
p. 124133-5 [LXI 7]). The use here of the word atoLxEIa may indicate that letters of the
alphabet were placed on pennons to distinguish the various formations, the more
so since in Ouranos the same passage has the wording: t& Se cpk&govAa ocpeIAovrty
exety Tvwp16ga'a ME &7CO Yeaptt&turv g'cc &7Lo &kkwv tiivwv 671geic°v. See also
Grosse 1924, 368, n. 12. A standard with a reversed letter E appears on fol. 196v of the
14th/15th-C. Athonite Psalter Cod. B 25 from the Great Lavra Monastery, in a scene
depicting Pharaoh's army drowning in the Red Sea (Athos, vol. T', fig. 68).

121 Michael II the Amorian (820-829) hung out a 'military sign' (mokegtxov oorgeiov)
on the roof of the church of the Virgin of Blachernai, in order to scare off enemies, see
GENESIOS, p. 2843-6 [11 5] (= SKYLITZES, p. 3478-9 [8]): oBav Si xai 6 (3artkev; MtxaT,lA

&- Ihd ttj; opocpfS toe 'T; Oeo'oxov vane to nokagtxov cnijxciov ltilyvuat, xeke6at
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military treatises recommend removing lance pennants before combat
and storing them in special containers, since they would interfere with
the weapon's use and block the view of archers.l22 Although standards
bearing a cross appear frequently in imperial art between the tenth
and twelfth centuries-usually with a purple field emblazoned with
a gold or white cross (fig. 90)123-this motif did not catch on in the
iconography of the military saints .114

The standard with a cross was introduced into the saints' iconog-
raphy only in the thirteenth century, under Crusader influence, as
is indicated by the red-cross-on-white-field design.125 A standard of
this type flies on the lance of an equestrian St Sergios on two Sinai
icons-of the Virgin Aristerokratousa (fig. 63), and with a kneeling
female donor figure; it also appears in thirteenth-century frescoes
showing Sergios together with Theodore in the Melkite monasteries

Se xai Oeo(pta,ov 'toy tiov Xa(3cIv -IF T6 vlxoltotiov tiov 62avpov vXov xai Tfiv 643a6tiT'jv
M(Y"Ta 'th1S 9eo911Tpos. See also the commentary by Dennis 1982, 57. The military
manuals (esp. STRAT. and LT) repeatedly emphasize the importance of the army hav-
ing a fine appearance to bolster its morale and to strike fear in the enemy. The like-
ness of St Sergios, patron of the Arab Ghassanids, which appeared on their standards
already in the 6th C. undoubtedly had an apotropaic character (Brock 1977, 56). On
the Classical signa depicted on Trajan's Column see Alfoldi 1959, 13.

122 STRAT., pp. 1301-13 [II 10] (= LT, 2/1:443853_453163 [XII 53 (54)]), 2605-10 [VII, pt.

2, 16] (= LT, 2/1:453864-68 [XII 54 (55)], 87`1262-65 [XII 104], 964356-60 [XII 118]).

123 The imperial standard with white cross on a purple field is depicted for example
on miniatures in an 11th-C. Sinaian codex containing the Book of Job (Cod. 3, fols.
19v, 29r-v); and on fols. 30r-31r, 32v, 43r of the Madrid Skylitzes (Galavaris/Weitz-
mann 1990, figs. 310, 319-320 = Sinai, fig. 27; Babuin 2001, figs. 31-33; Tsamakda
2002, figs. 58-60, 64-65, 95). Small pennons (bandons) are shown e.g. on fols. 26v,
58r, 60r, 67v, 87v of the Khludov Psalter; while other varieties of flags appear in the
Madrid Skylitzes, on fols. 11v-12r, 29v, 33v, 41r & 44r (flags on ships), 42v, 72r, 73v,
86r (emperor holding a labarum), 87v, 230v, 232r-v (Shchepkina 1977, figs. 26, 58,
60, 67; Tsamakda 2002, figs. 5-6, 57, 67, 88, 93, 98, 177, 180-181, 209-210, 215, 545,
548-549); see also Hoffmeyer 1966, 115, 123, who believes the pennons in the Madrid
Skylitzes were painted only by Master I, and reflect actual military equipment of the
9th-11th centuries; Dufrenne 1973, figs. 1-2. On the colours of Byzantine standards
and the evolution of the devices on them see Babuin 2001, 25-40. Parani notes (2003,
140) that the banderoles with a cross and three or more tails that appear in miniature
painting reflect the form of actual cavalry pennants. On the dark (purple?) kame-
laukion or flag of the imperial fleet see Dennis 1982, 56-7. A number of images of
pennanted lances carried by warriors on 12th-C. ceramic bowls are listed by Arm-
strong/Sekunda 2006, 17.

124 The small pennant on St Philotheos's lance on the leather writing case belonging
to Pamius of Antinoe (see above, p. 87) is an isolated example, otherwise unattested
in art of the Empire.

125 The Western origins of this motif are pointed out by Weitzmann 1966, 71; and
Parani 2003, 144.
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located between Horns and Damascus in Qara and St Moses the
Ethiopian near Nebek in Syria.126 The addition of this motif into their
iconography can be interpreted as stylization of their images as partici-
pants in the Crusades, fighting arm-in-arm with a wordly army against
enemies of the true faith.127 The design of the white standard with red
cross entered the repertoire of forms used in depicting the military
saints and survived into Late Byzantine art. 121

EDGED WEAPONS

Besides shafted arms, the basic offensive equipment of Byzantine
troops consisted of various types of edged weapons. Two of the most
popular types can be found in the iconography of the military saints.

The sword (spatha, xiphos)129

Initially, the Greek sword (4i(poS) was used in ancient Rome. It had
a blade that was broader towards the point, a metal handgrip,I3o and
a straight, horizontal guard. Under the Republic, it was replaced by

126 See Hunt 1991, figs. 1-2, 5 (= Sinai, fig. 66; Gerstel 2001, figs. 4-5); and Dodd
1992, 87, figs. 28, 64.

127 On the legends in which mounted warrior saints support the Crusaders in com-
bat see above, nn. 154-155 on p. 103.

128 Examples include the frescoes with Sts Artemios and Demetrios in the church
of St Nicholas Orphanos ('of the orphans') in Thessaloniki (c.1315), where the cross is
accompanied by the letters IC XC N K ('IEwoCS Xptwtios Ntx&) see e.g. Tsioumi 1986,
fig. 1 (in colour); Babuin 2001, fig. 55; and Parani 2003, 140, figs. 148-149.

129 The ancient term upo5 is still seen in the Byzantine literature to describe the
sword, see e.g. PERI STRATEGIAS, p. 4067 [13]; DE VELITATIONE, p. 23656 [24]; PSELLOS,
1:1022 [I 15], 3015 [11 8], 2:225 [VI 111], 2910 [VI 122], 532 [VI 166], 959 [VII 22], 10114
[VII 31]; DIG. AKR., p. 3361327. Also used is the newer (late-antique) term amaOIov, see
for example THEOPHANES, p. 31914 (mentions the gold spatha of Razates captured by
the Greeks in the Persian camp); NAUMACHICA, pp. 22 [I 15], 24 [I 28], 74-75 [VI
12-14 (14-16)], 77 [VI 26 (28)] -as part of the equipment of ships and a weapon used
in combination with the menaulion in combat against the Arabs; MALALAS (p. 31225-9

[XV 13]) uses the terms xiphos and spatha interchangeably; see also below, passim.
Meanwhile, the term iconic is used in reference to a single-edged weapon (see e.g.
PSELLOS, 2:1114 [VI 94]; Gamber 1968, 11; Diethart/Dintnis 1984, 78), as is the term
gaxatpa, e.g. PROCOPIUS, 1:54913-16 [IV 28/29] (as a double-edged sword); DE VELITA-
TIONE, pp. 17648 [10], 21829 [20] (where it is used in the sense of a sword in general);
CHONIATES, p. 18953.62; and LT (1:1291512 [VI 34]) identifying the machaira with the
single-edged paramerion; see also below, n. 198; and Kolias 1988, 138.

130 Kolias (1988, 143) states, after Eustathios of Thessaloniki, that the blades of
Greek swords (µaxatpa) were made from an alloy of silver and gold (I'jXEvrpov).
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the gladius, which originated in Celtic Spain. Surviving examples and
depictions in art indicate that it was a short sword (c.60 cm) with a
wide, double-edged blade, a sharp point, and a composite hilt made
of wood or horn with a cylindrical guard and pommel.131 Defeats suf-
fered by the imperial army in the fourth century in combats against
Germanic cavalry who were using a longer variant of the sword, forced
the gladius to be abandoned. It was replaced by a long, double-edged
sword (Lat. spatha, Gk. un&Oa, onaOiov) borrowed from the Gothic
victors of Adrianople (AD 378).132 Memory of the weapon's barbarian
origins were still alive in sixth-century Byzantium, as is evident from
the Strategikon's recommendation for skoutarioi to carry Herulian
spathae (6xaOia 'EpouXi(Txtia).133 Thanks to surviving examples of

131 In general on the short Roman sword used in conjunction with the pilum for
close combat see O. Fiebiger, "Gladius (2)" in PR, 13 (1910): 1372-6; Gamber 1978, 380,
figs. 378, 397. Zygulski (1998, 98) assumes a length for the gladius of c.60 cm, while
Kolias (1988, 136) estimates it at 40-70 cm. Examples of preserved Roman swords
with blades of 16 to 21 inches (41 to 53 cm) are discussed by Oakeshott 1991, 8; see
also Rankov 1994, fig. on p. 30-the parade gladius with a richly embossed scabbard
known as the `Sword of Tiberius' of the early 1st C. AD found in the Rhine near
Mainz; Kaczanowski 1992, 15, figs. 1/7-9; while depictions in art of the gladius slung
on a baldric cross over the left shoulder are reproduced, e.g. by Robinson 1975, figs.
467-478; Bivar 1972, fig. 8; Sander 1963, figs. 1-2, 4-5 (a funerary sculpture from
Roman Germania showing a legionary wearing a gladius with a dagger on his belt at
the left side); and also Gamber 1968, fig. 14 (so-called tropaion from Rhodes of the
1st C. BC with sword slung on the right shoulder.

132 One of the earliest references to the spatha appears in VEGETius (p. 90 [II 15])
who calls it a long gladius, listing it alongside the shorter semispatha: "gladios maiores,
quos spathas vocant, et alios minores, quos semispathia nominant". He also equates the
gladius of the triarii with the semispatha (p. 92 [II 16]): triarii cum scutis catafractis
et galeis ocreati cum gladiis semispathiis; see also F. Lammert, "Spatha" in PR, 6, 11/2
(1929): 1544-5. On the western Germanic etymology of the spatha (Lombardic spada,
Norwegian svedle, Sanskrit saru) see Battisti 1968, 1072; and Dziewanowski 1936, 150.
Hoffineyer (1966, 101, 117) points to the defeat at Adrianople as the turning point
in the development of the Roman sword, and links the spread of the spatha with the
growing importance of cavalry; see also Kolias (1988, 136-7), who cites a similar pas-
sage from Isidore of Seville. Meanwhile Southern/Dixon (1996, 103) note a change
in the method of slinging the sword, namely the transfer of the baldric suspended
initially on the right shoulder to the left. One can assume that this change was the
result of the introduction of the spatha, which may have taken place in the Roman
army at the turn of the 2nd and 3rd centuries (also on p. 111, fig. 39, associated by the
authors with Vegetius's comment on semispathae, are examples of short swords with
long tangs [semispathae?] from the 3rd-C. Kunzing hoard)

133 STRAT., p. 4201-2 [XIIB 4]; Maurice also lists the spatha together with the kon-
tarion of Avar type (with pennant and suspension loop at the centre) and Avar neck-
guards for cavalrymen (p. 7811-21 [I 2]). He also mentions the spatha as part of the
weaponry of the Scythians, i.e. Turks and Avars (p. 36224 [XI 2]); see also Hoffmeyer
1966, 93; Haldon 1975, 23; and 1999, 131.
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Late Roman spathia bearing the marks of imperial smiths it is pos-
sible to estimate their length at 70-80 cm, with a 5-7 cm wide blade.
Initially the hilt followed that of the gladius.134 The spatha's form
underwent gradual change. In the tenth century the Sylloge states that
a double-edged sword blade SiatioµoS) should measure no less
than four spans (about 93.6 cm), cautioning at the same time that the
total length of sword plus hilt should be no shorter than this. The
treatise gives the same dimensions for the single-edged broadsword
(palash) called the itapaµijptov.135 Assuming the hilt (X(x(31j, icwit11)
with pommel measured about 15 cm, the whole sword might have
been over a metre in length.136

134 See Oakeshott 1991, 21, precursor types 5-8 (Behmer's type V) dated to
AD 250-400, of average length 76.2 cm. On the basis of 3rd- and 4th-C. Roman sword
finds Coulston (2002, 12) believes there were two types of early spatha: the `Straubing/
Nydam' with a 65-80 cm blade of 6.6 cm width, and the `Lauriacum/Hromovka' with
a 55-65 cm blade of breadth 6.2-7.5 cm. The short length of the blade indicates that
swords of this group should be considered rather as variants of the gladius; Kaczanowski
(1992, 15) classes them (after G. Ulbert) as gladii. Ravegnani 1988 estimates the length
of the early spatha at 85 cm and width at 5.5 cm. Kaczanowski (1992, 22-23, 30-32,
figs. 1/3, 3/1-4, 4) distinguishes the following types of early gladius: `Angst' (blade
length 55-60 cm, width 4 cm); `Mauern' (67 x 4.5 cm); `Nydam' (65-70 x 4.5 cm);
`Illerup' (with a tapering, rapier-like blade of length 75 cm); `Ejsbol' (75-80 x 6 cm);
and a cavalry variety: `Newstead' (63 x 4-5 cm). In turn, Nadolski (1984, 29) recon-
structs the blade of the spatha as flat forged with a rounded tip, and the hilt as fitted
with a pommel of similar shape to the crossguard. From analysis of the archaeological
material it is evident that 5th-6th-C. barbarian swords were still slightly longer than
Roman ones, see e.g. Germanen, nos. III 2a-b (from Hunnish burials, length 105.7 and
107 cm), V 18b, V 29a (early Slav?, length 90 and 97.5 cm) VI 62a-d (Avar, length
92.5 cm), XI 3a (Danubian, length 95 cm, typical hilt with poorly differentiated guard
and flat pommel). The Roman origin of many swords found in the Barbaricum can
be established thanks to the custom of placing maker's marks on them (Hoffmeyer
1961, 44). Oakeshott (1991, 5) notes that such marks had appeared as early as the
La Te'ne period; see also the 2nd/3rd-C. gladius with images of Mars and Victory
(Zygulski 1998, fig. 87).

131 SYLLOGE, pp. 59 [XXXVIII 51, 61 [XXXIX 2] (={LT, vol. B', pp. 358, 360
[XXXIX]}): Zwvv'Oaewaav Se xai napaµlipta I I(pil 811XatII etispoatioµa ant8aµwv µsia
'nf1S xwmt; 6vtov tisaaapwv [...] An$wpEIGOW SE tiwv avtiwv r'iiµwv Kai t(piI 6iatioµa
aitl8aµwv own µcXiatia isaaapwv 'cf1S xwn%. Kai eticpa Se µovoatioµa i(pt trots
Statioµot; iaoµip cfl 7Capal;wvvva9waav 01 a&toi, a STS Kai Xeyovtiat.; see
also Kolias (1988, 137), who estimates the length of the hilt at c.16 cm; Ravegnani
(1988, 45) states the length of the spatha varied from 81 to 94 cm, and the hilt from
12 to 14.5 cm; Haldon 1975, 31; and 1999, 131. In turn Parani (2003, 131) reconstructs
the full length at about 1.1 m. On the paramerion see below, p. 357ff.

136 See HESYCxios, vol. 1, [p. 111]: axwngtiov anapaaxevaatiov, alto 'row Vswv '10)v
µTJ Exo o v Kwna;. Tj &vonkov. Kwnq yap 1) A,apii r6 L(poug KOMNENE, 1:331' 19 [18/4];

and above, n. 135; on the hilt of the Byzantine sword see also Kolias 1988, 143.
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Byzantine spathae were carried in scabbards (6ilx&pl,ov, Ko(v)Xsos-
literally: `case', 'cover' ),117 which were made of metal (fig. 91)138 or
leather, and probably also of wood covered with fabric. 13' Fitted to
the scabbard were mounts with rings; straps threaded through these
rings enabled the scabbard to be slung."' Meanwhile the chape, which
either tapered towards the bottom or was flat-ended, reinforced the
scabbard and prevented damage while it was being worn.141 The scab-
bard was normally slung over the right shoulder on a baldric or leather

137 See HESYCHIOS, [2:505]: xokF *11 Omc tiov icpovS; SUDA, 3:14514: Kok,E6S 11
l;upoOtpci. KoMNENE mentions the sheathing of swords into scabbards many times,
1:2513 [I 6/4], 3430 [I 9/2], 2:2124-5 [V 4/8], 6520 [VI 9/3]: tiov IcoWLEov co' Eicpos
mca6&gevos, see also 2:17624-17715 [IX 7/5] (story of an assassin who was unable to
carry through his attempt on Alexios I at the Hippodrome, since his sword stuck in its
scabbard); the form 6TIx&ptov is preferred in DIG. AKR., p. 246127; both terms are used
by PROCOPIUS, 1:13217 [I 24/50], 54817-11 [IV 28/22]; see also Kolias 1988, 148 and nn.
93-94; Kazhdan 1997, 87. Interesting, in the light of the later custom of breaking the
sword or sabre over the coffin of the last male heir of a line, is ACHMET's reference
(p. 11411-15 [155]) describing a Persian omen that a dream of a broken sword sheathed
in an intact scabbard indicates the death of a son, while if the scabbard is broken the
mother will die and the son will survive. The custom of breaking a sword before it
was placed in a grave is common in the Norse sagas and was intended to prevent theft
(Oakeshott 1991, 4).

138 PERI STRATEGIAS, p. 11819-21 [40] instructs troops conducting a posed retreat to
throw away valuable items, including tin-covered scabbards that appear to be silver:
IH,Bavov Se 71po5 cpvyn5 xai to Stwxogevovs 6Clto(3aXXeQOai tilva tioov iSuuv,
oiov 6f1xas gaxatpeov xa66ttiepg Thcnt p 811JpyvpmgevuS xai id paq S13tXct IIdVtOOEV

xatigcY(puXuT evu;. Preserved in the National Historical Museum, Athens is a piece of
the blade of a (10th-C.?) spatha of length c.40 cm, still sheathed in an iron scabbard,
which is incrusted with a rosette motif and a cross of Maltese-like form (inv. no. 6519;
here fig. 91).

139 Leather scabbards for parameria and axes are mentioned in SYLLOGE, p. 60
[XXXVIII 10] (={LT, vol. B', p. 358 [XXXVIII]}) itapagf)pta ij'r ucovptu 61a BTpcupicov
[3aatiat;6gEva SEpgatiivow; see also Hoffmeyer (1966, 98) and Kolias (1988, 148) who
also list velvet, brocade and silk as materials used for covering scabbards; and also
Parani 2003, 133-4. Leather spearhead covers are mentioned in LT, 1:911166-67 [V 2 (3)].

140 When listing the arms of the foederati and boukellarioi Maurice (STRAT., p. 7811-12

[I 2]) mentions attached to the zaba: Acopiot; xai xp1ceX%Io1S pith tifov Oiixapiow
aVuCov; see also Hoffmeyer 1966, 98, figs. 16/7, 14, 24-25. Parani (2003, 134-5, figs.
155-156) notes the change in how the rings for suspending the scabbard are depicted:
in Middle Byzantine art they are normally shown on one side of the scabbard, indicat-
ing that the sword was worn on a long baldric thrown over the shoulder; in the Late
Byzantine period the rings are fitted either side of the scabbard's mouth, evidence that
the sword was now normally carried vertically on a waist belt.

141 See Kolias (1988, 148-9) who reconstructs its shape on the basis of surviving
objects and depictions in art. On the `U-shaped' Byzantine chape and the flat-ended
variant borrowed from the Arabs and Persians on the basis of examples in the Topkapi
Palace, Istanbul see Hoffmeyer 1966, 98, figs. 16/26-27; ornate (sometimes openwork),
tapering, boat-shaped scabbard chapes (9th-10th C.) unearthed in Bulgaria, in Kiev
and on the Chersonese are published by Iotov 2004, 47-55, figs. 17-23; Kirpichnikov
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strap called an aorter (or telamon) (which was sometimes gilded), and
which occasionally-but only in relation to swords-was also known
by the Latin-derived term (3&Xnv or (3&cc{&(o)v (balteus).141 This
method of wearing a sword which was adopted from antique tradition
became popular throughout early Medieval Europe.I43 In Byzantium
a red leather baldric decorated with precious stones was the insignia
received by kandidatoi and magistroi from the hands of the emperor
during promotions.144 Following Roman tradition, ordinary soldiers

1966, plate 33; and Kolesnikova 1975, figs. 2b-c. Parani comments (2003, 133-4) that
scabbard fittings have a decorative as well as a functional value.

142 On the aorter which served to carry the sword (from &op or aop, aopos-`strap')
identical with the `gold telamon' see EusT. IL. 3:14321-1443; EUST. OD., 1:44012, 4415-7:
Fxwv xal enl vE'Upjj ptv OlCtOv, S£LVOV nan'ahvwv, ahel [3ak,eovTl eolxioc, GgepSaXeos
Se at agcpi nspi &OQTILQ, xptG£os i v 'C£AatLiuv, lva OCGxeXa epya 'Chrmc'ro.
&px'col ti' &ypotirpot is Gv£s xuponoI [...]Aogrhe SE xat tiEAagiav cavti& siGn xatia
nok,vwvvghav, cog xai o mouuyci1S SrtXoi clnwv aoptii p, situ epos epgllvcIav enayaywv
to, xpoGsos tisXagwv. yiv£tial Se o &op'cTIp nap& TO &£hpw, 'co xpsguo xai
xai Sr)k,oi'ov xpegac pa tiov upovs. Ebes Se &ypotispol npos SLumo v; HESYCHIOS,
vol. 1, [p. 223]: &optiripsGly *oi &vacpopsis tot t:,icpovs; SUDA, 1:25617-18 [2844], 25718
[2851]: 'Aop tio icpos. xai ic?dvstial &opos, aopt. bnavtil&GaGu Se gljtil)p this, xatia
G'cepvwv &op &vaGxogevli. [...] Aoptiip' o k,wpo; tifjg Gn&6rls. iced Aoptii psrly. See also
above, n. 362 on p. 221 on the aorter used to carry the shield.

On the balteus see LYDOS, p. 10415-16 [11 4/13], who explains: oh `Pwgaiol xai 0&Xtsov
,cov i wGTF pa k,eyotrnv; and also DE CER., below, n. 144. On the Roman balteus see
Gamber 1991, 10, fig. 14; H. Aigner, "Balteus (1)" in BKR, p. 21 and fig. on p. 22; A. v.
Domaszewski, "Balteus" in PR, 2/2 (1896): 2842-3; and also above, n. 131. The Roman
origin of the Byzantine baldric is noted by Hoffmeyer 1966, 99.

143 See e.g. the warriors with short swords in broad scabbards on baldrics slung
over the right shoulder depicted on the 7th-C. plate dies from Torslunda (National
Museum, Stockholm), and the baldric of a sword from Sutton Hoo of c. 625 which
is linked to a military waistbelt (cingulum militare) (Gamber 1991, 10-12, figs. 13,
15-16; who considers that the use of this type of suspension system had disappeared
from Scandinavia by 1100). Kolias (1988, 150, n. 110) notices that the Franks and
Lombards employed waistbelts to carry their swords because these were shorter.
Hoffmeyer (1966, 99) cites paintings in the Alhambra palace, Granada as evidence of
the baldric's adoption by the Arabs. Parani (2003, 134) notes that this was the `Roman'
way of slinging the sword.

144 See CER. [VOGT], 1:1343-13 [I 35] (on the promotion of kandidatoi); OIKONO-
MIDES, p. 9511-16 and n. 45 (= DE CER., 1:71020-2 [II 52]): t 6vq SspgaccIvr) xoxlctvoS
EK k,I6wv tilgh ov xsxoGµllgevli, ijtinS X&ys'cal pakllSly, eni 'cov xpvaoGtiophov ex
[3aGlklx is xclpos enaSiSotial; and also DE CER. [VOGT], 2:411-14, 439-11 [1551; DE CER,

1:5856-7 [II 15] and commentary, 2:55-59 (Fauro 1995, 503; on baltidion as a term
that appears interchangeably with zonarion and lorion-a strap); and also the refer-
ence in VITA S. STEPHANI JUNIORIS, 14024 [g 40] (= MPG, 100:1137). LYDos explains
(p. 1046-7,16 [II4/13]) that the red baltidin was introduced as an insignia by the com-
manders of the Praetorium who supervised the magistroi (which when compared with
the earlier quotes from DE CER. allows us to assume that between the 6th and 10th
C. the custom of wearing it was extended to his subordinates). See also Koukoules,
2/2:52; and K. Wessel, "Insignien" in RbK, 3:415, 432.
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(particularly kataphraktoi) also normally slung their swords on the
shoulder. Besides the use of the baldric, Leo's Taktika also men-
tions the custom of carrying a cold-steel weapon, the paramerion, on
a waistbelt.l45 A spatha slung in this manner (amxOia coxn{xta) was
carried by infantry, including light troops and archers. Constantine
Porphyrogennetos's accounts of the triumphs of Basil I and Theophilos
indicate that this custom also spread to the imperial court." Although
the sword had been worn in ancient Rome on a broad leather military
belt (cingulum militare),141 the custom may have reached the Byzantine
army by way of the barbarian Foederati in imperial service, or (together
with a longer variant of the spatha) from Persia.148

The introduction of the spatha was reflected in art. A sword with a
short crossguard sheathed in a long scabbard with a typically flat, broad
chape lies among captured weapons in the foreground of the misso-
rium of Valentinian in the Musee d'Art et d'Histoire, Geneva.l49 A long
sword in a wide scabbard with decorative fittings and horseshoe-like

145 LT, 1:10112'3-75 [VI 2]: 6na8ia [...] &noxpegageva tiwv uiµcov avtiwv xaT& cily
`Pcugaiicily ti&i;ly iced etispa uapagTipm rjtiol gaxaipaS Sic(magevouq.; Hoffmeyer
1966, 99; and also the correction of Vari's erroneous amendments to the text pro-
posed by Kolias (1988, 150), who also tackles the broader question of the balteus and
the sword worn on a waistbelt.

16 See PRAECEPTA, p. 1425,37 [13-4] (= TNU [MG], p. 9011,39-40 [LVI 3-4]); and also
McGeer 1995, 63, 205. On the sword belted on by the emperor and the caesar dur-
ing triumphs see PORPH. (p. 142751.753), where it is worn by Basil himself and his son
Constantine (together with a gold klibanion), and also by Theophilos and his caesar
(p. 148131'838,842 [C]); see also Haldon's commentary on p. 278.

147 On the Roman cingulum see: A. v. Domaszewski, "Cingulum (2)" in PR, 3:2561;
H. Aigner, "Cingulum (militare)" in BKR, 54; Southern/Dixon 1996, 118-21, figs.
52-54 and plate 17; James 2004, 60-1, fig. 31; Zygulski 1998, 100, fig. 85; and also
Kolias (1998, 149, n. 105) who provides more extensive literature. On the officer's sash
(zone stratiotike) which was worn on the chest see above, n. 579 on p. 277.

18 On Avar, Lombard and Frankish belts and methods of suspending swords from
them see Gamber 1991, 2-8, figs. 2-3, 5-10. PROCOPIUS mentions (1:2449-10 [11 21/6])
the use of belts for holding up the trousers by barbarians in the army of Belisarius.
The Vandal Stilicho wears a belt for this purpose on his diptych (Volbach, no. 63). In
favour of Persian origins for the sword worn on the belt are Hoffmeyer (1966, 99) and
Dawson (2002, 84, n. 22); supporting their theory is a reference in SEBEOS's chronicle
(pp. 25-6 [XII]) to a Persian officer being instructed to remove his belt and sword
before an audience with the king. Kolias theorizes (1988, 151) that the sword slung
on the belt was reintroduced under the influence of foreign (Western) arms; he also
believes that the only reason the baldric was abandoned was its inconvenience for use
by archers.

149 See Southern/Dixon 1996, pl. 14, and also the example of a flat Roman chape on
fig. 38. Finds of flat Roman sword chapes are mentioned by Coulston (2002, 12), which
suggests that the designer of the missorium used an actual sword as his model.
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chape is held by David while trying on the armour of Saul on a silver
dish from the Karavas hoard from Cyprus.15' In art after Iconoclasm
we see the same form already on manuscript miniatures from the end
of the ninth century. Long swords with unusually decorative scabbards
rest on the shoulders of the protospatharioi accompanying St Helena
and the emperor Theodosius (fig. 81b) on fols. 239r and 440r of the
Parisian Homilies of Gregory of Nazianzos (Cod. gr. 510).151 The initially
popular type with a wide scabbard and a large flat-ended chape, which
is predominant among the troops depicted in psalters with marginal
decoration,152 was in time replaced by a variant that tapered towards
the bottom.153

As with other items of military equipment, when analysing depic-
tions of the sword in Byzantine art problems are raised by the lack of
comparative archaeological material. The ceasing of the interment of
weapons in graves by Christians makes it more difficult to identify a
body of swords produced for the imperial army's needs, and in turn
to determine the characteristic features of the Byzantine spatha.154 The
situation is further complicated by the fact that in the Middle Ages
the sword was a highly durable object of great value; it was therefore,
like the shield, a valuable diplomatic or personal gift, and also changed

150 See e.g. Dodd 1961, no. 61a.
151 See Der Nersessian 1962, figs. 12, 15 (= Brubaker 1999, figs. 27, 45).
1sz E.g. on fols. 65v, 68v, 197v of the Psalter Pantokrator 61; fol. 89v of the Barberini

Psalter; and fols. 6r, 18v, 26v, 52v, 54v, 60v, 67v, 106r, 141v of the Khludov Psalter
(Dufrenne 1966, figs. 9, 29, 118; Shchepkina 1977, figs. 6, 18, 26, 52, 54, 60, 67,106, 141).

153 This type of scabbard and long swords with a crossguard and sharpened tip
appear for example in the Madrid Skylitzes on fols. 11v-12r, 30v-31r, 39r, 40r-v, 43r,
49r, 67r, 72v, 73v, 80r, 97r, 100v, 101v, 114r-v, 122r, 136r, 141r, 142r, 150r, 153r, 154v,
156r, 165r-166r, 175r, 200v, 202r, 206v, 212v, 224v, 227r (Tsamakda 2002, figs. 5-7,
59-60, 82, 85, 87, 94, 112, 166, 178, 180, 194, 218, 226, 228, 261, 263, 283, 328, 342,
346, 377, 385, 389, 393, 417-419, 441, 477, 480, 488, 501, 531, 538). They correspond
to archaeological finds from Bulgaria, see above, n. 141.

154 A similar problem in relation to archaeological finds from Polish territory is
perceived by Nadolski (1984, 38-9). In turn, Oakeshott (1991, 3) notes that the bulk
of swords from between 300 and 1125 found in Europe come from graves (with the
exception of Gothic examples) or riverbeds, where they were customarily thrown after
their owner's death. Examples of early medieval swords and knives found in burials
are discussed by Gamber 1991, 3. On the long, narrow sword without clearly defined
guard found in the grave of a Slav or Avar warrior in Corinth see above, n. 49 on p. 30.
As Kolias (1988, 135) rightly points out, sword production in armourers' workshops
in the capital is attested during preparations for the expedition against Crete by a
reference in DE CER. (1:6743 [II 45]) instructing storage in the arsenal of the iron
necessary for manufacturing four thousand swords.
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owners as a military trophy.155 Swords, and the semi-finished prod-
uct in the form of un-hilted blades, were traded throughout medieval
Europe and the Near East.156 Eastern chroniclers, such as the late-ninth
century Arab historian Ibn Khurdadhbeh, often write of the Vikings
importing swords from the Rhineland to Constantinople and Baghdad;
while Frankish and Persian blades found alongside each other on Syrian
territory are evidence of a lively trade, which in view of the geography
must have largely taken place via the Empire. 117 Bladed weapons were
also brought to Byzantium by Varangians and other foreigners who
took service in the imperial army.lss

The few examples of bladed weapons that can be linked with
high probability to Greek armourers' workshops in view of their

155 To illustrate the journey that a European sword might make during its lifespan,
Oakeshott (1991, 7) hypothesizes a blade that is forged in Passau in 1258, then hilted
in any one of numerous local centres across Europe. It is then purchased by a young
knight in Antwerp from itinerant traders, and after he loses a tournament in Beauvais,
according to chivilric custom, becomes the property of the victor, a Teutonic knight,
who is killed on a raid into Lithuania. The sword then comes into the hands of a
Polish squire, who takes it with him on a pilgrimage to the Holy Land, but dies there
on campaign, leaving the sword to a knight from Cambridge whom he had befriended,
who returns home with the sword in 1272; and on his death shortly after 1310 has the
weapon thrown into a local river.

156 Despite attempts to regulate the trading of a good of such strategical importance,
e.g. Charlemagne's banning of the sale of swords to other countries, numerous finds of
Carolingian blades in Russia and the renewal of the prohibition by successive rulers is
evidence that it was not obeyed, see Nadolski 1984, 34-5; Kirpichnikov 1966, 48-9, pl.
5/5, 16, 19-20 (all), 39/1-2. Hoffmeyer (1966, 101) notes that as a result of the ban the
exorbitant price of 1000 dinars was obtained for an item by traders in Egypt.

157 Hoffineyer (1966, 93-95, 100-1); she also gives references to other eastern
accounts of swords and sword blades imported from the North: e.g., the 10th-C. Arab
traveller Ibn Fadlan; Al-Kindi of Cairo (9th C.); Al-Birnni of Ghazna (11th C.); and
the Persian geographical work Hudud al-Alem ('Borders of the World'). Of particular
interest is Ibn Miskawaih's comment on the robbery of Scandinavian warrior graves
by Arabs in the Caucasus. A group of eleven swords with mushroom-shaped pom-
mels (typical for the Vikings) preserved in the Askeri Museum, Istanbul provide likely
evidence that north European swords filtered through to Byzantium and its Islamic
neighbours (Nickel 2002, 121; who does not rule out that these were Late Byzantine
swords).

158 Kirpichnikov (1966, 106) points out that the Varangians who signed on into
imperial service would have brought their own weapons from Rus'. Haldon (2002, 78)
proposes a similar phenomenon in the case of Khazar sabres from the north shore of
the Caspian Sea, which might have reached Byzantium by way of nomad mercenaries;
Kolias (1988, 136, 140) gives a similar, though more generally phrased theory on Arab
mercenaries and peoples of the Caucasus among those bringing swords to Constanti-
nople; see also above, p. 32.
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ornamentation (figs. 91a,b)1s9 or Greek inscriptions on the blade...
have been found both within the Empire's borders and outside them.
But their small numbers, the long period over which they were manu-
factured, and their uncertain dating make it impossible to come to any
general conclusions about the construction of the Byzantine spatha,
nor indeed to deduce a uniform system of classification. 161

159 Examples include the palashes with `P-shaped' scabbards (in the Hermitage)
found in 1912 at Malaja Perescepina (now Pereshchpino) on the lower Dniepr near
Poltava together with a hoard of gold and silver objects collected by nomads (Bul-
gars?) including coins of Maurice and Constans II dating it to the mid 7th century
(Gorelik 2002, figs. XI-6/7); Kazanski/Sodini (1987, 74-5 and n. 11, fig. 3) prefer to
see the Byzantizing ornament as an indirect influence. For a detailed bibliog. of the
find see A. Cutler, "Malaja Perescepina Treasure", in ODB, 2:1274-5. A spatha without
a guard found in the shipwreck at Ser4e Limani is regarded as Byzantine or Indian in
view of its hilt decoration (see above, n. 63 on p. 33). Meanwhile, Kiss (1987, 193-5,
199-207) considers a group of swords uncovered in early medieval Danubian buri-
als as Byzantine, guided by the ornament on the pommels and guards untypical for
swords from nearby sites. Hoffmeyer (1966, 98-99, 102) provisionally attributes to a
Byzantine workshop the so-called Sword of Sts Kosmas and Damianos in the cathedral
treasury in Essen (10th-11th C.), although she does not rule out that it came into
being in the artistic milieu of Trier or Ratisbon (Regensburg) which were influenced
by Byzantine art. On the links of a group of Lombard swords from the 6th and 7th C.
with Byzantine armourers' workshops see Haldon 2002, 74-5.

161 A few individual blades with inscriptions have been preserved, including two
found in Belgrade: a sabre discovered in 1923 during construction of a power station,
in sand on the banks of the Danube dated to 12th-15th C., with 90.5 x 4.2 cm blade
and 19.9 cm-long hilt, inscribed: ZH 0 EIC CE EAHIZS2N OY AIIOTIX(OI) ['May
he flourish who trusts in you, that he will not fail']-recently exhibited at the Royal
Academy in London (Byzantium 330-1453, ed. R. Cormack & M. Vassilaki, London
2008, No. 103); and a sabre, only the blade of which is preserved, 89.8 cm in length
and 3.9 cm at the broadest point, bearing the text: CY BACIAEY AHTTHTE AOI'E
O-Y IIANTANAE; in both cases the inscriptions are accompanied by depictions of
the Virgin Mary with Child (Popovic 1938, esp. 168-71). See Skrivanic (1957, 70-1),
who also discusses late medieval examples of Serbian blades with votive inscriptions.
Kolias (1988, 147) expands the corpus of Byzantine swords with further ornamented
examples and several bearing the inscription `Konstantinos', a name often linked with
Constantine XI Palaiologos (1449-53) or even the Hospodar of Wallachia, Constantin
Brancoveanu (1654-1713). In view of its findsite, pieces of an 11th-C. sword (blade
point, hilt and iron pommel) discovered during excavations in Corinth are usually
considered Byzantine, but are too fragmentary to reconstruct a complete example
(Parani 2003, 130, n. 139).

161 Oakeshott (1991, 7) draws attention to the similar situation in relation to the
bulk of medieval sword-making centres, and also subjects to criticism the earlier
typologies of Petersen and Behmer, which attempted to link specific sword types with
geographical regions. Oakeshott's simplified classification system for medieval swords
has been adopted for the present work. See also Nadolski (1984, 41-43, 50-51), who
prefers it to Petersen's complex and illogical system, and cf. Hoffmeyer (1961), who
attempts to modify the older system; and also Pedersen 2002, 28-9. A divergent opin-
ion has been expressed recently by Haldon 2002, 73.
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In view of the evidence indicating that swords produced in European
centres, and also probably Asiatic ones, filtered through to Byzantium,
a comparison of the warrior saints' swords seen in Middle Byzantine
art with the broader group of artefacts from these regions would seem
justified. Initially, the iconography of the military saints is dominated
by broad swords suspended at the warrior's left side or on the back
on an aorter that is slung over the right shoulder (figs. 22a-b; 25a, 40,
67,70) .112 Occasionally, as with the baldrics of Sts George, Nestor and
Theodore Teron in Nerezi (fig. 45a,b), a buckle is shown at the front
making it easier to put on the baldric, and one of the ends of the bal-
dric hangs loosely from the chest. In turn, the aorter of St Christopher
in the church of Sts Kosmas and Damianos in Kastoria has gilded fit-
tings over the whole of its length-a form of decoration known since
Roman times.163 In the iconography this method of wearing the sword
is also suggested when the hilt appears behind the warrior on his left
side-even if the aorter is not depicted (e.g. figs. 33, 47). Meanwhile,
in equestrian depictions associated with provincial Coptic circles there
is another method of wearing the sword, with its hilt visible high up,
above the left shoulder (figs. 8, 77).

The early type of the spatha with a poorly defined guard is still occa-
sionally depicted in ninth-century art. 114 Sometimes, as on the ivory
panels with St Demetrios (Metropolitan Museum, New York) and Sts
Theodore and George (Museo Archeologico, Venice), only part of the
broad `U-shaped' scabbard is visible, adorned with a motif of rhom-
boids and crosswise incisions (fig. 67).16' A single-handed hilt with a

162 Swords with a broad blade have analogies in archaeological finds from northern
Thrace (swords and a palash from the vicinity of Haskovo and from south-eastern
Bulgaria, and a flat-ended, openwork scabbard chape) dated to the 9th-10th C. (Iotov
2004, 39-42, fig. 12). In the eponymous epic Digenes Akritas states that he wears his
sword on the left: e(3&arovv u6 amxOrr61v µov 'g co' aptrtiepov µov µepo5 (DIG. AKR.,
p. 3221115) Examples of such a pictorial formula include St Theodore Stratelates on
fol. 383r of the Menologion of Basil II (Vat. gr. 1613); Teron at Hosios Loukas in
Phokis; and St Orestes in a clipeus on the southern arcade of the church in Lagoudera
on Cyprus (Sevicenko 1962, fig. 12; Chatzidakis 1997, fig. 48; Stylianou 1997, fig. 92;
and also below, nn. 165-167). Especially broad baldrics are shown on the Borradaile
Triptych in the British Museum (Byzantium, no. 153).

163 See Maguire 1996, fig. 19; Pelekanidis 1953, fig. 23/2. Fittings for the Roman
balteus are discussed by Southern/Dixon 1996, 107-8, fig. 34.

164 See e.g. miniature on fol. 97v of the Khludov Psalter, where a sword of this type
is worn by St Eustathios-Placidus (Shchepkina 1977, fig. 97).

165 See e.g. Cutler 1994, figs. 44, 126 (= Glory of Byzantium, no. 81; Weitzmann
1976, fig. 36).
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spherical pommel and a crossguard with quillons that curve towards
the blade166 can be seen on ivories such as the Harbaville and Borradaile
triptychs, and a triptych in the Vatican Museum (figs. 20-22); and also
on a golden panel with Theodore in the British Museum, and a min-
iature with St Merkourios in the Menologion of 1056 (Par. gr. 580, fol.
2v; fig. 62.167 The guard's form, similar to type 9 in Oakeshott's system,
has direct analogies in a group of so-called Viking swords, although
their hilts differ from Byzantine depictions in their two-piece pommel
with mushroom-shaped or lobate upper part.168 A direct analogy can,
however, be found in the archaeological finds from Bulgaria. 16' The

downward curvature of the quillons is also characteristic of Sasanian
swords. 1711 The origins of this motif in the iconography of the military
saints therefore remain unresolved.

166 More gently curving quillons can be seen on a triptych (figs. 23a,b) in the National
Museum in the Palazzo Venezia in Rome (Cutler 1994, fig. 176). Quillons that curve
clearly towards the blade appear on a miniature in a Synaxarion from Hamula near
Fayyum, now at the Pierpont Morgan Library, no. M 613, fol. Iv (L'art Copte, no.
52). In the last example it is also possible to discern a double strap wound around the
pommel. This motif also appears on an icon of St Merkourios in St Catherine's Mon-
astery, Mt Sinai, as well as on miniatures with Theodore Stratelates and Merkourios
on horseback on fols. 210v and 287v of the MS. Cod. Vat. copt. 66 (Weitzmann 1976,
no. B49; Griineisen 1922, fig. 46; Gorecki 1980, fig. 37; cf. also the inaccurate sketch
on fig. 36); which allows it to be regarded as a local feature. It is also worth noting the
tapering of the blade of Merkourios's sword on a Sinaian icon, a form reminiscent of
a La Tene blade (Dziewanowski 1936, 152, fig. on p. 149). The single-handed nature of
swords in Middle Byzantine art is commented upon by Parani (2003, 133).

167 See Goldshmidt/Weitzmann 1979, vol. 2, nos. 32-33, 38 (= Glory of Byzantium,
nos. 79-80); Byzantium, nos. 153-160; Spatharakis 1981, fig. 118.

161 See Oakeshott 1991, fig. on p. ix as well as examples of Viking swords dat-
ing from 900-1150 (nos. X.7-8, Xa.17, XII.10-12); and also Dziewanowski's com-
ment (1936, 152). Worthy of note in the last three examples is the smallish languet
by the guard, which is similar in form to that seen on the guards of the saints on
the Borradaile Triptych (see the languet sketched in Nadolski 1984, fig. 9/9); cf. also
Dziewanowski's opinion on Viking swords; and Hoffmeyer's apt comment (1966, 94)
on the importation to Scandinavia of Frankish blades which were then hilted in local
workshops; see also examples of swords with hilts adorned with the whirling inter-
laced pattern typical of Scandinavian wares (Kirpichnikov 1966, plates 11, 13). Addi-
tionally, see Kirpichnikov 1966, plates 22/2, 25/1, 27/2-3.

169 See Iotov 2004, fig. 15 (sword from the Montana region and a pommel from
Veliki Preslav).

171 Hoffmeyer 1966, 103-6; Nicolle (1991, 312, figs. 2d-e) gives examples of a Sasa-
nian or early Islamic sword from Oman and a 10th-C. Arab sword found on a ship-
wreck off the North African coast. Also in favour of an eastern origin for the curved
guard is Kolias 1988, 143; see also the curved guard of Goliath's sword on the facade
of the Holy Cross church in Aght'amar (Der Nersessian 1965, fig. 23).
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Although the curved guard still appears occasionally on military
saints' swords in the twelfth and even thirteenth centuries (figs. 30a-
b),171 it is gradually replaced by the straight crossguard.172 Examples
of this type of guard can be seen on the Forty Martyrs of Sebaste trip-
tych (figs. 19a-b), and on mosaics showing Sts Merkourios, Theodore
Teron and Prokopios at Hosios Loukas in Phokis (figs. 25a-b).173
Especially clear is the hilt of St Theodore's sword on a steatite panel
in Birmingham; it hangs on an aorter, and has quillons that are equal
in length to the pommel-less handgrip.174 Crossguards were already
known in Byzantium in the ninth century, as is confirmed by ref-
erence to a sword with a crossguard separating the horn grip from
the blade in Joseph Genesios's account of the assassination of Leo V
the Armenian (813-820).175 Taking into account that from the first
half of the eleventh century the curved form of guard gives way to a
straight form, which had gradually evolved from the short mounts of
the Roman spatha in the early Middle Ages,176 it should be assumed

17' Quillons with round finials (corresponding to Oakeshott's type 9 or 11) appear
on a fresco with St Demetrios in the church of the Anargyroi in Kastoria; a sim-
pler form is visible on St George's sword on the 12th/13th-C. enkolpion-reliquary of
St Demetrios in the British Museum (Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, fig. 12 on p. 33;
Glory of Byzantium, no. 116).

172 Parani (2003, 133) distinguishes the following types of guard in Byzantine art:
1) curved towards the blade; 2) curved towards the grip; 3) curved on the side towards
the hilt, but straight on the side towards the blade; 4) spindle-shaped with round fini-
als; 5) straight (cross-shaped).

13 See Chatzidakis 1997, figs. 47-48; Markovic 1995, fig. 40; Parani (2003, 133, fig.
128) cites the example of a fresco with St George in the Church of St Nicholas tou
Kasnitze in Kastoria.

14 See Longuet 1961, fig. 24/2.
175 GENESios, p. 1975-9 (esp. 77) [I 20]: aA?c' &µs{Xuc'rov 61Ca xai& tiovS 'Avtilµ&xov

mai6ag 6tpxovsev, &vielnovtia evopx(il; avticu µrjxttil (3lm6ea9al. xai s1,)9EWS 'U71

KaticKXel&l T11v 67Cfi911v KuOsls 'C11v xelpa 61eana6ev, oxne xai to GTaugtx6v u)ESov
tt KEQag Stiaxoannvai 810' ot'rwC avtiov xai of q K8(P00.fiC, wte'cUxwcv. Genesios's
reference is also interpreted by Kolias (1988, 144 and n. 72) as evidence that the Byz-
antines employed crossguards. Leo V was assassinated at church on the first day of
Christmas 820 by conspirators linked with the later emperor Michael II the Amorian
whom he had imprisoned (Treadgold 1997, 431).

176 Guards with downward-pointing quillons in 12th- and 13th-C. images of the
warrior saints may be interpreted as a reference to the weakly curved guards of early
Gothic swords (see Dziewanowski 1936, diagram on p. 149 of a sword from the begin-
ning of the 13th C.; and Oakeshott 1991, nos. XII 17, XIIa 5, XIV 5). The not yet
fully developed guard of a later Roman spatha is reproduced e.g. by Southern/Dixon
1996, 109, fig. 36. For a spatha with a prominent guard see Germanen, no. III 2a.
Dziewanowski (1936, 152) considers the 10th C. as a rough date for the introduction
of the crossguard; see also Kolias 1988, 143.
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that the alteration of the guard's shape on images of the military saints
mirrored actual changes that were taking place in the structure of the
sword hilt.

Meanwhile, it is very common to see the pommel depicted in the
form of a ball (figs. 19a, 20a-23a, 25a, 29, 30a,b 35a, 44c,d, 45b, 48a-c,
51, 80, 83) corresponding to Oakeshott's types G1-G2 (which in truth
are more oval than spherical) and R;17 this allows us to suppose that
the artists used actual pommels that were popular in Byzantium and
among her eastern neighbours as their model.17" Exceptions include the
`multi-lobed' pommel (formerly referred to as the `mushroom' pom-
mel) characteristic of Viking swords which appears on the enamelled
panel with St George Tropaiophoros making up part of the Venetian
Pala d'Oro, and on a mosaic with St Demetrios from St Michael's
Cathedral in Kiev (fig. 26), and also the 'onion-shaped' pommel on
St George's sword on the Constantinopolitan icon of St George in the
Byzantine Museum in Veria. An analogous example, contemporary
with the last, can be seen among the sword pommels depicted in the
Madrid Skylitzes.179

It is worth commenting on the small loop that the artist has attached
to the hilt of St Orestes' sword in Karanhk kilise, Goreme, as well as
the (considerably smaller) loop on St Demetrios's sword in the church
of the Anargyroi, Kastoria (fig. 30a).180 These evidently represent an

17 See e.g. Oakeshott 1991, fig. on p. 10. On the variety of pommels in the Madrid
Skylitzes see Hoffmeyer 1966, 95-7, figs. 16/1-25. In turn, Dawson (2007, 25 and fig.
on p. 28; and 2009, fig. on p. 5) publishes a range of hilts with variously shaped pom-
mels and guards taken from contemporary art.

171 See e.g. the coronation sword of the kings of France (the so-called Sword of
Charlemagne) currently in the Louvre, which is actually a Sasanian sword and has a
gilded spherical pommel (Hoffmeyer 1966, 96, fig. 15); see also the swords of `Family
A' in Oakeshott's system (1991, 12).

179 See Hahnloser/Polacco 1994, fig. 142; Glory of Byzantium, fig. on p. 283 and
no. 70 (the shape of the hilt is difficult to see on the reproduction, since the layer of
paint has been removed. Thanks to the kindness of the museum staff I had the oppor-
tunity to examine the icon in the local conservator's workshops, and noticed the shape
of a pommel sketched in the gesso by the painter with an engraving tool). On 'onion-
shaped' pommels in the Madrid Skylitzes see Hoffineyer 1966, 96, figs. 16/12-13.
Numerous, though often debatable, depictions of the onion-shaped pommel (usually
with a poorly defined terminal) have been collected by Parani (2003, 132-3, figs. 118,
120, 123), e.g. on murals depicting Michael Skepides in Karabas kilise, Cappadocia;
Joshua at Hosios Loukas; and Orestes at Nea Mone on Chios); Parani also points out
the existence of a three-lobed pommel type (her fig. 114) which is foreign to European
traditions.

"I See Parani 2003, figs. 113, 123. [Translator's note: these loops are now known
as 'sword-knots', and were in widespread use by cavalrymen by the sixteenth century,
and possibly much earlier].
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actual item of military equipment, which when placed around the
hand prevented the sword from being lost in combat.

A further manifestation of the imitation of actual sword forms may
be the gradual lengthening and slimming of the blade, which is also
visible in changes in the shape of the scabbard (figs. 30a, 33-34, 45,
48, 70).181 This was related to the transformation of the broad, early
medieval spatha with its rounded point designed exclusively for slash-
ing, into a technically more advanced weapon that could be used for
fencing, and was also suitable for delivering thrusts.l82 On certain
images where the sword's blade is visible it is possible to discern a
groove known as the fuller running down the centre of the blade, usu-
ally marked in a darker shade (figs. 29, 41b, 45a); on real swords its
purpose was to reduce their weight.183 An unusual example, providing
evidence of the painter's faithful imitation of medieval weaponry,

181 Broad, decorative scabbards appear for example on images of St Merkourios in
the crypt of the Constantinopolitan church of the Virgin (Odalar mosque, fig. 28, with
a flat-ended chape); military saints in the church of the Anargyroi in Kastoria; and
on mosaics in Hosios Loukas in Phokis (with a `U-shaped' chape), see above, n. 28
on p. 131; Pelekanidis 1953, figs. 21, 23, 27/1; Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, fig. 12 on
p. 33 Chatzidakis 1997, figs. 47-48; Markovic 1995, fig. 40. Elongated scabbards that
end with a point can be seen for example on murals in the church of St Nicholas tou
Kasnitze in Kastoria, mosaics in the cathedral in Cefalu and with Theodore Teron
in the Cappella Palatina in Palermo, and an icon of the same saint in the monastery
of St John the Evangelist on Patmos (Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, figs. 12-13 on
pp. 60-61; Borsook 1990, figs. 9, 35; Glory of Byzantium, no. 76). A long sword that
tapers strongly towards the point appears on a steatite icon of St Theodore Teron in
the Vatican Museum (fig. 34), and is equally of interest because of the small rhom-
boidal plate on the guard (Kalavrezou-Maxeiner 1985, no. 6 = Glory of Byzantium,
no. 104). The form of the guard corresponds to those on late medieval Egyptian and
Syrian swords (Hillenbrand 1999, fig. 7/1), while counterparts of Theodore's long,
spindle-shaped scabbard can be seen on Georgian representations of military saints
(e.g. Novello/Beridze/Dosogne 1980, figs. 59-60; Tschubinaschvili 1959, figs. 36-38,
46, 191, 193).

In passing it should be mentioned that a sword with a round point in a broad
(often decorative) scabbard is the dominant form attested in the type of the warrior
saint in parade uniform (see e.g. Cutler 1994, fig. 176; Lazarides, figs. 40-41; Mouriki
1985, vol. 2, figs. 58, 60; Spatharakis 1981, fig. 116). It is not possible to conclusively
resolve whether this was the result of the conservativism of the iconography of saints
in uniform, or whether an older, broader variant of the spatha was employed in court
ceremony. The broad-bladed swords seen on coins with images of emperors speak in
favour of the second hypothesis (see below, n. 214).

182 On the form of the Byzantine blade which tapers towards the point, and its use
for cutting or thrusting see Kolias 1988, 144, 160; on the construction of the medieval
sword in general see Dziewanowski 1936, 152; and Nadolski 1984, 41.

183 A fuller is visible for example on St George's sword in the Church of St Nicho-
las tou Kasnitze in Kastoria (Pelekanidis 1953, fig. 55/1). Fullers are also marked on
the reliefs depicting Sts George and Demetrios on the facade of the Basilica of San
Marco in Venice (see e.g. Markovic 1995, fig. 42). This detail in the iconography is also
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is a fresco depicting St Demetrios from the end of our period, in
St Nicholas's Church at Agios Nikolaos near Monemvasia.184 Resting
on Demetrios's right shoulder is a sword blade painted with ornament
that imitates writing-a reference either to the sword's maker or a
religious-apotropaic inscription, a mark often found in this location
on real swords.'85

Another visible change in the representation of swords is in how
they were worn. Warrior saints, especially in twelfth-century art,
appear either with their sword hanging on a baldric or attached to a
waist belt (figs. 48a-c).186 In most cases it is not possible to determine
for certain how the sword is slung, although the absence of an aorter
suggests it hung from a waist belt. 117 Of some assistance in clarifying
this problem are the military saints in Georgian art. On silver trip-
tychs from Chukuli, Chykhareshi and on panels from Bravaldzali (all
tenth century) the scabbards of George and Theodore are held by a
single strap fastened to a tab on the side of the scabbard, which passes
under the waistbelt (and a row of scales apparently hanging below
it) and then attaches to a second similar tab on the scabbard.l88 This

noticed by Kolias (1988, 146 and n. 82) who gives further examples. On the fullers of
medieval swords see e.g. Dziewanowski 1936, 152.

184 See Drandakes 1979, fig. 19(3.
115 On the basis of the preserved inscription `INGELRII ME FECIT' Oakeshott

(1991, 5-6) regards the names Ulfberht and Ingelrii on Frankish blades as the marks
of the workshops in which they were made, thereby correcting an earlier view that
the inscriptions had magical significance-cf. e.g. Dziewanowski 1936, 148; see also
Nadolski 1984, 31; and Kirpichnikov (1966), who besides inscribed Frankish blades
(see above, n. 156) publishes blades from Russian workshops with the inscriptions
KOBAJIb ('blacksmith') and 1IIOAO[T]A (probably a name derived from `people/
folk'; p. 44, pl. 14), and also (as on the Agios Nikolaos fresco) an icon of St Demetrios
in the Tretyakov Gallery (p. 58, pl. 32) with an inscription on the sword's fuller; see
also the signature of the painter Michael Astrapas in the form of an inscription on St
Merkourios's sabre in the Church of St Kliment in Ohrid, from 1295 (Skrivanic 1957,
fig. 3 = Grozdanov 1991, fig. 13). For inscriptions of a religious character see Kirpich-
nikov 1966, 53-6 and above, n. 160. Kolias (1988, 147) cites an interesting epigram by
Theodore PRODROMOS (445-6 [LII]) concerning the sword of Alexios Kontostephanos
which was adorned with likenesses of Sts Theodore and Demetrios, whose presence
made the weapon more effective in a symbolic sense, turning a two-edged sword into
a four-edged one; see also Parani 2003, 132, n. 147.

186 Swords are worn in this manner e.g. by warriors in the church of St Nicholas ton
Kasnitze in Kastoria (Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, figs. 12-13 on pp. 60-1).

187 On the basis of the above evidence Kolias (1988, 151, n. 111, figs. 24/2-3) dis-
cerns swords worn on the belt in the Khludov Psalter, fols. 51r, 52v; in the Psalter Brit.
Add. 19352, fols. 21r, 23r, 65v; and in the Madrid Skylitzes, fols. 12r, 38r (Tsamakda
2002, figs. 7, 80).

188 See Tschubinaschvili 1959, figs. 36-37, 46-47.
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observation allows us to interpret as belts for carrying weapons (Gk.
wvri, Lat. cingulum)189 the military saints' narrow, downward-curving
belt set with pearls (figs. 25d, 28, 30a,f, 39, 56 )190 and the ornamentally
finished lower edges of their corselets (figs. 19-22, 25a-c, 26, 29, 38,
47, 48a,c).191 This identification is confirmed in preserved examples of
Avar and Byzantine belts that are made up of scale-shaped die-struck
metal links (fig. 92) .192

The palash (proto-sabre?)-paramerion

The paramerion (napaj.n ptov-lit. `at the thigh') was a specific variety
of edged weapon worn on a belt. The military treatises state clearly
that it was single-edged;193 only the Sylloge mentions a double-edged

189 Questions relating to the belt as an element of costume in Byzantium, especially
in view of the numerous archaeological finds, go beyond the limits of the present
study. General information collected mainly from written sources is published by
Koukoules, 2/2:50-5.

190 A narrow belt set with pearls can be seen on images of a number of saints:
Merkourios on a fresco in the church of the Virgin (Odalar mosque) in Constanti-
nople; Nestor in Hosios Loukas in Phokis; Demetrios and George (on horseback) in
the church of the Anargyroi in Kastoria; Theodore Stratelates and George on an icon
in the Hermitage; and George on an icon in the British Museum (Chatzidakis 1997,
fig. 66; Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, fig. 12 on p. 33, 21 on p. 41; Bank 1966, nos.
227-228; Byzantium, no. 191 [= Glory of Byzantium, no. 261]; and also above, n. 28
on p. 131).

191 A belt in the form of scales is worn by saints on a number of ivory triptychs
(Harbaville, Borradaile, in the Vatican Museum, and The Forty Martyrs of Sebaste in
the Hermitage); and also by Sts Lupus and Nestor on the reliquary of St Demetrios in
the Historical Museum in Moscow; Theodore Teron on an icon in St John's monastery
on Patmos; and (together with Merkourios) on a mosaic at Hosios Loukas in Phokis;
and on a panel from Bathys Ryax; Theodore on a gilded panel in the British Museum;
George and Demetrios on a steatite panel from Cherson; Demetrios on a panel in the
Metropolitan Museum in New York, and on a mosaic in the Kievan monastery of St
Michael (Glory of Byzantium, nos. 36, 76, 79-81, 203, fig. on p. 283 = Kalavrezou-
Maxeiner 1985, no. 21; Byzantium, nos. 153, 160; Bank 1966, nos. 126, 130-131, 190;
Chatzidakis 1997, figs. 47-48). A belt constructed from palmette-like elements is worn
by St Theodore Stratelates at Hosios Loukas; by Demetrios and Nestor in the church
of St Nicholas tou Kasnitze in Kastoria; and by St Orestes on a fresco from Episkopi
in Eurytania (Chatzidakis 1997, fig. 57; Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, figs. 12-13 on
pp. 60-61; Glory of Byzantium, no. 17).

192 See e.g. Rom-Byzanz, nos. 339-341; esp. the reconstruction of a 6th/7th-C. silver
belt (no. 341) and the collection of buckles (nos. 342-358). Seven golden scales or
strap-ends from the 8th C. found at Vrap, Albania, and probably of Avar origin, are
housed in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York (inv. 17.190.1674).

193 Leo (LT, 1:911167-68 [V 2 (3)]) states that these are long, single-edged swords:
napaµljpia, gaxaipa; µey&XaS govo6tioµouq (and also 1291532 [VI 34]); and above,
n. 135. McGeer (1995, 217) indicates that the single-edged blade was the main feature
distinguishing the paramerion from the other varieties of sword.
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variant with a smooth blade.114 From these references some students of
Byzantine arms have concluded that the paramerion was an early vari-
ant of the sabre.l95 Originating in Asia, the sabre reached Europe via the
Avars, as is attested by excavated examples from seventh- and eighth-
century graves in the Hungarian basin which are characterized by a
narrow, shallow-curved blade. 116 Further examples found in Eastern
Europe and dated to the ninth and tenth centuries are evidence of the
sabre's spread among the Slavs and nomadic peoples, a key role in
which was undoubtedly played by the Magyars who employed single-
edged weapons exclusively.l9'

194 See above, n. 135.
195 Decidedly in favour of interpreting the paramerion as a sabre is Haldon

(1975, 31; 1997, 131; 2002, 73) and after him Nicolle (1988, 2:614), although Nicolle
later (1991, 303-5) retracts his identification, recognizing that a proto-sabre with a
blade similar to the palash first appeared in the 7th C., though its mature form was
adopted by the Empire's Turk neighbours only in the 11th C.; in turn Hoffmeyer
(1966, 92) assumes that from the 8th C. the palash and curve-bladed yelman were
known in Byzantium, but does not link these variants of the weapon with the parame-
rion. Iotov's linking (2004, 59) of the sabre with the Greek term xiphos does not take
into account the anachronistic nature of the latter term.

In turn Parani (2003, 131) recognizes as a sabre, the &xov(ptov described by LEo
THE DEACON (p. 825-10 [V 8]) in an account of a plot on Nikephoros II Phokas in
December 969. This interpretation would seem to be incorrect, since from the descrip-
tion the akouphion, the head of which the author compares to the curved beak of a
heron, may suggest that it was rather a form of war-hammer, as noticed earlier by
Kolias 1988, 172.

196 See Swictoslawski 2001, 78; and 1999, 48. Gorelik (2002, 129, 131) indicates that
the sabre had been adopted by the Turkish peoples in the 8th C.; Haldon (2002, 66)
assumes that the sabre spread through Europe thanks to the Khazars and Hungarians
in the 8th and 9th centuries. Cf. also Skrivanic's unsubstantiated view (1957, 59) that
the sabre was used by the Dacians against Trajan, and then travelled from Italy to
Germanic territory, before being adopted in the 7th C. by the Avars(!).

197 Among the most famous medieval sabres is the so-called `Sabre of Charlemagne',
preserved in the Vienna Kunsthistorisches Museum, made probably in Kiev towards
end of the 9th or first half of the 10th C., with a hilt and blade richly adorned with a
scrolling-foliage motif; it was part of the regalia of the Holy Roman Empire (not to
be confused with the `Sword of Charlemagne' in the Louvre). Kolias (1988, 145, n. 77)
would rather date it to as early as the 9th C.; Meyer (1935), who cites a legend on the
gifting of the sabre to Charlemagne by Harnn al-Rashid (766-809), prefers a 12th-C.
date; while Gamber (1994, 93, fig. 24) links it with Kievan Rus', which was then under
Khazar influence, and dates it to the 10th or 11th C. The problem is perhaps resolved
by a sabre of similar form found in 9th/10th-C. burials in the northern foothills
of the Caucasus (see e.g. Gorelik 2002, 145-6, figs. XI-15/1, XI-16); Swigtoslawski
(1999, 49-50) points out the rapid spread of the sabre among the Steppe peoples, and
also notices that Hungarian 10th-C. examples imitate the early Avar type. Nicolle
(1991, 305) considers that the sabre spread to western and southern Europe only in
the 14th C. Numerous sabre finds with gently curving blades, but with hilts that are
clearly tilted towards the front, originating from Bulgarian territory and on the basis
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One must be careful in seeing the paramerion as a sabre. The mili-
tary treatises give no information on the curvature of the paramerion's
blade-especially significant bearing in mind that it was a new con-
struction; while the weapon's description as a long machaira need not
refer to its shape-the term was also applied to the ordinary knife.198
Material evidence in the form of surviving early sabres that can be
linked for certain with imperial workshops is lacking, and the weapon's
identification in the Madrid Skylitzes miniatures remains debatable.199
It is more likely therefore that the paramerion should be identified
with the sabre's predecessor, the palash, which had a straight, single-
edged blade .211 If we accept Kolias's hypothesis linking the paramerion
with one of the palashes of corresponding length found as part of the
Malaja Perescepina hoard, we can assume that the palash was already
being produced in Constantinople towards the end of the seventh
century.201

of similarity of forms to objects dating to the end of the 8th-mid 11th C. from the
northern Caucasus are published by Iotov 2004, 61-9, figs. 27, 30, 31-32. On early
sabre finds from medieval Rus' territory (c. 100 examples dated to before the 13th C.)
and their classification and interpretation see Kirpichnikov 1966, 62-72, tabl. 34.

193 See THEOPH. CONT., p. 6979 [21]: g&xcapav geyak,r)v, do 811 Xeyogcvov
napapI prov; and above, n. 129 and 193. It is also slightly worrying that the defini-
tion given in the SUDA of the Persian shamshir (Lat. samiterra) twice employs the
term `barbarian spatha' rather than paramerion, which if it meant sabre would better
match the shape of the described weapon: Eagyrfipau an&9ai (3ap(3aptxai. 8&pa cpepet
Tpai.avw vcpa'agatia ar1ptixa xai aagvjpas at Se can anhOai (3ap(3aptixai (4:31919-20

[86]). Iotov (2004, 59) proposes linking the sabre with the Greek term xiphos, which
sounds similar to Armenian sajpa, and Arabic saif or seif.

199 Nicolle (1991, 305) states that the sabre appeared in Byzantium only in the
14th C.; on the basis of iconographical evidence Kolias (1988, 145) pushes this back
to the 13th C.; similarly Skrivanic (1957, 60-1). In turn Hoffmeyer (1966, 92) notes
that swords with curved blades in the Madrid Skylitzes are accompanied by straight
scabbards, which suggests their shape is an attempt by the illuminators to represent
a slashing motion.

zoo On the basis of archaeological finds and iconography Swigtoslawski (2001,
77-79, figs. 2a-d) dates the first appearance of the single-edged palash in Central
Asia to the beginning of the Christian Era. In his opinion it replaced the double-edged
sword, and was itself pushed out by a superior weapon in the form of the sabre. He
acknowledges, however, (p. 84) that the palash (as with the sabre) did not catch on
in Europe in the early Middle Ages. Palashes excavated in Bulgaria are published by
Iotov 2004, 65, 67, figs. 29-32.

201 See Kolias 1988, 138 and above, n. 159; on early Avar palashes found on Hun-
garian territory see also Gamber 1993, 16, fig. 26. The so-called "Sabre of Mohammed"
in the Topkapi Palace in Istanbul, which is probably of Central Asian origin, and
a narrow blade found in Aphrodisias (currently in the local museum) linked with
Byzantium, Persia or the Avars both have a form resembling the palash (Nicolle 1991,
figs. 6a-b). See also above, n. 195.
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The military manuals suggest that the paramerion was widely
employed in the Byzantine army. Along with the spatha it was used by
kataphraktoi, and also by heavy infantry and archers.202 Nevertheless,
the palash is very rare in the warrior-saint iconography. Single-edged
parameria that have hilts with short guards and apparently lack pom-
mels are held by some of the forty martyrs in the Great Pigeon House
in Cavufin (fig. 59) 203 A large single-edged palash with more developed
hilt is worn by St George on a drawing dated to the twelfth century in
the margin of page 74v of Menologion no. 996 in the National Library
in Athens (fig. 93).204 On the other hand, the shape of the hilt of the
weapon hanging at St George's belt on a relief icon in the Byzantine
Museum, Athens (fig. 68)205 is strongly reminiscent of a sabre. If we
accept this interpretation this would be the earliest appearance of the
sabre in the iconography of the military saints. The sabre attained con-
siderable popularity in warrior saint depictions from the fourteenth
century onward s206

Symbolism of the sword

The small number of depictions of military saints with the parame-
rion may result from the fact that (in contrast to the straight spatha)
it was not employed in court ceremony.207 Indeed, in Byzantium the
ceremonial sword became a significant attribute of imperial power.
As an element of officer's attire the sword also underlined the military

202 PRAECEPTA, p.3656-8 [III 71 (=TNU [MG], pp. 11469-70, 11675 [LX]): tca
3caeajLftQ1cc. n&vticS 6E avtiwv [kataphraktoil exeimcav xai GacaOia. xai 'ca' µev
Gt8ijpopa(38ia xai ca napaµviptia xpatieitiw6av el; tias xeipaq avtiwv,; TNU [MG],
p.128212 [LXI 14]; LT, 1:1251486 [VI 30 (31)]; SYLLOGE, pp. 60 [XXXVIII 7], 62 [XXXIX
9] (= {LT, vol. B', pp. 358 [XXXVIII], 362 [XXXIX]}). See also Kolias 1988, 137; Hal-
don 2002, 77-8; Dawson 2002, 85.

203 Rodley 1983, fig. 8; for a clear drawing of the mural see Nicolle 1991, figs. 15a-c.
204 Chatzenikolaou/Paschou 1978, no. 57 (fig. 329). The codex covers church feasts

from 1 Feb to 31 June. As the text's editor notices (p. 397), the inscription: AFIOE
FEOPFIOE IIPOETATHE was borrowed from the poetry of Manuel Philes. However
it can also be understood as a reference to soldiers standing in the front rank of a
formation, see below, n. 22 on p. 385.

205 See Potamianou 1998, no. 5 = Tsigaridas 2000, fig. 40.
206 See e.g. Skrivanic 1957, figs. 3, 21-25 [= Bartusis 1992, fig. 6 or Markovic 1995a,

fig. 13]. Parani (2003, 132) is also against interpreting depictions of the weapon in
Middle Byzantine art as a sabre.

207 Possible evidence of this is the fact that when listing the emperor's equipment
taken on campaign, PORPH. (p. 108218 [C]) mentions two spathas (one of which was
ceremonial, the other intended for combat) and a paramerion: wnaOia (3amXtic& Svo,
Fv tiffs irpocXevicems, xai Fv tif; oSov itapaµtptov Fv.
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function of officials who wore it. De ceremonies speaks of a gold spa-
thion encrusted with ivory and set with precious stones and pearls, that
made up part of the imperial attire;208 while the Kletorologion mentions
an imperial sword carried together with its scabbard by goldsmiths
during processions to the Hagia Sophia church.209 During the course
of the Adventus Augusti of Theophilos and Basil I, the emperor and
the caesar or son accompanying him wore swords at their belts. In
the case of the Adventus of Basil I, also marching in the procession
were soldiers in gold klibania, armed with spears and spathae.211 Such
triumphal arms and armour corresponds with the equipment worn by
Basil II in the dedicatory miniature of his Psalter (Marcianus gr. 17,
fol. 3r; see fig. 24).211

It was probably under the influence of the imperial custom of car-
rying the spatha that Constantine IX Monomachos was depicted on a
miliaresion holding in his left hand a sword sheathed inside a broad
`U-shaped' scabbard.212 General outrage was provoked, however, by the
demand of the usurper Isaac I Komnenos (crowned 1 September 1057,
ruled to 1059) to depict him on coins with a bare sword, intended to
demonstrate that "he won rule not thanks to God, but as a result of
his own strength and through war" 213 It was probably for this reason
that succeeding rulers returned to the earlier composition with sword

201 DE CER. [VOGT], 1:7219 [I 10], 1551-18 [13911: xai GnaOiov oµoiw; xpvaovv SLa
kiOwv xai µapy&pwv; [...] anaOiov 81&k,16ov, see also DE. CER. 1:53214 [11 6].

209 OIKONOMIDES, p. 13310-11 and n. 98 on processions (= DE. CER. 1:7251-4 [II
52]): &xokovOcIv Se ei; ti&; npoek,e1')ac1; tiob; p&ntia; tiov; (3aa0,Ixov; xai tovs
xpvaoxk,a(3apiov; xai tiov; xpvaoxov;, 0aati0'4ovtie xai avtioi anaeia ti& (3aa1kIK&
Ft; ti&; 91jxa; av&cTv. In the Late Byzantine period the persons who enjoyed the hon-
our of carrying the emperor's sword included the Megas Domestikos (Ps. KODINOS,
pp. 1901'-21 , 1913-B, 2031-22, 23417-19 [IV]), the protostrator (head groom) and various
lower officials (p. 1681-3 1763-5, 12-14 [Ill] 20219-20 [IV]), and even the emperor's rela-
tives (1718-9 [III]).

210 See PORPH., p. 148854-5 [C]: mXuiv ovv of &no 2iuv avvctaekBovties trip (3aatkei
iv tij nok,el, µetia xQva&v IcX4(3aviwv xai anraO% ov xai xovraLAwv; and also above,
n. 146.

211 See above, n. 186 on p. 114.
212 See Grierson 1982, no. 956.
213 Images of Isaac with a sword in his right hand and scabbard in his left appear

on his histamena (Grierson 1982, nos. 918-919 = Schreiner 1981, fig. 8; Glory of
Byzantium, no. 147H). The emperor's brash statement must have resounded with a
loud echo in Byzantine society since the continuator of Skylitzes starts his chronicle
with it (SKYL. CONT., p. 1031-4 = KEDRENOS, 2:641'-5): Toy ovv µev 'cpo7rov By eipr)tia1
'ctiv (3aalk,eiav o Koµvrtvo; &val;wa&µevo; 'ce napexr)xw; &vSpeia; xai netpav
nok,eµtxn; yEVVa1o'CnTo;, avtixa trip [3aa1kucii voµiaµatil GmaOr)cpopo; &axapatitietial,
µil tiw Oaw do nav enlyp&yras, &kka tifi iSia i6xv1 xai tip nepi rcok,cµov; eµnetpia. It is
also mentioned by ZONARAS, 3:666 and ATTALEIATES, p. 603-5. On the circumstances
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in scabbard for their coin portraits.214 A bared sword, underlining the
warlike spirit of the ruler, was later adopted in the coinage of Serbia,
perhaps under the influence of Latin cultural symbolism.215

The absence of the gladius in Roman imperial iconography216 as well
as the lack of clear source evidence suggests that the sword only devel-
oped its function as insignia of authority in Byzantium.217 This may
have taken place under the influence of the culture of Latin Europe,
where the sword, in view of its high value, was a symbol of chivalry
and as an emblem of military might it also became a visible expression
of a ruler's sovereignty.218 The Arabs attributed similar meaning to this
type of weapon, further endowing it with religious connotations, as
with the `Sword of the Prophet', and the sword named the Dhu'l-Fiqar
which belonged to the Prophet's son-in-law, Ali.219 It should there-

of Isaac's coronation by the patriarch Michael I Keroularios see Shepard 1977; see also
Kolias 1988, 154, fig. 63.

214 See e.g. the miliaresia of Michael VII, Nikephoros III and Alexios I (Grierson
1982, nos. 970, 977, 1021.

215 For coins of kings Dragutin and Milutin, the tsar Dushan and the Bosnian ban
Tvrtko see Skrivanic 1957, figs. 15/1-4. A similar phenomenon occurs in Rus' where
St George with a sword becomes the military emblem of the state and also the patron
of the princely family (Lazarev 1970, 61-2).

216 Long swords with eagle-shaped pommels, which are perhaps signs of authority,
are held by the Tetrarchs on a porphyry sculpture walled into the cornerstone of the
facade of the Basilica of San Marco in Venice (see e.g. Rankov 1994, fig. on p. 60). It
is not possible to determine from the small number of analogous depictions that the
sword's role as an imperial insignia had antique origins. In ancient Rome the gladius
was linked rather with judicial symbolism. This resulted from its use for carrying out
death sentences, the sword being regarded as the most dignified method of execution.
The right to put to death by the sword (so-called ius gladii) was vested only in the
prefects of imperial provinces.

217 See K. Wessel, "Insignien" in RbK, 3:414-16; Kolias (1988, 157) points out the
increasing importance of swords as imperial insignia in the final centuries of the Byz-
antine empire. The general understanding of the sword as the ruler's insignia is also
attested by the numerous depictions of rulers holding swords, see e.g. miniatures on
fols. 10v 12v, 42v, 75v of the Madrid Skylitzes; fol. 17r of Codex Vat. gr. 333; and fols.
52v, 90v of the Menologion Esphigmenou 14 (Tsamakda 2002, figs. 3, 8, 93, 184; Lassus
1973, fig. 28; and Athos, vol. B', figs. 330, 332).

218 See e.g. William the Conqueror and Harold II enthroned with sword in the left
hand on the Bayeux Tapestry (Rud 1983, 31, figs. on pp. 31, 44, 71). On the sword as
an element of chivalric culture see below, n. 237. Kolias argues (1988, 157) in favour of
a western origin for the sword as an imperial insignia. Also probably of western Euro-
pean origin is the sword in the role of an insignia in the Suzdal Principality, where
the introduction of the motif of the sword of St Boris in the Lament on the Death of
Andrei Bogolyubsky is not reflected in the Greek literary models that were used by the
text's author (White 2004, 503).

219 Swords held by the ruler appear already on Arab solidi from Damascus (696/7)
and Qinnasrin (690), which were patterned on Byzantine coins (Grierson 1982,
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fore be assumed that in Byzantium the sword as an insignia of rule,
expressing the empire's military might, was a borrowing from one of
the neighbouring cultures.

Confirming the above assumptions is the comparatively late appear-
ance in narrative scenes that show the imperial entourage, of an officer
carrying a sword with its hilt held upwards as a sign referring to the
ruler. This custom would seem to be connected with the ceremony of
prokypsis-the presentation of the ruler to his subjects on an elevated
wooden platform or stage 22°

The sword's function as the insignia of officers and a parade
weapon of the imperial guard would seem to have a Byzantine ori-
gin. When describing the preparations for an attempt to assassinate
Gontharis in Carthage, Procopius states that the Armenian guards-
men who were to take part carried only swords, since it was only
permitted to carry that type of weapon into the city.22I This suggests
that by the sixth century the sword was already the basic weapon of
guardsmen. In the tenth century the sword is often mentioned in
De ceremoniis as an item of officers' military gear. During imperial
processions swords were carried by spatharioi,222 pro tospatharioi,223

nos. 624, 631). On the sword of Ali and its significance to Islam see Hillenbrand
(1999, 453-4), who also draws attention to the symbolic meaning of the name of the
Hamanid emir Sayf ad-Dawla; for further examples from Islamic art see Parani 2003,
n. 229 (with an extensive bibliog. of the problem).

220 Parani (2003, 145-8) points to Manuel I as the ruler who introduced this cer-
emony, but at the same time notes the beginnings of the custom of holding up the
sword as an element of imperial insignia may date only from the late 13th and 14th
centuries. Parani notices the difference between the new pictorial formula and older
compositions (e.g. on miniatures in Par. gr. 510), where swords are held by spatharioi
on their shoulders; and she refers to analogies from Islamic art which may be the
source for the Byzantine ceremony. The motif of a spatharios holding up a raised
sword in the company of the ruler appear, e.g. in scenes of the judgement of Pilate.

221 PROCOPIUS, 1:546'-" [IV 28/8]; see also McCormick 1986, 253, n. 106; Kolias
1988, 153.

222 DE CER. [VOGT], 1:7310 [110] (appearing on horseback and with shield), 2:11025
[1761, 14819-21 [I 77] (on horseback). The Kletorologion states that spatharioi received
gilded swords from the hands of the emperor, see OIKONOMIDES, p. 9119-20 and n. 36
(= DE CER., 1:7097-8 [II 52]): ay36rI ' ti v anaOapIow 1jS [3papeiov, 6n(Wil
xpvaoxavo;, 8x paatkw j xetpos, and also the commentary to DE CER., 2:526, 752,
828; and Whitby 1987, 467, on the spatha as the insignia of the spatharios. The fact
that richly gilded swords were presented by the emperor to certain categories of court
officers and officials during promotions as their insignia suggests that the prefix spath-
in the names of their posts referred to this event. It is an error to derive them from
the privilege of carrying the emperor's sword (see above, n. 209).

223 DE CER. [VOGT], 1:943 [I 26], 13228 [I 34], 13712 [I 36] ('bearded' ones), 2:11020
[1761.
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spatharokandidatoi,224 spatharokoubikoularioi,225 koubikoularioi,226 and
by further-often unidentified-members of the court.221 At an audi-
ence that took place every second Sunday in the triklinos of Justinian
in the Palace, the Admiral (Droungarios) of the Fleet appeared with
a sword,228 as did the commanders of the guard of Noumeroi.229 An
especially large group that also carried other insignia besides swords
that were often gilded and shields (skoutaria, and in the case of sailors
and barbarians dorkai), which were also often covered with gold, are
mentioned in a description of the reception given in honour of the
Arab embassy from Tarsos, which took place on 31 May 946 in the
great triklinos of the palace in the Magnaura. Also present, besides
the officers and officials mentioned above, were vestiarioi, Exkoubitoi,
the Macedonian guard, as well as units of barbarians-Khazars,
Pharganoi (Turks from the Ferghana area), Toulmatzoi and baptised
Rus'-all armed with swords.231

In historians' accounts from the eleventh century there are refer-
ences to rhomphaiophoroi carrying swords on their shoulders accom-
panying the emperor, not just in the capital, but also on campaign.231
Imperial officers in parade uniforms with richly decorated swords are
also depicted in the aforementioned manuscript of the Homilies of
Gregory of Nazianzos (Par. gr. 510).232 Of particular importance for the
iconography of the military saints are the miniatures on fols. 114r-v
of the Madrid Skylitzes233 Here the guardsmen accompanying Leo VI

224 DE CER. [VOGT], 2:9611-12 [I 73], 11019 [176].
225 DE CER. [VOGT], 1:659-10 7313 [I 10], 2:11020-25 [176] (together with a shield).

226 DE CER. [VOGT], 2:11020-5 [I 76] (together with a shield).
221 DE CER. [VOGT], 1:7330-1 [I 10]; DE CER., 1:5571¢ 18 [II 13] (so-called 'impe-

rial men' and cudgelmen-manglavitai). See additionally DE CER. (1:5991-6,16 [II 16])

which mentions swords being carried at the Hippodrome by topoteretai, archontes of
the scholai, kometes, domestikoi and standard-bearers.

228 DE CER., 1:5242-3, 52512 [11 2] (together with a lance in the left hand and an axe
in the right).

229 DE CER., 1:5242-3, 5253' 6.12 [11 21.

230 See DE CER., 1:57420-5751 spatharokoubikoularioi with gilded swords, 5761-2

manglavitai, 5762-9,12-16 Macedonian hetaireia, Khazars and Pharganoi, spatharokan-
didatoi and spatharioi, 57717-20 5789-10 commanders of units (archontes of arithmoi),

57816-19 vestiarioi, 5791-6,12-11,21-2 [II 15] the droungarios, exkoubitoi, sailors, Toulmatzoi,
and Rus' with standards. On gold, gilded bronze and iron shields in DE CER. see Fauro
1995, 512.

231 See above, n. 85. Parani (2003, 154) comments on the imperial bodyguards'
custom of carrying weapons on the right shoulder (Lidi rob tuµou).

232 See above, p. 348.
233 See Tsamakda 2002, figs. 261, 263.
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and Constantine VII are dressed in military cloaks and scale cuirasses
with kremasmata. The similarity of the clothing and the gesture of
presenting the sword as the only weapon in certain depictions of the
warrior saints (fig. 29, 48d) suggests that their appearance is based
on the uniform of the rhomphaiophoroi.234 Maria Parani notices that
during the era of the Komnenoi there was a change in how the impe-
rial sword was carried: from the time of Manuel I it no longer rested
on the shoulder, instead it was held with hilt turned upwards by the
spatharios who accompanied the emperor during public appearances
on a prokypsis. A precursor to this change can be seen on the mosaics
with Sergios and Bakchos in the katholikon of Daphni monastery near
Athens (figs 79a,b)231

The imperial guardsmen with swords are also described in the
Digenes Akritas epic, where 300 guards watching the hero's castle on
the Euphrates carry such weapons.236 This poem however contains no
traces of the cult of the sword so characteristic of Western Europe,
linking faith with the sword's magical power.237 Digenes often reaches
for his sword in battle'238 but the text mentions no miraculous quali-
ties, let alone the weapon's name.

To understand the message carried by the sword in the iconography
of military saints it is obviously essential to look to Christian sym-
bolism. In the Bible the sword appears in various contexts that are

234 See e.g. the frescoes with St Merkourios in the church of St Nicholas ton Kas-
nitze in Kastoria and St Demetrios in the church of St Nicholas in Agios Nikolaos near
Monemvasia, a panel with St Demetrios in the Louvre, and an icon of St Theodore
on Patmos (Drandakes 1979, fig. 19(3; Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, fig. 13 on p. 61;
Kalavrezou-Maxeiner 1985, no. 11; Glory of Byzantium, no. 76). Cf. also the opinions
of Kolias (1988, 152-3), who interprets the exposition of a bared sword by the military
saints as a sign of their preparedness for battle.

235 Parani (2003, 146-7) associates the new method of presenting the sword to
subjects with the emperor's appearance on a prokypsis which was practiced from the
times of Manuel. This does not rule out the possibility that earlier elements were
included in the new manner of the emperor's presentation to his subjects. The Athe-
nian mosaic may indeed be evidence for an earlier origin of the presentation of the
sword. A description of the Christmas Eve ceremonies that took place on a prokypsis
is given by Ps. KopINOS, pp. 19511-20423 [IV], esp. 2025-', 25-30 where he speaks of the
sword as a symbol of authority in the context of other imperial insignia.

236 DIG. AKR., p. 3621690: (3aaiovv a7caO1'a ok,oyrijcpwtia
237 On the symbolism of the sword in Western chivalric culture see e.g. Dzie-

wanowski 1936, 148-50. On King Arthur's sword Excalibur, Roland's Durendal, and
Hrolfs Skofnung see Oakeshott 1991, 4; and 2002, 42-4.

238 See e.g. DIG. AKR., pp. 36195 [II] (sword of the emir = 276520) 264367 3221115-18

(in battle with a dragon), 324 1133, 1137 (fighting a lion), 3681760 (leaves 300 swords in his
will to his guardsmen).
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often mutually exclusive. It is a metaphor for God-the severe judge,
in accordance with the prophecy in Leviticus239 a sword punishing the
chosen people or the whole of humanity for their misdeeds.240 On the
other hand in the Old Testament, the offering of a sword by God him-
self or through his angels is an expression of support provided in the
fight for the just cause 24r Finally, God's Word is frequently compared
to a sharp sword, especially when it brings unfortunate news, or fore-
tells of doom.242 In this case one can speak of a meaning close to the
sword bringing punishment. However, a scene of Manuel I's corona-
tion by an angel should be read in the context of the sword as a weapon
from God, sent as a sign of divine aid. A scene from Thessaloniki
showing the investiture with a sword performed through the interces-
sion of St Theodore Teron carries a similar meaning. The composi-
tion, which once adorned the space above the entrance to the house
of Leo Sikountenos, is now known only from a description in codex
Marcianus gr. 524; in it an equestrian Theodore handed the emperor
a sharpened sword so that he could rout his enemies. The scene was
merely a fragment, probably the culmination, of a greater programme
of works that included illustrations of Manuel's victories.243

The biblical picture of the sword as a tool for carrying out divine
judgments may have had an influence on imperial symbolism-jus-
tifying the carrying out of the divine will by the emperor as God's
worldly commander but a key meaning for the symbolism of the war-
rior saints' weapons undoubtedly was the inclusion of the `spiritual
sword' (p6 cnpa tiov mvevµatios) as part of the `panoply of Christian
virtues' 244

239 Lev. 26:25-xai &th w e(p' 16µa; µaxalpav ax&ixovhav Sixriv 6ia8ipcnS,
xai xatiacp6' U O'CF c eiS tias vµwv iced e anoateXth 6avatiov eiS vµa;, xai
ir0Cpa8o01jcca9c eiS xeipa5 exOpwv.

240 See e.g.: Exod. 3:24 and 22:23; Lev. 26:33; Num. 14:43; Deut. 28:22; Ezek. 21:8-10
and further 14-22; Matt. 10:34; Rom. 13:4.

241 See e.g.: Josh. 5:13-15; 2 Macc. 15:16; Ps. 44(45):4. On investiture with a sword
on a mosaic in Thessaloniki, see below n. 243.

242 See: Isa. 49:2; Pss. 57:5; 59:8; 63:4; Apoc. 1:16; 2:12 and 16; Heb. 4:12.
243 LAMPROS, pp. 43-44, esp. 4410-14 [81]; see also the English translation in MANGO,

p. 226; the Russian translation in Lazarev 1970, 73; and the summary in Walter
2003a, 53. Walter (1978, 194, n. 66) wrongly assumes that the mosaic may have been
located on the facade of Manuel's new palace; and later (p. 199-200, n. 94) cites Duric
who interprets depictions of King Milutin and St George in Staro Nagoricino (1314)
as derivative of the scene described in the Venetian codex.

244 See above, pp. 181-183.
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OTHER TYPES OF WEAPONS OF THE WARRIOR SAINTS

Besides the lance and the sword, the basic weapon of Byzantine cavalry
was the mace ((3apSovxtov, p&(38oS/pa(38iov, icopvvri). It was employed
for breaking through enemy formations in close combat,245 and was
also employed to a lesser degree by the infantry.246 The Sylloge states
that (3ap8ovxta and iron maces (618ilpopa(38ia) were carried on the
saddle .141 In the Praecepta, Nikephoros Phokas advises kataphraktoi
and the more lightly armed prokoursatores to employ as a personal
weapon iron maces with heads (ice(p&Xta)248 furnished with three, four,
six or another number of sharp flanges, carried either on the saddle,
on the belt or in the hand.249 Numerous mounted duels fought with

245 See e.g. HESYCHIOS, 3:417; SUDA, 4:6461¢15 "Ynatioi; papSovxiov; EUST. IL.,
2:4279-11: icopbvrl Se, [...] &itATh; µev naca p&pSo; xscpaAwi4j; {LT, vol. A', p. 334 [XIV
84]}; EUST. THES, p. 11627; CHONIATES (p. 15629-1571). Haldon 1975, 39; 1999, 132;
Schreiner 1981, 234; Nicolle 1988, 2:590, 607, McGeer 1995, 213; Dawson 2002, 84-5
(although he links the siderorabdion with the rhomphaia without justification); cf. also
the position of Kolias (1988, 173-7), who dreams up a false theory equating the mace
with the lead dart (martzobarboulon). Although he rightly notes (p. 179) that the term
µaylcA&ftov, µay(y)Xapl.ov distinguishes a type of rod or club (from Lat. manus and
clava = `cudgel'). The manglavia carried by the imperial guard are mentioned in: DAI,
1:24860-2 [51]; Ps. KODINOS, pp. 18129-18210 [III]; THEOPH. CONT., p. 17423; ACHMET,
1718-9; see also DE RE MILITARI, p. 250111 [1]; DAI, 2:200; and OIKONOMIDES, p. 328
(with further source references).

246 LT, 1:1211458 [VI 27] lists maces (bardoukia) among the equipment of the infan-
try baggage train, which suggests they were also an infantry weapon. In order to add
variety to the infantry's weapons the PRAECEPTA (p. 1425-6 [I 3] = TNU [MG], p. 9028-9

[LVI 3]) advises arming some of them with swords and axes, and others with iron
maces; see also McGeer 1995, 205.

247 SYLLOGE, p. 61 [XXXIX 3] (= {LT, vol. B', p. 360 [XXXIX]}): Ilepi Se tia;
EcpccrpiSa; papSovxia navre; &&rwYav, c 'r' ovv 6ISBpopavStia. See also Kolias 1988,
176; and Dawson 2002, 84.

248 On mace heads see Kolias 1988, 180.
249 PRAECEPTA, p. 3653-65 [111 7]: tiwv Se xa'rappaxtiwv eatiwGav ta, SnXa toiav'ca.

rnS11popapSia AoaiSBpa exovtia xecpaWa-xai tia xecpoi?aa a&tTuv Ex&twaav
ywvia; 6 sia; toil eival avtia TQiywva n TErQdywva n e%dywva-ri xai EtsQa
at6nQoQa06ia ij Se tia napaµ' pta. nav'ce; Se avtiwv ExEcwGav xai anaOia. xai tia µev
atSripopapSia xai 'ca napaµlipta xpatieitiw6av ei; tias xcipa; av'cwv, ctcpa papSia
cnScpa E{tie Ei; tia; l,thva; a&rTv arc ci; 'ra'; of a; exEiwoav. xai 6 µev np&to;
opSwo;, Tjyovv 'ro 6tioµa tiff; lrapatial;ew;, xai 6 Sevtiepo; xai o 'rpi'ro; xai 6 'r&captio;
ExEtiwaav tiuiv oµoiav xai&a'raaly, ano Se toil neµntiov 6pSivov of ano 70'ayiwv
xai&cppax'rot Iva ia'rwv'rai ovtiw;, ei; xovrap&io; xai ei; an&gpopapS&ro; 11 xai Ex
tiwv tia napaµupla paaial;6vtiwv. xai µExpi ticuv ovpaycuv e6¢wcav ovtiw;.; see also
p. 387.11 [IV 1, 2] (on prokoursatores). Confirmation of the treatise's recommendations
is provided in the chroniclers' accounts: LEO THE DEACON, pp. 14423-1453 [IX 2] states
that while fighting with an iron mace (6LSepa xopvvil) Theodore Lakalon smashed
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maces are described in the heroic poem Digenes Akritas.250 The mace

was also used as a hunting weapon, as is evident from references in
the Life of Basil I, miniatures in the Madrid Skylitzes, and the so-called
Digenes Akritas Dish (fig. 57).251 The numerous iron heads found on
the medieval territories of Bulgaria and Rus' attest to the mace's popu-
larity in Byzantium; these heads typically have symmetrically arranged
flanges or `knobbed' heads (with the `knobs' defined by deep diagonal
scoring of the head's surface).252 In a number of mounted duelling
scenes in the Madrid Skylitzes the combatants use maces with large,
spherical heads and short handles.251

Yet the mace is rare in the Middle Byzantine iconography of the
warrior saints. An exception is a Coptic miniature on fol. lv of the

apart many helmets and the enemies' heads protected by them; KINNAMOS (p. 27323_

2742 [VI]) and after him CHONIATES (15630-15735) describe how during the battle of
Sirmium against the Hungarians (6 July 1167) the Romaioi, after splintering their
lances, smashed the heads of the scoundrels with their maces: cmv yap Sopcecwv mpiat
xAa69evtiwv xai Opu(3evtiwv I'1& i tiow l upi&v, cats xoevvai 1iX6wv trot; xaxo&aiµoat
'caq xacpaX&S; see also Kolias 1988, 181, 184; Haldon 1999, 132; Haldon 2002, 77; and
Dawson 2002, 85.

150 See DIG. AKR., pp. 288660 290690-700 (description of combat in folk style with
maces-which may in fact be ordinary wooden staffs, since the word rabdios can
describe both weapons), 296 165 308931 (pa[38iv xaaathokti4ty, which in Kolias's opin-
ion [1988, 84-85] can be interpreted as a special mace for smashing helmets), 312974-s

3261171'171,1173 3281191 3301226 3321276 3421405 3481480 3541588, 3641715 (used against a lion),

3681761
251 When the young Basil I (then serving as protostrator) took part in hunts organ-

ized by Michael III, Porphyrogennetos states that he wore the imperial mace on his
belt (,co' pomcakov 'co' (3aatXu6v called (3apSovxtov), and with it struck a wolf on the
head, splitting it in half, see THEOPH. CONT. 23122-2328 (= SKYLITZES, pp. 12559-12664);

illustrations in the Madrid Skylitzes on fols. 85v-86r show Michael III hunting hare
and deer (Tsamakda 2002, figs. 208, 210); see also Kolias 1988, 176-7, figs. 5/2, 26/2.

151 The iron heads of medieval maces found on Bulgarian territory are published
e.g. by Parushev (1998, passim), who dates them to the 10th C., esp figs. 7-9, 11 show-
ing heads with four or eight vanes; Momchilov 1994, 56, fig. 6 (maces with flanged
heads and helves of 24 cm [fragmentarily preserved] and 35.5 cm in length); Totov
2004, 107-9, fig. 60. On Russian mace-head finds of highly varied forms see Kirpich-
nikov 1966, 47-58, fig. 10 and plates 25-29/1-3 (esp. 27/6-7-examples with pre-
served helves); Kolesnikova 1975, fig. 2a. Parani (2003, 138) is against linking these
finds with Byzantium. However, the similar shape of a head from Dura indicates the
Roman origin of this form (James 2004, 190, fig. 114/647).

253 See the miniatures on fols. 161r-162v, 167r-v, 169v, 171r, 175v, 178r, 202v, 213r
(Tsamakda 2002, figs. 406-407, 409-410, 420-421, 425, 429, 442, 447-448, 482, 504);
Hoffmeyer (1966, 112-14) notices that the mace appears only in leaves illuminated
by Master III. It should be stated that they refer to the text, e.g. SKYLITZES, p. 32567,
which describes how in 978 Bardas Phokas screened the retreat of the Byzantine army,
smashing apart the helmet of the rebel Bardas Skleros with his mace, as illustrated in
the miniature on fol. 164r (Tsamakda 2002, fig. 413).
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Synaxarion from St Michael's Monastery in Hamula near Fayyum
(Pierpont Morgan Library, New York, no. M 613). On it is a mace,
tucked-per Byzantine custom-into the belt of an equestrian
St Theodore. It has a short handle and head of rectangular form
(fig. 77).254 Another anomaly in this image is the bow and quiver slung
on Theodore's back. As in the above-mentioned Georgian redaction of
the conversion of Placidus/Eustathios,255 this motif does not otherwise
appear in the Middle Byzantine iconography of the military saints and
should be regarded as a local borrowing, made under the influence of
the military customs of neighbouring peoples, in this case, the Arabs.256
The popularity of the mace is very evident in the Late Medieval art of
Serbia. A mace with a flanged head also appears as the weapon of St
George in the church of St Kliment (formerly the Peribleptos; 1295)
in Ohrid.257

The reluctance to depict the bow as a weapon of the military saints
in Middle Byzantine art can equally be explained by the desire to pre-
serve the Classical compositional scheme of the warrior with lance and
shield, as well as ideological considerations. Taken over from ancient
Rome the Asiatic composite or reflexed bow itaX1v'tovov),258

together with its accompanying archery gear-quiver (xovxoupov)

254 See L'art Copte, fig. 52; and Al-Sarraf (2002, fig. XII-79), who, in the accompa-
nying caption, is unsure whether to interpret it as a mace or a war-axe. In favour of
the mace interpretation are Late Byzantine depictions of St Theodore of very similar
form, e.g. the frescoes at Recane, Serbia, where Theodore Teron has a shield with a
cross motif and a short mace (Skrivanie 1957, fig. 49a).

255 See above, p. 82f.
256 Walter (2003a, 165-6, fig. 18) points out that the bow appears in hunting scenes,

while Eustathios in the Georgian redaction appears in 'civilian' attire, which may result
from the need to underline the character of the (non-martial) scene which grew out of
the Persian iconographic tradition of a mounted ruler hunting with a bow.

257 See Parani 2003, 138-9, fig. 125. As Serbian examples she lists frescoes in the
churches of St Nikita in Cucer, and of the Holy Apostles in Pee, the church in Les-
novo, and in the monasteries of Ravanica and Kalenic.

258 AMMIAN., 3:106-13 [22.8.10-37] compares the shape of the Black Sea to a strung
composite Scythian bow. Late Roman finds (bows, arrows and arrowheads) from Dura are
published by James 2004, 191-208, figs. 115-116, 122-126. On the technology for manu-
facturing composite bows from glued layers of wood and horn wrapped in gut see AL-
TARsusI, p. 108 [2]. On the construction of the Byzantine bow see SYLLOGE, p. 61 [XXXIX
4] (= {LT, vol. B', pp. 360-2 [XXXIX]}) which states that it measured c. 117-125 cm (fifteen
or sixteen palms); and also Kolias 1988,214-38; Haldon 1975, 39; and 1999, 132-3; Iotov
2004, 17-21, figs. 1-5; Pryor/Jeffreys 2006, 380 (on bowstrings made from silk-µ6tiai;(X).
The Roman and Persian methods for stringing the composite cavalry bow and the use of
the archer's thumb ring are covered in detail by Bivar 1972, 283-6 (including source refer-
ences from the Strategikon and Peri Strategias).
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with arrows (aayirra from Lat. sagitta or (3EXoc), bowcase
and spare bowstrings (vevp&, xop8h, xopSa)-was a

permanent element of the equipment of light formations (psiloi and
peltasts),259 and in the army of Nikephoros Phokas also of cavalrymen.260
It was however not part of the equipment of the palace guard and
officers at the imperial court.26' From the sixth century, attempts were
made in Byzantium to create a strong force of archers.262 At the begin-
ning of the tenth century, Leo VI commented on the army's defeats as
a result of the decline of archery and called for every youth to exercise

259 On the equipment of archers see STRAT., pp. 7828-30 [I 2], 4221-5 [XIIB
5], 4283-4 [XIIB IX], which includes a recommendation to select recruits for the light
infantry (psiloi) chiefly from those who know how to shoot with the bow or are able to
learn it, as well as from the young and strong: 12a cc icpotiepov tioi)S ci66tias 'rol;evaat
71 xai µaOeiv Svvaµevovs xai yopyovS xai veonepovs Fig vtXovs xcopicr%vav; LT,
1:901155-56 [V 3 (2)]; PRAECEPTA, p. 1432.6 [I 4] (= TNU [MG], p. 9035-8[LVI 4]) advises

that expert archers, known as psiloi by the ancients, should be equipped with two bows,
each with four spare bowstrings and two quivers with 60 and 40 arrows: ocpcIXovarv
6e elcAeyi'jvat xai 'col otiat eitL Setot, of Aeyoµavot icapa tiol; 7cakai.ois LVtkoi, xiXL5Ses
tieaaapes xai oxccaxoatot, oititvc; ocpnXovarv exety &va Svo xovxovpa, 'co µev ev sxov
aayi'caq aapaxovtia, 'co Se etiepov e ijxovtia, xai ava tiol;apta Svo xai xop&t; tieaaapes.
LT (1:1691996-92 [VII 50 (57)]) states that psiloi had once been termed &xpopoa,Latiai,
but currently [in Leo VI's time] were or aacpwct&topes. On light-armed arch-
ers, see e.g. KoMNENE, 2:2011-1' [V 4/5], 2822-27 [V 6/2]. The term sagitta is used mainly
by Early Byzantine writers, e.g. MALALAS (pp. 3771 [II 16], 8250 [V 13], 27958 [XIV 10],
35381 [XVII23]); see also the definition in the SUDA, 3:5139 [102]: 'OLa'tOC peA,o;,
aayI nca.; and the PRAECEPTA, p. 1435 [I 4]; TNU [MG] p. 96139-41 [LVI 14]; and DAI,

1:6069.75 [9].

260 The PRAECEPTA suggests they should be placed in the centre of the formation
(p. 3765-387° [III 8-9] = TNU [MG], 11458-60 [LX 6], 11676-81 [LX 8]): of Se 'cot;o'cai

exetiwaav tia iXipavta xai tia icaanSia µova. ai Svvatiov Se, eatiwaav xai of iicicot
av'CFAV xaiacppaxccoi, 61; 6e ti&S cchvas avtiwv cpopcitiwaav of xapaSia icpos
do axeicea8at µepo5 U T& Yicicwv 000 )V, cp)XC(ttcGOaf Se avtiwv; &ico ' t; aewS
xai icatiw. eav Sc el; avtiwv xai &xovtitatiai eiaty, Set tiatiaa6at avtiot; eawOev ti ow
xatiacppaxtiwv,; see also McGeer 1995, 206. Horse archers (imicotiol;otia;) are also men-
tioned by Leo VI (LT, 1:1271513-14 [VI 32 (33)]), although he speaks of them in the
past tense. When comparing an army's battle order to a human body, he equates the
archers to the hands, and the cavalry to the legs {LT, vol. B', p. 296 [XX 193]}.

261 DE. CER. (1:57916-18 [11 15]) mentions only the bowcases carried by a Dalmatian
people, the Toulmatzi, during audiences granted in May 946 to envoys from Tarsos;
see also Parani 2003, 150, n. 246.

262 See e.g. the description of a heavy-armed horse archer in Justinian's army con-
trasted by PROCOPIUS (above, n. 69 on p. 35) with the light-armed archer of Homer's
day; and further on the hippotoxotai of Justinian (Ravegnani 1988, 54-6; with fur-
ther source references); and also detailed instructions relating to archery exercises
by Maurice (STRAT., p. 745-7521 [I 1]), who saw the potential dangers from barbar-
ians devoting special attention to the training of horse archers (p. 36229-30 [XI 2]):
"Halcrlvtiai 6e entµcXcw; xai icpOS 4 ecpinnov 'cociav.
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with the bow.263 But the crushing defeats suffered in the eleventh and
twelfth centuries in clashes with horse archers-especially Pecheneg
and Turkish264-indicate that this arm continued to be the least devel-
oped branch of the Byzantine army, and was unable to stand up to
mobile opponents.

Influenced by such unfortunate military experiences, and also by
biblical symbolism-where the arrow is seen as an allegory of pun-
ishment sent down by God or an attack by the devil"'-the bow, in
Byzantine eyes, becomes the weapon of the forces of evil. It already
makes an appearance among the symbols of evil on a sixth-century
amulet of St Sisinnios (fig. 3).266 In the Theodore Psalter (Brit. Add.
19352, fol. 1Ov) archers attack a clipeus with an image of Christ, and
on fol. 75r they also attack Constantine the Great who holds a crux
hastata. This second scene illustrates Psalm 59(60):6 `For those who
fear you, you have raised a sign, That they may flee to it from the
bow,' and is also pictured on fol. 100 of the Barberini Psalter (Vat.
gr. 372).267 On the Heavenly ladder of John Klimakos depicted on a
late twelfth-century icon in St Catherine's monastery on Mt Sinai

163 Leo VI (LT, 1:1031289-94 [VI 5]) laments that since archery had declined among
the Romaioi they had been suffering defeats, and he instructs all youths to practice
with the bow, or at least to carry bows and bowcases. On the archery practice con-
ducted by Nikephoros Phokas during winter exercises with members of his household
see LEO THE DEACON, 5018-23 [III 10].

264 See e.g. {LT, vol. B', pp. 124 [XVIII 49, 51], 128 [XVIII 65], where Leo advises
fighting the Turks by means of raiding, 148 [XVIII 115] on Arab foot and horse
archers}; ATTALEIATES, pp. 3919-4310; SKYL. CONT., p. 14626 (on Turkish archers);
KoMNENE, 1:2026-30 [I 5/2], 252-261 [I 6/3-4], 2:9726-7 [VII 3/7], 1135-10 [VII 8/5],

3:17011-15 [XIV 6/2] and esp. 19811-16 [XIV 3/7], where she speaks of the raiding tactics
of Turkish archers: T& Se noXeµtxa 'covtiotS opyava, ov navv 64a61 xpwviat xaOanep
of Xcyoµevot Kektioi (i.e Crusaders), akka navtiux Oev 'cov exOpov 'co ots
(3alovr v, xai cane 11 aµvva tiottiwv noppw8ev. `Ono'cav 6tcux9, aXiaxst T p ti'cT,
xai 6twxoµevos xpaisi 'CO-1; fitXe t, xai RaXXct xai io (3&oS na'coµevov 11 tiov
m7cov 1111 tiov E1tX1 Ev, ano Se (3apvtiatirjS xetpos acpcOev 61' 16 6wµatios
napcXtjXvOev ov'cws si6i BRYENNIOS, pp. 11313-14 [115] and 1173-21 [117]

(on the battle at Mantzikert); 27513-5 [IV 10]. On Cuman tactics in 1152 and Turkish
tactics at the battle of Myriokephalon see CHONIATES, pp. 9481-1, l80(e8p. 78-9). On the
superiority of light horse-archer tactics see Darko 1937, passim; Haldon 1975, 39; and
above, n. 93 on p. 146. Kolias (1984, 133) notes that the Byzantine attempts to initi-
ate battle with the Arabs in bad weather were dictated by the sensitivity of the latter's
bowstrings to humidity. Cf. also Parani 2007, 184.

265 E.g. Ps. 7:13-14; Job 6:4 and also 16:13-14. See also the references in the homi-
lies of John Chrysostom in MPG, 47:321 (speaking of the missiles of God), 48:399, 408,
993 (as well as of the devil), 50:682 (and of demons).

266 See Maguire 1996, fig. 102.
267 See Der Nersessian 1970, figs. 19, 120; Walter 2003a, 293, fig. 52.
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(fig. 95),268 the painter has equipped the devils attacking the monks
who are climbing to heaven with bows and lassos-weapons undoubt-
edly associated with the Muslim persecutors of Christians.

The bow's representation as a dishonourable weapon, employed by
the enemies of Christianity, was undoubtedly influenced by the patris-
tic and hagiographic literature.269 John of Damascus in his Third hom-
ily on pictures cites, after Anastasios of Sinai, a legend on the Arabs
`wounding' with an arrow (actyirra) an icon of St Theodore in a mon-
astery four miles from Damascus. Blood flowed from the `wounded'
icon .210 This story is among the earliest accounts of miracles connected
with the damaging of icons by iconoclasts and infidels (Arabs or Jews),
and gave rise to a group of so-called `wounded icons'. Depending on
the story, the act of destruction is carried out with a variety of instru-
ments, although an arrow is undoubtedly among the most popular."'
On the other hand, John's Homily had an influence on a similar tale
of a miracle performed by an image of St George. In the legend On
the picture pierced by [an arrow], which appears for the first time in a
ninth-century collection of Miracles, one of the Saracens camping in
the martyrion of George in Palestinian Lydda shoots a missile (06'koS)
from a bow towards an icon of the saint. Thanks to George, the arrow's
flight is reversed, and strikes the archer, who falls dead. Although I am
aware of no depictions of either miracle showing warrior-saint icons
attacked by arrows in Byzantine art, an illustration of the second mir-
acle can be found on frescoes in the Georgian churches at Ikvi and

268 On the icon and the literary sources of the subject see e.g. Belting 1994, 272-3,
fig. 165 (= Glory of Byzantium, no. 247; Sinai, fig. 24; Sinai, Vizantija, Rus', fig. 5 on
p. 43).

269 On the exegesis of St Paul's references to the missiles of Evil, and the Shield of
Faith that held them back see above, n. 499 on p. 253.

270 KOTTER, 2:196 [III 916-'] 'Ev .u o$v uuv fjµEpwv xa9Ecoµevwv nket6vwv avticuv
xai avvtivyxavovtwv eppuycV etc e av&ciav uayittav xara tins Etxdvos tov ayiov
OEoStQov xai expovacV etc tiov cuµov a&roi3, xai av9ewS elf XOEV aiµa xai
xatiljXOEV Ews xa¢w tiffs aixovos, navcwv 9Ewpovv'cwv 'to 7EVOµevov xai TnV
aayitav atEStnyµevnv Eis trov wµov tot avtiov xai 'to aiµa xatEQxopEvov. Kai
µTjv ariµaiov tiotov'cov napaSo ov (F-V6 EVOV 9aaaaµavoi ovx r9X9ov Ei5 avvai69iiaiv o,6

0 'C11v aayitiav pula5, ovx eavco'v n; el; avtiov, ovx avexwp11aav
'cot vaov, ovx enavaavtio pvnovv'cas avtiov.

271 On `wounded' icons (including those struck by other weapons such as spears,
swords, knives and even stones) and the legends connected with them see Rozycka-
Bryzek 1990, 13-17 (esp. n. 38, where she collates information on the weapons used
to inflict the wound); Grotowski 2005, 129-44. Among the most famous `wounded'
icons is the image of the Virgin of Iveron which was stabbed with a knife (Athos, vol.
B', fig. on p. 23).
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Phavnisi (fig. 94), where the moment of the Arab's collapse is depicted,
still clutching his bow.272 In turn, the bow as the weapon of demons is
mentioned in The life of the hermit Joannikos, which makes up part of
the Martyrologium Hieronymianum. This describes how one night the
saint was assailed by phalanxes of demons on foot and on horseback
in iron corselets, equipped with bows, bowcases and arrows. Joannikos
fended off their attacks while praying to God. His prayers were heard
and St Eustathios was sent down to his aid, thereby turning the tide
of battle.273

The negative Christian view of the bow was nothing new. Since
antiquity the weapon had not been considered a suitable subject for
official art. It was connected rather with frivolous themes and frivolous
gods such as Eros and Artemis. The official portraits of the emperor
and divinities in military attire also rejected a weapon whose proper
place was the hunt. Such associations remained into the Byzantine
period, as is attested by literary references and the continued presence
of Eros in art. 274 The bow's identification as the attribute of a god of
love undoubtedly did not favour its depiction as a weapon of military
saints.

The introduction of the bow into the iconography of the warrior
saints took place only in the thirteenth century under the influence of

272 The text of the legend is published in a collection of Miracles of St George by
AUFHAUSER, pp. 8-12 (esp. 102-117). One can assume that the archetypal model for
the legend on the icon of St George was the tale of John of Damascus. On the Georgian
miracle scenes in Phavnisi and Ikvi see Privalova 1977, 111-19, figs. 27-28, who also
includes a Russian summary of the Georgian redaction of the legend, and considers
that illustrations of the miracle are unknown in other works of art from the Orthodox
cultural circle with the exception of late redactions of the subject on the frame-panels
(kleimo) of Russian icons of St George; see also Krumbacher 1911, 295-6; Lazarev
1970, 197.

273 AS Novembris, 2/2:395-6 [20-21]: T&wS£ ci; nk, Oo; innecuv xai nec&uv ev
GxnitaTL uL6nQoD Qatuwv µ£tia(3k119£t6wV, t£ xai [3tAn xai q)aQ£TQas
cpavtiawtitxcus xati£xovawv, xvxk,1xw napayevaµ£vat ene6nwwav avticu.[...] 'Ex Se
tiwv 61)vexovatuv cz&c o6vvwv tipanei; epos vµov opa titva &Spa, navy t&pato'Latiov,
aTQatlwTLxbv exfQ.a (popovvtia, napt6tiaµevov avtiip xai & tifl x apt atiov tip 6£t to
xatiexovtia vytetvov tit (papµaxov, xai tioinov npotip£no tcvov k,a(3£iv avtio, xai cpaycly
xai tijv P(il6N Sel;aaoat. `O 6e &yto; envOetio 'CI; 2£ £171 £in£LV, xai papa 'tlvo;
anoctiax6t; nap£yevetio; `OSe EvntiaOtov Gtpatifk,atir1v eavcov av£xTjpvtitiev, xai ex
O£ov anccyt&X9at ci; [3otj£tav xai enicx£cpty avtiov,...

274 The bow and missiles of Artemis are mentioned e.g. by EUST. IL., 3:1952-3, 4:37221;
and EUST. On., 1:2055-6. On images of Eros with a bow in Middle Byzantine art (e.g.
in Pseudo-Oppian's Kynegetika, Cod. Marcianus gr. 479, fol. 33r) and the legend of
Abaris the Hyperborean carrying arrows as the symbol of Apollo, see Weitzmann
1994, 24, 122-5, fig. 143.
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Crusader art. A bowcase with a reflexed bow and a large, rectangular
quiver that broadens towards the bottom are suspended on St Sergios's
belt on two thirteenth-century Sinai icons (fig. 63).275 In the Palaiologan
period the bow and bowcase with arrows also permanently entered the
iconography of other military saints.276 Demetrios was depicted with
the bow especially often.277 In turn, Merkourios began to appear with
a bow and three arrows as his attributes278; this can be linked to an
early Syrian version of the legend of the killing of Julian the Apostate,
where Merkourios appeared to Jovian who was then in Edessa during
an expedition against the Persians; the saint, who was armed with a
bow and three arrows announced that he would kill the emperor with
one of them within three weeks.279

In completing our survey of the warrior saints' weaponry it should
be said that I am unaware of any depictions of them with axes (nor-
mally single-edged meAEictov/7[Ea,ExuS, antique a ivrl and tctico ptov-
Lat. securis)'280 which were primarily the weapon of the mercenary

275 See Hunt 1991, figs. 1-2 (= Sinai, fig. 66). Norman warriors with bowcase and
quiver slung on the saddle are mentioned by EUST. THES., p. 1085-6. Cf. also Weitz-
mann (1966, 67-9, 71), who regards the bowcase worn on the belt as a borrowing
from Persian iconography.

276 Parani (2003, 142, figs. 125, 132, 152, 161) notes that in the Nicaean empire
bows were produced privately in the cities, and that during the Palaiologan era they
became a valued hunting weapon among the aristocracy. Assuming her observation
is correct this may possibly explain the introduction of the bow into the iconography
of the saints.

277 Zachariadou (1998, 689) suggests that the pattern for this type of depiction may
be a steatite icon showing the saint holding a bow and three arrows. She considers that
the presence of this type of weapon may indicate that the icon was commissioned by a
Turkish convert to Christianity. Her theory is accepted by Walter 2003a, 92.

278 See e.g. the 15th C. frescoes in the porch of the katholikon of the monastery of
the Panagia Mavrotissa in Kastoria, and also in Decani and Lesnovo (1349), where
Merkourios holds only one arrow but two more are visible on his right shoulder
(Gounaris 1987, figs. 46-47; Skrivanic 1957, fig. 31; and other examples collected by
Walter 2003a, 104 n. 29 and 106-7 on the legend as the source for the depiction). The
lack of images of Merkourios with a bow in Middle Byzantine art is also noted by
Parani 2003, 150-1.

279 Delehaye 1909, 98 (the text of the legend is also published in Latin translation by
Peeters 1921, 79-80). On the Syrian redaction which came into being between 502 and
532 see Delehaye 1909, 98. The spreading of the legend is described by Curta (1995,
119-20), who also provides examples of representations in 15th and 16th C. art.

281 On the various types of axe used in the Byzantine army see Hoffmeyer
1966, 111-12; Kolias 1988, 162-72 (with detailed source references and examples
of depictions in art); Dawson 2002, 84, where he gives an etymology for the dou-
ble-bladed tzikourion. On axes employed by the Gauls and Persians see also Bivar
1972, 276; and Schreiner 1982, 234. Parani notes (2003, 136-7) that single-bladed axes
with curved, downward-projecting heads appear occasionally in scenes of the Betrayal.
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Varangian guard and of military engineer units.281 Nor do the saints
appear with lead darts, (lit. `beards of Mars', equiv-
alent to the Lat. plumbatae), which were about 20-30 cm in length
and were carried in slots on the shield or in special bags. In the first
case the reason may be the foreign origin of the Varangian forma-

On Serbian axes of 13th-15th centuries see Skrivanic (1957, 94-9, figs. 50-53), who
publishes surviving axeheads and depictions in art-although these still do not appear
as a weapon of the warrior saints.

281 On the tradition (which harks back to ancient Rome) of carrying axes in a
bundle of birch rods (fasces) by lictors who march before the consul, see LYDO5
(p. 1817-19 [I 4/8], 4820-502 [18/32], 1126-7,20-2 [II4/19]). The custom's Etruscan origins

are pointed out by Zygulski 1998, 79. Basil II formed the axe-armed Varangian Guard
in 988, which suggests that the imperial guard had earlier been equipped with this
weapon, since DE CER. (1:5764-6 [II 15]) speaks of the Macedonian hetaireia carrying
gold, gilded and iron shields and single-edged axes; see also 2:673-4 and above, n. 668
on p. 304. Varangians carrying axes on their shoulders are mentioned, for example,
by PSELLOS, (2:9731-3 [VII 24]): Ovtiot y&p ovv 'c6v 1cvlc%ov 'nl; &aTn8o; enk,rjpovv,

entiµrjlccj tie 66patia cpepovts; xai BRYENNIOS (p. 12313-15 [1201):

[cpvkaxa;] ... 'ovtio 66''C6 yevo; wpµrjtio ex -tfj; (3ap(3&pov xcupa; till; nk,7i6iov wxsavov,
nia,cov Se (3aaiXsikn `Pwµaiwv &pxfjOs, &a7c1.8rjcp6pov 4vµnav xai nek,exvv 'nva eni

wµwv cpepov, 16912-11 [II 14] (taking part in the battle at the bridge of Zompos against
Roussel de Bailleul), 21723 6 [III 5], 24716-17 [III 20]; KINNAMOS (p.811-11 [I]) on
John II Komnenos's attack on the Patzinak camp with the aid of the Anglo-Varangian
guard equipped with long aspis shields and double-edged axes: `PoPaIOW Se ovSaµfj
enawovvtiwv exeksvs to?; &µy' a&tOv 7tek,sinxpopot; (e8vo; Se M tiobTo BQrravvcxbv
[3actXsbcl Pwµaiwv 6ov7\svov (7Xv£KaBcv) TrEAE7ctuw earLa-rdvTag SIaKOw'ccw av'c&;.)

CHONIATES, p. 1594-5: 'Avak.a(3i0v SE xai tiov; vna6n16ti&;, of 7tsptj rjxsaiv &07clal
iced 7cekvi tv ErEQoGtioLtois (pp&yvvvtati), p. 1878-9; see also Heath 1979, 38 and the
illustration on fol. 26v of the Madrid Skylitzes (Tsamakda 2002, fig. 50), where the
body of the deceased emperor Michael the Amorian is accompanied by a guard with
single-bladed axes on long shafts. On the Normans' use of axes during the storming
of Thessaloniki in 1185 see EUST. THES., p. 10434-5. A 14th-C. single-edged axe from
Constantinople preserved at Dumbarton Oaks in Washington is reproduced by Kolias
1988, fig. 5/1. For examples of many similar weapons from Bulgaria andRus' see Iotov
2004, 85-100, figs. 42-55; Kirpichnikov 1966, 26-46, and the comparison of finds in
tables on pp. 102-29, fig. 6, plates 14-20, 21/1-2, 8-13, 22/1, 6-7, 23/2, 5, 7, 9; and
also Pederson 2002, 29-31 on axes from late-10th-C. Danish graves. On the symbolic
meaning of the axe and hammer of Thor in Norse culture see Trotzig 1985; meanwhile
on Ruthenian, Danish and English (after 1066) Varangians in imperial service in the
11th and 12th centuries see Blondal 1978, passim, Vasiliev 1937; Benedikz 1969 (esp.

pp. 21-2, 24); S. Franklin & A. Cutler, "Varangians" in ODB, 3:2152.
Axes as tools for clearing passages and for construction work (such as fortifying

camps) carried out by engineers are spoken of by VEGETIUS, pp. 46-8 [I 24], 112-13
[11 25], 144 [111 6]; STRAT., p. 4225 [XIIB 6] (= LT, 1:1211456-57 [VI 27]); LT, 1:911164-65

[V 2 (3)], 931188 [V 4 (5)], 1081344 [VI 14]; DE RE MILITARI, p. 29426-8 [19]; SYLLOGE,

60 [XXXVIII 12] (= {LT, vol. B', p. 358 [XXXVIII]}). Engineers smashing down the
walls of a town with axes similar in shape to war-hammers can be seen in miniatures
on fols. 72r, 230r-v of the Madrid Skylitzes (Tsamakda 2002, figs. 177, 544-545). See
also Kolias (1988, 163), who notes that the axe appears as a battlefield weapon only
in the 10th century.
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tion, in the second it may lie partly in that darts had fallen out of use
in the Early Byzantine period .2112 The omission from the warrior-saint
iconography of these and other items of Byzantine military equipment
(e.g. the sling, (RpEvSo(3oXov-Lat. fundibalum, fundibalus)283 allows us
to conclude that although various elements of weaponry were clearly
modernized the ancient compositional scheme was preserved-that is,
the soldier armed with sword and lance.

CONCLUSIONS

The primary elements of weaponry of the military saints are the lance
and the sword (occasionally substituted by the paramerion), which
carry immense semiotic content.

In art, the lance was taken over from Roman tradition that reaches
back to the Tarquins, and was strongly linked with imperial trium-
phal iconography. This was later overlaid with new, Christian meaning
(the labarum and tropaeum Crucis). The cross-tipped crux hastata, the
form of which underlines the symbolic dimension of the weapon, dis-
appeared from official imperial art after Iconoclasm, but is still occa-
sionally seen in provincial centres beyond the close supervision of the
Church hierarchy in the ninth and tenth centuries. The ordinary lance
normally replaces the crux hastata in the iconography of the military
saints.

Although we have detailed information on the various types of
shafted weapons employed by Byzantine armies (the kontarion,
menaulion, dory, akontion and others), the lances seen in the images
of warrior saints, with their short hafts tipped with prominent heads of
various shapes, do not appear to correspond with any of these weapon
types. Presumably, the shortening of the haft resulted from composi-
tional limitations, which had already influenced the iconography of
various kinds of doryphoros in antiquity.

282 On ancient plumbatae see F. Lammert, "Plumbata", PR, 21/1 (1951):614-15. Late
antique finds (to the 6th C. AD) and references to martzobarboula in the Byzantine
military treatises are discussed in detail by Volling 1991; see also Mihaescu 1968, 492;
and cf. Bivar (1972, 288), who believes it was a heavy javelin.

283 On the sling, with detailed source references, see Haldon 1975, 38-9; Kolias
1988, 254-60.
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While shafted weapons are represented in a fairly schematic way,

the swords of the warrior saints are shown with great precision. We

can differentiate several varieties of hilt: with a curved guard, and

from the tenth century mainly with a straight crossguard, and with

a prominent spherical or flattened-disk pommel (though occasionally

the pommel has an onion-shaped or multi-lobed form, characteristic

of Viking swords). It would seem that artists made special efforts to

faithfully reproduce the actual Byzantine spatha, as is evident from

the gradual lengthening of the blade over time, the representation of a

fuller groove in a darker shade, and the occasional depiction of blade

inscriptions. Further confirmation comes in how the warrior saints

are shown carrying their swords, in a scabbard on a long baldric slung

over the shoulder, distinctly different from how they were worn in the

Latin West.
The symbolic meaning of the sword in Byzantium was also quite

different from the chivalric culture of the West. The Classical gladius

was not an element of imperial iconography, and the ceremonial sig-

nificance of the spatha in Byzantium was more probably the result of

the adaptation of the court custom of Western Europe or the Arab

states. The raised unsheathed sword initially had distinctly negative

associations, connected with war and destruction, as is indicated by

the reaction to the new coin type bearing this motif introduced by

Isaac Komnenos.
The military manuals indicate that the paramerion-which was

probably a straight sword rather than a sabre-was widely used in the

Byzantine army, especially by cataphract cavalry, heavy infantry and

archers, but it is surprising how seldom it appears in the iconography

of the warrior saints. Artists refrained completely from depicting the

axes of the palace guard. They also avoided showing the mace, the

break-through weapon of the heavily armed cataphracts and the tool

with which Digenes Akritas performs his legendary deeds. Numerous
archaeological finds of maces from Bulgaria and Rus' indicate that not

every weapon that was popular was depicted in art. It is evident there-

fore that the representation of the warrior saints' weaponry was the

effect of conscious selection and stylization.
A similar mechanism is seen in the clear reluctance to depict the

bow, although it is more common on the peripheries of Byzantine

culture, in the art of Armenia and Georgia. This can be explained by

the negative associations that link the bow as a result of its popularity
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among the eastern, Islamic neighbours of Byzantium, with the weap-
onry of Satan and demons. The `missiles of the Evil One' are the only
weapons contrasted with the `Panoply of Christian virtues' in St Paul's
Letter to the Ephesians (6:16). The wider depiction of the bow, bow-
case and arrows in the iconography of the warrior saints occurs only
in the thirteenth century. But even here, the motif is limited chiefly
to depictions of St Demetrios, and virtually becomes his attribute (in
the Late Byzantine period three arrows mentioned in the legend of
St Merkourios are often shown held in his hand, also as an attribute).

For the remaining items of weaponry (as with armour), there
appears to be little systematic evidence to link a specific type with any
particular saint. The conclusion is that elements of military equipment
were not generally regarded in Middle Byzantine art as attributes.



CHAPTER FIVE

EQUESTRIAN EQUIPMENT

Besides the type of the warrior saint on foot, representations of them
riding steeds of various colours continued to enjoy popularity in the
art of the post-Iconoclastic period.' From a costumological point of
view, the equestrian equipment shown in these depictions comple-
ments the saints' armour and weaponry. In order to create a full pic-
ture of the basis governing the iconography of the warrior saints it is
therefore necessary to also analyze the methods of depiction of these
equestrian elements. In contrast to weaponry, the production and dis-
tribution of which remained under strict state control, horse tack was
widely used and constituted a part of the broadly understood material
culture of the Eastern Empire. It should be remembered that riding
equipment is also shown in Byzantine art in non-military contexts;
this issue, however, constitutes a broader iconographical problem that
exceeds the bounds of the present work.

HORSE TACK

Stirrups (skala, anavoleus)

Our review of the component elements of horse tack in Byzantine
art should begin with a newly introduced item, the stirrup, which
determined the construction of the remaining elements, as well as the
posture of the rider, and thereby his appearance. In antiquity stirrups
were unknown; this had an influence on how the horse was ridden
and the shape of the saddle. In Late Roman sculpture horsemen are
depicted in a characteristic pose, with knees extended forwards grip-
ping the flanks of the mount, and feet drawn to the rear (fig. 2, 4, 7a) 2

' A possible symbolic reading of the white colour of St George's mount and the
red-brown of St Theodore's steed in the context of Christian aesthetics (based on
the neoplatonic theory of Pseudo-Dionysios the Aeropagite) is pointed out by Scholz
1982, 248-9.

2 See e.g. the 3rd-C. AD funerary stele from Chester; the Late Roman gravestones
of Flavius Bassus from Cologne, Romanius from Mainz, Rufus Sita from Gloucester,
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The lack of support for the legs reduced the rider's stability and made
falls more likely, especially when tackling obstacles or galloping.' For
this reason in the second and first centuries BC in India and China the
first attempts were made to create foot supports in the form of leather
loops or hooks suspended from the sides of the saddle.4 The final form
of the stiff stirrup, made from an arch fitted with a loop (for the stir-
rup leather) and a footplate, developed only in the second half of the
fourth century AD on the Korean peninsula; and itwas from there, via
the Steppe nomads, that it reached Europe.'

The Byzantines adopted the stirrup from the Avars or (less prob-
ably) from the Persians. This seems to have taken place before the
second half of the sixth century,' a dating confirmed by archaeological
discoveries, as well as the earliest European references in Maurice's
Strategikon. Maurice advises medical orderlies (deportati) to attach
stirrups to the front or back saddle-arch, on the left side of the saddle,
to make it easier for wounded men who they are evacuating from the

and Dolanus from Wiesbaden; and also the bas-relief (1st-C.-AD copy of a sculpture
from the 2nd C. BC) of Curtius (Robinson 1975 figs. 301-304, 475 [= Gamber 1978,
fig. 372]; Zygulski 1998, fig. 130). The absence of stirrups from the 4th/5th-C. horse
furniture found at Qustul accompanying the burials of the kings of Nubia is noted
by Steinborn (1982, 311), although without grounds he ascribes (p. 308) stirrups to
Justinian I's kataphraktoi and their Persian opponents. See also Zygulski 1998, 103.

3 As examples one might mention Ammianus's tale (AMMIAN., 2:141 [XIX 8/7] )
about a groom attempting to escape from Amida during the Persian siege of 359,
torn apart when he fell from an unsaddled runaway horse, after tying his left hand to
its halter; and PROcorius's account (1:52125-5222 [IV 21/27]) of the demise of com-
mander of the mercenaries, Solomon, thrown by his mount during a battle with the
Moors, and then killed.

' See Swigtoslawski 1990, 20-3 (with examples and earlier literature on Far Eastern
archaeological discoveries), and figs. 9-12; he also critically examines previous theo-
ries on the Scythian origins of the stirrup.

5 The question of the origins of the metal stirrup in Korea (confirmed by archae-
ological finds from Yakmok cemetery in the southern kingdom of Silla and in the
royal necropolis in the north Korean state of Kogurio) and its spread via the nomadic
peoples is discussed by Swigtoslawski 1990, 25-8; Kirpichnikov 1973, 43, 47-8; Bivar
1955, 61-2; and 1972, 286-7, figs. 24-29. A group of stirrups with rounded and rec-
tangular bodies dated to the 8th-11th C. is published by Iotov 2004, 139-58.

6 On the Avars' role in the introduction of stirrups to Europe see Swigtoslawski
(2000, 82-3; and 1990, 28-9); Bugarski (2007, 253-4). Kolias (1993a, 41) indicates
that the Byzantines adopted stirrups from the Avars or the Huns; while Werner (1984,
148-50), Bivar (1955, 63-4; and 1972, 287) and after them Mango [M] (1987, 6), pre-
fer a Persian route; Bivar however points out the lack of contact between the Sasanian
monarchy and the Huns (which would favour the Avar route). Kolias (1988, 206)
assumes that stirrups appeared in Byzantium in about AD 600.
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battlefield to mount the horse.' Slightly earlier, when listing the riding

gear of cavalrymen, Maurice also mentions iron stirrups suspended
from stirrup-leathers at the saddle! Maurice's phrase aK62,a4; aLSnQas
(lit. `iron steps' or `iron stairs') is evidence that this element had been
adopted by the Byzantines in the recent past, since onomastically it
refers to the function of mounting the horse.9

Stirrups were introduced into the iconography of the military saints
relatively quickly. We see them already on an eighth-century Sinai
icon of St Merkourios (fig. 8);10 on images of Sts George and Theodore

on the wings of a tenth-century Sinai triptych; and among the eques-
trian warrior saints on the facade of the church of the Holy Cross
on Aght'amar (fig. 86)." In the Middle Byzantine iconography of the
military saints stirrup-irons on long, narrow stirrup-leathers became

an especially popular motif not only in art created within the Empire
(figs. 30f, 41a, 42, 50, 51, 84), but also in Georgia and in other artistic
centres on the periphery (figs. 56, 63, 77).12 However, a broad leather

7 STRAT., p. 12812-28 [11 9] (= LT, 2:423841_433850 [XII 52 (53)]): "Iva Se evxokot at

&va(3&aets eni Twv tnnwv TFOV tie STjnoT&Twv yiVowcat xai Twy tipavµa'ct(%1CV(0V ljtiot

EKRImovtwv, Set T&S axa7Las T(ilv StinoTa'Twv 1ca2& Tot) &ptaTepot) µepovS'r 1; o&XXa;

moldy, TovTeanv Tilt' µfav npo; TTI xo4p(3a, 0n5 eOoS M'civ, xai VIV &XX v npoS Till
o7LLaeolcoDp(3a, tva TUIV 81)0 FRI Toy utmov Pova,orl£VCOV &VepxeaBat TOVTeaTly atTOt

Te xai Tot) &7E0µ&x0v, o µev St& TIC, npo; T?j 1covp(3a G1c&?Las &vepxcTat, 6 Se St& TTj;
np65 TTl ontGOoxovp[ia. See also Wiita 1978, 357-69; Swigtoslawski 1990, 29-30; Kolias
1993a, 41. Byzantium's early contact with stirrups is attested by finds (Avar or Greek)
from a grave on the south-west side of the eastern wall of the citadel of Caricin Grad
(Justiniana Prima), datable to the end of the 6th C. or 7th C., and an Early Byzantine
hoard of stirrups from the fortress at Strezhevo near Bitola (Republic of Macedonia)
dated to 585-6 (Werner 1984, 147-8, fig. 156; Bugarski 2007, 262-3, figs. 35).

8 STRAT., p. 8041-41 [I 2]: [horsemen] exety Se ci; T&S aEXXa; axa7las GLSneas Svo;

see also Wiita 1978, 356; Swigtoslawski 2000, 84; Hyland 1994, 27.
1 See Mihaescu 1968, 494. On the onomastics of the stirrup derived among the

peoples of Asia and Europe from terms for straps and ropes, or expressions meaning
to clamber up, see Wiita 1978, 349; Swigtoslawski 1990, 22. The original meaning is
the only one glossed by HESYCHIOS in his lexicon (3:37): Glc 7Xc &v&[3aaµa

(= SunA, 3:136/4 [1806]: Kkiga4 Tl (w&O,a.). Stirrup-leathers (axa?v Aovpa) are men-
tioned e.g. by DIG. AKR., p. 24040

11 See above, n. 71 on p. 80. Cf. also Mango [M] (1987, 6) who believes that the
earliest depictions of stirrups on warrior saints' horses (aside from this icon of Merk-
curios) appear in the 10th-C., and the first depiction in Arab art are the frescoes at
Qasr el-Hayr (724-43). Iotov (2004, 139) publishes early graffiti from Pliska showing
a rider resting a foot on a stirrup.

11 See Weitzmann 1976, nos. B44-45; Der Nersessian 1965, figs. 49-50 (= Davies
1991, figs. 35-36); and also the relief from the same church depicting a mounted
archer with stirrups, Hyland 1994, fig. on p. 36 (= Nicolle 1988, vol. 2, figs. 138a, c).

11 The earliest Byzantine depictions of horsemen using stirrups include murals in
the Cappadocian rock-cut churches of St Basil (chapel 18), St Barbara (chapel 20),
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strap and massive stirrup-iron appear on an eleventh-century steatite
icon of St George in the Museo Nazionale del Bargello in Florence,
perhaps under the influence of Western European art.13

The popularity of stirrups in art can be explained by the widespread
employment of iron stirrups in the Empire (where by this time they
were known as &va(3oXs1)c),14 as well as in remaining regions of the
Mediterranean basin. One can therefore assert that the introduction
of the stirrup motif in representations of military saints is an expres-

chapel 21, Church of the Snake (Yilanli Kilise, chapel 28) in Goreme; Yusuf Koc
Kilise in Avrilar (Macan), see Restle 1967, vol. 2, figs. 246-247, 250; and negative
in the Dumbarton Oaks collection in Washington nos. Acc. 00-2485, 830A, T3-22,
L.75.1174(AE). Later examples are reproduced by Shchepkina 1977, fig. 97; Athos,
vol. B', fig. 329; Delevoria 1997, 244; Hunt 1991, figs. 2, 11-12. Stirrups begin to
appear in Georgian art in the 10th C., e.g. on frescoes depicting Sts George and
Theodore from the churches in Lagurka, Ipari and neighbouring Nakipari, Phavnisi,
Ikvi, Lashtkhveri and Matskhvarishi; as well as on numerous icons with St George
on horseback (10th C.: Nakuraleshi, Bravaldzali, Zhamushi; 11th C.: Labechina,. Seti,
Nakipari, Sakao, Racha, Kheria, Tsuirmi-Choban, Ipari, Natsuli, Shgedi, Gebi); and on
the silver claddings of pre-altar crosses from Sakdari and Tskhumar, usually showing
George and Theodore (Aladashvili/Alibegashvili/Volskaya 1966, figs. 18-19, 33-34,
50-51; Privalova 1970, sketches 4, 21, fig. 20; neg. in the Dumbarton Oaks collection
in Washington, no. Acc. 93-0189; Virsaladze 1955, figs. 2, 78; Tschubinaschvili 1959,
figs. 41-44, 181-182, 184, 191-194, 249-254, 359 = Weitzmann 1976, fig. 28). For stir-
rups in the 10th-C. iconography of holy riders in Nubian art see e.g. Steinborn 1982,
figs. 14, 18, and later examples on figs. 19, 20. Painted in a particularly clear manner
are the stirrups on a miniature illustrating the story of the escape of Michael III's wild
steed and its recovery by the protostrator Basil (the future emperor) on fol. 86r of the
Madrid Skylitzes (Tsamakda 2002, fig. 209).

13 See Ovcharov 2003, fig. 15.
14 See SUDA, 1:1629-14 [1811]: 'Ava(3ok,e4S o sni 2ov innov &vaywv. o Se (3aalk,evs

tiov &va[3ok6,a 71poaxaXeaaµevo5 xai tiaxews &va(3&; eni tiov innov 1,u](76 nleiv xai
axpatov anaaaµevos uXcovaxls ev&parvev wS eis ro15µnpoa0Fv 'Ava(3ok,eus
xai tj nap& 'Pwµatots 4yoµevq axaka. xai av61S o Se Maaaia yqpaaas innov xwpis
ava[3ok,e0); ene(3atvev. 4:37123 [520]: Exak.a 'Pw taiatii o &va(3ok,e45. See also EusT.
OD. 1:4224-v xai do ei; innov avayety xai enoxov noteiv, oOev xai ava(ioA bs, ov
govov do a15iptov &rovs no&a; evtinB$vties e4niutot y1vovtia1 ti1vc;, &Ua' xai &vOpwno;
oS ei; tioloinov epyov xaBvnovpyct. oiov, toy (iaalk,ea cut toy innov ave(3aflcv 'j ryovv
&ve(3i[3acEV, &XX& xai 'GO evSvecOat, ava[36UksGOa1 k,eyatiat. xai 6voµa tio&rov, r
&va(3okii. The traditional description was still used by Leo VI (LT, 1:1051316 [VI 10])
exactly repeating the words of Maurice (see above, n. 8). The ubiquity of the stirrup
in 9th-13th-C. Europe is attested by numerous finds in Russia, the Caucasus, Bulgaria
and Hungary (Kirpichnikov 1973, 44-55 figs. 14-17, 29-33; Iotov 2004, 139-58, figs.
80-95, 105, 107-08). There is no reason to doubt that an extremely useful item like
the stirrup quickly became popular within the Empire as it had done in neighbouring
states.
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sion of their iconography being updated under the influence of models
drawn directly from everyday life."

Saddle and saddlecloth (sella16 and ephestris)

The introduction of the stirrup brought with it changes in riding pos-
ture. The rider now stood upright in the stirrups with his legs form-
ing a continuous vertical line in relation to the torso, although in the
thirteenth century it became customary to extend the feet forwards.17

The most important change, however, was the replacement of the soft
Roman `horned saddle'," which had Central Asian origins, by the Avar
saddle, which had two high, stiff arches (xo'O f n-from Lat. curvus
`curved') stabilizing the rider's seat and allowing him to make use of
the lance in an underarm, couched position.19 Kekaumenos notes that

15 Cf. also the early Byzantine depictions of equestrian military saints (above,

p. 75ff), where they are shown without stirrups.
16 The Byzantine term eeXXa derives from Lat. sella (Mihaescu 1968, 494; Kolias

1993a, 40; A. Hug, "Sella equestris" in PR, 11/4:1315-16) and, as in Latin, also des-
ignated a chair, throne or seat (see e.g. DE CER. [VOGT], 1:1728, 1817, 2725 [I 1], 6114

[I 9], 6830, 711 [1 10], 8513 [I 23]; OIKONOMIDES, p. 27513 and n. 38, where he cites
further examples from DE CER.). Also from Lat. sellarius comes the derived adjec-
tive `saddled': GeXXcipto;, i;nno; (FEW'T1.og (see e.g. THEOPHANES, p. 47327; ACHMET,

pp. 1121 [14], 1135 [154], especially the description of a dream on pp. 18216-1832 [231]
with a saddled imperial horse of various colours and differently coloured saddles;
PORPH., pp. 88110 [B], 102126 116347 118384, 394, 119399, 126517 128538, 551, 134 [C] (on

saddled imperial horses); DE CER. 1:55114 [II 12]; and also Haldon's commentary to
PORPH. (p. 170) where he distinguishes both meanings of the word sella and suggests
that sellarios might be used in reference to a riding horse as opposed to a draught
animal).

17 See the reconstruction of the rider's seat from 6th to 15th C. provided by Kirpich-
nikov (1973, fig. 30). Hyland (1994, 7-8) points out that the straight-legged seat was
forced by the construction of the saddle and stirrups.

18 On the Roman `horned saddle', so called because of the four horn-like metal pro-
trusions at its corners, see Hyland 1994, 5-7 (with a reconstruction on p. 6); Robinson
1975, 194-6, figs. 202-204; James 2004, 68-9; Zygulski 1998, 102-3, fig. 92.

19 On the Chinese origins of the high saddle and its transmission to Europe via
the Avars see Swigtoslawski 2000, 79-82, figs. 3-4. A reconstruction of a medieval
high saddle and also bone and wooden arches found on the territory of medieval
Rus' (modern Ukraine, Belarus and Russia) are published by Kirpichnikov 1973, figs.
20, 23, 25; while a model of an Avar saddle with wooden arches, and graffiti with
depictions of saddled horses from the Dobruja and Sofia regions are shown by lotov
2004, 131-3, figs. 75-77. The cantle of the saddle (6uua0oxo1J@(3tov) is mentioned by
Maurice (STRAT., p. 12828 [11 9]) in a description of the securing of medical order-
lies' stirrups: ' S' SIa, tiTig xpoc tijl o'xta0oxovp(3a), and by Leo (LT, 1:1121381 [VI 22])

stating that sacks for armour should be fastened to it (whereas in Leo's Taktika (LT,
2:423845-46 [XII 52 (53)]), which is closely modelled on the Strategikon, the word cantle

is `altered' to pommel [F'proc0oico1J0(3tov]). Meanwhile, DIG. ARE. (p. 306914) in the
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while a suitable choice of clothing, reins and mount doubled the value
of a horseman in battle, a timid horse and an excessively large saddle
made him useless.20 The wooden saddle-tree of the cavalry horse was
covered by a felt saddlecloth (EmtaEfltov, 6ayI(Yµatia), which in the
case of imperial saddles was dyed purple .2' A felt blanket was placed
under the saddle, both to prevent chafing of the horse's back and to
protect its flanks in battle; this was known as acpep&rpov 'rf15 6EXXa;
(lit. `felt under the saddle'), EpeGtipi; ('outer covering'), and also
wcoGtipwµa (`lower layer').22

Escorial redaction states that the hero seated his fiancee on the pommel of his saddle
('EKCIvo; lily e66 cazo oµnpo; '; do µarQoortoxov(!l3tv). See also Mihaescu 1968, 493.
The significance of the high saddle for the method of use of the kontarion is under-
lined by Kolias 1988, 204-8.

20 See KEKAUMENOS, p. 1581-19 [LIX 241: Tov; atipwrtwtia; a01 mpo
mavtimv exciv tmmov; Kak.ov; Kai tia &pµaTa avTwy avek,k,tnf Kai eati1k,[3mµeva,
ask,Oxakava Se Kai neStXa btrciiScia. rlkripocpopljOi tt yap, oit ei1 11

exet imnoy Kai GTAX v
Kai &pµa'ca KaX& o' atipcvruonj;, £i µzv cony avSpcto;, yive'tat Stmkov;, Ei Sc EG l
Setko';, mArjpocpopij9TJn, oit 9apaonot6TU1 Kai µsptxcu; evapyci. Ei Se entity &ti(ako;,
11

exmv a£Aav µcy(Unv, nc&tk,a a'vemvciiSsta, tmnoy 016K ayaOov, coo ytV(il6KmV, otit ov
Kav avSpato; entity ak,k' Tj titty amivpiav eautiw Sta (pvyT mpo Katpov aocpi c'cat.

21 See STRAT., p. 8040 [12] (= LT, 1:1051313-14 [VI 9]): Xp tia; aekka; exety £atto£AAta
Saaea Kai µeyak,a. Purple imperial saddlecloths and others designated as gifts are
mentioned by PORPU., pp. 102123-27, 124489-91 [C]: SEOV 8' ayopaccty paauK& aµaxta
Kai [3cwrtcty ak,E9tva, Kai motciv aayioµaTa Kai (3opK68ta pv'. Kai tia µev p' k.oy(p
tiwv napaaupoµEvmv immamimv eµmpooOev tov [3aatk,em; ti& Se X' X, ycp'wv (3aatk.txwv
ask,k.apimv, Kai tia K' k,oy(p tiwv Silt evak,imv Sthoµevmv imnapimv, [...] eµnpoaOev 6F
tiwv (3arkIKmV nepunatiobarv ano Svo aayyrtio(3ok,mv mapaavptia (3aG1XtKa imnapia
p' gates aaytaµatimv akiiOivmv Kai (3optiKuSimv &41a' Kai ev(uvvµa. See also the ref-
erences by Ps. KODINOS (p. 16922 [III], 2812,11 [X]) to the white sagismata used to
cover the imperial mounts, and a white caparison patterned with small red eagles
(p. 1459-13); EusT. OD., 1:4825; and also Haldon's commentary to PORPH. (p. 197) where
he introduces a distinction between sagismata and sagmata; although an association
with the sagion or cloak appears obvious; cf. also the reference to sagismaton (PORPH.,
p 128sso-53 [C]) which Haldon translates as 'pack-saddles'. Another type of saddle-
cloth (xatwµa'ta) that covered the horse's hindquarters is mentioned in a description
of Basil I's triumph (PORPH., p. 142751 [C]); see also Haldon's commentary (p. 279);
and the reference by Ps. KoDINOS (p. 2703-1 [VII]), who applies it, however, to horse
furniture in general.

22 Besides other covering for the horses of commanders and selected riders (par-
ticularly those standing in the front ranks of the battle line) Leo VI recommends small
blankets called `felt under the saddle' (LT, 1:1041308-1051112 [VI 8]: Kai tia; KoOcIaS Sties
µtCQcav aatoxe£µaoµaecty aato Twv A yoµEVUDv acwwA.ETQsOV tins oe2.A.as. µey&Xmv
yav tiavtia KtvSVvmv nOkka' Kt; tiov; imnov; Staoth oval, Kai St' avtiwv en' avtiwv
oxovµevov;. tiavtia Se exaty Kai µak,tatia tiov; mpotaaaoµevov; & to µaxp). The term
ecpeatipt; in the sense of a saddlecloth is used e.g. in the SYLLOGE, p. 61 [XXXIX 3]
(= {LT, vol. B', p. 360 [XXXIX]}) when speaking of cataphract horsemen's iron maces
and sacks with victuals that hung from them; and also KoMNENE, 1:16325 [IV 7/1], who
equates them with the term vnoatipmµa (see also DIG. AKR., p. 3441425 [vmoatipmoa]
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Saddlecloths and high saddle arches are widely shown in equestrian
warrior-saint images from the Middle Byzantine period, both those
produced within the Empire (fig. 96) and in neighbouring states 23 In
these depictions, however, there are none of the sacks ((TeAXonoveyyta)
recommended by the strategika24 for carrying provisions such as flour,
millet, hardtack, nor the leather or wicker portmanteaux (6rlxocpt(X) for
storing the cavalryman's armour if he were separated from the bag-
gage train.25 Similarly, the custom of depicting swords or maces slung
on the saddle was never adopted in the iconography of the military

and below, n. 56). On the ephestris as a type of overgarment see the SUDA, 2:4844-13

[3873-5].
23 Saddlecloths and saddle arches are most clearly visible in scenes of the conver-

sion of Placidus-Eustathios where the saint kneels beside his steed, e.g. on fol. 138r
of Pantokrator Psalter 61; and fol. 5v of the Paris Psalter, gr. 20 (Dufrenne 1966, figs.
21, 35 [= Athos, vol. T', fig. 226; Velmans 1985, fig. 24]). See also the saddled horses
without riders on fol. 140v of the Khludov Psalter (Shchepkina 1977, figs. 140), and
the Madrid Skylitzes, fols. 15v, 122r, 144r, 162v, 164r, 165r and 232r (Tsamakda 2002,
figs. 18, 283, 354, 409-410, 414, 416, 548); and also riderless horses in the 13th-C. art
of Rus', including a sgraffito in the cathedral of St Sophia in Kiev (Kirpichnikov 1973,
figs. 26/2, 28/2). They are less visible in depictions of seated riders (e.g. Der Nerses-
sian 1970, fig. 139; Pelekanidis 1953, fig. 32/1; Weitzmann 1976, nos. B43-44; Athos,
vol. B', fig. 329; Shchepkina 1977, fig. 97; Restle 1967, vol. 2, figs. 246-247, 250); while
for Georgian and Armenian examples see Der Nersessian 1965, figs. 49-50 (= Dav-
ies 1991, figs. 35-36); Tschubinaschvili 1959, figs. 42-43 (only saddlecloths are vis-
ible), 181-184, 190-191, 193-194, 248, 252-253, 343; Novello/Beridze/Dosogne 1980,
figs. 58-61; Aladashvili/Alibegashvili/Volskaya 1966, figs. 18-19, 33-34, 50-51. Of
special interest are the high, profiled Gothic arches visible on the Sinaian icon of Ser-
gios and Bakchos, and on a 13th-C. fresco on the south wall of the 12th/13th-C. Leba-
nese church in Bahadeidat (Sinai, fig. 66; negative in the Dumbarton Oaks archive,
no. L.71.362 (CM)).

24 See STRAT., p. 8042-4 [I 2] GE lonovyyty, iv (4 xatpov xock0'tio5 Svvatiov F'GTt x&v
tiptwv rlµepwv fj tieacapwv tov 6tipatit6tiov Sarzavtly xcopi tai,; water flasks, provisions
and flour carried in sacks are mentioned in LT, 2:9 94391-10 04395 [XII 1231; see also SYL-

LOGE, pp. 61-2 [XXXIX 3, 9] (= {LT, vol. B', pp. 360, 362 [XXXIX]}). On sacks with
victuals for expeditions see also STRAT., p. 2362-5 [VII 10] (= LT, 1:1051317-19 [VI 10]),

although there is no mention of how they were carried.
25 Maurice (STRAT. p. 8492-7 [VI 2] = LT, 1:1121378-1131386 [VI 22]) recommends

that besides covers for armour made from oxhide cavalrymen should have lighter
ones of wicker, hung from the saddle while on campaign. In the event of misfortune
in battle, if those leading the pack animals should be separated during the daytime,
the armour would not remain unprotected and not be ruined and the soldiers would
not be exhausted by its weight (Xpf1 el;wOev tiwv (3oeiwv 9rlxapuuv tiwv ca[3wv &no

exety, iva ev'uu xatpFp tioo 7co?eµov xai ev xatpw xovpawv 07G19ey tiwv
07Ct69oxovp(3iwv xatia ti a; vva5 tiwv initwv (3actiac0)ivtiat xai, eav 61)µ(3f1 tiponii; 6;
eixos ytvoµeviic itpo; µiav rlµepav capavcIS yeve69a1 tioi S is aS&rcpatia [3cz na ovtia;,
µ11 elm yvµvai ai c60at xai lpOeipovtat, eitia Se xonovmm xa1'cov5 ctipatitwtia5 S13lyexwS
entxeiµevat avtioi5.). On sacks and portmanteaux see also Kolias 1988, 52. On the
thekarion see above, p. 345.
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saints.26 The absence of such items, which were essential in the field, is
evidence that we are dealing with an idealized picture. Thus one can
suppose that its compositional basis was strongly seated in the tradi-
tion of the triumphal image of the equestrian emperor and had been
transferred to representations of military saints in the period before
Iconoclasm, and survived in later representations. Only details in the
method of depiction of the saints were altered, having been brought
up to date along with changes in riding technique. Even so, sacks also
make no appearance in the otherwise quite historically faithful scenes
in the Madrid Skylitzes, which may suggest that the image of the war-
rior saint referred to some extent to the cavalryman's appearance when
heading into battle, after casting off non-essential ballast such as sacks
and cloak-bags.

Other elements of riding equipment

In Byzantine equestrianism the new form of saddle was combined
with other elements of horse furniture that had been known since
antiquity. The military saddle, together with stirrups, was secured
with the aid of a broad leather girth strap (Egnpo(Y0P_2uVa),27 which
was further stabilized by breast-bands (av'rcAIva, 6tirj9rj6ti7jp)28 and
haunch-straps (o71t(T9£Aiva, omL66Ev1l).29 The Latin etymology of the
terms o7LL6eeX{va and &vti£Aiva which are derived from postilina and
antelina, as well as the morphology of the first of these terms,30 attest

26 On the custom of carrying parameria and maces on the saddle see the PRAECEPTA,
p. 3611-60 [III 7]; SYLLOGE, p. 61 [XXXIX 3]; DIG. An., p. 88376 [IV] (= p. 300802)
(Digenes instructs a protostrator to fasten a sword to his saddle: xai xpegaGE Et; 'CTw
6ek(xv gov xai do [3apvv wtaOi got). In turn LT (1:1061323-26 [VI 11]) mentions the
fastening to saddles of axes that resembled war-hammers. Hoffmeyer (1966, 99, fig.
34) points out a sword depicted slung on a saddle in a miniature on fol. 73v of the
Madrid Skylitzes.

27 Black girth straps for securing the saddle are mentioned in DIG. AKR (p. 8837'
[IV]); and in the Escorial redaction (p. 300800) in the corrupt form ognpoGiEAiva.
Although the etymology of this last word may arouse certain doubts suggesting that
it meant breast-band (see below, n. 30) the context clearly indicates that it refers to
the girth.

28 STRAT., p. 7824 [11 21.
29 STRAT., pp. 7824 [I 2], 8044 [11 2] (= LT, 1:1051319-1061320 [VI 10]).
30 On the etymology cf. Kolias (1993a, 40) who believes it provides evidence that

breast- and haunch-straps were introduced during the Early Byzantine period when
the Latin language was still widely known. Although the Latin term for the girth was
cingulum, the combination of the Latin root XIva and prefix EgnpooOe ('at the front',
`leading', but also `main') makes clear the common etymology of all three terms.
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to the antique, Roman origins of these items of tack. This is further
corroborated in depictions of the girth and breast-band in Roman art,
as well as the two sets of late antique harness discovered at Qustul
(south of Abu Simbel), each with a horizontal breast-band, haunch-
strap with two additional breeching straps, and a leather girth passing
under the belly of the mount.31 Meanwhile, the Byzantine terminol-
ogy of the bridle components: the reins (xaXty&, xakiv&pta)32 and the
straps of the headstall: browband (npoµe'tconISiov)-often confused in
common usage with the rosette-plate or disc (cp&Xapa, (paXog) that
occasionally adorned it,33 headpiece (KopvcpaSww), and throat-lash
(vrcoyevnov)34 derive from Classical Greek, which is evidence that the
headstall's construction had not changed significantly since antiquity.

The above harness elements can all be seen in equestrian depictions
of the warrior saints. There are minor differences in construction and

31 See Steinborn 1982, 312-13, figs. 5-7; Late Roman examples from Dura-Europos
are described by James 2004, 66-71, fig. 33; for some ancient depictions of horse har-
ness see e.g. Volbach 1976, nos. 77, 86a-c; and also above, p. 75ff and n. 2.

32 See e.g. PROCOPIUS, 1:12111-12 [I 23/19], 4093 [111 23/15], 5223 [IV 21/28], 2:15720
[VI 2/24], 18711 [VI 8/8-9], 65220-21 [VIII 31/9], 65511 [VIII 32/3]; DE CER. [VOGT],
2:1377 [178]; DIG. AKR. pp. 284615 (and also the version given in the note), 300801, 3441425;

LT, 1:1051314 [VI 9]; MPG, 110:1225. The form peilva for describing the reins-derived
from Latin retina/retinaculum-is used exceptionally (along with Kanlticaxta-Lat.
capistalis, capistellum meaning a headstall of leather straps) in PORPH., p. 102132-3 [C];

see also the commentary on pp. 199-200.
33 See SUDA, 4:69411-13 [42]: DaXapw 'ca; npoµe'cmn{Sa;, tioiv5 O67ttSIoKotU , tidy

tidy xatia 'CO µetimnov tiFuv tinnmv. papa 6e 'Hpo&up 't& 7tEPI t&S yva8ov5
oKenaoµaia. And also p. 69517 [56]: tD aXov- do npofEttmlti&tiov; EusT. IL., 1:6661118:
cMXos Se xopvOoS &ant8ti(Mov, w5 xai a?LXcz(oo cpaveitiat, ij &atcpi6K0S 'C1S
npoµztimnnSto;, Xevxo5 iced %aµnpoS, eK 'coo cpaAtov, do ?,Etw v.; (2:1878-14): "On Se
I$Aapa iced Ynitmv en i Kouµo; npotctimitI8tos, mµoko,"Tal, ytvogEVoq xai av'co;
67co U6 yciclw, 'co Xaµnm, oOev cpaXlov do a,EVxov, al; ov tinno; 'cc cpaXto; o do g&cmnov,
cpa6iv, exmv XEDKOV, xai avBp(07to5 cpa?,1o5, of Me nspi do µetimnov tipixcS a£1)Kal.
Ttvc; Sc xai a7,,7,co; nEpt'coo cpuXov cppacovcc; &vu njia cpaaly avtiov 7tEplccppaA,0CiaS
npoµzcmnISlov xai 0G711SfGxlov it µUKpov xai Xaµnpov ij TfXOV Aaµnpov.; and also
(3:81512). Meanwhile, Maurice (STRAT, p. 8036 [I 2]: npoµe'cmniStu E%E1V G1S11Pa x(Xtia

'Uwv µctiU)nmv 'cwv innmv), and Leo VI, who repeats his advice (LT, 1:104 [VI 8] calling
them npojEticbnla, but no longer that they were manufactured from iron) speak of
prometopidia alongside Avar peytrals in the context of protection from the enemy's
blows; this might suggest they were an element of horse armour known since antiquity
(see below, n. 37; and also Dirthart/Dintsis 1984, 78-9 and n. 51). See also HESYCHIOS,
vol. 1 [p. 331] &cpaAov cpaXov µi) exov and acpaXov 'ce 9TYce npoµetimniSa. See also the
reconstruction of the medieval Rus' browband with decorative metal plate suspended
on the middle of the forehead (Kirpichnikov 1973, fig. 12); and the reference in DIG.
AKR. (p. 23811) to the gold star on the forehead of the emir's steed (6µnpo5 Fig 'co
µctic)nty '101) XP1)6oV acnepav eixev).

34 STRAT., p. 80'4-45 [1 2], (= LT, 1:1061320-21 [VI 10]): 'cov(pia Fig 'cas 0'ntG0FX1vas
tie66apa, uowcpa.SLv xal vatoyevELov 'covcpiv.; see also below, n. 43.
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proportions, which can be explained by the artists referring to local
customs and fashions in the manufacture of the various components of
riding tack. This is most clearly apparent in the rendering of the breast-
band. Initially, from the eighth to the eleventh century, especially in
provincial centres (Cappadocia, Sinai, Nubia), it was most frequently
depicted as a thick belt that ran horizontally around the mount's chest,
and was usually adorned with bells (figs. 5, 8, 10, 86).35 As their model,
artists used actual decorations with round bells and shells threaded on
a leather strap worn around the horse's breast, which would appear to
have been especially common in the Near East.36 It cannot be ruled
out that the term for such decorations worn on the horse's breast-
atirj9tG'n pta-was identical to the word for coverings for the horse's
breast recommended by Maurice and Leo-peytrals (breast armour)

31 Broad breast-bands with bells are depicted for example on an icon with St Merk-
curios from St Catherine's monastery on Mt Sinai; a relief with Sts Theodore, Sergios
and Bakchos from the facade of the church of the Holy Cross in Aght'amar; murals
from the cathedral in Faras (St Merkourios, currently National Museum, Warsaw) and
the Nubian churches in Abdallah Nirqi (Theodore Stratelates, Phoebammon, Epima-
chos and Merkourios), Abd el-Qadir (St George and an unidentified rider); a minia-
ture with St Theodore on fol. lv in the Fayyum Synaxarion (Pierpont Morgan Library,
New York, no. M 613); on miniatures with Sts Merkourios and Theodore Strate-
lates on fols. 210v and 287v of Cod. Vat. copt. 66; and murals with St George in the
Chapel 21 in Gbreme, Cappadocia (Weitzmann 1976, no. 49B; Davies 1991, figs. 35-36
[= Der Nersessian 1965, figs. 49-50; Nicolle 1988, vol. 2, fig. 138a]; Steinborn 1982,
339, figs. 9, 15-22; neg. in the Dumbarton Oaks collection no. T3-22; L'art Copte, no.
53; Gorecki 1980, figs. 36-37 [= Griineisen 1922, 101, fig. 46]). Of particularly deco-
rative character are the horse harnesses of St Eustathios on fol. 97v of the Khludov
Psalter, and St Merkourios in a Coptic collection of homilies devoted to him in Brit.
Or. 6801 (Shchepkina 1977, fig. 97; Der Nersessian 1987, 158, fig. 3). Decorations
hanging from the haunch-straps are shown on a stone icon from Amaseia depict-
ing Sts Theodore and George, now in the Benaki Museum, Athens (Delevoria 1997,
244). Horses' breast-bands decorated with bells also appear on a miniature showing
Constantine at the battle on the Milvian Bridge in the Parisian MS. of The Homilies
of Gregory of Nazianzos (Par. gr. 510, fol. 440r); on the cover of the ivory chest in the
cathedral in Troyes (11th-12th C.); on a sgraffito depicting king Silko on horseback
in the Nubian temple in Kalabsha; and on the steeds of the three Magi in a Nativity
scene in the cathedral in Faras; less extravagant breast-bands in the form of a broad
ornamental strap appear on equestrian portraits of John Tzimiskes and Melias on a
mural in the Great Pigeon House church in cavusin (Der Nersessian 1962, fig. 15
[= Brubaker 1999, fig. 45]; Nicolle 1988, vol. 2, figs. 79b-c, 99b [= Glory of Byzantium,
no. 141; Kolias 1988, fig. 10]; Steinborn 1982, figs. 8, 10; Walter 2003a, 282-3).

36 Decorations of this type accompanied the horse furniture discovered at Qustul
in Nubia and Dura Europos (Steinborn 1982, 314, and the reconstruction on fig. 5;
James 2004, 88-91, fig. 41). CHONJATES also mentions (p. 185111) a unit of Turks on
Arab horses with bells hung on their necks.
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of iron or felt made after the Avar model.37 From the eleventh until
the thirteenth century we can observe a gradual replacement of this
motif by a simpler form of a single narrow strap without additional
decorations (figs. 30f, 51, 63).38 A variety of arrangements can also be
seen in depictions of the straps of the headstall, which was normally
made up of cheek-straps, brow-band and headpiece (figs. 8, 30f, 41a,
47, 50, 51, 56, 63, 77, 86, 90, 99).39 Occasionally, as is in the church
of the Snake in Goreme (fig. 42) and at Yusuf Koc Kilise in Avcilar
(Macan), the painters additionally depict nosebands and a second pair
of cheek-straps-probably distinguishing the curb bit from the snaffle
bit.40 Worthy of note in the last example is the increase of the number
of straps on the headpiece to four.

The haunch strap is normally shown as a single strap running along
the horse's flank; attached to it and hanging loosely from it are pendant
straps for securing saddle-bags (figs. 86, 90).11 Instead of pendant straps,

37 See STRAT., p. 8037-39 [12] (= LT, 1:1041305-06 [VI 8]: exew Kai emrn06Qta ij m8fipa

ij &1CO K£vtio4Kk,(0v, oiov v£upucu.): ex£wv [...] atinOLunr tQta m6ijp& ij &no' K£vtioviAwv
ij Kai& To 6xfjµa tiFov 'A(3&pwv 6Ken£oOal 2& atif 9n Kai tioi S tipax4lXov5 cr&t&w, Kai
t taTa tiwv npotcwooµevwv Ev tiTl µ&xp.; and also Mihaescu's interpretation (1968,
487). The reference to the protective character of the stethisteria, and also Leo's addi-
tion of quilted armour (neurika) to the materials from which it was made, may suggest
that it was an element of horse armour.

38 See e.g. Pelekanidis 1953, fig. 32/1; Sinai, fig. 66; Glory of Byzantium, no. 261
(= Byzantium, no. 191); breast-bands in the form of a single strap or a pair of paral-
lel, horizontal straps are also depicted in the Madrid Skylitzes on fols. llr, 12r, 13v,
15v-16v, 18v-19r, 22v, 30r-31r, 32v, 34v, 35v, 36v-37r, 43r, 46r, 54v-56r, 58v-59v,
60v 72r-73v, 80r, 85v-86r, 87v, 108v, 122v, 156r, 160r-162v, 163v-164r, 165v-168r,
169r-v, 170v-171v, 175r-177r, 178r, 181r-183r, 184v-185r, 186v, 195r-v, 222v, 224v,
229r, 230r-v (Tsamakda 2002, figs. 4, 6-7, 11, 18-19, 27-28, 39, 58-60, 64, 69, 72,
75-77, 94-95, 104, 128-129, 131-133, 141-143, 146, 177-181, 195, 208-210, 215, 245,
284, 393, 405-410, 412-414, 417-422, 424-425, 427-429, 441-445, 447-448, 454-457,
461-462,465-467,528,531-532,542,544-545).

39 See e.g. Hunt 1991, figs. 1, 11 (= Glory of Byzantium, no. 261; Byzantium, no.
191); Restle 1967, vol. 2, figs. 21, 28-29, 32; and also above, n. 12.

40 See Restle 1967, vol. 2, figs. 246-247, 250; and the photo in the Dumbarton
Oaks collection in Washington, neg. DO. L.75.1174(AC). A noseband also appears on
St Prokopios's horse in the Theodore Psalter, Brit. Add. 19352, fol. 85v; and also on
St Theodore's steed on a fresco in the Church of the Saviour in Megara (Der Nerses-
sian 1970, fig. 139; Skawran 1982, fig. 335).

41 See e.g.: Weitzmann 1976, nos. B43-44; Restle 1967, vol. 2, figs. 246-247, 250;
Der Nersessian 1970, fig. 139. Pendant straps attached to the haunch-strap also appear
on miniatures in the Madrid Skylitzes painted by Master I and Master III on fols.
llv-13r, 15v-16v, 18v, 22v, 30v-31r, 34v, 36v-37r, 43r, 46r, 54r-56r, 58v-59v, 72r,
73v, 80r, 85v-86r, 87v, 221r, 222v, 224v, 229r, 230v, 232r-v, 234r (Tsamakda 2002,
figs. 4-7, 11, 18-19, 27, 39, 58-60, 69, 75-76, 94-95, 104, 130-133, 141-143, 177,
180-181,195,208-210,213,525,528,531-532,542,545,548-549,553).
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tassels are painted on an icon of St George in the British Museum
(fig. 56) and on a fresco of St George on the north-eastern arcade of the
church of the Saviour in Megara; similar decoration is also found on
the haunch and pendant straps of St Sergios's mount on a thirteenth-
century Sinai icon and on the headstall and the ends of the pendant
straps of the steeds of Sergios and Bakchos on the reverse of an icon of
the Virgin Aristerokratousa in the same monastery (fig. 63) 42 Harness
decoration in the form of four tassels (-rovcpia) on the haunch-strap
and two on the headstall, are mentioned in Maurice's Strategikon, and
repeated in Leo's Taktika.43

The decorative character of the warrior saints' horse furniture in
twelfth and thirteenth century painting is also stressed by the red
colour that is most frequently used to depict the girth, haunch-straps
and bridle (figs. 30f, 63, 87).44 Another method of underlining the high
value of horse harness in Middle Byzantine art is to show straps set

42 See Skawran 1982, fig. 335; Hunt 1991, figs. 1, 2, 11 (= Glory of Byzantium,
no. 261; Byzantium, no. 191; Sinai, fig. 66); in the case of the Sinai icon of Sergios
and Bakchos worthy of attention are the additional breeching straps securing the
haunch-straps from above (for a similar solution used in the harness found in Qustul
see above, p. 387), and also the clearly visible elements of a curb bridle (cheeks and
shanks). This last element is also visible on the 'Freiburg Leaf' from Freiburg im Bre-
isgau (see Glory of Byzantium, no. 318) (fig. 58), on a fresco in the church of Sts. Kos-
mas and Damianos in Kastoria (Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis 1985, fig. 21 on p. 41), and
on the same icon of St Sergios from the monastery on Mt Sinai. Taking into account
that on the majority of Byzantine depictions the bit-which was already known to the
Celts (Gamber 1978, fig. 355)-is not visible, and also the lack of source references
and preserved objects one can assume that the curb bit was not widespread in the
Empire, and that its introduction to the iconography took place under the influence
of Latin Crusader culture.

43 See above, n. 34. VEGETIUS (made of byssus p. 136 [III 5]) lists tufae (probably
suspended from a pole, as on a horse-tail standard) among the `mute signals' beneath
which an army marches, alongside eagles, dracos and various other standards (Muta
signa sunt aquilae, dracones, vexilla, flammulae, tufae pinnae; quocumque enim haec
ferri iusserit ductor, eo necesse est signum suum comitantes milites pergant.); they are
attributed a similar function by LYDOS (see above, n. 69 on p. 329); whereas Maurice
(STRAT., p. 7812 [I 2]) uses the term to describe a helmet crest. Mango (1993, 6) identi-
fies as a touphia the helmet crest of an equestrian statue of Justinian that surmounted
his now lost column (on the basis of a drawing on fol. 144v of codex Ms 35 in the Buda-
pest University Library) and points out the word's Germanic origins; see also Mihaescu
1968, 488-9. Kolias (1988, 62-3) and Babuin (2001, 16-17 n. 51) cite the Christian
topography of Kosmas Indikopleustes, which states that touphia were made from the
hair of the wild Indian ox; they also identify depictions of touphia in the Khludov Psal-
ter and the Manasses Chronicle. In turn, Ps. KoDINOS (p. 1454-',1631° [II],

1704-1 [III])
mentions the red tassels ((povvtia xoiciciva) that adorned the emperor's reins.

44 See e.g. Glory of Byzantium, no. 261 (= Byzantium, no. 191); Pelekanidis/Chatzidakis
1985, fig. 21 on p. 41; Hunt 1991, figs. 1-2, 12 (= Sinai, fig. 66).
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with precious stones, as in the Chapel of the Snake in Goreme (fig. 42),

or pearls, as on the steeds of St Prokopios on fol. 85v of the London
Psalter (Brit. Add. 19,352) and St Theodore on a fresco in the church of
Hagioi Theodoroi near Kaphiona on the Mani.45 An extreme example
of this trend are the gold-covered straps of St George's horse in the
narthex of the Panagia Phorbiotissa church in Asinou (fig. 32) 46 In

De ceremoniis we find references to richly decorated imperial horse
harness with gilded reins, while Theophanes the Confessor mentions
the golden saddle of the Persian commander Razates among the booty
captured by Heraclius in the Persian camp.47 The silver and gold har-

ness of the Greek envoys' horses at the caliph of Bagdad's court (in
1002) are immortalized by the Arab chronicler Al-Hatib Al-Bagdadi 48

At the battle of Larissa the Byzantine horses were covered by a pur-
ple imperial ephestris49 Choniates writes that Gabras, who was sent
by Manuel I with an embassy to Kilij Arslan 11 (18 September 1176),
received a Nesaian horse with a silver bridle as a gift from the sultan.5o

In turn, the epic of Digenes Akritas describes the horses of his father
the emir and of the Amazon Maximo, which had silver-shod and dyed
hooves, and dyed tails braided with pearls. The emir's horse had a
red and green saddlecloth embroidered with eagles, Maximo's a gilded

45 See Restle 1967, vol. 2, figs. 246-47, 250; Der Nersessian 1970, fig. 139; Drandakes
1995, fig. 21 on p. 94; see also St Bakchos's pearl-adorned black horse harness on a
Sinaian icon of the Virgin Aristerokratousa; and the harness of St Theodore's steed
on a fresco decorated by a Sinaian painter in the 13th-C. Melkite monastery in Qara
(between Damascus and Antioch); Hunt 1991, 98, figs. 2, 4; Sinai, no. 66. Repoussed
pearling also appears on the harness of St George's horse on an 11th-C. Georgian
silver icon from Lanchavan, and on a fresco by Master Theodore in the 12th-C. Geor-
gian church in Kala (Tschubinaschvili 1959, fig. 190; Novello/Beridze/Dosogne 1980,

fig. 116).
46 See Stylianou 1997, fig. 70 (= neg. nos. AS/B 67.29 and Acc. 00-15029 in the

Dumbarton Oaks collection in Washington).
47 1:7232 [I 10], 9221-z2 9722-23 [I 26]: `OSSeeDE CER. [VOGT] e mhos Eatipw'cat

aeXXoX6 Xtvov %o'DGoi3v; THEOPHANES, 1:31211: Kai tiily GeXXav av cov ok,oxpvaov; and

above, n. 21 on the subject of decorative saddlecloths. On the adornment of horses
during the March parades of the Byzantine army in the period before Iconoclasm see
Kaegi 1975, 64.

48 See VASILiEv, 2/2:73, and also 76 (on the decorative horse harness of mercenary

formations).
49 KOMNENE, 2:282 [IV 6/2]: tiovS Viutovs µ£tia 'cFuv [30CaiX1xtV £ptOp&w Ecp£atiptSwV,

although this description should be treated with care, as she may have been exag-
gerating here.

So CHONIATES, p. 18952-3. Nesaian horses, which came from the Persian plains, were
described by Herodotus [VII 40] as sacred.
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saddle and reins inlaid with golden flowers.51 The lavish horse tack in
such descriptions is evidence that among the Byzantine aristocracy-
as with the chivalry of Western Europe-rich horse furniture had
became an indicator of social status. The emphasis on the decorative-
ness of this element in the iconography of the warrior saints, espe-
cially in respect of their patronage over the great aristocratic families
of Anatolia, was justified.

SPURS

Wooden spurs, which amplify the prodding of the rider's heel in the
horse's flank to force a quicker pace, had been known in Classical
Greece, although painted images on vases suggest they were viewed as
characteristic of Amazons. We can assume that initially a single spur
was worn on the left foot.52 Metal spurs with a short goad and simple,
slightly curved yoke spread through Europe in the third century BC
thanks to the Celts. In an evolved form spurs were adopted in the
Roman Empire, where they were known as calcar, although their use
was mainly restricted to high-ranking state officials.53

There is no evidence for the use of spurs in the Early Byzantine peri-
od.54 This may be because, with the exception of heavily armoured ka-

' On the emir's horse see DIG. AKR., p. 23810-16; the horse of the Amazon Maximo,
p. 184111-1 [VI] (= 3481486-89) 3541560 (= 3561.9.); and the horse of Digenes' fiancee, whose
decorative bridle was embroidered with pearls (p. 114821 [IV], 3181119) Warrior saints
shown with horses that have tails decoratively tied in a knot include St Eustathios on
fol. 52r in the Athonite Menologion Esphigmenou, and St George above the entrance
to the rock-cut church (of 1282-1304) dedicated to him in Berisirama (Athos, vol. B',
fig. 329; Restle 1967, vol. 3. fig. 515). In the first example the horse also has an interest-
ing gold saddle with high arches.

12 See Zygulski 1998, 103; Luszczyk (1936, 235-6) on the basis of the rarity of finds
in early medieval and Carolingian burials, also assumes that the custom of using a
single spur persisted in Europe. On the evolution of spur forms from antiquity to the
Middle Ages see P. Krenn, "Sporen", BKR, p. 240.

13 On finds in Hradis"te near Stradonice in the Czech Republic, on the Rhine, at
Dura Europos, in Italy and Greece, and also on Nordic spurs from the Late Roman
period see James (2004, 54, 96, fig. 44/325-6) and Luszczyk (1936, 235; and his recon-
struction of late La Tene spurs found in Holstein). Gamber (1978, 424, fig. 356) indi-
cates that spurs appeared in Europe during the La Tene period (1st C. BC). On Roman
bronze spurs see Bishop/Coulston 1993, 182. On Greco-Roman spurs used from the
3rd to 2nd BC see Hoffmeyer (1966, 51, 115), who indicates that the Sarmatians used
spurs by the 3rd C. BC at latest.

54 On the subject of early medieval spurs with weakly developed goads see Kirpich-
nikov (1973, 56-8, figs. 34/1-4; which includes 5th to 8th-C. finds from Poland,
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taphraktoi whose horses were insulated from external stimuli by their
barding, a kick with the heel was enough to urge the mount on.55 On
the other hand, the use of spurs by cataphracts carried with it the dan-
ger of snagging the sharp end of the spur in the saddlecloth or barding,
thereby immobilizing the rider's leg.56 The earliest depictions of spurs
in the Byzantine military iconography appear only at the turn of the
tenth and eleventh centuries in two scenes-a duel, and the storming
of a town-on fols. 6v and 7v in the Venetian manuscript of Pseudo-
Oppian's Kynegetika (Ven. Marcianus gr. 479).57 Anna Komnene refers
to spurs as characteristic of Norman cavalrymen at the battle at Larissa
(1082) and notes that they interfered with walking,"' which allows us
to assume that their reintroduction to the Empire came as the result
of Western knightly custom. This seems to be confirmed in the ico-
nography of the warrior saints, where spurs with a yoke fastened at the
front by a strap and with a sharp prick appear only in the thirteenth
century in works connected with Crusader circles. Spurs whose yokes
are fastened by a strap that encompasses the foot are visible on an
icon with St George in the British Museum; on a drawing with George

Ukraine, Belarus and the Czech Republic); Kirpichnikov notes that the first (unclear)
reference to spurs in the Ruthenian chronicles seems to be made by Nestor in 1068,
where he speaks of "ygapimia s xonbH".

ss Hyland (1994, 17) explains the evolution of the long-necked Western European
form of spurs by the need to reach under the horse's armour or cloth caparison.

56 KoMNENE (1:16322-5 [IV 7/1]) describes how Alexios I was pursued and nearly
dismounted by Normans during a combat with Robert Guiscard (1057-17 July 1085)
at Dyrrachion (October 1081) but managed to stay on his horse as the prick of his left
spur had caught in the saddle-cloth (Nai µ1w xai Tj tiov µvwno; &xµli tiov &pt6tispov
nose; svSaxoDGa To, &&xpov ttl; ecpc 'tpiSo;, o Mn a'rpwµa kirovrty, &xktvcctspov tiov

innoti11v moist.) The same danger is also mentioned by Hyland 1994, 17.
57 See Kadar 1978, figs. 142/1, 3. C£ also Hoffineyer (1966, 51) who mentions spurs

depicted in the Madrid Skylitzes without giving specific examples.
58 KoMNENE, 2:293-7 [V 6/2]: tie Se,n xai 8t0' ti&' tuv nsSiXwv ateodAttcrra iced Spoµov

& P-7a,u Sctov evxetipotiatio; is vtxa$tia'ivstiat xai &floio; navi6cna6ty TI npotispov
oxkacoowic oiov xai titi; vvxtxnc a&r npoOvµia;. At the battle of Larissa spurs were
also worn by the Greeks (see above, n. 56). Her term npo&Xµatia derives from the
verb npo&XXoµat-`drive on, push forward'. References to spurs can also be found in
the Grottaferrata version of DIG. AKR., pp. 12157 [I] ('he used spurs'-xatiamepvwwµ&),
80227 [IV] (`spurs encrusted with precious stones'--rd at mXxsti& µsn&

? dO(ov ngtiwv), 184572 [VI] (meeting the Amazon Maximo, Digenes `urges his horse on
with his spurs'-Kai avtiixa tiov Vnnov µov xsvtiij(Ya; vat; atseovats). The uncertain
dating of the text does not allow us to determine whether the references are earlier
than those in the Alexiad, but the lack of established terminology-referring to the
verb `drive forward'-and the peroni fibula (probably in view of the presence in both
items of sharp points) indicate that spurs were not widely used in the Middle Byzan-
tine period.
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and Theodore on horseback in the Augustiner-Museum, Freiburg im
Breisgau; and on equestrian images of Sts Sergios and Bakchos on the
reverse of a Sinaian icon of the Virgin Aristerokratousa59 (figs. 56, 58
& 63). Leather straps for securing the spur, which has an elaborately
shaped, elongated goad, are clearly visible on a fresco with St George
in the church of St John Chrysostom in Geraki (fig. 97).60 A similar
arrangement to the above examples is seen on a spur from the period
of Crusader rule (early thirteenth century) found during excavations
in 1995-96 in the ruins of the monastery of St George Diasoritis
at Vrontokastro near Kavala.61 This spur has a yoke terminating in
a buckle and a metal plate with an opening for threading the strap
(fig. 98).

Meanwhile, the sharp pointed goads and straight necks of the spurs
of the military saints are closer in form to Bulgarian (types 1-4) and
Russian finds (Kirpichnikov's type II, classified as dating from the
same period)62 rather than the Vrontokastro spur which ends with a
fork and a star-shaped rowel. The late introduction of the spur into
the iconography of Orthodox military saints is evidence that it was
directly borrowed from Western European art, where spurs appear in
the eleventh century (fig. 54a).63 In the era when the icons mentioned
came into being, depictions of knights with spurs were common in the
West (fig. 99).64 It should therefore be recognized that the spur motif
was a foreign interjection into Byzantine art, and its introduction into
the iconography of the military saints was an expression of the wider

ss See Glory of Byzantium, nos. 261, 318 (= Byzantium, no. 191; Hunt 1991, fig. 17);
Sinai, fig. 66. Spurs are just barely discernable on a mural in the nave of the katholikon
in the monastery of St Moses the Ethiopian (Mar Musa al-Habashi) near Nebek in
Syria, painted under Crusader rule (Dodd 1992, fig. 28).

61 See Moutsopoulos/Demetrokalles 1981, figs. 65, 67, and in colour on fig. 13.
61 See Zekos/Bakirtzes 1996, 854, fig. 14. Dating was facilitated by other metal ele-

ments found in the same cultural layer, including coins of the Latin Empire. A metal
rod with a c.6.5 cm-long prong and inwards-turned wheel found in the ruins of the
Great Palace is too fragmentary to identify it as a spur from the time of Manuel I
(Brett 1947, 99). A spur with a rowel found in Pliska is dated to the 9th/10th C. by
Iotov (2004, 170-1, fig. 104), but its shape and proportions clearly differ from the
Vrontokastro find.

62 See Iotov 2004, 161-8, figs. 96-102; Kirpichnikov 1973, 62-7, 70, fig. 37, and
examples: figs. 13/1-6 (originating from Russia, dated to the 13th C.).

63 See e.g. depictions of horsemen and sometimes also soldiers on foot on the
Bayeux Tapestry (Rud 1983, 87, figs. on pp. 10-11, 39, 43, 45-53, 56, 68-69, 74-75,
86-88.

64 See e.g. France 1999, figs. 2-3.
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process of Westernization that was taking place under the influence of
the knightly culture of the Crusaders in the thirteenth century.65

THE HORSE ARMOUR PROBLEM

The late antique tradition of the heavily armoured horseman or cat-
aphract on an armoured steed was still alive in Byzantium. This is
evident from the military manuals and chroniclers' accounts as well
as the occasional rare depiction-for example, on a miniature in the
Madrid Skylitzes (fol. 31r) showing Thomas the Slav riding a horse
with neurika barding that reaches down almost to the knees of his
mount (fig. 87).66 One must therefore consider why horse armour is
absent from the iconography of the warrior saints. There are at least
three possible reasons.

The first could be iconographic traditionalism, which allows certain
motifs (such as stirrups and high saddles) to be updated within the
framework of a composition known since antiquity, but does not per-
mit its overall structure to be broken by the introduction of a signifi-
cant element such as a barding which covers the whole of the horse.
The iconographic type of the cataphract on a fully barded horse has
been marginal since antiquity; it appears in Persian art (fig. 53), and

65 On the Gothic shield and the phlamoulon banner see above, pp. 235 and 341.
66 See above, p. 139, and also references in DIG. AKR., 3261159, 3301244 3421404

(immi pi(X &cptpwµeva); and in Al-Mutanabbi's poem on Sayf al-Dawla's victory over
the `domestic' in 965, see VASILIEV, 2/2:33316-17 where he mentions Byzantine horses
wearing claddings of iron, underneath which their legs were not visible, and the analy-
sis of these sources by McGeer (1995, 216) and Haldon (1975, 40-1). For examples of
Roman multi-part chamfrons which are often supplemented with eyeguards for the
horse see Robinson 1975, figs. 514-16 (from Newstead c. AD 98-100-reconstruction
in the National Museum of Antiquities, Edinburgh [= Gamber 1978, fig. 373]), 517
(eye-guards from Ribchester in the British Museum), 518, 520 (eyeguards in Mainz
and Corbridge), 522-6 (three-piece chamfrons covering the entire front of the head
[see also Gamber 1978, fig. 389]), and 527-8 (decorative openwork chamfrons). On
the subject of the scale barding discovered at Dura-Europos and now in the Archaeo-
logical Museum, Damascus see above, no. 55 on p. 137, 60 on p. 139; and Diethart/
Dintsis 1984, figs. 11-12). Medieval evidence for the use of horse armour includes the
elaborate iron chamfron dating from c.1200 found at Romashki near Kiev (Gamber
1995, 10, fig. 18). In general on Byzantine horse armour and 'hippo-sandals' (hoof
guards) which protected against spiked caltrops (triboloi), see Haldon 1999, 132 and
n. 97 on p. 324. Rance (2008, 729-32) quotes an unpublished Life of St Philaretos
concerning the war in Sicily against the Arabs, as proof that such 'hoof-plates' were a
mid-Byzantine innovation. Reconstructions of the horse armour used by cataphracts
are published by Dawson 2009, 42, colour plates A, F6 and H.
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occasionally in folk art,67 but was almost never adopted by the official
imperial propaganda, for which `high' art was created.68 The natural
consequence may have been the adoption by Byzantine artists of the
more common and culturally familiar variant of depicting the mount
without armour.

A second reason for this state of affairs may lie in the small numbers
and ephemeral existence of cataphract formations. As can be inferred
from Nikephoros Phokas's treatise (which deals with heavy cavalry
in most detail), cataphracts constituted only the offensive core of the
army's cavalry. As part of a larger battle-line the emperor advised
employing just 504 cataphracts, of which 150 were to be equipped
with bows; when the strategos had a smaller army at his disposal,
Nikephoros advised deploying only 384 cataphracts of which 180 were
to be archers. The wedge-like formation of this unit was intended to
break through the enemy's battle-line.fi9 According to Eric McGeer,
although cataphracts formed the elite of the army, their numbers never
exceeded six hundred horsemen; compared to the whole of Phokas's
forces, which he estimates at c.25,000, this amounts to barely five per-
cent of the army.70

67 Other ancient Asiatic depictions of horsemen on armoured horses besides the
Dura-Europos graffito include the bas-relief from Kalchayan in Uzbekistan (1st C.
BC-1st C. AD); reliefs from Naqsh-i-Rustam with battle scenes involving the Persian
king Hormizd II (302-309); reliefs from Firuzabad (after 226); and reliefs from Tang-i
Sarvak (3rd C. AD) and Chosroes II from Taq-i Bustan (see e.g. Mielczarek 1993, figs.
6, 9-12, 14, and above, n. 60 on p. 139; Parani 2003, 138). An interesting terracotta
figure of a Chinese klibanarios of c. 500 (in the Museum of Chinese History, Beijing)
is reproduced by Gamber 1993, 12, fig. 19. In turn Parani (2003, 151) regards the
absence of cuirasses of klibanarioi from the iconography of the equestrian warrior
saints as an especially unrealistic feature.

68 A rare exception appears on Trajan's column, where Sarmatian cataphracts are
depicted in a somewhat fantastical manner, with the entire bodies of horses and riders
unrealistically covered with scales-evidence that the Romans did not understand the
form and function of horse armour (see e. g. MacDowall 1995, fig. on p. 8; Mielczarek
1993, figs. 1-2).

69 See PRAECEPTA, p. 36'6-53 [1116] (= TNU [MG], p. 11458-66 [XL 6]): 86 SE' auv6vai
tot; xatiacppaxtiots ev iw µ66w xai tiol;otias, onws bn' avtimv cpuX&acwvtiat. xai of µev
up6gaxot avtimv xai of Sevtiepoi xai of tipitiot xai 01 ietiaptiot itt eGtifQav tiol;6tat,
&no tiov neµntiou opSivou xai co;eTOW ovpaiwv. xai Et µev Mn nevtiaxociwv tie66apwv
o 41%10; T1i; napatial;ews time xatiacppaxticov, exety avtiovS kxatiov nevtiTjxovtia
ei Sc eatit tptaxoriwv (tie66&p(ov xai oySotjxovtia), exety avtiovS oy6o3jxovtia
For the cataphract wedge formation, which was clearly intended to break open enemy
formations, see TNU [MG], p. 104133-52 [LVII 13].

70 See McGeer (1995, 217), who also draws attention to advice in the PRAECEPTA to
compensate for any shortage of heavy cavalry by positioning ordinary lancers in the
interior ranks of formations (p. 3869-72 [111 9] = TNU [MG], p. 11681-6 [ 9]).
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The third, possibly most significant reason, is the lack of hagiographic
evidence that might link the warrior saints with cataphract formations.
Horse armour was a distinguishing feature of this type of cavalry and
its use in images of the megalomartyrs may have been wrongly per-
ceived as identifying them as soldiers of a cataphract formation, which
is of course not confirmed in any of the warrior saints' Lives.

CONCLUSIONS

Crucial to the understanding of changes in the iconography of eques-
trian saints is the introduction in the sixth century of stirrups and the
resulting alterations in riding posture and the shape of the saddle. The
tradition of the equestrian image was deeply rooted in Classical impe-
rial iconography (especially the monument of Marcus Aurelius on
the Capitoline Hill, and the equestrian statue of Theodosius set up by
Justinian as his own on a column in front of the Hagia Sophia). From
the eighth century, however, the earlier formula with the rider's feet
dangling freely in the air and his knees clasped tightly to the horse's
flanks is entirely replaced in favour of a new arrangement with the
rider sitting upright in a high saddle with legs supported on stirrups.
This is seen not only in Byzantium itself, but also in the art of neigh-
bouring countries (Georgia, Armenia, Rus', the Balkan states, Egypt
and Nubia). The change is clear evidence of artists finding inspira-
tion in models taken from the world around them rather than copying
solutions from Classical art.

The remaining items of horse harness-headstall and bridle straps,
breast-band and haunch straps, which in Byzantium carried traditional,
Classical names (Greek or Roman)-do not seem to have undergone
significant changes, and in art we observe the continued use of their
earlier forms. A minor, but noticeable, change is observable in the
evolution of harness ornaments, which at first mainly take the form
of various types of pendants and tassels attached to the harness straps;
with time the leather straps themselves become more decorative, and
towards the end of our period are normally shown painted red or
occasionally even gold.

A series of omissions in the representation of holy riders compared
to known cavalry practice should also be pointed out. These include
the absence of spurs, which were known in antiquity, but which first
appear in art only as a result of Crusader influence. Absent too from
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the images are sacks for carrying provisions and portmanteaux for car-
rying armour recommended in the military manuals. More significant
is the absence of horse armour typical for cataphract horsemen, which
indicates that the mounted representations of warrior saints did not
reflect the appearance of this particularly important Byzantine military
formation.

To sum up, in the iconography of equestrian equipment, as with
armour, garments and weapons, a general principle can be discerned
whereby certain elements, such as saddle and stirrups, are updated,
but the arrangement of the composition as a whole is more conser-
vative and most commonly repeats the forms rooted in the Classical
tradition of the ceremonial image of the commander.



CONCLUSIONS

Our examination of the military equipment and attire of the military
saints allows us (despite our still incomplete knowledge of how the
imperial army was equipped) to formulate general theories regard-
ing the iconographic content and the meaning it carries. Foremost is
the observation that when depicting the various elements of military
gear, the artists, while preserving the Classical compositional formulas
of the armoured warrior with shield, lance and sword, normally imi-
tated the designs used in the army of their own day.' This is most evi-
dent from the introduction into the iconography of such technological
novelties as the long sword with a rounded (and later pointed) tip, the
kite-shaped shield, followed by its later triangular form, and also stir-
rups. One can also interpret as a modernizing tendency the replace-
ment of the archaizing muscled cuirass by lamellar corselets that were
reminiscent of the form of the klibanion popular in the imperial army
at the time.

The degree to which artists represented such fine detail varied
depending on the period and the artistic milieu. The strongest refer-
ence to Classical military attire was made in art of the ninth to early
eleventh centuries produced at the court of the Macedonian dynasty
and by artists then connected with the capital, who relied heavily
on traditional pictorial formulas? This tendency is clearly visible in
a group of imperial ivories (especially the Harbaville and Borradaile
triptychs), where the warriors are depicted with bared forearms on the
Classical model, and in a fresco of the same period from the church
of the Virgin (Odalar mosque) showing St Merkourios in a muscled

' The absence of items of arms, armour and costume that might allow warrior
saints to be identified with a specific formation in the Byzantine army is also noted
by Parani (2003, 150-1).

2 Among the many works devoted to the continuation of antique pictorial tradi-
tions see e.g. Weitzmann 1978. Epstein/Kazhdan (1985, 141-4) point out that this
tendency was mainly limited to 10th- and 11th-century art in circles connected with
the imperial court. The uneven use of antique pictorial formulas in the iconography
of the military saints is noticed by Parani (2003, 155-8), who comments that although
individual items of armour such as the klibanion where updated (while preserving the
ancient composition based on a traditional selection of items of equipment) this did
not interfere with how the image was read.
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cuirass with a broad sword in a scabbard with a flat-ended chape.
Despite the traditionalism of the capital's artistic environment in this
period, we should note that, under the influence of court ceremony,
it produced a new type of warrior saint holding either a sword or a
spathobaklion and wearing an officer's spekion. At the same time the
fact that the attire of this new type directly reflected the uniforms of
the protospatharios and kandidatos can be seen as an indication of the
iconography being updated.

Gradually, artists replaced the classicizing elements of military attire
with items of soldiers' equipment that they were familiar with. The level
of detail in representations of military gear reached its peak in the second
half of the twelfth century. Among the most important examples of
this process are frescoes funded by the emperor in the katholika of the
monasteries in Bera and Nerezi, and related decoration in the churches
of the Anargyroi and St Nicholas tou Kasnitze in Kastoria, in the kath-
olikon of the monastery in Kurbinovo, as well as a group of murals
in Cypriot churches. Although all these examples are connected with
the Komnenoi dynasty, the meticulous reproduction of the various
items of martial equipment should be ascribed more to the appearance
of a new trend in art than to the military aristocratic origins of the
founders' family and its strong connections with the army.

In Byzantine culture from the eleventh century, and particularly in
the twelfth, one can observe in icon painting an emphasis on the value
of imitating models taken from nature ('svit(ov µL n p'ca), and not just
the repetition of standard pictorial formulas (eixaGµatiwv silc6Gµatia),
thanks to which the icon became `a living picture' (£µyrvxoc ypwpri).
This mimetic attitude in Byzantine art, which Hans Belting called
`icons painted in the new style', may have appeared in the Eastern
Church only a few hundred years after the defeat of the Iconoclast
schism thanks to the consolidation of the place of the image in the
liturgy as well as private devotion creating the need for a cult image
that speaks (ctA(xXoS) to a lay audience.' In view of the readily acces-
sible model to imitate in the form of the imperial army, the group of

3 See Belting (1994, 261-4, 269-73) who also indicates that another effect of the
new view on the icon was the evolution of the narration depicted on it; see also the
translations of source texts that he provides (pp. 518-19, 528-9): e.g. indications by
the sebastokrator Isaac Komnenos (16 Jan 1118-after 1152) concerning the venera-
tion of the 'life-like' icons in the monastery he founded in Bera, and the ekphrasis
of the icon of the Crucifixion by the pen of Michael Psellos, containing a detailed
interpretation of the new aesthetics). On the abandoning of idealization in favour of
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military saints provided a subject that was especially amenable for the
realization of the new postulate of mimetism in art. Its inclusion into
the new trend can be attested by literary evidence such as Theodore
Prodromos's poem describing a painting with St Theodore Stratelates,
in which he presents the saint as `looking as if alive and even brandish-
ing his lance',4 as well as by an analysis of the depictions themselves.
Possible specific evidence of the meticulous imitation of nature is a
gold chain with small cross pendant on the chest of St Prokopios on
a fresco in the church of Sts Kosmas and Damianos in Kastoria.s This
motif was doubtless used by the painter in reference to the legend of
the conversion of Neanias-Prokopios, who ordered the goldsmith Mark
of Scythopolis to make a cross of gold and silver modelled on a crystal
sign revealed to him during a vision he experienced near Apamea on
the road to Alexandria. Even so, we can expect that Byzantine soldiers
often wore this type of religious symbol.6 A pendant of corresponding
form and date to the one depicted on the Kastorian mural is held in
the Kanellopoulos Collection, Athens (fig. 100).'

The process of adapting the warrior saint's appearance to the military
realities of the time is especially vivid in Nubian and Egyptian artistic
circles. Here artists were working in isolation from the mainstream art
of the Empire (mainly for political reasons, but not infrequently also
for doctrinal and religious ones), and created an independent vari-
ant of the military saint, whose clothing referred to local (Arab or
Nubian) customs of arming soldiers. This phenomenon most emphati-
cally makes us aware that the replication of traditional iconographical
formulas was possible in the imperial capital with its copious relics of
Classical material culture, but in provincial environments a process of
costumological change quickly took hold. This observation may also
apply to military saints in Georgian art, which was initially under the

realism and naturalism in depicting the world and man in 10th-13th-C. literature and
art see also Epstein/Kazhdan 1985, 206-30.

' See Maguire 1996, 77.
5 See Pelekanidis 1953, fig. 23/1; and Babuin's (2002, fig. 3) clearer drawing.
6 For a summary of the legend see Delahaye 1909, 83; MANGO, 144-5 (English

translation). Walter (2003a, 95-6) points out the dependence of the legend of Nea-
nias's conversion on the visions of St Paul and Constantine; in the context of the
legend Gabelic (2005, 542-3, fig. 10) interprets a later example of the saint's image
with a cross motif on his sword hilt on a narthex fresco in the monastery church in
Lesnovo (1349).

' See also the Georgian cross of `Queen Tamara' (1184-1213) (Novello/Beridze/
Dosogne 1980, figs. 62-63).
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influence of Persian pictorial tradition, but demonstrated considerable
independence in the Middle Byzantine period. It should be stressed
here that it is thanks to the attention of Byzantine and Georgian artists
to the detail and construction of military equipment that the images
of the warrior saints constitute valuable documentary evidence on the
arms and armour of the Eastern Empire, a branch of material culture
that is only fragmentarily preserved.

The last group of representations distinguished by their different
treatment of soldiers' equipment belongs to the art of the thirteenth
century created under Crusader rule, both on the former territory of
Byzantium as well as at the point of contact with the still vibrant cul-
ture of the Orthodox Near East. The model of the warrior in chlamys
and corselet, armed with lance, shield and sometimes also sword,
which had its roots in antiquity, was destroyed as a result of the fall of
the Empire in 1204 and the ensuing influx of pictorial formulas char-
acteristic of the art of Europe's Latin states. The Crusaders adapted
the cult of the warrior saints to their own needs, selecting St George
as their main patron, and in Syria also Sts Sergios and Bakchos. Artists
working at the junction of Byzantine and Latin cultures introduced
changes in how the weapons and attire of the warrior saints were
depicted, adapting their images to the real artefacts of knightly culture.'
These changes involved the addition of items in everyday use in the
Byzantine army that had not been employed earlier in the iconography
of the saints, such as the bow, bowcase and arrows, along with new
costume details, such as the surcoat and the triangular Gothic shield
with heraldic blazon, which likened the saint to a Crusading knight.
An unusual phenomenon in the art of this period is the employment
of images of the saints as carriers of political ideas. By placing a red
cross on a white field on the saints' shields and standards the Latin
donors appropriated for themselves the saints who had traditionally
been the Byzantine patrons of the Empire.' A response to this chal-
lenge was the attempt by the Greeks to create their own `hagiographic'

8 According to Gerstel (2001, 267-73) the spread of equestrian depictions of St
George in churches of the Peloponnese in the 13th C. was closely linked with the
popularity of this redaction of his image in Crusading circles.

' Gerstel (2001, 265) notes the propagandistic nature of the red cross and western
heraldry on warrior saints' standards and shields in art connected with the Crusader
presence (for example in the chapel at Akronafplion).
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heraldry in a form borrowed from Byzantine coinage, namely the
motif of the cross or star on a crescent. This conflict can be regarded
as one of the most interesting examples in the entire history of the art
of the Eastern Church of the transfer of a political and social dispute
to iconography.

Despite the changes introduced in the thirteenth century, the image
of the warrior saint that had developed in Middle Byzantine art con-
tinued to be employed by artists in the Palaiologan era. This unrealistic
attitude to the iconography of the military saints, so different from the
preceding period, can be explained by the state's new military situa-
tion. There was no longer a model to imitate in the form of a native
Byzantine army, which had been replaced by variously equipped for-
mations of pronoiars and mercenaries from many parts of the world,"
and it became necessary to look back to older models, both to under-
line the Hellenic ancestry of the military saints, and as reference to the
era of the Empire's military greatness."

A second important research problem is the choice of the warrior
saints' weapons, or rather why they are limited to lance and sword.
This might be read as a continuation of the antique compositional
scheme used when depicting emperors and deities in military uniform.
But such an interpretation begs the question of whether the phenom-
enon of the `icons painted in the new style' can, in the case of the
military saints, refer only to depiction of a detail of weaponry taken

11 Although a taxation system based on land grants (pronoia) had been introduced
in the 12th C., it was first used for the upkeep of the army by the Palaiologoi (M.C.
Bartusis, "Pronoia. Fiscal Meaning", ODB, 3:1734). On the growing importance of
foreign mercenaries in the imperial army from the time of Michael VIII Palaiologos,
including Turks, Alans, Albanians, Georgians, Armenians, Cumans and Bulgars on the
one hand, and Burgundians, Catalans, Englishmen, Hungarians, Italians and Cretans
on the other, as well as on the pronoiai granted to them, see Heath 1995, 12-13, 21-4,
33-6; and Bartusis 1992, 139-212. The discrepancies between the actual armament of
Balkan armies and the iconography of the military saints is pointed out by Markovic
(1995a, 211, figs. 22-23). Parani (2003, 151) presents a different picture, believing that
the various elements of armament were depicted more scrupulously in the Palaiologan
era than in earlier periods. An exception in her view are strongly classicizing works
such as the murals in the Constantinopolitan monastery of the Saviour in Chora.

11 A symptomatic example of reference to St Theodore in the imperial propaganda
at the turn of the 13th/14th C. is a poem commissioned from Manuel Philes by the
son of Michael VIII, Theodore Komnenos Palaiologos, in which he is able, with the
saint's assistance, to perform feats that had proved impossible for Herakles (Maguire
1996, 77-8).
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from life and whether solutions linking it with an archaic composition
satisfied the needs of the Byzantine viewer.12

It is possible to propose a variant reading of the picture of the war-
rior saint-as modelled on the imperial palace guard. In favour of
this interpretation is the image of military saints as guardians watch-
ing over Christ's throne, a motif already present in the writings of
the Cappadocian Fathers.13 It can also be read in the positioning of
the saints in the work of art itself. On ivory triptychs, where saints
depicted on the wings stand guard by the throne of the Supreme
Leader, as well as when they stand in the narthex of the church or
at the entrance to the nave watching over his shrine, they appear in
the character of imperial guardsmen keeping watch at the side of the
enthroned emperor or at the gates of his palace. This interpretation
also allows one to explain how it was so easy for the Crusaders to
replace the Byzantine type of the warrior saint with their own-which
referred to the appearance of the Western knight.

Bearing in mind that the uniform of the capital's tagmata may
have harked back to antique models it would seem to be possible
to combine the two hypotheses. Just as further study is required on
the relationship between the military saints as patrons and the circus
factions and militias recruited from them, the links between the uni-
forms of tagmata warriors and their antique equivalent, soldiers of the
Praetorian guard, would benefit from further detailed research, which
may produce interesting results.

12 Parani (2007, 189) notes that in Byzantine religous art real objects are often com-
bined with fanciful ones to create an overall picture that is far from reality.

13 e.g. in the enkomion devoted to him, Gregory of Nyssa calls Theodore Teron
one of God's doryphoroi (CAVARNOS, 10/1:6325-641 = MPG, 46:740: 605 8opvcp6pov
tiov Oeov itapaxaX6vtis5. Procopius and other historians often mention doryphoroi
accompanying the emperor (see above, n. 47 on p. 324). A similar interpretation of
the selection of the military saints' weaponry in Middle Byzantine art is proposed by
Parani (2003, 150).
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GENERAL INDEX

For churches and institutions first consult the entry for the town and country in which
the object is located. For reasons of space, matter in the footnotes has been indexed
selectively. Modern authors are given in italics.

For `realia'-actual items of costume and military equipment-please see the
separate `Index of Realia'.

Aachen cathedral 133 n. 38, 202
`Abbakon', Saint 91
Abdallah Nirqi, church of St

Epimachos 285 n. 607, 335, 338 n. 35
Abdon, Palestinian grave 88
Abkhazia (see also Georgia) 82-83, 84

n. 84
Episcopal See

Abraham 254
Abu Mina ('St Menas'), Egypt. See under

Menas, Saint.
Achmet ibn Sirin, author of

Oneirokritikon ('Dream book') 139
Adamklissi, Tropaeum Traiani

monument 156
Admiral (Droungarios) of the Fleet 364
Adomnan of Hy 61 n. 14
Adrianople,

arms workshop 21, 22 n. 16
battle (AD 378) 4, 34, 82 n. 77

Adrianos Komnenos 116 n. 194, 219
Adventus Augusti

of Theophilos and Basil I 361
fresco in church of St Demetrios,

Thessaloniki 302
Aelian 34-35, 39 n. 88, 86 n. 92, 129,

149 n. 100, 211 n. 323, 325 n. 51, 219
n. 357, 325 n. 51

Aeneas the Tactician 34, 38 n. 81, 39,
237 n. 423

Aeneid, The 186
Agathias of Myrina 44
Aght'amar, cathedral of the Holy Cross

11 n. 34, 97 n. 136, 145 n. 90, 334, 352
n. 170, 381, 388 n. 35

Agios Nikolaos nr. Monemvasia, church
of St Nicholas 136 n. 45, 230 n. 398,
267 n. 543, 279 n. 585, 356, 365
n. 234

Agitria, church, Mani 9 n. 25
Aglibol (Palmyrene deity) 94, 163, 278,

fig. 17

Akhmim, Egypt
brooches & fibulae from 273 n. 566,

275 n. 572
Coptic textiles from 60 n. 13, 90, 97

n. 136
tunic from 302 n. 658

`Ain Dara 218 n. 353
al-. See later part Of name
Alabasdria 77, fig. 5. See also demons
Alans 215 n. 342, 403 n. 10
St Alban's Abbey 161
Aleppo, Archaeological Museum 68

n. 38, 193 n. 263, 218 n. 353
Alexander (emperor) 116 n. 193
Alexander, Saint 116 n. 193
Alexander the Great 29 n. 45, 95 n. 129,

137 n. 52, 149 n. 101, 221, 255, 326
Alexander-Helios 95
Alexandria 22 n. 20, 39, 42 n. 100, 52,

59 n. 8, 64, 98 n. 138, 181 n. 217, 242
n. 448, 256 n. 507, 401

Alexios I Komnenos 11 n. 33, 24 n. 25,
115, 249, 337

Alexios Komnenos (prince) 8 n. 24
Alexios Mousele (caesar) 185
Alfoldi, Andreas 95 n. 127, 244 n. 454,

336
Amaseia (Amasya) 308

metropolitan of 93 n. 117
stone stele from (See also Athens:

Benaki Museum), fig. 84
St Theodore's church 88 n. 102, 110
Temple of Cybele 57 n. 2

Amazon Maximo. See Maximo, the
Amazon

Amazons 204 n. 302, 392
Ambrose (bishop of Milan) 65, 296

n. 639
Amer (emir) 222
Amir Hasan II (prince) 308
Ammianus Marcellinus 58 n. 3, 137,

164 n. 153, 215 n. 342, 288 n. 613, 330
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Amorion, siege of (838) 242
Amphilochios (bishop of Iconium), Life

of Basil of Caesarea 30
ampullae (see also eulogia)

with St Menas and camels 90-91
for myron exuded by relic of St

Demetrios 116-117
amulets 75-78, 81, 295 n. 637,

with Solomon 75-76
with St Sisinnios 371
with horseman spearing female

demon 75
Anastasios of Sinai 372
Anastasius I (emperor) 60 n. 12, 80,

109-110, 201, 291 n. 624
Anastasius, founder of St Theodore's

church, Amaseia 249, 251 n. 494
Anatolia, aristocracy of 111
Andrew (the apostle) 100, 102
Andronikos I 48
Andronikos III 252
angels

handing lance to saint 80, 292, 331
crowning saint 292, 332
crowning emperor 290 n. 621, 366

annona militaris 22, 23 n. 22, 295
n. 638

Ano (Upper) Boularioi, Mani
Hagioi Strategoi, church 9 n. 25,

131, 141, 150 n. 103, 165 n. 155,
171 n. 171, 193, 279 n. 585, 284
n. 602

St Panteleimon, chapel 141, 165
n. 155, 230

Antigonos, patrikios 245
Antinoopolis/Antinoe, Egypt 167

n. 159, 206
Antioch

arms workshop 21
patriarch of 83
`Oriental' Theodore martyred in

120
Antiochos V Eupator 128 n. 10
Antony, Archbishop of Novgorod

(Dobrynia Jadreikovich) 30, 31,
n. 52, 53, 110, 243

Anubis 89 n. 108, 94
Anydri. See under Crete
Apamea 401
Apollodoros 39
Apostles, the 63 n. 18, 99, 181, 291

n. 623, 294 n. 635, 369 n. 257
Apostolic Tradition 63
apparitions 69, 103. See also visions

Arab
ambassadors visit Constantinople (in

AD 946) 364
conquests 45
culture, influence of 308
tolerance toward Christians 70

Arbogast (Germanic leader) 99
Arcadius, column of 330
archangels 3 n. 8 , 75, 104 n. 157, 294

n. 635, 339. See also Gabriel, archangel;
Michael, archangel; Raphael,
archangel.

archers 35 n. 69, 83 n. 82, 94 n. 124, 136
n. 48, 146 n. 93, 166 n. 158, 167 n. 160,
189 n. 246, 215 n. 341, 221 n. 362, 226
n. 380, 308 n. 681, 309 n. 684, 320
n.33,341,347,360,370-371,377,396.
See also psiloi

archery 17 n. 70, 20 n. 6, 136 n. 48, 138,
161, 312, 369-370, 371 n. 263

archistrategos (archangel Michael) 122
n. 212

archontes 21 n. 14, 23 n. 23, 24, 147
n. 95, 170, 201, 258 n. 511, 266

aristocracy of Anatolia:
patronage of warrior saints 392
rise of and influence on army

development 111-112
Ardashir I (king of Persia) 156
Ares 96, 210 n. 318, 313 n. 2
Arethas, Saint 171, 190, 301
argyraspides ('silver shields') 95
Arilje Monastery (Serbia), church of

St Achilleios 277 n. 579
arithmos (military unit) 170
Arles, synod of (AD 314) 64
Arma Christi 31
armamenton 20 n. 7, 21 nn. 13-14,

23-24, 109 n. 169. See also armouries
Armenia

attacked by Andronikos Konmenos
(1176) 160

Cilician 160
Yeghegnadzor, church of the White

Virgin (Spitakavor Astvatsatsin) 308
Armenian

art 145
guardsmen 363
sources on Byzantine history 52

armouries
in Constantinople 20
imperial 19, 25
outside Constantinople 21
in West 127 n. 8
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army 64, 66, 73, 120, 128 n. 10, 138
n. 55, 154, 157, 161, 165 nn. 154-155,
174, 201 n. 292, 217 n. 350, 250 n. 487,
251, 340, 343 n. 132
chaplains and priests 72
declines from 13th C. 5, 305, 403
reformed by Constantine 4
replacement of pagan rituals 72

Ar§u, deity 81 n. 76
art

Byzantine 2, 6, 8, 17, 53, 83 n. 82,
106 n. 163, 130, 154, 157 n. 132,
179, 182, 184 n. 227, 208, 231, 236,
285 n. 606, 348, 350 n. 159, 353
11. 172, 372, 379, 395, 400

of the Eastern Church 6, 13, 91, 403
Classical 130, 146, 282, 397
figurative and anthropocentric, revival

after Iconoclast schism 4
Late Roman 1 n. 2
post-Byzantine 154
Upper Rhenish 179
`high art' 2 n. 7, 396

Artemios, Saint 59, 120 n. 210, 187,
198, 342 n. 128

Artemis (goddess) 373
artillery 16
Asclepiodotus 34
asekretai 258 n. 511, 282
Asinou. See Cyprus
Askla, Saint 80
aspidephores ('shield-bearers') 195

n. 272, 210, 270 n. 554
aspidioi (military formation) 210n.320
Assyria 137, 287 n. 611
Athanasios (archbishop of

Alexandria) 59 n. 8, 64
Athena 93, 86 n. 92, 93, 156, 179 n. 207,

236 n. 421, 237 n. 423, 290 n. 621
Athenaios (military writer) 34
Athens

Agora Museum 153, 176
Benaki Museum 75 n. 55, 121

n. 211, 244 n. 457, 307, 388 n. 35
Byzantine and Christian

Museum 143, 235
Kanellopoulos Museum 279 n. 586,

293 n. 632
National Historical Museum 28

n. 42, 345 n. 138
National Library 252 n. 497, 259

n. 519, 360
athlete of Christ' 109, 291-292

Athos, Mt, monasteries
Dionysiou (St Dionysios) 33, 165

n. 155
Iveron 7 n. 22, 156 n. 126
Great Lavra 33, 339, fig. 89b
Pantokrator 116, 187, fig. 96
Vatopedi 136, 189, 233, fig. 33

atriklines (imperial steward) 41
Attaleiates, Michael, History 46
attributes of martyrdom. See martyrdom,

attributes
attributes of individual warrior saints

bow, bowcase and arrows 378
beard and hairstyles 90n.110
chlamys colours 257

Augaros
Life, of St Theodore Stratelates 118

Augustine, Saint 65
Avar(s),

besiege Constantinople (626) 44, 69
Khaganate 218
horse armour 129 n. 11, 397
lance 313

Avarayr (battle in AD 451) 253
Av4ilar. See Matiana/Marian;

Cappadocian rock-cut churches
Avignon, Musee Calvet 156 n. 128
Avitus (emperor of the West) 85 n. 88,

294 n. 637
Avyzouth (see also demons) 75
Ayla near Aqaba, Jordan 88
Aziz (Palmyrene deity) 81 n. 76

Baal 94, 225 n. 375, 278 n. 582.
See also Bel

Baal-Shamin (Palmyrenesupremedeity)
94 n. 124. See also Beelshamen.

Bacchus, Saint. See Bakchos, Saint
baggage train 20 n. 5, 367 n. 246, 385
Baghdad, caliph of 148 n. 99
Bahadeidat, Lebanon, 12th/13th-C.

church 385 n. 23
Baka (siege of 1138) 245
Bakchos (Bacchus), Saint (see also Sergios

and Bakchos, Saints) 107 n. 163, 108,
132 n. 33, 136 n. 45, 208, 267 n. 543,
292 n. 627, 298 n. 648, 300, 306 n, 674,
391 n. 45, 394, 402
frees person from pillar 108
Passion 299

Baldwin I of Flanders (Latin emperor of
Constantinople) 248

Balkans 37, 47, 113 n. 183, 235, 312
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Banu al-Asfar (i.e. white
Europeans) 328

Barberini Panel, Louvre 134 n. 41, 197,
274 n. 568, 290 n. 260,

Barberini Psalter (Vat. gr. 372) 9n. 26,
84 n. 86, 252 n. 497, 270 n. 556, 348
n. 152, 371

Bardas (caesar) 339, fig. 89a
Bardas Phokas. See Phokas, Bardas
Bardas Skleros. See Skleros, Bardas

(usurper)
bared legs, forearms 184, 204, 339. See

also nudity
Barletta, `Colossos of' 134 n. 41, 186,

278
Basil, patrikios, Naumachika 38
Basil I 7 n. 21, 23, 31, 37, 59 n. 8, 62

n. 17, 113, 114 n. 184, 148 n. 99, 177,
192 n. 261, 201 nn. 293, 294, 256
n. 508, 257 n. 509, 270 n. 554, 285
n. 606, 289 n. 617, 337, 347, 361, 368,
384 n. 21

Basil II 8 n. 24, 37, 46, 49, 68 n. 26, 265
n. 537, 274 n. 567, 361, 375 n. 281. See
also Menologion of Basil II; Psalter of
Basil II

Basil the Great, Saint 65, 106 n. 161,
119 n. 207,283 n. 601

St Basil the Younger, Life of 101, 200
n. 291

Basil of Caesarea, Life of. See Amphilochios
Basilevsky, A.P. (collection) 83 n. 82,

152 n. 113, 166 n. 159, 260 n. 519, 308
n.680

Bathys Ryax ('Deep Brook')
panel from 10 n. 28, 173 n. 181, 176

n. 193, 202, 229, 259 n. 519, 276,
357 n. 191, fig. 47

sanctuary and cult centre of
St Theodore 102 n. 150, 150

battle formations 152, 240. See also
phoulkon; wedge

battle or war cry 72 n. 49, 337, 338
n. 108

Bayeux `Tapestry' 157, 232 n. 403, 245
n. 459, 246, 362 n. 218, 394 n. 63

beard fashions 90n.110
Beelshamen (Palmyrene deity) fig. 17.

See also Baal-Shamin; Baal; Bel
Bel, (Palmyrene deity) fig. 17
Bel, temple of 186 n. 233, fig. 17
Belisarius (general) 35 n. 69, 43, 44

n. 105, 49, 109 n. 170, 206, 250 n. 488,
298 n. 645, 347 n. 148

Belting, Hans 400
Benesevic Taktikon 41
Benevento 59n. 7, 110 n. 117, 274

n. 567
Bera (now Pherrai), Thrace 9 n. 25, 143,

170 n. 171, 171, 173 n. 182, 184 n. 223,
228, 244, 286, 400
Kosmosoteira (Virgin-Saviour of the

World), church 9 n. 9, 143, 170
n. 171, 173 n. 182, 184 n. 223, 228,
244, 286

Berezovo, silver dish 153
Berlin

Pergamon Museum 156, 137 n. 52
Staatliche Museen 37 n. 133, 200

n. 291, 206, 252 n. 497, 286 n. 608
Bible

Old Testament 29 n. 45, 63, 64
n. 25, 66 nn. 32, 33, 69 n. 43, 89,
96, 100 n. 144, 157, 181, 254, 288
n. 164, 366, 406

New Testament 54 n. 149, 63, 291,
406

Exodus-6th commandment 63
Genesis, book of 146 n. 92, 254
Gen. 41:17-29 pharaoh's dream of fat

and scrawny cows 297
Isaiah, book of 181
Letters of St Paul

Letter to the Ephesians 181-183,
252, 372 n. 269, 378

Second Letter to Timothy 107
Leviticus 366
Psalm 34 254
Psalm 43(44):5 339
Psalm 59(60):6 371
Psalm 90(91):13 97 n. 136
Psalm 93(94) 228
Psalm 96(97):11 84
Wisdom, book of 181, 283 n. 601
use in taking omens 73

Bidana in Isauria 91n.114
Birmingham, England, Barber Institute

of Fine Arts 130, 265
Bithynia, monastery on Mt Olympos

183
Biton 34, 39
Blues. See circus factions
Bodrum, Archaeological Museum 33

n.63
bodyguards, imperial 244, 270 n. 554,

297, 315, 328, 364 n. 231. See also
palace guard; scholae palatinae

Bohemund 115, 213 n. 328, 258 n. 511
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Bollandists 11
Bonakh, Saint 80
Boris and Gleb, saints 306, 307 n. 675
Borradaile Triptych 104 n. 158, 135

n. 43, 163 n. 148, 170 n. 171, 184, 316
n. 17, 351 n. 162, 352, 399

Boukellarioi 185, 345 n. 140
Bowyers 20
Bryennios, Nikephoros (historian) 47,

49, 127 n. 8
Bulgaria

Archaeological Museum 143
Dzhulyunitsa 248
heraldry 250
Kyustendil, Regional Historical

Museum 322 n. 41
National Gallery of Art 189, 293

n. 631
Plovdiv 189, 233

Sofia: Archaeological Museum 121
n. 211, 159 n. 137

Veliko Turnovo, Museum 234
n. 413, 279 n. 586, 293 n. 631,

Vidin, Historical Museum 121
n. 211

Churches and monasteries
Bachkovo, monastery 7 n. 22
Boboshevo, monastery 154 n. 119,

221 n. 361
Boyana, nr Sofia, Sts Panteleimon and

Nicholas (funded by Kaloyan) 235
n. 419, 239 n. 433

Zemen, monastery 154 n. 119, 239
n. 432

Bulgar(s)
axes 33
first Bulgar state 28 n. 42, 138

n. 57
Byz. wars against 22, 46, 49, 51

n. 141, 52, 55, 70
hoard of gold and silver objects 350

n. 159
Madrid Skylitzes, depictions 128

n. 9, 132 n. 30, 198 n. 281
mercenaries in Byz. service 403

n. 10
rebellion (of 1041) 251 n. 495
rising of Peter and Asen (1185) 116
sagion (cloak) 267

Burgundians 403 n. 10

caesar (dignity)
gold armour of 148 n. 99, 185
clothing of 1 n. 2, 256 n. 508, 257

451

ceremony on granting of title 273
n. 562

diadem, wreath of 288 n. 613, 289
sword worn by 361
sword awarded by 347 n. 146

Caesarea in Cappadocia
arms workshop 21-22

Caesarea in Palestine
basilica of St Prokopios 109

calcatio 85. See also trampling an enemy
Caleb (Old Testament figure) 89, 202
calendars, rural scenes in 199
camel hide, used in armour production

149 n. 101
camels,

attribute of St Menas 90-91
used in war by Arabs 308 n. 681

cameos and intaglios 10, 132 n. 33, 245
n. 459, fig. 73

Cappadocia, rock-cut churches 6, 9
n. 25
Avcilar churches. See Matiana
Cave§in churches. See cavu§in
Goreme churches. See Korama
Ihlara valley churches. See Ihlara

valley
Korama churches. See Korama
Mavrucan, church no. 3 84
Soandos valley (now Soganli Dere)

churches. See Soandos valley
Tagar (Ye§iloz) near Urgup (former

chapel of St Panteleimon) 141
Cappadocianart 84, 314 n. 8
Cappadocian Fathers 65, 404
Capsella africana, Vatican Museum 290
Castor. See Dioscuri, the
cataphracts. See kataphraktoi
Catechumenate 64
cavalry

horse archers 83, 146 n. 93, 226
n. 381, 370 nn. 260, 262, 371

Persian, Sasanian 138, 167
nomad 138
heavily-armoured (see also

kataphraktoi; klibanarioi) 16, 37,
126 n. 4, 138, 377

cavu§in
chapel founded by Nikephoros

Phokas 194
Great Pigeon House church (Ku§luk

kilise) 105 n. 159, 149, 170 n. 171,
173 n. 181, 184, 198, 204, 278, 280,
360, 388 n. 35

St John's Church 84
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Cefalu, Sicilian cathedral, mosaics 6, 9
n. 22, 131, 146, 171, 176 n. 193, 190,
199, 203, 217 n. 348, 227 n. 383, 228,
230 n. 392, 239, 242, 259 n. 517, 259
nn. 518, 519, 278 n. 584, 286, 355
n. 181

Celt(s)
inventors of mail armour 154
spurs and bits 390 n. 42, 392
trousers 204 n. 302, 205
as synonym for Normans 160, 234

n. 415
Celtic Spain 343
Central Asia 137 n. 51, 138 n. 57, 228

n. 389, 359 nn. 200-201, 383
centurions 188
ceremony

books of 40
Easter Sunday ceremony 198
on emperor's departure from

capital 179, 195
on emperor's returnto capital 195, 289
on Heraclius' departure (Easter AD

622) 195
presentation of stemma after

victorious expedition 289
reception of Arab ambassadors from

Tarsos (AD 946) 261, 364, 370
n. 261

religious ceremonies at court 201
Chalcedonians 212
Cherson

11th/12th C. relief icon of St George
from Balaklava 131

12th C. steatite icon 131, 163 n. 148,
176 n. 193, 234 n. 413, 279 n. 586,
316 n. 17, 323, 357 n. 191

chi-rho' motif. See Christogram
China 164 n. 153, 380
Chios, Nea Mone monastery 143
chivalry, influence of 208, 248, 362, 365

n. 237, 377, 392
Choniates, Niketas 15 n. 54, 25, 39, 48,

178, 183, 196, 211, 245, 254, 391,
chosen people 63 n. 19, 64 n. 25, 66

n. 33, 69, 73, 254, 366
Chosroes I of Persia

abandons siege of Resafa 99
silver dish of 83 n. 82

Chosroes II of Persia
lends assistance to Maurice 67-68
reveres St Sergios 108 n. 167
relief image from Taq-i Bustan 396

n.67

Christ (see also Christus miles)
Christ-Emanuel 290
colobium worn by 1
depicted in military attire (Christus

miles) 98, fig. 18
image on amulets 75
Judgement of Pilate 239 n. 432, 297,

363 n. 220
appears among stag's antlers. See

St Eustathios 82
saint, crowned by 292

Christian
doctrine 63, 67, 182 n. 221
pagan practices taken over 71-72
symbolism 98, 121, 180, 365
virtues. See `Panoply of Christian

virtues'
Christians

attitude to military service 63-66,
121

attitude to killing and war 63-65
persecution of 57, 59 n. 9, 67, 372

Christogram ('chi-rho' motif) 243-244,
295 n. 637, 297 n. 644, 330, 336
n. 100

Christopher, Saint 190, 235 n. 416, 351
`the dog-headed' 89 n. 108, 238

n. 427
Chronicon Paschale 44
Church

Eastern (Orthodox) 107
Fathers 107, 125 n. 2, 181-182, 253

n. 500, 404
Liturgy 66, 72-73, 337, 400
religious symbols on cult objects

frowned upon 337
Ciborium 113 n. 182
Cilicia 21-22,196,328n.62
circus factions

Blues 261, 263
Greens 257, 261
cloak colours 257-263
procession on anniversary of

Constantinople's foundation
261-262,299-300

Claudiopolis 127 n. 8
clergy

costume of 2
scandalized by maniakia 296

Clermont-Ganneau, Charles 12 n. 40,
78

Cleveland Museum of Art, Ohio 10
n. 28, 150, 176 n. 193, 227 n. 383, 239,
259 n. 517
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clibanarii. See klibanarioi
clipeus (tondo) 84 n. 86, 211, 246, 351

n. 162, 371
Codex justinianus 19, 125 n. 2
coin types

Athena, snake-god and olive tree
(on Athenian bronzes) 93-94

Constantine IX holding sheathed
sword (miliaresion) 361

cross, stars and crescent (coins of
Anastasius, Justinian I, and folles
of Constantine IX, Constantine X,
Alexios I) 249

St Demetrios handing emperor
patriarchal double-cross (coins of
Alexios I) 337

coinage, inspiration for Byz.
`hagiographic' heraldry 402-403

colobium (peasant tunic) 1

column capitals 11 n. 34, 77 n. 61, 88
comitatenses (troops of Roman field

army) 4
Constans II 7 n. 21, 52, 298 n. 648, 350

n. 159
Constantine the Great

army reforms 4
Edict of Toleration 60 n. 13, 64

portrait with sons at palace
entrance 336

regalia of 266, 287 n. 611
vision before battle at Milvian

Bridge 243
Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos 23,

36-37, 41, 177, 180, 185, 195-196, 213,
347
De administrando Imperio 45, 99,

200
De ceremoniis aulae byzantinae 41,

52, 127 n. 9, 155, 207
On themes 30
Vita Basilii 45. See also Theophanes

Continuatus
Constantine IX Monomachos 22 n. 18,

47, 249, 335 n. 98, 361
Constantine X Doukas 115, 198, 249
Constantine (Armenian soldier) 245
Constantine (son of Basil I) 285 n. 606,

317 n. 24
Constantinople

anniversary of foundation (11 May)
299

festivals 256
militias and guards for city walls 261
See also Istanbul

453

Events
610, Heraclian fleet arrives 68
626, Avar siege 69
946, visit of Arab ambassadors 261
1097, besieged by Crusaders 4, 48
1204, captured by Crusaders 305
1261, recovered by Michael VIII

256
Processions
Christmas 282 n. 596
Good Friday 31
anniversary of foundation of

Constantinople (11 May)
261-262, 299

to Hagia Sophia 31, 50, 195, 266,
297 n. 644, 305, 361, 397

to church of St Mokios 261
Churches
Blachernai 30

Hagia Eirene 26 n. 35, 243
n. 448

Hagia Sophia 50, 113 n. 183
Nea Church in the region of

Pharos 31
St Euphemia 20
St George's sanctuary, at Adrianople

Gate 109
St Mokios 122 n. 212, 261
St Olaf 32
St Prokopios 401

St Romanos, at gate of Romanos
(Top-Kapusi) 110

St Theodore's Chapel 32
St Theodore (restored by Justinian I)

110
Sts Sergios & Bakchos 110
St Stephanos's chapel, Daphni 291
Virgin, at the Forum 195
Virgin, in Pharos 31 n. 54, 243
Virgin (now Odalar mosque) 131,

190, 284 n. 602, 355 n. 181, 357
n. 190, 399

Monasteries
St George, at the Mangana 122

n. 212
Saviour, in Chora (now Kariye

mosque) 235 n. 419, 269 n. 551,
403 n. 10

Stoudios 122 n. 212, 309
Other edifices
Augustaion (Stephana) 291
Chalke gate 180, 252, 336
Chrysotriklinos 21, 31-32, 292, 232

n. 46, 331 n. 77
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Column of Theodosius 244,
Great Palace 20, 31, 52, 140 n. 62,

144, 151 n. 106, 282 n. 597, 316
n. 20, 329 n. 66, 394 n. 61

great triklinos of palace in the
Magnaura 364

Hippodrome 242 n. 445, 251 n. 495,
263, 289 n. 618, 304 n. 666, 345
n. 137, 364 n. 227

Magnaura 20, 292 n. 628, 364
St Niketas, gate of 110
`Port of Theodosius' 33
triklinos of Justinian in the

Palace 364
Constantius 1 n. 2, 92 n. 116, 192

n. 260, 294 n. 637, 330
Constantius II 78 n. 65, 165 n. 154, 219,

290
Coptic

provincial art 80, 285
church 77
legend 76, 328 n. 64
miniature(s) 292, 299, 331, 335, 368
textiles 90, 97 n. 136

coronation
of Anastasius 251 n. 494, 330
of Andronikos III (1325) 252
of Julian the Apostate (361) 1 n. 2,

251, 294
hall (Augustaion or Stephana) 291

Corinth 24 n. 27, 30 n. 49, 100, 316
n. 20, 348 n. 154, 350 n. 160

Cotsonis, John A. 339
court

ceremony/ritual 262 n. 524, 310, 355
n. 181, 360, 400

etiquette 40, 42
dress/fashion 2 n. 4, 95, 167 n. 160,

271, 300 n. 654
officials 41, 257, 266
courtiers 252, 283 n. 601, 297

De Courtenay family 160
crescent moon with star

ancient emblem of Byzantium 241
n. 440, 249

motif in `Byzantine heraldic
tradition' 249

Crete
Anydri, church of St George 245
Kritsa, church of Panagia Kera 156

n. 126
military expeditions to 42, 46, 207,

229, 348 n. 154

Crimea 10 n. 32, 198, 218 n. 353, 227
n. 383

crocodile (Egyptian god Set depicted as)
12 n. 40, 78

cross
as shield blazon 78, 236, 237 n. 421
on military flags 340
motif in `Byzantine heraldic

tradition' 249
red Crusader cross 245

relic of True Cross (see True Cross)
war cry Victory for the Cross' 338

crosses
altar 8 n. 23, 26 n. 34, 105 n. 158,

144 n. 85, 232 n. 404, 334, 340, 382
n. 12

bronze 88

erected on walls of Thessaloniki
during siege 329

patriarchal double-cross 337
pre-altar 26 n. 34, 105 n. 158, 144

n. 85, 232 n. 404, 334, 340, 382
n. 12

processional (see also processional
crosses; reliquary) 338-339, 365
n. 112

Crucifixion scene 232 n. 402, 241
n. 442, 246, 284

Crusader(s)
artistic influence on Byzantine states

7, 106 n. 160, 160, 212 n. 327, 393,
397

workshops 8 n. 23, 19, 20-22, 25,
55, 132, 144, 147 n. 96, 179 n. 118,
136 n. 45, 144, 147 n. 96, 153
n. 118, 161, 165, 238, 245 n. 459,
275 n. 574, 311, 348 n. 154, 349,
350 n. 159, 352 n. 168, 354 n. 179,
356 n. 185, 359

Crusades
First 32 n. 57, 47, 70 n. 43, 72 n. 48,

154, 127 n. 8, 234 n. 415
Second 24 n. 25, 127 n. 8, 212 n. 324
Fourth 53, 235 n. 417, 311

Cyprian of Africa 290
Cyprianus, African bishop of Thenai 85
Cyprus

Asinou, church of the Panagia
Phorbiotissa 6 n. 18, 8 n. 24, 31
n. 54, 89 n. 107, 158 n. 135, 190,
195, 243, 249, 284 n. 602, 331 n. 77,
340 n. 121, 355 n. 181, 357 n. 190,
399
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Kalopanagiotis, katholikon of
St Heraklidios in the monastery
of Hagios loaniis (St John)
Lampadistis 246

Lagoudera, church of the Panagia tou
Arakos (Panagia Arakiotissa) 135
n. 45, 187, 241, 351 n. 162

Moutoullas, church of the
Panagia 135 n. 45, 136, 141, 156
n. 126, 179 n. 205, 187, 235 n. 418,
241, 243

Nicosia, Folk Art Museum 248
Paphos, bishop's palace 243
church of the Panagia

Theoskepaste 243

hermitage of St Neophytos 156 n. 126
Cyril of Thessaloniki (Apostle to the

Slavs) 113

Dain, Alphonse 38
Dalisandos, Seleucia, church of

St Theodore Teron 30
Damascus

arms workshop 21
Byz. craftsmen inspired by weapons

from 243
weapons imported from 190 n. 252

Damianos, Saint 290
Daniel among the lions 91
Danus (inhabitant of Salona) 1 n. 2
Daphni monastery (nr Athens) 105,

298, 303, 365
Dara (in Mesopotamia) 27 n. 39
David (biblical king) 69, 70 n. 43, 157,

197, 252 n. 497, 269, 323 n. 44, 333, 348
David Plates'. See Karavas hoard
Dawson, Timothy 16 n. 66, 18 n. 73, 20

n. 5, 139, 142, 142 n. 76, 144 n. 84, 146
n. 93, 155, 161 n. 141, 167 nn. 159-160,
206 n. 308, 326 n. 52, 368 n. 249

De administrando Imperio. See under
Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos

De ceremoniis aulae byzantinae.
See under Constantine VII
Porphyrogennetos

De obsidione toleranda 39, 215 n. 312
De re militari 25 n. 30, 37, 37 n. 80, 147,

147 n. 96, 320 n. 33
decurion 257
Deesis scene 105
degradation

prior to martyrdom 108 n. 162
cutting of officer's band 278 n. 581

dressing in women's clothing 299
removal of maniakion 299

deities. See gods
Delehaye, Hippolyte 12, 62 n. 16, 110

n. 173
Delphi, sanctuary 29-30
Delphic oracle, wars (590, 449 and

347-335 BC) 66
Delyan, Peter (Bulgarian leader) 102
demarchos (demarch) 263, 263

nn. 527-528
Demetrios (of Thessaloniki), Saint

frees Bishop Cyprianus from
Slavs 62 n. 17, 85

Miracles of 99
Passio Altera 291
stemma relic 292-293
appears in a dream 113, 115
appears in white chlamys at sieges of

Thessaloniki 99, 260 n. 521
causes death of Bulgarian Tsar

Kaloyan (1207) 104, 117
n. 196

cult spread in army by Justinian and
Maurice 112

cult centre in Thessaloniki 61, 62
n. 17, 112

patron of Bulgars 117
usually shown in white (light blue)

chlamys 99
kills scorpion with sign of cross 292

demons
assault St Joannikos with bows 373
female 75-77
target newborn children 76
vanquished by Solomon 75
Alabasdria 77
Avyzouth 75
Gyllou 77
Lilith 76 n. 58, 77
Ovyzouth 75, 76 n. 57
Vyzouth 75, 76 n. 58

demos (deme); see also circus
factions 261, 263

deportati (medical orderlies) 380
Digenes Akritas

Dish 368
epic poem and hero 50, 147, 172,

176, 178, 248, 314, 365, 368, 377,
391,

manuscripts, Escorial and
Grottaferrata 50, 51 n. 139, 172

Dii peregrine 96
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Diocletian (emperor) Edessa
persecution of Christians 57 arms workshop 21
Price Edict 265 St Theodore's church 110
spearing of, motif 334 ruling family in 160

Diogenianos of Herakleia 42 Edict of Justinian 20
Dionysiou monastery. See under Athos, Mt. Egypt
Dioscuri, the 96 Arab conquest of 91
Disciplina Militaris (deity) 96 Abu Mina ('St Menas'). See under
Divine Logos 70 n. 43, 253 Menas, Saint
Divine Providence 69, 71 Antinoe 87
Dobrynia Jadreikovich. See Antony of

Novgorod
dog motif 83
domestikos ton Exkoubiton 261
domestikos ton Noumeron 261, 266
domestikos ton scholon 52, 261
Domitian (emperor) 192
Dorostolon (siege of AD 971) 100, 159,

223
doryphoroi 324 n. 47, 326 n.53, 330

n. 70, 334, 376, 404 n. 13, fig. 69
Doukinia, Irena (mother of Anna

Komnena) 47
draconarii (draco-standard bearers)

247, 249 n. 483
dragon (or serpent)

heraldic motif 246
Isaiah's Leviathan 336
related to standard carried by

draconarii 247
slain by saint 93

`Dream book' (Oneirokritikon). See
Achmet ibn Sirin

droungarios of the Vigla 49, 210 n. 320,
266

Droungarios of the Fleet 364
Dumbarton Oaks, see Washington
Dura-Europos

shields from 206 n. 307, 225 n. 375,
227 n. 382

prayer-house 64

eagle

heraldic motif 249-250
in art and costume 192 n. 261, 207,

257, 384 n. 21, 392
Roman legionary insignia 237n.421,

238 n. 423, 249-250, 390 n. 43
shield blazon of Epirotes and

Macedonians 236 n. 421
sword pommels shaped as 362 n. 216
winged eagle on shield of Amazon

Maximo 247
with bound legs motif 83

Bawit, monastery of St. Apollo (Abu
Abullu) 77

double crown of pharoahs 1

St Catherine, monastery. See Sinai,
monastery of St Catherine

Faras, cathedral 77, 87, 152 n. 113,
191, 244, 276, 293, 335, 388 n. 35

Fayyum. See Fayyum Synaxarion
Hamula Synaxarion. See Fayyum

Synaxarion
Kelia, cave chapel 15, mural 87
AI-Surian, church of Al-Adra,

frescoes of c.700 86
Emanuel. See Christ-Emanuel
embroidered motifs 203, 258, 282

n. 597
Emesa (Homs) 88
engineer, military 309 n. 684, 375
enkolpion 10 n. 28, 150, 176 n. 193,

227 n. 383, 239, 259 nn. 517, 519, 306
n. 673, 318

Epano Boulari. See Ano Boularioi
eparch of the Praetorium, `uniform'

of 255 n. 506, 273 n. 562, 275, 282
n. 597

Ephesus (Ephesos)

St John the Evangelist, church
treasury 222

Ephrem the Syrian (theologian) 106,
n. 161, 331

Epiphanios, seal of 93
Episkopi, Eurytania

Dormition (Koimesis), church 141,
176 n. 193, 190, 220, 228, 318

Erechtheus (legendary hero) 93 n. 120
Erichthonios (legendary hero) 93 n. 120
Eros 373
Escorial Library 50
Escorial Taktikon 41
Etruria 151 n. 106, 192, 301 n. 658
Etruscan art 73 n. 51, 134 n. 39, 139

n. 53, 187 n. 238, 192 n. 260, 295
n. 637

Euboea, St Thelda, monastery 84 n. 86
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Euchaita 30,101-102,118-119
known also as Theodoropolis 101
martyrion of St Theodore 30, 61 n. 13
St Theodore, church 30, 101
Persian attack on 14 n. 50
promoted to episcopal see 109
seals of bishops of 88 n. 102, 93,
tale of dragon terrorizing 117 n. 200

Euchaneia (modern corum, Turkey)
bishopric and metropolis 118
John, bishop of 118 n. 205

Eudokia Makrembolitissa (wife of
Constantine X) 198

Eudoxia, empress 108
Eugenius (Roman usurper) 99
eulogia (see also ampullae) 91, 117
Euphrates, river 87 n. 94, 365
Eusebios of Caesarea, Life of

Constantine 66
Eustathios (archbishop of Thessaloniki),

scholia to Iliad and Odyssey 51
Eustathios (Placidus), Saint

his vision 59 n. 9
scenes of his conversion 82, 85

Eustratios, soldier in Macedonian corps
58 n. 4,245

Euthymios (monk) 144 n. 188
Euthymios II (patriarch of

Jerusalem) 300
Evagrios 67
Evangelistarion Dionysiou 587 147,

198-199
evil

bow as symbol of 371
pagan barbarians associated with 77
shield as a defence against 254
victory over 245, 337

executioners 64, 156 n. 126
ExkoubitoreslExkoubitoi (guards

regiment) 251 n. 495, 261 n. 522,
262, 263 n. 526, 364

fabricae 19, 21 n. 15
fantastical motifs 5, 188, 235 n. 417
Faras. See Egypt, Faras
farmers 199
fasces 303, 375 n. 281
Fayyum Synaxarion, from St Michael's

Monastery, Hamula near Fayyum,
Egypt; now New York, J. Pierpont
Morgan Library (M 613) 292, 299
n. 652, 300 n. 653, 307, 308 n. 680, 388
n. 35, 335 n. 97, 369

Ferres, Thrace. See Bera (Pherrai)

fetialis (member of college of priests) 330
Firuzabad, Persia 156
Florence

Bargello Palace (Museo Nazionale
del Bargello) 142, 204 n. 302, 231
n. 401, 382

Biblioteca Laurenziana 35 n. 70, 290
n. 621

Museo Archeologico Nazionale 187
n. 238

Foederati 4, 138 n. 55, 165 n. 155, 204
n. 302, 347

folds and creases, depiction of 269
foliage, scrolling, motif 217 n. 348, 239,

358 n. 197
folk art 2 n. 7, 396
foreign soldiers in imperial service. See

mercenaries
Fowden, Elizabeth Key 81, 110
Frankish sword blades 349, 352 n. 168,

356 n. 185
Franks 103 n. 155, 168 n. 160, 209

n. 317, 221 n. 362, 318 n. 26, 346 n. 143
Freiburg Leaf (Augustiner-Museum,

Freiburg im Breisgau) 179, 390 n. 42,
394, fig. 58

Frigidus, River (battle in AD 394) 99

Gabras 178, 391
Gabriel (the archangel) 3n. 8,122 n. 212
Gelasius (pope) 58 n. 3, 108 n. 168
Genesios, Joseph 45, 353
Geneva, Musee d'Art et d'Histoire 339,

347
Genoa, San Lorenzo cathedral

treasury 338
gentiles 299 n. 651. See also Scholai
Geoffrey de Villehardouin 53
George, Saint

Alexander Nevski aided against
Swedes 103 n. 154

imperial foundations linked
with 108 n. 168

martyrion at Lydda, Palestine 108,
372

translation of remains 108
usually wears red chlamys 259
possible patronal role in red circus

faction 263
main patron of Crusaders 402
Diasorites 152, 161-162
Tropaiophoros (`Triumphant') 150,

279 n. 585, 314, 354
of Paphlagonia' or `of Mitylene' 85
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George the Monk
Historia syntomos 54

George of Pisidia,
Bellum Avaricum 50
Expeditio Persica 50

GENERAL INDEX

Herakliada 50
Georgia

Abkhazia, Christianization of 83
Bravaldzali, icon 382 n. 12

10th-C panels 356
Chukuli, silver triptych 356
Chykhareshi, silver triptych 356
Ckelkari (Tskhelkari), Abkhazia 84

n. 84
St David Gareja, Hermitage church of

St John the Baptist 82
Gebi

panel 144 n. 85
icon 382 n. 12

Kaishe-Targlezer, church 84 n. 84
Kheria, icon 382 n. 12
Khosita Mairam, N. Ossetia 84
Ikvi, church fresco 373, 382 n. 12
Ipari church 382 n. 12
Iprari, church of the Archangels 84

n. 84; 382 n. 12
Labechina, icon 382 n. 12
Lagami, church of Christ Saviour 84

n. 84
Lagurka 144 n. 86, 271 n. 556, 382

n. 12
Lapskaldi, Svanetia, pre-altar

cross 334
Lashtkhveri

church of the Archangels 84 n. 84
fresco 382 n. 12

Martvili, church 82, 84 n. 84
Matskhvarishi, Upper Svanetia

12th-C. cross 121
church of the Saviour 145

fresco 382 n. 12
Nakipari 144 n. 86, 271 n. 556, 382

n. 12
Nakuraleshi, icon 382 n. 12
Natsuli, icon 382 n. 12
Nuzal church 84 n. 84
Phavnisi, Upper Svanetia, St George's

church 382 n. 12
Racha (region) 382 n. 12
Safara, church of St Saba 84 n. 84
Sagolasheni, icon-cover 144 n. 85
Sakao, icon from 382 n. 12
Sakdari, pre-altar cross 334, 382

n.12

Samtavisi, pre-altar cross 144 n. 85
Seti, icon 382 n. 12
Shgedi, icon 382 n. 12.
Tbilisi

Historical Museum 82
Museum of Fine Arts 82
National Museum 335
Georgian State Art Museum 259

n. 517
University Museum 104 n. 158

Timotesubani monastery 145
Tsebelda, Abkhazia 82
Tskhelkari (Ckelkari), Abkhazia 84

n. 84
Tskhumar, pre-altar cross 382 n. 12
Tsuirmi-Choban, icon 382 n. 12
Zenobani, church of the Saviour 84

n. 84
Zhamushi, icon 382 n. 12

Georgian artists 144
Geraki

Our Lady of the Annunciation
(Evangelistria), church 241 n. 442,
284, 286

St Athanasios, church 249
St George, castle chapel 249
St John Chrysostom, church 173,

204 n. 301, 248 n. 477, 249, 267
n. 543, 394

St Sozon 249 n. 477
Gerasa

sanctuary of St Prokopios 109 n. 170
St Theodore's church 110

Germanic peoples,
cavalry of, use long swords 343
fibula finds associated with 274

Germans 234
gesture of liberation 88
Gleb, Saint. See Boris and Gleb
Glykas, Michael 49
God as a shield 254
God's Peace 63
God's Word compared to sharp

sword 366
gods

assist in battle 99
associated with armies and war 96
as iconographic models for warrior

saints 94-96, 276
Egyptian 94
Greek 94, 96
Palmyrene 81 n. 76, 94, 137, 163
Roman 96
Syrian 94
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goldsmiths 336 n. 100, 361
Goliath 157, 239 n. 427, 269, 323 n. 44,

333. See also David
Gontharis 363
Gordius, Saint 119 n. 207, 292 n. 627
G6recki, Tomasz 77, 92, 192, 245, 276
Goreme. See Korama
gorgoneion

in Byz. art 236
on amulets 78
on armour 179 n. 207, 277 n. 579
on shields 77-78, 236

Gothic
army 195
hypodemata 194 n. 270, 196-197
influence Roman footwear fashion

196

Goths
fibula finds associated with 274
Romans adopt spatha from 343

Gotland, Garda church, 12th-C.
frescoes 306 n. 673

Gratian (emperor) 1 n. 2
Great Lavra monastery. See under Athos,

Mt.
Greens 262, 263 n. 528. See also circus

factions
Gregoire, Henri 101-102
Gregorias, Nikephoros 102
Gregory of Nazianzos,

disputations with Theodosius (scene)
298

Homilies of, Parisian codex (Par. gr.
510)
298, 364

Homily on moderation 302
Gregory of Nyssa

Dialogue on the Soul and
Resurrection 181

Enkomion to FortyMartyrs ofSebaste
181

guardsmen. See bodyguards
Gyllou 77. See also demons
gymnetes 129, 179 n. 207. See also

nudity; bared arms and legs

hagiographic
evidence 25 n. 30, 97 n. 136, 397
researchers 97, 186
texts 12-13, 57, 61, 117, 120, 127,

301, 334
tradition 58 n. 6, 100, 298

hagiography 12, 60, 98
hairstyles of saints 90n.110

459

haloes on saints 97 n. 136, 253
Haldon, John F. 15-16,132n.31,139,

140, 155
Halkin, Franfois 12
Hamula Synaxarion. See Fayyum

Synaxarion
Harbaville Triptych (Louvre, Paris) 10

n. 29, 104 n. 158, 135 nn. 43, 44, 184,
187, 193, 205 n. 304, 279 n. 586, 280,
284 n. 602, 318, 352, 357 n. 191,
399

Harpokrates-Mercury, deity 94
Harnn ibn Yahya 52, 195 n. 272, 261
Harm al-Rashid (caliph) 358 n. 197
al-Hatib Al-Bagdadi 148 n. 99, 391
Heaven 80, 120, 292, 372
Heavenly Ladder of John Klimakos

(icon from St Catherine's Monastery,
Sinai) 265 n. 537, 371

Helena, Saint 298, 348
Hell, forces of 98. See also evil; demons
Hellenistic

armies 95
monarchies 287

Heraclius 5,44-45,50,55,67-70,73,
108, 186, 195, 197, 391

Heraclius Constantine (son of
Heraclius) 195

Herakleia 42, 117
Herakles (Hercules)

knot of 277
heraldic motifs

animals (see dragon; lion; leopard;
griffin; eagle)

lilies 203, 258
quartering 248

heraldry, 'hagiographic'-based on cross,
crescent and stars 249, 403

Hermitage. See Saint Petersburg
heroes, iconography of 194
Hero of Alexandria 39
Pseudo-Heron of Byzantium,

Parangelmata poliorketika 39
Hesychios, Lexicon 43
Hetaireia (guards formation) 216

n. 345, 375 n. 281
Hieron, Saint 105 n. 159, 130, 143

n. 77, 184, 202, 204
Hippolytus of Rome (antipope) 63
History of Alexander the Great (British

Library, EK 87240), 13th-C. Flemish
miniature 182

Hoffmeyer, Ada Bruhn 15, 228
holy communion, ban on 65
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holy mass, celebration on military
service 72

`holy war' 66-68
hoplite (footsoldier of Greek style) 133,

210 n. 320, 211 n. 323, 213 n. 328, 216
n. 345, 225 n. 375, 213, 323 n. 42, 325
n. 51, 326. See also skoutarioi

hornet motif 207
Horreum Margi (Cuprija)

arms workshop 21
horse archer motif, eastern origins

of 83
Horns 12 n. 40, 78, 94, 194 n. 269
Hosios Loukas monastery. See Phokis
Hungarian basin 358
Hunters, hunting

iconography borrowed from
Persia 83, 374 n. 275

ruler on horseback, iconography 83

Ibn Hawqal (author) 21 n. 14, 24 n. 28
Ibn `Isa al-Hanafi al-Agsara'i,

Muhammad (author) 172 n. 176
Ibn Khurdadhbeh 349
icon(s)

as a `living picture' 400
apotropaic character of 67
earliest types (6th-7th C.) 11 n. 34
idealized nature of representation

386, 400
types of icon, enamel, relief, steatite,

tempera on wood, terracotta 10-11
use by army and fleet 67, 68
`wounded icons' 372-373

Types of icon
enamel 10
relief 10 n. 32, 131, 227 n. 383, 279

n. 585, 314 n. 9, 323
steatite 10, 130, 136, 142, 153, 156

n. 126, 161 n. 142, 163 nn. 148-149,
169 n. 163, 170 n. 171, 171, 172
n. 178, 174 n. 187, 189, 191, 194,
202, 205, 224, 241, 279 n. 586, 293,
316 n. 17, 355 n. 181, 374 n. 277,
382

tempera on wood 10
terracotta 79, 88

Iconium (now Konya) 30, 221 n. 361
Iconoclasm

art in Iconoclast era 84 n. 85
schism suppressed (843) 4
artistic revival after 4, 236 n. 420,

337, 348, 376
Iconoclasts 7, 337 n. 106, 372

Igor (Rus' prince) 101, 102 n. 151
Ihlara valley, Cappadocia

Direkli Kilise ('Columned
Church') 9 n. 25, 150 n. 103, 187,
275 n. 574, 278 n. 584, 310, 315

Siimbullu Kilise (Church of Lilies) 9
n. 25, 141, 279 n. 585, 314

Iliad, The 51, 93 n. 120, 99, 213 n. 330,
237 n. 423, 271 n. 557

India 67 n. 34, 164 n. 153, 273 n. 567,
285 n. 606, 295 n. 638, 302 n. 658, 380

infantry (footsoldiers),
light-armed (see also psiloi; peltasts)

27, 152 n. 112, 154 n. 119, 190
n. 253, 212, 214 n. 336, 226 nn. 228,
381, 319 n. 30, 370 n. 259

heavy-armed (see also skoutarioi;
hoplite) 16, 190 n. 253, 210, 226
n. 381, 360, 377

investiture 272 n. 562, 293 n. 632, 337
n. 107, 366

Ionian Greek fashions 134, 192
Irenopolis in Cilicia, arms workshop 21
Isaac (archbishop of Ephesus) 339
Isaac Komnenos 116 n. 194, 219 n. 359,

377, 400 n. 3
Isaiah's Leviathan 336
Isauria 30, 91 n. 114, 281 n. 594
Isaurian dynasty 42
Isidore of Seville 128 n. 10, 175 n. 192,

206 n. 307, 212 nn. 325, 327, 295
n. 638, 324 n. 48, 343 n. 132

Islamic culture, influence of 242, 312
Istanbul (see also Constantinople)

Archaeological Museum 11 n. 34,
85 n. 88, 131, 256 n. 507, 278
n. 580

Military (Askeri) Museum 121
n. 211, 349 n. 157

Museum of Turkish and Islamic
Art 221

Topkapi palace 345 n. 141, 359 n. 201
Italians 234, 403 n. 10
Iveron monastery. See also under Athos,

Mt
History/Legend of Barlaam and

Joasaph, (cod. 463) 149 n. 100,
156 n. 126

ivories
clear definition of leg

musculature 205
polychrome decoration on 205
ivory triptychs 104 n. 158, 105, 114,

135, 276 n. 575, 357 n. 191, 404
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James the Persian, Saint
attributes and eastern origins 105,

243
Cypriot icon of 10 n. 27, fig. 71

Jerusalem
captured and looted by Persians 31,

68, 70 n. 44
Temple of Solomon 75
St Theodore, church 9 n. 25, 32, 110,

114 n. 187, 122 n. 212, 150 n. 102
Jews, per)orative characterization

of 284

Jihad 71. See also holy war
Joannikos, Saint, Life of the hermit

joannikos 373
Job, Book of (Cod. 3), St Catherine's

Monastery, Sinai 341 n. 123
John I Tzimiskes (emperor) 21 n. 14,

46, 105 n. 159, 223
John II Komnenos (emperor) 55,

71 n. 47, 116 n. 193, 196, 245, 328
n. 62, 338 n. 110, 375 n. 281

John (monk) 7 n. 22, 245
John (protodemarchos), seal of 263
John, Saint 245-246, 399
John, Saint (the apostle) 99
John (unidentified metropolitan) 92
John the Baptist, Saint 82, 122, 184 n. 223
John Chrysostom, Saint

Homilies of 167 n. 160, 170, 187,
198, 203, 266 n. 539, 286, 371
n. 265

Homilies of MS. (Oxford, Magdalen
College, gr. 3) 170, 187, 203, 286

Homily on the Holy Martyr
Barlaam 181

Homily on Peace 65
Liturgy (Antiphony) 66

John of Damascus
An Exhibition of the Orthodox Faith

253
Third Homily on Pictures 372

John the Evangelist, Saint 100 n. 145,
222, 339, 355 n. 181

John Geometres/ Kyriotes (poet) 51,
328 n. 64

John Klimakos. See Heavenly Ladder of
John Lydos. See Lydos
John the Warrior, Saint 199
Joseph 257 n. 509
Joshua 66 n. 33, 89, 96, 131 n. 30, 152,

157, 158 n. 135, 171 n. 173, 202, 217
n. 348, 238 n. 427, 242 n. 446, 243
n. 449, 269 n. 552

461

Joshua Roll (Vat. Pal. gr. 431) 89 n. 107,
171 n. 173, 260 n. 520, 269, 280
n. 589

Jovian 374
Judas Maccabeus 128 n. 10
Julian the Apostate

coronation (AD 361) 294
`slain' by St Merkourios 331

Julius Caesar
coronation 287 n. 611
sculptures 200 n. 291, 278 n. 580

Jupiter Dolichenus 96
Justin I (emperor) 109, 251 n. 494, 272

n. 562, 290 n. 620, 294 n. 637
Justinian I (emperor) 20, 23, 41, 43,

77 n. 61, 108, 110, 112, 134 n. 41, 151
n. 106, 225 n. 377, 249 n. 568, 380 n. 2

just war 64 n. 25, 73

Kabiri (Greek gods) 79 n. 66
Kalabsha, Nubian temple 388 n. 35
Kalopanagiotis. See under Cyprus
Kaloyan `the Greek slayer' (Bulgarian

tsar) 104, 117 n. 196, 248, 308 n. 678
Kama river 276
Kaminiates, John, account of fall of

Thessaloniki 45, 99 n. 142, 338
Kandia, Crete (siege of 961) 102
kandidatoi (Lat. candidati, `whites')

insignia of 257, 288, 296, 346
possible representations in art 297

n. 644, 305
subordinate to protospatharioi 304

n. 668
white clothing of (see also `uniforms',

white) 199 n. 255, 261, 304
Kaphiona. See Mani, Kaphiona
Karagiorgios collection, Constantinople

(now lost) 190, 279 n. 586
Karavas, Cyprus, hoard of silver

plates 70 n. 43, 197, 238 n. 425, 239
n. 427, 348

Kantorowicz, Ernst 12, 95, 121 n. 211
Kasnitzes, Nikephoros (magistros) 151
Kastoria

Anargyroi (Sts Kosmas and
Damianos), church 9 n. 25, 135
n. 45, 136, 143, 150 n. 103, 151
n. 104, 161 n. 142, 173 nn. 181-182,
174 n. 187, 176 n. 193, 190, 203,
204 n. 301, 227 n. 383, 228, 233,
235, 244-245, 259 nn. 517-519,
264, 268 n. 546, 269, 270 n. 556,
279 n. 585, 284 n. 602, 316 n. 17,
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353 n. 171, 354, 355 n. 181, 357
n. 190, 400

Hagios Stephanos, church 9 n. 35,
143, 165 n. 155, 268

Panagia Mavrotissa, monastery 179
n. 205, 190 n. 254, 374 n. 278

St Nicholas tou Kasnitze, church 9
n. 25, 135 n. 45, 153 n. 103, 151,
163 n. 151, 165 n. 155, 169, 173
n. 182, 183 n. 223, 194, 217 n. 348,
222, 234, 239, 258 n. 514, 283
n. 599, 284 n. 602, 353 n. 173, 355
nn. 181, 183, 356 n. 186, 357 n. 191,
365 n. 234, 400

kataphraktoi (cataphracts) 16, 37, 38
n. 84, 129 n. 11, 155 nn. 122, 125, 158,
174 n. 186, 185, 189 n. 246, 214 n. 339,
226, 347, 360, 367, 377, 380 n. 2, 393,
395-397

Katakylas, Leo, lost military work 37
katepanos (dignity), insignia of 296,

298 n. 646
Kekaumenos 38 n. 83, 383, 384 n. 20
Kekrops (snake-like Greekgod) 93 n. 120
Kerch missorium. See missorium: Kerch
Kerkyra, Hagios Markos, St Merkourios,

church 141, 278 n. 584
Khartoum, National Museum 192
Khazars 168 n. 160, 251 n. 493, 358

n. 196, 364
Khludov Psalter 9 n. 26, 78 n. 65, 84

n. 86, 98 n. 138, 149 n. 100, 163 n. 148,
198 n. 281, 222 n. 365, 229 n. 392, 252
n. 497, 270 n. 554, 556, 315 n. 10, 316
n. 17, 323 n. 44, 341 n. 123, 348 n. 152,
351 n. 164, 356 n. 187, 385 n. 23, 388
n. 35, 390 n. 43

Kibyrrhaiotai, theme 22
Kiev

Monastery of the Caves 6 n. 18, 52
Monastery of St Michael (Archangel)

130, 146, 163 n. 148, 176 n. 193,
194, 203, 259 n. 518, 354, 357
n. 191, fig. 26

National Museum 10 n. 32, 131,
205, 227 n. 383, 259 n. 517, 279
n. 585, 314 n. 9, 316 n. 17

St Sophia, cathedral 6, 145 n. 90,
221, 268, 385 n. 23

KievanRus' 8, 46, 358 n. 197
Kilij Arslan II, sultan 391
Kinnamos, John, Epitome 48-49, 136

n. 48, 148 n. 98, 178 n. 203, 234, 368
n. 249, 375 n. 281

Kisseron Hill, Palestine, St Sergios,
monastery 110

Kletorologion. See Philotheos
klibanarioi 16, 21, 126 n. 4, 127 n. 6,

134 n. 39, 138-139, 156, 396 n. 67, fig.
53

knight, western 26, 235 n. 417, 248,
311, 393, 404. See also chivalry;
Crusaders

Pseudo-Kodinos 42, 193, 252, 267
n.543,280-28

Kolia-Dermitzaki, Athena 65 nn. 27,
29-30, 66 n. 33, 67 n. 35, 68 n. 40, 70,
71 n. 47, 99 n. 143

Kolias, Taxiarchas 5 nn. 13, 17, 15,
139, 148, 155, 171, 176, 186, 196
n. 275, 215 n. 342, 219, 247, 332 n. 85,
359

komes (count)
permitted cloak colour 257 n. 511
wearing of maniakion 296

kommerkiarios (commerciarius) 25, 80
Komnene, Anna, Alexiad 26, 39, 47, 49,

115, 160, 211, 234, 289, 393
Komnenoi dynasty 229, 400
Korama (see also Matiana)

Chapel 10 (Daniel's Chapel) 309
Karanlik Kilise 190 n. 254, 354
Tokah Kilise (Church of the

Buckle) 9 n. 25, 130, 184
St Basil's cave-chapel 334
St John's Church (chapel 2A, Sakli

Kilise) 141, 278 n. 584
Theotokos, church of the (chapel 33,

Kilirlar Kufluk) 141, 150 n. 103
Church of the Snake (or `of

Honorius', chapel 18, Yilanli
Kilise) 142, 184 n. 223, 275 n. 574,
382 n. 12

Korean peninsula 380
Kosmas, Saint 290, 350 n. 159
Sts Kosmas and Damianos, church. See

in respective towns/countries under
Anargyroi, church of the

koubikoularioi 296, 364
kouropalates 115 n. 190, 257, 273

n. 562, 304 n. 666
Kritsa. See Crete: Kritsa
Krum, Bulgar khan 55, 249 n. 482
Krumbacher, Karl 12
Kuczurmare, Bucovina (Situla find) 197
Kufic ornament and inscriptions on

weaponry 190,241-243
Kuhn, H.J. 16
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Kurbinovo, Macedonia, St George's
church 136, 164 n. 151, 184 n. 221,
264, 286, fig. 31

Lactantius 107 n. 164, 243
lamb of god, as shield device 243
Lares Militares (Roman deities) 96
Larissa (battle in 1082) 115, 393
Latin

Europe 29 n. 48, 362
states 178, 402

Latins 127 n. 8, 328 n. 59
Latosia/Litosia, sister of Sisinnios 76
Leader, Ruth 274
Lefkadia, Macedonian tomb of Lyson and

Kallikles, 29 n. 46, fig. 1
legions, Roman 71, 96 n. 131, 137, 200,

311
Leo V, the Armenian 198 n. 281, 353
Leo VI, `the Wise'

De navali proelio 38
Excerpto nauticum 38
Problemata 36
Taktika 24, 36, 38, 40, 155, 157, 158

n.134,171,176,211,226-267,321,
325, 331, 347, 390

Leo the Deacon, History 46
Leo Grammatikos 195
Leo of Tripoli, pirate 45
Leo Sikontios. See Thessaloniki, House

of...
Leontius, Roman provincial

governor 112
leopard 247. See also heraldic motifs
lexicons 43. See also Hesychios; Suda
libri exercituales (books of prophecy) 73
Licinius 117
lictors 132 n. 33, 303, 375 n. 281
light-armed troops. See psiloi; peltasts
Lilith 76 n. 58, 77. See also demons
lilies on clothing 203, 258
limitanei (frontier troops) 4
lion

embroidered motif on
`uniforms' 178, 282 n. 597

heraldic or proto-heraldic
motif 246-248, fig. 74

in art 98, 133 n. 36, 194 n. 269
on armour or boots 194 n. 269, 277

n. 579,
symbolism of combat with 91, 98, 337

Litosia/Latosia, sister of Sisinnios 76
Liutprand, bishop of Cremona 53
`lives' of saints 12. See also entries for

individual saints
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Lombardy, Byz. expedition to (AD
935) 42

London
British Museum 161, 393
British Library 161, 182

Longinus, Saint 67, 88, 190
Loukas the Stylite 72
Lucanians 72
Lupus, Saint 153 n. 115, 198, 279, 318
Luscinus, Gains Fabricius, consul 99
Lusignan dynasty 248
Lyaios 228
Lydda 60 n. 12, 61 n. 14, 108-109, 372
Lydos, John, De magistratibus 40-41,

191, 201, 211, 214,265, 273, 275, 329,
340

Lyon, Musee des Tissus 206
Lyson and Kallikles, tomb of 29 n. 46,

fig. 1

MacCoull, L.B. 80
McGeer, Eric 16, 39, 155, 326, 396
Macedonia (Former Yugoslav

Republic) 11 n. 34, 79, 143, 150, 202,
238 n. 424, 293 n. 632, 381 n. 7
Kurbinovo, St George's church. See

Kurbinovo
Nerezi, Macedonia, St Panteleimon,

church. See Nerezi
Skopje, Museum of Macedonia 79,

fig. 7
Vinica ceramic icons. See Vinica

ceramic icons
Macedonian dynasty 35, 39, 45, 111,

229, 399
Macedonian guard (Hetaireia) 216

n. 345, 364, 375 n. 281
Macedonian infantry formation

325-326
Macedonian Renaissance 39, 43, 53

n. 149, 130, 311
Maciejowski Bible (Pierpont Morgan

Library, New York, M. 638) 161
Madrid,

Real Academia de la Historia 238
n. 245, 274, fig. 69

Biblioteca Nacional de Espaiia 15,
46, 54

Madrid Skylitzes (illustrated MS of
the History of Skylitzes; Biblioteca
Nacional, Madrid, Vitr. 26-2) 54-56,
128 n. 9, 132 n. 30, 135 n. 42, 139 n. 60,
142 n. 75, 143 n. 82, 147 n. 96, 155
n. 126, 156 n. 126, 157-158, 159 n. 135,
171 nn. 172-173, 174 it. 188, 185
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n. 227, 186, 189 n. 247, 198, 208 n. 314,
219 n. 359, 222-224, 228, 229 n. 389,
231 n. 399, 239 n. 442, 242 n. 445, 248,
252 n. 497, 269, 270 n. 554, 271, 280
n. 588, 284 n. 605, 309 n. 684,
320 n. 35, 327-328, 333 n. 88, 338
n. 110, 341 n. 123, 348 n. 152, 354,
356 n. 187, 359, 361 n. 213, 362 n. 217,
364, 368, 375 n. 281, 382 n. 12, 385
n. 23, 386, 389 nn. 38, 41, 393 n. 57,
395

magister ofl'iciorum 42, 69, 163 n. 52,
187 n. 238

magistroi, insignia of 258 n. 511, 346
Magnaura. See under Constantinople
Magyars 13711. 55, 251 n. 253, 358
Malaja Perescepina (Pereshchepino)

hoard 350 n. 159, 359
Malakbel (deity) 163, fig. 17
Malalas 44 nn. 107, 108, 48 n. 124,

59 n. 7, 126 n. 5, 140, 201 n. 294, 210
n. 318, 238 n. 424, 255 n. 505, 281
n. 594, 282 n. 596, 285 n. 606, 287
n. 611, 290 n. 620, 294 n. 637, 295
n. 638, 302 n. 659, 317 n. 25, 323 n. 46,
335 n. 99, 342 n. 129, 370 n. 259, 370
n. 259

Mamas, bishop of Euchaita 109
Manasija-Resava 223 n. 368
Manasses, Constantine,

illuminated Chronicle of 149 n. 100,
197 n. 278, 249 n. 482, 390 n. 43

Manchester, John Rylands University
Library 307

manglavitai ('cudgelmen') 364 nn. 227,
230

Mani Peninsula
provicial art of 6, 150
Agitria, church 9 n. 25
Ano (Upper; Epano) Boularioi. See

Ano Boularioi
Kaphiona, Hagioi Theodoroi,

church 135 n. 45, 150 n. 103, 222
n. 365, 270 n. 556, 391

Tourlotti (near Kitta), church of Sts
Sergios & Bakchos 300

Maniakes, George 333 n. 88
Manichaeans 67
Manuel I Komnenos (emperor)

Novella on two St Theodores 116
n. 193

victories depicted in house of Leo
Sikontios, Thessaloniki 116

Manus Dei holding crown or
wreath 80, 285 n. 607, 290

Mar Musa Al-Habashi, monastery. See
under Syria

Mar Qardagh, Saint, Syrian Life of 81
Marcian (emperor) 134 n. 41
Marcianopolis, arms workshop 21
Marcus Aurelius

Capitoline statue of 192
Column reliefs 266

Marais de Saint-Didier (site of battle in
524) fig. 55

Marianos 127
Marinos, Saint 268
Marius (Roman general) 28,98n.137
Mark (goldsmith of Scythopolis) 401
Mars 8611. 92, 96, 99, 133 n. 38, 137

n. 152, 194 n. 269, 202 n. 296, 278
n. 582, 330, 344 n. 134, 375

martyr-saint in `civilian' dress 301
n. 656

martyrdom, attributes of
chlamys 106 n. 162, 306, 312
cross held in hand 90, 306
diadem 290 n. 621

Martyrologium Hieronymianum 373
martyrs, great. See megalomartyrs
Mary. See Virgin Mary
al-Mas`ndi (chronicler) 22 n. 20
Mateic Monastery, Serbia 246
Matiana/ Macan (Avrilar)

Karabulut Kilisesi cemetery
chapel 204

Yusuf Ko4 Kilise 157 n. 132, 222
n. 365, 270 n. 556, 382 n. 12, 389

See also Cappadocian rock-cut
churches

Maurice (emperor) 5, 23, 35, 67, 72
n. 48, 109, 112 n. 181, 138 n. 57, 294
n. 636

Maurice (Maurikios, Mauricius), author
Strategikon. (See Strategikon) 14

n. 54, 17 n. 70, 36, 38, 128 n. 10,
139 n. 60, 155 n. 123, 166 n. 157,
175, 185, 196, 210 n. 318, 214
n. 337, 217, 218 n. 352, 225 n. 376,
240, 250, 265 n. 535, 267, 313 n. 4,
315 n. 15, 316 n. 16, 319 n. 40, 325
n. 49, 327, 343 n. 133, 345 n. 140,
370 n. 262, 380-381, 382 n. 14,
383 n. 19, 385 n. 25, 387 n. 33,
389-390

De fluminibus traiciendis 38
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Mauropous, John, Bishop of Euchaita,
Homily on Theodore Teron 117

Mavrodinova, Liljana 263
Mavrucan. See under Cappadocia
Maxentius (emperor) 66, 335
Maximian (emperor) 57, 60 n. 11, 62

n. 17, 170 n. 170, 237 n. 421, 243, 275
Maximinus Daia (emperor) 58 nn. 3, 5
Maximo, the Amazon 147 n. 95, 204

n. 302, 248, 392, 393 n. 58
Medes 133, 295 n. 638
Medusa's head 76 n. 58, 78, 236 n. 420,

277 n. 579
megalomartyrs 105, 259, 279, 397
Megara, Church of the Saviour 9 n. 25,

143, 169, 228, 389 n. 40, 390
Melitene (sister of Sisinnios) 76
Melkite monasteries. See under Syria
Menas, Saint

origins and Passio 59, 119 n. 207
camels, depicted with 90-91
iconograpic type as warrior 91
image on ampullae 90-92, fig. 15
image on oil lamps 11 n. 34,
images in other media 131 n. 29,

266 n. 537, 307
pilgrim traffic to his martyrion 60

n. 12, 91
sanctuary and cult centre at Abu

Mina (`St Menas') 60 n. 12, 90,
108

Menas Kallikelados, Saint 59 n. 8
menaulatoi (heavy troops employing the

menaulion) 16,226,321-322,323n.42
Menologion no. 996, National Library,

Athens 360, fig. 93
Menologion for the year 1056, (Vind. Hist.

gr. 6; Par. gr. 580)1 (Vind. Hist. gr. 6)1
(Vat. gr. 1679) 146 n.92, 147, 170
n. 171, 171, 183 n. 223, 190, 227 n. 383,
241, 265 n. 537, 352, fig. 62

Menologion of Basil II (Vatican Library,
Cod. Vat. gr. 1613) 9 n. 26, 141, 183
n. 223, 190, 230, 238, 260 n. 519, 266
n. 537, 279 n. 584, 351 n. 162

Menologion Esphigmenou 14 9 n. 26,
199 n. 286, 288, 244 n. 456, 269, 270
nn. 554, 556, 316 n. 17, 362 n. 217

Menologion Mosquensis gr. 376
(Historical Museum, Moscow) 9
n. 26, 183 n. 223, 190, 230, 278 n. 584

Menologion Mosquensis gr. 382
(Historical Museum, Moscow) dated
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to 1063 9 n. 26, 131, 190, 227 n. 383,
278 n. 584

mercenaries
in Byz. service 5, 28 n. 43, 274, 298

n. 645, 320, 403
bring foreign styles of weapons and

clothing 144 n. 85, 206, 349
n. 158, 391 n. 48

Solomon, commander of 380 n. 3
merchant's marks 239
Merkourios (Mercurius), Saint

attribute of bow with three
arrows 374

defender of Christians against
persecution 80

disappearance of his body 30
slays Julian the Apostate 80 n. 72, 81
cult initially restricted to Coptic

Egypt 110
Messina, Monastery of San Salvatore 55

it 153, 90 n. 110
Metaphrastes, Symeon 57 n. 3, 58

nn. 3-7, 59 n. 9, 62 n. 16, 90 n. 110,
118

Methodius (Apostle to the Slavs) 113
Michael (the archangel) 3 n. 8, 97

n. 136, 102, 105 n. 159, 120-121, 152,
219 n. 357, 277 n. 579, 278 n. 584, 283,
300 n. 653, 304 it 666, 307

Michael III (emperor) 31 n. 57, 42, 113
n. 184, 132 n. 30, 163, 192 n. 261, 245,
263 n. 526, 289 n. 617, 339 n. 112, 368
n. 251, 382 n. 12

Michael IV Paphlagon (emperor) 46,
115, 132 it 30, 183

Michael VIII Palaiologos (emperor) 4,
256, 403 nn. 10-11

Michael Attaleiates (Attaliota) 46, 49
Michael of Maglaki (Georgian

painter) 144
Mikre Prespa, Basilica of Hagios

Achilleios 160 n. 140
Miles, G.C. 190 n. 252, 242
military exercises 256
militarymanuals 15, 25 n. 29, 86, 136

n. 48, 159, 173, 177, 188, 205, 209, 267,
280, 325, 341 n. 121, 360, 377, 395, 398

military saints. See warrior saints
military terminology, invention of

Greek 15 n. 54, 17, 36, 39, 40 n. 89,
41 n. 93, 48 n. 126, 50

militias raised from the circus
factions 261, 404
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Milutin, Serbian king13211. 34, 362
n. 215, 366 n. 243

Milvian Bridge, battle 97 n. 137, 243,
302 n. 658, 388 n. 35

miniature painting 150 n. 102, 299,
306 n. 673, 309, 341 n. 123

mimetism in art 401 (see also realism
in art)

missorium (silver dish)
from Kerch (with Constantius

II) 218-219, 244, 290, 297
of Theodosius I of AD 393 (Madrid)

227 n. 382, 274, 283 n. 601, 297
of Valentinian (Musee d'Art et

d'Histoire, Geneva) 227 n. 382,
347

Mithras 79 n. 66, 83 n. 82, 94 n. 124
Mitrophanes (monk), seal of 114 n. 188
Mitylene 85, 131 n. 29
Moldavia 8
monastic rite 183
monks, tonsuring of 182, 183
Monreale cathedral 6, 9 n. 25, 146, 183

n. 223, 199, 203, 278 n. 584
monumental painting 9
Monza cathedral, diptych of Stilicho. See

Stilicho
Moors 229
Moscow

Archaeological Museum 188
Historical Museum 131, 153, 163

n. 149, 166, 202, 217 n. 348, 234
n. 413, 279 n. 586, 293, 318, fig. 40

Kremlin armoury 153, 198, fig. 51
Tretyakov Gallery 31 n. 54, 130, 145

n. 90, 291 n. 626, 306 n. 674, 356
n. 185, fig. 26

mosaics (calves and kneecaps well
defined on) 204-205

Moses 89
Mt Athos. See Athos, Mt.
Moutoullas. See Cyprus: Moutoullas
Munich

Bayerisches National Museum 75
n. 55

Museum fur Vor- and
Frdhgeschichte 237 n. 422

Staatliches Miinzkabinett 244 n. 454
Muslim

iconographic influence 80
persecution of Christians 372

Al-Mutanabbi (poet) 51, 315
Mu`ta§im (Abbasid caliph) 242
Mycenaean period 220

myron (miraculous oil) 116-117
Myriokephalon (battle in 1176) 48

Nafplion Museum 130 n. 15
Naissus (Nis), arms worshop 21
Najm al-Din al-Ramma al-Ahdab 172

n. 176
Naples, Museo Archeologico

Nazionale 137 n. 52, 192, 194 n. 269,
316 n. 18

Nativity scenes 199, 388 n. 35
Naumachika 38
naval manuals 38-39, 322
navel, depiction of 132, 217
navy, imperial 17, 72 n. 48
Naxos

St George Diasorites, church 84
n. 86, 152, 217 n. 348, fig. 49

Chalki, Panagia Protothrone,
church 141

Neanias. See Prokopios, Saint
Nerezi, Macedonia, St Panteleimon,

church 8 n. 24, 143, 169, 221 n. 361,
234, 246, 269, 284, fig. 45

Nerva (emperor) 192
Nestor (Rus' monk), Russian Primary

Chronicle 52, 101
Nestor, Saint

as a military saint 61-62, 104, 279
images of 130, 136, 141, 163 n. 151,

169, 170 n. 171, 174 n. 187, 176
11. 193, 198, 222, 228, 269, 318, 332,
351, figs. 25d, 30b, 45a, 48c

New Haven, Art Gallery of Yale
University fig. 64

New York,
J. Pierpont Morgan Library. See

Fayyum Synaxarion; Maciejowski
Bible

Metropolitan Museum 143, 202,
205, 351

Nicaea, Second Council (787) 4
Nicholas, seal of 93
Nicholas, Saint 151, 169, 194, 222, 234,

239, 356, 400
Nicolle, David 155, 171
Nicosia. See under Cyprus
Nikander, Theriaka (Byz. copy: Ms. suppl.

gr. 247, Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris)
199

Nike. See Victory
Nikephoros II Phokas 5, 70, 102, 118,

164,172,177,185-186,194,196,200,
321-322,326,339,367,370,396-397
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De velitatione bellica 37
Praecepta militaria 37, 158, 196, 224

Nikephoros III Botaneiates
(emperor) 134 n. 41, 167 n. 160

Nikephoros Phokas (commander;
grandfather ofemperorofsamename)
321

Niketas, patrikios 31
Niketas, Saint 110
Niketas David of Paphlagonia, Life of

St Theodore Stratelates 117
Nikomedes (Persian commander) 120
Nikomedia, arms workshop 21
Nineveh (Byz. victory at, AD 627) 50
Nivelet family 249
nobelissimo i 201, 257
Normans (see also Sicilian Normans)

1082, invade Thessaly 115
1185, besiege and occupy

Thessaloniki 22, 48, 116, 375
n. 281

knights/cavalrymen 156-157, 160,
234, 374 n. 275, 393

notaries of the asekretis 282
Notitia dignitatum 40-41,56,237

nn. 421, 422, 240
Noumera, guard 59 n. 7
Noumeroi, guard of 257, 261 n. 522,

262-263, 364, fig. 75. See also
domestikos ton Noumeron

Novellae
of Justinian 19, 20, 126 n. 5
of Leo VI l n. 2
of Manuel I 118
of Nikephoros Phocas 7 n. 21, 24

n. 28, 177 n. 196
Nubian

art 294, 308
murals. See Egypt: Faras

nudity 95-96

Oakeshott, Ewart 348 n. 154, 349 n. 155
classification of medieval

swords 350 n. 161, 352, 354
Ohrid, St Kliment (formerly the

Peribleptos), church 369
Oikonomides, Nikolaos 119
Olaf of Norway, Saint 32
Old Dongola (Sudan), monastery on

Kom H 191, 293, 335
Oleg, Rus' prince 52
Olympia 29
omens, taking of 73
Onasander 34
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Pseudo-Oppian the Syrian, Kynegetika
(Cynegetica) Marcianus gr. 479 199

Opsikion, corps from Anatolia 288
Orestes, Saint

one of Five Martyrs of Sebaste 58,
106 n. 160

rarely shown in military attire 105
image at Nea Mone, Chios 105

n. 160, 143, 176 n. 193, 187, 354
n. 179, 190, 203

image on fresco from Episkopi. See
Episkopi, Eurytania...

other depictions 135 n. 45, 141, 174,
184, 241, 242, 275 n. 574, 279, 283
n. 599

Origen, Contra Celsus 64
Orion, Saint 80
Osiris-Aspis 94
Ossetia. See under Georgia
Ouranos (Uranos), Nikephoros 37-38,

226, 322
Ovcharov, Nikolai 248
Ovyzouth 75. See also demons
Oxford, Bodleian Library 56
Ozdun (currently Uzunlar), Armenian

stela from 88

Pakouriane, Kale, will of 178
Pakourianos, Gregory (grand

domestic) 7 n. 22, 144 n. 85
Pala d'Oro 10 n. 28, 146, 150, 187, 242,

258 n. 515, 259 n. 517, 269, 279 n. 585,
283 n. 599, 314, 316 n. 17, 318 n. 27,
354

palace guards 16, 49, 105, 148, 178, 263,
301, 312, 370, 377, 404

Palaiologoi (Palaiologan)
dynasty 5, 154
era 120, 223, 230, 249, 269, 276, 403

Palermo
Cappella Palatina 6, 9 n. 25, 141,

146, 171, 173 n. 183, 183 n. 223,
190, 203, 222, 228, 265, 278 n. 584,
280 n. 588, 355 n. 181

Martorana church 6, 120 n. 210
palmette motifs 173
Palmyrene deities 94, 163
Pamphilios 42
`Panoply of Christian virtues' 253, 366,

378
Pantokrator monastery. See under

Athos, Mt.
Pantokrator Psalter cod. 61 9 n. 26,

85 n. 87, 149 n. 100, 150 n. 102, 155
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n. 126, 187, 198 n. 281, 323 n. 44,
326 n. 52, 385 n. 23, fig. 96

Paphlagonia, Rus' expedition to (AD
941) 101-102

Paphos. See Cyprus: Paphos
Parani, Maria G. 17, 140, 365
Paris

Bibliotheque Nationale 56, 142, 153,
199, 233, 292

Cabinet des Medailles 142, 153
Musee de Cluny 11 n. 34
Musee du Louvre 153, 163, 190,

206, 233, 280
Paris Psalter (Par. gr. 139) 252

n. 497, 269, 280 n 589, 283 n. 601,
302 n. 658

Parthians 129n. 11, 134 n. 39, 138 n. 57
Patmos, monastery of St John the

Evangelist 131, 176 n. 193, 199, 222,
235, fig. 29

Patras, defense of 99-100, 102
patrikioi, insignia and attire of 201

n. 294, 257, 265 n. 535, 266, 281-282,
303 n. 661, 304 n. 666

Patzinaks. See Pechenegs
Paul the Greater, Saint 199
Paulicians (war against AD 872) 363
Paulinus of Nola, Saint 65 n. 30
paupers 199
P'awstos Buzand Epic history of 81
Pechenegs (Patzinaks) 37, 47
peltasts (Gk. peltastai) 212-213, 226,

228, 370
Pergamon, bas-reliefs from Temple of

Athena 156
Peri strategias 171, 175, 218, 220,

223-225,227,325
Perm, 11th-C. silver dish from 318
Perseus 79, 93
Persian(s) (see also Parthians; Sasanians)

persecute Christians 67
use scale armour 133-134, 137, 143,

146, 151, 155, 307
cavalry 138, 167

Persian wars
Fourth-century wars 67
defeat of Persians (578) 67
campaigns of Heraclius 45, 50
First Persian campaign (AD

622-623) 50

later campaigns, (AD 623-24) 69
Peter (bishop of Euchaita) 92
Peter II (bishop of Ravenna) 98

Peter, Master (Sinaian icon painter
at court of Euthymios, patriarch of
Jerusalem) 300, 305, fig. 80

Peter Patrikios 42, 202, 330
Peters, Paul 12
Petronas 222
pezon (footsoldier) 119
Phanourios, Saint 120n.210
Pharganoi (Turks from Ferghana

area) 364
Philadelphia (modern Alasehir) 30, 41
Philadelphia Art Museum 60 n. 13
Philip (the apostle) 10 n. 27, 99, 169

n. 163
Philip II, of Macedon 29, 326
Philippikos (general) 35 n. 70, 67 n. 38,

72 n. 48
Philon (military writer) 34
Philotheos, Kletorologion 41, 87, 167

n. 160, 273 n. 562
Philotheos, Saint

origins 87 n. 94
depiction on writing case from

Antinoe 87, 228 n. 384
Phoenician Ptolemais 110
Phokas (usurper and emperor) 21, 35

n. 70, 67-68, 251 n. 495
Phokas, Bardas 52, 368 n. 253
Phokas, Leo 339-340
Phokis, Hosios Loukas monastery 9

n. 25, 89 n. 107, 130, 141, 146, 171,
190, 198, 204, 268, 318, 353, 357
n. 190-191, fig. 25

phoulkon (battle formation) 226, 325
physiognomical features, reproduction

of 55
Pilate, Judgement of. See under Christ
pilgrim(s)

ampullae. See ampullae
amulets. See amulets
to martyrion of St Menas 92, 108,

307
Placidus (Roman general) 82, 369. See

also Eustathios, Saint
plant, motif 241. See also foliage,

scrolling, motif
Pollux. See Dioscuri, the
Polyaenus, Strategemata 34, 36
Polybios 209 n. 318
Pored, Croatia, Euphrasian Basilica 290
Potamos, Kythera, church of St John the

Baptist 184
Praetorian guard 404
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Praetorium, red chlamydes worn by Psalter of Basil II (Ven. Marcianus gr.
officers of 260

praipositos (praepositus) 148 n. 99, 257,
266, 282, 304 n. 666

17) 114, 142 n. 76, 198 n. 281, 268,
269, 332, 361, fig. 24

psalters with marginal decoration 84,
Prebentza, count of 127 n. 8
presbeutes (ambassadors) 281 n. 504
presbyters 72, 282
processional crosses

of Leo Phokas, commander (Musee

105 n. 158, 198, 348
Psellos, Michael 39, 183

Chronographia 47
Pseudo-. See under main part of name
psiloi (light infantry) 154 n. 119, 213

d'Art et d'Histoire, Geneva) 339
from Great Lavra monastery,

n. 328, 214 n.336, 225, 226 n. 380, 320
n. 33, 370

Athos 33, 339
Stauroteca degli Zaccaria. See

Stauroteca...
Procopius of Caesarea (historian)

History of the Wars 43
On Buildings (De aedificiis) 110

n. 74, 197 n. 278, 274 n. 567
proedros, dignity 201 n. 294, 257, 266

n. 539, 281 n. 593

Pskov, Spaso-Mirozhski monastery 144
n. 83, 145 n. 90

Pulcheria Augusta 291

Qara (between Horns and Damascus),
Melkite monastery 342

Qustul (nr Abu Simbel) 387

`raising on a shield' ceremony 251-252
Prokopios (Procopius), Saint (formerly

Neanias) 61,104,109, 112 n. 182,
114 n. 186, 130, 131, 136, 142, 190,
228, 401

prokoursatores (class of Byz. cavalry)
367

prokypsis (imperial public appearance on

Rabbula Evangeliary 290 n. 621
Raphael, archangel 76 n. 57
Ratiaria 21
Ravenna

cathedral baptistery relief 98 n. 138
races in (5th C.) 289 n. 618
San Vitale basilica. See San Vitale

elevated platform) 363, 365
promotions

basilica
Razates (Persian commander) 29 n. 39,

of archontes 24, 170, 201, 266
of demarchs 266

70 n. 43, 148 n. 97, 167, 342 n. 129, 391
realism in art 2,17,53-54,157,

of kandidatoi 257, 261, 288, 296, 239-240, 305, 308 n. 680, 311-312,
305, 346

of magistroi 266, 346
of senators 201

401-402. See also mimetism
regalia

imperial 287 n. 611, 287 n. 611,
pronoiar 5, 403
propaganda, imperial 66, 71, 73, 121,

294
of Constantine I 266, 287 n. 611

396
proskynesis (gesture of supplication)

of Holy Roman Empire 358 n. 197
See also divetesion; loros; wreaths and

332
prosopography 406
protomartyr 291
protospatharios

crowns
Reggio di Calabria, Regional

Museum 79
Regillus, Lake (battle) 99

costume and insignia of 304, 305, relics 30-32,69,102,107-108,110,
fi 1 339291-292 331116-118 195112g. 8400,

`bearded' 93, 296, 302, 307
,, ,, ,,

401

unbearded (i.e. eunuchs) 296 reliquary 149, 198, 318, 338-339. See
purchase of title 303 also True Cross; Stauroteca degli
sword carried on shoulder 332 n. 85 Zaccaria
wearing of maniakia 298-300, Resafa (Sergiopolis):

304-305 site of martyrdom of St Sergios 60 n. 12
protostates (`front-rank men') 218 sanctuary of Sts Sergios &
Providence. See Divine Providence Bakchos 108, 110
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St Sergios causes Chosroes to
abandon siege of (AD 534) 99

medallions produced for pilgrims
in 81

Rhineland sword production 349
rhiptaristai (javelineers) 320
rhomphaiophoroi (imperial

bodyguards) 364-365

Robert de Clari 31, 53
rock-cut churches. See Cappadocian

rock-cut churches
Roger II, of Sicily 55
Romanos II, son of Constantine VII 45
Romanos Argyros 223-224
Romanos Lekapenos 216 n. 345, 233

n. 408, 317 n. 24
Rome

home of the Anti-Christ 63 n. 22
Palazzo Venezia, Museo di 301-302
Trajan's Column. See Trajan's

Column
rosette motif 345 n. 138
Rossano Evangeliary 297
rural labour scenes 199
Rus' peace treaties with Byzantines (907,

945 and 971) 52
See also Kiev Rus'

Russia 235
Russian Primary Chronicle 52, 101

Sardis, arms workshop 22
Sarmatians 134 n. 39, 137 n. 52, 138

n. 57, 158 n. 134, 204 n. 302, 392 n. 53,
396 n. 68

Sasanian Persia 29 n. 47, 59 n. 9, 67,
83, 134 n. 39, 138, 154 n. 120, 156, 157
n. 129, 167 n. 160, 295 n. 638, 352, 354
n. 178, 380 n. 6

Satan 120, 378
Saul 197, 348
Sayf al-Dawla (lit. `Sword of the State';

Hamdanid emir) 51, 148 n. 97, 363
n. 219, 395 n. 66

Schlumberger, Gustave collection
262-263

schola gentilium 58 n. 5, 81, 303. See
also gentiles

scholae palatinae (palace schools) 210
n.320

scholai 38 n. 83, 261, 305, 364 n. 227.
See also scholae palatinae

Schreiner, Peter 15
scorpion killed by St Demetrios 292
Scriptores post Theophanem. See

Theophanes Continuatus
scutarii 210
Scythopolis, sanctuary of St Prokopios

109,401
seals 10,25,80,92-94,111,114-115,

219, 230
Sabines 329

sailors 128n. 11, 214 n. 333, 364
saints. See warrior saints; martyrs; and

under the names of individual saints
Saint Petersburg

Hermitage, the 114, 130, 142, 146,
150, 153, 173, 193, 198, 205, 228,
238, 2412, 265, 280, 318

salary, military 22
Saltykov, Alexandre A. 83
San Vitale basilica, Ravenna

mosaic of Christus Miles, archbishop's
chapel 98, 163 n. 148, 197, 274
n. 567

mosaic with Christ awarding
wreaths 290

mosaic of Justinian and court 191
n. 255, 206 n. 309, 227 n. 382, 244,
255 n. 506, 274, 283 n. 601, 297,315

Samuel (Bulgarian tsar) 55
sarcophagi, representations on 192, 232

n. 406

Sebaste (Sebasteia)
Five martyrs of 58, 106 n. 160
Forty martyrs of 114, 130, 181, 184,

198,204-205,241,280,315,353,
360

sebastokrators, insignia of 289
Sebeos (Armenian bishop), History of

Heraclius 52, 72 n. 48, 253, 347
n. 148

Seleucia in Cilicia 22
Seljuk Turks

campaigns against 46, 49
conquests 254
intolerance towards Christians

70-71
senators, insignia and attire 46, 201,

282
Septimius Severus 256 n. 507, 278

n. 580, 291 n. 622, 304 n. 668
sequin motif on clothing 203
Serbia

heraldric eagle 249-250
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Late Medieval art in 369
Military Museum, Belgrade 216

n. 343
serpent (or dragon)

with human head 75 n. 55, 87
slain by saint 79, 87, 93, 97 n. 136,

336
Ser4e Limani shipwreck 33, 318, 320
Sergiopolis. See Resafa
Sergios (Sergius), Saint (see also Sergios

and Bakchos, saints) 80, 86, 97 n. 136,
106 n. 160, 108 n. 167, 110, 145 n. 90,
222 n. 365, 245, 334, 341, 374, 390
`Kamelaris', defender of caravans

fig. 9
martyrion of 81
Life of 81
Passion of 299
encouraged to slay Valens 82
forces Chosroes to abandon siege of

Resafa 99
sanctuary in Resafa (Sergiopolis) 110

Sergios and Bakchos, saints 58, 61
n. 13, 74 n. 53, 97 n. 136, 105, 106
n. 160, 107 n. 163, 108, 110, 119 n. 207,
132 n. 33, 136 n. 45, 208, 267 n. 543,
286 n. 610, 292 n. 627, 300, 304, 385
n. 23, 388 n. 35, 390, 394
officers in the Schola gentilium 81,

303
dressed in women's clothing as sign

of degradation 299
maniakia as attribute 298-300,

304-305
represented in uniform of

protospatharios/ spatharios/
kandidatos 303-305, 365

free prisoner from pillar 82
main patrons in Syria 402

Sergios, patriarch of Constantinople 50,
69, 195

Sergius, Saint. See Sergios, Saint
Serres 102
servants 26, 81, 120, 200, 261
Set 78
Sevastopol, Cherson Museum 142, 224,

233, 293
Sevicenko, Igor 55
Shapur II (king of Persia) 67

silver dish of 83 n. 82, fig. 10
Shahrbaraz (Persian commander) 27

n. 39, 31

Sheik Badr (nr Jerusalem), hospice of
St George 108

shepherds 199
Shroud, Holy 199
Sicily mosaics. See Cefalu cathedral;

Monreale cathedral; Palermo, Cappella
Palatina; Palermo, Martorana church

Sicilian Normans 48. See also Normans
siege warfare manuals 39
Sigriane monastery 37
Sinai, monastery of St Catherine 6, 80,

86, 161, 193, 204, 206, 208, 245, 331,
334, 371, figs. 8, 12, 60, 63, 80, 90, 95

Siricius, pope (4th cent) 65 n. 30
Sirmium 112
Sisinnios of Antioch, Saint 76-78

image on amulets and medallions
76, 371

other images in art 77, 121 n. 211,
230 n. 393

significance of images 84, 86, 92
situla 197
Skleros, Bardas (usurper) 50 n. 135,

224, 239, 241 n. 442, 368 n. 253, fig. 66
Skopje, Museum of Macedonia. See

Vinica, ceramic icons
skoutarioi 210 n. 320, 214 n. 333, 302

n. 660, 327, 343
Skylitzes, George 74 n. 52
Skylitzes, John, Synopsis

historiarum 46, 49, 54. See also
Madrid Skylitzes

Slavs 22, 30 n. 49, 62 n. 17, 66 n. 32,
70, 99, 111 n. 179, 113, 126 n. 5, 159
n. 137, 206 n. 309, 211 n. 321, 319
n. 30, 348 n. 154, 358

Smbat Bagratuni 7 n. 21
Smyrna 76
snake, see also serpent 77, 89, 98, 142,

193, 389, 391
Soandos valley (now Soganli Dere)

Karabas kilise 241
St Barbara's church (Tahtali Kilise)

142, 168, 187, 228, 241, 268
soldier of Christ 61, 107, 285
Solomon

defender of newborn children 76-77
granted power over demons 75
image on amulets,

medallions 75-76, 78, 84, 86, 92
Judgment of Solomon 302, fig. 81
Testament of Solomon 75, 76 n. 58
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Sousse Museum, Tunisia79
Sozopetra 242
Spartan soldier 331
spatharios

carrying of swords 32 nn. 58, 59,
363, 365

clothing/insignia 297 n. 643
dignity/role of 21 n. 14, 210 n. 320,

303
spatharokandidatos (dignity) 266,

296-297, 304 n. 666, 364
spatharokoubikoularios (dignity) 296,

364
spearing with lance, in art

of demon 75, 97 n. 135, 373, fig. 2, 5
of a ruler/emperor 104 n. 156, 334,

335 n. 94, fig. 60
of dragon/serpent 60 n. 13, 78-79,

87, 90, 93, 168, 334, 336, fig. 14
Sperchios, River (battle in 997) 37
Sphorakios (patrikios, consul) 109
stag. See Eustathios, Saint
star motif

in `Byzantine heraldic tradition' 249
eight-pointed star 249

statua loricata 130
Stephanos (first deacon of

Jerusalem) 143, 268, 291
Stephen, Saint,

association with crowns and
coronations 291

Stildestad (battle in 1031) 32
Stilicho (Roman magister militum),

diptych of (Monza cathedral), 227
n. 382, 246, 256 n. 507, 275 n. 571, 347
n. 148

Stauroteca degli Zaccaria (reliquary)
338-339,fig.89

Steppe nomads 380
Stoudios monastery. See under

Constantinople
Strategika (military manuals) 34, 39
Strategikon, by Maurice 14 n. 54, 17

n. 70, 36, 38, 128 n. 10, 139 n. 60, 155
n. 123, 166 n. 157, 175, 185, 196, 210
n. 318, 214 n. 337, 217, 218 n. 352, 225
n. 376, 240, 250, 265 n. 535, 267, 313
n. 4, 315 n. 15, 316 n. 16, 319 n. 40, 325
n. 49, 327, 343 n. 133, 345 n. 140, 370
n. 262, 380-381, 382 n. 14, 383 n. 19,
385 n. 25, 387 n. 33, 389-390

strategoi 101, 267
Suda (Souda) 43, 140, 230
sumptuary laws 1

Suzdal 306

Svanetia (Svaneti). See under Georgia
Sviatopolk (brother of Boris and

Gleb) 306
Sviatoslav (prince of Kievan Rus') 46,

52, 55, 100, 102, 159
Sylloge tacticorum 36, 155, 157, 171,

226, 231, 325, 327
Symeon Magistros (Logothete) 45
Synaxarion of the Constantinopolitan

Church 118
Synaxarion from Hamula near Fayyum.

See Fayyum Synaxarion
synaspistai ('shield-bearers') 210
Synkellos, George, Chronography 44-45
Synkellos, Theodore, Homily on Avar

siege of Constantinople 69
Syria

Byz. expedition to (1030) 223
Ghour, inscription referring to Sts

Longinus, Theodore and George 67
Melkite monastery of St Moses the

Ethiopian (Mar Musa al-Habashi)
nr Nebek 391 n. 45

Syrian martyrs 110
Syrianos Magistros, Naumachika 38
Szeged (Hungary), Ferenc Mora

Museum 218 n. 353

Tagar (Yesiloz) near Urgiip (former
chapel of St Panteleimon). See
Cappadocian, rock-cut churches

tagma, tagmata
arsenal of 20 n. 10
organization and units of 16, 23,

117 n 199 185 261 263. , , ,

arms and uniforms 25 n. 32, 240
n. 435, 258 n. 511, 261-262,
404

Taktika (military manuals) 24, 34, 36,
38-40,155,157,166,171,176,211,
226,267,321-322,325,331,347,
390

Taktikon (list of officials) 21, 40-41
Taktikon Uspensky 21 n. 14, 41
Tarquinius Priscus 329
Tarquins 329, 376
Tarsos (Tarsus) 27, 45, 149 n. 100, 364,

370 n. 261
Al-Tarsusi 52, 149 n. 101, 159, 216

n. 343, 233, 328
taxes, taxation 24-25, 81, 403 n. 10
Testament of Solomon. See under

Solomon.
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Tetrarchy, the 22 n. 15, 287
Thekla, Saint 81

Theodoret of Cyrrhus, Church History 99
Theodoropolis (formerly Dorostolon)

thematic system 4-5, 23 n. 22, 43-44
Theodora 8 n. 24, 274
Theodore, Saint (see also Theodore

Teron; Theodore Stratelates; Theodore
Orientalis)

100-101, 110 n. 173
Theodosius I (emperor) 35, 65, 99

missorium of (AD393) 227 n. 382,
274, 283 n. 601

Column of 244
'Thracian' origins 12 n. 40, 102
cult centre in Euchaita 60 n. 12, 70

n. 45, 81, 118
Novella of Manuel I on two

St Theodores 118

Port of 33
Theodosius II (emperor of the East)

186, 274 n. 568, 291
Theodosius the Deacon 51
Theognis 88

patronal role in Blue faction 263
Iconography
type with equestrian saint spearing

dragon 84
usually shown in blue chlamys 259

n. 518, 260 n. 519
`Anatolian' and `Alexandrian'

Theophanes, Chronicle 20, 46, 242, 245
Theophanes Continuatus 23, 45
Theophanes Homologetes ('the

Confessor'), Chronographia 44
Theophano (wife of Leo VI) 113

Life of 113 n. 184, 328 n. 64
Theophilos (emperor) 37, 177

physiognomic types 263
Miracles
intercedes at battle of Dorostolon

(AD 971)
helps repel Rus' invasion 100
persuaded to slay Valens 81-82

Theodore Orientalis, Saint 120, 307

Theophylact Simocatta, History 44
Thessaloniki

arms workshop 21-22
Byzantine Museum 28 n. 42
grave of St Demetrios 103
house of Leo Sikountenos 366
St Demetrios, (5th-7th C.),

Theodore (Georgian `Tevdore'),
Georgian royal painter 144

basilica 112, 260 n. 521, 283
n. 600, 298 n. 648, 302

Theodore Prodromos (poet) 14 n. 50, St Nicholas Orphanos (c.1315),
42 n. 98, 51, 289 n. 617, 401

Theodore Psalter (British MS. Add.
19352) 156 n. 126, 216 n. 345, 219
n. 359, 222 n. 365, 228, 309, 371, 391

church 342 n. 128
Events
6th century, Slav and Avar sieges
904, captured by Arabs under Leo of

Theodore of Stoudios (Theodore Tripoli 45, 338
Studite) 110, 303 1040, besieged by Bulgar rebels 85,

Theodore Stratelates ('the general'), Saint:
Life, by Niketas David of Paphlagonia

102, 251 n. 495
1185, Norman siege and occupation

117 214

Life, by Augaros 118 1207, Bulgarian siege of 104
burial site of 101 n. 147 occupied by Normans 117
translation of relics to Serres 118 Thessaly, Norman invasion of (1082)
as patron of military aristocracy 111, 115

120 Thomas the Slav 132 n. 30, 239, 242
Theodore Studite. See Theodore. of n. 445, 395

Stoudios Thrace

Theodore Teron ('the recruit'), Avar invasion of (617) 44
Saint 31,57,117-120,130-131,136, parma shields popular in 212, 230
150,169,173,190-191,199,203,222, Tiberius II Constantine (emperor) 88
228, 233, 235, 246, 248, 264, 269, 276,
284,299, 318, 351, 353, 366

Ticinum (modern Pavia) 244
Toros II of Armenia 160

as patron of ordinary soldiers 88, Toulmatzoi 364, 370 n. 261
119 Tourlotti. See Mani, Tourlotti

his shield 30 trampling an enemy (in art) 78, 85, 98,
depicted with zone stratiotike 280 255 n. 507
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traditionalism of Byz. culture3, 17, 230
n. 392, 333, 396, 400

Trajan's Column 78, 137 n. 52, 200
n. 291, 204 n. 302, 227 n. 382, 255
n. 506, 341 n. 121, 396 n. 68

Trebizond (Trabzon), church of Hagia
Sophia 299 n. 649, 305

tournament in Antioch (1159) 256
n. 508, 328 n. 59

tree
device on shields 78
olive tree as attribute of Athena 93

triptychs, ivory, showing warrior
saints 105, 114, 404
Forty Martyrs of Se baste triptych,

Hermitage 10 n. 29, 104 n. 158,
114, 315, 353

Ludlow collection, London 104
n. 158

Palazzo Venezia Museum, Rome 104
n. 158, 135 n. 43

University Museum, Tblisi 104 n. 158
Vatican Library 104 n. 158
See also Harbaville Triptych;

Borradaile Triptych
triumph, military

Roman iconography of 225 n. 375,
277

of Constantius into Rome 330
of Theophilos and Basil I 37, 148

n. 99, 361
Trojan Wars

Fall of Troy, scene on shield from
Dura-Europos 206 n. 307, 238
n. 423

warriors depicted in Manasses
MS 55

tropaeum Crucis 97, 98 n. 137, 376
Tropaeum Traiani, see Adamklissi
tropaion, trophaeum (trophy of arms)

against the devil 253
in Constantine's vision 97 n. 137

Trophimos, Saint 60 n. 11, 269 n. 551
Troy

arms of Alexander the Great laid up
in Temple of Athena 29 n. 45

See also Trojan Wars
Troyes, cathedral, ivory chest 83 n. 82,

135 no. 43, 44, 388 n. 35
True Cross, relic of

accompanies army 338
taken in Jerusalem 68
recovery of 70 n. 44, 195, 298
reliquary of 338

Tuapse near Gelendzhik 188
Turkey 33 n. 62, 118
Turks 30 n. 49, 45 n. 112, 47, 118

n. 203, 146 n. 93, 308, 314 n. 8, 333
n. 87, 338 n. 110, 343 n. 133, 358
n. 195, 371 n. 264, 388 n. 36, 403 n. 10.
See also Pharganoi; Seljuks

Turnovo, church of St Demetrios 116
Tuscans, Tuscany 201, 329
tzervoulianoi 200
Tzatios (ruler of Laz people) 272 n. 562
Tzetzes, John 127 n. 8

Upper Boularioi. See Ano Boularioi
Uranos. See Ouranos
Uspensky, Fyodor 41

usurpations 294

Valens (emperor), `slain' by military
saints 82

Valentinian II (emperor) 35,99n.141
Varangian guard 159 n. 137, 375
Varangians 32, 159 n. 137, 144 n. 84,

250 n. 487, 349, 375 n. 281
Vardan `the Red', uprising against Persia

(AD 450) 253
vase painting 86 n. 92, 129, 133, 225

n. 375
Vatican Library 54n.152,141-142,186
Vatican Museum (Museo Sacro della

Biblioteca Apostolica) 10 n. 29, 153,
189, 193, 205, 224, 233, 239, 241, 279
n. 586, 280, 290, 352, 355 n. 181, 357
n. 191, figs 22, 34

Vatopedi monastery. See under Athos,
Mt.

Vegetius, Epitome rei militaris 34, 72
Veliki Preslav 121 n. 211
Veliko Turnovo. See under Bulgaria
Venice

Basilica di San Marco 10 n. 28, 143,
170 n. 170, 199, 286, 362 n. 216,
fig. 76

Biblioteca Marciana 142 n. 76, fig. 24
Museo Archeologico 131, 137 n. 52,

143, 170 n. 171, 187 n. 238, 189,
192, 194 n. 269, 219 n. 357, 228,
231 n. 401, 268, 279 n. 586, 351

San Lazzaro, Mekhitarist monastery
142 n. 76, 176 n. 193, 285 n. 606,
290 n. 621

Vera, Thrace. See Bera
Vergilius Romanus (Vatican Library, Ms.

Lat. 3867) 186, 201 n. 292
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Vergina 29
Veria, Byzantine Museum 250, n. 486,

354
vestiarioi 364
Victory, goddess 69 n. 43, 71 n. 47, 98,

245
Vienna Genesis (Osterreichische

Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Cod. theol.
gr. 1) 297

Vigla
guards formation 261 n. 522
See also droungarios of

Viking
swords 349, 352, 354, 377
armour 137 n. 55, 144 n. 84
shield 231

Vinica (Vinicko Kale), ceramic
icons 11 n. 34, 79, 88, 90 n. 108, 202,
238 n. 427

Virgin Hodegetria Aristerokratousa,
Sinaian icon 208, 341, 390, 394

Virgin Theotokos, appears on walls of
Constantinople 69

visions; see also apparitions
of Constantine at Milvian Bridge 97

n. 137, 243
of Placidus, see Eustathios, Saint
of Neanias, see Prokopios, Saint

Vitalis, Saint 290
Vladimir I, prince of Kievan Rus' 306
Vladimir-Suzdal, principality 11 n. 34,

307
votive offerings 28, 29 n. 44, 76 n. 58
Vrondamos (Peloponnese), Old

Monasterynear 131 n. 29, 136 n. 45,
169 n. 164, 204 n. 301, 258 n. 516, 284
n. 602

Vrontokastro near Kavala, monastery of
St George Diasorites 394

Vsevolod 307

Vyzouth; see also demons 75

Wallachia 8
Walter, Christopher 13, 75, 92, 114,

120, 291
war; see also Holy War, just war, religious

war 70, 73
war cry, see battle cry
warrior saints

defined 2
military status 60
first appearance of 359 n. 200
classicization of images 92-96, 121,

301, 401

intervention in battle 98-104
protectors of troops, patrons of

army 102, 111-112
`Hellenistic' equestrian iconographic

type 79
`Sasano-Georgian' equestrian

iconographic type 82
depicted on foot, en face 86, 94
orant type 91
slaying dragon or serpent 10 n. 30,

93, 97 n. 136, 121 n. 211, 270
slaying godless ruler .103
as Christ's heavenly bodyguard/

`cohort' of Soldiers of Christ 3,
104-107, 182

national vs local cult of 107
imperial patronage for 108-111
coin depictions 115
as dynastic patrons 115-116
updating of images to reflect

contemporary equipment 125,
168,383,396,398,399-400

realism in depictions (see realism in
art)

fantastical depictions of 294 n. 364
adapted to needs of Crusaders, after

1204 235
modelled on palace guard 16

Warsaw, National Museum 77, 191,
388 n. 35

Washington D.C., Dumbarton Oaks,
museum and collection 6, 88,
293

Webster, Alexander 111
weddings, imperial 291
Western influences. See chivalry;

Crusaders
Westminster Psalter (British Library, Ms.

Royal 2A XXII) 161, 162 n. 143, fig.
99

William the Conqueror (king of
England) 247, 362 n. 218

wounded icons' 372
writing case 87, 228 n. 384, 341 n. 124

Xanthopoulos, Nikephoros Kallistos,
Ecclesiastical History 82

Yarhibol 94, 278 n. 582
Yarmuk (battle of AD 636) 51
Yazdgird (Yazkert) II (king of

Persia) 253
Yuryev-Polsky, St George's Cathedral

11 n. 34, 246
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zabareion; see also armouries 21 n. 14,
22

Zacos collection of seals (Basel) 81,
n. 73, 92, 93 n. 118

Zemen monastery, Bulgaria, frescoes 223
n. 368, 239 n. 432

Zemun, siege (1165) 49
Zeno (emperor) 60 n. 12, 91 n. 112,

109, 118 n. 205
Zeus 58 n. 5, 290 n. 621

Zonaras, John, chronicle of 48-49, 101
Pseudo-Zonaras, Lexicon 43, 194 n. 270
Zophar (king), guardsmen of fig. 90
Zorava (Ezra), inscription from 81
Zoroastrian

artistic tradition 60 n. 9, 83
New Year (Nowruz) 81
religious conflict with Byz. 67, 110

Zurich, Landesmuseum, shield 248
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akontion (throwing spear) 319, 376
anavoleus 379. See also stirrups
anaxyrides (trousers) 203, 206 n. 307
aorter (slinging strap, baldric) 221-23,

234, 346, 351, 353, 356
armband 174, 188 n. 244
armelausia (cloak) 175 n. 192, 267

n. 544, 268
armguards (manikellia) 183-86

iron, wood, oxhide, etc. 185-86
gold 185
metal scales 184 n. 227, 186
stitched layers of cotton and silk 186

armour
copper/copper-alloy 133 n. 38, 151,

216
felt 128, 129 n. 11, 149 n. 101, 151,

152 n. 111, 163, 267, 309, 384, 389
horn 127 n. 8, 134 n. 39, 137, 139,

149, 155, 158 n. 135, 159, 273, 343,
353, 369 n. 258

iron 20 n. 7, 127 n. 8, 134 n. 39,
138, 139 n. 60, 147-49, 151, 159,
180, 213, 214 n. 337, 216, 317, 364
n. 230, 367-368, 373, 375 n. 285,
389

leather, hardened 128-29, 149, 216
multiple-layers 136
gold, gilded 364, 375 n. 281
soft' or `quilted' (see neurikon,

neurika)
plate 55, 132 n. 34, 236 n. 419

arms and armour
Arabic inscriptions on 242 n. 448
ceremonial vs. martial character 317
discarding of 26-27
interment discouraged by Christianity

29
symbolism 179-83, 252-53, 366
terminology 139, 152, 208

archery equipment
arrows 17 n. 70, 28 n. 42, 29 n. 46,

39 n. 84, 154 n. 119, 161 n. 141,
164, 248, 317 n. 22, 370-74, 378,
402

bows. See bows
quivers 17 n. 70, 27 n. 39, 369, 370

n. 259, 374

artzekida (type of wood) 321
aspis (shield) 208-11, 213 n. 328, 214

n. 333, 215 nn. 339, 342, 217
n. 351, 220 n. 360, 241, 375 n. 281

aventails (neck-guards) 157-59
axes 374-75, 377

Bulgar 33
gilded 261

baldric 343 nn. 131-32, 345-47, 351,
356, 377. See also aorter

balteus (Gk. baltin, baltidi(o)n), sling
for sword 346, 347 n. 145, 351
n. 163

band officer's. See sash, military; zone
stratiotike

bandon (military flag and unit) 32
n. 59, 340, 341 n. 123

barding. See horse armour
bardoukia (mace) 367
bascinets 55
beech wood 328

belts. See waist-belt; baldric
bits. See horse bits
boots

gilded, recall Christ's resurrection
199

open-toed 197

riding 195
boukoulon (Lat. buccula, shield-boss)

218
bows

composite and reflexed 83 n. 82, 161
n. 141, 369, 374

dishonourable weapon 372
production 19-20
weapon of demons 371-74

bracelet 81, 87, 97 n. 135, 174 n. 185,
184 n. 224, 295 n. 638

brakia (Celt.-Rom. braccae, bracca
`trousers') 205

bridle 21 n. 11, 387, 390 n. 42, 390,
392 n. 51, 397

brooches. See fibulae
brow-band, see headstall
bulla (imperial portrait on neck-ring)

118 n. 205, 294, 295 n. 637, 297
n. 644, 298 n. 648
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cabochons 276,286,300-1 cross pendant 87, 401, fig. 100
calcar (Lat. spurs) 392
calcei (shoes) 192

crown (see also corona; diadem)
wreath as attribute of martyrs 69

caligae, military sandals 200-2 n. 41, 291
calpack, fur-edged hat
caltrops. See triboloi

306 terms for crown-diadem-wreath
exchanged 288

camp, legionary 96, 192 n. 260, 223 votive crown of Leo VI 286
n. 369 crux hastata (cross-tipped lance) 98

campagi (boots) n. 138, 122, 334, 335 n. 97, 336
militares (Roman military footwear) n. 103, 337, 371, 376

201
patrician 201

`chain armour' 128, 159
chalina, chalinaria (reins) 384, 387,

391-92
chalkotouba (greaves) 188 n. 244, 189

n. 245, 202 n. 296
chape (reinforced scabbard end) 345,

347-48, 351 n. 162, 355 n. 181 400
cheiromanika (forearms protection)

183
cheiropsella (forearms protection) 183
chiton 81 n. 73, 159-60, 168 n. 160,

256, 282 n. 597
chlamys, pl. chlamydes (officer's cloak)

element of coronation attire 256-57
colours permitted to various officials

257-58
colours worn by warrior saints 149,

165 n. 155, 258-64
`doubled' 265

`Gallic' and `Thessalian' 264
patterned linings 264

chrysoklavia 302-3
cingulum militare (leather military belt)

346 n. 143, 347
`civilian' attire 106 nn. 162-63, 125

n. 2, 195, 258, 283 n. 600, 369 n. 256
clavi 1 n. 2, 301, 302 nn. 658, 661, 305
cloaks (see also chlamys; mandyas;

mantle; sagion)
not worn in battle 270
rolled cloaks 268-69

cornel wood 321 n. 38
corrigiae (straps for securing imperial

footwear) 192
corona (wreath; later crown) 287-88,

290
corselet. See klibanion; lamellar armour;

mail-shirt; `muscled cuirass'; scale
armour

cotton (use in garments) 126 n. 5,
151-52,164,167,177,186,207

crepidae (boots). See krepides

cuffs 183, 184 n. 223, 185 n. 229, 187
cuirass. See klibanion; `muscled cuirass';

lamellar armour; scale armour

darts. See martzobarboula
diadem 281-93, 295 n. 638, 312. See

also crown; wreath
divetesion 256, 257 n. 509, 302 n. 658
dorka (large iron shield) 213, 214

n. 333
dory (lance) 320 n. 34, 323 nn. 42, 45,

326 nn. 52-53, 327-28, 331, 332
n. 85, 376

dromon (ship) 127 n. 9, 213 n. 332,
214 n. 333, 229, 267 n. 544, 323

endromides (tall boots) worn by hunters
and sportsmen 197

epanoklibanion (garment worn over
armour) 177, 178 n. 200

epilorikion (garment worn over armour)
153 n. 115, 167 n. 160, 169 n. 165,
177-78, 179 n. 203, 268

epithoriakion (garment worn over
armour) 177-78

felt (use in armour). See armour types:
felt

fibulae
at first entirely functional 272 n. 561
as insignia 272 n. 562
form associated with rank 274
finds linked with Goths and

Germanics 274
Types
crossbow 274-75
'Roman-provincial' 274
round/circular (annular) 274

nn. 568, 571, 275-76
shield/quatrefoil 276
silver with cabochons 276

finger-ring. See ring
fir wood 328
flags, military 18, 32, 340-42
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folides (scales). See scale armour
footwear 1, 190 n. 254, 191, 192

nn. 260-61, 193, 194 n. 270, 197,
199-200, 201 n. 292, 202

fuller (groove on sword blade) 355,
377

gems 132 n. 33, 288, 298, 338
gladius (Roman sword) 343

nn. 131-32, 344 n. 134, 347 n. 149
gloves 185 n. 228, 186
goat hair (use in making armour) 175
gonuklaria (knee-guards) 189 n. 246
gorget (armour for throat and neck)

137
greaves 29 n. 46, 180-82, 185, 187,

188 nn. 239, 242, 189, 194, 198, 202
n. 295, 231 n. 401. See also lower leg
protectors

Greek fire 16, 28 n. 42
groin protection. See pteryges;

kresmasma

hasta pura (donatica), spear awarded to
legionaries 331

hastilion (from Lat. hasta), spear shaft
313-15

head scarves. See phakiolon
headstall, equestrian 387, 389-90, 397
helmets

archaeological finds 28 n. 42
in military manuals 39 n. 84
unusual in images of warrior saints

89
chapel-de-fer (Moscow Kremlin)

150 n. 34
Constantine I's helmet (with

Christogram) 31, 60 n. 13, 244
Spangenhelm 158, 284 n. 605

himation (lower tunic) 174-75, 178
hobnails (karphiois) 196, 200
horse

with dyed tails braided with pearls
392

Nesaian 391
white, saint on 87 n. 98, 99

horse armour (barding) 129 n. 11, 389
n. 37 393, 395-97

horse harness
archaeological find from Qustul 387
indicator of social status 392
bits 389-90
gilded, silvered 32 n. 59, 221 n. 361
coloured red 259-60, 390

set with pearls or precious stones
288 n. 616, 296

tassels, bells, shells on 273, 329, 388,
390, 398

horse hooves, dyed or silver shod 392
hose (tight leggings) 201, 208
hypodemata (boots) 191 n. 256, 194,

196-97,200,207

iubae (tassels on spears used as insignia)
329

januwiyyah (Arab term for shield) 233
jubbah (Arab tunic or corselet) 126

n. 5, 159

kabadion (padded garment) 14
n. 54, 16 n. 60, 129 n. 11, 140, 164
nn. 152-53, 166-70, 176 n. 193, 183,
204 n. 301, 307-9, 312

kalikios (military ankle-shoes) 193
kampagia (Lat. campagi; boots) 193

n.261,196,201-3
kampotouba ('tube' worn on calf) 188

n.244,202-3
kartamera (brooches with bunches of

grapes) 275
klibanion 16 n. 60, 126 n. 4, 127 n. 6,

128 n. 11, 139-45, 148 n. 98, 150,
152, 155 nn. 124-25, 161 n. 141, 162
n. 143, 170, 177, 185, 347 n. 146,
399
`Byzantine' type 152, 404
`parade' type 153 n. 115, 202

knemis (pl. knemides). See greaves
kontarion (Lat. contus, lance) 315

n. 15, 323-28, 334, 343 n. 133, 376,
384 n. 19

kornoukopion (ornate imperial fibula)
273 n. 565

kremasma (pl. kremasmata) 16 n. 60,
158 n. 135, 164 nn. 152-53, 165-66,
169-70, 173-74, 176, 183, 186, 365

krepides (Lat. crepidae, boots) 191,
193, 195 n. 272, 196

labarum (flag) 97 n. 135, 98 n. 137,
244, 336 n. 100, 337 n. 107, 341
n. 123, 376

lamellae (plates of lamellar armour)
shapes 152, 215 n. 339, 274, 316,

376
found in Great Palace 20, 140 n. 62,

144, 151 n. 106
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lamellar armour, construction of 160
n. 138, fig. 35

lance (see also crux hastata; dory;
kontarion; longche) 31-32, 77-81,
84-86, 88-90, 97 nn. 135-36, 100,
114 n. 188, 121, 156 n. 126, 166
n. 158, 224 n. 374, 233 n. 408, 247
n. 469, 256 n. 508, 263, 307, 308
n. 681, 310, 313-15, 316 no. 17, 20,
317-18, 323-28, 337, 338 n. 110,
340-41, 364 n. 228, 367, 368 n. 249,
369,376,383,399,401-3
as sign of victory 331, 333
tipped with a cross (see crux hastata)
of St Maurice 31, 331 n. 77
Holy lance of Mars 330
symbolism 34, 85 n. 88, 98, 179

n.207,182-83,252,287-88,365
n. 237, 366

couched use of 383
with thong (see lorion)

lancea. See longche
lasso 372
laurel, use in wreaths/crowns 289-291
leather, hardened (use in making

armour and shields) 128-29, 149,
216

leg bindings, linen 198
leg protectors (see also greaves)

189-91,193,198,202,208,301
linen (use in making armour) 128,

151, 152
longche (Lat. lancea), lance 323, 328
lorica:

hamata 128 n. 10, 154, 174 n. 188
`segmentata' 154
squamata 133, 134 n. 38

lorikion 25 n. 30, 125-28, 140, 147
n.95,154-57,159,170,180
alysidoton (chain armour) 128,

157
delade ('smooth armour') 132 n. 32,

149 n. 100, 155
koine 209 n. 317
psilon 127, 151

lorion (thong, strap) 324-25, 346
n. 144

loros, element of ceremonial attire 172
n. 177, 232 n. 406, 233 n. 406, 273,
310

maces 367-69, 377, 385-86
machaira (ancient Greek sword or

knife) 342 n. 129, 359
mail-shirts (hauberk, byrnie)

Celtic invention 154
surviving examples 158, 206, 343
representation in art 53, 154
limited use by Byz. troops 160,

312
mandyas 140, 254, 267 n. 543
manglavia 367 n. 245
maniakion (neck-ring or torque)

294-300
multi-layered armour, see armour:

doubled
muscled cuirass' 90, 92, 125, 129-32,

134, 136, 144, 146, 277, 311, 399, 400

neck-guard. See aventail

neurikon, neurika ('soft' or `quilted'
armour) 125-29, 140 n. 61, 151-53,
154 n. 119, 166, 171, 389 n. 37, 395

nodus (part of torque) 294, 297

oak wood 321

obstacles against cavalry 322
okridion (Lat. ocreae). See greaves
omphalos. See shield-boss

palash, see paramerion
palisade of spears and shields 223
paludamentum (Roman cloak) 255,

265
paramerion (palash, proto-sabre?) 342

n. 129, 344 n. 135, 347, 357-60,
376-77
not used in court ceremony 360

parma (small shield) 212, 225, 230
pearls, pearling 173, 177, 178, 183,

191-93,273,275,286,288,296,310,
338, 339, 357, 361, 391, 392

pelte (lat. pelta; shield) 212
no. 327-28, 213, 231 n. 398

pennant 176, 327, 341, 343 n. 133
periknemis. See greaves
peristithidia (garment worn under

armour) 175 n. 191
perone (lit. `pin', type of fibula) 271
petala (scales). See scale armour
phakiolion (head-binding or turban)

285 n. 606, 295 n. 638
phlamoulon (flag) 340 n. 118, 395

n.65
phlamuliskia (shoulder pennants or

tassels) 176-77
Phrygian cap 243
pilum (Roman spear) 318, 319 nn. 29,

31, 322, 343 n. 131
plumbatae (darts). See martzobarboula
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podopsella (greaves, lower leg scabbard 30 n. 49, 86, 306, 343 n. 131,
protectors) 184 n. 223, 188 n. 244, 345,347-48,351,355-56,361-62,
189-91 377, 400. See also chape

pommels, sword scale armour 125-28, 133-37, 142-44,
ball 171, 329, 354
eagle-shaped 362 n. 216

146, 149, 151, 155-56, 174, 307, 311,
312, 365

onion 354, 377 sceptrum (sceptre) 258 n. 511, 305
multi-lobed 377 n. 672, 330 nn. 70, 74, 334
mushroom (tea-cosy) 349 n. 157,

352, 354
scutum. See skoutarion
servoula (cheap footwear) 200-1, 203

swords apparently lacking pommels shields, shapes and types
360 almond or leaf-shaped (also known as

porpe (type of fibula) 271 n. 557
provisions, carrying of 385, 398

`kite shield') 231, 232 n. 406, 239
circular (or round) 228

pteryges 88-90, 162-64, 165 n. 154, 'four-cornered' 231
166, 169-70, 171 n. 173, 173-74,
310

purple, imperial colour 192, 195,

176,

255,

Gothic or `heater' 234, 235, 236
n. 419, 311, 395 n. 65, 402

kite 55, 212, 222, 224, 231-36, 241,
266 n. 541,
391

281 n. 594, 295 n. 637, 246, 311, 399
oval 77, 87 n. 98, 88, 93, 114 n. 188,

puttees 198-99, 201 n. 292, 202 209 n. 318, 212, 215 n. 339,
228 230

224-26,

quilted armour. See neurikon, neurika
,

triangular 214, 222-24, 231, 234,
235 n. 416, 236, 244, 311, 399

reins. See chalina, chalinaria.
rhiptarion (throwing spear) 319, 323

adarga (Mauritanian) 228, 229
n. 391

n. 45 Argive 209 n. 318, 225 n. 375
rhomphaion/rhomphaia

n. 88, 367 n. 245
332 n. 85, 333 clipeus (circular Roman shield) 211

n. 322, 246
ribbons 294
riding posture 379-80, 383

dorka (heavy iron shield) 213
n. 331, 214 n. 333

ring 87-88, 247 n. 469 euphoros (Georgian? light shield)
,rose-cluster' garment 153 n. 115, 177 213

I di 210 318
sabre 350 n. 160, 356 n. 185, 357-60,

n an n.
'Lydian' 22, 214 n. 333

377. See also paramerion `Norman' 231, 234
saddle parma 212, 230

construction 383-85, 392 Persian sipar 243
types
Avar 383

turs (round Arab shield) 233
skoutarion (scutum) 180, 212

Roman `horned' 383 skoutaria rhapta (sewn shields,
`high' 383-84, 397 `kalkans') 229

saddle-bags or sacks (sellopoungia) shield, components
385, 389 boss (umbo, omphalos, boukoulon)

saddlecloths 164 n. 152, 384- 385, 391, 217-20, 229, 234, 237 n. 422, 238
392, 393 n. 56 handgrip (porpax, antilabeus,

sagion (Lat. sagum; military cloak) antocheus, ochanos) 220-21
254,256,260,265-68,270,302,384
n. 21

rim (sialoma) 237 n. 422, 241
slinging strap (aorter, telamon) 222,

sakos (leather shield) 213 n. 330 346 n. 142
sandals 191 n. 256, 193 n. 261, 195 spike (xiphos) 218

n. 270, 196 n. 275, 200-1, 202 n. 296 shield, decoration
sarissa (pike) 325, 326 n. 51 apotropaic symbols 78 n. 63
sash, officer's 268 n. 546, 277-281, blazons and devices 236, 237 n. 421,

330298
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geometrical patterns 238
heraldic motifs 246
inscriptions 217 n. 348, 242
Kufic designs & inscriptions 242-43
plant, foliage motifs 241
radial/segmented motifs 238
religious symbols (see also

Christogram; cross) 68, 243-44,
245 n. 463, 295 n. 637, 297 n. 644,
330, 336 n. 100, 337

stripe motif 241
symbolism of 252
shield, miscellaneous
of Achilles 29 n. 45, 237 n. 423
of Ares 210 n. 318
of Constantine 31
of Herakles and Aeneas 237 n. 421,

277
of St Theodore Stratelates 30
Arab influences 229 n. 391
banging with knees as sign of

approval 250 n. 487
striking with spears 250
used as temporary camp palisades

223
shoes. See tzangia
shoulder-guards (mela?) 171
silk

manufacture 164 n. 153
shoes 192 n. 261
use in armour production 128 n. 9,

164, 166 n. 157, 167, 186
use in clothing 177, 207, 265, 281

n. 591
for bowstrings 369 n. 258
for covering scabbards 345 n. 139

simeion (military sign) 240-41, 340
n. 121

skaramangion (garment) 166-67, 168
n. 160, 169 n. 164, 170, 266 n. 539,
302 n. 658, 305 n. 672

skoutarion (Lat. scutum). See under
shield

sleeves on armour and garments 134
n. 39, 152, 166, 172, 174, 183, 184
n. 227, 187, 268. See also manikia

sling (sphendobolon) 376
slinging strap for sword or shield

(telamon, aorter) 221, 343 n. 132,
346

soft' armour. See neurikon, neurika
solenarion 17 n. 70
sousanion (type of armour) 127 n. 8

spatha (Gk. spathion) 342-57. See also
sword

spathobaklion (staff of office) 304-305,
312

spear(s)
archaeological finds 192 n. 260, 218,

231 n. 398, 311, 317 n. 25, 348
n. 153, 351 n. 162, 352, 357 n. 189,
359 n. 200, 377, 380 n. 5

as insignia of authority 266 n. 541,
272 n. 562, 295 n. 638, 330 n. 72,
362

impaling heads on 333
shortened to fit composition 329
symbolism of 371
with coloured shafts 315
length of 325-27
lugs (winglets) 318

spearheads 20-21, 28 n. 42, 29-30, 33,
314 n. 6, 315 n. 15, 316 nn. 15, 20,
317 n. 24, 318 n. 28, 322 n. 41, 328
n. 61, 329-30, 345 n. 139

spekion (tunic) 302-303, 313, 400
spurs (see also calcar) 21 n. 11, 30

n.49,392-94,398
sphendobolon. See sling
stemma (garland or wreath). See diadem
stephanos (wreath; later imperial crown)

287 n. 611, 289, 291
stirrups 379-83, 386, 396-99
stone with magical powers (lithos

perileukios) 296, 297
strepton ('pectoral') 280
surcoat 175 n. 192, 178-79, 402
sword (see also paramerion; sabre;

spatha) 342-66
archaeological finds 351 n. 162
carried on saddle 367
carried on shoulder 332 n. 85
ceremonial sword-attribute of power

360
cult and miraculous qualities 365
Dhu'l Fiqar, sword of Ali 363 n. 219
Hneitir, sword of St Olaf 32
inscriptions 242 n. 448
loop ('sword-knot') on hilt 354

n.180
pommel. See pommels, sword
religious symbolism 183, 252
Sasanian 352, 354 n. 178
spiritual', `of the Holy Spirit' 181,

252, 366
trade 349
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with rounded tip vs. pointed tip 344
n. 134, 399

with quillons that curve towards the
blade 352

sword carried in scabbard as sign of
noble origins 306

with hilt held raised 152 n. 168
swordsmiths marks of imperial 344

tablion (Lat. tabula; decorative patch on
chlamys) ' 257, 264, 281-84, 305, 312

tallit (Jewish prayer shawl) 284-85
tariqa (Arab term for shield) 233
telamon (slinging strap) 221 n. 362.

See also aorter; baldric
testudo 209 n. 318
thekaria (portmanteaux, cloak bags)

385-86
thoracomachus (arming garment) 175
thorakes teleioi (full corselet) 174
thyreos (shield) 211 n. 323, 297 n. 644
tiara 293-94
toga 1 n. 2, 172 n. 177, 271, 295 n. 637
torque. See maniakion
toubia 203, 204 n. 302, 206 n. 307,

207, 208 n. 314
touphia (Lat. tufae) 177 n. 195,

329-30, 390 n. 43
triboloi (Lat. triboli, caltrops) 196

n. 276, 395 n. 66
trousers 125, 202-3, 204 nn. 301-2,

205-8, 311, 347 n. 148
tufae. See touphia
tunica militaris (Roman military tunic)

165

483

turban. See phakiolion
tzangia (shoes) 191-93
tzikourion (Lat. securis) 374. See also

axe

uniform
military 2
palace guard 16, 261 n. 522, 304-5
parade or camp 270, 298, 301, 303,

355, n. 181, 364
white 303-5

vela 330 nn. 70, 74
venabulum (Roman hunting spear)

320
verytta (Lat. verticulum, verutum), spear

318
vexillum (standard) 340
vexillology 18

waistbelts 346-47, 356-57
weapons. See arms and armour
white military attire. See uniform: white
wool (use in garments, armour) 175,

206
wreath. See crown; diadem

xiphos (ancient Greek term for sword;
blade) 342, 359 n. 195

zaba (armour, especially mail) 17
n. 71, 126 nn. 4, 5, 127 n. 6, 148
n. 97, 154-59, 164, 167 n. 159,
189 n. 246, 270 n. 555, 345 n. 140

zone stratiotike. See sash, officer's
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a) 

b) 

Fig. 1. Panoplies of weapons painted on the walls of the Macedonian tomb 
of Lyson and Kallikles, 3rd century BC; Lefkadia, Greece. 



Fig. 2. Solomon spearing a demon with a lance, 6th- or 7th-century bronze 
amulet (after Maguire). 

Fig. 3. St Sisinnios of Antioch slaying a demon, 6th-century bronze amulet, 
now lost (after Maguire). 



Fig. 4. Gold medallion of Constantius 11 (337-61); Bibliotheque Nationale, 
Paris (after Garam). 



Fig. 5. St Sisinnios spearing the female demon Alabasdria, 6th- or 7th-century mural in 
chapel 18 of the monastery of St Apollo in Bawit, Egypt (watercolour by Cledat). 



Fig. 6. Warrior saint (probably Theodore), damaged 8th-century mural from 
the Nubian cathedral in Faras; currently National Museum, Warsaw (photo 

M. Szymaszek). 



a) St Theodore on horseback 

b) Joshua and Caleb 

c) St Christopher and St George 

Fig. 7. Terracotta icons from Vinica, Macedonia, 6th or 7th century; Museum 
of Macedonia, Skopje. 



Fig. 8. St Merkourios slaying the emperor Julian, damaged 7th- or 8th- 
century Coptic icon from the Monastery of St Catherine, Mt Sinai, Egypt 

(after Weitzmann). 



Fig. 9. St Sergios `Kamelaris' on a 6th- or 7th-century bronze pendant from 
Resafa, Syria; Museum of Art and Archaeology, University of Missouri, 

Columbia (after Fowden). 



Fig. 10. Hunting scene with Shapur II (383-88) on a Sasanian silver bowl; 
Hermitage, Saint Petersburg (after Hoffmeyer). 



Fig. 11. St George, mural on a column in the northern church of the monastery 
of St Apollo in Bawit, Egypt, 7th or 8th century (photo J. Cledat). 



Fig. 12. St Theodore, 6th-century icon from the Monastery of St Catherine, 
Mt Sinai (after Weitzmann). 



Fig. 13. St Philotheos depicted on the leather cover of a writing set from 
Antinoe, Egypt, 1st half of 7th century; Louvre, Paris (after Markovic). 



Fig. 14. St Theodore(?) spearing a serpent, sixth-century Coptic textile from 
Achmin; Philadelphia Art Museum (after Wallis Budge). 



Fig. 15. St Menas depicted on a clay ampulla from Abu Mina, c.450-550; 
British Museum, London (after Byzantium). 



a) Epiphanios, c.550-650 

c) Peter, Bishop of Euchaita, 
c.650-730 

b) Nicholas, c.550-650 

d) The Metropolitan john, 7th 
century 

Fig. 16. Early images of St Theodore on the obverse (front side) of lead seals 
(after Zacos). 



a) Beelshamen, Malakbel and Aglibol. Relief from a Palmyrene temple, 2nd 
half of 1st century AD; Louvre, Paris 

b) Bel, Yarhibol, Aglibol and Ar$u. Relief from the temple of Bel, end of 1st 
century AD; Palmyra Museum (after Teixidor) 

Fig. 17. Palmyrene deities. 



Fig. 18. Christus miles, mosaic above the doors of the narthex of the arch- 
bishop's chapel in Ravenna, c.494-520. 



a) Saints George and Theodore b) Saints Eustathios and Eustratios 
Teron (top), and Demetrios and (top), and Theodore Stratelates and 
Merkourios (below) on the right Prokopios (below) on the left wing 

wing 

Fig. 19. The `Forty martyrs of Sebaste' depicted on a 10th-century ivory 
triptych; Hermitage, Saint Petersburg. 
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a) Saints Theodore Teron and b) Saints Theodore Stratelates and 
Eustathios (top), and Prokopios and George (top), and Demetrios and 
Arethas (below) on the right wing Eustratios (below) on the left wing 

Fig. 23. Ivory triptych of the mid-10th century; National Museum in the 
Palazzo Venezia, Rome (after Goldschmidt/Weitzmann). 



Fig. 24. The emperor Basil II, surrounded by busts of saints including George, 
Demetrios and Theodore, receives a rhomphaion and a crown from Christ; 
dedicatory miniature from the Psalter of Basil 11, c.1019; Venice, Biblioteca 

Marciana, Cod. gr. 17, fol. 3r (after Glory of Byzanlium). 
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Pig. 26. St Demetrios, mosaic from the monastery of St Michael Archangel, 

Kiev, 1108-13; Tretyakov Gallery, Moscow (after Lazarev). 



Fig. 27. St George, Ilth-12th century wooden relief icon from Cherson, 
Crimea; National Museum, Kiev (after Glory of Byzantium). 



s 

.'. 
Fig. 28. St Merkourios, 10th-11th century fresco from the crypt of the 

Church of the Virgin (currently Odalar mosque), Constantinople; now in the 

Archaeological Museum, Istanbul. 



Fig. 29. St Theodore Teron, icon of c.1200 in the New Treasury of the 
monastery of St John the Evangelist, Patmos. 
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d) St Theodore Stratelates on the south e) St Theodore Teron on the south wall of 
wall of the central nave the central nave (photo A. Babuin) 

(photo A. Babuin) 

U 

Fig. f) St George on horseback on the north wall of the northern nave 

Fig. 30. Frescoes of c.1180 in the church of the Holy Anargyroi, Kastoria, 
Greece. 



Fig. 31. St George, fresco on the northern wall of the Orthodox church of St 
George in Kurbinovo, Macedonia, 1191. 



Fig. 32. St George, fresco of the northern apse of the narthex of the church 
of the Panagia Phorhiotissa,Asinou, Cyprus, 12th/13th century (after Stylianou). 



Fig. 33. St George, I Ith-centui}steatite icon; Treasury of Vatopedi Monastery, 
Nit Athos. 



Fig. 34. St'Iheodore Stratelates, 11th-century steatite icon; Museo Sacro della 
Biblioteca Apostolica, Vatican (after Glory of Byzantium). 
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a) St George, 10th- I I th century mural on the 
north wall of the Church of Lilies (Sumbullu 

Kilise) in the Ihlara valley, Cappadocia 

Fig. 35. Diagrams showing the arrangement of lamellae in a Byzantine klibanion 
(after Dawson). 



a) St George on the east wall of the b) St Merkourios on the east wall of the 
south-eastern pier north-western pier 

Fig. 36. Murals of 976-1025 in the Direkli Kilise (`Columned Church'), Ihlara 
valley, Cappadocia. 
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Fig. 39. Sts Demetrios and Theodore Stratelates, detail from an 11th/12th 
century Byzantine icon; Hermitage, Saint Petersburg. 



Fig. 40. Sts George and Theodore, on a 12th-century steatite icon; Historical 
Museum, Moscow (after Lazarev). 



a) St George on horseback slaying a 
dragon (on the north wall) 

b) St Niketas (on the south wall) 

Fig. 41. Murals in the cave church of St Barbara (Tahtali Kilise) in the 
Soandos (Soganli) valley, Cappadocia, 976-1021. 
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Fig. 43. Unidentified military saint (possibly Prokopios), fresco on the south- 
east pier of the church of Hagios Stephanos in Kastoria, 9th-10th century. 
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a) Saints George, Demetrios and Nestor on the southern wall 

b) '1he two saint 'lheodores with St Prokopios on the northern wall 

Fig. 45. Frescoes in the western bay of the katholikon of the monastery of 
St Panteleimon in Nerezi, Macedonia, AD 1164. 



a) St Theodore Teron (fol. 41v) b) St Demetrios (fol. 123r) 

c) St George (fol. 151v) 

Fig. 46. Miniatures dating from 1059, Evangelistarion nr 587, Dionisiou 
Monastery, Mt Athos (after Athos). 



Fig. 47. St Theodore on a 12th-century enamelled plaque from Bathys Ryax; 
Hermitage, Saint Petersburg. 
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Fig. 49. St George, I lth-13th century fresco in the central naos of the Church 
of Hagios Georgios Diasoritis on Naxos (photo Z. Brzezinski). 



Pig. 50. St George, engraving on the inside of a 12th-century(?) silver dish 
from Berezovo; now in the Hermitage, Saint Petersburg (after Darkevich). 



Fig. 51. St Demetrios on horseback, 13th/l4th-century steatite icon; Armoury 
of the Moscow Kremlin (after Bank). 



Fig. 52. Celtic mail-shirt depicted on a 
trophy of arms, detail of a bas-relief from 
the Temple of Athena in Pergamon, 183 BC; 
Pergamon Museum, Berlin (after Gamber). 

Fig. 53. The Sasanian king Ardashir I equipped as a klibanarios on a rock 
carving of AD 227, at Firuzahad, Iran (after Bivar). 



Fig. 54. a, b) Detail of a scene from the conquest of England in 1066 by 
William the Conqueror, depicted on the BayeLLx Tapestry, c.1105; Tapestry 

Museum, Bayeux, France (after Rud). 



Fig. 55. Helmet with mail neck-guard found at Marais de Saint-Didier at 
the site of a battle fought between Burgundians and Franks in 524; Ivtusee de 

Grenoble, France (after Byzance). 



Fig. 56. St George rescues a youth of Milylene, icon from the beginning of 
13th century, product of a Crusader workshop in the Holy Land; British 

Museum, London. 



Fig. 57. Ceramic bowl from the 12th or 13th century depicting a hunter- 
often assumed to be the hero Digenis Akritas, hunting a snake with a falcon; 

Agora Museum, Athens. 



Fig. 58. Sts George and Theodore on horseback, drawing on the 'Freiburg 
Leaf', 1st half of 13th century; Augustiner-Museum, Freiburg im Breisgau, 

Germany (after Glory of Byzantium). 
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Fig. 60. Saints Theodore and George on the wings of a 9th-century trip- 
tych depicting the Ascension; Monastery of St Catherine, Mt Sinai (after 

Weitzmann). 



Fig. 61. Shepherd wearing servoula on his feet, 10th-century miniature from 
Nikander's Theriaka; Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, Ms. Suppl. gr. 247, fol. 

48r (after Byzance). 



Fig. 62. St Merkourios on a miniature with saints for November in a 
Menologion of the year 1056; Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, Cod. gr. 580, 

fol. 2v (after Byzance). 



Fig. 63. Sts Sergios and Bakchos on the reverse of a 13th-century icon 
of the Virgin Aristerokratousa; St Catherine's Monastery, Mt Sinai 

(after Sinai). 
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Fig. 64. Late Roman shield of the 3rd century AD, with scene of the fall of 
Troy, found at Dura-Europos; watercolour copy in the Art Gallery of Yale 

University, New Haven (after Age of Spirituality). 



Fig. 65. Gilded bronze umbo (shield boss) from 'Ain Dara decorated in relief- 
work with running animals, 10th-11th century; Archaeological Museum, 

Aleppo (after Haldon). 
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Fig. 67. Sts Demetrios and Theodore on a 10th-century ivory panel; 
Archaeological Museum, Venice (after Goldschmidt/Weitzmann). 



Fig. 68. St George, relief-work icon, polychrome on wood, after 1204; 
Byzantine and Christian Museurn, Athens. 



Fig. 69. Theodosius the Great surrounded by doryphoroi, on the missorium 
(donative dish) of Theodosius I, AD 393; Real Academia de la Historia, 

Madrid (after Hoffmeyer). 
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Fig. 71. St James the Persian, double-sided icon from the Panagia Theoskepaste 
church, Paphos, Cyprus, end of 12th century; Collection of Art in the Bishop's 

Palace, Paphos (after Glory of Byzantium). 
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Fig. 73. St Demetrios, 13th-century glass cameo of Venetian workmanship; 
British Museum, London. 

Fig. 74. Shield with heraldic lion, c.1200; Schweizerisches Landesmuseum, 
Zurich (after Gamber). 



a) Unit of Noumeroi of the demos of the Blues with an image of St Theodore 

b) Protodemarchos John with image of St George 

Fig. 75. Seals of the 7th or 8th century, from the former Schlumberger col- 
lection (after Markovic). 
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Fig. 77. St Theodore Orientalis, 9th/10th-century miniature in the Coptic 
Synaxarion from St Michael's Monastery, 1-lamula near Fayyum, Egypt; New 

York, J. Pierpont Morgan Library, M 613, fol. Iv (after L'art Copte). 



Fig. 78. Unidentified warrior saint, 11th-century mural in the church of the 
monastery on Kom I-I at Old Dongola, Sudan (after Jakobielski). 



a) St Sergios 

b) St Bakchos 

Fig. 79. Mosaics in the south-west bay of the naos of the katholikon of the 
monastery in Daphni near Athens, c.1100. 
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Fig. 80. St Prokopios, 13th-century icon from the workshop of Master Peter 
who worked at the court of Euthyrnios 11, Patriarch of Jerusalem; Monastery 

of St. Catherine, Mt Sinai (after Sinai). 



a) The Judgment of Solomon (fol. 2151) 

uo itlh r i ` .t 

b) 'Iheodosius accompanied by protospatharioi (fol. 239r) 

Fig. 81. Miniatures of 879-882 from the Constantinople codex of the 
Homilies of Gregory of Nazianzos; Bibliotheyue Nationale, Paris, Cod. 

gr. 510 (after Brubaker). 
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Fig. 83. Saints Boris and Gleb, Kievan icon of the 12th/ 13th century; National 
Museum, Kiev (after Glory of Byzantium). 
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Fig. 85. Prince Amir Hasan 11 hunting deer, detail of a relief from the Church 
of the White Virgin (Spitakavor Astvatsatsin) in Yeghegnadzor, Armenia, 

1321; State Historical Museum, Yerevan (after V. Nersessian). 
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Fig. 86. St Theodore, relief on the northern facade of the Cathedral of the 
Holy Cross in Aghtamar, 915-921 (after S. Der Nersessian 1965). 
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a) Labarum standard surmounted by the chi-rho monogram (chrysma) 
stuck in a serpent; reverse of a follis of Constantine the Great, minted in 

Constantinople 326-330 

b) Valentinian III, holding a cross and figure of Victoria on a globe, tram- 
ples a serpent with human head; reverse of a gold solidus minted in Rome, 

424-425 

Fig. 88. Late Roman coins (after Wallis Budge). 
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Fig. 90. Guardsmen of King Zophar, miniature from the Book of Job (Cod. 3, 
fol. 29v), I ith-century; St Catherine's Monastery, Mt Sinai (after Galavaris/ 

Weitzmann). 



a) Spatha in an ornate metal scabbard, 10th century(?); Historical Museum, 
Athens 

b) bronze sword hilt from the Ser4e Limani wreck,1 l th century; Archaeological 
Museum, Bodrum 

c) spears with lugs from the Ser4e Limani wreck, 11th century; Archaeological 
Museum, Bodrum 

Fig. 91. Byzantine weapons. 



Fig. 92. Gold fittings from an Avar belt, c. 700, found in Vrap (Albania); 
Metropolitan Museum, New York. 

Fig. 93. St George Proslatis with a paramerion sword and a spear, 12th- 
century miniature on fol. 74v of Menologion no. 996; National Library, Athens 

(after Chatzenikolaou/Paschou). 



Fig. 94. Saracens attack an icon of St George in the church of St George 
(1158-84) in Phavnisi, Upper Svaneti, Georgia (after Privalova). 



Fig. 95. Demons attack monks on their ascent to heaven, detail from the 
icon Heavenly Ladder of John Clitnacus, end of 12th century; St Catherine's 

monastery, Mt Sinai (after Sinai). 
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Fig. 96. The miraculous vision of St Eustathios (Roman general Placidus), 
miniature in a 9th-century Psalter (Cod. 61, fol. 138r); Pantokrator Monastery, 

Mt Athos (after Athos). 



Fig. 97. St George's spur on a 13th/14th-century fresco in the church of St 
John Chrysostom in Geraki (after Moutsopoulos/Demetrokalles). 

Fig. 98. Spur from the 1st half of the 13th century, found in the ruins of 
St George's monastery at Vrontokastro near Kavala, northern Greece (after 

Zekos/Bakirtzes). 



Fig. 99. Donor miniature of c.1250 in the Westminster Psalter; British Library 
Ms. Royal 2A XXII (after France). 
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Fig. 28. St Merkourios, l0th-11th century fresco from the crypt of the 
Church of the Virgin (currently Odalar mosque), Constantinople; now in the 

Archaeological Museum, Istanbul. 
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Fig. 
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d) St Theodore Stratelates on the south c) St 'Theodore Teron on the south wall of 
wall of the central nave the central nave (photo A. Babuin) 

(photo A. Babuin) 

Fig. f) St George on horseback on the north wall of the northern nave 

Fig. 30. Frescoes of c.1180 in the church of the Holy Anargyroi, Kastoria, 
Greece. 
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a) Saints George, Demetrios and Nestor on the southern wall 

b) The two saint Theodores with St Prokopios on the northern wall 

Fig. 45. Frescoes in the western bay of the kutholikon of the monastery of 
St Panteleimon in Nerezi, Macedonia, Al) 1164. 



a) St Theodore Teron (fol. 41v) b) St Demetrios (fol. 123r) 

c) St George (fol. 151v) 

Fig. 46. Miniatures dating from 1059, Evangelistarion nr 587, Dionisiou 
Monastery, Mt Athos (after Athos). 



Fig. 47. St Theodore on a 12th-century enamelled plaque from Bathys Ryax; 
Hermitage, Saint Petersburg. 
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a) St Sergios 

b) St Bakchos 

Fig. 79. Mosaics in the south-west bay of the naos of the katholikon of the 
monastery in Daphni near Athens, c.1100. 
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